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I TAKE Hiis opportunity to correct two passages in former Essays; one in the IVlliVol,

of the Asiatic Researches, p. 3S2 : and the second in the tirst part of my Essay on the Sacred

Isles in the West, p. 502.

In the latter, 1 said tlial the famous Pr'a'n-puri went no further than El-Catif and Baharein,

in his way to Egypt. But I was mistaken; for lie even attempted to go up the Tigris, and

went even as far as Mocha.

In tlie former, 1 asserted tliat by (lie Surya-much'hi-gangu, Pr'a'n-PURi meant the Volga: but I

was equally mistaken ; for, from his narrative, he certainly understood the Shat-al-Arab, or the

nniled stream of the Tigris and Euphrates.

I seldom saw Fr'a'n-p(jri, and he hardly condescended to answer my inquiries: hence the

information which he communicated, was vague and desultory. I did not advert then to what

Air. Duncan has said on the subject in the Vlli Vol. of the Asiatic Researches.

F. WILFORD.
Benares, Feb. ‘20th, 1808.
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TRANSACTIONS

OF THE

ASIATIC SOCIETY.

I.

Remarks on the State of Agriculture, in the District of Dina jpur.

BY.W. CAREY.

^JjnHE soil of the district of Dinajpur is considerably diversified.

In the the southern part the ground rises in gentle acclivities,

which run from north to south, and are divided from each other by vallies

mnning between them
;

the whole resembling large waves, or rather the

appearance of the sea when there is a great swell. The width of each

valley is two or tliree miles, and that of the elevations about the same.

Each valley is watered with one or two little streams, as the Tanguam, the

Ph'nabhava, and several others, which empty themselves either into the

Mahanandd or the' Ganges. These small rivers swell in the rainy season

to large lakes, fifty or sixty miles in length, and two pr three in breadth,

overflowing all the low lands, which are dry in the cold season. These

vallies, at the distance of fifty miles from the Ganges^ are scarcely

B



2 REMARKS ON AGRICULTURE

higher than the surface of its waters
;

when therefore that river is

swollen by tlie periodical rains, the waters of the vallies are not only pre-

vented from running off, but are so much increased as to be navigable

for vessels of very considerable burden.

The soil of the elevated portions of land is in general a stiff clay,

in some places black, and somewhat porous, in others white and tena-

cious. The soil of some of the vallies resembles that of the elevated

' parts, and that of others is rich and loamy, with a substratum, at a

greater' or lesser depth, of the same kind of clay which forms the higher

grounds. These low lands are for the most part covered with long grass

of different sorts, and afford pasture to a great number of buffaloes and

to large herds of other cattle.O X

The northern parts of the district are more level than the southern

ones, have a loamy soil, and are well cultivated. Some tracts of clay

land are, however, to be found, and it is probable that clay is the sub-

stratum of the whole.

The higher lands in the southern parts of the district are principally

inhabited by Musulmans^ and the vallies by Hindus. The mode of

cultivation and the productions of the elevated parts, differ widely

from those of the vallies, so that those who have been accustomed to

one of these sorts of land only, can seldom manage the other to ad-

vantage.

On the higher clay lands very little besides rice is produced, and,

excepting very small spots which are well manured, only one crop in
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a year. The loamy vallies which do not lie so low as to endanger the

inundating of the crop, produce, not only rice, but also a good crop of

mustard, or pulse in the cold season. The land which produces two

crops in a year is called Palli, and is usually let at a rupee and half per

Bigha. That which produces only one crop is called Khar, and is usually

let at twelve annas per Bigha.

The people of the district of Dinajpur are, in general, ^extremely

poor, and their farming utensils are therefore proportionably simple

and wretched. A plough drawn by two bullocks, serves to prepare

the soil. The plough is composed of four pieces
;

viz. the Langal or

body of the plough, which is a piece of wood forming two sides of an

obtuse-angled triangle, the other side being M'^anting, with a hole near

the obtuse angle to admit a staff of wood or bamboo about six feet

long, called the Is'. This staff may be called the beam of the plough,

and is the part to which the bullocks are yoked, going between them

and resting on the yoke by which they are coupled. The ploughshare

(Phal) is a flat plate of iron, nearly of a lozenge shape, which is fastened

to the under part of the Langal, to prevent its being worn by the soil.

The handle is a piece of wood, or bamboo, about two feet long, fastened

to the upper extremity of the Langal, and furnished, at a small distance

from its upper end, with a pin about six inches long, called the Mut, to

assist the hand in guiding the plough.

The oxen draw double, or side by side, being coupled together

with the Jual, or yoke, which passes over the necks of both of them

at once. The lower edge, which lies on the necks of the cattle, is straight,

B 2



4 REMARKS ON AGRICULTURE

The upper edge has two elevations, one over the neck of each ox, but is

cut down at the middle and at each end, so as to remain about two inches

deep. Four bamboo pins are passed through the yoke, one at each end,

and two in the middle, which, descending on each side the aniniars neck,

are connected by a cord under its throat. The beam of the plough rests

on the middle of the yoke, and is fastened to it by a cord.

Only one person attends a plough, holding the handle in one hand,

and occasionally pulling the tails of the oxen witli the other, to guide

them, or striking them with a stick to quicken their pace. A pair of

oxen may be purchased for six or eight rupees, a plough for five annas,

and a yoke for four. An instrument called Mai’ is drawn over the

field after it has been sufficiently ploughed. This may be called the

harrow of the Hindus. It is made of bamboo, in the form of a lad-

der, and is four or five feet in length. A cord, fastened to the centre

of this rude instrument, is connected with the centre of the yoke, and

the driver stands on the harrow, assisting its operation by his weight,

and guiding the cattle with his hands. Land pulverized and laid smooth

with the Mai retains it moisture, and is fit to receive seed in dry weather,

several days longer than it would be if this was neglected. The Hindus

call the operation, when performed for that purpose, Rasbandhan, or the

confining of the moisture.

In dry seasons it is often necessary to water the fields. For this

purpose an instrument called a Jantis used. The Jant is a trough of

light wood, from twelve ta sixteen feet long, somewhat curved to admit a

greater depth in the middle, the bottom is five or six inches wide, the
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height of the sides in the middle part is six or eight inches, gradually

decreasing towards the ends, one of which is excavated to a point, to

prevent the water from running back and being lost. When this

instrument is used, it is slung to 'three bamboos placed erect and cross-

ing each other in the centre
;

a long and heavy bamboo, loaded at the

further end with a large ball of earth, is then fastened to the end

which is to be plunged into the water, and thrown over the three erect

bamboos, resting on the top of them. A person standing on a stage,

even with, or somewhat below the surface of the water of a pond,

' river, &c. then plunges the end of the Jant into the water, with his

foot, by which means it is filled. The weight at the end of the long

bamboo assists him in raising it out of the water, and throwing its con-

tents into a small reservoir, or pit, from which it is conveyed into the

fields, by channels cut for that purpose. Two feet, or two and a half,

is the height to"which water can be thrown with effect by this machine ;

when the height is greater, two, three, or more Jdnts are used, and in

that case the water is thrown into small reservoirs or pits, at a 'proper

height above each other, and sufficiently deep to admit the next Jdnt

to be plunged deep enough to fill it. Water is by this means some-

times conveyed to the distance of a mile or more on every side of a

large tank or reservoir of water.* I' have seen fifty or sixty Jants at one

* Qu. Is not this the watering with the foot mentioned in Scripture, Deut. xi. ver, 10, and may

not there be an allusion to the facility with which this water is directed at the will of the hu^and-

man, in Prov. xxi. ver. 1 ?
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time, in a large receptacle of water called Mahipdl-dighi, about six coss

from Dindjpur.

To remove earth from one place to another, a yoke of bamboo is

furnished with two appendages, called Bharua, somewhat resembling a

coarse sieve, the outside composed of split bamboos wattled or twisted

over each other, and the middle part of twine, woven somewhat like

the bottom of a sieve. These vessels are about a foot and a half in dia-

meter ;
when loaded with earth, or any other substance, they are carried

with the yoke. The yoke lies across one shoulder,one weight hang-

ing before and the other behind, and is occasionally shifted from one

shoulder to the other.

The Kodali, or digging-hoe is, in this district, set much more to-

wards the earth than, in the southern parts of Bengal, forming an angle

of about sixty degrees with the handle, whereas about Calcutta the an-

gle is not more than thirty degrees. This instrument is used to dig the

earth, or to grub up roots, and destroy the coarse grass, when land is to

be first broken up. The Kodali is a very useful instrument, answering

the purpose of both spade and hoe.

The last instrument of husbandry which I shall mention is the

Kastya or Indian sickle. The blade is curved, and edge-toothed

like a sickle, but it is much smaller and more rude than the European

one. The length of the blade is about eight or ten inches, and its

greatest width one and a half. It is fixed in a rude handle
;

and is used

to cut corn, grass, or even brushwood upon occasion, being to the
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Hindu a very useful instrument, although a European labourer would

scarcely pick one of them up if he saw it lie in the road.

j

Rice is the staple production of the district. Four kinds (including

several varieties) are principally cultivated
;

viz. the Bhadui, so called

from its ripening in the month Bhadar, the Hemat so denominated from

its ripening in the cold season, the Buna, and Bohara.

The first of these is chiefly, though not exclusively, cultivated on

the lower, and loamy lands; on these soils it is constantly sown by

broad cast, in March, April or May, and the quantity sown depends

upon the quantity of rain which fails in those months. The season of

cultivation is sometimes extended near a month longer than it would

otherwise be, by transplanting the rice, while young, into the fields, or

the more elevated lands. When it is sown early on the higher lands*

a second crop is sometimes produced upon the ‘ same spot; but, .that

which is sown late in the season, ripening proportionably late, so much

interferes with the planting of the Hemat rice, that the latter crop is often

scarcely worth the gathering. '

1

This rice, when sown on the lower and loamy soils, requires weed-

ing. A large quantity of weeds, particularly panicum clliare^ often

springs up among it these weeds, if not extirpated, infallibly ruin the

crop. It is also necessary to open “the soil, after a heavy shower, by

draAving a large drag ^ over it
;

but no other attention is requisite, till

the harvest, when it is cut and housed in the usual way.

The Hemat rice is usually cultivated on the higher and strong lands,
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a stiff soil being better calculated to retain the water after the end of

the periodical rains. This rice is usually sown at the end of May, or

the beginning of June, in small beds, as thick as it can possibly grow.

The plants come up in three or four days after the seed is sown, till

which time the ground is kept barely moist : after the plants appear it

should be kept quite moist, but not flooded. As^ soon as the rains com-

mence and the earth is well watered, this rice is planted out in beds,

(or compartments) each of which is surrounded with a balk, or border,

about ten inches high, and a foot wide, to prevent the water from run-

ning off.

i

When a field is first formed, these mounds or borders are thrown up

with the Kodali. The earth is then repeatedly ploughed, till it is com-

pletely mixed with the water, and reduced to a soft mud. Five, six,

and sometimes eight ploughings are necessary, to destroy the weeds and

completely dissolve the clods, after which jt is smoothed by drawing

the Mai over it, till the surface is so level that the water stands at an equal

height in every part. When the field is thus prepared, the young

plants are transplanted from the seed-bed by the hand
;

eight or ten of

them being usually planted in one hole. These holes, which are about

nine inches asunder, are made by forcing the hand with the young

plant into the mud
;

the plants are left there in afj.j erect position, after

which the admission of water settles the roots,
f
When the whole spot

is planted, water is admitted from a neighbouring compartment, or

from a ditch, a trench or some other reservoir, and if possible con-

stantly kept at the height of at least three (or four) inches. If there

be too much water in the field, it is allowed to run off, by cutting a

passage for it through tlie border, and ^Afhen a sufficient quantity is run
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off, the rest is retained, by shutting the passage with a clod of soft earth.

This crop requires no weeding, or at most but a very trifling one, the

water being suflicient to destroy the noxious weeds. If the season be

very dry, the field must be supplied with water from some neighbouring

pond or reservoir, as the only means of preserving the crop : attention

to this (is peculiarly necessary while the plants are young, for if the

earth be permitted to grow hard, the plants seldom thrive afterwards;

when they have acquired a size sutficient to overshadow the ground,

the moisture is retained for a longer time, and the crop suffers less, but

water is absolutely necessary to the perfection of a crop of rice. In

November this crop begins to ripen, and the harvest is usually finished

by the end of December, As there is little fear of rain at this season, tlje

crop is housed and stacked, without any loss or difficulty.

The Bund rice is usually sown in April or May, in low lands, where

a flood of several feet deep may be expected; if the. floods come sud-

denly while the plants are young, the water rises above them and the

crop is lost
;

but if the plants are strong and the water increases gradu-

ally, the rice will growias fast as the water rises. This crop will an-

swer tolerably well,! if the water be four, six, or even eight feet in

depth, the stalks sometimes acquiring the length of ten or even fifteen

feet
;
but as they are weak and lie in an oblique position, they do not

easily rise above eight feet of water. This crop ripens in November.

The upper part of the plants on one man's land being dra^vn. by a gentle

stream, or by some other cause, often fall on liis neighbour’s field, and oc-

casion quarrels at the time of reaping. ' -fl-*

The Bohara rice is sown in October or November like the Hemat,

C
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and about January planted at the bottoms of tanks, or pits, or on very

low ground where it can be supplied with water. It is treated in every

respect like the Hemat, and ripens in April or May. This is an excellent

sort of rice, but the quantity cultivated is necessarily small.

The next article of cultivation is indigo, a plant for which many

parts of this district are improper, as it will not grow on the white clay

lands called Balka, is sparingly produced on the black or red clays, and as

most of the soft and loamy parts lie so low as to be subject to sudden in-

undations, which infallibly destroy the crop.

The proper season for sowing indigo is in April and May. Some

have sown it at the end of September or the beginning of October, and

others in any month from October to March. That sown in Septem-

ber, or October, or even in November, will frequently produce a

crop, if the land be not low and damp. It is better to sow on low

damp soils, in. December, January and February, when the season

will soon become warm enough to obviate the danger arising from the

soil. Some have sown a winter crop with this indigo, which as it af-

fords the young plants a shelter in the cold season, may be esteemed

a good method. Mustard, ripening very early, is the most improper

for this purpose, because it leaves the indigo exposed at the very sea-

son in which it requires shelter. The young plants, at this season of

the year, are often greatly injured by the treading of cattle
;
and the

crop is seldom so good as that which is sown in the proper season. If

the season be favourable, and the whole crop be sown in March, April

or May, (for which repeated rain is absolutely necessary,) and be weeded

before the periodical rains set in, an abundant crop may be expected.
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Indigo sown in June seldom repays the labour of the husbandman, the

rains, then setting in, usually injure the plant while young, or produce

weeds in such abundance, that it is choked by them, and generally pe-

rishes.

The present method of cultivating indigo is subject to many incon-

veniences, and therefore liable to many objections
; but as the whole

business is conducted by giving advances of money to the Ryots,

previously to their sowing the seed, and by receiving the produce

at a certain number of bundles of a given measure for a rupee, and

as many of them scarcely ever intend to fulfil their engagements,

the application of a remedy would be difficult, especially as the de-

vising of it must depend upon experiments, -to the making of which

the poverty and prejudices of the cultivators would prove an almost in-

vincible obstacle.

. - .

' 7
\

Corchorus olitorius, ^Corchoi'us capsularis, and Crotalaria juncea are

sown in April, May, or June. The fibres of these plants are much

used for cordage, and for making sackcloth, and are very valu-

able for these purposes. The JEschynomene cannahina, -is sometimes,

though but seldom, sown in this district, but is more abundantly cul-

tivated in the southern parts of Bengal. The -fibre of this plant isless

valuable than that of the Corchorus. There arc two varieties of the Cro^

talaria juncea; one, sown at this season, often grows ten or twelve-

feethigh'; 'the other variety is sown in October, and rises to the height of

four or five feet.

After the earth is properly ploughed, cleansed, and pulverized,

C 2
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the seeds of these plants are » sown very thickly. The natives say that

they should be sown so close together that a serpent cannot creep be-

tween them. This prevents the plants from throwing out branches,

which would be highly injurious to the fibre.

As the growth of these plants is extremely rapid, the crops suffer but

little from weeds ;
if the weeds however should be numerous, they must

be extirpated by the hand. i .

When the Sana* has done flowering, and the seed vessels have nearly

attained their full size, sometime before the seeds ripen, it is cut down,

and tied in small bundles, each containing ten or a dozen plants. The

bundles are then set upright in water (about a foot or a foot and a half

of the lower part of the stalk being immersed) and continue in that situ-

ation one day
;

by this means the upper, and comparatively tender,

part of the stalk is somewhat dried. This occasions a greater similarity in

the quality of the fibre taken from different parts of the same plant.

After the Sana has thus stood erect for one day, it is steeped in a

pond, or some other receptacle of water, to promote the separation of

the fibre from the stalk. This process is as follows : a number of

the small bundles abovementioned are laid one upon- another, so as to

form a heap five or six feet wide, on each side of which three or four

stakes are previously set, to prevent its falling down. A quantity of

cow-dung is then spread over the heap, about two or three inches in

* Crotalaria juucea.
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thickness
;
upon this a layer of straw of about a foot and a half, and over

the whole a quantity of earth sufficient to sink the heap till the upper

part is five or six inches below the surface of the water. In two days

and a half, or three days at farthest, the putrid fermentation is carried to a

sufficient extent.

'
I

The Sana is then taken out, and the fibre stripped from the stalk in

the following manner. A man standing up to his knees in the water,

takes a few of the stalks, and, having broken them about a foot from

the lower end, holds them with the large ends from him, and strikes

them on the surface of the water, till the broken pieces are separated

and fall off. Then turning them, he takes hold^.qf the fibres which are

freed from the broken pieces, and beats the
;
small

,

ends, in the same

manner, on the water, till the fibre is entirely^ separated from the stalks;

a few strokes are sufficient, and
,
by a few n)ore it is cleansed from any

mucus, or fragments of stalks which may Iiave, adhered- to it. It is then

dried and packed up for, the market, ..ji
;

The chief thing to be attended to in this process, is the proper regula-

tion of the putrid fermentation
;

if this be not carried to a sufficient ex-

tent, thp fibre -vvill! npt; separate, and if carried, too far, the quality is in-

jured. Tjlie m.ost experienced 'natives account two, days and a half a pro-

per medium. The fermentation is doubtless quickened or retarded by

the state of
,

the weather,, but the difference occasioned thereby is so small,

that the farmers entirely disregard it.,
j ,

,,

.1;. !I^ 1! ^ -1 .. 'ii.,,’

! j,,
The cultivated in

^
the neighbourhood of and
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probably that cultivated in all the southern parts of Bengal, is account-

ed much inferior to that cultivated in the northern parts of the country.

The natives attribute this to the difference of soil. This may have some

effect, but it is probable that the variety cultivated in the south, is infe-

rior to that cultivated in the north; as, even there, the large variety is

preferred to the smaller one.

Phaseolus Mungo is usually sown in small fields about the beginning

of June, and generally produces a good crop
;

it will thrive only on

high and good land. Phaseolus radiatus is sown in July and August, on

land where another crop has failed, and, not unfrequently, on old

sward, or on land which could not *be regularly cultivated. The seed

is scattered over the land, often without any ploughing at all, and at

most the plough is only drawn over the surface so as to make a few

slight scratches. This crop ripens in ‘October. It is obvious that

much produce is not to be expected from such a mode of culture.

The crops are indeed light, but are often sufficient to pay the rent of

the land. A more rational method of cultivation would doubtless be

far more productive.

The low and loamy soils, after 'having produced a crop of early

rice, are usually sown with the seeds of some other plant, in October

or November. The mode of culture for all the cold season crops is

nearly alike. The natives seldom begin to sow till about the full moon

in October, supposing that the soil possesses a pernicious quality, which

burns up the young plants, till the cold season is well set in. Indeed,

before that time, the quantity df moisture in the soil is too great, and

€9

1
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the heat of the season nnfiiendly to these productions ;
so that though

the plants will come up, they are yellow and sickly,^ and either soon perish,

or continue small, stunted, and nnprotluctive.

r

Mustard seed is sown in great quantities at this season. Three

kinds are usually cultivated; viz. Surshapa,* vulg. Sursha, Rayajif and

Sheta Sursha.;}: The first is the most esteemed, though the other two

kinds are as productive, and perhaps rpore so. The Sinapis dichotoma rises

about two or three feet in height, flowers in the latter end of Novem-

ber, or the beginning of December, and is usually ripe in January.

S, rarmsa grows sometimes five or sijc, feet high. It flowers in the end

of December, or in January, and ripens in February. S. glauca grows two

or three feet high, and ripens in February. This kind, having a strong and

disagreeable smell, is less valued than the other sorts. When the crops

of mustard are ripe, the plants are carefully pulled up by the hand, and

carried to a place in the field, smoothed and prepared for the purpose, where

it is soon after thrashed and winnowed.

. Flax,§ though abundantly cultivated in the central parts of Bengal,

for its use in making oil, is but little cultivated in this district. The

natives know nothing of the use of its fibre to make thread. The oil-

men usually mix the linseed with a quantity of mustard seed, to promote

the expression of the oil. This so injures its quality, that Indian linseed

oil is unfit for painting, or the other useful purposes to which it is ap-

plied in Europe.

* Sinapis dichotoma. f S. ramosa.

S Liuum usitatis$iraum.

X S. glauca.
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]\Iany parts of this district are very proper for the cultivation of

wheat and barley, notwithstanding which, very little of either is sown.

The kind of wheat found in these parts is bad, the flour produced there-

from is of a very dark colour, and consequently finds no market among

Europeans. The native 'merchants on this account make no advances for

it, and this want of a market is the reason alleged why it is not cultivated

to a greater extent. For the purpose of making a trial I sowed Patna

wheat, on a large quantity of- land, in the year 1738; the flour produced

from which was of a very good quality.

/I.. . i:

Several kinds oT pulse are sown at the commencement of the cold

seasdnj the principal of which are Kesari,* Mashuii,f and But.J The

seeds 'of the first of these kinds are sometimes scattered among the

stubble of the Buna rice, and produce a good crop without further

trouble, but the most usual way is to sow it on land previously well

ploughed and cleansed, in the same manner as for the other cold season

crops.

Tobacco is cultivated to a considerable extent '<011 low and loamy

land. The seeds are sown on a small 'plat or seed bed, soon after the

conclusion ' of the rains, where they are shaded, and watered, if ne-

cessary,' till they' are large enough to be transplanted into the field.

The land for tobacco must be - well ploughed, and manured, after which

the young plants are ’ transplanted in' rows, much in the manner that

cabbages are planted in England, and at the same distance. The young

plants require coiytinual attention, the ground between them must be

t‘Ervii(n lens.Latb^rus saliva. J Cicer arielinum.
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repeatedly loosened, and the earth drawn to the roots, till they have acquired

a sufficient growth : they are then cut and dried for use.

The egg plant,* and sev'^eral species of capsicum, are planted at the

same time, and in exactly the/ same manner,i asi tobacco. . The fruit of

the egg plant is much' used all over India, as an article of food," as is

the capsicum to give a pungent taste to several Indian dishes. I have

not observed that these plants are planted in this district at any time

except the commencement of 'the cold season, and there is reason to

suppose that they would not succeed if they 'were; though in the

southern parts of Bengal, they posper very well when planted at -tlic

commencement of the rainy season. Several other plants are cultivated

as articles of food, some to a greater and others to a less extent. The

cucurbitaceous plants are often sown in the fields, and the advantage

of cultivating them is considerable. The sorts most cultivated are cu-

cumbers of two sorts, the one sown in April and yielding fruit

through the rainy season, and the other sown from November to Feb-

ruary, and yielding fruit till the rainy season sets in. Karaila,|

Terbuz,:]: Dudh Kushi,H Jhinga,§ Taroi,^ Kankrol,** Lau,ft KaddfiJ;]:

and tire Konhra, or Pumpkin.§§ The three last of these are suffered to

run over the houses, and sometimes on a bamboo stage, and produce fruit

* Solanutn Melongena.

II Trichosantbes auguina.

*• Momordica mixta.

%§ Cucurbita pepo.

f Momordica caranlia.

§ Cticumis pentangulus.

tt Cucurbita lagenaria.

D

I Cucurbita citrullus.

5T Cucumls acutangulus.

tt Cucurbita alba.

4
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sufficient for the expenditure of the cultivator, besides furnishing a large

quantity for the markets.

The sweet potatoe* is planted at different seasons in different parts

of Bengal, but in this district it is planted at the beginning of October.

The ground is previously ploughed to as great a- depth as possible^ and

then cuttings, taken from a small spot reserved for that purpose, are

planted
; these cuttings soon take root, and afterwards require no fur-

ther care, till the roots are fit to be taken up, which begins to be the

case at the end of December, and continues till May, during which

time the produce is dug up and carried to market as it suits the conve-

nience of the cultivator. Another variety, of a white colour, which

has very little sweetness, and a small species of yam,f the root of

which is about the size of a goose’s egg, are cultivated in the more nor-

thern parts of the district. The cuttings of the plants of the convolvulus,

and the small roots of the yam, are planted in April or May, and the

produce brought to market in October or November.

Three varieties of the Arum escukntmn, (Cachu of the Hindus,')

are usually planted in March or April. The cultivation of these roots,

occupies a considerable portion of the soil, and the produce is as im-

portant as potatoes to the people of England. The offsets from the

root are planted in rows, about a foot and a half or two feet asunder,

and as the plant increases in size, are earthed up as potatoes are in

Europe. The periodical rains being ended, the leaves die away
;

after

• Convolvulus balatus. t Dioscorea.
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nvhich, from November to March, the roots are taken up, and carried

to market, as suits the convenience of the cultivator. These roots

abound with a farinaceous substance, or rather with a viscous, starchy

substance, and are esteemed very nutritive. The Man Cachu,* and

the 01,1 are cultivated in small spots. The root of the first of these is

often two or three feet long, and nine inches or a foot in diameter. It

is necessary to lay this root to dry for two months or more, otherwise

it is to& acrid to be eaten
;

after this it is very wholesome, though not

very palatable. As all the sorts of Cachu will keep for almost any

length of time, it might be worth attention as an article of provision

for sea voyages.

In shady situations, where the soil is rich and loamy, ginger and tur-

meric flourish. The offsets are planted at the same time with, and the

whole culture is exactly the same as that observed for the arum. The

leaves die off, like those of arum, soon after the rains, and the roots

are fit to be taken up in January. The turmeric is very deficient in

colour, and the ginger less pungent, if taken up too soon. The far-

mers therefore let it remain in the ground till the leaves are entirely

dried up, 'Ginger is usually sold green, and only a small proportion

dried for f3reign market or home consumption. After the roots of the

turmeric have been well cleansed and picked, they are boiled over a

fire made with the decayed leaves of the plant, (the natives supposing

such a fire to have. a peculiar kind of virtue,) after which they are well

dried in the' sun, and reduced to powder by the Pedal, or by the wooden

* A. Cainpanulatuin.

D2
‘ t Arum macrorhizou.
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mortar and pestle. In this state they are usually carried to market. The
s,

roots are sold likewise before they are pulverized.

On moderately high spots, where the soil is good, the sugar-cane is

planted in February and March. The spot designed for sugar-canes is

usually surrounded with a ditch, the earth dug from which is heaped

up round the field, in the manner of a wall, and serves to defend it

from cattle. After the spot has been well ploughed, or dug up with

the Kodali, cuttings of ripe canes, consisting of about three joints, are

planted somewhat slanting, in rows, about two feet, or at most three feet

distance, and about a foot asunder in the rows. The fields must be

often watered and cleansed from weeds. When the canes are about

four feet high, they are tied in bunches, about three or four stalks

forming a bunch : this permits the air to circulate among them, and faci-

litates their ripening. The canes, when ripe, are cut, and either carried

to the mill or to the market.

i - . *

‘ '

The Cultivation ©f the plantain is a profitable branch of husbandry,

requiring but little labour, and making a certain return. Spots near

to the 'habitation are ' chosen for this purpose^ i to giiaid against the dc"

predations of thieves. The young plants or suckers are taken from

old plantations, and planted at' about' six or eight feet distance each

way. They may be planted / at any time bf the year, but May or

October is' usually chosen. The root is all out oiF previously to plant-

ing, except a* small part with' a few 'fibres; -') The ground is ploughed^

either before or after planting, as it suits the convenience of tlie farmer j

and a crop of some other plant is advantageously cultivated on it, the first
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year. In the second year the trees produce fruit, and continue to do so

for some years ; each clump will produce about two bunches in a year.

•It is necessary to plant a new field at the end of three or four years
;

be-

cause, when the clumps become large, the fruit is small, and the bunches

contain a smaller number of fruit.

The Cytisus Cajan is frequently sowed round fields of sugar-canes, egg-

plant, and other things : this, while it makes a slight and well looking

fence, is also a source of profit to the cultivator.

At present the poverty, prejudices, and indolence of the natives

strongly operate against improvements in agriculture. Could an ade

quate remedy be found for these evils, many other things might be cul-

tivated with great advantage. Hemp would flourish in many spots; cot-

ton, scarcely cultivated at all in the district, might be cultivated to a large

extent; if proper methods were taken to introduce the best kinds, the

culture of wheat and barley might occupy many thousands of Bighas,

which now lie in an uncultivated state.* The culture of some species of

Hibiscus'\ would be profitable, and furnish one of the most durable fibres for

cordage, and, perhaps for coarse cloths.

r

The cultivation of timber has hitherto, I believe, been wholly neg-

lected : several sorts might be planted all over this district, and indeed

• I have not observed that any of tlie smaller grains, such as Paspalum, Holciis, &c. are culti-

vated in this district : they would undoubtedly prosper m many situations,

t Particularly H. cannabinus, H. surattensis, and H, strictus.
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all over Bengal, and would soon furnish a very large share of the tim-

ber used in the country. The Sisu,* the Andaman red-wood,f the

Jaca-tree,:j: the Teak,|| the Mahogany,§ the Sattin-wood,^ the Chak-

nisi,** the Tuna,f| and the Sirisha,j:|: should be principally chosen.

The planting of these trees single, at the distance of a furlong from

each other, would do no injury to the crops of corn, but would, by

cooling the atmosphere, rather be advantageous. In many places, spots

now unproductive, would be improved by clumps or small plantations

of timber, under which ginger and turmeric might be cultivated to great

advantage.

In some situations Sal,|lj| Pitsal,§§ Jaral,^[^ and some other sorts of less

note would prosper.

Indeed the improvements that might be made in this country by

the planting of timber, can scarcely be calculated. Teak,|l that most

useful wood, is at present brought from the Burman dominions, though

it would grow in any part of Bengal, and perhaps in any part of

Hmdostan. It appears, from the annals of the National Museum of

Natural History, that the French naturalists have begun to turn their

attention to the culture of this valuable tree, as an object of national

* Dalbergia Sissoo. f Pterocarpus Dalbergius. I Artocarpiis integrifolius.

II Tectona grandis. § Swietenia Mabogani. H Swieleiiia chloroxylon.

** Swietenia Cliukrassa. ft Cedrela tuna. H Mimosa Seereesa.

II I]
Shorea robusta.

'§§ The genus of this tree is not yet deterjnined.

HIT Lagerstroeniia flos reginae.
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utility. This will be found impracticable in France, but may perhaps

be attempted somewhere else. To England, the first commercial country

in the world, its importance must be obvious, and the further encourage-

ment* of the culture of it in this country, will eventually furnish a sup-

ply of excellent limber for ship building and various other important

purposes, and obviate all apprehensions of the failure of the market where

it is purchased, or of the destruction of the forests which hg,ve hitherto

supplied it.

Most of the Palms, though useless as timber, deserve the attention

of the agriculturist. The Sago-treef would grow in all the high partsy

and the Date-tree,;}: planted close, would greatly improve many spots

now wholly unproductive.. The juice of this tree is manufactured into

sugar, in some parts of Bengal, and is highly valuable for that and

other purposes. It is common to let a tree of this kind for, two annas a

year. Two hundred of these trees might be planted on a Bigha, which

lets for a rupee and a half; this would be productive of a large income,

after the first eight or ten years.

Few attempts have yet been made to improve orchards. The Mango,

and other fruit trees, arc often planted so close as to choke each other,

and but little regard is paid by the planter to the quality of the fruit.

Scarcely any attempt has been made to naturalize foreign fruits; even

the Orange tree is almost a stranger to several parts of Bengal, though

* Tlie cullivalion of Teak has been encouraged by Government,

t Saguerus Rumphii.

I Plicenix Silvestris,
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some late experiments prove that it might be introduced with success.

The laudable attempts made by several Europeans excepted, the impro-

ving of fruits, by grafting, or by raising improved varieties from seed,

has scarcely been attempted. In short, the fruits of Hindostan are not far

removed from a state of nature.

The remedy for these evils is obvious to every one, and the application of

it would fully reward any person who would engage heartily in it.

Ill this district several obstacles to agriculture present themselves to

the farmer. Large numbers of wild buffaloes and hogs infest the fields,

and make it necessary for the farmer to watch his crop, fiom the time it

appears above ground, till the harvest is gathered in : as this watching is

impracticable beyond a certain extent, is attended with much danger, and

often ineffectual, the cultivation carried on by an individual must be pro-

portionably limited.

The inundations which are occasioned by the sudden overflowing of

the rivers, frequently destroy the crop through a large extent of coun-

try, or so much injure it, that by this alone, the laborious husbandman

is often so reduced in his circumstances, as to be unable, or so discou-

raged as to be afraid, to carry on the cultivation of the soil with any degree

of spirit. The beasts might be destroyed, or their ravages prevented,

in various ways
;
but it is difficult to provide sufficiently against the effects

of inundations.

/

Perhaps the encouragement of cold season crops would be the best

remedy for both : for the long grass being destroyed by the cultivation
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of the low lands, the wild animals would find no shelter, and indeed no

sustenance, when the crop was off, which might occasion them to desert

the country, and the cold season crop, tliough often less valuable than a

crop of rice, might prove a remuneration for the labours of the cultivator,

and by some improvements might be brought to such a state as to become a

source of considerable profit.

Though these remarks relate chiefly to the district of T>inajpw\ yet it is

obvious that many of them will equally apply to the other parts of Bengal,

The improvement of live stock, and introduction of dairies, the fencing

and manuring of land, the introduction of wheel carriages, and a number of

improvements of a similar kind, have not been hinted at, becalise the pre-

sent state of society seems to render them to a great degree impracticable.

Yet the rapid progress of agricultural improvements in England encourages

the hope, that a gradual improvement may also be effected in Hindostan.

REFERENCES TO THE FIGURES.

PLATE I.

Fig. 1.—The Plough.

a. The Ldngala, or body of the plough.

b. The Is', or beam,

c. The Phdla, or share.

d. The share, fixed on the plough.

e. The handle.

E
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f. The Moot, or peg, to assist in holding the plough.

Fig. 2 .—The Jooal, Btng^ or Yokc_. (Sans. Yuga.)

a. The under edge, which rests on the neck of the bullock.

b. b. The elevations on the upper part.

c. c. c. c. The pins, by which it is fastened to the neck of the ox.

Fig. 3.—The Mai, or harrow. (Sans. Los'tbhedhana.)

Fig. 4.

—

The Jdnt, slungfor raish^g water.

a. The Jant.

b. The end, excavated to a point.

c. c. c. The bamboo to which it is slung.
' '

d. The bamboo, loaded at one end, to assist in raising the end b out

of the water.

c. A man working it.’

\

f. The reservoir, or channel, into which the water is thrown.

Fig. 5.—The Bhariid.
V

a. Bank, or yoke.

f

b. b. The Shikya, or string by which the weight is suspended.

c. c. The receptacles, in which the earth or other substance is carriedi

Fig. 6 .—The Koddli, or digging-hoc^

Fig. 7,—The Kastya, or sickle.
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An Essay ow Me Sacred Isles in the /Vest, with other Essays connected xvith

that JVork.

BY CAPTAIN F. W ILFORD.

ESSAY V.

Origin and Declme of the Christian Religion in India.

I. IT appears, that long before Christ, a renovation of the universe

was expected all over the world, with a Saviour, a King of Peace and

Justice. This expectation is frequently mentioned in the Puran'as : the

Earth is often complaining that she is ready to sink back into Pdtdla

under the accumulated load of the iniquities of mankind ; the Gods also

complain of the oppression of the Giants. Vishnu comforts the Earth,

his consort, and the Gods, assuring them, that a Saviour would come, to

redress their grievances : and put an end to the tyranny of the Daityas, or

Demons. That, for this purpose, he would be incarnated in the house

of a shepherd, and brought up among shepherds. The followers of

Budd’ha unanimously declare, that his incarnation in the womb of a

virgin was foretold several thousand years, though some say one thou-

sand only, before it came to pass.*

A short time before the birth of Christ, not only the Jews^ but

* See also As. Res. vol. vi. p. 267.
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the Romans, on the authority of the Sibylline books, and the decision

of the sacred college of the Etrurian augurs, were all of opinion,

that this momentous event was at hand. This was equally the case in

the east, and a miraculous star directed the holy men, who were living

in anxious expectation, where to find this heavenly child. At that

time the Emperor of India, uneasy at these prophecies, which, he con-

ceived, portended his ruin and the loss of his empire, sent emissaries

to inquire whether such a child was really born, in order to destroy

him: and this happened exactly the 3101st year of iho. Cali-yuga, wHich

was the first year of the Christian Era. This traditionary account is

known all over India; and is equally current among the learned and

the ignorant. But the Hindus fancy, that these old prophecies were

fulfilled in the person of Crishna. What induced the Brahmens to

adopt this idea, is not so obvious. It is possible, however, that they

saw plainly, that if tliey admitted these prophecies to have been ful-

filled about the time of Christ, some material alteration must, of

course, have taken place in their religion. The Magi of scripture, who

came from the east, where equally expecting this renovation
;

and the

star served onlyAo guide their steps. This expectation, of a renovation

of the world, prevailed also among the Gothic tribes in the north : but

after waiting patiently for some time, certain enterprising men set them-

selves up, for the promised Manu, or new Adam; and were acknow-

ledged as such. According to their traditionary accounts, they were

nettled, and puzzled with some strange reports from the east, about the

appearance of some JEsir, Asae, Gods, or god-like men; and Gylfe is

supposed to have been sent to inquire into the truth of these reports.

His embassy is the ground work of the Edda, which concludes with

these remarkable words. The new As^ then took to themselves the
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names of tlie ancient ones : and gave themselves to be the real As(Z, or

Gods.” Odin was one of them, and advancing towards the north,

Gylfe surrendered his kingdom to him. In consequence of these no-

tions of a change in this sublunary world, a new system of religion in

Britain, was set up in opposition to the old one, according to the inge-

nious Mr. Gleland : and this, he thinks, must have happened some

time B. C. but, I think it happened later; for Hengist and Horsa

were in the tenth degree of lineal descent from this new Odin ;
who,

of course, was contemporary with Trenmor, who was deified by

Fin-Gal his great grandson, who appointed him an Elysium, from

which the sons of the feeble were excluded, and priests also, I believe.

That Fingal and his followers held in contempt the old religion, is

obvious from the ancient Galic Poems. Probably the defeat of the

druids in Anglesea, for so we may call it in spite of their spells, and

holy texts churned from their sacred Vedas, accelerated . their ruin, and

that of their religion : tliis, witli some obscure prophecies, foretelling

that a total clunge in civil and religious matters, was going to take

place, induced many clever and enterprising persons to avail them-

selves of all these circumstances
;

and to give out, either, that they

were this expected divine being, or to deify their own ancestors. Fin-

gal succeeded most completely: for, till very lately, many of the

Irish, among the poorer class, believed, that the souls of the departed

went into the Elysium of Trenmor and Mac Cowal, according

to the industrious inquirer J. Good, who lived above 200 years

ago: and, if the Christian religion had not prevailed soon after,

Trenmor would have been considered, in . time, as the supreme

being. In the same manner, the Emperor Augustus was of course
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consecrated a God, after his death
; and, both before and after, tem-

ples were erected in his honour, and sacrifices offered to him. The

courtiers of Antony, acting upon the same principles, declared, that he

was Osiris redivivus, born agam, and that Cleopatra was Isis. Virgil

adds, that the renovation of the world, so long foretold^ was going to

take place, and begin with the golden age as usual : then the Argonauts,

in due time, with the Argo, would reappear : and that there would be

another Typhis, a Trojan war again, in which Achilles would signalize

himself.

The Hindu traditions, concerning this wonderful child, are collected in

a treatise called tht Vicramacharitra, or history of Vicrama'ditya. This

I have not been able to procure, though many learned Pandits have repeated

to me, by heart, whole pages from them. Yet I was unwilling to make

use of these traditions, till I found them in the large extracts made by

the ingenious and indefatigable Major C. Mackenzie of the Madras

establishment, and by him communicated to the Asiatick Society.

When I mentioned the Sibylline verses, I by no means intended the

spurious ones, which are deservedly rejected by the learned : but the ge-

nuine ones, such as they existed in the time ofViRSiL; whose testimony

is unquestionable, and incontrovertible. Whether these prophecies were

really written by inspired women, is not now the question : they were

certainly current all over the west, and this is enough for my purpose.

There were several of them, and the most ancient were from the east. There

was a Persian, Chaldean, an Egyptian, and also, according to Pausanias

and Elian, a ludaia, or Jewish Sibyl from Palestine. Such women probably
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never existed; but the prophetical verses, that were attributed to them,

were extracted from the sacred records of their respective countries. The

fourth eclogue of Virgil is entirely on the subject of this long expected re---

n ovation of the world.
,

,

The last great age, foretold by sacred rhymes,

{In the original it is, foretold by the Cumcean Sibyl.)
I

*
* k

Renews its finished course ; Satw'nian times '

Roll round again, and mighty years, begun

From their first orb, in radiant circles run.

The base degenerate iron offspring, (or the Cali-yuga

)

ends,

A golden progeny (of the Crita, or golden age) from heaven descends:

O chaste

L

ucina, speed the mother’s pains:

And haste the glorious birth ; thy own Apollo reigns 1

The lovely boy, with his auspicious face

!

The son shall lead the life of gods, and be

By gods and heroes seen, and gods and heroes see.

Another Typhis shall new seas explore.

Another Argo land the chiefs upon the Iberian shore :

Another HeleN other wars create.

And great Achilles urge the Trojan fate.

Oof celestial seed ! O foster son of Jove

!

See, labouring nature calls thee to sustain

The nodding frame of heaven, and earth, and main :

See to their base restored, earth, seas arid air.

Tliese are the very words of Vishnu to the Earth, when complaining to

him and begging for redress. .

'

It is obvious, thatViuGiL considered the momentous events of the Trojan

war, the expedition of Jason in the Argo, and the rape of Helen or

Lacshmi, as the necessary concomitants of a renovation of the world.
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The Call-yugay Recording to Virgil, ended a, little before Christ, of

whom he had no knowledge : and according to Hesiod, and the Jainas

in India,, the Cali-yuga began about 1000 years B. C. and lasted, of course,

the same number of years, which were natural ones in the west,, but are

considered as divine years in India. n

About 50 years before the birth of Christ, the capital of the Roman

Empire was alarmed by prodigies, and also by ancient prophecies, an-

nouncing, that an emanation of the deity was to be born about that time,

and that a renovation of the world was to take .place. In the year of

Rome 590 and 53 B. C. the Senate, having been convened on the ninth

day before the calends- of October, or the 23d of September, in order

to prepare against imminent dangers threatening the Empire, the whole

city was alarmed by new causes of anxiety. P. Nigid. Figulus, the

intimate friend of Cicero, who was then consul, having heard C. Oc-

tavius apologising to the Senate for his coming so late, on account of

his wife having been just brought to bed, exclaimed, you have then be-

got a lord and master unto us. This Figulus was in such estimation at

Rome, that he was reckoned among the most learned men : and such was

his superior knowledge of the mathematics, and other scieqees grounded

upon them, that he was believed to deal in the occult sciences. That

exclamation of his threw so much more terror into the minds of the

Conscript Fathers, as for a few months before, it was constantly reported,

that nature was bringing forth a king unto the world, and it was said,

that the same was asserted in the Sibylline verses. Besides, oracles to that

purport were constantly brought in from the most distant parts of the

world. On this account, and more particularly on account of a pro-

digy that had just happened at Rome, the Senate terrified, issued a
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decree, that no father, during 'the course of that year, should presume to lift

up from the ground, or bring up a new-born male child. However, those

among the Conscript Fathers, whose wives were with child, had the decree

suppressed : and these prophecies and prodigies were afterwards applied to

Augustus, who was born during the consulate of M. Tullius Cicero*,

sixty-three years before Christ
;
but fifty-six according to several writers

in the east, such as the author of the Lebtarikh and others. Hence it is, that

Nicolo de Conti, who was in Bengal^ and other parts of India in the

fifteenth century, insists that Vicrama'ditya was the same with Augustus,

and that his period was reckoned from the birth of that Emperor, fifty-six

years B. C.

In the year 119 B. C. in the time of Marius, such direful prodigies ap-

peared, that the sacred college of Heteuria, on being consulted, declared that

the eighth revolution of the world was at an end : and that another, either for

the better, or the worse, was going to take placef : and Juvenal, who lived

in the first century, declares that he lived in this ninth revolution, which was

then going onJ : for the Etruscans reckoned twelve of these revolutions, each

of one thousand years, according to some: but according to others, these

twelve revolutions constituted what they called the great year.

* See Supplement to Tit. Liv. cii. Decad. c. 39.

t Plutarch in Syllam, p. 456.

I Juvenal, Satyr, xiii. v. 28.

VOL. X.
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It may be asked, what prophecies are to be found in the Purdn'as con-

cerning this Saviour and avenger. I observed before, that the Hindus would

have it, that these prophecies were fulfilled long before, in the person of

Ckishna. In this, they were wiser than the Jews, who, by insisting that

the Messiah is not yet come, have plunged themselves into inextricable

difficulties, and have been forced, at last, to give up any further inquiry into

the time of his appearance. In this manner, many of the Samaritans, in

order to elude the prophecies concerning Christ, insist that they were ful-

filled in the person of Joshua, whose name is the same with Jesus, and who,

according to the Hebrew text, was contemporary with Crishna
;
and they

have also a book of the wars of JosHUA with Scaubec*, which may be

called their Maha'-bha'rat.

When I said, that the Hindus conceived, that the prophecies concerning a

Saviour of the world, were fulfilled in the person of CrIshna, I do- by no

means wish to convey an idea, that he was Christ, fi*om whom he is as

distinct a character, and person, as Joshua; and whose name, with the

general outline of his history, existed long before Christ. “ Yet the prolix

accounts of his life,” to use the words of Sir W. Jones, “ are filled with

narratives of a most extraordinary kind, and most strangely variegated. This

incarnate deity of Sanscrit romance, was not only cradled, but educated

among shepherds; a tyrant at tl>e time of his birth, oidered all the male

infants to be slain. He performed amazing, but ridiculous miracles, and

* Reland de Samarit. p. 15, &c.
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saved multitudes, partly by his miraculous powers, and partly by his arms

:

and raised the dead, by descending for that purpose into the infernal regions.

He was the meekest and best tempered of beings, washed the feet of the

Brahmens, and preached, indeed sublimely, but always in their favour. He

was pure and chaste in reality, but exhibited every appearance of libertinism

;

lastly, he was benevolent and tender, and yet fomented and conducted a

terrible war.” The Yadus, his own tribe, and nation, were doomed to de-

struction for their sins, like the descendants of Yahuda or Yuda, which is
,

the true pronunciation of JUDA. They all fell, in general, by mutual wounds,

a few excepted, who led through Jamhu-drvipa a miserable and wretched

life. There are some to be found in Gurjarat'

:

but they are represented to

me as poor and wretched. “ This motley story must induce an opinion,*

that the spurious gospels, which abounded in the first ages of Christianity,

bad been brought to India, and the wildest parts of them ingrafted upon the

old fable of Cuishna.” Several learned missionaries are also of that opinion,

though they carry the comparison too far. The real name of CriSHNA was

Caneya, and he was surnamed Crxshna, or the black, on account of his

complexion.

The Hindus, having once fixed the accomplishment of these prophecies to

a period greatly anterior to the Christian Era, every thing in their books was

either framed, or new modelled accordingly
;
and particularly in the Pura-

n'as, every one of which is greatly posterior to our era ; though many legends,

and the materials in general, certainly existed before, in some other shape.

• As. Res. vol. 1. p; 2, 3.

F 2
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Yet, as inconsistency and contradiction are the concomitants of falsehood and

deceit, it may be supposed, that some circumstances and particulars, tending

to reaiove the veil they have attempted to throw over these events, may have

escaped them. This is very probable; but as I never had the most distant

idea of ever investio^ating this subject, till very lately, I may probably have

overlooked many passages of this nature
;
and I recollect now only two ma-

terial ones, which 1 mentioned before. These prophecies, in the Purdn'aSy

concerning this Saviour, declare, that he was to appear in the latter end of

the third, and in the beginning of the fourth age: which can, by no means,

be reconciled to the Christian Era, according to their mode of reckoning.

The two passages, alluded to, are to be found in the Padma and Gan'es'a~

purdn'as. In the first, Bali, an antediluvian, and in the fifth generation

from the creation, is introduced requesting the God of Gods, or Vishnu, to

allow him to die by his hand, that he might go into his paradise in the White

Island. Vishnu told him, it was a favor not easily obtained ; that he would,

however, grant his request: but, says Vishnu, you cannot come into my

paradise now
;
but you must wait, till I become incarnate in the shape of a

boar, in order to make the world undergo a total renovation, to establish,^

and secure it upon a most firm and permanent footing : and you must wait a

whole Yuga, till this takes place, and then you will accompany me into my

paradise. A whole Yuga, or Mahd-yvga, consists of 4»320,000 divine, or

more probably 4,320 natural years.* These, reckoned from the fifth ante-

* These are a component part of the great year, or period of 12,000 years, used both in the

east, and in the west, and also in Persia. In India they say these are divine years ; but in

Etruria and Persia, they insisted, that these were only natural years.
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dilnvinn lafeneration, will fall in, very nearly, with the beginning' of the Chris-

tian Era, according* to the Septuagirit, and Josephus’s computation. As

to the number of years, they are written 5,000 in round nuud>ers in the

Gan es a-puran'a : and, as these 5,000 years are not said to be divine ones,

we have a right to suppose, that they were meant originally for natural

years. Gane's'a, who is identified with Vishnu, and has also an inferior

paradise in the While Island, and another in the Euxine or Jcshu Sea, thus

says to a King of Cds'i or Benares, an antediluvian, and who, like Bali,

wished much to be admitted into his elysium : “ you cannot now enter my

paradise in the White Island; you must wait 5,000 years,” when, it seems,

it was to be opened. “ But in the mean time, you may reside in my other

paradise in {he Euxine Sea.” In the same manner Achilles, wiih Castor

and Pollux, and I believe Cadmus, Peleus, &c. after residing a long

time in the White Island in the Icshu Sea, were ultimately translated into

the original White Island in the White Sea.

The White Island in the Euxine or Icshu Sea, has much affinity with the '

Limbus Eatrum, or paradise of departed ancestors, who waited there for the

coming of Christ, who was to open the celestial, and real paradise, for their

reception.

d;vines in India declare, that the surest proof of the divine mission of an

Avatdra is his coming being foretold : that prophecies concerning a Saviour

are often repeated in them, some very plain, and others rather obscure : that

they are, in short, one of the fundamental supports of their religion and

creed. That Crishna is considered as the first, in dignity and principal

incarnation
j and that the others are greatly inferior to this, and merely intro*
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duced to bring on the grand system of regeneration. In his time, the divine

oracles were committed to writing, with a more complete and perfect system

of moral duties, and religious worship : and a race of Bra'hmens more pure,

more enlightened, was introduced into India. Crishna is the last Avatara,

or manifestation of the deity, but one; which, according to their sacred

books and ours, will appear a little before the general dissolution of the

world.

But let us return to the manifestation of Vishnu in the shape of a Boar,
^

mentioned in the former passage. This manifestation is acknowledged to be

that of the White Boar : for according to the Tdpichand'a, a section of the

Scanda-purdn'a, the Calpa of the Boar consists of four inferior ones, deno-

minated from four manifestations of the great Bear. The fii*st subordinate

Calpa is that of the Curma~Vardha, or Tortoise-hoar

^

this is the Curma-’

Avatdra: the second was that of Adi-Vardha, cnWeA Adi-ndtha also, par-

ticularly by the Jainas

:

this is the Vardha Avatdra

:

the third is, that of

Vardha, with the title of Crishna : and the fourth, and present Calpuy is

that of the White Boar, and which is very little noticed in the Purdnas. In

the Prahhdsa-c hand'a, a section of the Scand'a-purdn'a also, these four Calpas

have different names
;
and to them three more are added, making in all seven

Calpas

:

and we are now in the seventh. These are the Calpas of Yishnu,

under the seven different denominations of S'riya-vratta, V'amana, con-

temporary with Bali, Vajra'nga, Camala'-prabhu (Camulus Deus),

SwAHARTA, Purushottama, and the seventh, Daitya-Sudana. In

the fourth Calpa of Camala-prabhu, ‘ and which is called also the Calpa

of Vara'ha,’ says the author, ‘ was born Icshwa'cu the son of Noah,

in the TreteC or second age : and the four last Calpas answer to the four
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Calpas of the Boar^.ihe last of which is that of Daitya-Sudana, thus

called from Vishnu, completely overthrowing the empire of the Daiiyas or

Demons. These four Calpas are obviously to be reckoned f:om the flood.

The Calpa of Purushoitama, answers to that of CrIshna
;
whose birth

was followed by a general massacre of all the male children, through the

whole country, by Cansa, in order to destroy him. But let us return to this

wonderful child, who was to manifest himself to the world, when 3100 years

of the Cali-yuga were elapsed, that is to say in the 3101, answering to the

first year of the Christian Era, according to the Cumdricdc hand'a, and the

Vicrama-Charitra. According to the same respectable authority, the pur-

pose of his mission, was to remove from the world wretchedness and misery :

and his name was to be 'Saca, or the mighty and glorious King.

\

'Sa'liva'iiana was the son of a Tacshaca, or carpenter
;
and was born,

and brought up in the house of a pot-maker. God is called Deva-Tasht'a,

or God the artist or creator, in Sanscrit; and also Deva-Tasht'a', from

which is derived Deo-Tat or Teutat in the -west, called Twasht'a or^

Tuisto by the German tribes. He produced Mannus, man, the first Manu,

who had three sons. In Greece, according to Pindar, God the father of

mankind, and creator of the world, was called Trarii^ the father

and best artist. This carpenter, the father of 'Sa'liva'hana, was not a

mere mortal, he w as the chief of the Tacshacas, a serpentine tribe, famous

in the Purdn'as. There, they are declared to be the most expert artists and

mechanics in the world : and they are by no means confined to a few trades
j

but their skill embraces every branch. When the elephant Air'avata, with

his immense retinue in the same shape, came, in his way to the plains of

Utara, Curu or Siberia, to worship at Prabhdsa in Gurjardt', they planned
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and executed a road for liim through the N. W.* quarter of India^ which is

said still to exist. The Tacshacas or Tachas, have, as usual, two counte-

nances, that of serpents, and a human one, which they assume at pleasure.

The chief of them is obviously the same with the serpent Agatho-

DiEMON, the Demi-urgoSf Opifex^ and artist of the Egyptians^ Greeksy

Gnostics, Basilidians, &c. These sectaries asserted, that the serpent was

the father, and author of all arts and sciences : and this serpent, they said,

was the Christ, who was thus the son of a carpenter and artist
;
and at the

same time an incarnation of the great serpent, exactly like 'Sa'liva'hana,

the "Saca, or mighty and glorious King. 'Sa'liva'hana was the son, or

rather an incarnation of the great serpent
;
and his mother was also of that

tribe, and incarnate in the house of a pot-maker. She conceived at the age

of one year and a half, the great serpent gently gliding over her, whilst she

was asleep in her cradle.

The heresy of the Ophites spread widely at a very early period : they

extolled the serpent, as the author of the science of good and evil.

—

Such was, they said, the majesty and the power of the brass serpent,

exposed upon a stake in the desert, that whatever man looked up to

him was immediately cured. In the same manner that the serpent had

been exalted upon a stake in the desert, for the good of the people, so it

was necessary that Christ should be exalted also, upon a stake or

* Cum^ricd-c’handa, p. 155.
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cross, for the good of mankind ; and, in' a scriptural sense, this serpent was

the type of the Saviour of the world.

W

The pOt-maker used to make figures of clay of all sorts, to amuse his

o-randson, who soon learned to imitate them; but he endued them with

life. His mother carried him one day to a place full of serpents, telling

him, “ go and play with them
;

they are your relations the child went

and played with them, without fear, and without receiving the least injury.

These two last particulars are never omitted by the narrators.

About that time Vicrama'ditya, the Emperor of India, was made very

uneasy, by general rumours, that the old prophecies were accomplished

in the person of a child born of a virgin, and who would conquer India,

and all the world. He sent emissaries every where to inquire into the truth

of this extraodinary event, and find out this heaven-born child. They

soon returned, and informed him, that it was but too true, and that the

child was then in his fifth year. Vicrama'ditya immediately raised a

large army in order to destroy the child, and his adherents, in case he should

have any. He advanced with all possible speed, and found the child sur-

rounded with innumerable figures of soldiers, horses, and elephants. These

the child endued with life, and attacked Vicrama'ditya, who was de-

feated, and left on the field of battle, mortally wounded by the hand of

young 'Saliva'hana.* The dying monarch^only begged of his conqueror,

that he would allow his own period to be equally current all over India

* See Asial. Research. Vol. I5C. p. 118, 12Q.

G
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with his. This the child granted, and then cut off his head, which he

flung into the middle of the city oi Ujjayini, though at an immense

distance. In the mean time Vickama'ditya’s army fell back toward

Ujjayini, pursued by 'Sa'liva'hana’s forces, and in their way crossed the

Narmadd.- There the army of 'Sa'liva'hana, consisting of soldiers of mere

elay, was suddenly dissolved, and disappeared in the waters of the river.

After this, we hear no more of SaTiva^iana, except that he disappeared

in the 79th year of the Christian Era, which is the first of his pdriodJ His

name is not even mentioned in the lists^ either of the Emperors of India, or

of the Kings of Ujjain. Immediately after the death of Vicrama'ditya,

his wife was delivered of a son, whom they wanted to crown Emperor of

India, in the same manner as if 'Sa'liva'hana had never existed : but,

being a posthumous child, he could not -succeed to the empire; he was,

however, perfectly eligible .to the throne of the kingdom of MaUwa; and

iVas of course immediately crowned at Ujjain^ '
• +

- .!(

Tliis took place, According to the Cimaricd-dhand'a, in the first year

of the Christian Era, when 'Sa'liva'hana was in his fifth year
;
and it is

remarkable, that our Saviour was equally in his fifth year at that time. The

principal circumstances of this legend are taken from the Apocryphal

Gospel of the infancy of Jesus, written in Greek in the third century
;
Of

which an Arabic translation, made at a very early period, is still extant.

HenrV Syke has given a translation of it in Latin, with some fragments

still remaining of the Greek original. - In these fragments it is declared,

that the infant Jesus, when five years of age, amused himself with making

figures of clay, which he endued with life. This idle story is mentioned

also in the Koran, and is well known to Muselmans, This remarkable
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coincidence of historical facts, legendary tales, and also of times, in my

humble opinion, cannot be merely accidental.

Those, who acknowledge, that tliere are four^^^ViciiAMAS, always in-

sider Sa'liva'hana as one of them, anji ,asseit, that he had of ,cour^

a famous bard at his court, called Calida'sa. Thus, when called Vicra-

ma'ditya, he always appears alone as King of Pratish'tdna, and as such

he is represented in the appendix to the Agnirpurdna. This is the famous

King of PratisKtdna^ with the title of 'Tri-Vicrama, or with the triple

energy, as we have seen before : but his real name was Vi-Sama-'Sila,

or simply Sama-'Sila. As Pratish'tdna is acknowledged to belong exclu-

sively to Sa'liva'hana, as Ujjayini does to Vicrama'ditya, whatever

King, called Vicrama, or Vicrama'ditya, is represented as sovereign of

Pratish'tdna, the same is 'Sa'liva'hana; and, when we find a Vicra-

ma'ditya said to have lived or reigned eighty-four years, him we must con-

clude to be 'Saliva'hana, according to the learned Pandits^ and astrono-

mers, who gave me this information.

There was a King at that time called Vicramamitra, the seventeenth

from Chandragupta, according to the Bhdgavat, Brahmdrida, Vdyu and

Vish?iu-Purdn'as ;* and Vicramamitra or Vicramitra, as it is errone-

ously spelt, is synonymous with Vicrama'ditya or Vicram'arca
; and

that Vicramawitra was intended for Vicrama'ditya, by the compilers

of the Purdtias, admits of no doubt, for they say, that his father was

.. I.M, (
'

-

iTF-mu W* " ' —

"

-• I

* Sections on Futurity.
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Ghosha-raja, who was the same with Gandharupa, as we have seen

before.

'Sa'liva'hana is considered under three different points of view, accord-

ing to the three different objects'’and purposes of his mission
;
and accord-

ingly he is said to be either an incarnation of Brahma', of Siva, or of

Vishnu. He is sometimes considered as conjointly possessing these three

powers, and he is then said to be Tri-Vicrama.

' - I

When the object of his mission is declared to be to destroy the king-

dom, and power, of the Daityas or demons, he is then said to be an in-

carnation of Siva
;

as in the legends of Sama-'Sila King of PratisJi-

'tana. ” \ .
- ; . / i ; - , i i-

In consequence of this destruction, a regeneration takes place, as attested

in the legends of the good Mand'avyeh called 'Sulastha, or he who was

crucified. Sa'liva'hana is then said to be an' incarnation of Brahma':

and this is the general opinion of the inhabitants of the Dekhiti, according

to A. Roger, and others.

But, when, considered independently of these two energies, meek and

benevolent, doing good to all mankind, he is then Vishnu, and this is the

opinion of the 'Sa'liva'nsas in the provinces of Benares and Oude.

Thus we see, that 'Sa'liva'hana goes through theTRiMURTTi
;
and when

these three energies are considered as united in him, he is then Vi-Sama-

'Sila-Tri-Vicrama King of ^ho'Sailcyadhara, or sim-

ply 'Saileyam, in a derivative form.
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PiiATiSH’TA'NA is tlic usual Sajiscrit expression for any consecrated place

or spot, and it implies here, the holy and consecrated city, and is synonimous

with the Bet-al-Kadcks, and Bet-al-Mokaddes of the Alussel-mans,

'Saileya-D’iia'ka' another name for it, is mentioned in the beginning

of the Jyotiroiddhharana an astronomical treatise, in which the author, giv-
N

ing an account of the six ^Sacas, sa}^s that 'Sa'liva'hana would appear

at 'Salleya-d'hard, or the city firmly seated upon a rock, which compound

alludes to the city of Sion, whose foundations are upon ' the holy hills,

“ the city of our God, even upon his holy hill.” 'Saileyam would be a very

appropriate name, for it is also, in a derivative form from 'Salla, and is really

the same with 'Saileya-dhdrd

:

and the whole is not improbably borrowed

from the Arabic Ddr-al-Sdlam, or Dar-es-Sdlem, the house of peace, and

the name of the celestial Jerusalem, in allusion to the Hehrexo name of

the terrestrial one. The Sanscrit names of this city of the Kingof'ASa'i

leyam, or 'Sdlein imply its being a most holy place, and consecrated apart,

and that it is firmly seated upon a stony hill.

I mentioned, in the preceding essay, that 'Sa'liva'hana was also called

Samudra"Pa'la, that is to say, fostered by, or the son of, the ocean.

This implies, that either he, or his disciples, came by sea; and this notion

has a strong resemblance with a passage from the second book of Esdras, in

which Christ is represented, as ascending from the sc?i,Jirnily seated upon a

rock. This Christian romance is of great antiquity, for it is mentioned by

Iren^us, Clemens of Alexandria and Tertullian, who considered it as a

book of some antiquity, and almost canonical.

All these sacred, and most expressive epithets, the Hindus have ap»
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plied to an ancient city in India now called Pattana, on the banks of the

Goddverii but with what propriety, will appear hereafter. Be this as it

]na}% whether in India or out of it, there at ^Saikyam^ 'Sa'liva'hana was

to be born, of a virgin, one year and a half old : his father was to be the

great Tacshaca or carpenter, and himself was to live in the humble cottage

of a pot-maker. This legend is some what differently told by others, as

we have seen in our account of Vicrama'ditva. His mother was a mar-

ried woman
;

but her husband, a Brahmen, died, whilst she was still very

young. She conceived by the great Tacshaca, carpenter or artist, and when

her pregnancy became obvious, her two brothers, ashamed of her seem-

ingly unwarrantable behaviour, left PratisKtdna, and the unfortunate

young woman, thus unprotected, found an asylum in the humble cottage of

a pot-maker: and, in the Vicrama-charitra, she is said to be his daugh-

ter; whilst according to another legend, 'Siva was incarnated in the

womb of the wife of King Sura-Mahendra'ditya-Bhu'-pati, and there

was born, under the name of Sama-'Sila-Tri-Vicrama, or with the triple

energy.

It is declared in the Vicrama-charitra, that the birth of this divine

child, from a virgin, had been foretold one thousand years before it hap-

pened, nay some say two thousand. That a Saviour was expected with

a regeneration of the universe, all over the more civilised parts of tlie world,

in consequence of certain old prophecies, cannot be denied, at least in my

humble opinion. It was firmly believed in the west : it was so in the

east; and in the intermediate countries among \\\c Ilebrexcs, it was a fun-

damental tenet of their reli«;ion. Whether this notion was borrowed from the

Jcu's or not, is immaterial to the present subject. It is by no means ne-

cessary to have recourse to this expedient, in order to account for this
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once prevailing opinion, and I am rather inclined to think, that this was

not the case.

The time of his hirtli is thus ascertained from the Cumarica-c'handa^

a section of the Scanda-piira'na* in which we read, Tatah trishu sahasrishu

sate chapyadhichhu cha

;

'Saca namd bhavishyas'cha ybtidd r'ldra hdraca.

“ When three thousand and one hundred years of the Cdli-yuga are elapsed,

then 'Saca will appear and remove wretchedness and misery from the

world.” But it is necessary to observe here, that this is the first year of his

reign, and that it has nothing to do with the first of his era. In the same

manner, the author of that section says, that the first year of Vicra-

ma'ditya’s reign answered to the 3021 of the Cali-yuga, which date is

equally unconnected with the first year of his era. In the appendix to the

Jgni-puran'a, we find that 'Sa'liva'hana began his reign 312 years after

the death of Cha'n'acya, and Chandragupta, which places it also in

the first year of our era. It is remarkable however, that in the appendix

to the Agni-purdn'a, and the copy from it in the Ayin-Acberi^ the years

are computed, or reckoned, from the first of 'Sa'liva'hana’s reign, an-

swering to the first of Christ, but not from the first of the former’s era.

'Sa'liva'hana died in the year of our era 79, and he lived eighty-four

years. According to the Vicrama-charitra, he was in the fifth year

of his age, when he manifested himself to the world, and defeated Vi-

CRAMA'DiTYA. This placcs his manifestation in the first of the Christian

Paiagrapb 42.
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Era, when Christ was also in his fifth year and in the latter end of it, for he

was really born four years before the beginning of our era.

This places, also, the accomplishment of the old prophecies, Vicra-

ma'ditya’s inquiries after this divine child, born of a virgin, exactly

in the first year of our era. For, a thousand years before that event, the

goddess C'ali had foretold him, that he would reign, or rather his pos-

terity, according to several learned commentators in the Dekhin, as men-

tioned by Major Mackenzie, till a divine child, born of a virgin, should

put an end, both to his life and kingdom, or to his dynasty, nearly in the

words of Jacob* foretelling to Judah, that the sceptre should not

depart from him, or his Dynasty, until Shiloh came, 'Sa'liva'hana or

King 'Sa'la.

As to his character, it is declared in the Cumarica-chanda, as we have

seen before, that he would come for the purpose of removing wretchedness,

and misery, from the world.

In the appendix to the Agni-purdna, it is declared that in the holy

and consecrated city of Pratish'tdna, firmly seated upon a rock, called

Saileya-d'hara or 'Saileyam, through the mercy of 'Siva, would appear

Sa'liva'hana, great and mighty, the spirit of righteousness and jus-

tice, whose words would be truth itself, free from spite and envy, and

whose empire would extend all over the world (or in other words, that the

* Genesis, chap. 49. v. 10.
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people would be gathered unto him) the conveyor of souls to places of

eternal bliss. On account of this benevolent disposition, he is compared

in the Vansdvali to 'D iia'sai:^jaya or Arjjuna, whose character is so well

delineated in the inscrij)tion on a pillar at Budddl. He did not exult over

the ignorant and ill favoured : he neither vainly accepted adulation, nor ut-

tered honey words, and was the wonder of all good men. His wonderful

equanimity on all occasions, and with regard to ever)’’ one, of whatever

rank in life, and whatever might be their natural faculties, and mental dis*

positions, are implied by the epithet of Vi-Sama-Sila bestowed upon him.

I

His conception was miraculous, and in the womb of a virgin : he was

the son of the great artist, and the virtue of his mother was at first sus-

pected : but choirs of angels came down to worship her. His birth was

equally wonderful : choirs of angels with the celestial minstrelsy attended

on the occasion, showers of flowers fell frdm on high. The King of the

country, hearing of these prodigies, was alarmed, and sought in vain to de-

stroy him. He is made absolute master of the three worlds, heaven, earth

and hell
:

good and bad spirits acknowledge him for their lord and master.

He used to play with snakes, and tread upon the adder, without receiv-

ing the least injury from them: he soon surpassed his teachers; and, when

five years of years of age, he stood before a most respectable assembly of the-

doctors of the land, and explained several difficult cases, to tlieir admiration,

and utmost astonishment; and his words were like ambrosia. i /

In the copies of the Van&cevalif current through the western parts of

H
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India, he is constantly called Samudra-pa'la
;
because either he, or some of

his disciples, came by sea; and he is of course the same with the MUtcKhd-

vatdra, or incarnation of the deity among foreign tribes, mentioned in se-

veral astronomical tracts; and he is mentioned, in that character, in the

section erroneously attributed to the Bhavishya. There he is declared to

be Ru'madeVa'dhipati-'Sace'sVara, the lord and master of the empire of

Rome; and the author of the sacred period current through that vast em-

pire; and which, according to the appendix to the Agni-purdiia, began

to prevail over that of Vicrama'ditya in the year 67d of our era. We
have seen before, that he was born for the purpose of removing misery

from the world, and to check the power of the demons; and, at the earnest

intreaties of the subaltern deities on earth, and all good men, who were

groaning under their tyranny, 'Siva comforted them, and assured them,

that after a certain time, he would be incarnated in the character of Vi-Sa-

ma-'Sila, with the title of Tri-Vicrama, or with the triple energy.

The occasion of his being born, is declared also in the VrVidt-cat'hd. The

gods, being vexed by the wicked, went to Maha'-de'va, and said, “you

and Vishnu, have destroyed the Asm'as or Demons, but they are born again

as MlecKhas, who constantly vex us and the Brahmens. They will not

allow sacrifices to be performed, but destroy the implements and holy

utensils : they even carry away the daughters of the Munis." Maha'-

de'va promised relief, and caused one of his forms, or emanations, called

Ma'lyava'na, to be incarnated, saying to him, “ go and destroy the

wicked : all the world will submit to thy power, as well as good and wicked
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spirits.” Then Maiia'deVa appeared to the father, informing him, that

his wife would conceive, and the fruit of her womb be an incarnation of

the deity: and
,

he directed that his name should be Vicrama. When his

mother had conceived, she became resplendent like the morning sun
;

and

this resplendence answers to the Nur of the Muslemans, from which Issa

proceeded. Immediately all the heavenly spirits came down to bow to her,

and worship her. When the child was born, the celestial music was heard,

and a shower of flowers took place. The high priest, who was childless, ob-

tained also a son, as well as the prime minister.

In the legends relating to ‘Sa'liva'hana, it is in general asserted, that

his mother being found with child, her character suffered so much, tliat

her two brothers, through shame, left their native country. v

In the present legend, 'SaTiva'hana, under the name of Vi-Sama-'Si-

LA with the triple energy, is represented as the son of a King, and as re-

siding at Pratisht'ana, the consecrated city, or 'Saileyam. We are then in-

formed, that young Vi-Sama-'Sila made a surprising progress in learning,

and soon surpassed his teachers. His father then resigned the kingdom

to him, and Sama-Sila became king of heaven, earth and hell; all spirits,’

good and bad, .obeyed his orders; his resplendence was like that of the

sun, and his fame reached the White Island in the White Sea. The scene is

then transferred to Ujjain, where he appears like Vickama'ditya : then

follows a minute account of his wars
; but even then, there is no mention

made of his wars with 'Sa'livahana, for a very obvious reason, though

in the latter part the story is somewhat misrepresented.

H 2
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Let us now consider Sama-'Sila or 'Sa'la-va'hana, an incarnation of the

great Tacshaca, in the humble cottage of a pot-maker in the skirts of -ShiV

lej/am, or the consecrated city, as related above.*

Though; without teachers in that humble station, he surpassed all the

learned in knowledge and wisdom
;
and I have already mentioned the fa-

mous will, which puzzled all the princes and learned men of the country,

till a solution of the mystery was given by 'Sa'liva'hana, w^ho was then in

the fifth year of his age.f

There is a curious account of Sa'liva'Hana, and of his crucifixion, in

the Raja Tarangini, or history of Casmir, There we read, that 145 years

after the accession of Vicrama'ditya to the throne, there appeared King

‘Aryya, who was before prime minister of King Jaya-Indra, and whose

name signifies the lord of victory, or of victorious hosts. It was decreed,

that he should be wretched, and persecuted all his life time, and ultimately

that he should die upon a cross
;

that he would be brought to life again,

through the assistance of a Phan'i-Canyd^ or damsel of the Serpentine tribe

;

and then would become a great and powerful monarch. The King, having

been circumvented by his enemies, threw into a loathsome dungeon San-

dhi-matt, for such was the name of his prime minister. But his ene-

mies were not satisfied, and they informed the King, that Sarasva'tI, dvvine

* Page 39.

t As, Res, vol, ix, p. 129.
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wisdom, 6r collectively those endued with divine knowledge, had de-

clared that he would be a King. Jata-Indha, called Chandra in the

Ayin-Acheri, ordered him immediately to be crucified. There he remained,

till his flesh dropped off, or was torn off by wild beasts. A certain holy man

happened to pass by, and- reading his destiny in the Brahmdnda, or in his

scull, immediately resolved to bring him to life again. For this' purpose he

performed the pujd, and after' the usual eeremohies and invocations, he rung

the bell, and was- surrounded by a fiery meteor, which announced the

presence of the Yoginis, or forms of De'vi. Then, arming himself with

a scimitar, as u^al’ on such appearances, he Went to the forest, where the

prime minister hung upon the cross-. He \^as- immediately surrounded by

YSginis, one’ -of whom, the Phani'Canyal’ mtntXonoiA before, ananged the

bones together, and Sandhi-mati stood upon his legs. The King, hear-

ing of this^ went to the’ forest, when all the Yoginis disappeared: this re-

surrection-of Sandhi-mati took placeiitt Murd-puri, or tlie city of holy con-

templators. He then ascended the throne, and, on account of bis transcen-

dent virtues, was called 'Aryya-Ra ja, or the good King.

^ j ;
- no-)

'
-> '

,

The author gives us then an account of. his excellencies, and of his worth

;

and informs, us that he was.a servant and favourite of Maha'deVa. The

ways of the supreme being, says he, are wonderful, and truly pass all under-

standing and belief,' ‘yet there are similar instances recorded of old, such

as in the case, of Pariw/nVa;&c.** The difference between the two eras of

I
>

! . ;} ). . < l ,,. l -.» .
.

II ... |I . I

* .See R&ja Taran'gim, and the extract from it in the Ayin Acberi, history of the Kings of

Cashmir.
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Vicrama'ditya and 'Saliva'hana, is made here to be 145 years, accord-

ing 10 the computation used all over the Dekhin: for in the northern parts

of India, they reckon only 1 35.

King.'ARYYA is the same with the Pra-'Aryya-s'ira of the followers

of Gautama in Siam, and other countries to the eastward of it. This sig-

nifies the mighty and venerable Sire, or chief of the 'Aryyas or Christians:

and with him Budd’ha waged war, as well as with his disciple Pra-

SwANA, thus called because he loudly preached against the doctrine of

Budd’ha. The 'ARYYA-RA JAjis also the same with DEYA-TwASii TA' or

De'va-Ta't, who was crucified by order of Budd’ha. King 'Aryya was

succeeded in the throne by Gopa'ditya, the grandson of kingYuDHisn-

thira, the immediate predecessor of Preta'pa'ditya, who brought Vi-

crama'ditya from distant regiqnsiito Cas'mir, and made him King of that

country. Preta'pa'ditya, and Vicrama'ditya are epithets synonymous,

or very nearly so. .

'

c

]\Iany learned Hindus, for several centuries past, conceive that the eldest

Vicrama'ditya was far from being contemporay w'ith 'Sa'liva'h'ana ;'atid

of course conclude, that he is not the famous 'SacadwIishi or Saoa'ri,c that

is to say the enemy of 'Sa'liva'iiana
; and consequently they suppose, that

'Saca'ri must have been the epithet of some more modern Vicrama-

ditya. This notion is countenajiced certainly in several of ,the lists* ’which

I have produced
;
and the author of the Raja-Tarangin'i acknowledges,- that

it was the opinion of many ; and though he does not countenance it,.
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shews plainly, that in his time it was by no means a new idea.* The com-

piler of the Vansdvali seems willing to adopt it, when he says that many

learned men reject the whole, as altogether fabulous, and unwarrantable.

Their reason, I am told is, that 'Saga is the Mle'ch’haVata'ra, who did not

appear, or rather whose period was not known in India^ till about 1200

years ago. In conformity to this idea, in the section attributed to the

Bhavishya-Puran'a, 'Saca is declared to be the lord and master of Ro7ne,

wdiich is to be taken in a spiritual sense : and in the Agni-pw'an'a, the in-

troduction of his period into India is made to correspond with the year 676

of Christ. i

This MUchliavatdra, or incarnation of the deity among foreign tribes,

is peculiarly noticed in the Rbmaca-Siddhdnta^ an astronomical treatise,

according to the system of the Romacas, or Romans, called Romakoi

by the Gi'eeks. This treatise is said to be very voluminou.s, and is so

scarce, that I have not been able to procure it
;
and I believe it is not to be

found at Benares. This deficiency I have been able to supply from the

Surydrun'a-samvada, the Sidd'hdnta-Raja, and the Surya-Sidd'hdnta. The

sun, having been appointed by Brahma, to be the eye witness of all transac-

tions in this world, and to regulate the hours and time, refused to obey,

and withdrew into the desert, to perform fapasya, in order to be reunited to

the Supreme Being. In consequence of this refusal, he Avas cursed by

Puru'hu'ta, oriNDRA, and Viranchi, or Brahma'. In the Surya-Siddhan-

• Saca'ri Vicraraaditya iti sabhraraamSs'rilaih, anyair atrSnyathi lec’hivis'amvidi cadarthilam.
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ta, it is said, that Maya, the chief engineer of thcDaifyas, and the son of

Twash'ta', made tapasya in honour of the sun, in order to obtain astrono-

mical knowledge; the sun appeared to him, and said, “I know the rec-

titude of thy heart, and I am much pleased with thy tapasya. I shall

therefore impart unto thee the doctrine of Time, and of the revolutions

of the planets. But as no body can bear my refulgence, and as it is not in

my power to stop my course, for a single moment (for this reason go back

to thy own pmi, town, or place of abode, and there I shall impart unto thee

knowledge, in the town of Romaca, where I shall become the Mle'ch’ha'-

vata'ra, through the curse of Brahma'). This form of mine, here pre-

sent, will teach thee every thing then the sun, having directed this new

form to teach him, disappeared, and Maya bowed himself to the ground

before, this emanation.

The sloca between the two brackets is not found in general in the copies

of the Surya-siddhanta ; yet without it there seems to be something want-

ing : but whether an interpolation or not, its purport is established in

the following astronomical treatises. In the beginning of the Sidd'hdnta*\

Raja, the author says, from history (Itihdsa) I know, that Bha'scara-^

Su'rya became a Romaca^ through the curse of Puru'hu'ta and Vi ran chi.

He became a Yavana in Rbmaca-pattana^ and in the garb and countenance

of a Romaca^ he composed a most complete treatise on astronomy^

In the beginning of the Suryarun'a-samvdday the sun is introduced,

saying, “ I gave the Rbmaca-Siddhanta to Romaca, whilst living among

the YavanaSy in consequence' of Brahma'’s curse, Romaca taught it
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Rbmaca-nagarc in the town of Rome, for he dwelt among the- Mlkh'has

in consequence of that curse Romaca-puri is the town of Rojne in the rvest,

“ Tlien,” says Arun'a, “ how came you to assume the countenance of a

Mlechlia in the west, in a land of unrighteousness.” “ Buahma' cursed

me,” answered the sun, “ and said be thou born in the west, in Romaca-

pura, and of the MlkcKhas, who are ignorant of the Vedas, of the Yajna,

or of theproper mode of performing sacrifices, Carma, religious rites and dis-

cipline; who have rejected sarvadharma, all religious duties, are dush'ta,

inclined to evil, n&stica, heretics; and who (the Romans) are a Yamna

tribe, guilty of every sort of uncleanliness. Thus, in that shape, I taught

them astronomy.”

This Mle'cii’ha'vata'ra, or superior incarnation* of the deity among

foreign tribes, Ruma-de's'a-pati the lord of the country or empire of Roum,

or Rome, (because his doctrine, institutes, and laws prevail through it;) R6-

maca-nagark, said to reside in Rome its metropolis, (because he is revered and

worshipped there with unusual magnificence ;) 'SacesVara the lord ofa sa^

cred period, (or as I think it should be understood, after whom it is denominated,

)

is obviously Jesus Christ
;
at least it appears so to me. From his being a

'Saces'wara, the Hindus suppose him also to be a great astronomer. In the

Surya-Siddhdnta, he is repeatedly called 'Sri-Su'rya'nsa, or the blessed

Su'rya'nsa
;

he is also styled Romaca-Avata'ra, or simply R6maca.

In consequence of this, 'Sa'liva'ha na is considered all over India as a

great astronomer, or as a prince remarkably fond of astronomy.']' »

* Inferior incarnations are denominated Avantara.

t See also Mr. Gentil’s Voyage, p. 214 and 238.

I
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Various are the opinions about 'Sa'liva'hana : in general it is believed,

that he did not die, but was translated to heaven, being a 'Saca
; after

having retired, for many years, into the desert, to give himself up to hea-

venly contemplation.

I have mentioned, that the Hindus represented 'Sa'liva'hana in his

fifth year, exactly like our Saviour in the first year of the Christian F.ra:

it was not in consequence of deep chronological investigations, that they

seemingly attempted to correct the mistake of Dionysius Exiguus, or

the little; but because it was so in the Apocryphal Gospel of the infancy

of Jesus, or rather because it was the general opinion in the east, that Jesus

manifested himself to the world at that age. 'Sa'liva'hana did not marry,

nor had he any offspring : for even m India, he is looked upon as a mys-

terious, and supernatural being, and called an Utpdta, or prodigy.

I have thus arranged and brought together all the information I could

procure, concerning Sa'liva'hana, under that name, or any of his well

known titles, and as King Pralisli tana

:

for 'Sa'liva'hana and that holy

city are intimately related to each other, and cannot be separated. Yet

we find 'Saliva'hana sometimes leaving and going to reside

?it Ujjain, after the defeat of Vicrama'ditya ;
as in the legends relating

to him, under the names of Vi-Sama-'Sila, and Dhananjaya. It is nearly

the same with Vicrama'ditya, whose history is equally connected with

UJjihan, or Ujjayini

;

I mean the real one, for there were several of

them.

There are many other legends, concerning a certain holy man, who
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seems to be meant for 'Sa'liva'hana ; but as tlie application is not so obvi-

ous, they will be inserted in a distinct place by themselves.

The followers of Budd’ha and Jina, as well as the followers of Brahma',

claim 'Sa'liva'hana as their own
;

and in the Calpa-sutra-Calicd, 'Sa'li-

va'hana, as his name is generally written, is said to be a form of Jina,

with the title of Sa'baca-pati, or Sra'baca-pati. The followers of Gau-

tama, the Bodhi-'Swata in Siam, and the Barman Empire, called him

De'va-Tat, which is a corruption from Dewa-Tasut'a' or De'va-Twasht'a',

the divine artist, or Tacshaca : and tliat it is so, is asserted from the Bud-

dha-charitra in my possession, wherein he is called Vis'vacarma. They

say, thas he was a collateral form, or ’the brother of Budd’ha, and they are

fully persuaded, that he is the same with Christ; Their being made

contemporaries, shews that through this whole romance, there is an obvi-

ous allusion to the wars and feuds between their' followers in subsequent

ages. .

This singular mode of treating historical events, is not peculiar to the

Hindus ; for the Greeks seldom distinguished between the tutelar deities,

and their disciples, associates or followers, who were called by their titles.

These tutelar deities were supposed to lead their armies in an invisible

manner, though they sometimes appeared, and victory was always ascribed

to them. Thus the wars of the Muhamedans with tht Spaniards, might be

ascribed to Muhamed, andST.JAGo the champion of who led con-

stantly her armies, and destroyed very many Moors : hence he is called St.

1 2
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Jago Mata Moros. Diodorus, the Siciliayi^ says the same of Alex-

ander the son ofJupiter;** and, though dead, he was supposed to be

at the head of the armies, and to regulate the conduct of their chiefs,

and thus every victory was ascribed to him.

In many parts of the Peninsula^ Christians are called, and considered,

as followers of Budd’ha ; and their divine legislator, whom they confound

with the apostle of India, is declared to be a form of Budd’ha, both by the

followers of Brahma', and those of Jina: and the information I had

received on that subject, is confirmed by F. PAULiNO.f

Some legendary tales, obviously relating to the death of our Saviour,

have found also their way into the Peninsula. There was a certain Peishe-

cdra Brahmen (for thus the Christians were called, and Christ in the

Apocryphal Gospels, and by the Manicheans was considered as a Peishe-cdr

Brahmen, an artist, manufacturer, or carpenter,) who came to a certain

place, and there loudly proclaimed, that all persons in distress should come

to him ;
and that he Would take them under his protection, and even lay

DOWN his life for them. ^He was then sitting like a Muni, or contempla-

tor; and many' came to him: among, them was a thief, who had robbed

the King’s palace to a considerable amount. The officers ofjustice soon

arrived in pursuit of him
,

but the holy man would not deliver him up.

! - ' r - . J

* Diod. Sic. p. 66b and 678.
I

_

*

•t Systcma Brahmahicuiu, p. 16l. -
' ‘

‘
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saying, that he was ready to die in his place
;
and in that of all those

who claimed his protection. The King ordered, that the holy man should

suffer immediate death, upon a Su/a or 'Su/i, which means a stake, either one

for empaling, or a gibbet, or cross. Crucifixion being- unknown to the

Hindus, they of course, have no name for it ; and 'Sula or 'Suit, originally

a stake, signifies also a gibbet, or the cross
;

exactly like Stauros in Greeks

It is so even in the Persian language
;

and so it was among the Romans, ac-

cording to Seneca;* crucifixion signified both empaling and extending

the arms upon a cross bar
;

for these two' modes of punishment were

equally in use among them : a circumstance very little known.

Then the holy man was stretc*lied upon the 'Sula, amidst the lamenta-

tions of the surrounding multitude, to whom he -observed, that he came

for that purpose, (to atone with his life for the sins of others). The

'

aSm/®

was suddenly changed into a 'Sula, or tree loaded with flowers ; a pushpa-

•varsha took place, as usual on such occasions; that is to say, it rained

flowers from on high
;

a celestial car, with divine choristers, came down

to translate into heaven the holy man. who, taking the thief by the hand,

said, “ thou shalt also be with me in Caitdsa or paradise.” Thus they w-ent

to Caildsa in the presence of an immense crowd, who with uplifted hands,

loud ,huzzas, and tears of joy, testified their satisfaction, at the sudden

change. The Muselmans, and the Manicheans, with many other secta-

ries, will not allow that Christ was really crucified. Some say, that

it was a mere illusion; others allege, that he disappeared, and w^ent

y ........ , , . — — — . —
* S£N£CA de Consol, ad Maicium, p. c. 20.
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to heaven. The Manicheans, who spread their errors at a very early period,

not only in the northern parts of India, but also in the Penuisula, always

represented Christ crucified upon a tree, among its foliage and flowers.

Though this legend is not applied to Sa'li-va'han, or Sa'la-va'han, as it

is pronounced in the Dekhin ; yet, when the good Peshe-car Brahmen was

stretched upon the 'Sula or 'Suli, he was really 'Suli-vdhana, or cross borne

:

and when the 'Sula was changed into a 'Sdla or tree, he was certainly 'Sala-

vdhan, or 'Sali-vahan, he who was exalted, or borne upon the tree. Tliough

the punishment of the cross be unknown to the Hindus, yet the followers

of Budd’ha have some knowledge of it, when they represent DeVa-Tat,

crucified by order of Budd’ha upon an instrument somewhat resembling a

cross, according to the account of several travellers to Siam, and other

countries.

'We read in Sanscrit lexicons, that Sa'liva'han was also called Ha'la a

plough : it should be Ha'la-va'hana, or in composition, Ha’li-va'Hana
;

he who was borne, or crucified upon a plough. The old Indian plough

had originally the shape of the letter Y, like the old Latian Furca, or bi-

furcated stump of a tree. To one branch the plough-share was fixed
;

and

the other branch served as a handle. In the statues of Vishnu, and Bala-

ra'ma, the plough in their hands is represented nearly in that manner

:

and, from that circumstance, Bala-ra’ma is called also Ha'la, and Ha'li,

or he with the plough.

The legend of the good Peishk-car Brahmen, is found in Major

Mackenzie’s historical sketches of the ancient kings of WarangQla,
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otherwise I should not have presumed to insert it liere. It is interwoven

with the history of the first Kings of tliat country, and of course the

compilers by no means entertained an idea, that it was anterior to the Chris-

tian Era.

As I was mentioning this traditionary legend to some learned Pandits,

they infoiTued me, that the same, or one at least very much like it, was

to be found in the Maha-Bharata, the Sahyddri-dhanda a section of the

Scanda-puraria, and in the Bhdgavata also. I produced the books, and

they pointed out the respective pages immediately. I read the whole, and

found it illustrated with circumstances of a most extraordinary nature.

In the Bhdgavata, and its commentary, this legend is only alluded to.

In the Mahd-Bhdrata there is a short account of the transaction; but in

the Sahyddri-dhanda, the legend is drawn to a very great length,* and the

principal features, and circumstances in these legends, which in reality are

but one, are the following.

There appeared, in the Dckhin, a most holy Brdhmen, of those called

Peishe-edras, Tacshacas, 'Sdbacas, or handicraftmen, and whose name was

Mand'avyah. He proclaimed, that he came for the sole purpose of re-

lieving the distressed ;
and that whatever men claimed his protection, he

would readily grant it to them, and even lay down his own life for them.

* Bti^gavala; Section 1. p. 13. Malid-Biiurata
; Section!.
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Very many of all descriptions came accordingly
;

and among them a thief,

who being pursued by the officers of justice, claimed his protection,

which he readily granted, and was really crucified in his room. He then

ascended into heaven, and took the thief along with him.

This circumstance is otherwise related in the above Puranas. A nume-

rous banditti had taken shelter near the holy man, thinking themselves

safe: but the officers ofjustice arriving, they were seized, and immediately

crucified. The holy man was supposed to be a thief, numbered among

them, and crucified also. He did not open his mouth, but remained ab-

sorbed in holy contemplation, inwardly repeating sacred names, with his

arms extended, and uplifted.

Whilst on the cross, all the R'ishis crowded from all parts of the world,

in the shape of birds, to see him, and comfort him. A certain thief, who

was also covered with leprosy, and, in consequence of it, deprived of the

use of his limbs, was accidentally dropped at the foot of the cross,

wrapped up like a child in his swaddling clothes. The man, after remain-

ing there some time, was perfectly cured
;
and, being irradiated, repented,

lived to a good old age, and obtained eternal bliss. A thick darkness over-

spread the face of the world
;
and the animated creation was in the utmost dis-

tress, and consternation. The holy man, being afterwards taken down from

the cross, descended into hell, and there encountered, and overcame, death,

oi’Yama. Then a general renovation of the world took place, under the

inspection of Brahma. The holy man, from his having been crucified, was

ever since called 'Sulastha, or the cross-borne, which is synonymous with
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'Saliva'iiana, If we prefix to this abstract the legends concerning the

infancy of 'Sa'liva'hana, and the era of his manifestation, we shall have

the principal circumstances of the life of our Saviour, either from the true

Gospels, or from the Apocryphal ones.

There are two singular circumstances in these legends : the first is that it

was tlecreed, that the iron should pierce the body of Mand'avyah as well

as that of Cuishna, because both were accursed, though guiltless. The

second is, that neither Crishna nor Mand'avyah died, the first in con-

sequence of his wound, nor the second after being crucified
;

and both

are represented as contemporaries.

The Christian sectaries in the first ages, and Muhamed himself with the

Musltmans to this day, highly reprobated the idea of Christ dying upon

the cross, and even considered it almost a blasphemy. CrKshna, though

guiltless, was involved in the general curse denounced against his whole

tribe, by which all the Yadus were doomed to be pierced with iron, and to

die. Neither CrIshna nor Mand'avyah could die; but they were to be

brought, as near as possible, to the point of death, that the words of the

Muni should not be done away* Besides, Yama, as King of death, has

a claim upon every. ipdividual, and with regard to some exalted characters,

he must be satisfied, and a compromise must take place. But anothef

difficulty arises; Yawa cannot condemn a man to die, without some

reason; it would be unjust in him, who is also King of justice. All incar-

nations of the deity, however dignified and exalted, such as that of CrIsh-

NA, which is considered as the first in rank, and the most perfect of all ;
all

K
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manifestations of the deity, I say, on becoming flesh, are 'more or less

subjected to the infirmities, and even the weakness of human nature, being

certainly involved, in some measure, in the gloom of mdyd, or worldly

illusion. In this case, Yama is always sure to find some taint of nega-

tive guilt, in consequence of which he can at least bring them to death's

door : and it was found that Mandavyah, in his infancy, h..d destroyed a

feeble and innocent insect, by piercing him cither with a needle or with a

blade of grass. This fatal needle was the only thing that Christ ever pos-

sessed in this world
;

yet, however insignificant in itself, it was certainly a

worldly implement, and it prevented his admission into heaven, according

to Miisdmans in India ; neither will he ever be admitted till after his se-

cond manifestation, at the end of the world. Others say, that he was ad-

mitted into the fourth only, instead of the highest heaven, on that

account.

VV'e read in the Mahd-Bhdratd, that there was a most holy and pious

Brahmen called IVIand'avyah, who was making tapasi/a w ith his arms up-

lifted, absorhed in holy contemplation. Some loptras, lifters or thieves,

placed themselves near him, with their stolen goods, thinking to be safe

;

but the King of that place, who was in pursuit of them, ordered them "to be

crucified, and as the holy man gave no answer, he was numbered among

them, and crucified with the rest. In the night-time, all the Rishis, hear-

ing' of his misfortune, flocked from all quarters, in the shape of birds, to

comfort him. In the mean time the thieves died on the cross; but the holy

man remained meditating, without uttering a word, with his arms up-

lifted. The King hearing this, immediately saw that Mand’vyah was a
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Rishi, and hastened to take liim down from tlic cross
;

and then falling at

his feet, humbly begged his forgiveness. Immediately the Ri.s/ii descended

into hell, and asked the King of death, and of justice, how he could allow

liim to be crucified, as he was guiltless. Yam a answered, that in his in-

fancy he had pierced an innocent insect with a blade of grass. The Rishi

said, that at that age he could not incur guilt of any kind, and of course

dro\c him out of the infernal kingdom; and willed, that he should be

born- of the womb of a woman of the 'Sudra tribe. This was etfected

in the house of VicnixiiAviiiYA, who was dead; but Dwaipa'yana, or

Vya'sa, raised seed to him, through his wife and a handmaid. Yama was

born of the latter under the name of Vidu'ra, and remained on earth 100

years, during which the government of the infernal regions was committed

to AryAM a', according to the Bhagavata. In the Sahyddj'i-chand'a, we

have a most prolix account of this momentous event, which I shall give

in abstract.

Whatever man listens with due attention to this legend, his sins shall

be remitted. In the forest of Dandaca, in the Sahycubd mountains in the

Delihin, on the banks of the river Pran'itd, was the hermitage of Mand'a-

VYAU, a most holy Ri'shi, most benevolent, and no accepter of persons.

There he remained, between five fires, entirely taken up Avith holy con-

templation, and inwardly repeating sacred names. A numerous banditti,

with the goods they had stolen, being pursued by the King at t|ie iiead of

a strong party, took shelter near the holy man. As soon as tlie King

came, he ordered them all to be crucified immediately
;

and the holy man

K 2
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was numbered among them, and from his being crucified, he was, from that

time, surnamed Sulast'ha, or the cross-borne.

‘ Tliere lived in the adjacent village a most virtuous and faithful wife,

v/ho was married to a thief, and a debauchee, whose whole body was co-

vered with leprosy : some of his limbs had dropped, and others were de-

prived of motion. He was very fond of gambling, and his faithful wife

used to carry him, wrapped up like a child in swaddling clothes, to a

gambling house, where he spent a great part of the night, when she car-

ried him back in the same manner. It was midnight, and the night very

dark, she passed near the cross, and stumbling against it, she shook it

violently, and let her husband fall at the foot of it. The holy man being-

put to great pain, said to her, at the vising of the sun, thy husband shall

die. Such are the powers of a virtuous and faithful wife, that she for-

bade the sun to rise. A thick darkness covered the face of the world,

and lasted 10,000 years, during which the gods and the created beings

were in the utmost distress and consternation.

^ ‘ All the gods, with 'Siva and Brahma, went to Vishnu the preserver,

who resides on the northern shores of the White Sea, that is to say, in the

sacred isles in the west. Vishnu was very much embarrassed, as he did

not wish to reverse the decrees of either of two such exalted characters.

After some consideration, he said to the gods, “ Anasu'ya', the’ wife of

,
Atri, is most virtuous and faithful; go to her, and prevail upon her to

go and speak to the wife of the thief, when they will together come to
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some arrangement.” Anasu'ya' consented, and after having discussed the

matter with her, every thing was settled. In her character of a virtuous

and faithful wife, she ordered that the husband should live; and Gun'a

vATi, the thief’s wife, ordered the sun to rise. Still it was necessary to

satisfy the holy Mand'avyah, whose words could not be done away.

They agreed, that in future all married women, when it is dark, or night,

should remain as in a state of widowhood, taking off their nuptial dress

and ornaments. The benevolent Mand'avyah was easily pacified, the

sun rose as usual, darkness was dispelled; the holy man, who had re-

mained all the while absorbed in contemplation, with his arms uplifted,

descended from the cross
;
the leper, at the foot of it, was cured of his

disease, lived to a good old age, and obtained eternal bliss
;
and the two

virtuous and faithful wives were crowned with honor and glory. The air

was filled with numberless choirs of celestial minstrels, singing heavenly

strains, and the whole concluded with a shower of flowers from on high.

In the mean time, the animated beings had all perished; and Brahma' was

directed to proceed immediately to a new creation, and a general renova-

tion of the world took place.

II. Christianity certainly had made a great progress in tbe Peninsula,

even at a very early period. The venerable Pant.enus of visited

hidia, about the year 1 89, and there found Christmis, who had a copy of

the Gospel of St. Matthew in Hebrew, which he carried to Alexandria,

where it existed in the time of Jerome. Frumentius, the Apostle of

Abjjssinia, who had resided a long time in India, and spoke the language

remarkably well, preached the Gospel in the southern parts, where he had
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great influence, and was highly respected, liaving been for many years

prime minister, and regent of one of the Kings, during his minority.

There he converted many Hindus, and built many churches, and then went

to Abyssinia. He came to Lidia with his brotlier Adesius, along with their

paternal uncle, a native of Tyre, who was a Chi'istian, and a very learned

man. Me travelled into the interior parts of India as a philosopher, and

having satisfied his curiosity, he re-embarked on his way hack with his

two nephews
;

but, happening to put into a certain harbour, in order to

get a supply of water, they were, at their landing, suddenly attacked by

the natives. Many perished, and the rest were earried into captivity.

Among the former rvas the uncle
;
but his two nephews were presented

to the King, who took particular notice of them, and they were afterward

raised by him to the first dignities of the state. They obtained leave to

revisit their native country, when Frumentius was ordained a bishop,
.1

and in that character went back to India. At the council of Nice, in the

year 32.5, the Primate e/ /w/Va was present, and subscribed his name. In

the year following, Frumentius was consecrated Primate of India, by

Athanasius, at Alexandria. He resided in the Peninsula, and the Chris-

tians there had always a bishop, called the Primate of India. The Chris-

tian religion made also some progress, in the north of India. Mus/Eus,

bishop of Aduli, on the Abyssinian shores, visited the northern parts of

India in the latter end of the fourth century, in company with the famous
: \

PALr.ADius, a Goth {'xom . Galatia. When they arrived on the borders!

oi India, they were both
.

disgusted with the climate. Palladius went

back, but MuSiEus proceeded lo the lesser jBce’^ara; where, it seems, he

was more successful. Yet there, was at Sirhind, or Serinda, a semiuarv.t'^-*-
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Christians, in the sixtli century: for, in the year 6*36, two Monks,

who had long resided tliere, returned to their native country; and

being* at Constantinople, the Emperor Justinian sent for them, to inquire

into the nature and origin of silk, and he prevailed upon them 'to g*o back

to Sirhind, in order to bring from thence the eggs of the real silk

butterfly.

f

Theophilus, the famous Arian bishop,* was a native of Divas, now

Diu in 'Gujrd't

;

and, as he was remarkably black, he was sirnamed the

Blackamoor. ' His Hindu name was probably Deo-pa'l, perfectly syno-

nvmous' with Theophilus m Greek. He flourished in the times of tlic

great Constantine, and of his sons; and he had been sent to Constan-

tinople with others as hostages. From this circumstance it appears, that

the inhabitants of Giijrdt, who have been always famous as pirates, had

ill used the Roman traders. There was a great trade carried on at that

time to India, by the Romans

;

and there was an annual fair held at Batne,

for the vent of Indian ami Chinese commodities, and there was a great con-

course of merchants, many of whom vvere settled there. It was situated at

some distance from the eastern bank of the Euphrates, and nearly in the

same latitude with Antioch. He was very young when he was sent to

Constantinople, where he studied, became a Christian, and embraced a mo-

nastic life. He was afterwards ordained a bishop, and sent to Arabia

by Constantius, in order to promote the interests of t\\o Christian reli-

• See Philistorgius, Sozomeues, &c.
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gion. He met with great opposition from the Jews, who were very nume-

rous in that country
;
but succeeded at last, and built three churches, for

the benefit chiefly of the Homan traders. One was at Taphar or Tapharon,

now TJafar, and the metropolis of that country
; the second was at Aden,

near the straits of Babelmandel, and the third near the entrance of the Per-

sian Gulf. From thence he went by sea to Diu, his native country, vi-

sited several parts of India, comforting the Christians, introducing whole-

some regulations, and spreading the errors of Arius. He thence returned

to Antioch, according to Suidas, where he lived a long time, highly

respected. He accompanied afterwards Constantius Gallus into Ger-

many, as far as Petavium, now Pettaw in Stiria, in the year 354.

Marutha, a Hindu, and a bishop of Suphara, now Sufferdam, assisted at

the Synod of Sides, in Pamphylia, in the year 383. He was afterw'ard trans-

lated to the bishoprick of Meyaferkin, on the borders of Mesopotamia,

when YEZcf^jiRD I., King of Persia, charmed with his piety, was very

near becoming a Christian; and Chrysostom speaks highly in favour* of

our bishop. According to the Notitia of Nilus Doxopatrius, the Gi'eek

Patriarch of Antioch, ordained a certain Ramogyris Metropolitan of India;

and, from his name, there is every reason to believe that he was also a na-

tive of India, where the appellation of Ra'ma-gir is by no means un-
: i. )

common. Cosmas Indico-pleustes, who visited India about the year
. >l'i .• O . . -Jll

52£, says, that there were churches and priests, with the whole liturg}^,
* if ' : . . • f

•
.

,

* Photii Bibliotb. p. 38>
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va Ceylon: also on the Malabar Coast, and in tlie north west of Indian

In these countries, says he, there are a vast number of churches.

The Mission of St. Thomas to India, with the surprising progress of

the Christian religion, are facts, in my humble opinion, sufficiently authen-

ticated. Jerome, who died in the year 4‘iO, speaks of the Mission of St.

Thomas to India, as a fact universally acknowledged in his time : but I

must refer the sceptic reader to the works of Fabricius, and Assemanni,

unfortunately not to be procured in this country. But the learned hisr

tory of the Anglo-Saxons by Mr. Turner will abundantly make up for this

deficiency, in his dissertation on the embassy of the bishop of Shirebuim,

sent by the great Alfred, to the tomb of St. Thomas in India. That the

holy Apostle suffered martyrdom in India, is sufficiently proved : but, at the

same time, it is certain also, that his body was afterwards carried back, and

deposited at Edessa, as attested by Rufinus, who went to Syria in the year

371, and remained there twenty-five years. The place, however, where

he was first entombed, became a famous place of pilgrimage, where pro-

bably, they kept some particles of his body, either true or false : but the

chief relic was his blood
; which had impregnated the spot, where he suf-

fered martyrdom. This earth was carried, in small quantities, all over

the Peninsula ; and, being drunk with water, proved most efficacious, in all

sorts of diseases, and complaints. His tomb at Edessa was probably de-

stroyed, during the wars of the Emperors of the west with the Persians ;

or afterwards by the Muselmam.

In the sixth century, Gregory of Tours, the father of French history^

L
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became acquainted with a Vespectable man, called Tueodorus, who hadf

visited the tomb of St. Thomas in India. In the ninth century, Sigh elm

bishop of Shireburn was sent there also by Alfred, in consequence of a

vow. Now, these two clergymen were too orthodox to worship the tombs

and relics of an heretic, a Nestorian of the name of Thomas, as has been

supposed by many; and they were too near the time, in which he lived, to

have been imposed upon. The two Musdmans, who visited that place

soon after Sighelm, mention the church of Thomas, on the Coast of CV

romandd, as well as Marco Polo about the year 1292
,
long before the

Portugueze had found their way to India. M. Polo says, that Christians

and Musdmans were very numerous in the Peninsula.

- The place where he suffered martyrdom, that is to say, the country about

Madras, was seldom visited by merchants, as there was no trade. His

bod}’, or tomb at least, was in a small city of that country, and the native

Musdmans, and Christians, held it in great veneration. Pilgrims, from dis-

tant countries, came to visit this holy place; and the earth impregnated

with his blood, was given in some beverage, to sick and infirm people; and

miracles were often performed there. In speaking of Aden in Arabia,

he informs us, that “ St. Thomas was said to have preached there, before

he went to Maabar in India, where he suffered for Christ, and there reposes

to this day his most holy body. In that country (Alaabar) the Chris-

tiajis are good soldiers, and remarkable for their honesty.”

The inhabitants say, that the holy Apostle was a great prophet, and

they call him Avarua, which in their language .signifies a holy and pious
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man. As Marco Polo has given us the meaning of the word Avariia, it is

very easy to reascend to its pure and original form, which is Av-Aryya

in Sanscrit; and, as he says, that tlie Christians there were highly re-

spected, being gootl soldiers, and above all, good and holy men, remark-

able for their integrity, they were certainly Av-Aiyyas, or 'Aryyas, as well

as their holy Apostle. The word Avariia is derived from the Sanscrit com-

pound Av-'Aryya, from two words perfectly synonymous, Ava, and Arijya.

The first is rendered in lexicons, by 'Sudd'ha, or Pavitra^ equally implying

holiness, and purity. It is often used in composition, where it enhances

the sense. One of the titles of Budd’ha is Ava-Locita, or Ava-L6ca-

na't’H) the holy sovereign of the world : AvA-ROHAor A-r6ha, well seated.

This word is very often piKmounced Aba, and more particularly so, in

the S. W. parts of India: and the same M. Polo mentions in the country

of La^, a race of most pious men called Abraiani and Ahraiain in the

M.S. S. But the editors thought proper to write that word, Abrajamim;

because they conceived that they were Prahmens. But it is much nmre

probable, that it is the same word with Avariiam^ or Avariia, which he

mentioned before. Ab-Aryya in the objective case, in the singular number,

makes Ab-'Anyyam, and Ab~Aryydn in the plural, in the first case.- These

Abraiani, says he, have in abhorrence lying, theft, and cheating. They

marry but one wife, and abstain from intoxicating liquors, and flesh.

They eat moderately, and their fasts are long, and most severe : otherwise,

says he, they are idolaters. He then mentions other idolaters in that

country; but from the context, entirely different from the Ab-Aryyast

who it seems, were only degenerated Christians, who had in great mea-

L 2
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sure relapsed into the errors of their ancestors, and of their contempo-

raries.

From tlie situation, assigned to the country of Lae, by M. Polo, these

good people, with the most austere manners, called 'Aryyas, seem to be

the same with the holy and rigid penitents, and anchorets mentioned in

the third century by Ptolemy in the country of Aridca, a derivative form

from Aryya, under the name of Tabassi Magi, from the Sanscrit Tapami,

pronounced Tabasd in the Tamuli Dialect; and which signifies contemplators,

and by implication men performing austere penances, like the anchorets in

the wilds of Thebes, Tabenyia in Egypt; which denominations are pro-

bably derived from Tapa, austerities, and Tapo-van, the wilderness of auste-

rities. The Aryyas are mentioned in the Brahmati'da-purana* as a powerful

tribe of foreigners (MlecKha) living among the mountains of the

Dekhin.

Ptolemy says, that Ariaca belonged to the Sadinoi, a strange name

certainly for a tribe. I suspect however, that it is derived from the San-

scrit Sdd'hana, and that the 'Aryyas were thus denominated by the native

Hindus, in the same manner, that the Portugueze were styled in Bengal,

T'hachurs, rulers or lords, and the English all over India are called Sdheb-

locas, or Saheb-lSgues, and the most apposite Sanscrit expression for the

above epithets is Sddhana

:

the English are often styled by learned Pandits,

Sddhana-Engriz

:

and the famous Bh6ja is often called Sddhana Bh6ja.

M. Polo mentions d\%o Abraians on the Pearl-Fishery Coast; these were

* Section of the Earth.
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consulted by the fishermen
;

hut, he says that they were bad men, and

great sorcerers ; and their descendants, to this djty, are not much better.

According to the acts of St. TtioMAS, and other notices, the holy Apostle

embarked at Aden in Arabia^ in liis way to India, where he landed at a

place called Halahor^ and afterwards Salo-patany synonymous with 'Sdlo-pur^

or "Sala-hiiram^ Hala-buram; and now Cranganor. He was well received

by Masdeus, called also Segamus, King of that country, whose son

ZuzAN he converted, and afterwarda ordained him a Deacon. The

Apostle, long after, suffered martyrdom, at a place called Calamina^ known

afterwards by the name of Maliar-pur, or the city of Peacocks, from the

Sanscrit Meyur-pura; and the same which is called Maliarpha by

Ptolf.mv. Its present name is St. Thome, called by the Arabs, during

the middle ages, Betuma, or Beit-Thoma, the house or church of

Thomas. ^

.7

Masdeus, the name of ^he King, who kindly received St. Thomas,

ZuzAN that of his son, and Segamus his own surname, are all .Hindi

denominations. Masdeus is for Basdeo, the usual pronunciation of Va’su*

de'va in the spoken dialects. Segamus is for Sugama, synonymous

with SuGAT, and shews that he was a follower of Budd’ha : and San-

GAMA, even now, is not an uncommon name in India, particularly in

the Peninsula. Zuzan is for Sajana, or Sezan, as written by Fatlier

Giorgi. It is the name of the father of Budd’ha, called also Ajana,

by the Purdnics

;

and the disciple and successor of Manes, who pre-

tended to be an incarnation of Budd’ha, was called Sisinius.

The place of his martyrdom is called Calamina by Hippolytus, ac^
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cording to Mr. Turner. Calamina is a denonlination, and literally

signifies earth, and stones, alluding to the nature of the soil. It is

synonymous with Mam-para, which signifies the same thing, according

to F. Bartolemeo, a missionary acquainted with both the Sanscrit and

Tamuli languages; but I by no means conceive them to be the same

place. Cdld or Cdlu in v signifies a stone, or (Ballou in French,

and Mdna earth. Thus, point Calymcre, the true name of which is

Cdld-medu, signifies the stony hill. There were two bishops of the name

of Hippolytus, one of whom resided in Arabia, and they were con-

temporaries. The latter probably wrote the treatise concerning the

peregrinations of the Apostles, and died, A. D. 230.* Dorotheus,

another bishop, born in the year 254, wrote also on the same sub-

ject ; and some fragments of his work are to be found at the end

of the Chronicon Paschale. There he asserts, that St. Thomas died

at Calamita (Cdld-me'du,) which is synonymous with Calamina, or

nearly so. - •
^

I
I,

' "h j i .

Some Manicfieans, at a very early period, went to the Malabar Coast t

for, according to La CkozE, in his history oV Cht'istianism in India,

the Christians' of that * country » said, that, before they had submitted

to the jurisdiction of the Catholicos, or Nestorian Patriarch, and of course,

before the arrival of Mar-Thome', there came into 'their country a cer-^

tain Mannacavassar, who preached a new doctrine,' seduced the

people by his prestiges, and introduced his errors. La Croze did not

'
’ Series Patrum, p. 63.
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understand the meaning of the word Mannacavassar ;
but suspected

that he was a Manichean. He was called, by the people of the Dekhin,

Mani-Cavissar, which signihes the bard, the prophet Mani. Ca>

vissAR is derived from the Sanscrit Cavi, poetry, songs, and Is'wara^

lord, chief: Cavis'ar, for Cavyes'wara, signifies the lord of the song,

or the chief bard, and is used in that sense in the Peninsula, according' to

Major Mackenzie. ^

The two Musefman travellers in the ninth century, and the Nubian

Geographer, prohal)ly on their authority, declare, that there were many

Christians, Manicheans, Jews, and Muselmans in Ceylon: and that th‘e

King encouraged their public meetings, and that the learned Hindus of that

country used to frequent them; and that the King kept secretaries to write

dorrn their respective histories, and the exposition of their doctrines and laxvs.

These two travellers were in Ceylon, at that time; and these meetings', as

well as the places at which they were held, are called Charchita by the

Purun'ics, and appointed for the purpose of making Charchd, search or invesr

tigation, into new dogmas, and opinions, which began to disturb the peace

of the country.

The Muhamedans in India acknowledge the early establishment of the

Christians in that country. Ferishta, in his general history of Hindostan,

says; “Formerly, before the rise of the religion of Islam, a company of

Jews and Christians came by sea into the country ('Malabar

)

and settled

as merchants or Pished* as. They continued to live there until the rise of

the Muselman religion.”*

• Asiat. Reg. Miscell. p.‘151.
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III. The decline of the Christian religion in India, must be attri-

buted, in a great measure, to the progress, equally rapid and astonishing,

of Islamism, in Syria, Persia, Egypt and Arabia. The Christians in these

countries, being in a state of distraction, no longer sent pastors to India
;

as we are informed in a letter written in the seventh century, and still

extant, according to Mr. Turner. There we see the Nestorian Patri-

arch Jesujabus of Adiahene, reproaching the Metropolitan of Persia, with

having shut the doors of the episcopal imposition of hands, before many

people of India: that the sacerdotal succession had been interrupted,

from the maritime borders of Persia, down to Colon, or Coilan, a space of

above 1200 Farsangs. 'This agrees with what is related by Mmelman

writers, who say, that in the reign of the Caliph Abdulmalec, in the

latter end of the seventh century, the Christians of India sent to Simon,

the Syrian and Jacobite Patriarch of Alexandria, requesting that he would

send them a bishop.*

The bulk of the Christians of St. Thomk, according to Mr. Wrede,

like the 'Aryyas, consisted of converts from the higher classes
;

and

they were nearly upon the same footing with the Brahmens, and Nairs

or nobles. They were originally much respected by the Hindus, and

native princes
;

and they considered themselves equal in rank with

the Brahmens and Nairs, and claimed the same exemptions and pri-

vileges, which were granted to them. Many amongst them, preserve

till now the manners, and mode of life of the Brahmens, as to personal

cleanliness, and abstaining from animal food; and the Roman missiona-

See D’Hehbelot’s Biblioth. Orient, v. Hend. u. Sind p. 415.
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vies, in general, adopt the same regimen, in order to gain credit among

them.

These Christians were tlien very properly denominated 'Aryyas and

Tacshacas, or Peislicdra Brahmens. These and their Kings probably in-

%

troduced the Christian Era into their country : but, in the same manner,

that their sanctity, and their power in India are foretold in the Purdn'as,

their fall is equally mentioned. When, says the compiler of the Vdyu-Purd~

na, their time is come, the 'Aryyas will pass away, like the rest.

These good 'Aryyas are called 'Sdheas, 'Sdlavas and 'Sdlyas in the Cumdried

charida. These three forms are regular, but the last, according to Mr.

JoiNviLLE, prevails in the Dekhin, and Ceylon-, where they are called

Sdlyas, and Chdllyas, because, I suppose, they were the followers of 'Sa'la.

They are called also in that country, 'Saca-Rdjd-vdnsas, and Sdla-vdnsas in
%

the western parts of India. They are now followers of Budd’ha
;
and in

the Peninsula the Christians are included in the general denomination of

Bauddhists, and their divine legislator is considered as a form of Budd’ha.

The chief of the 'Sdlyas, or 'Aryyas, is called 'Aryyasira by the followers of

Budd’ha, a Sanscrit compound implying as much. He was overthrown

by Budd’ha, and yet he is called Pra-'Aryya-sira, or Pra- Aria-seria, the

venerable Sire, or chief of the 'Aryyas.

The Manicheans, and the Miiselmans, on the authority of the Apocry-

phal Gospel of the childhood of Christ, and that of St. Barnabas, of

which tliey have copies in Arabic, Persian, and even in the western lan-

M
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guagcs of Africa, represent Christ, as the most complete Tacshaca, tliat

ever existed. He was not only an excellent carpenter and statuary
;

but

lie was deeply skilled in the combination of all sorts of colours. For this

reason, the ingenious H. Syke, who has given us a translation of the Gospel

of Christ’s childhood, from the Arabic, and some fragments of the original

in Greek, says, that dyers in Persia, consider Christ as their patron. It

seems indeed, that the greatest part of the Christians, in Arabia and Persia,

y' were handicraftmen : and that they were accordingly called Peishe-caras,

both because they were really so, 'and because they were the followers of

the great Tacshaca or Peishe-cara. According to D’Herbelot, the disciples

of Christ were called in Persian and Arabic, Kassarins or Kassaruns, and

Harcaryuns, that is to say, fullers and bleachers : and the priests of the

Christians of St. Thomas are called Kassanars to this day, perhaps for

Kassaruns.

Mr. JoiNviLLE, in his account of Ceylon,* mentions the arrival of nu-

merous families of these Peishe-caras, Peish-cars, into that island
; and de-

clares, that they were all artificers, and handicraftmen, as implied by their

name, which is truly of Persian origin
;

though used all over India, in the

northern parts of which, it is generally pronounced Peishe-Ruz, According

to T. Hyde, the Parsis in India, are all artificers, and those in Kinnan deal

chiefly in woollens.

There were formerly Brahmens in India, says the same gentleman, who

%

V
As. Res. vol. vii, p, 433, 443.
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were handicraftinen, such as weavers, weaving stuffs variegated with gold

and silver, and of divers colours. These were called, from that circumstance,

Peish-curi-Brahmens. But they could not be followers of Brahma'; for the

employments of weavers, and dyers, are absolutely incompatible with the

sacerdotal class : in extreme distress a Brahmen may sell stuffs, but even

then, under very peculiar restrictions. They might however have called

themselves Brahmens, at least their priests, without any impropriety ;
for

every priest is really a Brahmen in his own religion. A few individuals

might have become weavers
;

but then, they would lose their cast, and it

is impossible that a numerous body of Brahmens should follow that profes-

sion. It is then ranch more probable, that they were not, strictly speak-

ing, Brahmens of Hindu extraction
;
but the followers of a new religion,

introduced by foreigners, the disciples of a Peish-cdra, and themselves Peish-

cdras, or at least many of them.

Their first amval in Ceylon, happened nearly about 1 845, after the famous

war between Ra'ma and RaVana, called the Rdvana-Yudd'ha. Ra'ma

lived thirteen generations before the Cali-yuga, answering to about 400

years; and the Cali-yuga began 1370 years before Christ. The comple-

tion of the 1845 years will then fall about 77 years after Christ. Vi-

JAYA, according to Captain Mahony, was the first King of Ceylon, after

this period of 1845; during which, the island was desolate, and overrun

by Demons. Then, says the same gentleman, the Christmi natives insist,

that this King Vijaya was crowned I’ll years after the birth of our Saviour.

This King Vijaya was not a. Bauddhist : for the ninth King after him

was the first who embraced that religion; and his name was Deveni-pati.

iV 2
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All the missionaries to China^ were really Tacshacas, or Peish-cara-BrahmenSy

in the strictest sense of the word, as well as the pious Moravians: and

Paul the Apostle was a Tacshaca, and a Peish-cara-Brahmen: and, by the

account of Mr. Wrede in his narrative of the Christians of St. lliome, they

were formerly Peish-caras: for, saj's he, they were in fact the only, or at

least, the principal merchants in the country, till the arrival of the Arabs.

The ingenious Mr. Joinville, on the authority of several treatises in the

MagaiThi language, the names of which he mentions, says, that there were

even Kings among these Peish-cara-Brahmens, in the Peninsula, to the num-

ber of thirty-five :* from the context, it appears, that some were in a collate-

ral, and others in a successive line. The names of their kingdoms, or rather

their Metropolitan Cities, were Solo-patan ; Maha-patan (now Patan, the

of Ptolemy in the Dekhin, on the banks of the Goddveri, to the

southward of Dowletabad) ; Curu (now Cauri, or Coyr) ; Gadahare (Gau'da) ;

Macanda, (now Mahamrida-pilli)

;

and Ccisi. This is confirmed in the

Bhdgavat, Vdyu, and Brahmdridd-purdn'as, in which it is declared 'j' that

Aryyd, or 'Saca, and 'Sdlava was the name of a dynasty of Kings in India

;

and who were to be immediately followed by the invasion of numerous

swarms of other foreign tribes
;

and of the dynasty of these 'Sacas, there

were five and twenty Kings, according to the Purdn'as in the chapters on

futurity.

Solo-pdtan was a sea-port town, according to Cosmas Indopleustes, about

As. Res. vol. vii. p. 443. t In Ihe Sections on Futurity.
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the middle of the sixth century, on the Pepper or Malabar Coast. There

were, says he, five sea-ports famous for trade, Parti, Mangarouth, Saloii-

patna, Nalo-patana, and Poudu-patana

;

and all these names are truly Indian.

There are several places in the Peninsula, called Parti-guddp, or fort of Parti.

Mangarouth seems to be Mangalore, and Nalo-patana, Nali-suram ; Salou^

patana is called Sooloo-patonoro by the people of Ceylon, and liad Kings of

its own of the Peishe-care-Brahmen tribe, or Christians.

'Sdlo-patan, otherwise 'Sdlo-hiiram, and 'Sdlo-pur, is the same with Hdla-bor

where St. Thomas landed, and its present name is Cranganore. There he

converted 'Sajana son of the King- of that country.

We read in the history of the Christians of St. Thomas, that they had

Christian \C\ng?, of their own
;
the first of whom, was called Baliarte', from

the Sanscrit Bali-arhaf. After several successions, one of these Christian

Kings dying witliout male issue, adopted the King of Diamper for his son,

according to the custom of the country, though he was a heathen, and ap-

pointed him his successor.

That a society of Peish^-cdras, weavers, and handicraftmen, however nu-

merous, should have Kings of their own, is inachnissible ; unless they were

upon such a footing, as the Christians were formerly in the Peninsula. St.

Thomas converted the son of the King of some country on the coast of

Malabar and the Puran'as declare, that there was a dynasty of 'Aryya

Kings.
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The name of Avaryya is not totally unknown in the Penmsula: they

have still in great veneration, a certain Sibyl of divine origin, most pious,

and good, called 'Avya'r; and who lived in the ninth century. A transla-

tion of some of her moral sentences, is inserted in the seventh vol. of the

Asiatic Researches. It seems she was conversant with the Christiayis of

that country
;

for among her proverbs, there are some, that are far from

being in the usual style of the Hindus.
*

The descendants, or followers, of 'Sa'lava'hana are mentioned in the

commentary upon the Calpa-druma. In religious matters, and particularly

in the east, they generally call the followers of any reformer, or legislator, his

descendants. In the above commentary 'Sa'lava'hana is declared to be

a Jaina, meaning, either a follower, or a form of Jina. He is called there

also, a 'Srdvaca, or 'Scivaca
;

that is to say a Peish-cdra, In the western

parts of India, as in Qurjar'dt, they call all tradesmen, banyans, &c. 'Sdvacas,

or 'Sdbacas. Tlie famous Calica'cha'rva is supposed to have visited 'Sa'la-

va'hana, at Pratishfdna in the Dekhin; and, according to the above com-

mentary, he was born 993 years after the ascension of Jina, or 43 years B. C.

He travelled all over the Peninsula, teaching, and explaining the doctrine

of Jina
;

and particularly among the^ 'Sdbacas. He is supposed to have

taught 'Sa'lava'hana some peculiar rites, to be observed at the full, and

new moon
;

which, he promised, he would enjoin his descendants, or fol-

lowers to observe. The posterity of a 'Sdbaca, or Peish-cdra, particularly in

India, were necessaiily^ Peish-edras, and 'Sdbacas. A patronymic denomina-

tion was also given to them
;
for they' are called 'Sdlwas, 'Sdlavas, and 'Sdlbas
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in i\\Q Cumarica-chan'da, answering to the Arabic expression, Ashab-al-

Sdlib, or Salb, tlie followers of the cross, or of him, who was crucified.

According to A. Roger, there is still in the Dekhin a consitlerable tribe of

men called from^the Sanscrit 'Sdlavddicas, the 'Scilavas or followers

of 'Sa'la.
/

/

In the Vayu-purdn'a, they are called 'Sacas, and in that passage, this name

is used in the room oVAryyd to be found in ot\\c^ Puran'as

;

and it is

declai'ed there, that they would appear with the Andhras and PuUndas

;

the dynasty of the first began in the year lyi after Christ: and it is ob-

vious from the context, that the dynasty of the Sacas, 'Aryyds, or 'Sahas was

contemporary with those of the And'hras, and PuUndas ; though we cannot

fix precisely the time when it began. By PuUndas, they understand dy-

nasties of Kings from the lowest and vilest classes in India.

The descendants, or followers of King 'Saga, are called by Mr. Jorx'

viLLE, and Captain iNlAHONY, 'Saca-Rdjd-Vdnsas, a true Sanscrit expres-

sion, implying as much : and we have seen, that there are still in the Dekhin,

and Ceylon, some families or tribes so called to this day. I was greatly sur-

prised, sometime ago, to hear from most respectable Pandits, that there was

in the district of Benares, and in the province of Oude, a tribe of R/yaputras,

wlio boasted of their descent from 'Sa'lava'hana
;
and that the chief of that

tribe was considered as a living hereditary deity, and a form of Vishnu,

like their Sire 'Sa'lava'hana. What is still more surprising, is, that this

chief does what he can to conceal his divinity, and to make people be-

lieve, that it is not so. But in despite of his endeavours, some peculiar cir-

cumstances u'ill occasionally betray him
;

and such an instance, it is said.
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happened last century. They are descended more probably from the

followers of another 'Sa'lava'hana, a Manichean, or Manes himself, as I

observed before.
^

As these Rajaputs call themselves Vaisyas, synonymous with 'Srdvaca or

tradesman, it seems, that they originally followed that profession. Pro-

bably some will say, that if the 'Saca-Rdja-Cwndras, had been once Chris-

tians, they must of course have lost their cast. This might be the case

now ; but, I do not believe it was so formerly
;
and then, the Purdn'as

afford us immediate remedy, for in the chapters on futurity, it is declared,

that the Kings of Magad'ha would raise men of the lowest classes to the

Brdhme7is, and other superior casts
; exactly like 'Jeroboam, and

other Kings of Israel. This prophecy was to take place, after the fall of

the Andhra dynasty in the seventh century.*

Besides, a whole district, a whole tribe, might embrace another religion,

without losing cast
;

the full exercise of it§ privileges being always con-

fined to themselves. For we must not think, that persons of the same

cast, will communicate one with another all over India, and eat together, or

of food dressed by another'. The communication is confined to a few fami-

lies in their neighbourhood, whom they know to be strict observers of

the rules relative to their cast. The rest of the tribe are in a a:reat mea-

sure outcasts to them. This almost incredible adherence to the punctilio of

casts, was in a great measure owing probably to the rapid increase of the

religion ofBuDn’AM, then afterwards of that of Christ, and Muhamed,

* See Brail nnlii'da and Vaju-puran'as. Section on Futurity,
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and of the heresy of Manes, in the N. W. parts of India, and also on the

coast' of Malabar, and Ceylon. Among the Christians in the Peninsula, be

they Protestants, Roman Catholics, or Nestorians, there are Brahmens, who

are nearly upon tire same footing with the other Brahmens

:

and, when

acquainted with them, such civilities, as are usual among well bred

people, are never omitted. The Christian Brahmens most rigorously ab-

stain from beef, and animal food, though they say they can eat of it. The

greatest part of the Brahmens in Persia, Turan, and near Baku, eat beef, but

never of the flesh of the cow, like many of the Egyptians of old. There are

several of these Brahmens settled at Benares

;

and they are acknowledged

as such, though not much respected, being nick-named Veda brash tas, or

breakers of the Vidas

;

for a Brahmen may be a heretic without losing

his cast, which is not so much connected with his creed as might be

supposed. In short, the Hindus acknowledge themselves, and it appears

from their sacred books, that they ate beef formerly ; but they took care

to inform me, at the same time, that they never ate of the flesh of the cow.

It is declared, that there are no Cshettris now, or in other words, that the

second class no longer exists. Tet those, who have been raised to that

rank from the lowest classes, are treated as such by every Brahmen.

We read in the institutes of Menu, that all the C’hasyas, or those who

inhabit the snowy mountains, have lost their cast. Yet they must have re-

covered it; for there are numerous families of Brahmens in those coun-

tries, particularly in Almorah or Co7iidnh, and much respected cci.Benat'es,

who by no means consider the bulk of the inhabitants, who are C’hasyas, as

N
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outcasts. They assured me on the contrary, that they considered them as

belonging to the second class, and that they are treated as such by every

Brahmen^ in despite of Menu and of the Puran'icas. •'

i n<>ti

Let us suppose some extensive district in India solely inhabited by Eu-

ropeans, and that these were entirely \yilling to conform, in every thing, to

the religion of Brahma', and the manners the H'mdus. Their resolu-

tion would be highly approved of by every Brahmen; and they \vould

soon find many to officiate, and pray for them, on their being of course paid

for their trouble. Let us add to this, numerous grants of land, villages, ho-

nours, privileges, and an entire submission to their will, they would soon

treat them as Cshettris, as* they do the \)Yesent Rcijpufs) It is true, they

could neither intermarry,' nor eat with the 'other Hindus,' but ‘the four great

classes never intermarry, nor eat, but witii particular families of the same

tribe in their own class. After a few generations, they would say of these

Europeans, what they say of the present l\ajputs"2iXi^'Mahrdttas, that they

were not originally Cshettris nor Brahmens, and are a spuflou^ race. This

would not do, it is true, for a single individual, who would find himself

insulated, and lost entirely, unless he assumed the chafdtter of an an-

choret or penitent. T had long conversations with learned Pandits, on the

subject, and this was their' opinion, and that even they might have Brdhiiens

of their own, by studying their sacred books, and obtaining the necessary

knowledge, which would not be attended with much difficulty. With re-

gard to their ancestors having ate beef, this could be no objection, as there

is not a Hindu, whose ancestors, at some remote period, it is true, did
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not eat beef, and every sort of animal food, except perhaps a few unclean

sorts. Whatever man, say the learned, performs the duties (Carina) of a

Cshettri, him you must consider as a Cshcttri. But wliat should put an end

to the controversy, at least in my humble opinion, is that the Mahrattas,

a numerous and respectable tribe of Brahmens, and Cshettris, are acknow-

ledged, all over India, to be foreigners from the western parts of Persia,

wdm left their native country not 1200 years ago, as I shall shew in the

appendix. Even though this alleged origin of the Mdhrattas should

prove untrue, yet the universal acknowledgment of it is very much in

favour of my assertion.

ti

The. followers of Brahma', and those of Bodd’iia, were by no means in-

different to the progress of foreign creeds. They often ordered conferences

to be held, where the principles of these religions were inquired into, the

history of their legislators, &c. This was practised in Ceylon in the ninth

century, according to Renaudot's two Muselman travellers; and Brahmens

unanimously acknowledge, that this was their, practice formerly, with re-

gard to the Baudd’kists

;

and that these conferences were called Charcha,

or investigation, search, Cherche in French; and that towns appointed for

that purpose, were- called Charchita-nagari, one of which is mentioned

in the Cum&rica-chanda.- In the year S291 yf the Cali-yuga (or I 9 I

after Christ) King 'Sudraca •will reign in the toxvn of Cha'rchita nagara,

and destroy ih&'^orjters^ of iniquity.'” This points otit a persecution in re-

ligious matters; at a very early period. These conferences ended in blood-

shed, and the'' rhost' cruel and rancorous persecution of the followers of

Budd’ha, even from the confession of the Brahmens themselves. They

were' tied band . and foot; and thus .thrown into rivers, lakes, ponds, and

N 2
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sometimes whole strings of them. Be tliis as it may, the followers of

Budd’ha did not fail to retaliate whenever it was in their power
;
for Dr. F.

Buchanan informs me, that in the Dekhin the Jainas make their boast of

the cruelties that they exercised at ditferent times upon the Brahmens, and

that there are even inscriptions still extant in which they are recorded.

This general persecution was begun by a Brahmen called Cuma'rilla-

Bhatta'cha'rya, and carried on afterwards by Sancara'cha'rya, who

nearly extirpated the whole race. It is difficult to say when this took

place
;
but as there were vast numbers of Baudd'hists in the Peninsula,

in the Gangetic Provinces, and Gujard't, in the ninth, tenth,and eleventh

centuries, this general proscription could not of course have taken place

at these periods. It is very probable that the Christians were occasionally

involved in these persecutions, as the Christians of St. Thomas are con-

sidered as Bauddhists in the Dekhin, and either their divine legislator, or

his apostle Thomas, is asserted to be a form of Budd’ha.

The Hindus, and more particularly the followers of Budd’ha and Jin a,

fancy, that there are hidden mysteries in certain numbers. It was so for-

merly in the west, among the heathens, the Jews, and the Christians. All

over the world, the numbers one and three were considered as radical
;
and

their combination was subject to whimsical rules. They are by no means

to be added together, for one and three, in a mystical sense, are but one

and the same thing. We might suppose, that the square, and cube of

three would be sacred numbers
;

but it is by no means the case. Eight

is the mystical number, and three times eight, or txcenty-Jour, is a sacred

number
;

and being multiplied by three, the product is mystical also,

and the number of years of J a’s life. The reason is, that one stands in
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the centre representing Jina, who is three and one. Eight forms sprang

from this toward the eight corners of the world, and each of tliese is

three and one: but we cannot say, that these eight forms, with tlie

original one in the center, make either nine, or twenty-seven-, for though

each collateral form is perfectly ilistinct from each other, yet it is indivi-

dually the same with the original one. Sectaries, at an early period

entertained accordingly strange notions concerning the number of years

that Christ lived concealed, performed the duties of his ministry, and

lastly about the length of his life. They conceived that every circum-

stance relating to so exalted a character, was mysterious. Some in-

sisted that he lived thirty, thirty-three, forty, and others nearly, but not

quite ffty years. Stephanus Gobarus has collected many of these idle

notions, in the extracts made of his works by Photius.

It is not obvious at first, why 'Sa'liva'hana is made to have lived

eighty-four years
;
but it appears to me, that this number was in some

measure a sacred period among the first Christians, and also the Jeii's,

and introduced in order to regulate Easter-day; and it is the opinion of

the learned, that it began five years before the Christian Era, and the

fifth year of that cycle was really the fifth of Christ, but the first only of

his manifestation to the world, according to the Apocryphal Gospels
;
and

it was also the first of the Christian Era. In this manner the cycle of

eighty-four years ended on the 79th of the Christian, which was the

first of 'Sa'liva'hana’s Era, and was probably mistaken for the period of

bis life. It is mentioned by St. Epiphanius, who lived about the middle

of the fourth century. *

• See Basnage’s History of the Jews, page 436. English translation.
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IV. The followers of Budd’iia, in Siam and the Barman Empb'e, men-,

tion tlie wars of their legislator with De've-Ta't, who, they say, is the

leijislator of the Christians. He is the same who is called a Tacshaca also

by the Hmdus, and who manifested himself in the first year of the

Christian Era. They say that he was either a brother, or a relation of

Budd’ha ; or in other words, he was a collateral form of Budd’ha.

They acknowledge some conformity between his doctrine and theirs

;

because, as they say, his disciples borrowed many things from Budd’ha.

He allowed them, however, to kill and eat all sorts of animals, and

seduced very many of the disciples of Budd’ha
;

and, aspiring to sove-

reignty, he waged war against Saman'a- Gautama. He appeared at

the head of a new sect, and engaged several kings and nations to join

him. He had the gift of miracles, and asserted that he was a god.

De've-Tat being several times worsted in this war, made overtures of

peace, and Saman'a-Gautama consented, on condition that he would

subscribe to three articles which he was going to propose. These were

to worship, first, God; then his word; and thirdly, the person who

imitates the divine perfection, or, in other words, to worship Budd’ha.

This last article was rejected by De've-Ta't or his disciples, and they

went to war again; when DeVe-Ta't was defeated in the forest of

'Salatuyah in the Peninsula.'\ 'He was taken prisoner, and empaled

alive, with his limbs trussed up, upon a double cross
;
and in that state

hurled into the infernal regions. Saman'a-Gautama, however, foretold,

that in the end he would really become a god. Budd’ha, or Gau-

t Tills Is noticed also in the As. Res. vol. vi. p. 269 -
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TAMA is' also represented waging wav with Pra-'Aria-Seria, for Pua-

'Aryya'-'Sira, tlie venerable chief, or Sire of the 'Aryyh or Christians;

and another chief of them, called Pra-Swane, or Pra-'Swana, from his

loudly preaching against the doctrine of Gautama. Budd’ha and

De'va-Twasht'a' are made contemporaries in this romance ; but this

can be no objection; for it is only in allusion to the wars of their

followers in subsequent times. The learned are very well acquainted,

that this mode of writing history' once prev^ailed in the west at a very

early period.

The beginning of the seventh century is remarkable for the introduc-

tion of new eras among the civilized nations of the world. The Chris-

tian Era was introduced at Constantinople in the year 526; but, as the

learned observe, it was a hundred years before it was generally adopted,

and this was in the beginning of the seventh century. • '

In Persia, the era of Yezdegird began in the year 632; that of

the Hejra was introduced by Omar in the year 638. Those Of Siam

with the Burmdhs have an era beginning in the year 638 ;
but as they

borrowed every thing relating, either to their religion or their astronomy,

from Ceylon, and the Peninsula of India, this period must have origi-

nated there. The Japanese consider the ascension of the latter Budd'ha,

under the name of Guso-bosatz, as a memorable epocha; and it hap-

pened in the year 631, because they say that he lived only fifty-nine

years, and he was born in the year 572. According to the 'Satriijaya-

mahdtmya, the translation into heaven of Guso-bosatz or Gaja-Vasishta,
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that is to say, he who abides in the mortal frame of an elephant, and

called in the above treatise 'Sri-hasti-s'ena, a compound nearly of the

same import, happened three years, eight months and fifteen days

before the time of the Panchmar'as^ or Muhamed and his four asso-

ciates; that is to say, he died in November 617. But if we suppose

with the Paurcmics, that he lived sixty-six years, his ascension M'ill fall

in the year 638, according to the computation of the Burmans and Sia-

mese. This Budd’ha was bom in the year 500, and reigned sixty-six

years, according to the Cumarica-c'handa, in some copies of which we

read 62 and 64 ;
but he appears to be the same with Gaja-Vasisht a,

both being represented as the last incarnation of Budd’ha
;

the Japanese

having mistaken the era of his manifestation as a god, or his death, for

that of his manifestation as a man.

Thus the Jainas in India, say, that their legislator died in the year

1036 B. C. which the divines of Tibet consider as the year of his birth.

The Christians of India, in the seventh century, were actuated by the

same principles, aitd chose the supposed year of Christ’s ascension for

the first of their new era. They were at that time in India in the most

profound ignorance, through the want of pastors, as we observed before

;

and their religion was a strange medley of the Christian, and of that

of Budb’ha, which prevailed at that time in the Peninsula; insomuch,

that M. Polo considered some of the 'Aryyas, in despite of their virtues,

as idolaters. 'Sali-va'hana, or De'va-Tat, was considered as a brother

or relation of Budd’ha.
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Our blessed Saviour entered on his mission ,when thirty years of age,

like Budd'ha; and like Jiiiu, hei was -born pf a virgin: the additional

years were introduced from their j
mistaking the ecclesiastical cycle of

84 years for the period of his life; and like them, th&, Christians made a

point of reckoning their era from this supposed year of his ascension.

This was not peculiar to the Hindus; the Christifiiis oi.-,Egypt chose the

various manifestations of Christ, during' his ministry, and the different

events of his life, in preference to that of hjsjbirth. According to the

appendix to the Ag?ii-purdn'a, the era of ;Saga, or Sa'lava'hana, was

introduced into India^ or began to prevail, in the. year corresponding to

that of Christ 676, exactly 135
i
years after the death. of a certain Vi-

crama'ditva. The bloody wars between these two, exalted characters,

are supposed to have been only about their respective eras ; and Vicra'ma-

ditya, in his dying moments, thought of, nothing but his era; whilst it is

the general opinion, that it began at his death, and of course he could

not be the author of it. One would imagine that 'Sa'lava'hana’s era

would have begun the moment that he became a 'Saca, by putting to death-

another 'Saca, such as Vicrasia'ditya was; but it happened otherwise:

'Sa'lava'hana thought no more of his own era, which was introduced

after his death, by his followers, or adherents in the Dekhin; for it never

was used in any other part of India except Bengal,
'

• >,.i '
:

•

• >1

It is tbereforelmy humble. opinion, that the Christian Era was introduced,

and new modelled in Lidia by the Christians, and the 'Aryya, or Salata.

Kings, on the decline of the Christian religion; and used by them and

oihtx .Hindm in their intercourse with them.

O
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It is supposed, that the Brahmens are too proud to borrow any thing from

their neighbours
;

but this is by no means the case; and whenever they

are acquainted with the circumstance, they will most candidly acknowledge

it, particularly astronomers and physicians.

After the conquests of Alexander, and for many centuries after, there

seems to have been an eager desire in India for foreign arts and sciences,

curiosities, instruments of music, wine, 'and even beautiful damsels from

Gfxece. According- to Elian and Dio Chrysostom, the Hindus, as well

as the Persians, had the works of Homer translated into their native lan-

guages : and Philostratus says, that they were well acquainted with the

ancient heroes of Greece; and that they had statues made by Grecian

artists. And this is very possible, as the Greeks of Bactriana were in pos-

session of the Panjab for more than a hundred and twent}' years. The

Kings of Magaddha repeatedly wrote to the successors of Alexander

for sophists or learned men, from Greece

;

and lately the famous Jaya-

SiNHA, Raja of Jaypur, wrote to the King of Portugal for learned men,

and he had several sent to him
;
and the King of France sent him also

an astronomer, P. Boudier. He had the elements of Eucli*d translated

iwto Sanscrit, part of which fell into the hands of Mr. Davis. There, it

is said, that this valuable book, originally written by Vis'vacarma, or

Twasht'a', the artist god, had been lost for many thousand years;

but was rescued from obscurity by the extrordinary efforts of Jaya-

SlNHA. . .

‘

• ' • . f
'

r
»

’

\
'

He had also another voluminous treatise, called the Siddlidnta-Samvdt,»
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on geometry and astronomy, entirely compiled from various authors from

the west. The greatest part of it is now in my possession, and was pro-

cured at Jaypur by Colonel Collins, resident with Sindia, Mr. Davis

informs me also, that at the same time the work of Theodosius, on the

sphere was translated into Sanscrit. As these thefts are not recorded, the

circumstance is hardly known now to any of the natives. Jaya-Sinh'a

had also an extract made of all the constellations in Sen ex’s celestial plani-

sphere, and instead of 72 asterisms, he had 144 made out, by splitting all

those that would admit of it into two or three new ones. The royal oak

of course has found its way there, under the name of Mula-vricsha, the

radical or primeval tree
;

and the Indian is called "Sdrendra, or the chief of

archers
;
and as the Hindus have no altars, the constellation of that name has

been converted into a footstool.

'

'"i

There is a famous astronomer, whose works, or at least part of them,

are still extant, well known all over India^ and declared to have been a

foreigner, as implied by his name of Yavana'cha'rya, or the Grecian

philosopher, and who lived, according to tradition, a little before the time

of Muhamed. The Hindus give the name of Yavanas, or Greeks, to the

inhabitants of the countries to the west of India, probably because tile

Greeks were once masters of Persia, and afterwards the seat of empire

was fixed at Constantinople. From the account they give of .Itim, it does

not appear that he was a native of Greece, but only deeply skilled in

the learning of the Greeks, 'having probably attended the university at

Alexandria.

O 2
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They say that he was 'a Brahmen, 'horn in Arabia, the inhabitants of

which country were at that time"' followers of. Brahma', and that the

Sanscy'it langnage was studied and well understood there by the learned.

He came to India, where he resided for a long time, and in his old age

'he returned to his native country, in order to end his days at Mbcshh-

wara-sthan, or Mecca, in the performance of religious duties. Dr. Bu-

chanan informs me, "that he saw in the, Dekhin several tribes oi Jainas,
f I

,

•

who insisted that they Came originally from Mecca Or Arabia; and that

they^vere expelled by Muiiamed, or his successors.

• A

There are certainly followers of Brahma' and Brahmens to this day

in Arabia; and I am credibly infoimed, by natives of that country, that in

the interior parts there are still many idolaters, whom they suppose to be

followers of Brahma', or Hindus, as they call them. The greatest part of

the old names of places in Arabia are either Sanscrit or Hindi: and Pliny

mentions two celebrated islands on the southern coasts of Arabia, in which

there were pillar^ with inscriptions in characters unknown, I suppose, to the

Greek merchants who traded there: but these were probabl}' Sansci'it

;

as

one of these two islands was called Isura or Is'wara’s island, and the other

Rinnea, from the Sanscrit Hrmiyd, or the island of the merciful goddess.

The Hindus claim Mecca as a place of worship belonging to them, and

certainly with good reason. They say, that they were allowed to go and

worship'there for several centuries after the introduction of the religion of

Muhamf.d; but were afterwards positively forbidden even to approach

this sacred place.
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I always conceived, that there was only one sage of the name of

Yavana'cha'rya, who was considered as a foreigner; but having con-

sulted lately several learned astronomers, they informed me, that there

were no less than five who are considered as foreigners. Their names are

C’hatta, C’hutta, Ro'maca, Htlla'ja, and Dishana ; these, it is said,

were Y&vanas or Gi'eeks. They certainly have very little resemblance with

any Greek proper names, which we are acquainted with. Be this as it

may, they are all supposed to have returned to their native country, with

an intention to end their days at Mecca. From this circumstance, I suspect

that they were Greeks from the famous university of Alexandria, and Mecca

was at a very early period a famous place of worship. Guy PatIn mentions

a medal of Antoninus, in which it is called Moca the sacred, the invio-

lable, and using its own laws : and of this I took notice in my essay on

Semiuamis. The university at Alexafidria was in a flaurishing state, from

the time of the Ptolemies to the fourth and fifth centuries, and even till

the time of Muhamed. Hindus often visited that famous city; for Pto-

lemy conversed with several in the third century, who appear to have been

well-informed men.

These five foreign astronomers wrote many books, but few remain
; and

the reason, in the very words of my learned friends, is, that the substance

of these treatises having been incorporated into more recent tracts, tliey

'were of course neglected, and afterwards lost. This acknowledgment from

Bjdhmens surprised me not a little; but I find that astronomers in gene-

ral, and learned physicians, are much more tractable and conversable than

the other Hiftdut.
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Whatever may be our opinion about these five strangers, their names,

and their country; yet from such an acknowledgement, and more particu-

larly so from Hindus, we may rest assured, that there is some truth in

it. The Hindus reckon three and twenty famous astronomers, eighteen of

whom were natives of India
;
and the five others, foreigners. These they

insist were natives of Arabia : and if so, they were called Yavanachdryas,

not because they were of Grecian extraction, but because they were skilled

in the learning of the Greeks, Indeed their names, or rather surnames,

appear to be Arabic. Hallage, and Cathan are names well known to

Arabian writers: and Ebn-Dissan is the name of a famous impostor born

at Edessus. Of Romaca or the Mle'ch’vata'ra, I took particular

notice before, and Dishan is the name ofOmar in several copies of Raghu-

na'tha’s list; and it was he who first established the era of Muhamed in

the year of Christ 638, and for this reason, they supposed him also to be a

great astronomer, as well as Romaca.

There is another astronomer, called Cangha, or Cangham, and Cangheh,

whom the Hindus suppose to have been a foreigner
;
yet Muselman writers

say, that he was a Hindu, and perhaps he lived on the western frontiers of

India. By D’Herbelot he is called Cancah-al-Hindi, Kenker, Kencar,

and Cangha. He wrote a treatise on astrology in Hindi, or rather Sanscrit,

which was translated into Arabic, and is said to be extant. He is perhaps

the same with Mangheh, who, according to D’Herbelot, made so con-

spicuous a figure at the court of Harun-al-Rashid, about the year 808, as

a physician. The famous Dandamis or Dama-Damis, is unknown to

the Hindus: but the Muselmans in India call him Tumtum, and D’Her-
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BELOT Thomthom-al-Hendi. He is noticed by Abul Fazil in his preface

to the third volume of the Ayin-Acberi. He was probably thus called, be-

cause he lived upon a Dumdum, or Dumdiima, which is a platform of earth,

now more generally called 2i Chehootra or Thdna, from Sthdna a stand.

As the name, or rather the surnames of these foreigners, are in great part

derivable from the Arabic, and from no other language, it is not improba-

ble, but that several, if not all of them, were from Arabia, whatever their

religious tenets might have been. The first of them, according to tradi-

tion, lived a little before Muhamed, when the schools of Alexandria, and

Berytus in Phcenice, were still flourishing. From that period, learning began'

to revive among the followers of Muhamed; and of course this learned man

flourished from the latter end of the sixth, or from the beginning of the

seventh century to the time of Al-Mamun, who reigned at Balkh in the

tenth, and till the invasion of Bidia by the Muselmans.

J - )

The Hindus, at an early period, were famous for their knowledge of as-

tronomy and astrology. The latter is entirely grounded upon the former

;

and the accuracy of the decisions, and predictions, depends entirely upon

the precision, with which the conjunctions, oppositions, and the various

aspects of the heavenly bodies are ascertained. In the first century, Hindu

astronomers were in high estimation and repute at Rome, and none but the

richest men could aftbrd to employ them. It appears, from Arrian on the

authority of Megasthenes,* that in the time of Alexander, they had al-

• Arrian de Indicis.
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manacks, with predictions concerning the weather, and impending calami-

ties, such as they have at present, but more particularly so in the Penmsula^

Strabo says, that the Brahmens professed astronomy and he extols, at the

same time, the attention they paid to learning. Q. Curtius testifies, that

they skilfully observed the motions of the heavenly bodies.f Eusebius, who

lived in the third and the beginning of the fourth century, says that it

was a Hindu, who first delineated schemes of the heavens, or the principal

constellations.
,
His name was Andubarius, and he was considered as the

founder of astronomy in India, and was famous for his skill and wisdom.

According to Eusebius, he lived soon after the flood, in the western parts

India; and this famous astronomer probably formed, and delineated the

twenty-seven lunar mansions, which seem to be the exclusive property of

the Hindus. The opinion of Eusebius^ and the other learned authors whom

I have mentioned, was certainly that of the age in which they lived
; and

Strabo says, that the notions of the Hindus concerning the universe, and the

sphericity of the earth, were the same with those of the Greeks. They had

a code of laws in the time of Alexander, and they wrote upon a sort of

paper
;

for thus I understand the words h ksx§ot»)/*£»«k, upon cloth well

beaten.;|: Strabo takes notice, that in his time some asserted, that the

Hindus were acquainted with the use of letters, whilst others denied it. He

adduced the above passage from Nearchus in proof of the former assertion

;

» Lib. 15.

I Strabo, lib. 15. p. 717-

t Lib. 8.
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but the passage against it from Megasthenes is by no means conclusive;

and seems to me, on the contrary, to prove that they were acquainted with

the use of letters; for it implies only that they used no writing in their

courts of justice in camp, where every thing was settled in a summary way

;

and it is even so to this day. Besides, says our author, such is the probity

of the Hindus, that all the time he was in the camp of Sandrocuptos, which

consisted of 400,000 men, none but petty thefts were ever brought before

these courts, and they (the judges) even could not write. Under such cir-

cumstances, neither any code of laws, not much learning, or any writing,

were necessary ;
common sense and integrity were the only requisites on

the part of the judges.'**'

During the first centuries of the Christian Era, the Hindus were verj" fond

of travelling. Their Kings sent frequent embassies to the Roman and Greek

Emperors : and some of these Embassadors went as far as Spain. Others

visited Alexandria and Egypt, where Ptolemy, in the third century, saw

them, and conversed with them. Some of these Embassadors had long con-

ferences, at Babylon, or rather Seleucia, with the famous Bardesanes: and

pilgrimages to the Sdhdn of Mahd-Bhagd, now Mdbog, or Bambyke in Syria,

were very common, according to Lucian, as cited by the authors of the

ancient Universal History. Even to this day, pilgrims from India go to

^Persia, Georgia, Moscow, and Arabia, Bootan, China, and even Siberia.

We are not to suppose, that there never was any intercourse between

*. ^ =

Strabo, lib. 15. p. Cop.

P
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India and the more western countries of the old continent. There were

di\'iners and soothsayers in Syria and Palestine, from beyond the east, that

to sa}’^ from beyond Persia, and of course from India, 700 years before

Christ, according to Isaiah
;

and these, long after, found their way even

to Rome; and, according to some, it was a Hindu, that had been ship-

wrecked in the Red Sea, who first pointed out the way to India by sea.*

Xerxes, when he Invaded Greece in the year 480 K C. had a large body

of Hindus with him, whose officers were men of respectability, and there is

little doubt but that they had Brahmens with them.

Three hundred years before our era, the Carthaginians had numerous ele-

phants from India, and their mahots or drivers were Hindus. They seldom

used the African elephants, which, says Pliny, were timorous, and could

not bear the sight of the elephants from lndia.'\ The Carthaginians had

no proper name for an elephant, and from the mahots they adopted the

Hindu name Gaja, which they pronounced Gaisa. Till that time, they, as

Jvell as the Phoenicians their ancestors, called them Elaph or Alpha, beeves

or oxen:;}: and the Romans, when they saw Pyrrhus’s elephants, called

them also Lucre Boves, and this was in the year 280 B. C.

Polybius H informs us, that in the year answering to 251 B. C. Metellus

• Strabo, p. 98 and 100.

t Salmas. Exercitat. Piinian. p. 217.

I Hesych. under the word Alpha.

t|
POLYB. Lib. 1. p. 42. and Lib. 8. p. 200.
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defeated Asdrubal in Sicili/y killed six and twenty of his elephants, took

one hundred and four, and sent tliem to Rome, with their drivers, who

were Hindus. According to the same author, when Hannibal crossed

Rhone 218 years B. C. the drivers of his elephants were 2iho Hindus

;

and after this period, we find a Hindi word for an elepliant introduced into

Italy; for till that time, they called them large oxen. This name was

Barms, or Bdro, as it is written by Isidorus,* who says, that it was a Hindu

denomination : Baro and Baronem in the objective case, are from the

Sanscrit Bdratia and Bdraiiam. From Barrus or Baro, the Latins made

harritus, to express a noise like that made by an elephant, and also the

verb harrire
;
and probably the word Ebur is derived from it.

When Manlius marched, at the head of an army, through Caria and

Pamphylia, 1 89 years B. C. he came to the banks of a river, near the fort

of Thabusion, called the river Indus, or of the Hindu ; from a Hindu mahot,

who fell into it from his elephant, and was drowned ;'j' and this was on the

borders of the greater Phrygia. Sometime before this, we read in Alci-

phron’s letters, that Hindus of both sexes, in the capacity of servants,

were not uncommon in Greece. Several emigrations took place from India,

and we find some tribes of Hindus settled in Colchis, where are Hindus to
f

this day; and Hesychius asserts, that the Sindi of Thrace came origi-

nally from India.\ When Q. Metellus Celer was proconsul of Gaul, 59

P 2

• Isi DOR. de origin,

t Tit. liv. lib. xxxviii. C. 14.

t Bryant’s Myihol. Vol. 3d. p. 217 .
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years B. C. the favnous Ariovist kmg of the Suevi made, 'a pres^ent to him

of some Hindus, Vho had been shipwrecked on the German shores. Tliey

were merchants, who had ventured thus far from their native country,*

In the Vfihat-cathd we read of several Hindu merchants, 'who visited the

Sacred Isles in the west, and being shipwrecked, they were made slaves
; and

some of them were so fortunate, as to obtain their liberty, and to revisit

their native country. It is declared tl>ere, that they went a great part of the

way by land, and then embarked at a place called Itanca another hai>‘

hour is mentioned also under the name of Pauta-pur, and this subject I'

shall resume when I come to treat of the Sacred Isles. Strahlenrerg

saw a Hindu at Tobolsk, who went from India to that place, through Chma.

Bell srav another Hindu from Madras, on the banks of the Argon^

;

and

Mr. Duncan, Governor of Bombay, introduced another to my acquaintance,

who had been there also. The distance from the Indus to England is one

fourth less than that from Madras to Tobolsk through China and the

embassadors of Porus travelled as far as Spain 24 years B. C. The con-

stant embassies, sent from India to the Emperors of Rome and Constantinople,

are well known to the learned, even as late as the sixth century ; but in the

seventh, the growing power of the Muhamedans became an insurmountable

obstacle to any further intercourse. Besides, the present state of society,

manners and politics in the west, make it impossible for Hindu pilgrims to

travel through Europe. They would be stopped at every step, and occa-

• Cornel. Nepos apud Plin. Sueton. Cicero in Vatin, c. 10. PmxARCH, &c.

t Vrihat-cat’hd Lambaca or Section the 5lh called also Ckalurddrtcd.

][ Strahlbnbbrg p. 103. Asiat. Researches, toI. vi. 4S3.
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sionally confined; and instead of alms, they would receive insults only from

the lower classes,
,

But the most famous of all, was the, embassy sent by Porus to Auqustus ;

the embassadors went to Spain, where he was at that time, 24 years B. G.

according to Orosius; and the purport of their commission was to enter

into an alliance with him. But, as some time was ^pent before any progress

could be made in this affair, other embassadors were sent by Porus, some

years after, when they found the Emperor at Samas. This Pouus in his

letter boasted, that he was lord paramount over 600 kings
;

and, in the

supplement to tlie Bhavishya-purdna, it is declared, that no less than 800

kings were the vassals of the famous Vicrama'ditya., With them were

also embassadors from Pandion, king of the southern parts of th^ Penin-

sula ; and they had in their train a Brahmen, a native of Brigugosha (now

Baroach

)

called Chaf^ga the Sarmana, Zarmanos Chagas. He chose

to remain behind, and attached himself to Augustus, in whose service

he remRioed for some fime, in the capacity, it seems, of an augur or sooth-

sayer.*

When the Emperor was at Athens, C’had'ga the Sarmana caused himself

to be initiated into the sacred mysteries, though it was not the usual time;

and soon after he voluntarily ended his days on a funeral pile. Calanus

followed Alexander of his own accord, and ascended likewise the fu-

neral pile at Pasargada. There was even a large detachment of Hindus,

* Strabo. Dro. Plutarch and Nicol. Damascen.
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who followed Alexander into Persia, and which we find on the borders of

Media, with Eumenes, eight years after the death of the former. It was

commanded by the brave Keteus, probably Ketu, or the fiery meteor of

war; and there was certainly little, or no compulsion used by the Greeks,

for they took even their wives and families along with them. Keteus

died fighting valiantly, and his two wives insisted upon burning themselves

with the dead body
;

but it was found that the eldest was with child, and

therefore she was prevented from following her husband. The youngest went

triumphantly, and was led by her brother, and other relatives, and servants,

to the funeral pile.*

»»
‘

Claudius received also an embassy from a king of Ceylon: and when

Trajan was marching against the Parthians in the year 103, some princes

of India sent embassadors to him, requesting him to settle some disputes

between them and their neighbours, probably the Parthians. It is remark-

able, that during this expedition, Trajan was constantly supplied with

oysters from Great Britain

;

and which were preserved fresh, by a parti-

cular process, discovered by one of the first epicures of the age. There

were embassadors from India sent to Antoninus Pius, to Diocletian,

and Maximian; to Theodosius, Heraclius, and Justinian; and we

read f of two kings, putting themselves under the protection of Dio-

cletian and Maximian, and their names were Gennobon and Esatec'h.

In the year 274, Aurelian took Palmyra, and made Queen Zenobia

Diodor. Sic. lib. xix. C. 2.

+ Arc. Univ. Hist. vol. xviji. p. 78.
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prisoner. There he found a body of Hindus, whom he carried to Rome, to

grace liis triumph. Damascius, who was contemporary with Justinian,

in his life of Isidouus, relates several curious anecdotes of Severus, a Roman,

but by birth an /Ifrican, and who lived in the time-of the Emperor An-

themius. Severus was a philosopher of most austere manners, and great

learning, and fond of the society of learned men. After the death of that

Emperor in 473, he retired to Alexandria, where he received at his house

several Brahmens from India, and whom he treated with the greatest hos-
i

pitality and respect. Dates and rice were their food, and water their be-

veiagc, and they shewed not the least curiosity, refusing to go and see

the most superb fabrics and palaces, with which that famous city was
'

I

adorned.*

It is remarkable, that ancient travellers make no mention of the mon-

strous statues of the Hindus. The historians of Alexander take notice

of the SibcE, carrying am.ong their standards the image of Hercules, who-

ever he was. The Suraseni round Muttra on the Jiimnd, had also a statue

of Hercules,! or Bala-deva. Philostratus takes notice of some figures

cut out of the rock beyond Hardwar

;

but these statues had nothing mon-

strous in them, no more than those made by Grecian artists in the Panjab,

according to tlie same author. It is not improbable then, that at that time

the Hindus had not yet attempted to represent, either in stone or wood,

their monstrous deities. They were first introduced to our knowledge by

• Photii Bibliotheca, p. 1040 and SuiDAS v. Severus.

t Asiat. Researches, vol. v. p. 294.
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Jews, according to Claud ian, who wrote in the fifth century, and who

says :

' - Jam frugibus aptum

i£quor, et assuetum s;^lvis delphina videbo :

Jam cochleis homines junctos, et quidquid inane

Nutrit JuDAlcis, quae pingitur India, velis.

From this it appears, that in his time the Romans adorned their houses

with tapestries, worked by Jojds, and representing all the wild and mon-

strous figures of Hindu mythology, such as men growing out of shells.

This is an obvious allusion to ‘Sanc’ha'sura, and his tribe living in shells,

and peeping out of them in 'Shane ha-dwipa or Zangh-Bar.

In the year 529, ^ king tke Hemiarites in Arabia, called Al-Mondar,

a general name for the kings of that tribe, and generally residing at Hirah,

invaded Syria ; and the Roman exarchs, or Governors, were obliged to fly

to India for shelter, and certainly by sea, as the Romans were at war with

the Persians,* and probably they found no other means of escaping, but by

getting on board of some ship just going to sail for India.

There were at Rome augurs, and diviners from all nations, but mostly

from Chaldea. There were some from Armenia, Egypt, and even a few

Jcxvs, ^and particularly women from that nation. There were also astro-

logers, says Juvenal,'}' from Phrygia and India; and none but very

rich people employed these, and this was about the middle of the first

• Du Fresnoy Chronolog. A. D. 5?‘>.

Sal. vi. V. .584 and 549.
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century. Tliere were many Hindus at Ahxandria, according to Ptolemy,

who lived in the beginning of tlie third century. The inhabitants of

Europe, at an early period, did by no means sliow so much readiness in

leaving their native homes to visit distant countries, and particularly India.

We are told that Pythagoras and Democritus visited the Hindu

sages
;
but these accounts are delivered in too vague a manner, to deserve

any credit.

The first European upon record, who visited India, is Scylax, a Greek

and experienced seaman, sent by Darius Hystaspes above 500 years

B. C. to explore India. For this purpose he went to Caspatyrus or Cas^

papyrus, now Coshabpoor upon the Hydaspes, called also Indus, and by the

Hindus the lesser Sindhu or Sindh. Having made the necessary arrange-

ments, he sailed down -a large river, which flowed toward the east, and

then he entered the ocean, and returned by the way of the Red Sea, and

sailed to the bottom of it, where his voyage ended, after a circumnavigation,

both on the river and by sea, of two and thirty months. This river is un-

fortunately called the Indus by Herodotus
;

otherwise, from the particu-

lars, such as the course of that river, and the time that his circumnavigation

lasted, one would suppose that it was the Ganges; and indeed many

learned men are of that opinion.

The next European who visited India was the philosopher Ph.edon, about

430 years B. C. but it was not an act of his own. He is said to have

been an Elean, probably because he was a native of Elea in the lesser Asia.

It is recorded of him, that he was taken, and detained by Ifidians, and after-

wards sold by them as a slave.’ It is probable, that he had been sold first to

Q
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some Persian nobleman, sometime after appointed to the government of

some district in India^ wliere Ph.edon was carried away by a party of

Hindus, lie this as it may, we find Iiini afterwards at Athens, as a slave

again, to a man, who kept ivomcn and handsome young men, for the pur-

pose of prostitution. He was redeemed by Alcibiades at the request of

Socrates, whose disciple he became. He founded the Eliac school,

called Eretrian afterwards, from its having been transferred to Eretria in

Eubaa, by Menedemus his successor.*

Tliere was a regular trade carried on, to India, from the accession of the

Ptolemies to the throne of Egypt, to the conquest of that country by

the Romans, which did not cease till the middle of the seventh century,

when the growing power of the Muhamedans put an insurmountable ob-

stacle to a regular intercourse. The Greeks under the Ptolemies, had

settlements at Callian near Bombay

;

but they were driven out of them

by the native kings. It seems also from the Peutingerian Tables, that

the Romans had a considerable settlement near Muziris now Mirjee,

where they had erected a temple in honour of Augustus and they had

also two cohorts, or 1200 men, to protect their trade. The imports and

exports were the same as they are to this day, as it appears from Arrian’s

Periplus, and the Justinian code.

The Greek Kings of Bactriana ruled over all the countries on the banks

of the Indus, even as far as Sirhind, during a period of 129 years, that

* SeeSuiDAs, HssYCHivsdeillustrib; and Laertius.

t See Peutingerian Tables.
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is to say from the year 255 to 126 13. C. Even some of them were in

possession of the western parts of tlie Gaiigetic provmces : ami Demetrius

is mentioned as one of them; and according to Sig. Bayer, he never

M’^as King of Bactriana or Balk, but of some inland part of India, extend-

ing beyond the Ganges, about the year 195 B. C. According to Strabo,

his predecessor Menander conquered the countries to the east of the

Hypanis, as far as the Jumna* His empire extended from Pattalena, to

Zizerus, which I take to be the small, but famous lake called Jid-jer, or the

spring of Jid, noticed by Ctesias, under the name of Sid, and a little to the

westward of the Jimind and DiUL^

To these conquests Demetrius added some maritime countries to the

eastward of Patalene, such as Sigertis, and the kingdom of Tessariostus, now

the countries of Cach'ha and Gujjardt, as I shall show in the appendix.

Tliere are now numerous Hindus roving all over Arabia and Persia,

as far as Astrachan, or settled in some places of trade for a few years only,

when they return to India.% For I take no notice here of numerous tribes

of Hindus, who are considered as natives of Persia, Turan and Colchis or

Georgia: they are called Hindi all over these countries, and have been

settled there from time immemorial.§

* Strabo, Lib. ii. p. 5J6.

t See Maurice’s Modern History of Hindoston, vol. 1. p. P5. It is called erroneously Bhedar

in the Ayin-Acberi, vol. 2. p. 107.

J Forster’s Travels, vol. 2.

§ According to the late Nabob Mehdi-Am-Khan, a native of Mesched. See Essay on the

origin of Mecca. Asiatic Researches, vol. 5.

Q 2
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From tke Malabar Coast they go to MosambiqitCy where they have

agents, wlio generally reside there seven or eight years
;
and Strahlen-

BERG takes notice of a merchant from the Malabar Coast, at Astra-

chan* From Surat and Giijjar'at, they go to Mascat and other trading

places in Arabia, where Brahmens are to be found also, according to

Niebuhr. Arrian in his says, that the inhabitants of the island

of Dioscoi'idis (now Socotora,) consisted of Arabs and Hindus, with a few

Greeks, settled there on account of the trade to India. The famous Pra'n-

puRi told me, that when he was at Baharein on the Persian Gulf, he

was informed by the Hindus, whom he found settled there, that they used

to go formerly to Egypt, where they had houses of agency, but that they

had left off going there for about two or three generations.

This shows, that there was between the Greeks, Romans, Carthaginians

and the Hindus, a constant and reciprocal intercourse (which is by no

means the case now) for a period of 1200 years at least; and to which

nothing, but the overgrowing power of the Muselmans, could put a

stop. In visiting the sages of Babylonia and Egypt, the Hindus must

have been greatly surprised, and their vanity humbled, when they

heard them talk of their remote antiquity. Then, and not before, in

my opinion, they resolved not to be behind hand with any of them
;
and

certainly they have succeeded wonderfully. Neither the Greeks and

Romans, nor the Turdetani, a Galic nation, though settled in Spain, ac-

cording to Strabo, carried history, and the beginning of things, beyond

• P. 333.
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a period of 6000 years, exactly like the Jews, and Hindus formerly, ac-

cording to Megasthenes. The Gothic tribes entertained also the same

notions, as appears from the cosmogony of Orpheus, who was a Goth.*

The Hindus had the system of the Yiigas long before; but this was

not peculiar to them, for it prevailed all over the west, and Hesiod, who

lived between 900 and 1000 years before Christ, declares that the

Cali-yuga was just beginning; and the Jainas assert that it began about

that time. Though the Yugas are of a very great antiquity all over the

world, yet the Hindus did not think of stretching their duration to such

an enormous length, till a period comparatively modern
;
and the Yugas

in the west were also the component of their grand Calpa, which consisted

equally of 12,000 years, but with this difference, that in the west these

were considered as natural years, which is not the case in the east, at least

, (mIv/ i,--
’

iii' i... i

‘
. -'.i )

The first time we heard, in the west, of this extravagant system of chro-

nology, was about the middle of the ninth century
;
when we were in-

formed by Adu-Mazar, a famous astronomer, who lived at the court of

Al-Mamun at Balkh, that the Hindus reckoned from the flood or the be-

ginning of the Cali-yuga, 'to the Hejra, 720,634,442,715 days, or 3725

years.

There is obviously a mistake, originating either with the transcriber

or translator : but it may be easily rectified. There is exactly that number

• See Gesner’s notes on the fragments of Orpheus, also Fabricius Cod. Pseudepigr.
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of years, from the beginning of the Cali-yuga to the Hejra: but that

immense numiij^r of days are reckoned from the creation to the Cali-yuga,

according to Brahma-gupta’s system. l\lr. Davis, after reading this pas-

sage in my manuscript, kindly undertook to examine it more particularly,

and I beg leave to refer to his learned note on the subject, in the appendix

at the end of the essay on Vicrama'ditya and Salivahana.'*^'

Till that time, the extravagant numbers of the Hindus were unknown

to the Greeks and Romaris, with whom they kept up a constant inter-

course. That the Hindus concealed the whole from them, is inadmissible :

for it is natural to suppose, that they were equally vain with the rest of

mankind. We are well acquainted with the pretensions of the Egyptians

and Chaldeans to antiquity : and surely they did not take the trouble

of inventing fables to conceal them. On the contrary, Megasthenes, a

man of no ordinary abilities,f who had spent tl^ greatest part of his life

in India, in a public character, and was well acquainted with the chrono-

logical systems of the Egyptians, Chaldeans and Jews, made particular

inquiries into their history, and declares, according to Clemens of Alex-

andria, that the Hindus and Jews were the only people, who had a true

idea of the creation of the world, and the beginning of things : and

we learn from him, that the history of the Hindus did not go back above

5042 years, from the invasion of India by Alexander. Manuscripts differ^

some have 5042, or 6042: others have 5402 years, and three months; for

he calculated even the months
;
but the difference is immaterial in the pre-

sent case.

* As. Res. V. 9. p. 242.

t See Asiatic Researches, vol. 5. p. 290.
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Tliis period of the Hindus was adopted afterwards by the Persians, or

was common to both : and the latter reckoned, from the creation to

the era of Melic-siiaii, in the year 1079 of Christ, 6,.58b years;* that

is, they placed the creation 5507 years before Christ. It appears also

from George of Trebizond, that the Pei'sians reckoned, from the flood

to tlie year of Christ 632, or era of Yezdejird, 3,735 years, ten

months, and twenty-three days, conformably to the ideas of Abu-mazar:

and this is again the period of the CaU-yuga of the Hindus. From

Alexander’s entering India, to the same era of Melic-shah, there are

1408 years, which deducted from 6,586, there remains 5178; and this I

believe was originally the true reading in Megasthenes’s account of

India. Be this as it may, the difference, relatively speaking, is not very

considerable, and is immaterial in the present case.

Christ was the son of a carpenter, and himself a carpenter, or Tacshaca

in Sanscrit. The Persians called him a Peishe-cara, handicraftman and

tradesman. In the Calpa-druma-Calica, a treatise of the Jainas, and in '

my possession, ^'Sa'la-va'hana, called by the Hindus a Tacshaca, and said

to be also the son of a Tacshaca, Tash'td, or Twash'td, is declared to

have been a 'Sr’avaca or 'Sdvaca, a tradesman : and in the western parts

of India, as in Gurjar'dt, all banyans and tradesmen are called 'Sdvacas.

The words of the Called are,
“ 'Sa'lava'hana Ndmd Rdjd Jaina-, Parama

'St'dvaca-pati. The King called 'Sa'lava'hana was a Jaina, and the lord

and master of the 'Sr'avacas,'*’ or 'Sdbacas, as more generally written and

pronounced.

* Bailli’s Astronoin. Ind. p 251.
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Even the name of 'Sa'li-va'han, 'Sa'liban, and 'Sa lba'n, as he is

called in the spoken dialects, seems to be of Persian and Arabic origin, as

well as Peisheh-cm\ the name of his followers. Salih, or Sulih, signifies a

stake, a cross, a gibbet, the Roman Furca

;

like the Greek sravgo?, Sdlib or

Sdlb signifies also crucified, and in the plural form, it becomes Sdlub, and

Sdlbdn. Ashab-al-Sdlib, means the Christians in Arabic, that is to say,

the followers of the crucified. The best Sanscrit expression for this is

Saliva, 'Sdlava, or Salwa in a derivative form, and these are indifferently

pronounced Sdlaba, or 'Salba, and in the plural number 'Sdlabdn, and

Sdlban. In the Cumdricd-c'handa, these 'Sdlavas, or 'Salbans, are mentioned,

in the same page with 'Saca, or Sa'la-va'hana, and as existing at the

time this Parana was written. The copy of that section of the Scanda-

purdn'a in my possession, was written about 230 years ago in Gurjardt

:

and the writer or transcriber, well knowing, that 'Sdvaca was a title of

'Sac.\, or SaTiva'hana, wrote first 'Sdvaca, instead of '-Saca; but recol-

lecting himself, and finding that there was a redundant syllable in the

verse,, he drew two small strokes with the pen across the middle syllable,

showing, that it was to be left out, and the whole word to be read Saca.

In the Lucknow copies of this section, no mention is made of Saca, and

the whole verse is omitted.

The copies from Chitra-cuta, have the whole verse; but the name of

Saca is variously written, sometimes 'Sacra, Sraca, &c. These readings

are obviously erroneous. There were no other copies of that section

at Benares but those procured from Chitra-cuta, and Lucknow, till I

was lately presented with a neat copy 230 years old, from Gujardt, by
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by s. Pandit of that country. The Lucknozo copies are tolerably accurate

;

but those from Chitra-cuta are miserably mangled, through the careless-

ness of transcribers. The passage relating to 'Saca, is in the following

words: Tatah trishu sahasrhhu 'sate chdpyadhichhu cha; 'Saco ndma bha-

vishyas'cha ybtiddridra hdracah: and whether we read 'Suca or 'Savaca, it

points to the same individual.

The idea that Sa'Liva'hana was borne on a tree, cross, orfurea, they

might have borrowed from the Manicheans, who represented Christ

stretched upon a tree. Vcihana, bdhana, and vdha or bdha, are nouns derived

from the verb vah, 'veho, to carry
;
and used both in an active and passive

sense. Thus Hctcya'cdhana is one of the titles of Agni, or fire. Indra is

called Megha-vdhana, or the cloud borne
; Gandha-ndha is the wind, from

its being the vehicle of perfumes. The clouds loaded with water are called

Vdri-vdha. Thus 'Sdl-bah, Hdl-bah, 'Sdl-bdhana, &c. may signify either he

who carries his cross, or who was borne, or exalted upon the cross. Cru-

cifer is one of the titles of Christ, perfectly answering to

The Hindus are very fond of forms or emanations, which they consider to

be the same with the original from which those emanations sprang
;
and dis-

ciples are very often considered as so many forms of their masters. It is

then very possible, that they should have considered the Apostle and disci-

ple, who first preached the Gospel in India, as a form of Christ, or as

Christ himself, after several centuries had elapsed; and thus possibly have

mistaken the year of the death of the form, or disciple, for that of his prin-

cipal. Now some of the Apostles lived to a great age
;

and St. Thomas,

R
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for instance, is supposed to have lived seventy-three years, and to have

suffered martyrdom about the seventy-fourth or seventy-fifth year of the

Christian Era.

\ I

The year of the death of Vicrama'rca, and that of the manifestation of

'Sa'l-ba'han, are acknowledged to be but one and the same; and they

are obviously so, according to the Cumarica-c'harida^ that remarkable year

was the 3101st of the Cali-yuga, and the first of the Christian Era, thus

coinciding also with the Samaritan text, which is a remarkable circum-

stance.

Some learned Pandits, from the western parts of India, are of opinion,

that the era of Vicrama'ditya was originally reckoned from the first year

of his reign, in the year 3044 ;
and that, after a reign of fifty-six years, his

death happened in the year 3101.

This was certainly the opinion of the author of the Cumaricd-dhand'a,

and of the Pandits who assisted Abul Fazil, who says, in his summary of

the history of the Kings of Mdlava, that Vicrama'ditya’s era began the
% «

first year of his reign
;

and this makes this legend more consistent and

probable.
^

I

In the Vr'ihat-Cathd, 'Saliva'hana is called Nrisinho, or the man-lion,

answering to the lion of the tribe of Juda ;
and one of the forms of Budd’ha

is called Nri-sinha, both by the Paurdn'ics and the Baudd'has. 'Sacti-sinha,

or the energetic lion, is also the name of 'Sa'liva'hana in the appendix to
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the Agni-purlnia. According to the Vr'ihat-cat'ha, Vicrama'ditya marched

from his capital city Pdtaliputray or Patna, to wage war against Nri-sinha,

King of Pratishfhdna.

VI. The cross, though not an object of worship among the Baudd'has, is

a favourite emblem and device with them. It is exactly the cross of the

Alanicheans, with leaves and flowers springing from it, and placed upon

a mount Calvary, as among the Roman Catholics. They represent it va-

rious ways
;
but the shaft with the cross bar, and the Calvary remain the

,

same. The tree of life and knowledge, or the Jambu tree, in their maps

of the world, is always represented in the shape of a Alanichean cross,

eighty-four Ybjanas (answering to the eighty-four years of the life of him

who was exalted upon the cross), or 423 miles high, including the three

steps of the Calvary,

This cross, putting forth leaves and flowers, (and fruit also, as I am told)

is called the divine tree, the tree of the gods, the tree of life and know-

ledge, and productive of whatever is good and desirable, and is placed in the

terrestrial Paradise. Agapius, according to Photius,* maintained, that

this divine tree in Paradise, was Christ himself. In their delineations of
\

the heavens, the globe of the earth is filled up with this cross and its Cal-

vary. The divines of Tibet place it to the S. W. of Aleru, towards the source

of the Ganges. The Alanicheans always represented Christ crucified upon

a tree among the foliage. The Christians of India, and of St. Thomas,

• Phot. Biblioth. p. 403.

R 2
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though they did not admit of images, still entertained the greatest vene-

ration for the cross. They placed it on a Calvary, in public places, and at

the meeting of cross roads
;
and it is said, that even the heathen Hindus in

these parts paid also great regard to it. I have annexed the drawings of

two crosses, from a book entitled the Cshttra-samdsa, lately given to me by

a learned Baudd'ha, who is visiting the holy places in the countries bordering

upon the Ganges* There are various representations of this mystical symbol,

which my friend the Jati could not explain to me
;
but says, that the shaft

and the two arms of the cross remain invariably the same, and that the

Calvary is sometimes omitted. It becomes then a cross, with four points,

sometimes altered into a cross cramponne, as used in heraldry.

In the second figure there are two instruments depicted, the meaning of

which my learned friend, the Jati, could not explain. Neither did he

know what they were intended to represent
;

but, says he, they look like

two spears : and indeed they look very much-like the spear and reed, often

represented with the cross. The third figure represents the same tree,

but somewhat nearer to its natural shape. When it is represented as a trunk

without branches, as in Japan, it is then said to be the seat of the supreme

One. When two arms are added, as in our cross, the Trimurti is said to be

seated there. When with five branches, the five Sugats, or grand forms of

Budd’ha, are said to reside upon them. Be this as it may, I cannot believe

the resemblance of this cross and Calvary, with the sign of our redemption,

to be merely accidental. I have written this account of the progress of

'Plate 2.
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CHRISTIAN RELIGION IN INDIA. 12J

tlie Christian religion in India^ vvitli tlie impartiality of an historian, fully

persuaded that our holy religion cannot possibly receive any additional lus-

tre from it.

The word Mlech'ha in Sanscrit, does not signify literally a foreigner;

but it is generally understood in that sense by the Paurdnics, when announc-

ing, in a prophetical style, the different powers who were to rule over India.

Hear now, says the author of the Vishnu-purdn'a, hear now what will come

to pass in these times
:

powerful Kings aniong the 'Aryya-Ml^ch’has will

appear ; they will subvert the reigning religion, spoil and deceive the Prajas, or

the people. '
.

In the Bhagavata, they are called Abrahmavar-chamh in the plural, and

Abrahmavarchdh in the singular; because, as they understood not the funda-

mental tenets of their own religion, through their spiritual blindness, and

the hardness of their hearts, they gave it up to embrace a new one.

In the Brahmdnda we read, then will come the Aryya-Ml^ch’has, who

will seduce the people; they will be proud, and at the same time distrustful,

as f constantly alarmed.

In the Vuyu-purdn'a it is declared, that generations of Kings will 7'ise, anid

set like the sun. Then will come the 'Aryya-Mlech’has, who will forsake the

D’harma, religious creed, Carma worship, Tirt’ha the places ofpilgi'image of

their ancestors ; they will seduce the people with their new doctrine, and will

gi'oxo worse and xvorse every day. After them Sarva Mlech’ha, all sorts offo-

reign and impure tribes will overrun the country.
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Sucli is the character given of these good 'Aryyas, called Avariiam, and

Abraiam, as well as their Apostle, even as low as the times of hi Polo

in the 13th century. From Ahdryyam, the Paurdnics probably made A-Bi'a-

hma, in order to shew their contempt of them, but more particularly in

the latter times, when they grew worse and worse
;
and M. Polo speaks

of some of the Ahraiam, or Abramiam, nearly in the same terms. Yet in

his time the denomination of Avaidiam, in Sanso'it Avdryyam, and Abdry-

yam, was applied to them
;
and he was told that it signified good and

pious men.

I had, for a long time past, particularly inquired from the Bauddlias

whether they knew any thing of the wars of Budd’ha with Tevetat;*

but I was always answered in the negative. It was my fault in some

measure; I did not make use of the other synonymous names of that ene-

my of the religion of Budd’ha. I mentioned before, that I supposed that

Tevetat was a corruption from De'va-Tashta, synonymous with DeVa-

T^vashta', or DeVa-Silpi, the divine artist, or carpenter, who is more ge-

nerally known under the name of Visva-carma, or the universal artist.

Under this last appellation, Te'veta't is known to them. Soon after a

learned Jati presented me with a book called the Budd'ha-cbaritray with

leave to take a copy, in which the wars of Budd’ha, with VisVa-carma,

or DeVa-Twasht'a', are related. It is a most voluminous work, and

still it is incomplete, and the seat of war was in India.

* In tlie Lalita vistdra purdna, wliich was brought by Major Knox from fiepdl, the name

of Budd ’ha's kinsman and rival is De'vadatta (answering to Deodatus). It is probable, that

Lalovbere’s Tevetat is a corruption of the name of De'vadatta. H. T. C.



ESSAY VI.

PART I. CHAPTER 1.

Of the two Tri-Cu't'a'd'ri, or Mountains with three Peaks; one in the

N. W. and the other in the S. E. Quarters of the Old Continent.

I. TRI-CUT'A'D'RI, the m9untain (Adri) vj\t\\ three, (Tri-Cuta,)

answers to Tpixopuipo; and Tpivaxpio? in Greek: for in that language «xpo» signi-
,

fies properly a peak, summit, and implicitly a headland, or promontory.

PoLYALNUs calls Mount Mhu or Meros, Tri—coryphus

:

it is true, that

he bestows improperly that epithet on Mount Meru near Cabul, which is

inadmissible. Miru, with its three peaks on the summit, and its seven steps,

includes and encompasses really the whole world, according to the notions

of the Hindus and other nations, previously to their being acquainted with

the globular shape of the earth. I mentioned in the first part, that the

Jews were acquainted with the seven stages, Zones or Dwipas of the Hm-

dus; but I have since discovered a curious passage from the Zohar-Manasse

on the creation, as cited by Basnage, in his history of the Jews.* “ There

are, says the author, ‘‘ seven earths, whereof one is higher than the other

;

for the holy-land is situated upon the highest earth, and Mount Moriah (or

Meru) is in the middle of that holy land. This is the hill of God, so often

* See English Translation, p. 247«
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mentioned in the Old Testament, the mount of the congregation, where the

mighty King sits in the sides of the north, according to Isaiah, and there

is the city of our God.”* The Meru of the Hindus has the name of Sabh&y

or the congregation, and the gods are seated upon it in the sides of the

north. There is the holy city of Brdhmd-puri, where resides Brahma' with

his court, in the most pure and holy land of Ildvratta.

Thus Mkru is the worldly temple of the supreme being, in an embodied

state, and of theTRi-Mu'RTXi, or sacred Triad, which resides on its summit,

either in a single, or three-fold temple, or rather in both : for it is all one*

as they are one and three. They are three, only with regard to men in-

volved in the gloom of worldly illusion
; but to men who have emerged

out of it, they are but one
;

and their threefold temple, and mountain with

its three peaks, become one equally. Mythologists in the west called the

'world, or Mdru, with its appendages, the temple of God, according to

Macrobius.

Hence this most sacred temple of the supreme being, is generally typi-

fied by a cone or pyramid, with either a single chapel on its summit, or

with three
;
either with, or without steps.

This worldly temple is also considered, by the followers of Bud-

d’ha, as the tomb of the son of the spirit of heaven, whom I conceive

to be the first man, re-emerging in every Calpa, or the first lawgiver,

often confounded with the first man. His bones, or limbs were scat-

• Isaiah, c. 14. v. 1-3. Psalm 48, &c.
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tered all over the face of the earth, like those of Osmis and Jupiter

Zagreus. To collect them was the first duty of his descendants and

followers, and then to entomb them. Out of filial piety, the remembrance

of this mournful search was yearly kept up by a fictitious one, with all

possible marks of grief and sorrow, till a priest came and announced, that the

sacred relics were at last found. This is practised to this day by several

Tartarian tribes of the religion of Budd’ha
;

and the expression of the

bones of the son of the spirit of heaven is peculiar to the Chinese, and

some tribes in Tartary.

The BaudThists in this country are so close, reserved, and ignorant,

in general, that hardly any information can be obtained on this subject.

Besides, they acknowledge that it is so awful a theme, that they really

avoid to make it the subject of conversation. They confess that the pyra-

mids, in which ^the sacred relics are deposited, be their shape what it

will, are an imitation of the worldly temple of the supreme being, and

which is really the tomb of the first of his embodied forms
;
or of his son,

in the language of the Chinese, Tartars, and of the Greeks also, who were

little acquainted with the system of emanations and incarnations. They

also declare, that many of these pyramids do not really contain the bones

of the Thacur, or Lord : and though they are to be supposed, and asserted

to contain them, the real place where they are deposited, should remain

unknown, in order to prevent profanation
;

exactly like the various

tombs of Osiris. For this reason, the sacred relics, instead of being-

deposited in the pyramid, are always placed in a small vault deep under

ground, at some distance from it, as at Sdrnat'ha, near Benares.

S
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This monument is about fifty feet high, of a cylindrical form, with its

top shaped like a dome. Similar monuments, but never more than three

or four feet high, are often erected by Hindus, upon the spot where a

married woman burned herself with her husband. These monuments

are in general called Sati

;

and the enormous one aX Sarndth is a sort of

Sail over the bones of Budd’ha. According to tradition, it was erected over

the ashes of those who fell there in battle, in the invasion of the Musel-

mans. But this is impossible
;
as this monument is the chief and principal

piece of that sacred fabric, which was begun many years before the said

invasion. The only part that was finished is the tomb of Budd’ha; all

the others, which were intended for the splendor of the place, and the

convenience of the royal inhabitants and priests, remaining in an unfinished

state. The secret vault, into which these relics are deposited in general,

is called the Thdeur's Cd'ti, the room or cell of the Lord; and in the

inscription found amongst the ruins above this cell, it is declared that

St’hirapa'la and Vasanta, sons of a King of Gaur, in Bengal, built

this Gd'ti. It follows from hence, that these were the persons who de-

posited there the Thdeurs bones. In the above inscription it is declared,

that this happened in the year of Vicrama'ditya 1089, or of our Lord

either 1017 or 1027.*. In the inscription found at Isldmabad,-\ these

relics, consisting of a few bones, are said to have been deposited in two

brass vessels in a Cuti, or room under ground. In the account of the dis-

covery of two urns at Sdrndt'ha, it is, mentioned that the Cuti was

* As. Res. V. 5. p. 133.

t As. Res. V. 2,
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eiirhteeii cubits, or twenty-seven feet, under ground.* There the nlics

were deposited in an urn, enclosed in a vessel of marble, in the

shape, and of the size of the famous Barberini monument. There were a

few bones only, with various trinkets, which consisted of pieces of co-

loured glass, all of them perforated, with thin leaves of gold, and some

coarse pearls. These ornaments are by no means a proof that these bones

were those of a female. It is more probable, that they formed a chaplet

used by devout people, or rosaries and bracelets, with wliich the statues

of Budd’ha are generally decorated. The marble vessel, which contained

the urn, is more highly finished than that of the Bai'berini monument.

The urn itself is of a more elegant form than that in the above monument.

It is in the shape and of the size of a chalice
;

it has no carved figures, but

elegant mouldings, exquisitely finished, and is of green marble. I sus-

pect the whole to be of foreign workmanship
;
for it is totally different,

both in shape and workmanship, from vases in use among the Hindus^

either at this day or in former times. Philostratus informs us, that

statues, by Grecian artists, were by no means uncommon in the N. W.

parts of India. Strabo says also, that altars of Grecian workmanship

were often found in the western parts of India; and Arrian, in his

Periplus, takes notice of altars and of small temjdes in the Grecian taste,

near Barygaza or Baroach. The practice of thus preserving the bones

of Budd’ha is of great antiquity; for it is expressly mentioned by Cle-

mens of Alexandria^ who says, that they were deposited under a pyra-

mid. In the history of China we read, that in the year 335, a bone of

* As. Res. vol. V. p. 131.

S 2
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Fo was sent from India to the Emperor of that country, who was highly

pleased with this precious relic : though his minister Hanyu made a very

spirited remonstrance against this innovation
;
and which is to be found in

Du H alde’s China.

The followers of Brahma are not addicted to the worship of dead men’s

bones, and I know but one instance to the contrary. At Jagan-ndtlia

they have a bone of Cmrishna, which is considered as a most precious and

venerable relic
;
so much so, that few people are allowed to see it : and

Hindus are not fond of making it the subject of conversation, any more

than the Bauddlias.

The shape of these monuments is always either that of a pyramid or

of a cone, with some trifling deviations occasionally. Thus the cone

assumes the shape of a trump-roof; sometimes it is formed by the revo-

lution of a cymatiiim, or Ogive round an axis
;
and these two forms are

generally said to be in the shape of a bell. Mount 3Ieru, and the seven

stories, are represented in the shape of a trump by the divines of Ceylon.,

according to ]\lr. Joinville’s delineation in the seventh volume of the

Asiatic Researches. The pyramid is equally subject to the same varia-

tions, the hips, or angles, being sometimes in the shape of a cymatium.

As Mount Menu is also represented of a cylindrical form, the tombs of the

Thdeur are equally made in that shape, as that of Sdrndt'ha. Sacrifices

and offerings are never made in Tibet, without placing before the devotees

a cone or pyramid, the image of Meru and of the worldly Linga.

Brahmens, instead of either, make a cylinder of earth, and for the same
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purpose. This they call the primeval Linga

;

which was represented in

the west, and to this day in the Dekhin, by a cone, according to OBIUS

ami other authors.

The steps, stories, and retreats are always omitted in hidia

:

but I was

told, that it was considered as immaterial. The seven stories, however,

are marked by lines, in a delineation of the worldly temple and tomb of

Budd’ha, in a large map of the world, accompanying the CshHra-samdsa,

a geographical treatise in my possession. This representation of the

mountain of God struck me forcibly, and was the occasion of further

inquiries into this subject. It is of the same shape with the pyramids of

Egypt: the base only is a little shorter, with a small flat top, with a chapel

in honour of Budd’ha. The sides are smooth, as in the pyramids
;
but the

seven stories are represented by lines, which brings it still nearer to the

tower of Babel. The pyramids of Egypt are not all alike : some are in

the shape of a cone; one with recesses is mentioned by De Non, who

notices also another with a circular base. The square base of this worldly

temple is peculiar to the Baudd’hists of Tibet

;

for in India the Brahmens,

and the Jainas, always give it a circular form. In the representation of it

in the Cshitra-samdsa, it is a square. Though the dimensions are much

neglected, yet in all these monuments at Benares, the most modern, and

of course the most perfect, are of a conical figure
;
the perpendicular sec-

tion of which, through the center, is an equilateral triangle. There is

always a small temple on the summit, except one near Beriai'es, at a

place called Camozv'y. Such of these monuments as belong to the
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Baudd'has are called the temples of Budd’ha : they might also be called

the temples of Bala or Balas, one of the titles of Budd’ha, but little

known now, and more particularly so to .the vulgar. The word Balas,

properly pronouncerl, sounds exactly like Belos in Greeks and Belus in

Latin. May we not then reasonably suppose, that the temple and tomb

of Belus at Babylon, was precisely a similar monument, and calculated for

the very same purpose.

On the summit of it was a chapel, dedicated to Belus, according to

Herodotus. Diodorus, the Sicilian, says there were three; but this is

immaterial ; for Balas is three and one. Besides, the temple of He-

rodotus probably consisted of three chapels. About the center of the

tower, in the middle, was the tomb of Balas, and near it, in the body

of the pyramid also, another chapel, exactly as in the great pyramid at

Giza in Egypt. It is probable, however, that the bones of Belus were

not deposited in the ostensible tomb, but were concealed in a secret vault,

in some other part of the pyramid or tower. It appears then, that the

pyramids were similar fabrics, and intended for the very same purpose.

For the Egyptians, the Ehenicians likewise, had their Belus, as well as

the Babylonians and Hindus: and this Belus, it is probable, was origi-

nally the same through these different countries. In the eastern parts

of Bengal, particularly toward the Sunderbunds, there is, almost in every

village, a representation of this worldly temple, of earth with steps.

The whole is neatly plastered with a whitish clay; and on stated festivals,

the statue of some favourite deity is placed on the summit, in a small.
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but handsome portable temple. Some of these fabrics are from five to

twenty feet high, according to the circumstances and zeal of the villagers.

These are considered as a representation of mount Mem; and, in the in-

scription of Sarndth, the conical mount, near the sacred repository, is called

Mem.

Like all the temples and tombs of Belus in India^ the pyramids had no

opening whatever, except one or two. It is however pretty certain, that

all the pyramids were not intended for the reception of the bones of

Belus. Many were probably intended for the burial of a very few exalted

and sacred characters, like the grand Lamas of Tibet^ with a few others,

who are always buried under pyramids : but these are acknowledged to

be forms of Budd’ha, though of an inferior rank. As the Egyptians con-

cealed most carefully the real place where their Belus was entombed,

it is not unlikely that the great pyramid was only an ostensible one,

and of course allowed to remain open. For we are told, that the body

of him for whom it was intended, never was deposited there; or if de-

posited, it was not into the ostensible tomb, but into some secret place

under the pyramid. The limbs of Osiris were buried separately, and

on the very spot where Isis found them : and he was torn into fourteen

pieces
;

others said six-and-twenty. The general opinion is, that Isis col-

lected all the limbs in a coffin, like which she made many others, and

presented them to several cities through Egypt; assuring privately

every one, that they possessed the real one. It is supposed, that Osiiiis

was entombed near MemphiSy though the spot never was known.

The tower of Babel seems then to have been the wordly temple of the
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spirit of heaven, and the tomb of his son, either the first man of the

Calpa, or the most ancient king and legislator of the country. <

There were four Adams, and four Budd'has also
;
and we are now under

the fourth, according to the traditions of tlie Musdmans, and of the

Baudd'has. Adam’s body was, at his own request, entombed in a cave

or vault, called Alconuz, in a mountain in the center of the world, and of

course the Meru of the Hindus; and represented by artificial hills, either

of stone or earth, and of various shapes, like Mh'u.

His descendants removed to that holy mountain
;
the wicked offspring

of Cain were allowed only to dwell at the foot of it, whilst that of

Seth were seated higher up, as far as the top; where they lived in great

sanctity and purity of manners, every day worshipping God on the summit

of the mountain, and visiting the body of Adam in his vault, as the

means of procuring the divine blessing.* This mountain, in the center

of the earth, with seven steps or stories, or mount Meru, was really

the mountain of God, the worldly temple of the spirit of heaven, and

the tomb of his son. Cointus of Smyrna says, that this holy moun-

tain was depicted upon the shield of Achilles
;
and that on its summit

resided the efficacy or 'Sacti of the world, or of the supreme being, tower-

ing to the skies : and he adds, that this most sacred place Avas very difficult

of access.

The limbs, or bones, of this son of the spirit .of heaven, Puencu in

Chinese, Budd’ha, Osjris, Dio-nvsius, or Adam, were dispersed all over

* Anc. Univ. Hist. vol. I. &c.
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the world. Adam’s remains, after the flood, were divided among- his posterity,

and liis scull fell to tlie share of Shem, who deposited it in a vault on

mount Calvary, near the hoi}' hill of Moriah or March. The inhabitants

oi Ceylon showed formerly one of liis teeth; and they liave now one of his

tusks : for tlieir last Adam or Budd’ha, was incarnate in the shape of an

elephant; and ascended into heaven, from the summit of the peak of

Adam. ]\Iuselmans, who were settled in the Penmsula, and in that

island, at 'a very early period, concluded, and not without some plausible

ground, that this Budd’ha must have been Adam: and accordingly,

Persian writers gravely inform us, that Adam was banished to Ceylon^

and thence translated into heaven, from the summit of the peak, which

was denominated after him. Zarades, Zoroades or Zarat was the name

given, by the Chaldeans, to the eldest Zoroaster, claimed equally by the

Persians. Some say that Belus taught the Chaldeans astronomy, whilst

others insist, that it was Zarades or Zoroaster, whom several learned

men consider as the same with Mizraim, the son of Ham. Be this as

it may, the eldest Zarades was the son ofOaoMAZEs, the spirit of heaven,

according to Suidas. Like Adam, he directed that his bones should be

carefully preserved: his precepts for a long time were complied with;

and his relics, carefully and secretly entombed, like those of Bala or

Budd’ha, like the limbs of Osiris, and like those of Bacchus at Delphi,

became an object of worship. The eldest Zoroaster, called Zarades,

Zoroades and Zarates by the Chaldeans, is probably the same with Belus

and the Saurid of Arabian writers ; and the Goddess Zaretis was pro-

bably his consort. Several learned oriental writers insist that Zoroades,

or Zoroaster assisted at the building of the tower of Babel; and that

he is the same with Zohac or Nimrod, and that under the name of

T
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Saurid he built the great pyramid in Egypt. The Parsis in India say,

that he was a native of China

;

but I suppose that they originally meant

Bactria, seemingly the native country of the Chinas, according to the

Purdrias, and the earliest Persian and Arabian authors, who say that

formerly the country about Samarcand was called Chinistan, and its inha-

bitants Chinas*.

II. The three peaks of Meru are, one of gold, the other of silver, and

the third of iron, stone or earth, which is considered as the same. Thus,

the iron age is generally called the age of stone or earth in India. In

the west, mankind was produced from stones, thrown by Deucalion and

PyiiRHA behind their backs, in the beginning of the iron age; and from

them sprang the present stony or stone-hearted race.

In consequence of this, some powerful princes are declared, in the

Purdn'as and other books, to have erected three mountains, of gold, silver,

and stone; or three pyramids or conical hills, like the three peaks of

Mh'u, though the materials they were built with were only stone or clay.

PoLY^NUs has given us the names of these three peaks, Menon, Candaske,

and Corasib^

;

which, however distorted and disfigured, may be still traced

back to their original standard. For this purpose let us suppose, that

a traveller asked a Hindu the names of these three peaks, the Hindu pro-

bably answered Mana, Cunt'hdchya, Caildsdpi, or literally in English, Mana.

* D’Herbelot’s Biblioth. Orient, voce Tarikh and Tabari. Sir W. Ouseley’s Translat. of

Ebn Haucal in the Appendix.
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Cun't’ha' thus called^ Caila'sa also. The first peak, it is true, is not known

under that name
;
but it is described as such, and this appears to be its

real name. Upon it Brahma' resides, and his seat is called Brahma-puri,

or the town of Brahma': it is also Mana-puri, the town of Mayia, or of

his heart, or the delight of his heart, near the famous lake of Mana or

Mdnasa^ the waters of which, proceeding from heaven, are the delight of

his heart likewise. They are otherwise said to proceed from his heart,

and indeed every thing there is from his heart. The obvious meaning of

Mana is mind, (mens,) but it is always rendered here heart, because the

mind proceeds from the heart, according to the Hindus, who even are able

to trace its track through the body to the head. The radical name of

Vai-Cunt'ha is Cwttlia, an ideot. The name of Vishnu’s mother, in one

of his incarnations, during the fifth Mamvantara, was Cunt’ha or the

ideot; and as she was very much so, she was called Vi CunVha Vishnu,

since that time, is surnamed Vai CunVha: and after him, the peak on

which he resides is denominated likewise. In Cailasbpi, api signifies also.

This Tri-ciitddri, or mountain with three summits, is declared to be the

lord of mountains; and of course the other TrUcoryphean hills, for there are

many, are considered as inferior to it. The next in rank is the three-peak-

land in the N. W. emphatically called the White island, the island of the

Moon, a celestial earth or region, a terrestrial heaven or paradise.

The next to this is the Tri-ciita mountain in the south-east, including

the peninsula of Mdldca, Sumd-trd, and Ceylon. These two Tri-cutddris are

declared to correspond to each other, in their respective quarters, and

their Teja, Cirn'n'a, or splendor, are the constant theme of the Paurdnics

and other Hindu writers. These two Tri-cutas, or three-peaked-islands

T 2
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may probably be the two islands of Cerne, east and west, of the ancients.

When speaking in general terms, the Paurdriics sometimes place them, one

in the east, and the other in the west. But numerous and explicit passages

show, that they are situated in the N. W. and S. E. quarters of the old

continent. There are however, some few passages, which place them

north and south of Meru; and Lancu is now considered as situated on the

equator, exactly to the south of Ujjayini, Meru, and opposite to the island

of the moon. The last assigned situation was the first I hit upon, on

iny first acquaintance with the Purm'as, and perplexed me very much

;

as the Pandits, I was acquainted with, insisted that the White island, one

of the peaks of the western Tri-cu'ta, was in the N. W. quarter, that is to

say, it occupied the whole space between the N. W, and N. points : and

that likewise the eastern Tri-cu'tddri was between the S. and S. E. points.

Unfortunately, they could not then produce the necessary vouchers from

» their sacred books
;

but in the mean time, they exhibited the accom-

panying map of Jambu, in order to illustrate the subject.

In the plate, the map of Jambu is represented under three different

projections. The first is according to the ideas of the Paurdn'ics, in

which one half of the equator is obviously combined with another half

of the meridian, on the plain of which the map is projected. I have

marked the degrees of longitude upon the equator, and the degrees of lati-

tude north, upon an arch of the first meridian. No notice is ever taken of

these particulars by the Paurdnics

;

but a little reflection will show the

original design of this diagram, though the projection be ever so disfigured.*

• Plate III.
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Tlie true projection of it should be in the shape of vvliat the ancients

called the bottom part of a sling: and this was admitted by Dionysius

Periegetes. Posidonius before him admitted of it also; hut he insisted,

that the greatest length of this projection was in a north and south

direction. This sort of projection is represented in the third number of

the same plate. Number II. represents the same portion of the globe, that

is to say, the northern part of the old continent, as projected in the usual

form, upon the plain of the first meridian.

In the first and second numbers, the two Tri-cuHadris, or islands,

abounding with Cirn'n'a or resplendence, are represented diametrically

opposite, with all due symmetrical arrangement in every part, to which

the Hindus will always sacrifice truth. There are, however, some general

outlines, which are strictly true. There are really three islands, or dwipas

in the south east, and as many in the north west quarter of the old con-

tinent, corresponding exactly, or nearly so, to each other ; and they have

also the same names. The rest of the superstructure owes its origin to

the fertile and inventive genius of the Hindus. The idea, however, is

by no means a modern 'one; nor was it confined to India: for ancient

writers in the west acknowledged two islands, called Cei'ne, one in, the

east, and the other in the west : the latter, called also Cyrene, was placed

near the straits of Hercules; and was said to consist equally of three islands.

The eastern Cei'?ie, it is true, was said to be near the eastern shores of

Africa. This mistaken notion arose, through the information of the

Hindus, who will have it that the dwipa of Lancd really joins the shores

of ^Sancha, Zeng, or Africa, The Nubian geographer adopted this idea, as

well as Arabian writers in general.
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The Gods are represented as travelling from one Tri-cuta to the other

;

and the grand depot for souls after death, is at Yama-puri, in the Penin-

sula of Maided

;

from which, on certain days fixed for that purpose, they

set off together for D'harma-puri in the north west, which they reach after

a painful march of twelve months.

These three islands in the south east, are in general called Lancd; and in

every one of them is supposed to be a city called a Laiicd-puri, and there

is actually a place of that name in Sumatra, according to Mr. Marsden.

The walls of these three cities are of the same metal with the soil of their

respective islands : of course the walls and palaces of Laned-puri in the

Gold-Island, are of that metal
;
and of silver in the Silver-Island. In the

island of iron, brass, stone, or clay, the walls are of these materials : but

more generally they are said to be either of iron or brass. The Gold-Island,

or Suvarna, is also called Maha-Lancd and Md-Lancd

;

from which is

probably derived its modern name of Maided; which is also called

Maldc’hya in the Devi-purdria,

These islands were well known to the ancients, under the appellations

of Chryse, Argyrea, and TaprobanL That of Tapi'obanb, though generally

understood of Ceylon, was also extended to the three islands
;

for

Stephanos of Byzantium says, that Argyrea, the Silver-Island, or Suma-

tra, made part of TaprobanL, and very properly too : for Taprobani is

obviously derived from the Hindi Tdpu-Rdvana, the island, or islands of

Ka'vana, who was the lord of them, and whose name, in the spoken

dialects, particularly in the Dekhin, is always pronounced Ra'ban. Their
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Sa?isc7'it names are Canchana or tlie Gold-Island ; Rajata the silver one,

and Sinhala is Ceylon. On the latter the epithet of Iron-Island is never

bestowed in any book which I have seen : but it is understood as a matter

of course : it was called also the brass country by Ptolemy, though

strangely misplaced by him.

From various documents, through different channels, he has introduced

txvlce in his map of that country, this Tri-cktadri, firsts as three islands

or Peninsulas, and also as three countries on the mainland, under the

names of gold, silver, and brass countries. ]\Ir. Danville has proved

that the Peninsula of Maided, with most of the places belonging to it, are

twice repeated, and made contiguous by him.

In the Gold-Island, or Md-Lancd, is the abode of Yama, called Yama-

puri, or in the spoken dialects Jam-cote, a place well known to Arabian

and Persian writers. It is also called Laned-puri, Lancd-nagara, the town

of Lancd

;

and the straits of Mdldcd are called, in the Purdn'as, Lancd-

du'dra, or the gates of Lancd*, as Ave shall see in the course of this work.

Canca is another name of Yama or Pluto; and as the place of his abode

is in Mdlancd, according to the Purdn'as, the Laned-dwdra or gates of

Lancd, the straits of Mdldcd might be called also with propriety the gates

* Scanda-pur&na, section of Tapuc’hand’a.
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of Canca, Pluto, or Canca-dwdra. This denomination is never used

now by the Paurdriics

;

but there is no doubt, that it was so formerly;

for the Cancador of Ali-Coshgt, and other early Musdman writers, is

obviously derived from Canca-dxvdra, Canca’s door or gate. It is true,

that they make a town of it, which they call also more correctly Cancdmr

for Cancd-nur, which last is acknowledged to be the same with Canca

nagara^ the town of Canca : and in the Dekhin they always say nw' or

nuru, instead of nagar. This town is obviously the same, which is called

Cocco-nagara or Conco-nagara by Ptolemy. The country of Canca is

Cancades'a in Sanscrit; hence Musdman writers call it also Gung-diz,

Cancapuri or Canca nagara is then the same with Yama-puri or Jamcote,

called also in the Purdnas Mahd-Lancd-puri, or Md-Lancd: and it is

probably the same with that called Balanca by Ptolemy, and placed by

him in Long. and in 4° 40' Lat. North. It appears, however, that

Musdman writers understood by it the town of Saha or Zaha

:

for Yama-

puri or Jam-cote is a mythological city and never existed.

We observed before that Ptolemy has introduced into his map the

golden country, island or peninsula, not only twice; but that he has

likewise introduced twice, most of the places belonging to that country.

Accordingly Conco nagara is again noticed under the name of Coccoro

nagara^ or Cocco nagara

;

from which Musdman writers have made

Caracor for Canca-rai-ghur^ the house or place of abode of Canca-ua'ja'

or Yama: but they consider it as the same with Camcanor. This town
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tliey call also Canacor, which is some place in the Gangetic provinces : but

I have shown before, that Canacor or Cancar, was the capital city of the

country of Gancar-deha, or of the Gangaridce in Bengal.

Jum-cote or Lancd-pim, which D’Herbelot writes G'lamcout^ they

place, with the Hindus, in the center of the Peninsula, in five degrees of

Lat. North, and in Long. 17b or 175, according to Abul-Fazil and

others
;
and Ptolemy places Balonca, or Md-Lancd-puri in Lat. 4” 40'

North, and in Long. 162. The Longitude of Lancd or Md-Lancd may

be ascertained from the Purdnas ; a circumstance very unusual. Yama-

puri is declared in these sacred books to be the general rendezvous

of the departed from all parts of the world, and from which they pro-

ceed in a body with a proper guard, composed of the servants of Yama,

to Uharma-puri, which I shall show hereafter to be
.
the purgatory of

St. Patrick in Hiran'ya or Suvarn'eya, the gold island in the west. The

days and distances are accurately described, which summed up amount

to 81,554 Yojanas.* The breadth of the world is 100,000 Ydjanas,

equal to 180“ of longitude: and these 81,554 Yojanas answer of course

to 146" 48', which subtracted from 180 degrees, leave 33; the half

of which 16" 30' is the longitude of Dharma-puri, and added to 146° 50'

will place Md-Lancd or Jum-cote in long. 162“ 20'. For these two

places are at the furthermost extremities of the earth, which forms a

perfect circle, surrounded by a sea, every where of the same breadth.

—

This singular route of the departed will be the subject of a separate

paragraph. It passes through Lidia, in the direction of the first range of

* Gan'es'a Purtin'a.

u
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snowy mountains. The Pandits, whom Abul-Fazil consulted, placed

Cancador 1255 Ybjanas from Lancd, or the peak of Adai^i, which is in

90" of longitude, according to them. Yama-puri is accordingly 1205-f-

Yqjanas from Lancd; some reckon 1242, which will place Yama-puri in long.

178". 22'.

The commentator on the Surya-Sidd’hdnta, has reduced that distance very

much
;
for he says that Lancd, or the three islands, occupy a space of 30

degrees along the equator
;
and this will bring their assumed longitude of

the easternmost shores of Md-Lancd nearer to -its real one.

As Ptolemy places Md-Lancd-puri in the same longitude with the

Pauran'ics, he must have used the same data, and which he had proba-

bly received from the Hindus whom he conversed with at Alexandria. Md-

Lancd being, according to the Paurdn'ics, in the center of the Peninsula, it

must be of course in about five degrees of Latitude North; and there it is

placed by Abul-Fazil: and in 4° ,20' by Ptolemy. Md Lancd \s C2i\\&d.

in the Pardnds Yamala and Malaya ; which last denomination it still retains

It is styled also Canchana-pdda, or with the golden skirts. It may be tran-

slated the country of the golden feet, a title assumed by the Emperors of

Ava, and other Kings of that part of the world; and the Malayan breeze is

as famous in the east, as the Sabcean in the west, and its capital was also

called Saba or Zaba.

In the beginning of the Brahmdnda-purdn'a, it is declared, that the strong

hold of Tama in Tri-cuta, that is to say the Peninsula of Malaca, is 100 Yo-

janas long, and 30 broad, which is sufficiently accurate.
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Ptolemt mentions there a place called Malaiou-colo77, probably from the

Sanscrit ISIalaya-cidam, which implies a place on the borders or shores of

Malaya: the same is called Malctur by Marco-Polo
;
Malaya-tir and

Malaya-ciilam are S}monymous. Peri-mula in Ptolemy, I suppose to be de-

rived from the Sanscrit Pari-AIalaya, which implies the same thing. For it

is probable, that they were acquainted only with the tiram, tir or culam

of the Peninsula: and Canchana-pdda may also signify the foot, skirts of the

golden mountain, or Peninsula.

The next island \s Sumati'a^c^iWed \nthe. Pur anas Rajata, or silver island, the

Argyre of the western geographers, In the Vrihat-catha it is called Nah'cela or

Nalicira and Srtmat, or the fortunate, and synonymous with Srimatra.

That famous island is called now Sumatra, and by former European tra-

vellers Symotta. In the same book, and in the Hitopades'a, it is called

Carpura, or camphire island. In the spoken dialects, that word is pro-

nounced and Ca[fur. Marco-Polo gives the name of Fanfur to one

of its provinces, probably for Canfur or Campar, as it is now called. A
beautiful lake on the island, is mentioned in the Hitopades'a under the name

of Padma'-nilaya, or the abode of Padma-de'vi.

It is also called Mandara in the Purdti'as

:

and as it is represented as a

most delightful country, it may be denominated Su-Mandara; and it was

called Samander by former geographers. But it seems, that this appel-

lation is derived from Samander in the spoken dialects of India, from the

Sanscrit Samudra, which signifies the ocean. The author of the Periplus

mentions an island near the Ganges called Oceanis

;

and El-Edrissi says

that the island of Samandar is near the Ganges. Probably the au-

U2
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tlior of the Periplus confounded it with Sagara island, a name of the

same import, at the mouth of the Ganges and called also Oceanis by

Diodorus the Sicilian.^ The context, however of this author, and of

more modern geographers, show that it cannot be the same island.

—

Salmasius and others improperly laugh at the idea of an island at sea

being called Oceanis. This Oceanis was probably the place of abode of

old Samudra, the old man of the sea, often mentioned in romances

in the east.

The word Samudra, or Samundur, are pronounced, Sumundu, and Mundu

in the dialects of Ceylon; and there is an island of that name mentioned

by ancient geographers in the eastern seas, and supposed by them to be the

same with Taprobanh or Ceylon; but Stephanus of Byzantium says] that

the silver island made part of Taprobanh, which is really the case. It is

also called by them Palai-Sbmmdu, which I take to be a corruption from

Pulo-Simundu, Pulo-Symotta, the island of Simundu, or Symotta. The de-

scription of that island, under the name of Sirnondu, does by no means

agree with Ceylon: but is easily reconciled with Sumatra, though \ve know

but little of the interior parts.

The lai-ge lake called Megisba, with the metropolis, does not exist

in Ceylon, but is probably that extensive lake to the south of Menrtng-

caboxv, mentioned by ]\Ir. Marsden in his map of Sumatra, from wdiich

several large rivers seem to issue. The harbour of Hippuros or Ip-

porus in Pulo-Simundu is called Aypoor by Danville, and Ippu by Mr.

Marsden from the Sa?iscrit and Hindi '‘I-pura or ''I-pu, and in a deri-

vative form Ai pura, the town of the goddess 1 or Bhava'ni. From

this lalce issues the river Andra-guerii or Indergeree, in Sanscrit Imlra-
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girl; because its source is in the girl, or mountain of Indra, or

Maghabd; from whom probably the lake in the plains below was deno-

minated Maghahd or Megishd, according to Pliny, and Padmd-nilaya

or the place of abode of Padma'-de'vi the consort of Vishnu, in the

Hitopades'a.

From this lake issued two rivers, according to Pliny; one called

Palesimundus flowed towards the south, and towards a town of the same

name (perhaps the modern Pakmbang) which was the metropolis of the

island, and had a famous harbour. The river divided then into three streams,

the smallest of which v^as five furlongs broad, and the largest two miles

nearly. Thus I translate this passage of Pliny : for it is impossible that

three such large arms of a river should fall into a harbour. According to

Mr. Marsden, this lake communicates with the river of Pakmbajig

:

for, says

he, the inhabitants avail themselves of this lake in transporting their goods

to, and from Palanbang*

The other river, toward the north^ and supposed to issue from that lake,

was called Cydara

;

probably because it flowed through the country

of Pu or Aru, called T)aru by former European travellers : the capital of

which, on its banks, Avas probably called Cota-Ru, or the town and fort of

Ru. This is the largest river in the island, and of course its source far re-

mote into the interior parts of the country. The river Siac seems to be a

branch of it : and the Campar is supposed to communicate with the river

Indra-giri. Opposite to this, toward the west, another river flows from

the mountains of Indra-giri, and is called Andrapour or Indrapour from

History of Sumatra, p. j).
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\l\e Sanscrit Indra-pura: and I believe that the town is the same which is

called Andra-S'imundu hy Ptolemy, and foisted into Ceylon by him, on-

a supposition that it was the same island with Pulo-Sunundu

;

and I

believe that this is not the only place in Tdprobane, that belongs to Pulo-

Simundu. The mountains of Indra, or Maghabd in the island of Sianatra,

are mentioned in the Vrihat-catdid, under the name of Baldhaca, which

is synonymous with Megha, from its summit being- capped with clouds :

and Indra, who presides over rain, resides above the clouds : hence

he is called Me'ghava'hana, Me'gha-ba'hana, and in conversation

Me'ghaba'n, or the cloud borne. The other mountains in Sumatra,

mentioned in the Vi'that-cat'hd, are Maindca Vrlshabha, and Chacra.

—

Upon these four mountains, as many gods are, in the same book, de-

clared to reside, and to travel occasionally in their self-moving cars

to the White Island in the west, in order to pay their respects to

Vishnu, and his consort Abdhitanaya', or the daughter of the Ocean.'

Ndricela, another name for this island, implies its abounding with cocoa-

nut trees, the leaves of which being agitated by the winds strike

against each other, and seem to repeat the words Boc-hoc or Vac-vac:

or the continual noise which they make is compared by the Hindus to

what is called in Hindi Boc-boc or constant chattering. Sumatra is then

the island of Boc-boc, Vac-vac or Wac-wac of Arabian authors; who say

that the leaves of these trees striking against each other seem to repeat

the word Wac.

Sumatra appears to me to be the same island, in which Jambu-

Lus is supposed to have resided seven years, and from which he went

to Palibothra. The inhabitants, says he, have two tongues, or Ian-
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guages; their own first; and probably the Malay was the other, which

they spoke fluently, but I suppose only in the districts bordering upon

the sea. Jambulus takes notice, that this island abounded with hot

springs, which is true of Sumatra, but not of Ceylon. They had also an

alphabet, consisting of twenty-eight letters, divided into seven classes,

each of four letters. There were seven original characters, which, after

undergoing four different variations each, constituted these seven classes.

They wrote also from top to bottom : and that this was the case formerly

in Sumatra is my opinion,* For the manners of the natives of the

Philippine islands, correspond in so many striking particulars, with those

of the Sumatrans'\ that no doubt can be entertained, says Mr. Marsden,

if not of a sameness of origin, at least of an intercourse and connexion,

in former times, which no longer exists. . They used to write from

top to bottom, till the Spaniards taught them to write from left to right.

The Tagala alphabet in these islands, has certainly great affinity with those

of Sumatra.

The two alphabets of the Sumatrans consist only, one of twenty-

three, and the other of nineteen letters; but it is probable that there

were two sorts of them formerly, as in India, and which w'ere origi-

nally the same. One was used by the more civilized and learned

* Dr. Leyden, who has been lately engaged in inquiries concerning the tribes inhabiting

the islands of the eastern Archipelago, partly confirms this conjecture by.the information, that the

mode of writing, practised by one of the tribes in Sumatra (the Battas), is perpendicular : but

instead of commencing at the top of the line, the writing begins at the bottom. Marsden's

Batta alphabet is stated to be correct, provided the plate be turned in a perpendicular instead

of a horizontal direction. H. T. C.

t History of Sumatra, p. 255.
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classes, and at court; the other was current among the lower classes, whose

poor and barren dialects had fewer sounds to express. Be this as it may,

the elements of their alphabets have -an obvious affinity with those of the

Sanscrit. The Sansctnt alphabet, after striking off the double letters, and

such as are used to express sounds peculiar to that language, has a sur-

prising affinity with the old alphabets used in Europe; and they seem to

have been originally the same. This subject I intend to resume hereafter.

The Emperors of Sumatra, when endeavouring to introduce civilization

into their country, opened an intercourse with India, but more particularly

with the kingdom of Magad'ha, and Palibothra

;

for as Mr. Marsden

judiciously observes*, the Malay language has received no improvement

from the dialects of the Peninsula in India. All the Hindi and Sanscrit
\

words in that language are such as were in use at the court of the Emperors

of India, residing in Bahar, and among the better sort of the inhabitants

of that country.

The Kings of Sumatra call themselves Mahd-rajas to this day; their prime

ministers are called Mantri:-\ which are both Sanscrit terms. In their

language Dewa and Dewata are derived from Deva and Devaid in Sanscrit;

the first of which signifies God, and the other a deity. Among the names of

places in Sumatra, very few are Sanscrit, but the following are undoubtedly

such
;
viz. Indragiri, Indrapura, Ipura or Aipura, Sinha-pura, Singd-pour, or

Sincdpour.

Jajibulus says that this tract of islands, or Lancd, consisted of seven

principal ones : and to this day in the Peninsula, lancd is often called

* As. Res.- V. iv. p, 233.

t Hist, of Sumatra, p. 285, and from Mantri the Portuguese made Mandarin.
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Yail-Lanca or the seven Lancds

;

because it consisted of seven islands.

This information I owe to Mr. Duncan, Governor of Bombay. From

Yail-Lancd former travellers made Ylanca^

Sumatra is perhaps the island of Sabald mentioned in one of the Furh”

lias; and it is the same which is called 'Saivald ov 'Saibald m the, Vdyu

purdn^a, section of the earth, and represented as a mountainous region in

the skirts of Bhadrdsva, or that part of the old continent between the

N. E. and S. E, quarters. From 'Saibald, Apuleius and Aristotle*

probably made Phebol or Psebol, as some learned men are inclined to

read it. The former says, that in the eastern seas, there are two large

islands, [Taprobane and Phebol: Aristotle places the latter opposite

to Arabia, and we have seen before that the Paurdn'ics, Arabian and

Persian authors insist, that Sumatra is close to the continent of Africa.

the island of Sabala is probably the Samil or Shamel of El-Edrissi

and other eastern geographers, who call it also Sabil. The country of

Cephala is noticed by former European travellers; and in the year

1543, adventurers from that country plundered and ravaged part of the

island of Sumatra.-^

jR
'

III. Let us now pass to the third island, or Sinhala, now Ceylon .

—

Its Sanscrit name is, a derivative form from Smha, a lion, and it was

given to it on account of its being inhabited by Sinhalas, or the off-

* Aeistot* de Mundo.

t Hist, of Sumatra, p. 6.

X
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.
spring of a lion.* It i§, however, more generally called Lama in the

Purawas, and is represented there
^
as the country of Havana, or Rdban,

the brother of Cuvera

;

and both were born at the extremities of the

world, in the N. W. As lie was contemporary with Ra'Machandra, if

there ever was such a being, he must have lived about 1800 years before

Christ. The wars of Ra'vana in Lancd, and the adjacent countries,

are famous all over India, anti make an era in the history of Qeylon. Tradi-

tionary legends in that island say, that in consequence of this bloody

war, the island was depopulated, and remained in that state for 1845 years,
/

being only inhabited by Daityas, or rather savage tribes. Ceylon was after-

ward^ called Saldva, or 'Sdlavam according to F. Bartmolomeo, from the

Sdleyas, a certain tribe in India, called also in the Purdn'as 'Sdlavas. The

famous peak of Adam was called 'Sdhnala, or the mountain of 'Sdla. It

is mentioned in the commentary on the Surya-Sidd'hanta

;

in which it is

said, that Maya the offspring of the Sun, by the daughter of the divine

Twashtd in the west, eame from Rbmaca-nagara, or Rome to the moun-

tain of Sdhnala in Lancd, to make tapasya in (honour of the sun, in order

to obtain astronomical knowledge from
,
him. Another name for it is

Sdmdnala from Saiimya~Nala another son of Txcashtd, who built Raima’s

bridge. Txvashtd is the chief engineer of the gads, and his grand-son Maya

of the Daityas.

The appellation of 'Salica, or 'Sdlice, as it was called by ancient

geograghers of the second century, is also a regular derivative form in

Sanscrit, from 'Sdla ox'Sdli: this denomination was unknown to Pliny.

According to F. Bartholomeo, and fonner travellers, Ceylon was called -

* As. Res. y. vii. p. 48.
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Ham, and Ila-nad, Ilanar

;

the country of lid, whicli signifies the earth in

general. Tra-ndd, or Trandte, another name for it, signifies the tliree coun-

tries, meaning I suppose the three islands of Lancd.

The Hindus reckon the longitude from the meridian of' Lancd,

passing through the peak of 'Sdlmala, the place of worship called Rd-

mes'xoara, (or dedicated to Is'wara, with the title of Rama), Avanti or

Ujjain, Meru, and the mountain of Vatsa in Cum or Siberia, which last

is most probably an imaginary place in that country. The place of

Rdma was called Arima by Muselman writers; and they said that it

was under the equator, and exactly half way between the straits of

Alexander or Malaca, and those of Hercules or Gades in the west : and

they gave the name of Gadir or Gades to these two straits, both leading

into two vast Mediterranean seas
; and through Arima the Hindus, and

even some Arabian authors, it is said, made their first meridian to pass.

Ali-Coshgi a Persian astronomer, who lived about 350 years ago, says,

that in his time some Hindus placed their first meridian at Cancadora, or

Jum-cote in the east.* I believe that some of them did so formerly,

and this of course occasioned afterwards some confusion. Their first

meridian then passed through the eastern Cerne, and the last through

the western one, the several islands of which tract were the original

islands of the blessed. When this mode of reckoning was altered, the

meridian was placed in the middle of the world, yet it still passed through

the eastern Cerne; though through a different part of it. This in-

duced them also to bring one extremity of the western Cerne under

the same meridian, probably for the sake of symmetiy, which was cer-

Abulfcdae Cliorasmia*, &c. descriptio ini. Geograph, min vol. iii. p. 9.

X 2
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tainly a sufficient reason with them. Thus the iron peaks of the two Tn
cutddris fell in the same meridian, and the northern one might be

about No'va-Zemhla.

This made me suppose, on my first acquaintance with the Purdnas, that

the White Island was an Utopian land, and I resolved of course to give my-

self no further trouble about it. The ingenious Mr. Bailly would not

have failed, to have considered this projection of the northern Tri-dita, as

a confirmation of his own system. There is another instance of the fondness

of .the Hindus for a symmetrical arrangement, and noticed by Strabo, as

we have seen in the first part. The mountains to the north of India are in an

oblique direction, and the first range of the snowy mountains is in the

same line with Romaca-pattan or Rome^ and Yamapui'i ox Jumcote, as placed

by the Hindus, one at the furthest extremities of the west, and the other

in the same manner toward the east, as represented in the second num-

ber of the accompanying plate. But as this oblique direction of the moun-

tains to the north of India, does not look so well in the mode of projection

adopted by the Hindus, they have represented them in a parallel di-

rection with the equator; and with them Jumcote and Rome. Strabo

highly reprobates that alteration* in the direction of the mountains to the

north of Imlia; and which in his time, had been adopted by geographers

in the west. .

- These two Gadirs,. called the eastern and western gates, by Arab and

Persian authors, are in an oblique direction, and may be called the

terrestrial gates ; for in heaven there are also two gateways, one in the

west in the tropic of Cancer and the other in the east in the other

tropic. These were called the gates of the sun: the southern one was
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denominated the water gate, and the fire gate was in the north. The

souls of the departed ascend through one gate, and those who are to

be born again descend through the other, according to western mytholo-

gists.' The Hindus have also two roads, one in the north or left, and

the other in the south. Those who follow the left path, ascend through

the northern road
;
and those, who follow the right one, ascend through the

southern path.
‘



III.

On the Languages and Literature of the Indo-Chinese Nations.

BY J. LEYDEN, M. D.

THE inhabitants of the regions which lie between India and China,

and the greater part of the islanders of the eastern sea, though divided

into numerous tribes, and equally dissimilar in their languages and man-

ners, may yet with propriety be characterized by the term Indo-Chinese .

—

Situated between India and China, each of which proudly styles itself the

most ancient among the nations of the earth, they have contented them-

selves with more modest claims to antiquity, and professed to borrow from one

or 'other of their neighbours the principal features of their religion, laws

and manners. The dilferent periods, however, at which these were adopted

in dilferent countries, the various degrees of civilization, and the pre-existing

habits on which they were engrafted, have produced a diversity of

national characteristics, by which they are not only distinguished from the

Indian and Chinese nations, but also from one another, notwithstanding

their common mixed origin.O

ft

/

The intei course of Europeans with the Indo-Chinese nations, though, for

the first two centuries after the arrival of the Portuguese in the east,

scarcely inferior to that which was carried on with Lidia or China, was

not of such a kind as to furnish us with a very accurate or extensive know-

ledge of their laws, manners or literature; and for more than a century it

has be«n rather declining than increasing. Neither, since our late rapid ac-
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qulsitions in Indian languages antL literature, have we obtained any impor-

tant aecessions to our information in this ejuarter; though, both political and

literary reasons seem to require them.

The materials of this imperfect sketch were chictly collected in the course

of a voyage, which the state of my health caused me to take to the

eastern isles, in 1805, during which I resided some time at Penang, and

visted Achi, with some other places on the coast of Sumatra and the Ma-

layan peninsula. Cultivating an intercourse with a variety of individuals of

different eastern tribes, I availed myself of the facilities which the situa-

tion presented, to correct the vague ideas which I had previously enter-

tained, concerning tlieir languages, literature and the filiation of their

trilx?s. Though my information was chiefly collected from native sources,

yet it sometimes happened, that these Avere not exactly such as I should

have preferred, had better been attainable
;
and some times too, from the

indifferent state of my health and other causes, I was not able to avail

myself of these sources of information to the extent I could have Avished.

' Feeling myself equally embarrassed by the extent of the' subject, the diffi-

culty of the research, and, perhaps I may add, in some instances, by the

novelty of the investigation, I should haA’e hesitated to lay before the

Asiatic Society these imperfect results, had I had any immediate prospect

“of pursuing the discussion. I do not hoAvever despair of being able, at no

very distant period, to offer some more minute and correct AueAVs of

several of the subjects treated here in a cursory manner; and, at all events,

I trust this attempt to introduce order and arrangement into a subject at

once so extensive and intricate, and to disentangle it from a degree of con-

fusion Avhich seemed almost inextricable, may not be altogether Avithout
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its use; but may, even where I have failed, serve to point out the propei

method of investigation.

The Indo-Chinese nations, at a very early period, seem to have gene-
/

rally embraced the system of Budd’ha. From the want of original

historical documents, we can only conjecture the period at which this

event took place, in the different regions over which it has extended;

but at present it is chiefly confined to the continent. The coasts of the

Malayan peninsula, and of the greater part of the eastern isles, are

chiefly occupied by the Moslems. The original inhabitants, therefore,

l)eing for the most part confined to the interior of these islands, are still

very imperfectly known to Europeans
;

so that it is often impossible to

determine, whether their religious institutions are most connected with

the tenets of Brahma or Budd’ha, and often to reduce them to any

known system. From the names and epithets, however, of some of their

deities, even as given in the vulgar and incurious manner of common

navigators, it is often easy to discover their connexion with the grand

features of Hindu superstition
;

but our notices concerning them are

generally too scanty, and our narratives too erroneous, to enable us to

classify them with absolute certainty. Such is the difference of oriental

and European manners, that the simplest nanator is apt to mingle conjec-

ture with observation; while an absurd affectation of superior sagacity and

a disdain of vulgar superstitions and prejudices, often prevent those who

have had the opportunity of observation, from detailing the most useful

pieces of information, or induce them to reject, as anile and useless fables,

the mythological narratives which would enable us to determine the

origin of a nation or a tribe.
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With the exception of the Malays, and perhaps some rude tribes of

mountaineers, the nations who occupy the countries which extend from

India to China, profess only one religion, and adhere almost solely to the

system of Budd’ha. In so vast an extent of country some diversity of

local institutions is always to be expected ; but the spirit of the system and

its influence on the manners of the people, in the same state of civil-

ization, is essentially the same from Chatigan to China. This system in its

grand features identifies itself with that which prevails in Nepal, Butan,

and Tibkt, and has extended itself over the immense regions of Chin, Cham,

and Japuhi, or China, Tartary, and Japan. Though it does not appear

that all the nations who occupy this prodigious extent of territory

employ the same learned language in the preservation of their sacred

books and religious tracts, yet this is the case with the Indo-Chin^^^

nations, who, with the Singhalese, or inhabitants of Ceylon, uniformly

employ the Bali or Pali, in the sacred compositions of the Bu/dd'hist

sect. This language does not exist as a vernacular tongue, but is the

language of religion, learning, and science, and appears to have exerted

an influence over the vernacular languages of the Indo-Chinese nations,
'

similar to that which t^ie Sanscrit has exhibited among the popular lan-

guages of Hindostan and Dek'hin.

The Malayu language, and the more original languages of the eastern

isles, seem in their original formation, to have been polysyllabic, like

Sanscrit, Pali, and the spoken dialects of India. The modifications which

these languages have, received from a foreign source, seem for the most

part, to have been effected, rather by the immediate agency of Sanscrit^

than of Pali; though the influence of this latter is not to be entirely

V
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excluded. But several of them have been a second time modified, by

the introduction of Arabic, as the language of religion and learning, after

the conversion of several of these tribes to the Mahummedan

The vernacular Indo-Chinese languages on the continent, seem all to be, ^

in their original structure, either purely monosyllabic, like the spoken

languages of China, or they incline so ^ much to this class, that it maybe

strongly suspected, that the few original pol}'^syllables which they contain,

have either been immediately derived from the Pali, or formed of coalescing

monosyllables. These languages are all prodigiously varied by accen-

tuation, like the spoken languages of China; and every foreign modifica-

tion which they have received seems to have been immediately derived

from the Pali.

In the paucity of existing monuments, relative to the Indo-Chinese

nations, no better method presented itself, either for classing their tribes,

or laying a, foundation for historical researches, than by examining the

mutual relation of the several languages which are current among them.

This method, when applied on an extensive"* scale, is always the surest

clue for developing the origin of a nation, and indicating the revolutions

to Vvhich it may have been subjected, either by foreign conquest or coloni-

zation. After the relations of the language itself, the ancient monuments

and compositions, preserved in it, claim our regard
;

and I have therefore

noted, under their respective heads, such as have come to my knowledge;

premising that my opportunities of procuring this species of information

have been very unfavourable, and of examining them, very limited.
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Tha Indo-'Chinese languages

order.

Polysyllabic languages.

1 Mal^yu,
^

2 J^wa,

3 BfigJs,

4 Bima.

5 Batta,

6 G41a, or TagSla.

The learned

14 Pa

be considered in the following

Monosyllabic languages.

7 Rukheng,
8 B^rma,

9 M6n,
10 T'hay,

11 Kh6hmen,
12 L&w,
13 Anarn.

language.

" I. Malayu.—The Malayu language, so pronounced in the Malaya

peninsula, but by Europeans generally denominated Malay^ is used by the

numerous and enterprising nation of that name, who are termed Khek by

the Siamese, and Masu by the Ba?'?nas. This language, which from its

sweetness, has been termed the Italian^ and from its widely extended use

the Hindostani of the East, though it coincides with the monosyllabic

languages in its general construction and analogies, is properly polysyllabic

in its form. ‘ Having spread itself over a great extent of country, not

only in the Malaya ptmm\A?L, but far among the eastern isles; and having

been propagated by a race more skilled in arms than in letters, it has

branched out into almost as many dialects as states, by mixing in different

proportions with the native languages of the aboriginal races. This is the

circumstance which renders the investigation of the origin and relations

of the Malayu language a matter of difficulty, as it becomes necessary to

examine the history of the nation, as well as the structure and com-

position of the language itself. Though used by a nation of comparatively

Y 2
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late origin, at least with respect to the principal features which it at present

presents, the history of this nation is still very obscure, rather, it may be

presumed, from the want of investigation, than from the want of materials

for its illustration. The history of the origin and progress of the Malayu

tongue, of course partakes of this obscurity; but notwithstanding the

great diversity Avhich occurs in the spoken dialects, in the bazar jargon,

or as the Malays term it, the Basa Dagang, of the several Malay states,

the Basa Jami or written language of composition, is nearly the same in

all ; and the popular, or vernacular languages, are reckoned pure, in pro-

portion as they approximate to the written language.

Assuming therefore the Basa Jazci as the standard of comparison, the

Malayu language, in its present state, consists of three principal component

parts. The first of these, which is rather the most copious and current

in the language of conversation, may, perhaps, in the present state of our

knowledge, be regarded as original, though it is not only connected with

the insular languages, but with some of the monosyllabic, as Bdrma and

T'hay. The second, which is obviously derived from the Sanscrit, is rather

inferior in the number of vocables to the first, though as far as regards

general use, greatly superior to the third part, which is derived from the

Arabic. As a spoken language, the Malayu exists in the greatest purity

in the tin countries, or the peninsula of Malaya, which is obviously the

Temala of Ptolemy. Temala is a regular derivative from the Malay vocable

tema, which signifies and from this, among other circumstances, we

may be permitted to infer the high antiquity of the basis of the Malay-

language, from its giving name to the Cassiterides of the east. The

Malayu language is spoken in its greatest purity in the states of Kiddeh
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or Tanna Say, Pera'k, Salangdr, Kiltung, Johor, Tringgano, Pahang, and

as far as Patani, where it meets the Siamese. Among the western Malays

in general, it is spoken with more purity than among the more easterly

isles, but on the coast of Sumatra, or Pul6tv Purkhu, it is intermixed

with the Batta and other original languages. The Menangkabaw race, who

seem at an early period to have ruled the whole island of Sumatra, whose

chief assumes the name of Maha' Ra'ja' of Ra-ja's, and derives his origin

from Lank&pura, speak a dialect of Malayu, which differs considerably

from that of the peninsula ; but which seems, as far as I can judge, to

coincide in many respects with the Jawa or Javanese language. The race

have probably derived their origin from Lankapura in Java. The Malayu

dialects of tliykv and Linga seem to be mixed with Javanese, as are

those of the Malay states on the island of Java. The dialect of Piintiana

and Sambas, is purer tlian that of Borneo or of Banjar

;

but that of

Passir, on the east coast of Bojiieo, is greatly mixed with the original

language of Celebes, or the Bikgts. The Malays of Celebes speak a dialect

greatly mixed with Bugis, while those of the Moluccas and the more

eastern isles have adopted such a multitude of foreign words, that their

dialect sometimes seems to be quite a different language. The simpli-

city of structure which the Malayu language possesses, in common

with those of the monosyllabic class, greatly facilitates this adoption of

foreign terms
;
and the practice is so prevalent in the more easterly isles,

that the term Basa Timor, or the eastern language, is currently applied to

every kind of jargon.

As the language, from its wide extent and the adventurous spirit

of the nation, seems to have exerted, in the eastern isles, a modifying
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influence, similar to that of the Sanscrit in Hindostan and Dekhin^ and

‘ of the Pali among the Indo-Chinese nations
;

it becomes necessary to

examine it somewhat more particularly
;
especially as some of the opinions

I have been led to adopt concerning it, are somewhat different from those

which have been entertained by names of great authority.

The Malay language, according to Marsden, whose opinion has been

rather admitted than confirmed by Sir W. Jones, is “ a branch or dialect

of the widely extended language, prevailing throughout the islands of the

Archipelago, to which it gives name, (which may be understood to Com-

prehend the Sunda, Philippine, and Molucca islands) and those of the South

"Sea; comprehending, between Madagascar on the one hand, and Easter

Island on the other, both inclusive, the space of full 200 degrees of lon-

gitude. This consideration alone,” adds that able author, “ is sufficient

to give it claim to the highest degree of antiquity, and to originality,, as far

as that term can be annlied. The various dialects of this speech, though

they have a wonderful accordance in many essential properties, have ex-

perienced those changes which separation, time, and accident produce;

and, in respect to the purposes of intercourse, may be classed into several

languages, differing considerably from each other In another paper,

published in the Archieologia, vol. VI. this able author has successfully

exhibited a variety of instances of coincidence, both in sound and signifi-

cation, between the J\Ialay and several of the eastern dialects. By

* Asiat. Research. Vel. IV.
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attempting to prove too much^ however, I apprehend, tliat he has failed

essentially. He has pointed out a few coincidences, but has left the mass

of the language totally unaccounted for’; and as the few coinciding words

may all have been derived from a common source, it is 'perhaps a more

natural inference to conclude that they have all been modified by some

general language, than with Sir W- Jones, to determine that the parent

of them all has been the Samcrit. The same author, in his history of

Sumatra, seems inclined to think that the Malay language was indigenous

in the Malay peninsula, from which it extended itself among the eastern

isles, till it became the lingua franca of that part of the globe. The author

of the description of Siam, in the modern part of the Universal History,

not only assigns a very different origin to the language, but accounts in a

very different manner for its uncommon extent. Describing Malacca, he

observes, “The Malayan tongue is formed out of the languages of the

different nations which resort hither, by selecting the choicest words

ill each. Hence it is reckoned the most agreeable and elegant in all the

Indies, whieh quality, joined to its use in trade, causes it to be learned

by the remotest eastern people.” A language, formed according to this

ingenious idea of selection, might probably be remarkably agreeable and

elegant, but it would be still more remarkable, as a new plitenomenon in

the history of nations. It would certainly be a very uncommon occurrence

in the history of mankind, to discover a nation so choice in matters of

abstract sound, and so refined in their organs of hearing, as to take the

trouble to learn a copious and unknown language, for the mere abstract

pleasure of gratifying this delicate sense or appetite for sweet vocalic

sounds. Nevertheless, though the author is a little unfortunate in his
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doctrine of causes, the fact to which he alludes is worthy of attention

;

for it is not necessary to possess a very minute knowledge of the Malayu

language, to be able to call its originality in question. It may be safely

affirmed, that neither the Malay lingua franca of commerce, nor any of

the maritime dialects of Malayu existed previous to the era of Mahummed,

in a state similar to that in which they appear at present; and these

dialects seem to comprehend all that are usually included under the

denomination of the Malayu language.

The Malayu language, in this limited sense, is obviously indebted to

two foreign sources, for the majority of the vocables which compose it,

^d these are the Samait and the Arabic.

The connection between the Sanscrit and Malayu was first remarked by

Sir W. Jones, and Mr. ISIarsden has confirmed the fact, by about

fifteen examples, selected, as he says, with little pains, from a Malay

dictionary, which had he been acquainted with the Sanscrit language, he

might with very little labour, have extended to fifteen hundred, or perhaps

five thousand- Many of the Sanscrit words in the Malayu^ as he observes,

are such as the progress of civilization must soon have rendered necessary,

being frequently expressive of mental feelings, or such modes of thinking

as naturally result from the social habits of mankind, or from the evils

which tend to interrupt them. Many of the names of the common objects

of sensation are also of Sanscrit origin; nevertheless, the simplest part of-

the Malayu language, and that which is most indispensable to its existence

as a distinct tongue, is certainly not derived from the Sanscrit.
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With respect to the connection between Arabic and Malayu^ Marsden

observes, that the latter language abounds with Arabic words, which

writers affect to introduce, because this display of literary skill is, at the

same time, proof of their religious knowledge. He adds, that these

words are generally legal or metaphysical terms, borrowed from the Koran,

or its commentaries, that they are never expressive of simple ideas, are

rarely used in conversation, and, with few exceptions, seem never to have

been thoroughly incorporated into the language. This account of thc-

introduction of Arabic into Malayu is unexceptionably just, excepting

with respect to the use of Ai'abic terms in conversation, which is affected

by all Malays who have any pretensions to literature. The number of

Arabic vocables too, that have been introduced into Malay compositions,

though certainly inferior to those of Sanscrit origin, are considerably more

numerous than might be supposed from this statement; or rather,, as in

Persic and Turki, it is difficult to assign any bounds to their introduc-

tion, 'but the pleasure of the writer. It may also be observed here, that in

the Malayu language, Arabic plurals are very commonly used as singulars,

as often happens in Tw'ki, and other dialects which admit of a mixture of

Arabic. Marsden has mentioned another peculiarity, in which Arabic

vocables, adopted by the Malayu^ differ from adopted Sanscrit terms.

While the Arabic words retain their peculiar and harsh pronunciation, those

of Sanscrit origin are softened down, and assimilated with the rest of the

language. This observation must likewise be taken with many limitations

;

for numerous words, of Arabic origin, are so completely assimilated to the

Malayu pronunciation, that they are no longer capable of .being recog-

nized, even by a native Arab, unless by attention to their radicals; the

Z
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ain and gham, in particular, excepting in religious terms, are very

generally converted into Aiif and Gaf, both in writing and pronunciation.

It is certain, however, that Arabic words are naturally untractable, and are

apt to have a foreign appearance when assumed into any other language,

in spite of all modifications. The Arabic is a languag'e so complete in itself,

and so peculiar in its structure, that it is as little capable of coalescing

neatly with any other language, as a curved line with a straight one.

Marsden has likewise hazarded an opinion, that the polish, which the

Malayu has derived from Sanscrit or Hinduvi, has been obtained imme-

diately from the natives of Guzerat^ previous to the debasement of the

genuine Hinduvi of the northern provinces, by the mixture of Arabic

nouns, and the abuse of verbal auxiliaries. The resort of the people
I

of Guzerat to Malacca, he adds, “ is particularly noticed by De Barros

and other authentic writers
;

and it is well known that the Hindu lan-

guage has been preserved with more purity in that, than in any other

maritime province of India." To this, it is sufficient to answer that the

Sanscrit vocables, adopted in Malayu and Guzerdti, are generally pre-

served purer in the former than in the latter; that the Guzerdti has no

pretensions to be considered as a pure dialect of Hinduvi, but on the -

contrary, is one of the very first that was corrupted by a mixture of Arabic,

and that long prior to the period mentioned by De Barros. The Bengali

language itself, corrupted in pronunciation, as it certainly is, might have

been more safely adopted, as the medium for the introduction of Sanscrit

vocables into Malayu. Many Sanscrit words that are in current use in

Bengdli, likewise occur in Malayu, with almo&t the very same pronunciation.
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Of this it is easy to produce a multitude of instances. The following are

€uch as present themselves spontaneously

:

Beng. Malay,

Tot’iiapi Tatapi

Puna!) Pun

Tutkale Tiitkala

Bongslj Bangsu

Kichliu or Kichlii Kichi

Inggit, a signal Ingat

Barling, a gift, a thing, a quality. Barang-barang,

but, however,

farther, again,

then.

a race or family,

a little.

notice,memory,

any thing.

But it is needless to adduce further instances ;
as the Malay history

and the language itself, exhibit traces sufficiently clear, to direct us to

the region, with which the Malays had the most frequent intercourse, at

an early period, and from which their language seems to have received the

most considerable modifications, and that is the ancient kingdom of

Kalinga. Here I am again under the necessity of dissenting from

Marsden’s opinion. He says, “ It is evident, that from the Telinga, or

the Tamool, the Malayan has not received any portion of its improvement.”

I apprehend that the express reverse of this opinion is evident; for the

Malays^ at this very period, know the Coromandel coast by no other name

than Tanna Kelmg, the land of Keling or Kalinga

:

a multitude of com-

positions, current among them, profess to be translations from the Basa~

Keling^ or Kalinga language; and the Malay

u

language contains a great

number of words that are Tamul^ Malayalam, and Telinga

;

though neither

Sanscrit, Hinduvi, nor Guzerdti

;

and a variety that are only to be found in

Telinga, the vernacular language of the Kalinga Desa.

- Z 2
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For the same reasons that I infer an ancient intercourse to have subsisted

between the Malays and Kalingas, I am induced to think that a very

intimate connection subsisted, at a very early period, between the Malays

and Javanese. Not only the proximity of the island of Java, and the

constant intercourse between the Malays and Javanese, point to this con-

nection, but the whole of Malay literature, the state of the language, and

the whole series of Malay history, confirm it. It is from the Javanese

that the Malays profess to have received all their earlier mythological

fables ; and a great variety of their books profess to be translations from

that language: even in compositions professedly translated from the Keling

language, the Javanese name of the story is often mentioned : and almost

every Sanscrit term, that occurs in Malaya, is likewise to be found in the

Basa Dalam Jawa, the high language of Java, or rather the latiguage of

the interior; though a multitude of Sajisci'it words, current in the Javanese

language, are not to be found in the Malayu. Besides many of the

Malay states, and those of the greatest antiquity, are known to have

been founded by Javanese adventurers, anterior to the arrival of the

Arabs: and if the historical traditions of the Malays were better known,

there are many reasons for supposing, that more of them would be found

to claim the same origin.

The greater part of the words of Sanscrit origin, found in Malayu, do

not appear to have been introduced through the medium of the Bali. In

many instances,' the Malayu form approaches nearer the pure Sanscrit

than even the Bali itself
;
and many mythological stories exist in Malayu,

and mythological characters are introduced in them, that as far as I have
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been able to learn, do not occur in Ball compositions at all, nor in any

of the Indo-Chinese languages of the continent.

But after assigning the Arabic and Sanscrit vocables to their propei"'-

sources, a large proportion of words in the language will still remain

unaccounted for ; and these words too, expressive of the most simple

class of pur ideas, and the most remarkable objects in nature. This part

of the lang-uage, which in comparison of the rest, may be termed native

or original, Marsden attributes to what he reckons the original insular

language of the South Seas ; and this original language, again Sir W. Jones

pronounces a derivative from the Sanscrit. That it is not Sanscrit, a very

slender knowledge of the two languages is sufficient to evince
;

and if

this original part should itself turn out to be derived, as 1 apprehend,

from different sources, the idea of an original insular language will fall to

the ground. Now there are a variety of reasons for supposing that this

part of the Malayu language, which might be imagined the most simple

and original, is in reality, more corrupted and mixed, than those parts

which are confessedly derived from a foreign source. Several of the

Malayu terms, which express the most simple and remarkable objects in

nature, appear to be only gross auricular corruptions of true regular terms

in the more ancient eastern languages, as Jawa, Bugis, T'hay, and Barma;

and many of the simplest objects are not distinguished in Malayu by simple

words, but by compound metaphorical and significant terms. The omission

of the first syllable, in words derived from a foreign language, whether

ancient or modern, is a frequent practice in the Malayu language : thus

the Sanscrit Avatara becomes Bitara, and thus rumbhlum, the moon, in

Jamncscy becomes Bulun in Malayu—and MdptUi, which signifies white, in
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Bug'is, becomes puti in Malayu. Again the metaphorical term mata~han,

which literally signifies the eye ot clay, is the only native term for the

sun
;
though Chinlcerwala, a corruption of the Bali term Chakrawala, has

been adopted in the higher dialect, or poetical style, termed the Basa

Dalam. The Malay term tuhin which signifies the aged, is used as

synonymous with Jllahfaala, which they have adopted from the Arabic.

A number of Tliay vocables occur in Malayu

;

but, for the most part, they

are neither expressive of our simplest ideas, nor of the most remarkable

objects in nature, excepting perhaps ku, the contracted term of Aku, I,

in Malayu, which is the same in T'hay or Siamese. A variety, however,

of important words seem to have been adopted from the Barma language,

especially in the verbal auxiliaries
;
and in most of these instances, it may

be observed, that the Malayu pronounciation coincides better with that of

Tavay, or Tinnau, than with that of the Barmas proper. Thus the substan-

tive verbal auxiliary of the present, adda, seems to be only a modification

of the more simple da or de of the Barma language. The past suda of the

Barma syi dk, tlie auxiliary of the future jadi of the Barma rade,

pronounced ya-de or ja-de, maw, will or may, is a modification of the

Barma Mi, or minh', and the permissive auxiliary leh of the Barma 16.

Of the connection of the Malayu with any of the spoken dialects of

China, it is more difficult to speak with accuracy, in the present state of our

knowledge. Barrow, and some other authors of reputation, are inclined

to attribute the origin of the Malay tribes to the nations of China
; and

that author observes, that many words, in the languages of Sumatra, are

similar in sound to Chinese vocables; and that the corresponding words

generally express the same idea in both languages. Of the value of this

opinion it is not easy to speak in correct terms, for the proper Chinese
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languages, are at least ten in number, and the dialects of Sumatra^ vary

almost as much, on a small scale, as the dialects of the Chinese

;

and to

jumble together a number of corresponding words in all those dialects, may

therefore be no very difficult task. Some coincidences there certainly

are, between the Malaga and the Chinese-Mandarin language; thus in

tlie first personal pronoun, saya and gua, which both signify / in Malayu^

very nearly coincide with the Chinese seab and wgo, which have the same

signification
;

but, on the whole, these coincidences seem neither very

numerous nor important..

The Malayu language is extremely well fitted for being 2, Lingua Franca;

or -general medium of communication among the eastern isles, by the

smoothness and sweetness of its tone, and the simplicity of its structure

and construction. Its simple pronouns indicate rank and situation, and

are almost as numerous Chinese ; but the different dialects of the

Malayu vary considerably, both in the use of the pronouns and of the

verbal auxiliaries. It may also be observed, that the more mixed and -

impure any dialect of Malayu is, it is more verbose,' more indefinite in its

expressions, and more loaded with useless auxiliaries and epithets, which

encumber the language, without adding either elegance, force, or dig-

nity. The beauty and elegance of the Malayu is its simplicity
;

and the

purity of its minor dialects may often be ascertained, by this criterion

alone.

The literature of. the Malays^ though the language is well adapted for

poetry, is not distinguished by many features of originality. A degree of

monotony and repetition, occurs in all the compositions of the monosyllabic
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languages, which has a great tendency to damp the ardour of composition,

and extinguish poetical fire. The construction of the is analogous

to that of the monosyllabic languages, and there is also considerable

similarit}' in the character of its compositions. The most favourite species

of composition among the Malays, is the Panttin, a word which is

generally translated song, but which perhaps might with more propriety

be rendered simile or proverb, as it consists of a simile, proverb, or

apophthegm versified, and its application, A Pantun is a rhyming quatrain,

and is always restricted to four lines
;
hence it affects a kind of oracular

brevity, which is very difficult to be comprehended by Europeans, who can

seldom perceive any connection between the similitude and the application.

The Malays.dX\£gc, that the*application of the image, maxim, or similitude,

is- always accurate
;
but it may be suspected that if one half of the verse be

for the sense, it often happens that the other is only for the rhyme, as in

the ancient Welsh triads of triplets, in which there is professedly no

connection between the natural image and the moral maxim. These

Pantuns the Malays often recite, in alternate contest, for several hours;

the preceding Pantwv always furnishing the catch-word to that which

follows, until one of the parties be silenced or vanquished, or as the Malays

express it, be dead, suda mati. Many of these Pantuns bear no Inconsid-

erable resemblances to the Dohras and Kubitas in the ancient Hmduvi and

Vruja dialects of Hindostan.

The Sayer is another species of composition, which is analogous

to the Persic Musnevi. Moral, poems, resembling the Pundnam^is

of the Pey'sians, didactic works, or descriptive compositions and

legendary or heroic narratives, are composed in ‘this, measure. The
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Cheritra or Hikaiat^ also denominated Chitra and Kuggawin, from the

Javanese, is more generally written in prose, but frequently intermixed

with verse, both in the measures of the Sayer and Pantun. These Che-

ritras contain the mythological stories current among the Malay tribes,

and also fragments of their history, embellished in a poetical manner.

The three great sources of all the Malay legends are the Javanese, Keling

and Arabic languages, but in the compositions of latter date, the characters

and incidents are so mixed, that it is not always easy to determine to

which of these sources they ought to be referred. There is also one class

of stories which the learned Malays term Susupun, I imagine from an

ancient dynasty of Javanese princes to whom they relate. Some of these

legends also coincide in the general story with those of the Siamese,

as ^Malay Selimbari with the Siamese Khunp'hen; and the Hikaiat

Shah Murdan with the Siamese Lin-tong. When characters familiar in San-

scrit mythology are introduced into the Malay legends, their adventures

are generally transferred by -the Malays to the interior of Java; and

even Arabian characters are often represented as performing their adventures

in the Malay countries.—Many of these narratives exist both in prose

and verse, and of several there seem to be two editions
; one derived

immediately from the Javanese language, and which commonly contains a

considerable number of Javanese vocables; the other from the Keling, which

often contains a certain proportion of words more immediately derived from”

the Sanscrit and Telinga.

Of 'this latter class are probably tlie narratives termed Hikaiat

Pindawa, or Pandit stories, which seem popular versions, or rather

A a
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abridgements, of the different parts of the Mahabh'arata

;

some of which,

in reality, give tlie outline of the story, as faithfully as the popular

abridgements of it, which I have perused in Mahrdta, Tamul or Ttlinga.

I am only acquainted with the following Malay Hikaiats of this class

:

Pindawa Lima, the story of the five PanddiS ; Pindawa Jaya, the victory

of the Pandas ; Pindawa Btrjuddi^ the gaming of the Pandas; Pindaww

Pinjam ball, the Pandas borrowing a Palace; Pindawa berjexcal kapur,

the Pandas selling lime. The Hikaiat Malta Raja Puma of Purichu

Nikassan, or account of the contest between Brahma and Vishnu, pro-

fesses to be translated from the Keling of the dramatist Mungakarta

Niga'ra. The Sah-Sipundia, or history of a Keling Rajah, is probably

derived from the same source. The Hikaiat Sri Rama is reckoned a

Susupun story, as are the Kusama Indra or history of Indra, the Balinta

Sena^ the Safi Kobut, or history o.fr the
,
war with, the Apes, the Rajah

ular Ninggawong, the Hikaiat Bidoc Sari, the Hikaiat Raja Pike?'-

?nadi or Vicramaditya Gheritra, the Hikaiat lje?'ma Rajah,

and the Hikaiat Kalil o Damna or Malays version, of the Kalil o

Dumna.

The following are Javanese relations, the Hikaiat Chikkil Wunnung-

puttii Rajah of Kirripun, in the interior of Java, the Hikaiat Parana

Tamasa, or the love adventures of a chieftain of Minjapahit, in Java,

composed by Andika, the Kildna Perbajaya Cheritra, or story of

a prince of Kirripun, the Misa Pei'bujaya Chei'itra, the Misa

Kiamong (Pheriti'a, or history of a Princess of; Daha, in Java, carried

off by Tjmu'ngu'ng Bapang Chakar Bima, and rescued by-
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Bitara Kala; the Jaran Kilinang Cherltra\ the Ratu Bader Kisna

Cheritra; the Panga TVitin, or history of Inu Kuhtaputti; the

Gambar Wira-Putra; the Gambar Sri Ratu Anum-Ani Malayu, or

history of Gambar Sri, Princess of Daha and Raja Anu'm of

Malaya; the Naga Bisaru, or history of a Princess of Daha, who

was transformed into a snake, and confined in a lake, the Putti

Kola Bisnu or history of Vishnu, the Kinta-Buhin, or history of a chief

of Banjarkulin in Jaxja, the Kilana Jayang Sittru, or history of Radix

Jaran Tinanglu, the Angling Dermam Raja-Cheritra, and the

Hikaiat Parang Puting, or history of tlie hatchet without the handle.

To the same source are probably to be referred the following,

if they are not purely of Malay composition
; the Hikaiat Pelan-

dhk Jinaka, or history of the sagacious hogdeer. The Hikaiat

Burung Pinggey, or history of a wonderful bird. The Deva Mandu

Cheritra, the Sayer Sri Batin, the Hikaiat Bian and the Hikaiat Rajah

Boodak.

The following are modifications of Arabic narratives,' accommodated^

however, to the peculiarities of the Malayu manners and customs.

—

The Hikaiat Amir Humda. The Hikaiat Rajah Kheiber, the chief of

the Jezvish tribe of Kheiber in Arabia!" The Hikaiat Rajah Hinduk,

the Hikaiat Mahummed Hanifah, the Hikaiat Khajeh Maimm, the

Hikait Kblis, the Hikaiat Rajah Shah Murdan, the Hikaiat Sultan

Ibrahim-ibn-Adhem, the Hikaiat Sekunder Dulkharneini. The Koran is

also translated into Malayu in the same paraphrastic manner as into

Persic.

Aa 2
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There are many Malayii compositions of a liistorical nature, though

they are not so common as' the classes that have been enumerated: such

as the Hikaiat Rajah-bangsu, which I have not seen, but which has

been described to me as a genealogical history of the Malay Rajahs.

The Hikaiat JSIalaka, which relates the founding of that city by a

Javanese adventurer, the arrival of the Portuguese and the combats of

the Malays, with Albuquerque and the other Portuguese commanders.

The Hikaiat Pitrajaya-Putti, or history of an ancient Rajah of Malacca,

the Hikaiat A chi, or history of Achi or Achin in Sumatra and the

Hikaiat Hang-Tuha, or the adventures of a Malay chief during the

reign of the
.
last Rajah of Malacca, and the account of a Malay

embassy sent to Mekka and Constantinople, to request assistance against

the Portuguese, Such historical narratives are extremely numerous;

indeed there is reason to believe that there is one of^ every state

or tribe; and though occasionally embellished by fiction, it is only

from them that we can obtain any outline of the Malay history, and

of the progress of the nation. The juridical customs or traditions of

the Malays have likewise been collected into codes of different antiquity

and authority. Among those of the greatest authority are the Undang

Undang, and the Addat Malayu. The most ancient of these regulations,

however, appear to have (been adopted from the Javanese and Bugis.

Particular states have at different periods composed peculiar regulations;

as the Addat Kiddeh, which were compiled by Rajah Shah Alum, in An.

Heg. 1151.

No dramatic coompsitions, in the Malayu language, have fallen, as

yet, into my hands, though many of them are said to exist. Scenic
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exhibitions, termed “ Wayang-xvayang, were till lately, very common in

the peninsula of Malayu, but arc now represented as less frequently ex-

hibited. The subjects of the Malayu dramas are the same as those of

their histories and romances, from which, like the dramatic compositions

of the Siamese and Chinese, they only differ in assuming the form of

dialogue and soliloquy, the progress of the incidents being generally the

same.

The following specimens of the Malayu Pantun and Sayer will exhi-

bit the measure of the verse and the style of the composition. The first

Pantioi is a challenge to engage in a poetical contest. The rest exhibit

the peculiar images introduced, and the manner of presenting them in the

Pantun. ' ~

Tuan bulu, saya tumiang

Marileli kita berkiler taji

Tuan sapulu, saya sumbilan

Marileh kita bersindir nyani.

You are a bamboo and I am but a slender twig;

Yet come on, let us sharpen our weapons :

You are as ten, and I am only as nine;

Yet come, let us contend in ironical verse.

Boah dilama ber pangsu pangsu

Samajuga bijinya merah

Jangan tuan berpilis bangsu >

Samajuga daranya merah.

The pomegranate has many partitions.

But the seed is equally red in them all :

Do not give an undue preference to a race of men.

For the blood is equally red in them alL
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Boah mamplum deri Patani

Masa sabiji de kulum rusa

Tuan Islam saya Nasrani

Sama sama manangung dusa.

Of all the Mangoes of Patani

A ripe one is but a mouthful to a stag ;

You are a Moslem and I a Christian,

But we must equally bear our own faults.

Batang padi jangan de rurut

Kalu de rurut riisa batangnya

Hati muda jangan de lurut

' Kalu de turut rusa badinya.

Shake not the rice stalk.

If you shake it the stalk is ruined

:

Do not yield to youthful inclination.

If you yield your person is ruined.

Siri kuning deri Patani

Pinang muda deri Malika

Puti kuning ana’k Nasrani

Itu membawa badin chilaka.

The yellow betel leaf of Patani,

The fresh betel-nut of Malacca,

A white yellow Christian damsel.

Bring a person to total ruin.

The following passage of the Selimbaii is given as a specimen of

the Sayer verse, in which the Malay romances and moral poems are

generally composed. In both measure and style they exhibit con-

siderable resemblance to the ancient English and French romances
;

there

is little variety of pause or accent, and the line consists indifferently of

eight or nine syllables, one long syllable being reckoned equivalent to

two short.
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Tulkala tuan lunkah de natang

Mata mamanclang sepiirti bintang

Cliahianya limpah gilang guinilang

Tcadal6h abang dapat mamandang

Pipinya bagei paii de lalang

Bersambiit dangan lehernya jinjaiig

Paras sepiirti guinbar dan wayang

Bararrg de makan berbayang bayang

Daliinya bagei sahari biiluii

Kinningnya bintiili bagei detillang

Lain de ambil jadikan tulim

Mamaki chinchin permata Silun

Clianggeynya panjaiig ber kilat kilat

Sepurti mutiara suda terieat

Pinggangnya ramping terlalu chantik

Leher laksana gumbar delaja'k

Mungluarkan kata yang patdh chirdik

Bibirnya bagei patey chicliarik

'Teada mamdki laku ber saja

Giginya itam bukkus ber baja

Chartik moilik gilang de Raja

Bersiinting kutum biinga Seraja,

Parasnya el6k bukun kapalang

Intahkan jiwa garangan hilang

Kapada mata suda terpandang

Teadaleh dapat kumbali pulang.

When my mistress looks forth from her window,

Her eye sparkling like a star,

Its brilliant rays glancing and glittering

Her elder brother cannot support its lustre ;

Like the red mangoe is the hue of her cheek.

Becoming her tapering neck.

Traversed with shadows whenever she swallows

;

Her features like those of a statue or scenic figure.

Her forehead like the new moon in its fii'st day.

Her eye-brows curved, so fair I could devour her.

Long has she been chosen to be my mistress.
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Wearing a ring set with gems of Ceylon,

Her long nails shining like lightning,

Transparent as a string of pearls.

Her waist slender and extremely elegant.

Her neck turned like a polished statue.

Eloquent in the enunciation of her words.

Her parting lips like the crimson red wood

Not by dress, but by herself adorned ;

Black are her teeth stained with baja powder, ,
%

Graceful, slender, appearing like a queen.

Her locks adorned with the Sernja flowers,

• Her features beautiful with no defect of symmetry.

My soul is often fluttering ready to depart.

Glancing eagerly forth from my eyes.

And quite unable to return to its station.

The character generally used by the Malays, is a modification of the

Arabic; and, in addition to the proper Arabic alphabet, the Malayu

uses six letters, of which one is the Pcj'sic chi, a second the shirred

dal, of the Hindostani, two more correspond in power to the Persic and

Hindustani pa and ga, but are written of a different form, and the

remaining two, nga and nya, are peculiar in form, but correspond to the

nasals of the first and second series of the Deva-Nagari alphabet. The

Malays of Java, how'ever, often use the Javanese character, to express

their own language, as those of Celebes do the Bugis. In the Moluccas, the

Latin character has obtained some degree of currency, even among

the Malays, and is sometimes used by them to express the Malayu

language.

The Malayu language was one of the first cultivated in the cast by

Europeans. The first attempt to form a grammar or dictionary of it, as

far as I know, was made by David Haex, who published in Malayu and
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Dutch, a vocabulary with some grammatical observations. At the

request of Cardinal Barberini, the Dutch was rendered into Latin, and

published with the Propaganda types at Rome, l631, under the title

of “ Dictionarium Malaico-Latinum et Latino-Malaicum, opera ct studio

Davidis Haex.” This is a work of some merit, but seems to

have been composed in the Moluccas, and inclines to the Basa Timor,

or eastern dialect of the Malayu. The author has given a short list of

Tarnata and Portuguese words, that have been adopted into Malayu,

and some useful observations on the phraseology. Professor Tiiun-

BERG, probably by mistake, mentions this work as published in 1 707.

It seems to have served among the Dutch, as a basis for similar compi-

lations. The ‘‘ Malaica Collectanea Vocabularia,"' or collection of vocabu-

laries, was printed at in 1707-8, in 2 vols. 4to. and the Diction*

arium of te JVoord ende Spraak bock hi de Dutsche en de Maleysche Tale^'

at the same place in 1708, in 4to. A “ Maleische Spraak-kunsC or Malay

Grammar, was published by George Hendric Werndly, at Am-

sterdam, in 172d, 8vo. A Nieuxve TVoordenschaft in Neder-Duitsch,

Maleisch en Portugeesch, was also published at Batavia in 8vo. 1780.

The English have also contributed their share to the cultivation of this

language. Bowrey’s Grammar and Dictionary of the Malay language

were published zXLondon in 1701, in 4to. after the author had passed nineteen

years in trading among the eastern isles. This is a work of great merit

and labour, and though the English character only is used, yet the pro-

nunciation and the signification of words are generally given with great

accuracy. Bow rey, however, had the assistance of the two eminent

orientalists, Kyde and Marshall, in its composition, both of whom

B b
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were excellently skilled in the language. In 1801 was published at Lon-

don, “ A Dictionary of the Malay tongue, to which is prefixed, a Gram-

mar of that language, by James Howison, M. D.” The author founds

his claims on a ten years acquaintance with the Malays, and their lan-

guage. From the scarcity of Bowrey’s u'ork, I have not been able to

compare it with tlie publication of Dr. Howison, but I suspect the

additions of the latter to be neither numerous nor important. One

improvement he has attempted, and it is the folloM'ing. “ In giv-

ing the Malay words in the Arabic character,” says he, “ we have

followed the excellent example of Richardson and Gilchrist

in their Persia?i and Hindoostance Dictionaries, and it is, in fact, the

character used by the Malays themselves.” But had Dr. FIowison

been acquainted with the Malay orthogTaphy, he would have perceived

that this barbarous mode of converting the E?iglish character into the

Persic, could be of no possible utility, either to an European, or an

Asiatic. The Malayu has an established orthography, like the Arabic,

Persic, and Hindostani

;

and this established orthography of Malay MSS.

he has violated, repeatedly, in every page, not only by spelling the

Malay words in a mode never used among the Malays themselves, but by

omitting all their peculiar characters, and by using some Persic characters,

as pa and ga, with which the Malays are unacquainted altogether. “ A
short Vocabulary, English and Malayo, with grammar rules for the

attainment of the Malayo language,” was published at Calcutta in 1798.

The rules differ little from those which appear in Howison’s Gram-

mar, prefixed to his Dictionary, and the vocabulary generally coincides

with it in the explanation of words, which are not very numerous.
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Besides these works wliich have been printed, many Vocabularies and

Dictionaries exist in MSS. in Dutch, English and Portuguese

;

and of

these several are in my possession. Reland, in his “ Dissertatio de Un-

guis Insularum Orientalmn," mentions a large MS. Dictionary which

he had consulted, composed by Leidekkeu, a Dutch clergyman in

Batavia, from which he has selected a specimen of the language. Several

smaller Vocabularies of Malayu have been [published, chiefly by voyagers

and travellers, with various degrees of accuracy. Being generally

constructed in a very hurried manner, by persons devoid of a radical know-

ledge of the language, and often, as may be presumed, under the

necessity of expressing their questions by a mixture of signs, they

generally abound in very ludicrous errors and risible mistakes. Of this

kind, many instances might easily be selected from Labillardiere’s

Vocabulary, nor is that published by Professor Thunberg, in his travels,

entirely free from them. Besides they are generally mixed with a variety

of lingua franca, and other eastern words that are never ^received in

correct Malayu.

The sacred scriptures, at an early period, began to be translated into the

Malayu language. The gospels of Matthew and Mark were first

published in the Malayu language and Arabic character at Enchusa, in

16£9, in 4to. according to the version of Alb. Corn. Ruyl, and accom-

panied with the Dutch version. A second edition was published at Am-

sterdam in lf)38. The gospels of Luke and John were published in Ma-

layu, at Amsterdam, in l64>6, according to the version of John Van

HaSEL. Van Hasel and Just. Heurn, in 1648, published “ Psalmi

B b 2
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quinquaginta prioj'es^ Malakk, et BelgicL'" The four gospels were repub-

lished, more correctly, with a version of the Acts of the Apostles, by

Just. Heurn, at Amsterdam, in 4to. 1651. Genesis was published in

Malay, at Amsterdam, in 1662, according to the version of Dan. Brou-

wer, and the New Testament, by the same author, in 1668. A second

edition of Genesis was published in 1687. The four Evangelists and the

Acts of the Apostles were published “ in the Malayan tongue,” at Oxford,

in 1677, in 4to. and reprinted in 1704. Both editions are in the Roman

character, and though Heurn’s version was followed, yet the first

edition had the advantage of being superintended by the learned

Hyde, who has prefixed to it, a dissertation on the dialects of the Malay,

and the method to be employed in studying the language. The Psalms, or

“ Psalterium lingua Malaica et Belgica," was published by Van Hasel

and Heurn at Amsterdam in 168^. The “ Psalterium Malaice" was

published at Amsterdam in 1735, with musical notes. . A complete ver-

sion of the Bible was published at Amsterdam, in Roman characters,

in 1733, and this version was again published in the Arabic character,

with the addition of the Malay peculiar letters, at Batavia, in 5 vols.

8vo. 1758, under the direction of Jacob Mossel, Governor General

of the Dutch possessions in the East Indies. The persons who superin-

tended the edition were Johan. IMauritz Mohr, and Herm. Pet-

rus Van de Werth. A Malay catechism was also composed by

Gustavus William Baron A^an Imhoff, and printed at Batavia in

1746. This version of the Bible, is composed in the idiom of Batavia

and Malacca, and I have heard it objected, that it is not very intelligi-

ble in Sumatra, and other Malay countries; but I regard it as quite

impossible to form a Malayu version which would be approved in
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point of style, in every Malay country at the same time, for so great is

the diversity in point of style between the Javanese-Malayu and the

Arabic-Malayu, that even in the same country, those who are proficients

in the one, are often scarcely able to understand the other.

II. Jawa.—The Jawa, or Javanese language, is admitted by the Malays

to be that of a more ancient nation than themselves, and at no very

distant period seems to have been current through the whole extent of

Java. The island of Java was formerly subject to a single sovereign,

bearing the title of Ratu Agong or Susuhunang, of the Susupun

race, who generally held his court at Kirripun or Siiryakarta. The nation

was brave, enterprising and populous, and before the introduction of the

Mahummedan religion, about the year A. C. 1400, their power was supreme

in the eastern seas, and they extended their conquests to Sumatray

Borneo, and even as far as the Moluccas. Their voyages often rivalled the

celebrated Argonautic expedition in the spirit of adventure. They be-

came known to Europeans only in the decline of their power
;
yet it was

still so formidable as repeatedly to shake the authority of the Portuguese

in Malacca itself; and one of the dependent princes of Java was able to fit

out a fleet of thirty large vessels, the admiral of which was so strongly built,

as to be reckoned, at that period, cannon-proof. Tire Jawa language

is subdivided into a great number of dialects, all of which may be respec-

tively classed under the heads of Basa-dalam and Basa-luar, the interior

or high language, and the exterior or vulgar language of the coasts.

Both of these differ considerably from the Malayu, which has adopted a

multitude of terms from the Basa-luar Jawa, or coast language of Jawa,
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rxjmpared even with which the Malayu language appears to be a corrupt

derivative. The language of the interior, however, or the Basa-dalam

Jawa, has a close and intimate connection with Sanscrit^ and expresses

the simplest objects and ideas by vocables which seem to differ no farther

from the Sanscrit than in the correct pronunciation necessarily produced

by the use of a less perfect alphabet. The only Javanese that I have met,

who could speak the Basa-dalam Jawa, was not able to write the charac-

ter
;
yet I perceived, in forming a short radical vocabular}’, that he used

many Sanscrit words for common objects, which are not in use in any

dialect of Malayu.

The alphabet of Jaxva, is peculiar, and has no resemblance in the order of

position to the Deva nagari. The number of characters are twenty, and

these are varied by four vowels, e, i, u, o, but the real number of vocalic

sounds is considerably greater. The Javanese character is written from

right to left. The alphabet has been exhibited -with considerable accuracy

by Le Buun, and also by Reland
;
and it appears to have attracted the

attention of the learned Hyde, as an “ Alphabetum Bantamensd' was found

amongst his Posthumous papers, which had been written for him by the

Ambassador of the king of Bantam.

Various ancient inscriptions* and monuments are said to exist in the

interior ofJava, one of which was seen by Thunberg, at PadituUs, near the

blue mountains in the interior of the island, which consisted of eight lines

and a half, engraved on a stone pillar, about two feet in breadth. The

characters seemed, to him, to be written from right to left, and no person

had been able to decypher them.
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The dialects of BiigBen and Sundo, in Java, are said to be very distinct

from the Javanese proper
;
and, from the first of them, the language of

Sulu is supposed to be derived. Tliis point, however, I have not been

able to investigate in a satisfactory manner.

The literature of the Javanese is similar to that of the Malays, to which

it seems to have given origin. Their Kuggawins or Cheritras, contain their

mythology, and the adventures of their ancient heroes, and exhibit them in

a style which has no inconsiderable resemblanee to that of the Hindu

Puran'as. The Javanese laws are arranged in codes of considerable antiquity,

and celebrated among all the eastern islands.

The Jawa or Javanese language does not appear to have been regularly

cultivated by Europeans, though some of the outlines of their mythological

stories have been published in the transactions of the Asiatic Society in

Batavia, as well as some vocabularies of the Jawa language. In the Dutch

work, entitled “ Begin en voortgang du Oostind CompanJ or the rise and pro-

gress of the East India company, a comparative view is exhibited of the

Javanese and Malayu languages. The Mahummedans have translated the

Koran into Javanese.

The Bali and Madura languages, spoken by the inhabitants of the

isles of the same name, appear from the best information I could procure,

to be dialects of Javanese. The greater part of the inhabitants profess

the ancient religion of their ancestors, resemble the Hindus in their appear-

ance, wear the Hindu marks on their forehead, and the women burn them-

selves with their deceased husbands, according to the practice of the Hindus.

Like the unconverted Javanese, they are peculiarly addicted to the worship
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ofiNDRA, SuRYA and Vishnu; but being neither in possession of their

original religious books, nor of the extracts from them which have been

adduced in the Transactions of the Batavian Society, I forbear to dilate on.

this topic at present.

III. Bu'gis.—The Bugis may be reckoned the original language of the

island of Celebes, in the same manner as the Javanese is that of the island

of Java. This ancient, brav«, and martial nation, also, became known

to the Europeans only in their decline, but there are a variety of circum-

stances, relative to them, which incline me to regard them as probably

more ancient, in the eastern seas, than even the Javanese.—In courage,

enterprize, fidelity, and even fiiir dealing in commerce, they are placed

at the head of all the orang timor, or eastern men, even by the testimony

of the Malays and Javanese themselves, and to compare to them, either the

Chinese, or the continental Indo-Chinese nations, were to compare an ass,

caparisoned in stiff and gilded trappings, to, a generous courser. The

nation, to which the Bugis exhibit the greatest resemblance, is the Ja-

panese, but I have not been able to discover that the same similarity

exists between their respective languages, which appears in their natural

characters.

/ .

*
/

The island of Celebes was formerly divided into seven principalities,

which were all united under an elective and limited sov^ereign. In this

state, the island was the centie of eastern commerce, and extended its

conquests, on the one hand, as far the island of Bali, and on the other,

beyond the Moluccas. The Bugis language was assiduously cultivated,

and their ancient mythology, traditions, law'S and history, preserved in
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books, the greater part of which are still extant, especially in the inte-

rior, among the tribes who still adhere to their ancient religion. On the

sea coast, the Mahummedun religion prevails, and their books resemble

more the later Cheritras of the Malays. In l603, the Mimgkasar Rajah,

with the whole Mungkdsar nation, by one of the most singular revo-

lutions on record, renounced their ancient religion, and not only adopted

Islamism, but compelled a number of the inferior states to imitate their

example.

The Btigts language, on the coasts, is -much mixed with the eastern

Malayu, and is found pure only in the ancient books, and in the in-

terior of Celebes. It exhibits strong features of originality in its voca-

bles, but resembles the Malayu and Tdgdla in its construction. With

Malayu, Javanese and Tdgald it exhibits many coincidences, but it con-

tains, in its original state, almost no words of Sanscrit origin. With the

ancient Tarnata, or Molucca language, it also exhibits some coincidences,

but as I have had no favourable opportunity of studying the Bugis,

and none at all of examining the Tarnata, with any degree of accuracy,

I cannot prej;end to determine the nature of this connection. Compared

with the Malayu or Javanese, it has certainly more the air of an original

than of a derivative tongue.

The Bugis alphabet consists of twenty-two letters, which are vailed

by the six vocalic sounds a, u, i, e, o, ung. The form of the character is

peculiar, though it appears to belong to the same class as the Batta and

Tdgald. The power of the characters coincides nearly with that of the

Javanese letters, though they differ a little both in number and in the

C c
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order of arrangement. The form of the Bugis character seems not only

to diifer considerably, in ditferent states, but the alphabet also varies in. the

number and order of the letters. This proceeds from the adoption o r re

jection of the double consonants, which, though used in ancient and

classical compositions, are seldom or never employed in letter-writing or

common business
;
and hence, when a Bugis writes down his alphabet, it

may vary, in the number of the characters, from seventeen to twenty-two.

The only Bugis alphabet, printed or engraved, with which I am ac-

quainted, is that M^hich is given by Forest, in a corner of one of the

maps of his “ Voyage to the Mergui Archipelago." The letters are not

formed according to the common round Bugis hand, but sharp angled, like

the Rajang and Batta character
;
but in other respects it is sufficiently cor-

rect. The Bugis character is also employed frequently in writing Malayu

compositions.

The language of the ancient Bugis compositions displays little diversity

of dialect, but considerable variety exists in the language of conversation,

in the different Bugis states. The dialect of Mungkasar or Macassar, the

bravest and most renowned of the Bugis tribes, differs considerably from

the proper
;
but the dialects of Lubu, Enrekang, Mandar, and espe-

cially Td-Rajja, seem almost to be different languages.

The Bugis language has never been regularly cultivated by Europeans,

though the Dutch have formed abridgements of some of the historical

relations in which it abounds. I have formed a short radical vocabu-

lary of both the Bugis and Mungkasar, but cannot consider it as pure

and unmixed, being derived from inhabitants of the coast, though some

of them were very intelligent, and tinctured with their peculiar learn-
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ing. From the same source I obtained the following list of the most

popular Bugis compositions

;

1. Nama Saguni, 28. Rotun-risosu,

2. Ballra Guru, 29. Laga-ligo,

3. Guru De Sillang, 30. Tobala Onji,

4. Tojorisumpa, 31. Radaong Labeh,

5. Lasini Leleh> 32. Lamada Romang,

6. Batdra Latoh, 33. Palawago,

7. Oputolaga, 34. Lawaju-Langi,

8. Araulangi, 35. Lamapa-puli,

9. Panori Tawg^h, 36. Datu-Mowunleh,

*10. Lajiri-hoi, 37. Lalumpang Mega,

11. Jamuri China, 38. Lasawung-Langi,

12. Laurupoysi, 39. Rotan di Papang,

13. Rotun Nari-Tatta, Datu Nagima, 40. Aji L6deh,

14. Lamaputoda-Turipo, 41. Lamapang Aniro,

15. Latum Mullurung, 42. Latan-nari-jivi,

16. Lauhdun-Reo, 43. Bayapdguli,

17. Lapa Bichara Lari Sindeuare, 44. Latupu Sallau,

18. Gutupatalotopalaguna, 45. Latiipugulla,

19. Lappang- Ngarisaiig, 46. Latan nari Pulang,

20. Opu-Saiigmuda, '

47. Satya-bonga,

21 . Opula-Maru-Datu-na-Sop6i)g, 4S. Lasatung-pug6,

22. L^tu-getilna Pajii Limpoy, 49. Laga-lego Tokolinghi

23. Sawira Gading, 50. Latan narodgi.

24. Adewata, 51. Datula-Kila,

2o. Rotun Diliwung,
,

52. Lapanadora,

26. Data Pamusu, 53. Rotan di timang toan

!

27. Lanaga Ladung,

The greater part of the compositions here enumerated, celebrate the

deeds of their national heroes. But besides these, the “ Addat^' or codes

of Bug'is law are of considerable antiquity, particularly those of GuOy JVoJu,

Boni and Mandar

;

and of great repute, among the eastern tribes. Se-

veral of them are translated into Malayu and Javanese. The Koran is also

translated into the Basis lanjruaa-e.O O O

C2
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The Bugis songs and romances are famous among all the islandsof the

East; and, as far as I can judge, from a very limited knowledge of them,

equally excel, in force of thought and fluency of versification. The use of

rhyme is much less frequent than among the Malays. The melody of the

verse depends on the rhythm, and the measure, in the historical poems, has

often considerable similarity to some of the species of Sanscrit verse. The

following lines are given as a specimen from the “ JVepaletei,'' the only

'is story in my possession.

Naretdangi napapabaja natokunruna IVepaUtei

Lalo saliwang pasisiaji rito niatindro ses’mpangi

Rlttomapidclang sisulingi matduadua mua kakana

Weinapainai natijiiiruna lalu saliwang rulupanimpa

Lakunatillum tirriniakudda Wullirija \at6 Sopengi

Jillokasawa kakapama'i liimpuna China tujuna Sabang

Naranrukie Lajutenio'sesumangutnah Passaiing6

Mabaliada wemapama'i rich'inaruua kuem mua

Megama katu tudangpaliuna liima samanna tuributili

Lolangung6 turipasabi ujutanai tddillerle

Muarinili aiilaiin patalutuna lolangunge.

“ In the morning twilight, when the day began to dawn, awaked

fVepaletei^ and went out of the palace, stepping carefully over those who

were sleeping in regular rows, and those who were reposing irregularly,

where her elder brothers were sleeping two by two, and along w ith

her went out Pamai, her nurse and attendant. Wullirijawa of Sopeng,

went forth, and having opened the beautifully formed window, began to

express her grief, “ O! my elder sister Pamat, point out to me the

situation of China (a district in Celebes) and show me in what direction

Sabang lies, where Passaiinge dwells, the brother of Laju Tenib."' Pamai

answered, “ see how beautifully,' the floating clouds rest on the stately
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trees of China, as if tliey had been arranged by art. How beautiful are

tb^ lawns, which seem as if the earth had of her own accord accommo-

dated herself to the request of man. How graceful wave the trees, with

their foliage to the view, and the golden bamboos which enclose the

lawns.” '

Tlie Bugis songs are very numerous. Some of them are short pro-

verbial maxims versified, and display considerable force of both thought

and language, but I have not met with any which exhibit the peculiar

character of the Malayu Pantun. They however exhibit many traits of the

peculiar manners of the Bugis tribes. In the following specimens, the

first alludes to a very common mode of punishing cowardice in Cekbes,

the second to the practice of poisoning weapons, and the last is a brief

dialogue between a lover, going to battle, and his mistress, who presents

him with her betel-box as a parting token.

Tikkungi talasei joa maliai

Tapasilasfi andraguru maliiii

Corripe militem segnem, castra,

Immo ducem timidum castrato.

Tillu ritumati balubalu rill61^ang^

Ria paserakaii6 lanru tojirru

Tumera ritirdebu dadi aju ta Sangala.

There are three articles exposed to sale

In the clash of combat the temper of the lance——

The form of the bullet and the gum of the poison tree of SangtttO.

Eja rlpalinrung ajamu marakka silla

Rikoa biritta pofi ridlapi sia

Raja-Tumpa rikapeku muinappa rinnawatlng—

^Tilla returona salina lopalopaku

Sapahna rikko otako tindria pauwa

Timmunroaparupaning tindria kampulajangang.
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Eja ! object of my secret affection, be not easily moved to grieve.

Whatever news arrive from the battle, till you see

My kris Raja Tiunpa taken from my girdle, but then grieve for the dead

—

There are three prohibitions in my betel-box, with which you must conform

:

They are wrapt up in the folds of the betel leaf,—talk not in the time of action—
Loiter not idly within your tent—skulk not as you advance on the foe.

The Mungkdsar poetry is characterized by the same features as the

Bug'is, and their national wars with the Dutch is said to be a favourite topic

among the poets of that race. The following specimen, which is a poe-

tical challenge, alludes to the diversion of cock-fighting, the favourite

amusement of the nation.

Kerimi jangang riwaya bija jangang sundaw'a

Niamiunn6 bungasa tinumbukkeya

Bukki tonja kontasilla puna innukke nuruntu

Tiiiumbukk6ya bdraeyapun nisillung.

Where is that courag-eous cock, that true game-cock, trained to combat—

For here is his match, full of youthful spirit, yet unconquered

Let him then enter the lists with me, if he would be conquered

;

Hitherto invincible, if I am ever conquered, it will be now

IV. Bima.—The Bima language is used in the independent state of

Bima, which includes the eastern part of Sumbawa, and the western part of

the island Ernie, which was childishly denominated Flores, by the early

Portugueze navigators
;
and, after them, by succeeding voyagers and geo-

graphers. If my information is correct, the B'ma language extends

over the greater part of the island Ende. The Bima language is re-

lated in some respects to Bugis and Javanese, and on the coast is mixed

with Malayu

;

but nevertheless it has -strong pretensions to originality

in its pronouns, verbal auxiliaries, and simple names of objects. In those

instances, in which it exhibits a relation to the Bugis, it seems to
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be more closely connected with the Mungltlisar than the Bugis proper,

and yet, in sentences, the difference is striking, as in the following ex-

ample. “ Where is the house of the Rajah?” Bikcy kuassi rumaia sang-

(Bima) Kcre tujuna embana ktraytng. (Mungk.) The sun, in

Bima is termed Mata-liro\ in Mangkasar^ Matulo; in Bugis, Mataso. A
man, in Malay, oi'ang, is, in Mungkdsar and Bugis, tail; and in Bima,

do. The dialect of Suj/ibacC'a, which prevails in the districts of the island of

that name, which are not subject to the Sultan of Bima, is of a more

mixed character, and though it appears to contain many original voca-

bles, yet the mass of the language seems derived from other sources,

as Bnna, Javanese and Bugis. Neither the Bima nor Sumbawa have any

peculiar character, but use, indifferently, the Bugis or Malayu. I at-

tempted to investigate the relations of both these languages, by forming

comparative vocabularies of radical words; but not being able to procure

any compositions in either of them, I do not flatter myself with having

been able to obtain the purest native terms in every instance.

Specimen of the Bugis, Mungkdsar, Bima and Sumbawa languages.

Bugis. Mungk asar. Bima. Sumbawa.

1

Cie inukk6 nahu uk, kaji

t iyo iyo lamada d6ya

we lUi ikat6 Ua kita

^hou mu ikau angomi mu

you iko ikau-ngdsing gomi kail

lie ea nea » yenjo sea iya

they' eiimanung yangasing do ede jija taiinan

this iae ye‘inn6 ak6 ta

that yero, yetu anjoreng 6d6 to

who iga, niga jnai cho6t6 sai

what aga apa ail kom^p©
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Bugis. Mungkasar. Bima. Swwbawa.

where pegi kemi benchi m^po

when siana ungapana bundei pidan

which k^ga keray6ng mab6 sangmepo

is unka nia wara adda

will melo eroko ne roa

can makul^h kul^gi vau bau

sun mataso niatalo mataliro matahari

moon ulung bulun wura bulun

star vitding. bintoeng tara bintang

wind anging angi angi angin

rain bosi bosi ura ujiu

day aso alo liro ano

night W’unni bungi aimangadi anopotang

morning el6 beribasa aimasidi anosiop

evening araweng karveng aimumbiyang anoravi

year taiing taung baa tero

earth tana biitta dana bumi

water nwa'i jen6 oi aik

sea tasi tamparang moti let

river salok binanga nanga pungbiirang

wave bomba bombang balumba omak

sand kasi kasi sarei garsek

mountain biiluk monchong
]

doro olat

fire api pepe afi api

stone batu
N

batu watu batu

gold ulawung bulayeng mlsanganga bulay6ng

silver saldka saldka saldka salika

salt paje chela siya sira

iron bissi basi besi bosi

lead tumera tumbera tumbinga tima

brass tumbaga tumbaga romba tomaga

white maputi k6bok^ lanta puti

black malotong leling mee pisak

red machillah eja kala m^ra

yellow maiini kuni moncha kuning

green monchombiilo ijowj awa ijow

blue magaii gau koldbu kolau

fish bal^ jiiku londe ampa
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Bugis. Mnngkisar, Binia. Sumbawa.

fowl manu jangang janga ayam

bird manu-manu jangang-jangang nasi piyo

tiger machang machang machan machaii

serpent ula ulara sawa ula

sheep bemb6 bemb6 b6ii baclesa

This specimen of a comparative vocabulary, will convey some idea of

theactual state of these languages, and of the actual variety which subsists

in the language of conversation, especially on the coasts and maritime

districts. Many of the words which occur in one language, are also found

in others, though generally with some difference of pronunciation, and

sometimes in an oblique sense. Frequently too, besides the terms which I

have selected, which are only those of current use, several other words of

the same signification might be found within the compass of the language.

Tlius, instead of anging, wind, in the high Biigis, salarung occurs in this

signification; and instead of salaha, silver, hulhnata occurs in the high

Mungkasar dialect. In the same manner, the personal pronouns in Bugis

terminate their plurals in manung, and in Mungkasar in ngasing, both of

which signify all. Thus, (Bug.) idimanung, (Mung,) ikuttaigdsing, we all

(Bug.) ikomanung, (Mung.) ikaungdslng^ you all. (Bug.) edmanung, (Mung.)

yenjo yang-ngasing^ they all. It is worthy of observation, that the Udia

language spoken in Orissa, forms the plural of its personal pronouns by the

addition of the particle mane, or nianang, like the Bugis. Thus, in Udia,

umhhtmane, tumbhemani, sbnane or hnant, h\g\Mywe,ye, they.

V. BaitA.—The Batta language, which I regard as the most ancient
'

' I > .'
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language of Sumatra, is used by the Batta tribes, wlio chiefly occupy the

centre of that island. The singularity of their manners, and in particular

the horrid custom of anthropophagy, j)iactised by a nation in other respects

more civilized than the Malays by whom they are surrounded, has at-

tracted the attention of Europeans from the time of the earliest voyagers to

our own times, but no very satisfactory account has ever been given of them,

as a nation. The best description of them is certainly given by Mars-

DEN, in his history of Sumatra, but even that is very imperfect and super-

ficial, and at variance, in some respects, with the information I received

from individuals of the nation. Marsden confines their cannibalism to

two cases
;
that of persons condemned for crimes, and that of prisoners of

War; but they themselves declare, that they frequently eat their own re-

lations, when aged and infirm, and that, not so much to gratify their

appetite, as to perform a pious ceremony. Thus, when a man becomes

infirm and weary of the world, he is said to invite his own children to

eat him, in the season when salt and limes are cheapest. He then ascends

a tree, round which his friends aud offspring assemble, and as they shake

the tree, join in a funeral dirge, the import of which is, “ The season is

come, the fruit is ripe, and it must descend.” The victim descends, and

those that are nearest and dearest to him, deprive him of life, and devour

his remains in a solemn banquet. This account is certainly more likely

to excite incredulity than the account of Marsden, but it is the account

of some of the themselves, as well as that of the Malays in their

vicinity. This inhuman custom is not, however, without a precedent in

history, for Herodotus positively asserts, that the Paday or Padaioi, about

500 years before our asra, were not only addicted to the eating of raw flesh,

but accustomed to kill and eat their relations when they grew old. Now it
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is curious that Batta or Batay, for the name is written both ways, seems to

be the very word which, in Greek, is rendered Padaioi, the letter p being

almost always pronounced b among several of the Indo-Chinese nations, as in

the word Pali, which is almost always pronounced Bali. The following is

the account which Hekodotus gives us of the Paday, or Padaioi. “ Ano-

ther Indian nation, who dwell to the eastward of these, (the Indian Ich-

thyophagi) are of nomadic habits, and eat raw flesh. They are called

Paday, and are said to practise such customs as the following. Whoever

of the- community, be it man or woman, happens to fall sick, his most

familiar friends, if it is a man, kill him : saying, that by his'pining in sick-

ness, his flesh will be spoiled for them
; and though he deny that he is sick

they do not attend to him, but put him to death, and feast on him.

When a woman falls sick, she is treated in like manner by her most in-

timate female associates. They also sacrifice and feast on him who arrives

at old age, and this is the reason that so few of them ever attain it, for

they kill every one who falls sick, before that period.”* This account of

Herodotus certainly corresponds very minutely with the customs at-

tributed to the Batta race, and renders it probable that this modern nation

derive their origin from the ancient Paday or Batay. Neither is it more

incredible that the Battas should eat human flesh as a religious ceremony,

than that anthropophagy should be practised by the class of mendicants

termed Agorah Punt'h, in Bengal, and other parts of India, which is a fact

that cannot easily be called in question. It is surprizing that this singular

custom has received so little investigation.

Herodot. Lib. III. s. 99.

D d 2
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The names of the different Batta tribes, of whom I have been able to

hear, are the following

—

In many of the Batta customs, considerable similarity to those of the

Nairs of Malabar may be traced, as in the law of inheritance, according

to which it is not the son, but the nephew, that succeeds.

i
I

The Batta language has considerable claims to originality, though it is

languages. In point of construction it is equally simple as the Alalayu,

but it is with the Bugts that it seems to have the most intimate con-

nection. Indeed, the manners of the aboriginal Bugis are supposed to have

exhibited no small resemblance to the peculiar customs of the Batta na-

tion; for the Rajja or Td-Rajja tribe, in the central parts of the island

Celebes, are said still to eat their prisoners of war. The Batta language

is the chief source of that diversity of dialect which is discoverable in the

languages of Sumatra. The Rdjang or Rejang dialect is formed by the

mixtuie of the Batta and Malayu; the Lampung, by mixing Malay and

Batta with a proportion of Javanese. The Karroros, who are subject to

Achi or Achin, use only a slight variation of the Batta language, while

the language of Achi proper consists of a mixture of Malayu and Batta,

with all the jargons used by the Moslems of the east, whether Hindos-

tani, Arab-Tamul or Mdpilla. The Achinese resemble the Mapillas of

1. Batta Sebalungu,

2. Batta Padembanin,

3. Batta Kwalu,

4. Batta Pannay,

5. Batta Toru,

6. Batta Bila,

7. Batta Kurulang,

8. Batta Sipagabu.

not only connected with the Malayu, but also with the Bugis and Bima
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Malabar more than any other tribe of Malays

:

tliey have long been con-

nected with them as a people, and use many Mapilla terms currently in

their language. The dialects of N^as and the Poggy islands, the inhabi-

tants of the latter of which are termed Mantaxvayy by the Malays,

have perhaps greater pretensions to originality than any of the dialects

of Sumatra, but resemble the Batta more than any other dialect,

Hence it may be suspected, that if we were acquainted with the books

of the Battas, and knew the full extent of their language, in all its variety

of expression, elliptic phrases, and obsolete words, the coincidence would

be still more striking. There is probably, too, some diversity of expres-

sion in these dialects, even in their present state, for in forming a short

radical vocabulary of the Neas language, I found it differed considerably

in some instances, from the specimen published by Marsden, in the

sixth volume of the Archceologia.

The Batta language has been cultivated by writing, from the earliest

times, and numerous books are said to exist in it. I have only been able,

however, to procure the names of the following

—

1. Siva Marangaja, 3. Raja Isiri,

2. Siva-Jarang-Mundopa, 4. Malamdeva.

The Batta alphabet is peculiar, both in the form of its characters, and

in the order of their arrangement. It consists of nineteen letters, each of

which is variable by six vocalic sounds like the Bug'is. In the power ot

the letters, it nearly corresponds with the Bug'is and Javanese alphabets,

the difference between all these being extremely trifling, consisting solely in
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one of them expressing two cognate sounds by one character, or adding

a new character, or the modification of a character, to express a double con

sonant of frequent recurrence. But the Batta character has another pe-

culiarity; it is written neither from right to left, nor from left to right,

nor from top to bottom, but, in a manner directly opposite to that of

the Chinese^ from the bottom to the top of the line, as the Mexicans are

said to have arranged their hieroglyphics. The material for writing is a

bamboo, or the branch of a tree, and the instrument for writing the point

of a krisy consequently their native forests always furnish them with

materials in abundance, and instead of our pages and volumes, they

liave their bamboos and literary faggots. Marsden has given a tolerably

correct Batta alphabet, in his history of Sumati'a, but instead of placing

the characters in a perpendicular line, he has arranged them horizontally,

which conveys an erroneous idea of their natural form. The Battas,

sometimes, read their bamboos horizontally instead of perpendicularly, as

the Chinese and Japanese do their books, but the Chinese consider the

correct mode of reading to be from the top to the bottom of the page, and

the Battas from the bottom to the top. The lines at the top of a Chinese

page are always regular, and if a line terminates in the middle of the page,

the blank space is towards the bottom ;
now the Battas sometimes write

on growing trees
; and in this case, if a blank space occurs, it is towards

the top of the division, a circumstance which determines what they con-

sider as the natural position of their characters. The Batta charac-

ters, when arranged in their proper position, have considerable analogy to

tlie Biigis and Tagdla. The Lampung and Rdjang characters coincide in

power with those of the Batta, though the arrangement is different, and so

far from being considered as original alphabets, they are only regarded,
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as far as I could learn, by the Battas, as different forms of the same

eharacter. Indeed, the greater part of the differences they exhibit in form,

may be fairly attributed to the different materials on wliich they write,

and the different manner of writing; while the diversity in the number

and arrangement of the letters may be referred to the same eauses which have

produced a similar variety in the Jlwgw alphabet.

V /

VI. Tagala.

—

The Tagala or rather Ta-Gala or the Gala languag(‘

is among the Phillipines, what the Malayu is in the Malay islands or the

Hindostarn in Hindostan proper. A Spanish missionary, who possessed a

minute knowledge of this language, has deelared, that “ The Tagala pos-

sesses the combined advantages of the four principal languages in the world.

It is mysterious as the Hebrew; it has articles for nouns, both appella-

tive and proper, like the Greek; it is elegant and copious as the Latin;

and equal to the Italian, as the language of compliment or business.” To

examine rigorously the justness of this eulogium, is foreign to my pur-

pose; it is necessary only to state, that it is considered by those who have

studied it with most attention, as the radical language, from which the

greater part, if not all, the dialects of the Philippines are derived. A
missionary, who had resided eighteen years in these islands, and whose

account of them has been translated from the Spanish, and printed by The-

VENOT in the second part of his “ Relations de divers Voyages Cuy'ieuses.

Paris 1664,” declares, that though every district has its particular dialect,

yet that these have all some relation to each other, such as subsists

among the Lombard, Sicilian, and Tuscan dialects. There are six dia-

lects of this kind, in the island of Manila, and two in Oton. Some of
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these are current in several islands, but the most general are the Tagala

and Bisaya^ the last of which is very gross and barbarous; but the

other more refined and polished. The opinion of this missionary is con-

firmed by Fra. Caspar de San Augustin, who asserts, that all these

particular tongues are dialects of one general language, in the same man-

ner as the Attic, Ionic, and Molic, are all dialects of Greek, or as the Ita-

Han, Spanish, Fortugueze, and French, are all derivatives from the Latin.

The Tagala language has been cultivated only by the Spanish mission-

aries. The Tagala grammar of Fra. Caspar de San Augustin, which

has passed through two editions, was printed in 1703, and again in

1787. In his preface, lie requests those who are desirous of more numer-

ous examples in the language, to have recourse to other grammars, espe-

cially to that of Fra. Francisco de San Joseph, who is elsewhere

called the Demosthenes of the Tagala language. A confessional, by the

same author, in Spanish and Tagala, was published in 1713, and repub-

lished with the second edition of his grammar. In 1627
,
Fra. Al-

PHONSO d St. Anna published his “ Explicacion de la Doctrina Christiana

en lingua Tagala^'' and, besides these, many other religious compositions,

both in prose and verse, have been published by the missionaries.

The Tagala alphabet consists of seventeen letters, three of which are

vowels, and fourteen consonants. It is of the same class as the Bugis

and Batta alphabets, and resembles them much in fonn; and, it is pro-

bably from some idea of this similarity, that Fra. Caspar de S.an Au-

gustin asserts that the Tagala characters were derived from the Malays.
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The Tdgala character is as difficult to read as it is easy to write. It

is written with an iron style on bamboos and palm leaves, and the

Spimish missionaries assert, that the ancient mode of writing was

fjom top to bottom, like the Chinese. From the circumstance of their

writing with an iron style on bamboos, and from the resemblance of the

letters to the Batta character, I should rather imagine that the ancient

Tdgala mode of writing was from the bottom to the top. The Tdgala cha-

racters are still used in Comintan, and in general among the Tdgdins

who have not embraced Christianity; and even by the Christian converts,

they are still preferretl in epistolary correspondence, though the contrary

has been insinuated by some of the missionaries, who alledge that the

roman alphabet was eagerly adopted, on account of its being more easily

read.

The Tdgala language, with a considerable number of peculiar vocables,

and great singularity of idiom, is nevertheless to be considered as a cognate

language with Malayu, Bugis and Javanese. Few languages, on a cur-

soiy examination, present a greater appearance of originality than the

Tdgala. Though a multitude of its terms agree precisely with those

of the languages just enumerated, though the more simple idioms

are precisely the same, and though the nouns have neither, properly

speaking, genders, numbers nor cases, nor the verbs, moods, tenses

or persons, yet the idioms are rendered so complex, and the simple terms

are so much metamorphosed, by a variety of the most simple artifices,

that it becomes quite impossible for a person who understands all the

original words in a sentence, either to recognize them individually, or com-

prehend the meaning of the whole. In illustrating, therefore, the mecha-

Ee
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nism of language, few languages are more instructive than the Tagala. The

artifices which it chiefly employs, are the prefixing or postfixing to simple

vocables, certain particles, which are again combined, and coalesce with

others
;

and' the complete or partial repetition of terms, in this reduplica-

tion, may again be combined with other particles.

1

The Tagala forms the plurals of nouns by the word manga, as the Malays

by hanyak, both of which signify many, and seem to be the very same

word, as the m and h are often pronounced in such an indistinct manner,

in the Indo-Chinese languages, that they seen) neither to correspond

exactly to our m nor our h, but to an intermediate sound. To proper

names, the Tagala prefixes the particle si, and ang to appellative nouns.

The first of these corresponds to the Malaya sa, and the latter to

yang, both of which are frequently used in Malaya in the same man-

ner
;

but the Tagala combines both these witli the particles nya

and ka, the first of which signifies of it, and the latter to; and thus

they form sina, kana, nina, nang, which (except the last, Avhich

is only a different mode of writing the Malaya nyang, of these,

xcho,') scarcely occur in Malaya. The plural of nouns, in Malaya, is

sometimes formed by the repetition of the singular, and sometimes

this repetition is not complete, but consists only of the first syllable

or syllables. This also occurs in the Tagala, in which language baiwl, the

Malaya hanar, signifies jast, true, and tax>o signifies a man, corresponding

with the Bugis tan. A jast jnan, in Tagala, is tlierefore, ang banal na tavo,

or by the addition of another particle, and altcrijig the position of the

words, ang tauong banal. Now if we substitute the word for

the Bugis and Tagala term tau or tam, we may render both these sen-
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tences thus
;
ya)ig orang yang benai\ and yang bcnarnya orang. In the

plural, to signify, men, tlie Tuglila gi\’es, ang manga iauong bahanal, to

wliich tlie corresponding l\talayu plirase is, yang banyak orang yang bahe-

nar

;

or again \wTag(ila, ang habanalna manga iavo, to which the corres-

ponding Malaya h, yang habcnaniya banyak orang.

The simple pronouns, which vary so much in all tlie dialects of the

eastern seas, are nearly the same in Tagala and ]\Ialayu, though it is not

very easy to recognize them in the former language when combined

with particles. Thus in the first person ako, ko, kita, kami are pure 3Ia-

and in the second person, wiw corresponds equally with we, while /VtY/fi

and iyo seem to be only trivial variations of the Malaya ungkau and

ayo. In the third person siya is only a variety of sa yea like siappa for

sa-appa, xvho, \\\ Malaya ; whWe^ ?iiya, of him, his, is pure ilfa/oyw, as are /V?/,

that, and nin of this, while yan, this, and yam, that, correspond to ini and

ana. It is however chiefly in the verb that the peculiar cliaracter of the

Tagala language displays itself. The substantive verb is generally omitted

altogether, and its meaning is denoted by implication, or the position of

the words in a sentence. Sometimes, however, it is expressed by the ar-

ticle aj/, the contraction of the Malaya adda, a.s Sino ang masipag ? Who is

diligent? or rather. Who is he who is diligent? Ang masipag ay si Ja-

GULA, it is Jagula that is diligaif, or literally, he who is diligent is one

Jagula.
I

The Tagala verbs being only names of actions or states of existence,

they cannot properly be said to be either active or passive, neither have

they any persons, numbers or moods : all these being expressed by par-

ticles prefixed or postfixed to the radical word. The principal par-

E e 2
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tides employed in modifying the Tugcila verbs are also common to the

Malayu language. The Tdgala particles are na, nag, mag, pag, ttngm, y,

an, in: those which correspond to them in Malayu na, nyang, mcng or

me, peng, yangmeng, yang, an, akin. Their significations are radically the

same, nor do they differ essentially in their simple application; but in the

variety of modes according to which these particles may be combined with

the verb, in its simple form, in its reduplicate form, in its semi-redupli-

cate form, and the variety of transpositions of letters and the changes of

one letter for another, euphonice gratia, which all these combinations give

occasion to ; in all these, the Tdgala is infinitely superior to the Malayu,

if there is any merit in a superiority which consists in greater intricacy.

—

The changes which occur in Malayu are few and obvious, in Tdgala they

are digested into an extensive and complex system, in which perfect

familiarity with every form that the word- can assume, not only by the

addition of particles, but by the interchange of letters, is necessary to en-

able a person to detect the radical, which is often more disguised than in

the most complex Arabic derivatives. Thus in Tdgala the root, tolog sig-

nifies to sleep, natalog ako, I slept, natotolog aka, I am sleeping, matalog,

sleep, matotolog ako, I will sleep, katolog, pagkatolog and pagkakatolog,

sleeping, natotologpa ako, I slept or was sleeping, ang natotolog the sleeper,

ayg matotolog, the person who is to sleep, nakatolog ako, I had slept :

natologan, the having been asleep, natotologan, the being asleep, kato

logan and katotologan, the being asleep, or act of sleeping, or the sleeping

place : and for the plural nangatologan, nangatotologan, pangatologan, panga-

totologan, &c. the particles na, ma and pa, becoming nanga, manga and panga,

in the plural.—This is an instance in which the changes of the radical word
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are very obvious
;
in the following they are less so, huhat to lift

;
bungrnuhat,

hungmubuhat, bumuhat, bubuhat, pagbuhat, nakabukaf, nabuhat, binuhat,

binubuhat, buhatin, bubuhatm, nagpabuhaty nagpapabuhat
,

magpubuhat,

rnagpapabuhat, pagpabuhat, pagpapabuhat, pinabuhat, pinababuhat, muhat,

namuhat, namumahat, mamuhat^ mamumuhat^ pinamuhat^ p'mamamuhat^

pamiihatin, pamumuhatin. The addition of a greater number of par-

ticles would still produce a considerable number of additional me-

tamorphoses, in which it would be very difficult to recognize the original

idiCCxcdiX biihat

;

but these may suffice to shew the genius of the language;

and they will also tend to shew the extreme danger that any etymologist

or grammarian incurs, who presumes to treat of one of the eastern lan-

guages without a radical knowledge of it, and even, in some degree, of its

cognate dialects.

The greatest defects of Fra. Caspar de S. Augustin’s Tagala gram-

mar proceed from his not having comprehended sufficiently the original sim-

plicit}’^ of the dialect, nor even the simple artifiee by which the greater part

of these changes have been effected; and from having composed his grammar

on European principles, without attending uniformly to the peculiar character

of the language.

With respect to the original literature of the Tagdlas, the accounts

of the Spanish missionaries are rather discordant. Sometimes they represent

them as totally devoid of histories, and books of science
; and sometimes

they represent them as in possession of many historical poems; not con-

sidering that almost the whole body of the eastern history must be gleaned

from poetical tradition. It however appears, clearly enough, from their own
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accounts, that the ancient religious traditions of the Tagala race, their

genealogies, and the feats of their gods and heroes, are carefully preserved

in historical poems and songs, which, in their youth, they carefullv com-

mit to memorv, and are accustomed to recite during labour and lono’

voyages, but particularly at their festivals and solemn lamentations for

the dead. These original memorials of the race, the missionaries have,

with pious care, attempted to extirpate, and liave employed themselves

sedulously in composing religious tracts, both in prose and verse, in the

Tagala, with the hope of supplanting the remains of national and pagan

antiquity. Many psalms and hymns, and even some of the Greek dramas

composed by Dionysius Areopagita, have in this manner been

translated into the Tagala language. Among this brood of Tagala

poets, the names of Fra. Antonio de S. Gregorio, of Fra. Alonso

,DE S. Ana, and of Fra. Pablo Clain, the translator of Kempis, into

Tagala, are celebrated, but the most illustrious of them all, says the reve-

rend father Gaspar de S. Augustin, is Fra. Pedro de Herrera, the

very Horace of the Tagala language, as appears by his book of “ Pos-

trimeriasT With the original Tagala poetry I am unacquainted, and I

believe no specimen of it has been hitherto published. S. Augustin, in

his grammar, treats, indeed, of Tagala, poetry, but he piously confines

his examples to the works of his ghostly brethren. He observes, that

the Tagala verse, is only regulated by the rhythm of the syllables, and the

similarity of the vowels in the close. This similarity of the terminating

vowels does not amount to regular rhyme, for the consonants may be

totally different, though the vow'els are similar, as in the Spanish rhymes

termed Asonantes. Thus laglag and fallal sut and'eahup, silip and bukkir,

however imperfect as rhymes, are all that is required in the terminations
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ot Tdgala verse. The Tdgdla metres, adds the same author, are rather

lyric than heroic, and lie adduces specimens of several Latm and Castilian

measures, imitated in that language, besides a legitimate sonnet addressed

to himself, on publishing his Tdgdla grammar by Fra. Joseph df, el

Valle. The following specimen from the Tdgdla version of one of the

dramas of Dionysius Areopagita, is an imitation of the comic verse ‘of

Terence.

Dito sa clakkilang kaharian nang Grecia

Ay itong bayannang Athenas lalo, at mona

Sa ibang manga bayang na sasakop baga

Hangan saona, at magpangayon pa.

Besides the Tdgdla nation, there are several other races, which in-

habit these islands, who differ considerably from each other in features,

language, and the various relations of the social state; but concerning

them, it is more difficult to speak with any degree of certainty. Such

arc the Pampangos, who reside to tlie north of Manilla; the Bisdyas, who

are generally diffused over Philippines

;

and the painted race, termed, by

the Spatiiards, Pintados, who are, by some, reckoned a branch of the

Bisdya nation, and allied to the Tdgdla and Bdgis razees; while, by others,

they are supposed to be of the same origin as the Haraforas.

Of the Bisdya language, I have seen some lists of words. It appears to

be either mixed with Tdgdla, or derived from the same source
; but it is

seldom possible to judge of any of the eastern languages from a few strag-

gling specimens, formed in the hurried, inaccurate and incurious manner

in which these are generally collected. For this reason, I shall offer no

observations on the Pampango language, of which I have also seen
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specimens
;
on tlie Biaju, Tirun, or Idem languages of Borneo

;

nor on

the Harafora, or the Papua languages of the eastern isles. The Sulu tongue

is a very mixed dialect, but is derived chieflyfrom the Malaya^ Javanese and

Tdgdla. Forrest, however, is inclined to refer its peculiarities to the

Bisaya. The language of Mclindenow, or Magindano, which nearly coin-

cides with the Lamm dialect, is also a compound of Malayu, Btig'is and

Tdgdla, with a certain proportion of the ancient Tarnata or Molucca lan-

guage, which seems to have been an original tongue. The Biaju language

is reckoned original, but it has no written character. The Biajus are of

two races
;
the one is settled on Borneo, and are a rude, but warlike and

industrious nation, who reckon themselves the original possessors of the

island of Borfieo. The other is a species of sea-gypsies, or itinerant fisher-

men, who live in small covered boats, and enjoy a perpetual summer on

the eastern ocean, shifting to leeward, from island to island, with the

variations of the monsoon. In some of their customs, this singular race

resemble tlie natives of the Maidive islands. The ]\laldivians annually

launch a small bark, loaded with perfumes, gums, flowers and odoriferous

wood, and turn it adrift at the mercy of the winds and waves, as an

offering to the Spirit of the winds; and sometimes similar offerings are

made to the spirit whom they term the King of the Sea. In like manner

the Biajus perform their offering to the god of evil, launching a small bark,

loaded with all the sins and misfortunes 'of the nation, which are imagined

to fall on the unhappy crew that may be so unlucky as first to meet

with it.

The Tirun or Tedong tribes live chiefly on the north east coast of Borneo,

and are reckoned a savage and piratical race, addicted to eating
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the flesh of their enemies. With their language I, am totally unacquainted,

but it is reckoned ])eculiar. It is very probable, however, that they are

only a tribe of Idan, whom, again, I imagine to be only a race of Haraforas

or Alfoh'Sy as they are termed by the Dutch, who seem to be the most ancient

and original race of all the eastern islands, excepting perhaps, the Papuan.

The Iddn are sometimes termed Mariit

;

they are certainly the original

inhabitants of Borneo, and resemble the Haraforas equally in stature,

agility, colour, and manners. The Haraforas are indigenous in almost

all the eastern isles, and are sometimes found on the same island with

the Papitas or orientfil negroes. They are often lighter in colour than the

Muhammedan races, and generally excel them in strength and activity.

They are universally rude and unlettered, and where they have not been

reduced to the state of slaves of the soil, their manners have a general

resemblance. In their manners, the most singular feature is the pecessity

imposed on every person of, some time in his life, embruing his hands

in human blood; and in general among all their tribes, as well as the

Idan, no person is permitted to marry till he can shew the skull of a man

whom he has slaughtered. They eat the flesh of their enemies, like the _

Battas, and drink out of their skulls
;
and the ornaments of their houses

are human skulls and teeth, which are, consequently, in great request

among them, as formerly in Sumatra, the ancient inhabitants of which

are said to have originally had no other money than the skulls of their

enemies. The Haraforas are found in all the Moluccas, in .Celebes, the

Philippines, and Magindano, where they are termed Subano or Manubo

;

and the ferocious race mentioned by Marsden, who live inland from

Samanka in Sumatra, and are accustomed to atone therr own faults by

F f
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offering the heads of strangers to the chiefs of their villages, are probaibiy

of the same description.

The Papiias, termed by themselves Igolotc, but by the Spaniards of the

Philippines, neg7'itos del monte, from their colour and woolly hair, are the

second race of aborigines, in the eastern isles
;

in several of which they

are still to be found, and in all of which they seem to have originally

existed. Some of their divisions have formed small savage states, and

made some advances towards civilization
;
but the greater part of them,

even with the example of more civilized races before their eyes, have

betrayed no symptoms, either of a taste or capacity for improvement,

and continue in their primitive state of nakedness, sleeping on trees*

devoid of houses or cloathing, and subsisting on the spontaneous products

of the forest, or the precarious success of their hunting and fishing.

Tlie natives of the Andaman isles seem to be of this race, as also the black

mountaineer tribes of the Malay peninsula, termed at Kiddeh, Samang

;

at

Perak and in the Malay conntnts to the N. W. of Kiddeh, Bila

;

while

to the southward of Pera'k, and through the straits of Malacca, to the

eastward, they are termed Dayak. The Papuas, or oriental negroes,

seem to be all divided into very small states or rather, societies, very

little connected with each other. Hence their language is broken into a

multitude of dialects, which in process of time, by separation, accident, and

oral corruption, have nearly, lost all resemblance. The Malays of the

peninsula, consider the language of the blacks of the hills as a mere jargon,

which can only be compared to the chattering of large birds
;

and the

Papua dialects, in many of the eastern isles, are generally viewed' in*the

same light.
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The Arabs, in their early voyages, appear to have frequently encountered

the Papuas, whom they desciibe in the most frightful colours, and

constantly represent as cannibals. They are mentioned by the travellers

Ibn Wahab and Abu Zei'd, in the Silsilet-al-Tuarikh, translated by

Renaudot, and nearly the Sxiine accounts seem to be repeated by IMasudi,

Yakuti, and Ibn al Waudi. The following passage, which gives the

name of one of the tribes, is adduced from the Persic treatise termed

Sdr ul Aklim, the author of which appears to have visited the eastern

islands. After mentioning the great island of camphor, probably Borneo,

he adds, “ Beyond this are other islands of different sizes, among which

tlrere is one of considerable extent, inhabited by a race of blacks termed

Kahalut, who resemble brutes in form, and when they can seize on a peison,

they kill and eat him. Of this practice, I have had experience, having

escaped only by throwing myself into the sea; as the saying is, ‘ when you

are going to be slain, throw yourself into the sea, and perhaps you may

survive^’ Even so it happened to me, for getting on the trunk of a large

tree, I kept my iiold for three days, when I was thrown by the force of

the winds and waves on a desert shore, and after enduring much hunger

and thirst, reached at last an inhabited country.”

The tribes of the eastern islands exhibit a variety of singular and

interesting appearances, not only in the civil and political, but also in

the natural and moral history of man. If some of .them appear in a naked

and primitive state of barbarism, in others the vestiges of ancient ^rt and

science indicate, that they have suffered a relapse from a prior state of

civilization. This is particularly obvious among the Malay, Jaxanese,

F f 2
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Batta, and Bugis tribes, among whom the polished style, and elevated

sentiments, of many of their compositions, and their dexterity in some

of the arts, especially the compounding and working of metals form a

singular contrast witli the neglect of personal morality and the relaxation

of all the bonds of society
;
while ancient and wise regulations are in a

great measure superseded by the most absurd and barbarous usages.

Among the most barbarous of the Harafora and Papua races, there are

some, who whether male or female, use no species of cloathing whatsoever,

and consequently exhibit few traces of that modesty which is supposed to

be innate in the human species. The same phenomenon, whether natural

or produced by situation, is exhibited among the Biajus, the families of

whom live constantly together, on the sea, in small boats. Vestiges of

cannibalism appear to exist among the greater part of the rude tribes in

the eastern isles, but the Battas of Suinatra, who are superior to the

Malays in the knowledge of the arts and letters, have likewise preserved it

;

as well as the Tabunka tribe in Celebes. Of many of the most absurd,

unnatural, and barbarous of their usages, it is obviously impossible to form

a just opinion in the present state of our knowledge, as we are totally

ignorant of the spirit of them, and of the system of opinions with which

they are connected. Some of them may find a parallel in India and China;

and it may be observed, that both the Indian and the Indo-Chinese

monuments contain many allusions to a state of society and manners on the

continent, similar to that which subsists among the most babarous of the

tribes of the eastern isles. Perhaps, too, we shall be disposed to regard,

with some degree of complacency, the most absurd and the most illiberal

portions of the religious systems of Brahma and Budd’ha, if we con-
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sider the dreadful superstitions that they probably supplanted, and the

' brutal state of sav’age existence which they exchanged for civil polity and

social order. The Vanaras of Huninman are reckoned a tribe of moun-

taineers, even by many of the Hindus. The barbarous, but brave and active

Iddn of BorneOy are termed Maruty wliich is the Sanscrit name of the forty-

nine regents of the winds, and companions of Indra. The standard of

the Battas is a horse’s head with a flowing inane, which seems to indicate

a connection with the Hayagrivas of Sanscrit history. In the present state

of our knowledge of these tribes, however, it is not conjecture, but rigid

and accurate description that is required
;

and in the present instance, it

is not my object to consider their civil, political, or moral relations, unless

as far as these aifect the philological investigation of their languages and

literature. As the chief utility that results from the examination of some

of these ruder dialects, is to enable us to ascertain the limits of languages,

more interesting and important, perhaps it may be thought that great

minuteness would be misapplied on objects of such secondary importance.

It must, however, be recollected, that success in important researches,

often depends on the accuracy with which inferior investigations have

been conducted
;

that in commencing an investigation it is not always

easy to predict what will ultimately prove of superior, or inferior impor-

tance; and that, at all events, it is safer to bestow too much attention,

than too little, on what must be the basis of historical investigation. In

all such inquiries, I therefore do not hesitate to adopt the sentiment of

the learned Le Long, that “ Truth is so interesting and satisfiictory, when

perceived, that no pains should be spared to discover k, even in the

smallest matters.”
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VII. Rukhe'ng.—The Rukheng is the first of :that singular class of Indo-

Chinese languages, which may be properly termed monosyllabic, from the

mass of their radical words consisting of monosyllables, like the spoken,

dialects of China. These monosyllables are subjected to great variety of

accent and intonation, in almost every instance : and require an accuracy of

pronunciation and a delicacy of ear in speaking and comprehending them,

far beyond what is requisite in the languages of Europe, or even in the

polysyllabic languages of Jsia. The Indo-Chinese languages of the mono-

syllabic class, borrow a considerable variety of terms from the Pali or

Ball, which exists among them, as the language of learning and science
;

but in adopting these polysyllables, they accommodate them to their

peculiar enunciation, by pronouncing every syllable as a distinct word.

The Rukheng is the language of the original inhabitants of Arakan, who

adhere to the tenets of Budd’iia. Forming in ancient times a part of the

empire of Magadha, from which they seem to have derived the name of

Mug or Manga, by which they are generally termed by the inhabitants of

Bengal

;

and being from their situation more immediately connected with

India

;

their language is by no means purely monosyllabic, but forms, as

it were, the connecting link between the polysyllabic and monosyllabic

languages. The Rukhhig race is admitted to be of the same radical stock

as the Bai'mas or Birmans, and is understood to have greatly preceded

that nation in civilization. The Barmas, indeed, derive their own origin

from the Rukheng, whom they generally denominate Burma, kyt, or the

great Barmas, and they consider the Rukhhig as the most ancient and

original dialect of the Burma language. This idea is certainly coriect, and

it may be added, that the Rukhhig orthography and pronunciation are
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neither so defective, nor so much corrupted as the Barma, and that con-

sequently, in tracing the history of the language, the Rukhkng is of much

greater utility to the philologist. In another respect the language may

be considered as purer
;

until their late conquest by the Barmas, the tribes

of liukheng seem for a long period to have retained their independence,

while the proper Barina tribes have suffered various revolutions. Hence

the liukheng retains more of its ancieilt form, and is less corrupted by

foreign mixtures. The- modifications, therefore, which it has received, are

chiefly derived fi’om the Pali or Bali, which was cultivated' in the country

as the leaimed language, and contained all their sacred books. The Rukhing

lias accordingly adopted Bali words and phrases more copiously than the

Burma, and has also preserved them in a greater state of orthographical

purity. The pronunciaition of' the Rukhing is perhaps broader and grosser,

but more articulate than the Burma; in particular it strongly affects

the use of the letter r, which the Barmas generally convert into y, in- their

pronunciation. Such, however, is the difference of pronunciation between

the two nations, that even in sentences, w^ere the words are nearly the

same, they are not easily intelligible to each other.

The Rukhhig alphabet' coincides accurately with the Deva-nagari system.

of characters in its arrangementl and' very nearly in* the power of the

particular letters. The only variation of importance iSj the’ expression

of both the acute and grave accent of the vowels, as well as their

common sound, in certain cases. This provision, however, does not extend

to all the vocalic sounds in the Rukking alpliabet, but only to those
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sounds of this species, which are of most general use. A similar con-

trivance for the expression of accent, occurs in all the alphabets of the

monosyllabic languages, but varies, in extent, according to the exigencies

of a particular language. Thus, in Rukkeng, after the simple alphabet,

follow the combinations of the simple letters, with wa, ya, ra, and of h

preceding them. Then follow some triple combinations of the same

letters, after which are exhibited the common forms of syllables which

terminate in a consonant, as ak, ang, a'lch, at, a'p, and others of a similar

kind
;
and finally the varieties of accent, as acute and grave, are presented,

in those vowels and nasals which are chiefly subject to be influenced

by them.

The Rukheng character has considerable similarity to the Barma, in the

greater part of its letters. The following simple characters, however, g'ha,

ja, ‘jha, nya, ta, fha, da, dlia, na, 'dlia, ra, lla, as well as some of the more

complex combinations, differ greatly from the respective forms of these

characters in the Barma alphabet, and exhibit considerable resemblance

to some of the ancient Canara characters. The Rukhbig simple alphabet

is exhibited with considerable correctness by Capt. J. Towers, in the

fifth volume of the Asiatic Researches, though many of his particular

observations, as well as general views, are far from being accurate
;

chieflv,

it may be presumed, from the novelty of the investigation.

The Rukheng language, in the simplicity of its structure and ex-

pression, has great analogy to the Malayu. ' It has properly no numbers,

I
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cases, nor flections, in its nouns
;

nor conjugations, moods, tenses, Or

persons, in its verbs. Many words have a substantive, adjective, or

verbal signification, according to their position in a sentence; but in gen-

eral, the names of objects, qualities, and actions, are sufficiently dis-

tinct from each other. The plurals of nouns are formed by numerals, or

words expressive of plurality, as lu, a man; lu-smg-raxck, three men;

Ui-akungy many men; lu akung-lung, all men; minima^ a xi'oman ; minima

akung-su, many women. Comparisons are made by particles expressive of

number or quantity, such as mya^ or mret-te, much; akre and hlark., xery

;

pret, less, under ; akung, many. Cases are expressed by particles equiva-

lent to the prepositions or postpositions of other languages, or 'by juxta-

position, which has often the force of the genitive in the Rukheng

language. Thus, a mans hand, may be expressed indifferently by lu-ldk,

lu-hma-lak, or lu-chwd-Utk.

The simple pronouns are nga, I, ko, or mung, thou, and yang-su, he ; the

plurals of which are formed by tlie addition of ro, as nga-ro, we ; mong-ro^

ye ;
yang-su-ro, they. But in addition to these simple pronouns, thei’e are

various others, which indicate rank and situation, as in Malayu, Chinese,

and the monosyllabic languages in general, which have all of them paid

peculiar attention to the language of ceremony, in addressing superiors,

inferiors, and equals. These ceremonial forms in Rukhing are sometimes

formed by particles added to the simple pronouns, and sometimes they are

significant terms, such as servant, lord, highness, majesty, used prono-

minally, or rather in an absolute sense, without any expressed pronominal

adjuncts
;
as in addressing a superior, when the terms asyang, loi'd, sir

;

sak'hang, highness ; khang-para, majesty, are employed.

G g
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The pronouns in common use in Rukhhig, according to this variety of

ceremonial forms, may be thus exhibited.

I, we. thou, ye, he, they.

nga. k6. dang,

nga-ro. m6ng. yang-su.

iiga-ro-hma. rang, yang-su-ro.

kyeweng, awey. su-ro.

akyewSng, mong-hma.

akyeweng-hma. mong-ro.

akyeweng-ro. mong-ro-hm».

akyeweng-ro-hnia. nang-ro.

aky ew 6ng-tza-r6, nang-hma.

akyeweng tz’hang-re-ro nang-ro-hma,

awey-ro.

awey-hma,

awey-ro-hma.

To explain the particular instances in which each of these pronominal

terms is used, is not consistent with my present object, which is only to

present a general outline of the structure of the language.

The moods and tenses of the verbs are in like manner expressed by

means of particles, or significant words, like our auxiliary verbs. Such are

si, hi, hi-rt and It-hi, is; bri and 16 ycikk, is, been; bri-r6 and bri-kha-r6,

"Was; miy,’wUl; and ra-m6, may, can; young, let, permit; hi-sua, been.

The position of these particles in a sentence, is often, however, a matter

of considerable difficulty, and is one of the circumstances in which the

elegance of style chiefly consists. The style chiefly affected in Rukli6ng
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composition, is a species of measured prose, regulated by accent and the

parallelism of the members of a sentence. Rhyme, however, is not

required, either in the terminating consonants or vowels, though it fre-

quently occurs from the structure of the language. The general form of

this measure seems to be four long syllables, each of which, however, is

conversible into two short ones, or may have a short one interpolated

before or after it. Thus, the passage adduced by Captain Tom'^ers, from

the Manu Saingwan, as a specimen of his system of orthography in his

Observations on the Alphabetical System of the Language of Area and

Rac'hain," may be arranged.

Maha sdmata,

Man gri chak-kriwal^,

San’khra prain brain.

Tain dain p? ti.

Tain-kha hnaik ch’hauu,

Khi e so tachhe,

Shai’ch pi s6 T’hdm-ma-sit,

Cha gado go, &c.

Sometimes, however, more complicated measures are employed in Ruk-

heng composition, in imitation of those which occur in Bali. Many

interesting works are represented to exist in the Rulcheng language, but

the greater part of them are translations from the Bali. The “ Tillaxvar

Cherita" is said to contain the historical traditions of the Rukheng

nation: the Karik^' composed by Anguli-Mala, and the Tliamma-sat

or Dhei'ma Sastra, contain their system of religious observances, and code

of laws. The following is a list of the most popular Rukheng com-

positions :

1. Kaja-buntza,

S. Raja-wongtza,

3. Teini,

4. Nemi,

5. Janaka,

6. Suwanna-asyang,

7. Bhuridat,

8. Tzaingdd-gungma

9. Sada-'shyei’ch-cUaung,

10. Malio,

11. Uni-nga-gyaing,

12. So’p-soung-gyeng,
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13. Bhuriilat-kapja, 47, Peda-sow’t,

14, Bo-thi-hmain-dei, 43. Mungala-sow’t,

15. Wg-saing-dara. 49. Khunei’ch-ra’k,

16. Saing-we-ra, 50. Khunei’ch-ra’k-parel’p,

17. Krauk-cl)6, 51. Patha-wi-jeya,

18. Nara-cho, 52. Sa-gia-u-ch’howng,

19. Athi’k-bala, 53. Le-keweiig-u-ch*lwwng,

20. Abhi-dam-ma, 54. Sit-t’ha-da-nu,

21. K’hunei’ch-kyeng, 55, Sat-powng,

22. Para-ma-saing-gou’k-kyeng, 56. Sat-y€ng,

23. Maba-Raga-t’ha-kyeng, 57. Sat-hnewaing,

24. Sapa*kyeng, 58. Sa hrwe-k’h^.

25. T’ham-ma-sat-kweiiig-khya, 59- Moe-to-krang-cha,

26. T’ham-ina-sat-kra’k-ru, 60. Gu waing'podi-mowng-chaj

27. T’ham-ma-sat-Maiiu, 61. Thi-to-pade-sa,

28. T’ham-ma-sat-krudaing, 6.’. Noma-ko-ga-tha,

29. Logasara, 63. 1 acli§-hnei’ch-ra-si.

30. Sa-bri-hla, 64. Khowng-gri,

31. Taing-t,haii, 65. KhowDg-15p,

32. Radana-hrwe-khri, 66. Khowng-nge,

S3. Radana-paing-gung> 67. Ta-hnaung-gra,

34. Rudana-paddaing, 68. M6-t’haung-gra,

35. Radana-kweing-kbya, t 69. Su-m^-Pha,

36. Radana-powng-kbyowk, 70. Rewatta-cba,

37. Ba*na’t*sa> 71. Aswa-pida,

68. Kraing-ma-tei’ch-p’hak-powng-waCbu, 72. Prowng'bra,

39. Nga-tzi-sada-pring-do, 73. Owng-pa-di-chs,

40. Ga’pp'ha-kyeng, 74. Paing-pru-cha,

41. Lakbana-di-ba, 75. Uga,

42. Noma-kapya, 76. Mowng-cbwa-cha,

43. Nga-chaing-braing, 77, Cho-re,

44. Rania-wut’hb-cha, 78 Ya’t-r6,

45. Bramasara, 79. Luiig-di-cha.

46. Bud'dho-w».da,

From this list, it is evident, that the subjects of some of these works

are the adventures of characters well known in Sanscrit mythology, as the

Rama Wufhu or history of Rama» the Badd'ho-wa-da or history of the
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Avatar Budd’ha
;
others of them seem to be only Rukheng versions of well

known Sanscrit compositions, as the Tln-to-pa^dha, or Hitopadesa, the

T'kam-ma’-sut-Manu, or Dherma-sastra of Menu. The Suwanna-Asyang^

is the popular story of Suvurna Sringi, or the golden cow, formed by>

the Brahmen Sumbukara Mjsra, and presented to Raja Mukunda Deva

Cajapati. The Bhuridat is the history of Raja Bhuridatta of Ma-

gadha, mentioned in the Maha Rharata, and the Bhiiridat-kapya, or

Bhiiridutta-kavya, is a poem on the same subject. The Raja-huntza is the

Rukhbig edition of the Rqja-Vumsavali, the Raja-JVontgza is a different

work on the same subject, and the Pafha-wi-jeya seems to be the Prit'thu-

vijeya. Of the modifications they have received in the process of transla-

tion, I have hitherto had little opportunity of judging, but as far as I have

been able to investigate the subject, not only the style, but the incidents

and progress of the Sanscrit narration is generally altered, to render them

more illustrative of the ascetic doctrines of the Budd'hisf sect; such as the

guilt of killing animals, even accidentally ; and the perfection acquired

by Riskis in solitary retirement, by means of sublime penance and

meditation.

The Rukhing language has never been cultivated by Europeans; the

observations on its alphabetical system by Captain Towers, and the short

specimen of i^s vocables ir Dr. Fr. Buchanan’s Comparative Vocabulary

of some (f the Languages spoken in the Burma Empire” both in the 5th

vol. of the Asiatic Researches, being all that has been published con-

cerning it in any European language. The specimen given by Dr. Fr.

Buchanan, only varies from the Burma in seven words out of fifty,

and these are only varieties of pronunciation, excepting “ looshee”
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a child, which is also Hanna, and mateinay, wliich seems to be an error,

as it does not signify to sit, either in Rukheng or Banna, but literally

does not stand,'" the proper Rukheng term being ra't cJmvk. The words

in the vocabulary certainly exist in Rukheng as well as in Burma ; but in

some instances different words are in more general use, in the former;

as ahri, long, mstead of she, and po-mro-naing-grong, beast, instead- of

faraitzan. The Rukhbng pronunciation, sometimes too, is modified by

the Burma, and the letter r is almost always omitted in the speeimen,

though it is a distinguishing characteristic of the Rukheng pronunciation.

Thus, the Rukheng requires mri-gri, earth, instead of mycegyee, in the

specimen; kri, great, instead of kyee; kripamo, foot, instead of kicspamo;

krow'k, sir, instead of kiouk ; kri, a. stay', instead of kyay, and yii, the sun,

instead of nay. These errors, however, are not to be attributed to Dr. Fr.

Buchanan, nor detract, in the least, from the merit of his exertions in

commencing the investigation
;
they evidently proceed from the inaccuracy,

hurry, and indistinct pronunciation of his Barma assistants, and in his

situation were perhaps not to be avoided, unless by attending to the native

orthography.

Dr. F. Buchanan has also exhibited comparative specimens of two mixed

dialects, spoken in Aiakan; the first termed Ru'diga, spoken by the

Moslems of the country, and consisting of a mixture of Arabic, Hindi, and

Rukheng

;

the second, termed Rusan, used by the Hindus of Arakan, who

adhere to the system of Brahma, and formed by a large proportion of

corrupted Sarucrit and Bengali, united to a comparatively .small portion

of Rukheng. The dialect of the province of Yo, as it is pronounced

by the Bai'mas, and Rb as it is termed by the Rukheng, is only a slight
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variation of the Rukhing, which it approaches much nearer than the Barma.

Tlie range of mountains to the north and east of Rukheng is inhabited

by a race termed Kheng, by the Ruk'heng and Barma tribes, or as it is

written by Dr. Fr. Buchanan, Kiayn; but who term themselves

and whose language is peculiar, having little or no affinity to either

Rukheng or Barma. From the two names, R6 and Kheng, the name of

Rukheng is generally derived
;

but the national name of the Rukhhig race

is Ma-rum-ma, which seems to be only a corruption of Maha-Vurma

;

Vurma being an epithet generally assumed by the tribes of Kshatriya

extraction. The inhabitants of the mountains between Rukhing and Chati-

gan are termed Sa-mowng-syang by the Rukheng tribes, and are asserted

to speak a different language. They are probably only a division of the

Kheng or Kolim. Whether these are the same with the Kukts, who inhabit

the high ranges of hills to the N. E. of Chatigan, I have not been able to

determine. In the able and curious description of this singular race,

given by J. Macrae, Esq. in the seventh volume of the Asiatic Researches,

the languages of ihe Kuki and Mug, or Rukheng races, are said to be so

intimately connected as to be mutually intelligible. That the two adjacent

tribes should be mutually able to understand each other, is very probable
;

but that their respective languages are connected, in this instance, I

apprehend to be very dubious
;
for in a specimen of above 500 radical terms

of the Kuki, which 1 owe to that gentleman’s politeness, I find very few

which are similar to the corresponding Rukhing, or that were understood

by an intellgent native of Arakan. The subject, however, requires further

investigation, and there seems to be no person better qualified than Mr.

Macrae, for prosecuting the inquiry, both by his abilities, and his

situation.
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VIII. Barma.—The Barma language is used by the great and powerful

nation of the Barmas. The name of this nation has been written differ-

ently, by almost as many authors as have mentioned it, while no person

seems to have thought it worth his while to inquire how the Barmas wrote

their own name. This they constantly write Barma, though from

affecting an indistinct pronunciation, they often term themselves Byamma-^

Bomma, and Myamma, which are only vocal corruptions of the written

name. Amadutius, however, in his preface to the “ Alphabefum Barmanun

seu Bomanum," with equal ignorance and confidence, denies flatly, that

any nation, country, city, or language, exists, which by the natives

themselves is denominated Barma. This name, he 'asserts to have been

introduced solely by the ignorance and vicious pronunciation of Europeans,

since, says he, by the analogy of the language, the nation is denominated

Bomah, the great nation, from ho, the head, a chief, and mah, a man. This

silly vapouring etymology is, however, entirely averse to the established

orthography of the Barmas themselves, and only w'orthy of P. Paulln us,

or a modern Frenchman.

The Barma language, like the Rukheng, in its original state appears

to be purely monosyllabic, but it has borrowed freely from the Bali,

and in imitation apparently of that language, it has sometimes formed

words of some length, by the coalescing of its original monosyllables.

Being completely devoid of every species of flection, whether in nouns,

pronouns, or verbs, its construction is extremely simple, and depends

almost solely on the principle of juxta-position, like its cognate dialect, the
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Rnkheng^t wliich it resembles in structure. Its pronouns and particles arc

peculiar, its idioms few and simple, and its metaphors of the most obvious

kind; but it is copious in terms expressive of rank or dignity, and the rank

of the speaker is charactei ized by the language he uses.

The Burma alphabet corresponds to the Bali, and is regulated by tlw

same principles of accentuation. In point of form, it has considerable re-

semblance to the Canara, Singala, and Telinga alphabets, but is rath&i

more simple in the formation of the character. Cakpanius, in his Al~

piabetum Barmanum sen Boniayium," is inclined to derive -the cha-

racter immediately from the square Bali, used in Ava, and both of them

from the Hebrew, through the medium of the Persic. Amadutius, im-

proving on this idea, or rather adopting that of Bayer, seems to be desirous

of deducing both, as well as the Malabar or Malayalam, from the Arme-

nian, a character to which they have scarcely the remotest resemblance,

and the orgiu of which, is itself involved in great obscurity.

The character of the Barma language has a very considerable effect on

the style of the compositions it contains. Repetitions of the same turn

and expression, are rather affected, than shunned; and a kind of naked

strength and simplicity of phrase, with short 'sentences, pregnant with

meaning, are the greatest beauties which the language admits of. “ The

Bomans," says Carpanius, “ in their poetry, are more careful of pre-

serving similar terminations, than an equal number of syllables, and use

this style, particularly in treating of religious subjects.” The fact, how-

ever, is, that the similarity of termination is neither^ sought,^ nor shun-

ned; but recurs from the genius of the language, very frequently. The

H h
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style of the principal Burma compositions is a species of measured prose,

regulated almost solely by the accent, as in the Rukheng, the different

dialects of Chinese^ and the other monosyllabic languages. The tone of

polished conversation requires an approximation to this style of composition.

The verb is generally placed in the close of the sentence, and the defect

of conjuctive particles, to connect the different members of a sentence,

renders a considerable degree of repetition absolutely necessary to pre-

^vent confusion.

The Burma language has been highly cultivated in composition, and

contains numerous works in religion and science. Besides numerous

books on astrology, mythology, medicine, and law, in the latter of which

the most important is the Burn ma-Sat kyee, or great system of justice, with

the Constitutions of the Burma princes. The Barmas are asserted, by Dr.

Buchanan, to possess numerous historical works, relative to the different

dynasties of their princes, the most celebrated of which is the Maha-raja-

TVayngee. “ These people,” says he, “ have also translated histories of the

Chinese and Siamese, and of the kingdoms of Kathee, Koshan-pyee, Pagoo,

Saymmay and Laynzayn"' On the importance of such works, supposing

them to be strictly of a historical nature, it is needless to dilate. It ap-

pears probable, however, that many of them may resemble the Hindu

Cheritras. The Barmas possess numerous smaller poems and songs, and

even natakas, which may probably be derived from Sanscrit tradition, as

the adventures of Rama in Lunka, are favourite topics in their dramas*

The following are some of the most popular works in the Burma language,

and several of them, I find, exist equally in Bukhingf Siamese and
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Malayu. Some of them are purely mytliological, but others are Chcri-

trds of the historical class.

1. Jina-Mana,

2. Nunda-Jina,

3. Nundaguma,

4. Chundaguma,

5. Narada,

6. Temi,

7. Neml,

8. D’hammapada,

9- Namagara,

10. Logasara,

11. Longanit’hi,

12. Maho-Sut’ha,

13. Wesundura, or story of Rajah

Vesundara,

14. Paramik’han,

15. Chudongk’han,

16. Bungk’han,

17. Kado-k’han,

18. Chatu Daniasara,

19. Sangwara, termed in Siamese,

the Sut’hon,

20. Bhuridat,

21. Kiiiara-pyeu, or account of the

celestial Kinara,

22. Malinm^ng Wut’hu, or history

of Rajah Malin,

23. Jinaka, or history or Rajah Ji-

naka, denominated in Siamese

Maha-Chin6k,

24. Yuwaji, termed in Ruk’h^ng

Ruari,

25. Swipri-w6ng-khau,

26. To-twek-k’han,

27. Munigungsala,

28. Anusasana,

29. Suan-nashan,

30. Wit’hora,

31. Kagileinga,

32. Sada-syi’ch-chaung,

33. Anaga-atweng,

34. Ngare-khan or description of

Naraka,

35. Attagatt-lenga,

36. Hmit-chew' bdn'g.

The Barma language has some variety of pronunciation in the dif-

ferent provinces of that empire. The dialect the Vo, situated on the

cast of the Arakan mountains, has been already noticed. The Tankng-

sari, or language of the inhabitants of the Tanaserim district, denominated

Tinmzo by the Siamese, also differs considerably from the common Bar-

ma. The Tanhigsari certainly have many peculiarities of expression, and

many words in common use among them, are at present obsolete among

Hh2
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the Barman of Ava, but the. majority of them are to be found in the Barma

writings, and the Tanmgsuri are therefore reckoned to use an obsolete

dialect, rather than a peculiar language. I have alread}^ mentioned in what

respects the Barma and Rukheng arc related to each other. The fdlowing '

comparative list of terms will show more particularly the c.\tent of their

dilfcrence in current use.

Rukheng. Burma..

Month khatiang pijit •

back
;

nau-kung nad
, 5 ,

knee pa-chhei’ch-tii du

bone jf. aro J r e ayo 2

heart ailing c na-towng
1

seeing mrang-r6 sii • myang-su-ha

smell kaing-r6
;

‘

j ; chau-jan

touch ,pait-te - seing-su-ha, thi

trouble ma-re r khek
^ .T

strength r. akri ^ akyan,rA .21

marriage maya-m*chtl’p-t6 lek-t’hat-gya. Cl

life abraiig asyang

circle;,^-, ; .0 ;;sf apawk £ akweng . I

storm 5 juukri
, y ,, moseik i .. I

hail
^

mu-g)’o^vk md-si
^ 1

morning T, r ! >.ji,^^ma-sowk-tha, nyi-ga ma-neik.

evening nya-ja nya-ne, ii6-6

sea mreik peng-le

dust , .
;

mr6-m'oh ' ’*
'v among, mye-mong

mud . ,
. ta-mai suin

fire
* A)'. ' i

ming mi

lengtii . i’ ' lire shi

ditch f ^ mroung kewng

gold hrui . sue

silver n_T:Ov
' ~

’v mue ngod

horse mroung miyin

fowl
*

krak kyiuk

cwk ' JiCt 0 0 ' :.krak-p’ha -'J kyiiik-t’fef

V
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^ Rukheng. ,i ' Barma. :ij fo vd" :

hen krak-ina
'

l V

kyiuk-ma
‘

j Tvi
'

•
’

.

inake nirui myewe

sail rowak i fit;',’ : od yewek H J .
.

' / t
j

' -
. 0 li ,

'

.

bed '

,

iuloeng
^

,

kadeng r*.^, ,, ,

.

taylor ang-gi-dap khyowk-sama
P -T^ '-.r -

. . .

white apru '
' pyu ' . ^ - • - .

hard kyang in4

vegetable haung sei’ch ruakk heing-ewdk

. i
f aveng^su-ha

‘ - • •

hrst 1
ayenga akha

*
' i U ‘.di t ayeng-da-ha ;> ^

second hiiei’ch-khu-chowng
,

hnei’ch-khu-su-ha

I
‘ '

'*

akyeweng-hma kyewen-nou p

yve - akyeweng-ro-hma /I i. 1 kyeWen-do

tliou
S'mV.'.'A

mong
'M' A H-i. ,'i

mgng
^ ' j

'' -
you mong-ro ineng-clo

he ' yang-su ‘
'' su ^ '1

they
,

yang-su-ro _ . n , . SU-dO -
, ;

this
'

de-ga di-ha

that • Jj t’ho-ga
’’ '

' ‘ J !. - ho-ha

w ho
, ,

,

asu • "M h^lu,,-

what jJima baha

which i '
. asu

• bgsu, b6ha ‘

if V- t’ho-shyang hlgang r-, <

though la-U’t-hleukk phye’ch-hleang

about le’khi-gra't-me pit

many t akiing, ap6ng r

perhaps ' kaing-ra-bya . = kan-hng

yes -
^

how’t-payak hou’t-kg

b6 )
' ma-hi

'

ma-si

is . hi t si

\ u.

was
^

bri pyi

has1)een hi-yak si-bi

-I ought to do it
, ^
akyeweng-louk-kowng-yak kewen- nou’p-Iouk-gowng-de

I will do it akyeweng-ro-hma louk-ra-rg kewen-nou’p louk-ya-de

The Bai'md affects a more delicate, but at the same time inarticulate

pronunciation than Ahe and les^ eonfpnnable.to the actual .orthO'-
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grapliy of the language. This is particularly obvious in the conversion of

ra \ntoya in Barma; but the Rukheng itself is not devoid of its peculiari-

ties, among which may be mentioned the conversion of sha into ha.

Thus the word which is written shre^ in both languages, is in Barma pro-

nounced syi, and in Rukheng hri.

The specimens which Dr. Buchanan has exhibited of the languages of

the Karihg or Karayn, as he writes it, and of the Kiayn (which seems

to be the same word softened in the pronunciation,) the rude tribe which

denominates itself Kolun^ certainly show considerable analogy to exist be-

tween these dialects and the Barma proper. Some Barma words seem,

likewise, to be discoverable, in the specimen he has given of the ‘language

of the Aloitay, or inhabitants o^Kassay, as 7nee, Jire, nga^ Jish; and more

copious and correct vocabularies, with a more exact orthography, would

probably exhibit a more intimate connection
;
but a certain degree of ac-

quaintance with the grammatical principles of every language, and with its

alphabet and orthography, if a Avritten one, is absolutely necessary to

give any philological value to a specimen of its words. The inhabitants

of the Nikobar islands are sometimes represented by those who have visited

them, as speaking a language which is radically Bat'ma, while, by others,

it is reckoned Malayu. If Fontana’s short vocabulary (Asiatick Re-

searches, Vol. III.) can be depended on, the Nikobar language sepms to

have very little connection with either the one or the other; as it does

not appear to contain above two or three words which can with certainty

be referred to either of them.

The Barma language has been little cultivated by Europeans^ excepting
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the Catholic Missionaries. The “ Alphabetum Bay'manum" digested by

Cak PANICS, was published at Rome in 177d. Carpanius mentions, in

Ills preliminary dissertation, that, at that period, a grammar and vocabu-

lary of the Barma language had been prepared by P. Joh. Maria Per-

coTo, Bishop of Messola, which seems never to have been published. In

tlie preface to the same work, Amadutius mentions, that the gospel of

St. Mathew, and the epistles of St. Paul, had been rendered into the

Barma language, together with the “ Evangelia dierum omnium Dominica-

Hum" “ Epistol Dogmatica, et Dialogus inter Missionarium et Talapoinum"

T. Paulin us, also mentions among the Borgian MSS. a dialogue between a

savage Khien and an E.v-Talapoin, written in the Italian language by D.

Cajetanus Mantegatius, the object of which is to expose the doctrine

of the Talapoins^ as contained in the books of the Barmas. Khien seems to

be the name of the rude tribe termed Khing by Moslem writers, and

Kiayn by Dr. Buchanan; and the work itself, the translation of a

composition circulated among the converted Barmas by the catholic mis-

sionaries. The Talapoins seem, however, to have retaliated on the mis-

sionaries; and Dr. Fa. Buchanan has printed Vincentius Sangermano’s

translation of “ A view of the Religion of Godama,” composed by Atuli

Zarauo, for the express purpose of converting the Christians, in which

the English^ Dutch, Armenians, and other nations are exhorted to adore

Godama, the true God; to adore,also, his law and his priests, to be solicitous
,

in the giving of alms and in the observance of Sila, and in performing

Bavana.
-

f

IX. Mon.—The M6n language is still used by the original inhabitants

of Pegu, who denominate themselves Mon, though by the Barmas they

are termed Taking, and, by the Siamese, Ming-m6n. This language has
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never been cultivated by Europeans, and the only specimen of it, known to

me, is that printed by Dr. Fr. 'Buchanan, (Asiatic Researches, Vol. V.)

It seems to be quite original, and is said by the Barmas and Siamese to have

no affinity with either of their languages.' I have met no learned man of

the race, nor liave had any opportunity of cultivating the language, but

I have been infonned by a Talapoin that they possess many ancient histo-

ries in this language; whieh is not impossible, as they seem to harve at-

-tained civilization, at a more early period than the Banms

;

and, though

‘now reduced, to have been formerly a great and potent nation. In the

.early Portugueze histories they are denominated the Pandalus pf Moji ;

and they are supposed: to have founded the ^xrSiQxxXj^/K^laminl^am empire,

:at a very early period. The name Kalamhiham, mentioned! by the Portu-

'gueze, is probably connected with the Siamese name of the nation, Ming-

:mon. The Mon alphabet,, if'lean depend on the specimens of the cha-

/.racter shown me by a Barman of some learning, -is. only a; slight variety

-o'f the Barma-Bali, with which it corresponds, in the>ipower and arrange-

ment, as well as the form of the characters. I have, however, had little

.opportunity of investigating this subject; and, expecting to have visited

Pegu, did not avail myself of that opportunity to the fullest extent. The

. examination of the Mon character and language, has no j>eculiar difficulty,

.and may be easily accomplished by> the first literary inquirer who may visit

Pegu; and I still indulge the hope tha( my future inquiries may be attended

with success in investigating) their relations,

X. Thay. —

T

he Thay language is that which is used b}’- the Sia-

mese, who, in their. own tongue, assume this, name as 'their
,
national

appellation. By the Barmas, they are denominated Span, from whence

the Portugueze seem to have borrowed their Siam and Siaojn, from whom
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the other nations of Europe have adopted the term. La Loubere,

who visited Siam in 1687-^, as Envoy Extraordinary from the French

monarch, has given incomparably the most accurate account, that has

ever been exhibited, of this nation, formerly reckoned the most polished of

eastern India. He divides them into two races, the Tai and the Tai Yai.

The latter nation, he adds, are reckoned savages, though the most ancient.

Their name signifies literally the great Tai, and in order to distinguish them-

selves from this nation, the ruling race, in modern Siam, assume the name

of Tdi-noe, the iittle Tai. Dr. Fr. Buchanan, however, on the authority

of the information he received in the Barma dominions, divides the Sia-

mese x?iCe, into many states; and gives a specimen of the vocables of three

dialects. This brief vocabulary, with La Loubere’s observations on the

Siamese language, and “ The maxims of the Talapoins,'' translated out of

Siamese by the catholic missionaries, which he has published in his “ His-

torical Relation of the Kingdom of Siam,'” constitute all that has been pub-

lished, respecting the language or literature of this nation, in any Euro-

pean tongue. The result of my own inquiries certainly coincides more

directly with La Loubere’s information, than with that received, by

Dr. Fr. Buchanan. All the intelligent Siamese, whom I have met,

and among these, there were Talapoins, both of the Tai and the Tai-

yai race, agree in asserting, that the Siamese nation, properly so

called, consists of two tribes, the T'hay and the Ehdy-jhay, for so the

names are properly written. Of these the most ancient are the T'hay-

jhay, formerly famous for their learning, and the power of their empire.

It is^ added, that many monuments of this ancient race exist in the king-

dom of Siam; and I was informed,* in particular, that in the vicinity of

li
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Ligoj\ about five days journey from Trang, there are various ancient in-

scription^ on stone, among the ruins of a very ancient temple, which are

attributed to the T'hay-j'hay^ but which no person among the modern

T'harj is able to decypher. The T'hay language, or Siamese, as it is written

by these two races, does not differ essentially
;

but the spoken dialect

among the T'hayj hay, is much more strongly accented, than among the

- Tliay proper, or the present ruling race of Siam. The. T’hay j'hay \n\\-ah\t

the countiy between the Me-nam and the Me-lcon, or river of Cambodia;

but the Tliay, for the most part, inhabit on the west of the Me-nam, or be-

tween that river and the frontiers of the Tinnaw, Mon, and Barma na-

tions. As to the Tai-loong, of whose vocabulary Dr. Buchanan has

given a specimen, all the Siamese that I have met, though they admit

that a district is denominated by this appellation, unanimously deny, that

there is either a race of men, or a dialect of the language, which bears

this name. The words themselves, which Dr. Fr. Buchanan adduces, as

specimens either of the Tai loong or the Tai-yay, are pure T'hay, when-

ever they are not auricular corruptions of pronunciation, or words of

different meaning, introduced, apparently, by the interpreter’s misap-

prehension of the sense required to be expressed. Having myself been

frequently exposed to similar misapprehensions, and knowing, from ex-

perience, the difficulty of avoiding it, especially in languages, in which

not only the signification varies, with such delicate shades of pronuncia-

tion, as are almost undistinguishable to an European ear, but the train

of ideas themselves, is regulated by such a subtile, and as it were hieoro*

glyphical set of principles, I am far from insinuating any carelessness in

Dr. Fr. Buchanan, whose comparative vocabulary is the first attempt to
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classify these languages; but J am attempting to account for the mistakes,

into which he seems to have been inevitably led, by the misapprehen-

sion of his interpreters. Thus, moo signifies the hand, in T'hay, and

paw-moo, which he exhibits as the Tai-loong variation, is only Fa-ma,

the palm of the hand, in the proper language: Ken, which he writeit kayn,

signifies the arm, in T'hay or Siamese proper, and in the same language,

komooee, which he gives as the Tai-yay synonime, signifies the lower part

of the arm, from the elbow to the wrist, and moo, the Tailoong synonime,

signifies the hand; Tin, signifies the leg, in Siamese

;

but naung, which he

gives as the Tai-nay, signifies the skin ; diwA koteen, the Tai-yay synonime,

thejoints of the kg; in the same manner langteen, which he gives as the

Tai-nay, or common Siamese, for foot, signifies literally the upper part of

the foot

;

and Sxvateen, the Tai-nay synonime, appears to be a mispronunci-

ation of Fatin, the under part of the foot, Sdtt signifies a beast, or ani-

mal, and nook, the Tai-yay synonime, is only a mispronunciation of nok, a

bird, as are noup and nauf, the Tai-nay and Tai yay words, which are given

to signify a bird; Pawk signifies the mouth, but tsop, given as the Tai-

yay synonime, is a mispronunciation of tsot, to drink ; San signifies short,

but lot, the Tai-yay synonime, signifies child, and unbt, the Tailoong syno-

nime, one child ; yoon signifies to stand, but loot-sook, the Tai-yay sy-

nonime mispronounced, signifies to rise up ; and Peinung, the Tai-loong sy-

nonime, go sit ; seeza, the head, is not Siamese, but Bali, and the Tay-yay

synonime ho, and the Tai-loong hoo, are only mispronunciations of the

proper T'hay term hua. It may be proper also to observe here, that Dr.

Fr. Buchanan has printed Tay-nay instead of the Tai-me of La Lou-

BERE, which signifies little Siamese

;

whereas Tay-nay cannot possibl}’^

I i 2
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signify little Siamese, but only chief Siamese

;

the true meaning of nay, being

chief ox head.' It is a term of similar import with nayen, nayer and nay-

enmar, used in Malabar, as the appellation of the military cast, or naya-ka,

in Sanscrit.

The T'hay or Siamese language appears to be in a great measure ori-

,
ginal; and is more purely monosyllabic, and more powerfully accented,

than any of the Indo-Chinese languages, already mentioned. It certainly

is connected, in some degree, with some of the Chinese dialects; espe-

cially the Mandarin or Court language, with which its numerals, as well

as some other terms, coincide, but these are not very numerous. It bor-

rows ivords freely from the Bali, but contracts and disguises more, the

terms which it adopts, than either the Ruk'heng or the Barma. In its

finely modulated intonations of sound, in its expression of the rank of

the speaker, b}" the simple pronouns, which he uses, in the copiousness

of the language of civility, and the mode of expressing esteem and

adulation, this language resembles the Chinese dialects, with which also,
f

it coincides more nearly in construction than either Barma or Bukhtng.

Its construction is simple and inartificial, depending almost solely on the

principle of juxta-position. Relative pronouns are not in the language

;

the nominative regularly precedes the verb, and ,the verb precedes the

case which it governs. When two substantives come together, the last

of them is for the most part supposed to be in the genitive. This

idiom is consonant to the Malayu, though not to the Banna or B.uk'’-

heng, in M’-hicli, as in English, the first substantive has a possessive sig-

nification. Thus, the phrase, “ a man's head," is expressed in Barma and

Ruk’heng, by lu-k'haung, which is literally man-head; but, in Siamese,
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it it is kud-khon, and in Malayu, kapala orang, both of which are literally

head-man. A similar difference occurs in the position of the accusative

with an active verb, which case, in Barnia and Malayu, generally pre-

cedes the verb, as tumnMWg chd, literally rice eat; but in Siamese fol-

lows it, as khi kdw, literally eat rice, which corresponds to the Malayu,

makan-nasi. The adjective generally follows the substantive, and the

adverb the' word which it modifies, whether adjective or verb. Whenever

the name of an animal, and in general, when that of a species or class, is

mentioned, the generic, or more general name of the genus to which

it belongs, is repeated v\ ith it, as often happens in the other monosylla-

bic lang'iages, as well as in Malayu. In the position of the adverbial par-

ticle, the Malayu, often differs from the Siamese; as Mana pargi, lite-

rally where go, but, in Siamese, pai hnei, go where. The Siamese composi-

tion is also, like that of the Burma, a species of measured prose, regu-

lated solely by the accent, and the parallelism of the members of the

sentence; but, in the recitative, the Siamese approaches more nearly to the

Chinese mode of recitation, and becomes a kind of chaunt, which different

Brahmens have assured me is very similar to the mode of chaunting the

Samaveda.

The Tliay coincides occasionally, even in simple terms ; both with the

Barrna and Malayu; but these terms bear so small a proportion to the mass

of the language, that they seem rather the effect of accident or mixture,

than of original connection. The following are some of these coincidences

which present thejnselves spontaneously.
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Thay Burma T’hay Malayu

river klong, k}'6ng or . I, ku, aku, and

krong, ku.

elephant. chang. cli’heng. this. ni. ini.

saw. luei. lua. that. nunn. inun.

finger. iiyew. nyo. lock. kache. kunchi.

to. ka> ga. dagger. kr'it. kris.

self. eng. eng. open. buk. biika.

to. ka. ka.

come. ma, mari.

The T'hay or Siamese alphabet, differs consideraoly in the power of its

characters from the Bali

;

though it not only has a general resemblance to

it, in point of form, but also in the arrangement of the character. The

vowels, which are twenty in number, are not represented by separate cha-

racters, but by the character corresponding to the short akar, variously

accented ; excepting the vocalic ru and lu, which are only variations of

the r and I consonants. The consonants are thirty-seven in number, and

are not arranged by the series of five, like the Deva-?ta-gari and Balt, but

the first series ka, consists of seven letters; the second series, cha, of six;

the third series, or of six
;
the fourth series, ba or pa, of eight; the

fifth series, Jflt, of four; and the last series, of six, including the vocalic

akar, though two of them arc not in common use. Each of these letters is

varied by sixteen simple accentuations, and by thirty six complex ones.

The letters ka, nga, ta or da, na, ma, ba or pa, are also final conso-

nants. Hence it is easy to perceive the near approximation of the Siamese

to the delicacy of the Cfimese accentuation ; while in other respects, the

alphabet is considerably more perfect, than in the Mandarin or Court

language of the Chinese, which has neither the same variety of conso-

nants, nor admits so many, in the close of a syllable. The Siamese pro-
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nunciatlon, even of consonants, corresponds very imperfectly to the Eu-

ropean mode : r and I are generally pronounced n, in the close of a

syllable ;
h is often prefixed to a consonant, but from the total suspension

of voice, in pronouncing syllables which terminate in a consonant, no

aspiration can be pronounced after them
;
ma, and ba, tpa, and chya^ are

often difficult to be distinguished in pronunciation, as are ya^ and jOy kye

and chye with other combinations. From this circumstance, many com-

binations of letters are pronounced in a manner somewhat different from

that in which they are written.

The first European who attempted the study of Siamese literature, was

the learned Gervaise, but his lucubrations have never been published.

The learned and indefatigable Hyde procured from the Siamese ambassador

at London, an imperfect copy of the Siamese alphabet, which has been pub-

lished by Greg. Sharpe, in the “ Syntagma Dissertationum,’’ 1767. It is

inferior to La Lou rere’s alphabet in accuracy, though it contains a greater

number of compound characters. La Loubere’s alphabet contains three

forms of the sa, corresponding to the Nagari

;

but the sba and s/iha being

disused in common pronunciation, are commonly omitted both in the alpha-

bet and in modern MSS.

The Siamese or Tliay language contains a great variety of compo-

sitions of every species. Their poems and songs are very numerous,

asi.are their Cheritrds, or historical and mythological fables. Many of

the Siamese princes have been celebrated for their
, poetical powers, and

several of their historical and moral compositions, are still preserved. In

all their compositions, they either affect a plain, simple narrative, or an
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unconnected and abrupt style of sho'*t, pithy sentences, of much mean-

ing. Their books of 'medicine are reckoned of considerable antiquity.

Both in science and poetry, those Avho affect learning and elegance of

composition, sprinkle their style copiously with Bali. The laws of Siam

are celebrated all over the east, and La Loubere has mentioned three

works of superior reputation,' the Pra-Tam-non, the Pra-Tam-Ra, and the

Pra-Raja-Kam-manot. Of these, the first is a collection of the institu-

tions of the ancient kings of Siam ; the second is the constitutional code of

the kingdom, and contains the names, functions, and prerogatives of all the

officers; the third, which is-about 150 years old, contains additional regu-

lations. Of these, the first is the most celebrated and the most deserving

the attention of Europeans. '

The Siamese histories of the T'hay dynasty, detail with much mi-

nuteness, and great exaggeration, the events which have occurred in

Siam^ and the adjacent states and countries, during the last 1000 years.

It also details the events of 400 years, previous to that period, with less

precision, from the building of the city Maha Nakhbn. The records,

however, of the T'hay J'hay dynasty are supposed still to exist; and,

perhaps, it may yet be possible to glean a few grains of pure historic

gold from the sands which glitter in the long vallies of the Me-nam

and Mk-kon.

The Cheritras, or romantic fictions of the Siamese^ are very numer-

ous, and the personages introduced, with the exception of Rama and

the characters of the Ramayan, have seldom much similarity to those of

the Brahmkns. The following are some of the most popular among the
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T'hoy, several of which contain the same stories ami incidents as those

which are current among the Rukheng, Barma, and Malaxfu nations;

1. Rama-ki6n, . 22., Prang-l’hong,

2. Ratlin, 23. Nang-sip-song,

3. Suni-mut-ta-ko-ddm, 24. RamS,

4. Wet-jasim ddn. 25. Chumpii-t’hong,

5. Worawong, .26. Luk-sua-ko,

6. Un-naiut, •
‘ ‘

'
. 27. P’him-swan,

71 Mali6-sot, ; • 11 28. Paja-p’hali,

8. M^lay, 29. T’h^w-krung-soHj

9. CJiatri, 30. Khun-p’hen,

10. Chalawan, 31. Trei-wong,

11. P’liuiri-hom, 32. Chin-narat,

12. Pra-th6ni, 33. P’howit’hM,

13; Su-t’hon, 34. Su-t’hin,

l4. PokHia-wfid-di, ; •' 35. Hoi-sang,

15. ,'JlQrig“d'n, .
36. Sang-sin-chay,

l^.,^Ilinrt’hdng, 37. Woranut,

• 17. Nok-k’hum,
/ * \

38. Chitra-kan,

18. P’ha-non-sou-paj5, 39. Nang-ut’hay,

19. Mak-kali-p’hon, \ 40. Maha-Chinok,

20. Sum-p’han-sit, 41. Mlek-Phong.

21. Suan-na-hong,

; r 'll .

In j the general characteristics of style and manner, these Cheritras

resemble those of the RukMng, Barma, and Malayu tribes, and exhibit the

peculiar manners of the Indo-Chinese nations, as well as the peculiar features

of their mythology. The Rama-kien seems to be a Siamese version of the

Ramaydn, and relates the adventures of Pra'm or Pra Ram, and his

K k
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brother Pra-La'k or Lakshmana, and their wars with Totsa-kan or

Dusha-kantha, ’(which is one of the names of Havana,) who carried

off Nang Se'da or Si'ta. This narrative corresponds as far as I have been

able to learn, with the SaJiscrit poem, and almost all its incidents have

been converted into Natakas for representation by the Siamese, in the

same manner as the Barmas have employed the incidents of the Yama-

Qiieng or Banna-Ramayan. Radiri is the Siamese translation of a Javanese

story. Sum-mut-ta-ko-dom is the history of Somonakodom,^ abridged from

the Bali. The Wet-jd-sun-dbn is The history of a Rajah who becomes an

ascetic of the forest, being struck with a fit of devotion at the sight of

a withered mango-tree, as he was walking in his garden. TYorazVong is the

history of an unfortunate Rajah, who fell in love with a lady, and was

slain by an enchanted' spear which guarded her, one night as he was

escalading the window of his mistress. This is also a subject of dramatic

representation. Mahb-sot contains the wars of Maha-sot with Chor-ni,

and is the same as the Barma Maho-Sufha. Un~narat, narrates the- story of

Ani'rud’ha, the grand-son of Krishna. Malay relates the oeriefits of

IVIalay, the beina: whose office is to relieve the torments' of "Naraka.
' ^ ,,r

' . . -1

Chaldwdn contains the history of a destructive alligator, who falls in love

with a princess, whom he carries off to his recess in the ocean, and the

account of her rescue. R'hum-hbm is the history of another princess of

whom an elephant was enamoured, and her rescue. Prat'hom is a mytho-

logical account of the origin of the universe, according to the principles

of the Buddliist sect.
,
Nok-khum is the ' mythological account of the ce-

lebrated Hamsa. Pokha-wad-di the history of Bhagavati. P'ha-nbn~

sbn-paja, contains the instructions of the sagacious ape P'ha-non. The

Mak>rliaU-phhgn, the adventures of the son of a chief, who possessed a
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\v'onclcrful cow, resembling the Sanscrit Kamadliaiu.- Sum^p/ian-sit, a book

of^moral instructions. Prang-fhong relates the a,dyentures of the persons

who went to the land of the Rakshasas in search of rtlie, fruit Pratnj- tlions,

for which a certain princess had longed Mdien pregnant, the obtaining of

the fruit on condition that the child of which the princess was pregnant

should be presented to the Rakshasa, the carrying off of the child by the

Rakshasa, and her return to her parents when grown up. The Luk-

sua-ku relates the friendship between the tyger and 'the bull, and their

being afterwards metamorphosed into men by a certain Rishi. Paja-pliali

relates the adventures of Vali, the brother of Sugriva'. The Hoi Sang

relates tlie adventures of the prince who was born in a chank shell, and

remained in it till he arrived at maturity. The Sang-sin-chay is the account

of a hero who was born with a chank and an arrow in his hand, with

which, and mounted op a lion, he accomplished many adventures among

the Rakshasas and Girgdsis^ Yakshas or Yak, as they are termed by the

Siamese. The lYoranut relates adventures of the. twin brothers

Woranu't and Worane't. Nang-iithay relates the adventures of a Naga

princess, who was carried’ off by a Rajah. Some of these fictions exhibit

a wild and singular style of fabling, with which we are little acquainted,

but the greater part arc obviously derived from the Sanscrit, through

the Bali.

The Thay exhibits considerable variety of measures, in composition,

and frequently introduces several of them in the same work, in the same

manner as is frequently done in Brij'lC Punjabi, and Sik'h compositions.

The most frequent measure, however, among the Thay, as among the

Ruklieng and Banna, seems to be that denominated rdp, which consists of

K k 2
"
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four long syllables, but admits occasionally of one or more intercalary short

ones: the Jd-ni which consists of five syllables, the Cho-bang of six, the

Pat'hamang of seven, the Jhuntd oi eight, are also frequently employed.

The following specimen of T'hay, is taken from the beginning of the

Mahd Chinok, a work in which the greater part of these are introduced.

DESCRIPTION OF MAIT^IIILA.

Jang mi mining niing Lok’ha-ma k’hii

Jay kwang trahung
'
" ' '

Wanit t’hang lai

Chu Mit t’hin 1^ :,),[ jChai rua pai ma

Thdw p’hu suwoi rat Bo mi satrii

Krop krong para Bibiin pracha

Song nam malia ;
: '

'

. , . Prat’het naiia

Chinok p’homi ,
*

J . *
' £ i ij' /

" ^
j

*
•

Jom ma thuk muung

Som det p’homi Chin, Cham, Pram, Law

Krong se narat ' ciJ
''

Ming-mon, Tin-nlw

Pin cha nan ma
^

. Map mai nong nuung

Bo mi an arai P’harang phang-ka

Ke rat pracha Ma kha t’huk mfiung

T’haw krong para Kkek mon nong nuung

Pin chaw p’hen din Ma muung ka kai

K’haw mak pla-t’hok Kdla P’hrang-s4t

Bomi p’hai rok
^

1

.

Chin Cliam Pram-T’het

Bibiin p’ho inin Chong sakk Nalay

Pinsuk ka priam pri Jipun Chinho

Miiung Pra Narin Aw sin ma k’hai

T’liaw krong p’hen din Ni nun lua lay

Suka sem pra cha

*' There was a certain country, powerful and of great extent, termed Mithinla (MaifJiila). In

this country a certain Rajah exercised the sovereign authority, named Maha Chinok, (Janaka)^

overshadowing his people like the spreading banian tree. For a long series of years, he ruled this

country, while none was able to injure it, or subject it to foreign authority. Rice was abundant, and of

a cheap price ; no disease prevailed, and no discontent against the sovereign, and the inhabitants
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enjoyed every pleasure, as in the region of Pra-Narayen. The sovereign of the country diffused

joy over the face of tlie land, among the natives, while merchants resorted thither in fleets of ships,

constantly going and coming ; and as there was no disturbance in the land, the inhabitants of every

country frequented it; the Chin, (Chinese) the Cham, (the Chinese Tartars) the Pram, (Brah-

mens) the Ming-Mon, (Mons of Pegu) the Tinnaiv, (Burmas of Tenaserim) all of them in innumerable

multitudes: also the Franks of Europe came thither to traffic; the Khek, (Malays) the Kula,

(Chulias) the Phrangsct, (French) tlie Pram-t'het, (Kelings or Hindus of Kalinga) the Chong-sakk

and Hu-Lay, (Cajfree tribes, with stained skins and tattoed faces), the Jipun, (Japanese) and the

Chinho, (Tonkinese) resorted thither with goods, to buy and sell, constantly in great multitudes.”

The Maha Chinok of tlie Siamese, seems to be a popular account of

Raja Janaka, of Mait'hilu, derived from the Ramayan ; but it is evident,

if the text can be considered as corrett, that the work has been either

interpolated or modernized, front the mention of the Franks and the

French.

The following speeimens of Ruk'heng and Barma, will indicate the

similarity of style and measure which prevails in all the monosyllabic

languages.

The specimen of the Ruk'heng is taken from the Nga-chaing-braing :

THE BIRTH OF GAUTAMA.

0-le !e sangkhye hna

Kaiug b’ha ta saing

Two’k k)lng tsung bowng

Pri bri syowng-hma

Para tzu g6

Lo rui towng thi

Alung su mre’p

Syang Thc;k-d’hat ga

Ne hmdt pro ra

Dowk thi da hnei’ch

O tzeng le bri so

Dewa nat-tzei’ch

Ahnei’ch mroung kra

Tzaing bri chwa hma

Sei’ch-tza le ba

Tara tzu si

Pri kha-ni-we

Pri gri sa hla

Ka pila hnei’ch

Khrei’ch pha Thowk t6
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Kliyaing sa sukha

Tzaing le sa de

Maya waing t’li6

Ainri thaing d’he

Tsuwe 16 ti

O thaing <16 tsuwe bri

Mr6 gri kreit krak

Aup t’hak akowng

Lat lat towng 6

O thaing d6 tsuw6 t’ha

Ts6 la waing Imeik

Paik towng bri tho

Piang 6 nan htnon

Ahlueng tu pr6

Angarang to hneik

Mi tso maya

Uyein sa go

Le la tan di

O le lit bri so

Medd boung hi

Siri maha

U y6ng: t’h6 doang

Ko wat krang rue

Pra jang ron mra

Ni ma lila ni

Gotami hna

Ma pri rat leat

Le krang sh6at ruw6

Prang thak hnan moang

Ahlueng tu pro

Angarang to hneik

Mi tso maya

Thiing kha ngew6h khak

Kaing hleak 16k tsuwe

Ainr6 rat ne

Thowng lu chwa go

Phwa hleang 16 i.

When one hundred thousand revolutions of the world were completed, each occupying four Sankhyas,

then the devout worshipper obtained the object of earnest desire; and the sublime Thik D’hat,

(Sidd’hart’ha) who' is acquainted with the secrets of futurity, obtained supreme felicity, tranquillity

devoid of care, and self absorption. After the pure Deva Nat’ha had passed numerous ages in the

possession of supreme felicity, meditating on the four laws of truth, when the period of the divine

favour was nearly completed ; in the excellent and populous region of Kapila, Suk-t6 (Sudd’h6-

dana) became his beloved father, and Sri Maha Maya, his venerable mother, became pregnant

of a perfect conception. When this conception took place, tlie strong earth was agitated upwards

and downwards, trembling and shaking. After ten months pregnancy, supporting her swelling womb
with her hand, his mother Maya was walking for recreation in a deep forest of j4ngarang trees,

diffusing around an exquisite odour. Walking up and down in a pleasant garden, reciting the divine

names on her rosary) and radiating in brilliant- beauty, and accompanied by two younger sistere

of the same complexion, unable any longer to support the burden of Gotajua, (Gautama) she

leaned on the shoulders of her two younger sisters. Within a deep forest, in a grove of Angarang

trees, which diffused around an exquisite odour; his mother Maya, firmly grasping the branches

with her hands, and standing erect on her feet, brought forth the deity Gotama.

TiieiK'Dhat or ThIk-Dhat, is the Bct?'ma mode of pronouncing

Sid’hata, as it is written, which isthe jBa/i corruption of Sidd-har-t’ha.
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According to this analogy, Budd’ha is pronounced Bu'gda, and Sudd’ho,

the contraction of SudVhodana, Suk-to, and sometimes Sug-do.

The following specimen of Barma verse is taken from the Chatu-

Damasara^ as it is termed in Pali, which is denominated the Ko-Khdn

in Barma.

DESCRIPTION OF VARANASI.

Baranasi

Py> gy> hu

Kyo-niy lu-b6

We-niy kosi

Nago k’haing-gaing

Hwiin hwiin di

Baranasi

Chong ji pyo wa

T’ho pyi ma h’rieik

Dana-ma-me '

Chawng le sadeng

Meng i tang khuin

Chuin gy6 han ll

KJiyiuk suin pyo byo

Hna myo ni6 hlyeang

Hmya hne cbeng ew6

Wan diiengp’hyong tan,

,
, I

Makouk yuln di

7'a khmn ha ga ^
.

Hn'ei’ch kwa maswd

Myew chwe khye’ch so

Huleng kacha

Hloup shya maneyng

Kyan k’heng mye chong

Cheng y6 hu-sa

Ye tu khyan p’hyeng

Ti di song ewe

Hne long makyan

Ky4ng dan mwe -nyek

Myek sek niba

Peng ga neng t’hek

Hni’ch chek mushih

Khan khi si nyin

P’hyeang be pyo t’hu

Lu ahwon hne

Machan kyeang hmu

Leik hleo pyew sa

Che khu hneik ch^n

Baja t’han dii^ng

Ta eng makhyo

Kye ju do gyowng

Sepo pyeng gyewin

Myet le thinn so

Ku-san hie deik

Pyiuk la so kha

Ko gwe ya hlien

Hman chua cheng chei’ch

Phyeit pe so la

Neng ugan sa do

Myo ba che yu

Mito ketu

Hmat takhu phyieng
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T(ing Id khyeng hina

l\owk keng che khjeng

llowng mi keiigewd

Mwoi sheang lan-owng

Sill myan choiig si

Svve tawiig nan pudng

Cho yan hlueng ga

Meik myiang ko yo

Sue kliyi ko sa

Esiikari

Kyo hlueng nyi hlidp

B’hong cheit ta hmu

Khat sin lu-cio

Up’hyu u nek

Sowng telk tweik si

flwan leik pyi byi

Hlyean hlyean di

Bakan'asi (Benares) was a beautiful and extensive region, inhabited by a race superior to every

other, whether far or near, living fortunate and happy. Baranasi w’as, in every respect, an admirable

country, possessing every thing desirable ; for in that kingdom, prevailed the practice of charitable

donation, and the performance of ascetic duties. So generous was the heart of the Rajah, that he

gave, in charitable donations, the whole of his revenue. Devoid of every selfish desire, his mind

was onefold, like the point of an arrow. Free from evil inclination, onefold and not double in his

speech. Affectionate to all his relations, and beloved of thfem, remaining firm as a massy roof-beam,

no one could prevent or shake his purpose; never deviating from veracity, undivided in heart,

excellent in his whole conduct, and his heart devoid of angry passion. Under his sway existed no

violence, restraining the desire of his own eyes. Such was his universal character.

Performing no wicked action, and rendering all his people happy, he neglected none of the ten

commandments in the practice of general benevolence. Like a bank of sand, which rises up into an

island far at sea, and when the passing ships are wrecked, affording a sure and safe refuge to the

mariner. Thus it was that he aided his subjects, who were sinking overwhelmed in misfortune
; and

thus those who were shivering under the chilling cold, (of distress) were revived by approaching the
'

genial flame of authority. Like the motion of a serpent, cautious in his conduct. His palace was

splendid as a mountain of gold : in his presence no enemy durst present himself. Sivakara Kasa

Mitra Ke'tu, with his mind fixed on one object, Yesukari far celebrated ; such was his regal state,

that the whole human race, whether white or black, in ten tliousand regions, lived in joy and

happiness under his sway.

It is difficult to determine, from tlie Barma text, the true name of

this sovereign of Benares ; but several names, in some degree similar, as

I
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Mitre'ya and Ketumat, occur in a Pauvomc list of the' Rajas of Benares,

descended from Divodasa, which was pointed out to me by Mr. Cole-

brook e, of whose notices I have frequently had occasion to avail

myself.

' XI. K’h6hme'n.—The K'hdhmhi language is used by a nation of that

name, who reside on the J\Ic-k6n, or ri\'cr of Kam~bu-cha t or Camhoja. It

has never been cultivated by Europeans, and I have had no opportunity

of examining it. Tlie Siamese, from whom I received my information,

assured me that it was entirely different from cither the T'/wp or the

Juan, or language of Cochin China. The Klwhmm are reckoned an

ancient and learned people
;
and were formerly subdued by the 'Phay

-j hay,

or ancient Siamese race. The modern Phay, or Siamese, still denominate -

the Bali character, Nangsu Kh6m, or the K'hdhmhi letter, from this nation.

They are not, however, supposed to have existed as a polished nation so

early as the IJtw, but are believed to derive their origin from the warlike

race of mountaineers named Kh6, the Gueos of the early Porfugueze

historians, who are still represented as practising their ancient customs,

of eating human flesh, and painting and tattooing their bodies. De
Barros, howev^er, seems to represent the language of the Khdkmen as

different from that of Camhoja, though the Siamese do not distinguish them.

“ There are two kingdoms,” says he, “ adjacent to each other, and both

of them maritime, which have each a peculiar language
; the first is termed

Como, and the second Camhoja." (Decad. iii. lib. 2. c. 5.)

XII. Law.—

T

he Lato language is used by the inland nation of that

name, who are generally termed, after the Portugueze writers, Zdo, anii

L 1
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in the plural, Laos, from their consisting of different races. Their language,

De Barros observes, is peculiar, and the Siamese assert that it is different

from the Tliay. It has never been cultivated by Europeans, very few of

whom, besides Alexander De Rhodes, have ever visited the country.

According to Kcempeer, (History of Japan, p. £6,) the Law nation do

not differ much from the Siamese, either in language or writing, except

that they are unable to pronounce the letters I and r: and this opinion

I am much inclined to adopt, though I have had no favourable opportunity

of investigating the subject. If, however, I may be allowed to judge

• from the specimens of the Law language, which I have been able to pro-
/

cure from Siamese and Barmas, it appears to bear the same relation to

the T'hay or Siamese, that the Ruk'heng does to the Barma. 'With the

T'hay-jhay it accords more fully than with the T'hay proper; and, in

adopting Pali terms, it adheres more accurately to the Pali orthograpliy,

than either of them.. The following short list of words and phrases will

convey some idea of the difference which
,
subsists between the T'hay

and the Lato. As the T'hay-j'hay approaches the Law more nearly thani

the T'hay, when that diaject uses peculiar terms, I have preferred

adducing, them, -for the sake of comparison. Where the Law and the,

agree in the radical, an, apparent diversity is often produced by the _

conversion of the I and r into A or t/.
. , i

^

^ "
•

. ) T o '‘jii .• .• f ; ..
•-

^ • or T’fiai/.

'

. 1 .

^

call. hong. rfukk.

talk. fu. phut.

Warm', * • h(5n,
' '* * ' ron, ‘ ~ - ' " .ii

'

Tcry wofin, ,
> h6n ala, .

* » - i
ron uk.
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Ldw. .T’hay.

not know. bo-hu. mai ru.

Do you see ? chdw han ka. nai h4n ru.

many. meng. mak.

sea,
,

mt'samut, thal^.

wave, fong. klun,
’ "

'

river. khong. kldng.

number. Sn, rap.

gold. kliam. thong-khani, thing

lead. tong. ' takua.

do. peng, jia. t’ham, jia.

book. P=ip. sabut.

matchlock,
.

s6nat, rij; . ' pin, .

>'

far off, kai. klai.

handsome,
_

lau. ngdin,

weary, .

' : . ; ,
‘ it, nuey, •

hated,
^

cha, kI6it,

sing. so. khap.

grieve, .
'

, - * ' hdi, i
' '

: . rong.

give,
,

.
. hun,

: .

j

r .
•

’ hui.
/ Kf i

*
; . f

approach. h6t. thung.

market, . k^t,' •

'

talat, V!
' •

shut,
.

tut, . pit, ,

flesh. chin. nua.

blood. ' huit,
’

Ihit,

fight. liop, ' rop.

craft. khilai. luang.

stand, ‘ hun. jun.

lamp, kat’liip. ta-kiang.

how is it done ? peng jang hude. t’ham jang arai.

how many ? taw dai. taw rii,

moon. p’ha chan. pra-chan.

woman,
1

me jing. pu-jing,

man, pho-chay. phu-chay.

country. wiyung, muang,

house. huin. ruin.

who, phai. krai, or kai.

what, basande. arai.
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Law. T'hay.

go there. pai-pun, pai-nun.

come here. ma-phe, nia-ni.

fort. tapp. k’hii.

elder brother, ay. pi-pach*ay,

elder sister. uei. pi-pii-jing,

mother. Vnie, me.

I, ku. k’h^.

1 (honorUic) kha. di-chan.

•we. how. rau.

It is from this nation that both Siamese and Barmas allege that they

derive their religion, laws, and institutions. It is in the country of Law

that all the celebrated founders of the religion of Budd’ha are represented

to have left their most remarkable vestiges. Ceylon boasts the sacred

traces of the left foot of Budd’ha on the top of the mountain Amdla-

Sri-padi, or Adam's Peak. Siam exhibits the traces of the right foot, on

the top of the golden mountain Swa-na-bapato. Other traces of the sacred

steps are sparingly scattered over Pegu, Ava, and Ardkan; but it is among

the Laos, that all the vestiges of the founders of this religion seem to be

concentered, and whither devotees repair to worship at the traces of

the sacred steps of Pra-Ku-ku-sbn, Pra-Kon-nd-kbn, Pra-Put-t'ha-Kat-sop

and Pra-Sa-mut-ta-ko-dom. These Siamese names of the four Budd’ha s

seem to correspond to the Barma Kaukasan, Gonagom, Kasyapa, and

GoiAUA,t\ie, Singhala, Kakusa'nda, Konagam, Kasyapa, and Gautama.

There can be no doubt, however, from the order of the names, but that

they are the four last Budd’has in the list given by He'machandha

Acha'rya in the Ahhid'hana Chintdmeni, under the following Sanscrit

appellations, from which all these Smnese, Barma, and Sing'hala names^
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seem to be only Bali corruptions. The Sanscrit names are Kruh'ucJi hunda;

Kan'chana, Kdsyapa, and Sdkyasinha. The language of L&w is represented

as abounding in books, especially translations from the Bali; and if the

antiquity of the nation can be depended on, they must be extremely

interesting, from the situation of the country between China and the

ether Indo-Chinese nations. The Law nation consists, like the Siamese,

of two different races of people, denominated in Siamese, Chong-mcii and

Lan-chang, which are said by Kgempfer, to be the names of their chief

cities. The first of these are termed, by the Barmas, Yun, and tlie

second, Lain-sain. De Barros adds a third tribe, which he denominates.

Chan-cray. In their general appearance the Law resemble the Mon.

XIII. Anam.—The Anam language is that of Cochin-China and Tonkin.

It is represented by the catholic ndssionaries to be likewise generally used

in Champa and Kau-bang

;

but their assertio-ns must be taken with some

limitation when they add, Ldzv, Camboja, and Siam. The Anam language,

as well as the nation, is often denominated the Juan, by the Malays and

Siamese. It has always been more cultivated by the catholic missionaries,

than any other of the Indo-Chinese languages, though these fathers may,

with some degree of propriety, affect the title of “ multiplicis idio??iatis

propagatoresl' So early as 1651, the Propaganda Society published at Rome,

the Dictionarium Annamiticum Lusitanum et LatinumT compiled by the

Jesuit Alexander de Rhodes, after twelve years residence in Cochin-

China and Tonkin, where he had studied under P. Francisco de Pina,.

the first who acquired skill and facility in that language. In composing

his dictionary, he had also the advantage of employing the materials col-

lected by P. Caspar de Amaral and P. Antonio Barbosa, the first of
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whom had made some progress in preparing an Anam and Portuguezc

dictionary, and tlie second in compiling one in Pot'tugueze and Amm.

This dictionary is printed wholly in the Latin character, as the author
/

considered the Anam character as too difficult to be useful. It is accom-

panied a short grammatical sketch of the Anam. language, entitled

“ LingiicB AnnamiliccB sen Tunchinhisis brevis Declaratio'^ Though I have

never met with a learned i Cochin-Chinese, I have seen several persons who

could speak the vulgar language by rote, and have paid sufficient attention

to it to perceive, that the dictionary of De Rhodes is a work of very

great merit, though certainly susceptible both of additions and emendations.

A new edition of it, would be a work of great utility, if our relations with

Cochin-China should ever become more intimate or important : a circum-

stance by no means unlikely, from the formidable aspect which that

kingdom has lately assumed among the more easterly nations. The

principal defect of the work is, its representing, very imperfectly, the Anam

pronunciation; a defect unfortunately very difficult to be remedied, as the

Anam language contains many sounds which correspond very little to those

of any European language, and respecting which a grammarian might be

tempted to say, with the devout missionary Didacus Collado, when

treating of the pronunciation of a Japanese letter, “ qnando in aliquo mcahulo

fuerit, (quod est valde frequens) orare debet discipulus, Deiim, ut ei venas

pronuntiationis aperiatj—(Prolog, in arte Grammat. Japonic, ling. p. 4.)

De Rhodes also published at Rome, in 1652, a catechism, for the use

of his Anam converts, in Anam and Latin.

From tlie vicinity of the Chinese to the Anam nation, and the intimate

connection that has at different periods subsisted between their countries,
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the Chinese character, as well as literature, has been introduceil into both

Tonkin and Cochin-China. Chinese literature is greatly affected by all who

pretend to distinction in learning, in these countries
;
and in the language

of Jnam, the Chinese characters are denominated Chuzo. But besides

this, another species of character is in general use, and commonly emploi^ed

in matters of business and private affairs, which is constructed on a

principle entirely different; and though its letters are numerous, they

bear no proportion to the Chinese signs, and, according to De Rhodes,

they are unintelligible to the Chinese and those who are unacquainted

'

with the Anam language. These characters, in the Anam language, are

termed Nom. What relation they bear to the Bali characters I have not

been able to determine accurately, though I suspect they wiW be found to

be connected witli that, or the Tliay alphabet. It is perfectly certain,

however, that they have no connection with the proper Chinese character.

I have been informed, by an intelligent Chmese, who had resided some

time in both Siam and Cochin-China, that the proper Anam character

greatly resembles that of the Siamese. The missionary Borri says, that the

Cochin-Chinese, in harangues, letters, 'memorials, petitions, and such

things as do not belong to printed books, for these, of necessity, must be

in Chinese characters,^’ generally employ about three thousand characters,

which they find sufficient to express their meaning. If the compound

characters, and contractions of the Siamese, be included in their alphabet,

they Avould nearly amount to this number.-

- The Chinese character forms, in reality, an abstract,
,
philosophical

language, such as has long* • been the theme of speculation in Europe^
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though It is generally regarded as an absurd and impossible reverie. It is

^lot indicative of sounds, but of real objects and ideas; and consecpiently

it is read and understood by at least twenty different nations, who

would scarcely understand a word of one another’s oral language, and

would all use different words to express the same meaning. The only

European characters, analogous to the Chinese symbolical written Ian*

guage, are our numeral, algebraical, astronomical, and chemical ?igns,

which are constructed on the same abstract principles. The ChinesCy

however, sometimes contrive to make these singular characters perform a

double office, and express sounds, as well as ideas; as when they write

down English names, which another person can pronounce with great

accuracy. As far as I have been able to learn, however, this can only

be accomplished by persons who use the same spoken language.

The Anam language is simple, original, and monosyllabic. Wliat

relations it may possibly bear to some of the spoken monosyllabic

languages of ChinUy to the Man-chha Tartai% to the Korean, Formosan,

Likyu, or rather Riu-kiu languages, I cannot possibly pretend to determine
;

but it certainly has very little affinity to the Mandarin or court lan-

guage of Chum, which is properly termed Khunn; to the Kong-tong,

or language of Canton

;

to the copious polysyllabic and inflected

Japanese; or to any of the other Indo-Chinese languages.

It is certainly possible to find several Anam vocables which coincide

both in sound and signification with words in the Khunn or Mandarin-

Chinese, and also in the Kdng-tdng^ as well as others, which closely
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resemble T'hai/ or Siamese vocables
;

but nevertheless, all the essential

parts of the Anam language are qriginal and unconnected with any of the

other monosyllabic languages, of which J hjive any knowledge. Barrow,

an authority of some weight, in his “ f^fiyage to Cociiin-Cliina^ seems to

consider the Anam as a derivative ^from the Chinese, “ because it is

constructed on the same principle.”
(pt^, 501.) “The spoken language,”

he obseives, “,has^ undergone a^yery ponsiderable change, which is thp

less surprising, as the inhabitants of the northern a,nd southern pipyinces

of China, are unintelligible to each other; but though it has^ been

altered, at does not appear to have received any improvement, nei,ther

from additions of their own, nor from the introduction of foreign words.”

(p. 322 .) ^The precise, meaning of this sentence, I confess I do not

.understand. The mass of the Anam language, whether nouns, verbs, or

^significant particles, is totally diflferent from ,that spoken Chinese

language with 'Which he has compared it; and he ihimself admits, ‘‘That

it is so much changed from the original, as to be pearly, if not whqlly,

(Unintelligible to a Chmesel' The Anam nation employ several sounds

and letters which are .incapable of being pronounced by a Chinese,

«uch as b, d, and r. The particles which ^form t;h^ qement, pr econ-

struction of the language, .are also different ; and in addition ,to -all these,

the Anam language has a peculiar character of its own, j>yhich .is pot

under$tood by the Chinese. It is difficult, after this, to conceive what

(Similarity exists .between the Chinese apd Anam, unless that ,they arc

both monosyllabic languages, and that the signification of ^rms .is

regulated, in a great
,
measure, /by their accentuation. ^But though the

same monpsyllables occur, and though they are also accented -frequently

M m
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in a similar manner, yet even in this case, the signification of these

monosyllables is,, for the most part, totally different. In the syntax or

construction of the two languages, there is also a very great difference,

for in almost all the instances in which the Banna language differs in

construction from the Malayu, T'hay, and Anam, the Chinese agrees

with the Banna, and differs from the three others. Thus, when two

substantives follow each other, in Chinese 20\d-Barma, the first is in the

genitive or oblique case
;

whereas, in Malayu, T'hay, and Anam, the

second is in the oblique case. Sometimes, too, the Chinese order of

arrangement differs equally from them all. Thus, in Chinese, the adjec-

tive generally precedes the substantive, whereas it follows it in Malayw,

BannU, T'kay, and Anam. It must be observed, however, that when

the term Chinese is applied to the spoken languages of China, it is used

in a very wide signification, unless some particular province be specified.

The Chinese colloquial languages appear to be more numerous than the

Indo-Chinese tongues, and equally unconnected with each other. Barrow

•Jiimself declares, that scarcely two provinces in China have the same oral

•language. (Travels in China, p. J244.) While the nature of the Chinese

'character is still so imperfectly understood, it is not surprizing that the

investigation of the spoken languages of China has been totally neglected.

In the course of some enquiries that I made among the Chinese of Penang,

I found that four or five langua^tes were current among them, which were

totally distinct from 'each other, and the names of several other* were

mentioned. I was informed that the principal Chinese languages were

'ten^n number; but ’T ^ have found that considerable variety occurred in

the enumeration of their names, and suspect that they are considerably
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more numerous, in reality. The following is one of the lists I received

of these ten languages; but I have since been informed that it relates

only to those which are spoken in the southern and western provinces.

1 . Kong, 6. Lui,

2. W4y, 7. Liinm,

3. Nam, 8. Khunn,

4. Ch6w, . 9. St«’,

5. S6w, 10. Kunng.

”
* * J

Of these, as has been stated, the first is represented as the language

of Canton, and the eighth as the Mandarin language, or that which

prevails in Pokin. T9 this list may be added the following ;

- I . , ) ;h / !ci V .

’
. •.) , !IT<-i‘ ,, ,[ '

ii

11. Hyong-san, 14. Piin-ngi,
"

12. Sun-tukk, • 1 15 . Tortg-khun, ; !’ ={

13. Natn-hdi,
. , . . 16^, Fo-kbln.,, i. .

•

'h'As. . .j-.ii- .n. , -HI M J

">i . > ; , j *r
'

'

' j i \ . I
\

The last of these is denominated Chin-chew by the Chinese, Macao;I 1 .
' J >> ;

’ .

but the language spoken in Macao itself, is the Hyong-San.
^

This

enumeration, however, is extremely imperfect; nor have I been able to

determine .which of them- are to be accounted^ original languages, and

rwhich dialects. Neither, without particular investigation, is it possible

to ascertain, whether the Anam language may not be included in this
t X

enumeration, though I am rather inclined to the contrary opinion.

The Anam language has neither genders, numbers, nor cases; moods,

tenses, nor conjugations
;

all these are supplied by the use of particles

and the juxta-position of words, ,as in the other monosyllabic languages.

hi m 12
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TKe same word has often the signification of both a noun and a vierb, and

its particular use, in such a case, is to be determined by the context,

and the collocation of words in the sentence. Tlie principles bf colloca-

tion in sentences are equally simple as in the other monosyllabic

languages. The adjective generally follows the substantive, as in MalayUy

Barma, and T'^hay

;

but when two substantives come together, the last of

them is in the oblique case, as in Malayu and T'hay, but contrary to the

Barma order of arrangement. Thus, the phrase “ the master of the

house,"' is, in the Anam language chua nya

;

but 7iya chua signifies the

house of the master. In Malayu, these two phrases are rendered by tuan

ruma, and ruma than; and in T'hay, by chan run, run chan; but the

Barma follows a different order, and renders them by in-sak'heng, sak'hing-

in, where in signifies house, and saJtheng, master. The substantive verb

is often omitted, as being reckoned inherent in adjectives, especially when

preceded by the demonstrative pronouns. Thus, nui nhy haw, this

mountain high, i. e. is high, tlie assertion being implied. The nominative

precedes the verb, the preposition the word which it presides over, the

'^adverb adheres to the word which it modifies, the relative is wanting

altogether, copulative conjunctions are generally omitted, and the peculiar

modes of expression in the Anam idiom are chiefly such as result from the

manners and habits of {he people. The moods' and 'tenses of Verbs are

formed by significant particles as in tlie other monosyllabic languages.

As the Anam nation are equally formal and ceremonious as the Chinese,

in their phrases of urbanity, and equally accurate in marking, with a

‘minute and tedious precision, the deg‘rees of respect and honour due to

' every person, in the several relations of stranger, acquaintance, neighbour,

relation, parent, magistrate, and all the several degrees of magistracy
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and office ; a great deal of the idiom of the language consists lin the differei|t

modes of expressing the respective relations subsisting between the speaker

and the person addressed ; hence originates the number of personal

pronouns, expressive of these relations, as well as numerous circum-

locutory forms of eupreswsion
;
the genius of both the,A?iam and the Ch'mesc

language requiiing, that as often as possible, appellative nouns, and names

of office, dignity, relationship, or consanguinity, should be substituted

instead of the simple personal pronouns. Thus, a husband addressing

his wife, and using the pronoun I, instead of saying taw, ta, or gua, any

of which has the signification of the simple pronoun I, ought to say anh,

which signifies elder brother

;

and his wife, on the other hand, ought either

to denominate herself tti, handmaid, or k.ng, younger sister; a woman, in

like manner, addressing herself kindly to another, who is either younger

in years, or inferior in rank, ought always to denominate herself elder

sister; a husband addressing his wife, in polite terms, ought always to

term her younger sister

;

and, in general, speaking to a young woman,

she should use the same expression, but an old woman he ought to term

ban or aunt. A lover, addressing his mistress, terms her younger sister,

while she, in return, terms him elder brother. A son, addressing his

father, ought not even to term him cha, father

;

but anh,_ father s elder

brother ; chu, father’s younger brother, or cau, mothers brothers in a similar

manner, addressing his mother, he ought not to term her me, mother; but

either cd, father’s sister, or di, mother’s sister. It is easy to perceive that

this minute accuracy of phraseology must have occasioned great trouble

to the catholic missionaries in rendering portions of scripture into the

Anam language
; accordingly we find, that they were extremely distressed
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about the propriety of the terms to be used, whenever God the Father,

Jesus Christ, The Holy Ghost, or the Virgin Mary, were to he

introduced as interlocutors, and dismally puzzled whetlier the Virgin

ought to denominate herself, toi, handmaid, or me, mother, in addressing

her son Jesus Christ; as a very trivial change of phraseology, in a lan-

guage so delicate in its shades and distinctions, might have given origin

to the most dangerous heresy.

The accents in the tongue, are of such indispensable utility, that

they have been very properly termed the soul of the language, while the

primary monosyllables, varied by accent, have been made to represent its

body. Conversation is a species of chaunt, or recitative, as in the

Chinese dialects, and the other monosyllabic languages, which has, at

first, a very ludicrous effect to an ear unaccustomed to it. The intonation

or accent of the Anam, struck me as entirely similar to Chinese, though

Borri, the catholic missionary, to whom it was familiar, pronounces it

softer and sweeter, more harmonious and copious in both its tones and

accents. He adds, that every word expresses a variety of significations,

according to the diversity of accents with which it is pronounced
;
so that,

to converse in it correctly, a person ought to understand the grounds of

music. That he ought to have an ear of the most delicate sensibility is

indisputable ; and as this can never prevail very equally in a numerous

nation, this variety of accent gives rise to such diversity of dialect, that

through the whole Anam region, every considerable village or district has,

as it were, a different language, and are often obliged to have recourse to

tlie written character, for communication with the districts in their

vicinity.
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Borri affirms, that the «acrecl books of the Anam nation, are termed SH'

King, while those relative to civil subjects are denominated Sek Chuw. He

adds, that the first treat of the creation of the world, the nature of mind,

the different classes of intelligent beings, moral and metaphysical theo-

logy; but both these classes of books seem rather to refer to Chinese

literature, than to that which is peculiarly Anam ; for Sek signifies only

book, Chuw is the name applied to the Chinese character, and King is the

name of the books first put into the hands of the students of Chinese

literature. Numerous Tru-yhi or Cheritras, however, are known to exist

in the Anam language, and form the subject of their dramatic representa-

tions, in which the Anam nation are not inferior to the Chinese.

The ancient code of Tonkin laws, possessed great celebrity, and was

highly venerated previous to the late conquest of that country by the

Cochin-Chinese. It is represented, by the missionary Le Roy, as com-

posed in the most elevated style of Chinese, and full of uncommon modes

of expression. He also mentions, that it was printed with an Anam

translation, composed by an ancient Tonkin Mandarin.

. \

I

The Anam style is sometimes highly bold and figurative, and attains a

degree of animation which is not very common among the Indo-Chinese

nations of the continent. If the French version can be depended on,

v/e need -only refer, in proof of this, to the manifesto issued by the usurper

Quang-tru'ng, in 1790, to quiet the minds of his subjects, alarmed at the

reports of the prowess of the French auxiliaries, who aided the first efforts

of the present monarch for the recovery of his throne. “ Be not so
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credulous as to listen to what they say of the Europeans. What superioi

ability should that race be possessed of? They have all the eyes of green

serpents, and we ought only to regard them as floating corpses, cast on

our shores by the seas of the north.” (Noumlks des missions Orientales—
p. 144.)

The religion of the Anavri nation is a modification of the Buddhist

system, nearly resembling that which prevails in China, Many local

and peculiar superstitions, however, are blended with it; such as the

worship of the dog and tyger, to the first of which human excrement,

and to the second, human flesh is offered. Traces of. ,this worship are

found among the mountaineers on the borders of India, as well as in the

proper Indo-Chinese countries. Thus the tyger is worshipped by the Hajin

tribe, in the vicinity of the Garrows or Garudas.

The Cluah-t6, an ancient race, as the name signifies, who inhabit Kaubang

or the mountainous range which divides the Anam countries from Chinas

regard themselves as the original inhabitants of Tonkin and Cochin-China

;

and consider the Anam as a Chinese colony. The Quan-t6 have a peculiar

language, and Write with a style, 'on the leaves of a plant, termed m Anam,

jiwa. The Moi and Mudng are also mountaineer tribes, who speak

languages different Trom the Anam, but it is hitherto unknown whether

they are original races, or only branches of the Quan-t6.

The following comparative vocabulary of the Burma, T'hay, and

Anam languages, with the Kong dialect of the Chinese, will convey

some idea of their mutual relations and differences. A few Buk'hing
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variations are also exhibited in the Burma column with the initial R.

prefixed.
Bartna. T'hay. Amm. Kong-Chinese.

God prd yieng pra-chi\T chua sunn, t’hien-ch

heaven nip-ban s.\wan t’hi^n t’hien

the earth kam-ba pi-p’hop 'dia Chien-ha

earth my6 R. mr4 din 'dat ti

air lorn phu-jyo h&ng

water y€ R. re nam ndk, nuwok, soi

fire ml R. meing fai

thuy

Iwra, hda ffob

sun ne tawin nylt, mat-bloei thai-yong, ngk<

moon la duin nguyit, mat- nguit

star kyi R. kri daw

blang

saw, tinh tin-sung

sky mo sa bloei mun-t’hie»

sea peng-l6 ta-le b^, bi6n, hat hoe

river k’hyong R. klong su hd

^Kimal

kh’ron

tareich-chan sat . thu chhok-ldi

bird hng4k ndk ching chhdok-chay

fish nga pli ka ngu

plant apeng tdn thuw ch’hdvr

tree
,

apeng gyi ton-mii sang Su, s(it

leaf ayevvek bal Id hyep

hill towng p’hu-khaw nbi san

plain 1^-bieng t’hung 'dow, nil phdng

stone kyiowk bin 'di syuk, lie

gold SWe Chong wdng kumm

silver ngw^ ngbn bak ngunp

brass ky6 t’hdng-k'ham t’haw t’hdng

iron san I4k thiet, sat thit

tin kh4 ta kda thlek syak

rice ch’han kd-san gdw, lua, kbem mdy

egg u khki tlueng ch’honn

day ne wdn ngdy yat

night nya k’hun 'dem man

evening nya-n6 kham ban-hom ya

morning man^k chiw sang-nyay chew

month la <luin thang yuS, ngtiit

N n
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Burma. T'hay, Arum. Kong-Chinese.

year neit P' nien, nam, tue. nin

tuoi

man lu khon uguwoi yun

man yowk-kya pachiy nam nan-yun

woman mim-ma paning nuw nyu-yun
^

father p’hae p’ho cha hu, fu

mother ina6 m6 mu

husband l^ng p’hbwa chaw, phu law k’hung

wife maya miya vw6, t’he Idw-p’ho

son sa lok pachay kon-blai chi

daughter sa-mi lok paning kon-gai ngue

elder 'i bro- ako p’hi-pachay anh akko

younger j ther nyi nong pachay 4ng ti

elder 1 sis- umma pi pajing chi amui

younger ) ter nyi-ma nong-paning €ng mo^i

friend sang-^-gyien klO nghia pung-j’ow

enemy yan-su satru ngh^ich, thu tzow-yun

head gowng hua thu 'd&u th6w

face hmiek-na n^ mat, may mkt mien

eye hmiek-chei’ch nyan, mok, I

t m4t kon-mdt 3
ngaii

nose nakhaung tamuk mui pi

ear na hu tii ngi

mouth pajat pak khau, mieng, 'k

lomieng 3
now

tooth swa fan rang ngi

tongue sha lin luwoi li

hand l^k mu tay sow

foot khy^ tin chen khuok

belly w(m p’hung, thong deh, baw t’hu

back kyo lang kat piii-hdw

skin ay^, say6. R. nang dea phi

ar4, sar< -

bone ayo. R. aro kot, shwang-kot ka

flesh asa nua thit hewuk

blood sw^ liiit mSu tiet hit

milk no-ye ndm-n6m suwa nin

eat ch4 kin an kie
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Burma. Thay Anam.
'

Kong-Chinese.

itand niat-tat jiln 'duSng khi

sit t’haing ning ngoi cho

sleep it non ngu mi

strike yeik ti 'dam, 'danh wat

kill sat-pi’ch k’ha jiet, sat sat

red ani ddng 'do, tham hung

green acheing k’h6ow shanh lok

yellow awi liiang hoa ka, vang w6ng

white ap’hyu khaw tlang, bak plik

black an^k dam * tham, ak hukk

One tit niing mot yutl

two hnit song hui ni

three sdng sim teng sam

four Id si bon si

five nga ha lang ung

six khyowk hSk lak lok

seven khuhnich chdt bai chhat

eight shyit pdt tang pat

nine k6 kaw chin
^

kow

ten ta chd sip tap
,

sap

hundred ta ri roi klang pdk

thousand la t’hawng p’h^n kin chin

I kycwin nou’p k’hd toi, tiu, ta, kwa ngo, nga

we khewin-nou’pdo r^u chung-toi, moi- nga-t^

toi

thou nidng rnung bdi,mai,nguwoi nl

ye maung,meng-do su chung-b4i, moi- ni-td

bii

he den man n6 k’hi, t’ha

they
'

den-do in&n arki chung-n6 k’hi-td,t'ha-tf

who bddu, belli k^i ai
1
niko

what ' bahi ar<ii nao meyS

which beddng anei nko (placed af- nako

ter a word)

all alung t’hang-phd "I

thang-m6t 3

kak tote

manj apowng mak deii, nyeu '6

N n 2
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Burma. T’hay. Anam. Kong-Chinese,

few cheich-cha-gul4 hit, nit dd, nyd tuk, shaw

any, some takhyo k^i kM bko>ai y6w

above at’htk bon tien shyang

under awk tii, Idng chu6ng ha

in at’h^ nay oei, tlaw h, in

without pyleng n6k vo, chkng-ko,

ngok'i

ngoii wai

to ko, go k^ cho ni, a

from ka, ga t^ boei tzong

this di-hu ni nay t^ko

that ho-hu nun ey, n6 koko

there ho hma tiiio ben-no nunt

here - di hma tint ben-ndy . koni

before shy6 na tluwbk sin

behind nawk t’hi liing fau how

XIV. Pali'.—^The Pali language, among the Indo-Chinese nations, oc-

cupies the same place which Sanscrit holds among the Hindus^ or

Arabic among the followers of Islam. Throughout the greater part of

the maritime countries which lie between India and China, it is the lan-

guage of religion, law, literature, and science, and has had an exten-

sive influence in modifying the vernacular languages of these regions.

The name of this language, though commonly pronounced Bali, is

more generally written Pali; but both forms are occasionally used. As

the origin of the word is still very obscure, it is difficult to determine

which is the more correct orthography. If, however, we could venture

tG identify the term with the Bahlika b'kasha, which, in the Sahi'tya

De'rpana of Vis’icanatha, is enumerated as one of the languages proper to

be used by certain characters, in dramatic works, the latter ought to be

considered as the more correct. La Louberl, on the authority of

D’Heubelot, has stated (Tom. I. p. 422) that the ancient Persic lan-

guage was termed Pahalevi, (Pahlavi) and that the Persians do not dis-
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ting'uish in writing between Pahali and Bahali. This conjecture would

be confirmed by the identity of the terms Bali and Badlika b'hasha, were

it to be established; for no donbt can be entertained that in Sanscrit

geography, the epithet Bahlika is applied ^to a northern Indo-Persic re-

gion, probably corresponding to Balkh Bamiyan. Among the Indo-Chi-

nese nations, the Bali, is frequently denominated Lanka-basa, or the lan-

guage of Lanka, and Magata, or, as it is often pronounced Mungata, a.

term which seems to correspond with the Sanscrit Magad'hi, which, in

many of the Vyakaranas, is enumerated as one of the dialects proper to

be used by certain characters introduced in Natakas, or Hindu dramas. Ac-

cording to Kcempfer, the Bali in the Khom language, and by the inhabitants

of Pegu, was termed “ Maccata-pasa," or Magad'hi b'hasha, as we may

safely venture to render it. P. Paulinos however applies this term in-

accurately -to the square Bali character, instead of the language (Mus.

Borg. p. 1).

This language, notwithstanding its extensive use among so many nations,

and the degree of cultivation which it has received from the different tribes

by whom it is employed, has hitherto attracted little attention among Eu-

ropeans. The indefatigable Kcempfer, in his Amcenitates Exotica," has very

imperfectly exhibited the Bali alphabet. La Loubere had previously pub-

lished it more correctly, according to the form employed among the Siamese;

his alphabet is repeated in the French Encyclopsedia, and Carpanius,

in his “ Alphabetum Barmanum" has exhibited the simple letters, according

to the square form, employed by the Bcirmas. La Loubere, in his “ Histo-

rical Relation of Siam," has published “ The Life of Thevetat,” said to be

translated from the Bali, with a fragment termed “ An Explanation of the
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Patimouc, or Text of the Vinac"' P. Paulinus a S. Bartholomaeo, in his

“ Museum Borgium," has, in his usual petulant, inaccurate, and desultory

manner, exhibited some confused notices concerning the Bidagat, the Padi-

mauka, the Kam?}iuva, and a “ Compendium of the Burma Laws,” composed

in the Pali language. Dr. F. Buchanan, in his Essay on the Religion and

Literature of the Barmas,” (Asiat. Research. V'ol. vi.) has published a tran-

slation of the Kammua” executed from the Latin version of Vincentio

Sangermano, which differs considerably from the notices concerning that

work published by P. Paulinus, according.to whom, in 17/6, an Italian

translation of it was made in Pegu, at the instance of cardinal Borgia.

Whether any of these versions have been made ilirectly from the Pali, or only

through the medium of a Burma or Siamese v^ersion, is, at least, very dubious
;

but the enumeration may suffice to show how far the attention of Eu-

ropeans has been turned to this language. It would appear, that the learned

La Croze, in his epistolary correspondence, has also treated concerning

the relations and affinities of the Pali, but I have had no opportunity of con-

sulting the collection of his letters. P. Paulinus, in his coarse, acri-

monious, and offensive way has also obtruded on the public, some conjec-

tures concerning it, but the publication of his “ Vyacarana, seu locuple-

tissima Samscrdamicae linguae Institution Romae 1804, has given a death-

blow to his vaunted pretensions to profound oriental learning; and shown,

as was previously suspected, that he was incapable of accurately distin-

guishing Sanscrit from the vernacular languages of India.”*

* The philological merits or demerits of P. Paulinus form no part of the proper subject of this essay ;

he is only mentioned here for tbe purpose of difclahning his critical authority, when placed, as it has fre-

quently been, by European writers, in competition with such authorities in Hindii literature, as Sir

W. Jones, or Mr. Colebeooke. In his Museum Borgianum he has mistaken a specimen of Maluyu

for Bengali

;

but this is notliing to what occurs in his Sanscrit Grammar. The same blunder had been
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The lia/i alphabet seems, in its origin, to be a derivative from the Deva-

nagari, though it has not only acquired considerable difference of form,

but has also been modified to a certain degree, in the power of the let-

ters, by the monosyllabic pronunciation of the Indo-Chimse nations. It

has dropped, in common use, some letters entirely, and accented others in a

manner similar to the U'd'hata, Anudhata, and Swarita tones, in the system

of accentuation used in chaunting Mantras, and in reciting the Vedas them-

selves. Thus, it has dropped both the palatal and the celebral sh of the

Deva~?iagari, as well as the double consonant ksh, though the two first

made before him, by the Editors of the polyglott ” Gratis Dominica but the following are his own.

A numerous class of iViiTiscril nouns form the fifth case in at; in Tamil and Malaydlam, however, a

case of similar import terminates in ai. ;
and this case, which belongs to these vernacular languages, but

never to Sanscrit, has P. Pauunus uniformly substituted, in his Sanscrit Grammar, in the place of

the regular Sanscrit flection in at. This substitution of the letter I for t is not confined to those in-

stances only, in which the analogous flections of a vernacular language may be supposed to have led

to the error; it occurs in numerous instances, in which the .Jawscnt and popular dialects coincide in

using the letter t, and which must therefore be considered as the blunders of absolute ignorance. Thus,

in the names of the tenses of the Sanscrit verb, he gives lal for lat, lol for lot, HI for lid, and lul for lud.

A blunder similar to that which occurs in the fifth case of nouns, runs through a variety of the flec-

tions of the Sanscrit verb. Thus, he gives abhaval for ab'havat, bluivadal for b’havatat, bkavel for

b’havut, bhuyal for b'huyut, abhul for ub'hut, abkaviszyal for ab’havishyat

;

but the whole work swarms

with similar errors. What should we think of a Latin grammarian who should falsify the ablative case in-

nouns, and misrepresent the third person singular in verbs? Yet this is nothing more than what has been

done by the redoubted P. Paulinos, whom the learned Sylvestre de Sacy terms “ un des ecri-

vains’ les plus tranchans et les plus dedaigneux ;” and he has not only erred in the particular instances

which he has adduced in his Grammar, but he has also laid down rules to justify his errors, as, in his

rules for the permutation of the tetter I into t, d, dh, &c. All his other works, that have fallen into

my hands, equally abound in error, arrogance and ignorance. Equally superficial, inaccurate,

and virulent in his invective, a critic of his own stamp w'ould be tempted to retort on him his own quo-

tation from Ennius.

Simia quam similis turpissima bestia vobis.
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are still retained in the more correct alphabets. ’ Instead of pronouncing

the first series of letters ka kha, ga gha, nga, it recites them ka kha kd

gdha, nga pronouncing ka thrice first, in its natural tone; secondly,

softly accented in treble, as if with the tone (id hdta ; and thirdly, in a deep

base tone, like the anudhata of the Samavedd Brahmans
;
gdha or ga is only

recited once and that slightly accented, while nga suffers no alteration. A

similar alteration occurs in the second series, cha, and the fifth series, pa.

The vowels are generally presented in the stuic order as the Deva-nagari,

but by a similar mode of accentuation, eigh'eeji are sometimes employed.

The peculiarities of this pronunciation are, however, more closely adhered

to by the T'hay or Siamese, than by the Barma and Rukheng nations,

whose languages are neither so powerfully accented, nor so monosyllabic

as the T'hay.

The form of the Bali character varies essentially among the different

nations by whom it is used. The square Bali charaeter, employed by the

Barmas, differs much from that which is used among the Siamese, and ap-

proaches nearer the form of the Barma character. The Siamese Bali cha-

racter is termed, by the Siamese, Nangsu Khom, the Khbm, or Khohmen

character, having, according to their own tradition, derived it from that

nation. The square Barma character seems to coincide with the Bali cha-

racter of Lanka or Ceylon; though in that island, Bali compositions are

frequently written in the proper Sing'hala character. Of the character

used in Law, Champa, and A?iam, I have had no opportunity of judg-

ing. Carpanius, in his “ Alphabetum Barmanum," p . 37,
a.sserts, that La

Loubeee, in his Historical Relation, of Siam,” has mistaken the Barma

and Law characters for the Bali; and Sir W. Jones, in his 8th anniver-
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3ary discourse, if I understand him, affirms the same thing, on the au-

thority of a native of Arakan. The fact, however, is, that La Loubere’s

alphabet, tliough imperfect, as the vowels are omitted, and the powers of

several letters inaccurately expressed, is the real Bali alphabet 'of the

Siamese, and that which I have found in use among the Talapoins, both

of the T'hay and the Tliay-fhay race, however it may differ from the

Balt, in use among the Barma and Rukheng nations. This character, how-

ever, when correctly written, is not round like the proper Barma cha-

racter, but formed by a number of minute strokes, placed in an angular

position, like the Singliala Pushpdkshara, or flower-character. Indeed, on

comparing the two characters, the square Barma-Bali character will be found

to approach nearer the proper Barma character, than the Bali of Siam.

The Bali is an ancient dialect of Sanscrit, which sometimes approaches

very near the original. When allowance is made for the regular interchange

of certain letters, the elision of harsh consonants, and the contraction of

similar syllables, all the vocables which occur in its ancient books, seem to

be purely Sanscrit. In Cheritds and latter compositions, however, some

words of the popular languages of the country sometimes insinuate them-

selves, in the same manner as Tamul, Telinga, and Canara vocables occasion-

ally occur, in the later Sanscrit compositions of the Dekhin. The Bali,

while it retains almost the whole extent of Sanscrit flections, both in nouns

and verbsj nevertheless employs this variety rather sparingly in composi-

tion, and affects the frequent introduction of the preterite participle, and

the use of impersonal verbs. It also uses the cases of nouns in a more in-

determinate manner than the Sanscrit, and often confounds the active,

Oo
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neuter^ and passive tenses of vetbs. Like other derivative dialects, it oc-

casionally uses Sanscrit nouns and particles in an oblique sense J
but notwith-

standing all these circumstances, it approaclies much nearer the pure Sam-

crity than any other dialebt, and exhibits a close affinity to the Prdkrit, and

the Zend.

These three dialects, the Prdkrit, the Bali, and the Zend, are probably

the most ancient derivatives from the Sanscrit. The great mass of vo-

cables in all the three, and even the forms of flection, both in verbs and

nouns, are derived from the Sanscrit, according to regular laws of elision,

contraction, and permutation of letters. Sometimes, in pursuing these ana-

logies, they nearly coincide, sometimes they differ considerably, sometimes

one, and sometimes another of them approaches nearest to the original Sans-

tfit. Their connection with this parent language was perceived, and pointed

out by Sir W, Jones, and has also been been alluded to by P. Paulinus,

who derives his information, concerning the Bali, from Carpanius and

Manteg'atius. The fate of these three languages is also, in some degree^

similar. The Prakrit is the language which contains the greater part of

the sacred books of the Jainas; the Bali is equally revered among the fol-

lowers of Budd’ha
;
while the Zend, or sacred language of ancient Iran,

has long enjoyed a similar rank among the Parsis or worshippers of fire,

and been the depository of the sacred books of Zoroaster. It is perhaps,

however, more accurate to consider all the three, rather as different dia-

lects of the same derivative language,' than as different languages; and

conformably to this idea, the Bali itself may be reckoned a dialect of

Prdkrit. The term Prdkrit, both in books, and in common use among
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the Brahmans, is employed with some degree of latitude. Sometimes the

term is confined to a particular dialect, employed by the Jainas, as the lan-

guage of religion and science, and appropriated to females, and respecta-

ble characters of an inferior class, in dramas. Sometimes it includes all

the dialects derived immediately from the Safiscrit, whether denominated

Prakrit, Magad'hi, Surastni, Pais'achi, or Apdbhrans'a; and sometimes it

is even extended to the Desa- 1) kashas, or popular tongues of India, as

Mahrdsht or Mahratta, Canara, Telinga, Udia and Bengali. According to

the extended use of the term Prakrit, it may certainly include both Bali

and Zend ; and if more extensive research should justify the idea derived

from an imperfect investigation, I apprehend that the Bali may be identi-

fied with the Mdgad'hi, and the Zend with the Suraseni, of Sanscrit au-

thors.

These three dialects, the Prakrit, Bali, and Zend, have been regularly cul-

tivated and fixed by composition. The same laws of derivation are appli-

cable to the formation of all the three j but yet there is often consider-

able diversity in the forms which particular words assume, as appears from

the following comparative specimen.

Sanscrit. Prakrit. Bali. Zend.

man purushah puriso burutsa peooroscho

woman stri tri it’hi stree

daughter putri pui

bharii
^

butri Pothr6

pe6r6
|

perena |
wife b’harya

bhaja 3

pid
1

p’hiriya

fatiier piti
piaro 3

mad

pita fedrt

mother mata
maaro J

matta mat^

wind vayuh bau ayo vato

O o 2
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Sanscrit. Prakrit. Bali. Zend,

fire agnih aggih ak hi atdrfe

horse as'wah as6
atsa )

acha 3

aspo

aspahi

hog s'ukarah suar6 sukaro soubare

sunish r
dog . s 'wa, s'wanum sun^u sunak'ha

sepa >

buffalo mahishah mahiso mahingsa mesha

hand . hastah hatto hast! zeste

sun
;

suryah I surd 1 Suriya houere

ravih 3 rai 3 rave rceou6

tiger vyagrah bag'ho p’hayagbo

L

'

azra

vuzra I

tree vrukshah
rukho

vuch’hah 1

rukha orot’h6

Tillage gramam
gamam i

gaii J

^
khaman gueoue

tli6 linsum lingam linkam lankan hengh^me

mountain parvatah
pabbau i

pauta
j

bapato burezoete

world prit’hivi pahavi pattw4 peete

forest aranyam rannam aranja heramn

he enters pravisbati pavisha'i pawisi freeschete

they will come £gamishwantl agamihi'i akamisunti aoontifto

he maJ^es. karoti karoi

atti Y

karoti keret€

he is asti achi r

asai

hathi ast6

seven saptah sattd ssapta haple

heaven swargah saggo faggo sp6r6ze

In this specimen, the Prakrit words are selected from the Manorama

Vritti of B’hamaha, and the Prdkritalankeswarah oi Vidya' Vin6d’ha ;

the Ball are taken at random from the Kumdra-Bap, Chitamndn, and Ha-

tamndn; and the Zend^ from the vocabularies of Anquetil du Perron,

whose orthography, since I have not been able to procure the original Zmd^

has been preserved, however inaccurate, in preference to conjectural emen*
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dation; though I am convinced that an orthography, more conformable to

the original, would render the connection of Zend, with its cognate dialects,

more apparent.

Specimen of Bali from the Hatamndn.

Sagge' kim^charupe giri-s'ik’hara-gat6 ch4ntalikk’h6 viminfe dip6 rat’h6-cha gam6 taruvanagahan^

gehavat’hamhi k’h6tt6.

B’hummd chdykntu deva
:

jala-ehala-visam6 yakha-gandabba-naga tit’hantam-antik^ydm munivara-

vachanam s^davo m4 sunantu, '

D’hammassa-vanak^l6-ayum bhaddanta naraotassa-B’hagavatb Arhattd s'amma sambuddassa.

Y6santa-santachitta-tisarano-sarani ^ta-16kantar^v& bhumma-bhumma-cha-dev^ guna-gana-gahan&

d’hiyatd sabbak^lam et^ ayintu d6v«i varakanakama6in^ru-r^tj€ vasantb.

Santosahetam munivaravachanam sotam maggam sammaggam sabb6su chakka-v^lfeu yakhi dbva-cha

bramhano.

Which may be thus restored into Sanscrit, without the radical change of a

single word.
X

Swarge'katn4char6p6 giris'ikharagatb ch&ntar!kshe vim^n^ dipe rashtrb gr&m6 taruvanagahanb griha-

ratihi kshbtrb.

Bhumau ch^y^mtu dbv^ jalast'hala-vishamb yaksha-gandharva-n^Ss tis’hantam antikepam muni-

varachanam sad’havo mb s'rinantu.

Dhermas'ravanakaloyum b’hanyantam : namastasyaB’hagayato Arhatb-samyak sambudd’hasma.

Ybsantah s'^inta-chitta trisarana s'arana ihal6k6ttarbv4 b’humau ab’humaucha, dbva gunaganagrahana

d’hayantah servakalam : btb ayintu dbvfi varakanakamab mbrurajb vasantah.

Santbshah^tum munivaravachanam s'rotum agrb samagram servbshu chakravalbshu yakshi dbvfccha

br^hanah.

The Devos frequent Swurga, Kamarupa, the mountain tops, and atmosphere, in their cars, and on

earth, they visit the Dwipas, the fields, cities, recesses of forests, habitations, and sacred places. In

inaccessible places, by land or water, the Yakshas, Gand-hervas and JVagas reside, in the vincity of

waters. Listen to me, ye devotees, while I recite the words of the Munivaras

:

this is the time for hear-
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ifig dieted devotees reply) Say on. (the speaker proceeds) Reverence to Bhacavata Ar-

HATA, the all-comprehending. Those who hear, shall become pure of mind, and Teisa&a' shall

protect them both in this and other worlds : the Devos, earthly and unearthly, possessed of various

qualities, constantly present themselves to their thoughts, and the Devas who reside on Mera, the chief

of mountains, of pure gold, frequent them. In the full and perfect bearing of the words of the

Mluinvaras, the Yakshas, Devos, and Bramhanas delight above all else.

This s|^ecimen may serve, in some degree^ to ilu.strate the relation which

the Balt bears to its parent Sanscrit. The passage is chosen at random,

but considerable portions at Bali have been subjected to the same process

with a similar result; and I am satisfied that it applies equally to Prakrit

and Zend, though words of an origin foreign to Sanscrit, may occasionally

be expected to occur in all the three dialects.

After having thus briefly stated the origin of both the Bali language aud

written character, I should, in conformity to the plan which has been fol-

lowed in this rapid sketch, proceed to the illustration of its characteristic

structure and grammatical peculiarities, with the relations which it bears

to Prdkrit and Zend

;

but these, with a view of Bali literature, and its

influence, as a learned language, on the vernacular Indo-Chinese tongues, I

reserve for the subject of another essay. The politeness and literary zeal

of Mr. CoLEBROoKE, have furnished me with ample facilities of investigat-

ing the Prakrit^ in all its variety of dialects; but the paucity of my original

materials, in Bali, and the total want of Mss. in Zend, have hitherto pre-

vented me from giving the subject so full an investigation as its importance

requires ; but if the necessary materials can be procured, I hope to be soon

able to submit to the Asiatic Society the result of my enquiries. Of the
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Bati langxiage, difFerent KSs'hcfs and V^ak&r^A'nas are knowfi to exist
;
and se-

veral of them are to be procured in Ceylon^ as the Bali 'Subdamala^ Balova-

tara, Nigandu and Nigandu Sana. Of the Zend, various alphabets and vo-

cabularies, as well as original compositions, are extant; but no set of gram-

matical forms, with which we are acquainted. The learned Tychsen, in his

dissertation “ De Cuneatis Inscriptionihus Persepolitanis,” 1798, recom-

mends, earnestly, to the Asiatic Society, to form grammars and lexicons of

the Zend and Paklavi; and this must undoubtedly be performed if ever the

subject be accurately investigated
;
for as yet we are imperfectly acquainted

even with the true arrangement of the Zend alphabet, though it is probably

the origin of the ancient Kujic character, if not the actual Himyaric cha-

racter itself. I have at present little doubt that the character of the ancient

Zend, or as it is termed, according to Anquetil du Perron’s orthography,

Azieantk, is derived from the Titva-ndgari

;

for that author himself admits

that the vowels coincide with the Guzeratti, and hints that in ^ome alphabets

the consonants also have a similar arrangement. Numerous circumstances

likewise lead us to conjecture, that if ever the PersepoUtan inscriptions in

the Arrow character are decyphered, it will be on the principles of this al-

phabet. Niebhur has stated, from actual observation, that the characters

of these inscriptions are certainly written from left to right, like the Deva-

nagari, and the alphabets derived from it. If this authority can be de-

pended on, it completely sets aside every attempt to explain them by any

alphabet written from the right hand to the left. A subject, however, like

the Arrow, character, concerning which there are almost as many

opinions, as authors who have engaged in the discussion, can never
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be illustrated by mere conjectures, however ingenious or plausi-

ble*

* In revising the sheets of this essay, I perceive that several omissions have occurred from the num-

ber and nature of the various materials employed, and the difficulty of classing them in the proper

order of arrangement. The following additions are therefore subjoined.

To the notices concerning Malay compositions, the following may be added.

1. As&l agdma Islam, or the

principles of the Islam faith.

*. Idlal agdma Islam, explana-

tion of the Ismalic worship.

3. Idlalu'lfikeh, explanation of

the law of Islam,

i. Makota segala Raja.

5. Pasiru’l Kordn.

6. Hafid Imam, ul Mumenin.
7. Hikaiat Mifiraj Nabi Ma-
hummed.

8. Hikaiat Nabi Mahummed,
9. Hikaiat Nabi Musa.

10.

Hikaiat Nabi Yusuf.

U. Hikaiat deripada kajadiaiin

Mahummed.
13. Hukam [slam.

13 . Hukam Khaj.
14'. Hukam Kandn.
15. Elmu Fikeh.

16. Elmu Falak.

17. Kltabu’l Faraid. ru:v
18. Kitab ul Allah.

19. Sijihu'l Huseinu”! Kfishefi.

20. Samar adainii’l Islam.

21. Mirat al Muminin.
22. Mirifat ul Islam, or Punga-

ndl ag^ma Islam.

23. Permfita marifat Allah.

24. Reazu’l lehah.

25. Ruein parungan.

26. Nur Mahummed.
27. Cheritra deripada Suliman.

28. Cheritra derinada al Omar.

29. Cheritra Raja Dewa Ahmud.
30. Cheritra Kobat Leila Indara.

31. Humsah penchuri.

32. Hikaiat segala Susuhunan.

33. Hikaiat Misa Tdmon panji

Wila Kasiima.

34. Hikaiat Misa Gomitar. c

35. Hikaiat Jarau Kolina.

36. Hikaiat Chahaju Langarei.

37. Silsilitu’l Salatin, or, Pemiru-

nan segala Raja.

38. Hikaiat Ambon.
39 . Hikaiat Achi.

40. Hikaiat Bayan.

41. Hikaiat Baktiyan.

42. Hikaiat Tana Hitum.
43. Hikaiat Jowhar Manikam.
44. Hikaiat Datu peijanga.

45. Hikaiat Dewa Raja.

46. Hikaiat Raja Bosnian dan

Lokman.
47. Hikaiat Raja Tambik baja.

48. Hikaiat Raja Suliman,

49 . Hikaiat Rajah ul Ajam o

Azbah.

50. Hikaiat Raja Kirripun.

51. Hikaiat Raja Kambdyu.
52. Hikaiat Raja Nila Datu

Kawaja.

53. Hikaiat Runga Rati.

54. Hikaiat IsmaJatim.

.IS*. Hikaiat Abdullah ibn ul

Omar.
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In addition to the list of Burma compositions, the following names of twelve popular works may
be mentioned

:

1. Wibado,

2. VVi bcng,

3. Padi muk,

4. N6wa,

5. Nyawa,.

6. Seng-gy6,

7. Wi-miy.

p. Namosara Lenca,

10. Yadaiia sui-gyaing,

1 1 . Tong-ucho,

12. Yedana Rasi.8. Siho namakara.

The following additional notices and corrections of names refer to the list of Burma compositions

given under the article Barma, according to the respective numbers.

1. Jainda Mona Bikhu, an account of the female ascetic Jainda Mana.
2. Nunda Jama, the history of a Deva, also named Anunda.
6. Tcmi, the religious institutes of Temi.

7. Nemi, Another of the ten great religious books of the Budd'hists, which are recited in the fol-

lowing order; l. Tcmi

;

2. A'emi; 3. Junaka

;

4. Sawan Nasyan; 5. B'huridat; 6. Maho
sol’/ia: 7. Samata ; 8. Wil'hora; p. Chanda Gungma; 10. IVesundara. Besides these, the

two following works are of great authority.

The PareUc-gyi, which is the Barma Hatamndn.

Pat’ham, which is the book of their mythology, revealed by Mya Chewa-PARA.

8. Dherma pat’hd, a book on Justice,

p. Namagara, a ritual of prayers.

10. Logasara and Loganithi, Moral treatises.

14. Paramikhan, account of Samata and T’hik D’hat,

16. Bongkhan, the adventures of Nemi.

17. Kado-khan, a religious work on the expiatioa of crimes.

26’. To-tn'ck-khan, the same work as the Rukheng Nga-chang brdng.

28. Anusasana, a small book for children, like the Tamul Atisudi and other compositions of

Avydr. I

30. Allagat-Ltuga, the Bidagat.

36'. llmat-cheiv-Bong, A System of morality.
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An Account of tht Trigonometrical Operations in crossing the Penin

suLA^ India, and connecting Fort St. George xvith Mangalore.

BY CAPT. william LAMBTON.

Communicated The Honorable William Petrie, Esq. Governor ^Fokt
* St. George.

GENERAL ACCOUNT.

IN the year 1801 Iliad the honor of communicating to the Asiatic Society

my intention of extending a geographical survey across the peninsula of

India, with a view to ascertain certain positions on the Coromandel and Ma-

labar coasts, and to fix the latitudes and longitudes of all the principal

places, in the interior country, within the extent of the operations for

connecting the two seas. My labours commenced in the Carnatic, in 1 803,

in measuring a small arc on the meridian and on its perpendicular, an ac-

count of which has been published in the 8th Vol. of the Asiatic Re-

searches. The triangles, from which those arcs were deduced, constitute a

part of the general survey under my superintendance, now extended from

sea to sea, taking in upwards of two degrees of latitude. A series of prin-

cipal triangles has also been carried down in a meridional direction, from

which has been deduced an arc of three degrees and upwards in amplitude,

giving the length of the degree, on the meridian, in lat. 1 1° .59' 55", equal

C0494 fathoms, and that from a great number of observations of different

fixed stars. As I expect that the detailed particulars of that arc will appear
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before the public in another place, it will be sufficient barely to mention

it here, as being the scale from which the latitudes of places are com-

puted.*

A full account of this survey being intended for a separate publication

at some future period, when more materials will be collected, I have

chosen for the subject of the present paper, that part of it which I think will

be the most interesting; viz. the triangular operations in connecting the

two seas, and the method by which the difference of longitude has been

determined in my progress from east to west ; and that it may be better

adapted to the general reader, who, perhaps, may have neither time nor

inclination to enter into minute detail, I shall previously state, in a con-

cise form, the manner in which these extensive operations have been carried

over the great mountains, forming the eastern and western ghauts, and

* It may not be amiss to mention here, that some little irregularity had occurred at some of the

stations of observation, occasioned no doubt by the plumb-line’s being drawn out of its vertical posi-

tion ; but it is impossible to say at which of the stations this has happened, as at the three where tlie

zenith distances were deemed the most unexceptionable, there is nothing, to appearance, which can

be considered competent to produce the effect in question. One of these three is in the ceded dis-

tricts, in latitude 14° arid upwards. Another one is on the table land, near Bangalore, in lat. 13°,

and the most southerly one is in the Coimbetoor country, in lat. 1 1°. The arc, comprised between

the stations in 1 1° and 13°, gives the measure of the degree 60530 fathoms; and that, compre-

hended between 1 1° and 14°, gives only 6046l fathoms; so that there evidently has existed some

cause, for deflecting the plumb-line, at one or both of these northern stations. I have, for the

present, taken the mean result of the two cases, reducing them to the same latitude, 1 1° 59' 55",

which is 60494 fathoms. This measure, used with all the recent measurements made in Englandi

France, and at the polar circle, will give the mean ellipticity of the earth nearly, and therefore

the polar, to the equatorial diameter, will be in the ratio of 1 to 1.003125 nearly,

P p 2
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through the whole extent from Fort St. George to Mangalore, being a dis-

tance of three hundred and sixty two miles and upwards, on the parallel of

the mean latitude between these two places.

In the triangles of 1 803, a great distance was determined between Caran-

gooly and Carnatighur, at which stations pole-star observations were made

for determining the difference of longitude of those two places, and it was

then thought probable that others might be found in succession, nearly M^est

from Carnatighur, so as to afford great distances for connecting the meridian

lines
;

but it was afterwards discovered that Kylasghur was preferable,

and it was accordingly chosen for continuing those distances to the west-

ward, that between Carangooly and Carnatighur, as already determined in

1803, remaining the first.

Kylasghur was laid down from the side Carnatighur and Hanandamulla^

' being given in the 39th triangle, and the side Hanandamiilla and Poonauh

of the £lst triangle, was the base for finding the distance of Poonaiik

from Pilloor hill. From this last, and from the side Kylasghur and

Hanandamiilla, each as a base, the side Kylasghur and Pilloor hill has been

obtained as a mean of the two results. From this, as a base, the series has

* been carried on to Yerracondah and Kylasghur, depending on the measured

line near St. Thomas’s Mount

;

the particulars of which have already been

given in the 8th Vol. of the Researches.

The base near Bangalore (an account of which is given in Art. 2) is then

had recourse to, for bringing out the same distance, and it will appear, in

the arrangement of the triangles depending on that base, that all the errors
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are intended to be combined in the distance between Hymandroog and

Yerracondah. From that the triangles are carried eastward, and the side

Yerracondah and Kylasghur again brought out, differing from the former

two feet, which will show, by proportioning the said side to the length of

the new base, that had the triangles been carried on, and that base com-

puted therefrom, it would have differed from the measurement 3^^ inches.

The distance, therefore, between Kylasghur and Yerracondah, is the second

great distance for connecting the meridian lines.

The third of these distances is that between Yerracondah and Savendroog,

which is had from the base Savendroog and Nundydroog to the northward,

and Savendroog Deorabetta to the southward, differing 1 1 feet, the mean of

which is made use of.

The same two sides are used as bases to proceed to the westward : the

stations to the northward are Devaroydroog, Bomanelly, and Mullapunna-

hetta; those to the southward are Bundhullydroog, Mysoor hill, and Miil-

lapunnabetta

;

and, from the mean of these, (the difference being 5 feet) the

fourth great distance is had between Savendroog and Mullapunnabetta.

Finding the three stations, comprehending the two last distances, fall very

favourably with respect to each other, the positions of their meridians have

been fixed, with more than ordinary care, in moving to the westward. But,

as this will be more particularly treated of in giving an account of the

perpendicular arcs deduced therefrom, I shall proceed to state the manner

in which the triangles have been continued across the great mountains

that form the western ghauts.
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After the observations were completed at Mullapunnabetta in Nov.

1804, the western monsoon being then over, and the favourable season on

the Malabar coast approaching, it became necessary that some previous

knowledge of the country should be had, as I found that my intended

direction would take me across the Bullum district, which is a part of

the ghauts forming a curve convex to the eastward, and, in consequence,

is at too great a distance to discover any object on the sea coast
;

for I

had all along entertained a hope of finding two or three stations, on the

tops of these high mountains, from which to intersect the flag staves at

Cannanore, Tellicherryy and Mangalore. For the purpose of selecting sta-

tions I had detached Lieut. Kater, one of my assistants, who after

encountering many difficulties, succeeded in the choice of two, one on the

top of Balroyndroog, in the Bednore province, and the other on Koondhully,

a mountain in the Koorg. The distance between them has been derived

from the base, Mullapunna-hetta and Daesauneegooda

;

as is also the fifth

great distance connecting the meridians of Mullapunnabetta and Bal~

royndroog. These stations, however, being too remote from the sea, I

decided on descending the ghauts, and on the distance between them as a

base, a series of triangles was carried through to Mangalore^ and thence

down the coast to Mount Delli and Cannanore.

It will no doubt be noticed, that the great extent from Bangalore to the

sea coast required that another base should have been measured to verify

the truth of the triangular operations, and it was my intention that it should

have been done, but circumstances and various avocations prevented it, till

the season became so far advanced that every other object would have

been lost. I had to fix the meridian at Balroyndroog^ and 'to observe
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zenith distances at PaugJmr, the intended northern extremity of my

meridian arc
;

and, by the time I arrived at the latter place, it was the end

of Af>ril, and very shortly after that the monsoon set in. I had, however,

laid the foundation for a southern series of triangles, to be carried through

the Koorg to Mount Delli, which was rendered practicable by the assistance

afforded me by the Koorg Rajah, to whose liberal aid I am indebted

for the successful means I had in carrying the triangles over these

stupendous mountains. Several beacons had been erected on commanding

situations pointed out by me, previous to my descending the ghauts, some

of Mdiich were distinctly seen from every part of the coast, and one of them

(Taddiandamole) being visited as a station, the season following, I was

enabled thereby to intersect the flag staves at Cannanore and Tdlicherryy

and also a signal flag on my former station on Mount Delli. This branch

of triangles was carried on in the beginning of 1806, and commenced

from Mullapunnabetta and Mysoor hill, and thence to Bettatipoor, Soobra-

manee hill, Taddiandamole, Kunduddakamully, Mount Delli, and Baekul,

From the distance between Taddiandamole and Mount Delli, Cannanore,

and Tellicherry, have been laid down
;
and upon the distance between

Baekul and Kuyiduddakamully, a branch of triangles has been carried up for

finding the distance from Bullamully to Kunnoor hill, which was also deter-

mined by the northern series, and there is a difference of 3^ feet. I have

been more particular in giving an account of this southern series, because

the object was to do away any doubt that might exist, as to the accuracy of

the northern one, from the want of a base on the JMalabar coast
; and I

think, so far as regards nautical purposes, no error, of any importance, can

exist. It will, however, be necessary that a base line be measured
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near Mangolore, from which all these distances, near the sea, should be

derived anew, when a more minute survey of the coast is made.

I

As the situation of the places on the Malabar coast, and their relative

positions, with respect to the observatory at Madras, and other places on the

coast of Coromandel, constitute a most important part of this survey, I have

left nothing undone, in that respect, to give full and entire satisfaction.

—

But the great accuracy required, in these low latitudes, in ascertaining the

length of a degree of longitude, has called forth more than ordinary at-

tention ;
and I have reason to hope, from the many favourable and concur-

ring circumstances, that my endeavours have been rewarded with success.

The three stations best situated for determining the length of ^aii arc, per-

pendicular to the meridian,' are Yerracondah, Savendroog, and Mullapumia-

betta; their respective distances from each other being nearly 67 miles; and

lying in a direction very nearly east and west, the spheriodical corrections for

the angles are trifling. All the other great stations have therefore been used

for connecting the meridian lines, their latitudes and longitudes being-

computed spherically by using the oblique arcs, as obtained on the

elliptical hypothesis, the perpendicular degrees having been found equal

to 60748 fathoms, and the meridional degree 60498 fathoms in latitude

12“ 55' 10", which is the latitude of Savendroog, as had by referring to the

latitude of Dodagoontah, the great station of observation, (Art. 8) for fixing

the point of departure.

The scale of 60748 fathoms, for the length of the degree perpendicu-

lar to the meridian, in lat. 12“ 55' 10", is considerably different from

what was formerly obtained from the observations matle at Carangool^
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and Carnatighur, and reduced to the same latitude; but this is not to be

wondered at, considering under what great disadvantages they were made,

and the extreme accuracy re(|uircd in making tliem : and it may be fuither

remarked, that Carnatighur is by no means an eligible station, on account

of the great mass of mountains on the west, and the low sandy plain to

the east, which comes to the foot of the mountain. Such an inequality of

matter must doubtless produce a great lateral attraction, and sensibly affect

the instrument. The station on Balroyndroog, on the top of the western

ghauts, has been laid aside on a similar account.

The relative positions of Savendroog, Mullapunnahetta, and Yerracoudah,

having been fixed with great accuracy, the connection with the ob-

servatory at Madras is effected, by working back to Carangooly, by means

of the oblique arcs, (Art 15) and then using the northing and easting,

and comjmting spherically, by converting the easting into an arc at right

angles to the meridian of Carangooly^ and passing through the observa-

tory; and also using the co-latitude of the
,

point of intersection of the said

arc and meridian. From this computation, the latitude of the stone pedestal

in the centre of the observatory is had equal 13° 4' 8". 7- The position

of the flag-staff at Mangalore, is deduced from the meridian of Balroyndroog,

by using the southing and^ westing, in a similar manner as at Carangooly,

with respect to the observatory. It is thence found to be in latitude

12'*5r38"N. and 34' 50'' W. from the meridian of Balroyndroog. By

summing up the respective differences of longitude, we shall have 5° 25' 23'

for the longitude of Mangalore west from the observatory
;

to which add

2' 22", the easting of the church steeple in Fort St. George, we get 5“ 27' 45"

Q q
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for the difference of longitude between the steeple in Fort St. Geoi'ge and

the flag-staff at Mangalore.

The meridians of Carangooly and Balroyndroog are also used for fixing

the latitudes and longitudes of other places on the two coasts, as will be

seen in the detailed account (Art. 15); so that by having the positions

of a few places accurately laid, the general form of the peninsula may he

determined, and a foundation laid for carrying on more minute surveys, both

along the coasts, and in the interior. I have given here the mode of

computing the positions of the most remarkable places on the coasts, and

of tlie great stations connecting the meridian lines. But from these

different meridians, the latitudes and longitudes of other places are fixed

by using the eastings and westings, and the northing and southing from the

great stations, and computing spherically
;

so that the whole together

amount to near six hundred. I have subjoined to this paper an alpha-

betical list, which includes the most remarkable places within the extent

of the survey; and I have also added a table, giving the perpendicular

height of all the great stations above the level of the sea, and the ultimate

comparisons of the height of a station on the beach, near Alangalore, as had

by computing from this coast, and by measuring from the low water mark

on the other, where there appears an error only of 8^ feet. This table also

contains the terrestrial refractions.

It will be unnecessary to say more here, there being sufficient, by re-

ferring to the plan of the triangles, to convey a general idea, and the

atl joining detail will furnish all the materials for a more critical examina-
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tion of the subject. The work is now grown to a magnitude far ex-

ceeding what was first proposed, and will, I hope, be adopted, as a founda-

tion for a more finished supei structure, in limes to come. The task has been

an interesting one, and by no means arduous. Freed from restriction of

every kind, and permitted to act under the most liberal conditions, I have

been enabled to obviate every difficulty
;
which otherwise must have embar-

rassed my exertions, and defeated the ultimate objects of my labours.

SECTION. I.

Series of triangles taken up at HanandamuUa and Pilloor Hill, and carried to the base near

Bangalore.

I. ANGLES.

At HanandamuUa,

And
,

Pilloor Hill 98* 13' 34".6^
31 .6 > 33".C

34 .5 )

At Pilloor Hill.

Kjlasgliur HanandamuUa 42 39 9-25

3.8 8

8.953
Patlicondali 50 13 25.7 1 or

26.95 I
- • r>odeenudIa 30 36 20.75 7 „

21.4 I

Referring flag,

At Kylasghur.

• Patlicondali, 53

Yerracondali

33.81
2 34 7

33.623
89 17 57.16

56. V 57.61

S9.(

Q q 2

m6 7

). V 57.t

).66 3

Between
K^lasglmr
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Between
Referring flag,

Patticondah • -

Referring flag

Patticondah •

Referring flag

Bodeemulla •

Referring flag

PilloorHill •

At Kylasghur, continued.

And
’ • • • Bodeemulla • 2“ 15' 44"

44.25

44
42.25

Pilloor Hill

40

9 56.5
'

Patticondah

54
1

53.25

1

53.12i

53 .75
'

54.25.

2 33.81
Yerracondah 89 17 57.61

-Yerracondah 36 15 23.80

Patticondah ........ 2 33.81

Bodeenuilla 15 42.9

-Bodeemulla 15 42.9

Pilloor Hill 9 54.15

• Pilloor Hill 25 37-05

• PilloorHill 9 54.15

Patticondah 2 33.81

• Patticondah 86 12 27-96'

Referring Lamp

Kjlasghur

Rymandroog

Pole-star’s W. elongation.

At Bodeemulla.

Patticondah,

Pilloor Hill

At Patticondah.

Yerracondah

3 28 57
52.4

55.25

53.5

85 23

93 58

56 22 19-75

21 .

42".y

54.15

40.3

6.45

20.37
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At Patticondah^ continued.

Between And
Verracoiulah Kvlaigliiir, 101°2l' 48".45 7

49.1 I
Kvlasghur*** Bocleeniulla 43 49 34.8 'S

37 .15/
34 .95 >
37 .8 I

36' .3 J

At Yerracondah.

Referring flag Rvniaudroog

Tirlapully Hill

Ryinandroog Patticondah

Referring flag Kjlasgliur

Patticondali

35 31 24 . 85^
28 .6 /

24 .85 >
28 .55 i

26'

. J
73 22 43 .25

'’

42 .75

46 .25

46 .3

47 .25

46 .5 f
46 .

46 .75

47 .25

46 .5 ^
78 25 31 .85 '\

30 .20 /
52 .95 V
49 .85 I'

50 .43 ^
84 57 10 .

^

14 .35

12 .45

10 .5

13 .18

14 .5 , i""

42 .

12 .25

14 .5

10 .75

42 34 24 .5 A
22 . /

23 .4 y
24.4 I

23 .25 J
37 46 58 . 22 -)

38 .47 f

60 .10
(

38 .47

3

4S".77

36.2

26.57

45.9

51.06

12.48

23.51

Savcndroog Nundydroog

58.82
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Between
R}^mandroog

Referring flag

Rymandroog

Referring flag

Patticondah • >

' Referring-flag

Tirtapully...

Rymandroog

Deorabetta •

Referring flag

Rymandroog

At Yerracondah, continued.

And
Deorabetta

• • •Savendroog

Ankissgherry

RymandroQg •

Tirtapully Hill.

Tirtapully Hill-

Patticondah * • •

Kylasglmr • *

Kylasghur • • •

Tirtapully ••••

Ankissgherry • •

Ankissgherry * *

Deorabetta • * •

Tirtapully Hill*

Tirtapully Hill •

Rymandroog •

Savendroog ...

• Savendroog . .

.

Deorabetta . • >

82M9'13".5 7
15.5 >

16’ .62 3

1 ,

. 143 13 21 .

23 .5

18 .5

20.

23 .75

51 26.57
22 45 .90

31 19.33

34 23 .51

37 12 .48

22 48 .97

• 73 22 45 .90
.143 13 21 .35

. 69 50 35 .45

19 15 .21

31 19-33

47 55 .88

51 26 .57

l6 14.97

24 48 .4

19 15 .21

34 26 .81

3 6.5

3 .85

2 .

3 .6

15".2l

14.97

21.35

Savendroog .

Referring flag

• Deorabetta

Pole-star’s VV. elongation,
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Between
Referring flag

Between
Ytrracondalj

Yerraconclali

TirtapuHy Hill

Yerracottdah, continued.
And
Pole-star’s W. elongation <)" 3' 5".

5

3.75
4.

5.

4.25

At Rymandroog.

And
• • Patlicondah 45® 11' 52". 1

5 \
51 .25 3

Tirtapully Hill 49 22 56' .85^
53 .25 (
55 .25 f

52 .95 3
Nmulyclroog 121 27 28.5 ^

33.9 /
28 .6 V
28.3 i

SO.95J
• TirtapuHy Hill 49 22 54.58
Nundydroog 121 27 30.05

51"7

54.58

30.05

Nundydroog 72 4 35.47

Nundydroog

Rymandroog

Deorabetta

Ycrracondali • • •

Nundydroog

Mnntapnm Station

Muntapum (Jenlre

At TirtapuHy Hill.

Rymandroog 51 31 46 .65^^

44 .25

44 .5 > 44.03
42.75
42. )

• Yerracondah • 93 5 56.
'

• • f 50.75 1f

50. > 51.3
... 49 .75

1i

50. ^)

Yerracondah 97 51 18 .75
]
)

18.37 > 18.04

17. \1

Ankissgherry 16 9.9 7

8.6 j
9.25

Bonnairgottah 53 43 . \

49-17 i

• 46.24

Bonnairgoltali 25 15 A)3 )

17 .27 i

16.15

Bonnairsrottaii 25 7.977
9-95 i

• 8.96
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At Tiy'tapully Hill, continued.

Between
Savendroog •

Deorabetta •

Deorabetta •

Ankissglierry

And
Allasoor Hill 36“ 33' 33".02 7

27.75 j
Savendroog 46 42 26 .25 7

' 22.75 I
Yerracondali ‘•“97 51 18.04
Yerracoudali • r 38 16 9.25

30". 37

24.5

Ankissgberry Deorabetta 59 35 8 .79

Ryunandroog

At Nundydroog.

Tirtapully Hill

Savendroog Tirtapully Hill

Savendroog > Yerracondah

Savendroog > Devaroydroog

S. end of the Base

Muntapum Station

Tirtapully Hill-

At Bonnairgottah.

• Muntapum Station • • •

• Tirtapully Hill

• Muntapum Centre

Muntapum Centre Savendroog •

Savendroog Allasoor Hill

56 23 42.75')
43 .75 r

42 .75
(

46 .75 3
71 26 37.25-)

38 . /

40.75 V
38.5 I

38.25 3
89 55 29 .25 -)

28.5 f

28
. (

30.34}
49 53 5 1 .42 )

52 .92 f

54.17 f
55 .42 3

44.

38.55

29.02

53.48

46 30.02 7
31.15

32 .28 I

7 53 .25 )
53.6 > 54.62

57. 3
5 56 .65 )

56.55 f

59.55(
56.91

54.9 3
52 25 .06 7

22.773
23.91

50 27 .25 7

28.5 > 27.92
28. 3
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At Bonnairgottah, continued.

Between And
Dodagoontali Station Savendroog 83° 20 14".75^

. 17.5 V 16".17

l6 .25)

Savendroog Tirtapully Hill 121 58 22 .76 | 0017
21 .59)

Bonnairgottali

Tirtapully Hill

N. end of the Base,

S. end of the Base,

Bonnairgottab

At the Muntapum Cetitre.

• Tirtapully Hill, 28 55 .75 )
54 .85 f

55 . 1
• 55.27

55 .5 3
Savendroog 69 50 45 .25 7

46.5
47 .75 )

Savendroog 19 40 .52 7

43 .02 )
41.77

At the Muntapum Station,

S. end of the Base 40 .62 }
41 .4 >
42 .25 3
56 .05^

41.42

54 .75 /

• 54 .25 >

57 .75 i
57.5 3

• 56.05

Tirtapully Hill ......... 51 .53 7

55 .25 i
53.3P

N. end of the Base

Muntapum Station

At the S. End of the Base.

• • • Muntapum Station 33 43

Dodagoontah Station 17 38

• ••Bonnairgottab ••106 9

60.4 )
58 .15 f

61 .27 f
60 .43 3
47 .85')

45 .6 f

48 .72 f
47 .88}
56 .25')

39 .76 f

36.5 f
38 ,38)

60.06

47.51

37.72

/

Rr
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Between
S. end of the Base

At Deorabetta.

Savendroog •

Bonnairgottab

Savendroog •

Savendroog •

•

BonnairgoUah Tirlapully Hill 46 44 15 .73

Ankissglierry 98 54 20

Tirlapully Hill • • Ankissglierry • • . • 52 10 04 .27

II. Measurement of the Base Line near 'Banmlore.
C V

*

Tliis base was executed by Lieut. Warren, of H. M. 33d Regt. then

one of my assistants; and was intended as a datum for extending the tri-

angles to the Malabar coast : and also as a base of verification to the trian-

gular measurement brought from the base ntdiX Madras

;

and it appeared that,

by continuing the computations the whole distance, and making this base

one of the sides of the last triangle, the computation exceeded the measure-

ment only 3^ inches.

• Tirlapully Hill

• Ankissgherry

> Bonuairgotlah

79 40 54
52
53
52 ,

52 .

IS

21 ,

20

98 54

32 56 38 .25

36 .25

37
• BonnairgoUah 32 56 37 .17

I

52.9

20

37.17

Tirlapully Hill 79 40 52 .9

At the N. End of the Base.

And
. . . . . Muulapum Station

Dodagoontali Station

'

89“ 19' 2 1 ".5

19 .75

67 41

20".75

22.55
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No further account need therefore be given of the manner of performing

this very important? and delicate part of the work, than that in addition to

the apparatus used in the former measurement near St. Thomas's Mount,

there was a transit telescope, in all respects similar to that mentioned in the

account of the trigonometrical survey of England for fixing objects in

the aligmment, and taking the elevations and depressions at the same time.

The manner of using it was as follows :

\

When the instrument was placed at a sufficient distance behind the

commencement of an hypothenuse, so as to see distinctly the mark

placed on the head of the drawing post, and the elevation or depression

of the hypothenuse finally determined, the instrument being covered from

the sun by a small cloth pandal, remained in that position, till four or

sometimes five chains were measured. Previous to removing it, a small

hooped picket was placed, by signal from the person at the transit, at a

proper distance behind the termination of the last chain. In fixing the

spot for this little picket, a common rod, with a sharp point was used, and

the telescope of the transif depressed to the place on the ground intended

. to be marked. After the spot was fixed on, and the picket driven down,

the instrument was removed, and placed in the alignement, with the

plummet hanging over the centre of the little picket, and then a new

hypothenuse was laid out, or the former one continued.

When the hypothenuse was terminated, a register picket was driven into

the ground, opposite to the arrow of the chain, and in such a manner, that

when the brass head was fixed thereon, the slide might be parallel to the

chain, and very near it. A piece of wood was contrived to be placed upon

R r ?
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tlie brass head, and fixed by a screw, which pressed against the end of the

slider, so that when that slider was moved by its own screw, the wood, thus

attached, moved with it, in the direction of the alignement, as nearly as the

eye could judge. On the top of this wood was placed a T, having also a

motion in the same direction with the brass slider, to expedite the opera-

tion
;
and on the top of this T, a brass ruler, in length about six inches,

was placed, having a sliding motion at right angles to the other
;
and in

the middle of the projecting end, was a mark from which the plummet

was suspended, and by the two motions, at right angles to each other,

the plumb line was easily brought to coincide with the arrow terminating

the hypothenuse. A like operation was gone through with the com-

mencement of the next hypothenuse, and the arrow brought to coincide

with the same plumb line. Here the distance of each arrow above or

below the brass rule was noticed as in the former measurement.

If, after the removalof the transit, the same hypothenuse M^as continued,

the register picket, at the end of the chain, was left standing, and wlien

the instrument was brought into the alignement with tlie plummet over

the mark, nothing was required but to place the telescope at the former

elevation or depression, and move the cross vane which is applied to the

heads of the pickets and stands, till the appropriate mark coincided with

the horizontal wire in the focus of the eye glass.
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Experiments, madefor comparing Chains, previous to the Measurement.

Montli. Thermonieters.
i

'=1

§ s d

Comparisons.

1804. 1 2 3 4 3

May 28.

A. M.
73 73 72

7

72

70

73

7,4,

72 .6 .

7^ 0

Divisions,

J
The old chain exceed-

( ed the new one by 17.5

t J

74
74
7 1 .

7J- 7 ’ 7 1, 73.8

73 6
7.3 0

( *
7 1

f
**

f •>

7^ 7Q

7il

f
“*•

7 -f 7-1 7 ‘3

i r

7 -1

( -r.O

7 1

f

7 4

i «->

7 4 “'4 O-
f

7^ 76
77

( ** / 4
7 1

i •+

7

7 ^

f

76‘

7Q

/

7 ^ 7 ^ 75.6'

77 0
! 0

17

i (

70 76
i 0

76/ M / 0 / f

I
74 3

I

Meiiii 13.47

Experiments, made for comparing the CwAms, after the conclusion of the

Measurement.

Month.- Thermometers.
i

'= §
- S Comparisons.

1804. 1 2 3 4 5
? a; X— t-

< H .

July 12.

A.’ M.
78 78.3 79 78 80 78.7

Divisions.

( The old chain exceed-

( ed the new one bv 1 8.25

NO 80 79 ''0 SO 79-8 •••*•••••••••••••••• 1^*00

81 80 80 77 NO 79-6 «•'••••••••••••*•••••
2 7’* 5

80 79 80 80 78 79.4 • • • * • • ••• «••••• X3.00

81 80 80 SO 79 80 • ••••••*••••••••••«» 2 3.00

8i 81 793 81 80.5 80.6 • ••••••••••••••••«•• 2 3*25

81.3 81.3 80 81 82 81.2 • ••••••••••••••••at* 2 3*00

82 81 NO 81.3 81.5 81.2 • •#•••••••••••«••••• 2 ]7'*5

82 81 79.3 82 82 81.3 • ••••••••••«••••••••

82 81 80 82 81 81.2 • •••••••••••*••••••• 13 ^25

Mean I 80.3 Mean 17.9
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Table, containing the Particulars of the Measurement.

No.

of

the

Hy-

pothenuse.

Length

of

each

in

feet.

Angles of

Deductions

from

each

Hy,’

pothemise.

Perpendicular.

1

Comnience-
ment from
the last.

Mean

of

5

Thermometers.

¥

REMARKS.

E" Sf D"

1

Ascents. Descents.
Above
iaclies

Below
inches

• feet feet feet

1 600 0° 16' 01" .00648 2.7954 26. 6 94.8 Commenced the 26th Mav,
2 600 0 2 17 .00012 0.3985 3. 6 86.5 1804.

3 400 0 22 56 .00892 2.6684 5. 9 84.9

4< 300 0 53 3L5 .03636 4.6707 7. 5 82.1

5 400 1 13 15 .09080 8.5224 3. 5 83.4

6 300 0 16 43.5 .00354 1.4595 5. 8 96.6

i 900 0 13 16.5 .00675 3.4754 6. 9 81.9

8 800 0 39 15 .05208 9.1337 6. 9 81.8

9 300 1 15 15 .07188 6.5663 .4. 7 80.2

10 300 0 47 28.5 .02682 • 4.1428 3. 4 88.5

11 800 0 57 15 .11096 13.3220 6. 9 82

12 300 1 3 42 .05151 5.5585 6. 4 86.7

13 200 0 48 30 .01990 2.8215 8. 9 74
14 600 0 12 31.5 .00402 2.1860 19. 5 83.4

15 600 0 29 1.15 .02132 5.0658 6. 9 88.1

16 700 1 2 30 .11564 12.7257 15. 0 82.7

17 600 1 26 34,5 .19026 15.1086 6. 4 99.8

18 700 1 25 49.5 .21812 17.4740 5. 2 95.8 '

19 200 0 45 35 .01758 2.6518 1. 1 79.7

20 500 0 26 10 .01450 3.8057 25. 2 84.4

21 200 0 24 52.5 .00522 1.4471 4. 7 90.9

22 200 1 10 41 .04228 4.1119 3. 4 79.1

3 5 77 2

24 600 0 10 40.5 .00288 1.8631 46 82.9

25 1100 0 58 21 .15840 18.6697 15 80.5

26 400 0 57 57 .05680 6.7425 6. 9 87.8

27 500 0 46 20 .04540 6.7387 22. 1 79.2

28 700 0 16 1.5 .00756 3.2630 2. 9 79.7

29 500 0 22 1.5 .01027 3.2033 5 80.7

30 400 1 24 00 .11940 9.7729 10 ,
80.2

31 500 1 42 43.5 .22320 14.9385 4 77.1

32 200 Level 4. 9 .... 77.1

33 500 0 5 41 .00070 0.8266 43. 6 83.6

34 800 0 25 33 .02208 5.9457 7. 5 85.2

35 1000 0 12 1.5 .00610 3.4979 10. 4 75.6

36 700 0 37 39 .04200 7.6662 8.75 86.1

37 900 0 52 16 .10404 13.6828 9 81.1

38 500 0 53 49.5 .06130 7.8282 16. 1 78.2

39 1200 0 .40 44 .08424 14.2183 8.25 81.4

40 800 Level • • • • .... 4. 9 74.3

41 200 0 52 17 .02312 3.0416 1 87.1

42 300 1 14 41 .07080 6.5168 3. 3 80

43 500 2 5 1.5 .33065 18.1801 16 83.3 i

44 300 1 20 55.5 .08313 7.0614 9. 9 89.1

4*5 200 0 48 42 .02008 2.8331 7. 5 |93.6
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TahUy containing the Particulars of the JMeasurement
^
continued.

1
No.

of

the

Hy.

pothennse.

Length

ofearli

in

feet.

Angles of

Dei’netions

from

each

Hy.

pothennse.

Perpendicular,
Coniiiience-

ment fiom
the last.

Vj

® §
« H

—

REMARKS,
1

E" Sf
0“ Ascents, Descents

Above
inches

below
inche.v

feet feet feet

46 300 0 9' 27" .00114 0.8247 6.75 71.6

47 200 1 10 46.5 .04239 4..1172 8.5 81

48 500 2 00 15 .30587 17.4860 8.8 88.6

49 400 0 42 30 .03056 4.9450 15. 2 89.8

50 300 0 11 47 .00177 1.0283 11. 9 82.1

51 200 0 16 30 .00230 .9599 13. 9 80.8

52 300 2 8 27 . .20940 1 1.2067 11. 7 89.1

53 500 1 13 31.5 .11437 10.6929 10. 4 90.8

54 400 0 51 43.5 .05428 6.0182 5. 74
55 200 0 32 31.5 .00896 N 1.8922 17 88.9

56 , 400 1 38 9 .16300 11.4178 8. 3 94.2

57 300 2 33 58.5 .30087 13.4323 0, 3 91.2

58 200 0 54 24 .02504 3.1647 5. 5 82.2

59 200 0 32 3 .00868 1.8645 23. 8 71.8

60 600 1 58 15 .35490 20.6344 12. 8 84.7 \

61 600 1 51 25.5 .31514 19.4439 8. 6 93.2

62 700 1 26 27 .22134 17.6012 4, 5 91.9
*

63 500 0 38 16.5 .03100 5,5667 14 89.8

64 800 0 6 14 .00128 1.4505 9. 2 79.6

65 400 0 27 27 .01276 3.1939 7. 5 87.8

66 500 1 13 4.5 .11300 10.6275 6. 2 73

67 400 1 42 4.5 .17630 11.8752 12 86.7

68 500 2 26 30 .45395 21.3011 8. 6 79.5

69 200 0 14 3 .00167 0.8174 13 71.7

70 200 0 36 16.5 .01113 2.1103 3. 8 79.1

71 300 2 16 36 .21381 11.9174 25 94.9

72 200 1 47 22 .09752 ff.2453 2. 3 84,3

73 400 1 11 43.5 .18208 8.3450 21. 2 72.4

74 900 0 41 11 .06453 10.7815 4. 9 87.6

75 300 0 35 13 .01573 3.0732 11 76.8

76 200 1 1 43 .03222 3.5903 0. 5 70.8^

77 300 0 6 24 .00053 0.5585 2.75 77.6

78 200 2 23 45 .17483 8.3606 7. 5 87

79 400 1 3 28.5 .06820 7.3852 26.-5 87.8

80 809 0 32 13 .03512 7.4971 22. 1 80.2

81 700 0 22 59 .01568 4.6799 14.37 70.7

82 600 0 47 22 .05697 8.2668 11 74.6

83 400 0 59 35 .06008 ;6.9325 11.55 83
1

84 400 1 3 20 .06788 7.3687 7. 1 79
85 300 0 10 00 .00126 0.8727 3. 6 76.7 Completed 11th July.

Descent from the termination of the

base to the ground j

d9b0Ol 278.4189|5l+.3‘2i389.2i83.1

North above the South extremity of the base “ 39.74< feet.
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At the commencement the old chain exceeded the new one

15.47 divisions of the micrometer = 0.006 19 feet. There-

fore 398 X 100.00619 feet will be the measure in terms

of the new chain - -- -- -- -

At the conclusion ,the old chain exceeded the new one 17>9

divisions, and had therefore increased 2.43 divisions =
0.00097 feet. Hence 398 x _ o. 1930 feet, is the

correction for the wear, which add _ - - - -

The sum of the deductions from col. 4th is 6.63475 feet, which

being increased in the ratio of 100 to 100.006 19 will be

6.6351 feet, which subtract - - -

Hence the apparent horizontal distance will be - -

The correction for the expansion and reduced to the standard

(S;3M— 50) X0.0074— ^'2®— 50°) X 0.01 237
temperature of 62" will be-

12

X 39796.0215 feet, which add

Hence the corrected measure of the base for the temperature

of 62° will be - -- -- -- -

To which add the correction for reducing all the hypothe-

nuses to the level of the south end of the base

Which being reduced to the level of the sea, will be

Feet.

39802.4636

+ 0.1930

— 6.6351

39796.0215

+ 3.1996

39799.2211

+ 0.0893

39799.3104

39793.7
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III. TRIANGLES.

Hanandanmlla Jrom Pilloor Hill 110381.9

No. TRIANGLES. Obsd. Angles. Difference.

S ’S,

% « Error. Angles for

Calculation.

Distance
in feet.

Hananclamulla 98° IS' 33 .6 —1''.8 98“ 13' 31".5

Pilloor Hill 42 59 08 —0 .7 i 42 59 7

45
Kylasghur 38 47 22.4 —0.6 { 38 47 21 .5

180 00 04 3.1 + 0 .9 180 00 00

r Hanandamulla 120135
Kylasghur from

(.Pilloor Hill 174387.3

Hanandam tJla from Kylasghur 120128

Hanandamulla 98 13 33.; -0 .8 98 13 31 .5

Kylasghur 38 47 22.4 -0.6 38 47 21 .5

46

Pilloor HiU 42 59 8 -0.7 42 59 7

180 00 04 3.1 + 0.9 180 00 00

f Hanandamulla 110375.6
Pilloor Hill from 2

(, Kylasghur 174377.3

Kylasghur Jrom Pilloor Hill 174;382.3

47

Kylasghur ..

Pilloor Hill..

Patticondah

86 12 27.96
50 13 26.32

—3 .7

—2.14
86 12 24.25
50 13 24.25
43 34 1 1 .5

180 00 00

{

Kylasghur ..,

Pilloor Hill

194447.4

252452.9

S s
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TRIANGLES—continued.

Kylasghur from Pilloor Hill 174382.3

No, TRIANGLES. Obsd. Angles. Difference.

Spherical Excess.

Error.
Angles for

Calculation.

Distance
in feet.

Kylasghur 35'^ 25' 37".05—0".8 35 25 35".5

Pilloor Hill 50 36 21 .07 —0.7 50 36 20 .5

48
Bodeemulla 93 58 6.45— 1 .7 93 58 4

'
180 00 4.57 3".2 + 1".37 180 00 00

f Kylasghur
/

135085.8
Bodeemulla from <

(.Pilloor Hill 101325.0

Kylasghur from Bodeemulla 135085.8

49

Kylasghur
Bodeemulla
Patticondah

50 46 50.91
85 23 40.3
43 49 36.2

— 1 .3

—2 .2

— 1 .3

50 46 48 .75

85 23 37.25
43 49 34

180 00 7 .41 4.8 + 2.61 180 00 00

f Kylasghur
Patticondah from <

^ (. Bodeemulla

194447.6

151131.8

Kylaaghur from Patticondah 194447.5

36 15 24.6
101 21 48.77
42 22 48.97

— 1 .5

—4.8
— 1 .4

36 15 25
101 21 45.75
42 22 49.25

180 00 2.34 7 .7 —5 .36 180 00 00
50

Kyjasghur ...

Patticondah

Yerracondah

f Kylasghur ...

Yerracondali from <

Patticondah

282822.5

170607.3
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TRIANGLES, taken up at the Base, and continued bach to Yerracondah and

Kylasghur.

N. end of the Basefrom the S. end of the Base 39793.7

No. TRIANGLES. Obsd. Angles. Dift'erence.

? >

Error.

Angles for

Calculation.

Diit.mce
111 feet.

N. end of the Base 89 19' 20'.75—0".12 89’ 19' 20'

S. end of the Base 33 44 0.06—0 .06 33 4 3 .59.3

51

I'luntapura Station 56 56 41 .42 —0.06 56 .56 40 .7

180 00 02.23 0 .24 + r'.99 180 00 00

Muntapum Station from .j

C S. end of the Base

N. end of the Base 26365.95

4-74.75.03

S. end of the base from Muntapum Station 47475.03

52

S. end of the Base 106 9 37.72—0 .33 106 9 35 .9

Muntapum Station 35 3 56.05—0 .08 35 3 54 .5

Bonnairgottali 38 46 31 .15—0 .07 38 46 29.6

180 00 04 .92 0.47 + 4.45 180 00 00

{

S. end of the Base

.

Muntapum Station.

43.551.7

72811.7

Muntapum Station from Bonnairgottah 72811.7

Muntopum Station 97 26 53 .39— 1 .07 97 26 53 .9

Bonnairgottah 51 7 54.62 —0 .37 51 7 54.2
Tirtapully Hill 31 25 16.1.5—0 .41 31 25 11 .9

180 00 4.16 1 .85 + 2.31 180 00 00 •

f Muntapum Station 108746.8
Tirtapully Hill from <

(. Bonnairg ottah .. 138492.9
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TRIANGLES—continued.

Bonnairgottah from Tirtapully Hill 138492.9

No. TRIANGLES. Obsd. Angles. Difference.

Spherical
Excess. Error.

•\n;:les for

Calculutif n.

Ois-ance
11' fei-t.

Bonnairgottah 51° 5'56".91 —0".4 51“ 5 56 .

5

Tirtapully Hill 31 25 8.96—0 .4 31 25 9
Muntapum Centre 97 28 55.27— 1 .1 97 28 54.5

54
180 00 01 .14 1".9 1O 180 00 00

r Bonnairg ottah .. 72815.6
Muntapum Centre from <

(.Tirtapully Hill .. 108705.1

Muntapum Centre from Bonnairgottah 72815.6

Muntapum Centre

Bonnairgottah

Savendroog Station

69 50 46 .5

70 52 23 .91

39 16 50.88

—0.6
—0.6
—0.5

69 50 46
70 52 23 .5

39 16 50.5

180 00 01 .29 1 .7 —0.41 180 00 00

Savendroog from

!

Munpatum Centre

Bonnairgottah

108661.6

107968.7

AVlth the sides Muntapum centre from Tirtapully hill 108705.1 feet, and

Muntapum centre from Savendroog — 108601.6 feet, and the included angle

at Muntapum = 167° 19' 29 "-3 the side Savendroog from Tirtapully hill is

found = 216038.9 feet.

Again with the sides Bonnairgottah from Tirtapullp hill 138492.9 feet, and

Bonnairgottah from Savendroog = 107968.7 feet, and the included angle at

Bonnairgottah = 121° 58' 19" the side Savendroog from Tirtapully hill is

found = 216038.8 feet differing from the above ^ of a foot, and of which

the mean is 216038.85 feet.
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TRIANGLES

—

oontinueo.

Savendroo^from Th'tapulh/ f/jV/ .21 6038.85.

No. TRIANGLES. Obsd. Angles. Differenre.,

U V)
'M.

Error.

Angles for

Calculation.

Distance in

feet.

Savendroog 53° 36' 47". 5 —1"9 53° 36' 45".5

Tirtapullv Hill • • • • 46 42 24 .5 -1 -9 46 42 22 .5

Deorabella 79 40 52 .9 — 2 .8 79 40 52

56 1 80 00 04 .9 6
' .6 — 1".7 180 00 00

C Savendroog • • • • 159828.8

Deorabelta from<

L Tirtapully Hill 176775.8

Savendroog 37 44 43.15 —1-9 37 44 41.25
Tirtapully Hill • • • • 70 48 41.9 —2.4 70 48 42.5

Nundydroog 71 26 38.55 —2.4 71 26 36.25

57 180 00 03.6 6.7 —3.1 180 00 00

C Savendroog • • .

•

215226.3
Nundvdroog froni<

^ Tirtapully Hill* • 139499-8

Tirfapulli/ Hillfrom Nundydroog 139499.8.

Tirtapully Hill • • • • 51 31 44.03 —1.0 51 31 43
Nundydroog 56 23 44 — 1.0 56 23 42.5

lljmandroog • • • • 72 4 35.47 — 1.2 72 4 34.5

58 180 00 3.5 3.15 + .35 180 00 00

f Tirtapullv Hill 122112.3
R^'mandroog from<

- Nundydroog . 114788.1



31S ACCOUNT OF TRIGONOMETRICAL

' TRIANGLES—CONTINUED.

Tirtapully Hillfrom Ryviandroog 12211 2.3.

No. TRIANGLES. Obsd. Angles. Difference.
Spherical

Excess.
Error.

Angles for

Calculation.

Distance in

feet.

Tirtapully Hill • • • • 93" 5'51".3 —2". 13 93“ 5' 49"

Ryiiiandroog • • • • 49 22 54.58 — 1 .04 49 22 53
Yenacoudah •••• 37 31 19.33 — 1 .03 37 31 18

^9 180 00 5 21 4".2 + 1".01 180 00 00

C Tirtapully Hill 152185.5
Yerracondah from<

f Rymandroog • • 2001 99.S

Tirtapvlly Hill from Deorahetta 17677 5.8.

Tirtapully Hill • • • • 97 51 18.04 —3.65 97 51 14.4

•

Deorabelta • • • 37 20 51.1

Yerracondah 44 47 55.83 — 1.28 44 47 54.5

60 180 00 00 -

C Tirtapully Hill 152197.5
Yerracondah from<(

f Deorabelta • • • • 248529-3

^irlapully Hill • • • • 59 35 8 79 — 1.76 59 35 7
Deorabelta 62 10 4.27 — 1.67 52 10 2.6

•\nkissglierry »••• . . . 68 14 50.4

61 180 00 00

f Tirtapully Hill

Ariki’ssgherry from <

Deorahetta • • •

150322.7

164136.3
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TRIANGLES—coNTiNURD.

Tirtapully Hillfrom Ankissgherry 150322.7*

No. TRIANGLES. Obsd, Angles. Difference.
Spherical

Excess. Error.

Angles for

Calculation.

Distance in

feet.

Tirtapully Hill • * • • 38° 16' 9".25 — o".9 38“ 16' S" .25

Anki.ssglierry •••• • 71 33 17.5

Yerracondah •••• 69 50 35 .4 — 1 .2 69 50 34.25

62 180 00 00

1

'fTirtapully Hill 1521 96.3

Yerracondah from<

f Ankissgherry • • 99177.5

Tirtapully Hillfrom Yerracondah 1521 96 .9 .

Tirtapully Hill • • * • 93 3 51.3 —2.13 93 5 49
Yerracondah 37 31 19.38 — 1.03 37 31 18

Rvmaudroog • • • •

V 9 49 22 34.58 — 1.04 49 22 53

63 ISO 00 05.26 4“.2 + 1.06 180 00 00

Ryinaudroog from
Tiifapully Hill

Yerracoiidali

122121.2

200214..3

The side from Tirtapulbf hill to Yerracondah is tlie mean distance found

in the triangles TirtapuUf hill, Dcorahctta, and Yerracondah and Tirtapully

hill, /tnkissgherry and Yerracondah.

Yerrarondfi/i from Rymandroog 200214.3.

Yerracondali * * • • 78' 25 51.06 —3 .3 78 25 47.75
RMiiaiidroog •••• 45 11 31.7 —2 .4 45 11 52
Patticondah 56 22 20.37 —2 .4 56 22 20.25

64 180 00 3.13 7.9 —4.77 180 00 00

Palticondali from
^

Yf-rracoiidali

maud roog\ H.V

170605.9

23555 S ,9



S20 ACCOUNT OF TRIGONOMETRICAL

TRIANGLES

—

continued.

Yerracondahfrom Patticondah 170605.9.

No.

65

TRIANGLES. Obsd. Angles. Difference.
Spherical

Excess.
Error.

Angles for

Calculation.

Yerracondah
Patticondah

Kylasghur

42'^ 22' 48".97

101 21 48.77
36 15 24.6

—1".4

—4 .8

— 1 .5

42
'

22' 49".25

101 21 45.75
36 15 25

180 00 2.34 7".7 —5".36 180 00 00

f Yerracondah
Kylasghur from <

( Patticondah

Distance in

feet.

282820.3

194445.9

SECTION II.

Series of triangles direct from the Base near Bangalore, to Mangalore on

the Malabar coast.

IV. ANGLES.

At Dodagoojitah Station.

Between
Bonnairgottah

Referring Lamp,

And
Savendroog 61“ 34' 54*

50 /
49 V
55 I

50 J
Savendroog 104 4 29.68

Pole-star’s W. elongation 1 31 53
56.25
51.25
48.5
46.25

47.5

45.5
45.5

43.5

44.5

51".29
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Between
Deorabetta..MM.

Devaroydroog...

Cheetkul Hill...

Devaroydroog...

Bomanelly Hill

,

Bundhully Hill ,

Mysoor Hill ....

Referring Lamp

At Savendroog.

And
Bundhully. Hill

Nundydroog

.Devaroydroog ...

.Bomanelly Hill..,

.Mullapunnabetta

,Mysoor Hill

.Mullapunnabetta

.Mullapunnabetta

41".25'

40,

T t

40".9S

6.37

13.4J

2.12

62.35

33.68

6.26

61.16
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Between
Referring Lamp

Cheetkul HiU

Bomanelly • • •

Savendroog •

Rungaswamy • •

Cheetkul Hill • •

Bomanelly Hill

Savendroog • •

Bomanelly Hill

Bomanelly Hill

Bomanelly Hill

llytalloo Flag

At Savendroogy continued.

• And
> Yerracondah • 92'

4'

Pole-star’s greatest W. elongation 2 28

51".

49

,

47.
49,

49
48
48
50
50
48
56
57
54
S3
57
56
58
58
58
61

25 'V

.5

.75

.5

.5

.55

.5

.62

.5

.87 >

.75

.25

.5

.75

.75

.75

.25

.12

!>

Devaroydroog.

• • • Rungaswamy Hill

• • • Savendroog

• • • Nundydroog • • • •

Bomanelly Hill

Rungaswamy

82 48 17.25
18

89 33 42
47 .6

79 52 7.75

}

}

8 .75

8
8.25
9.5

44 59 30.35
82 48 17 .62

Cheetkul Hill

Cheetkul Hill

Savendroog •

Savendroog •

Savendroog •

47 47 .97

14 4.75

- 89 33 43 .22

33 44.8

33 44 .01

At Bomanelly Hill.

Mullapunnabetta 175 40 I 387
0 .87

J-

0.75J

49".45

17.62

44.8

8.4S
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Between
Hytalloo Flag*

Referring Flag

Hytalloo Flag

Mullapunnabetta

Referring Flag •

'

Daesauneegooda

Daesauneegooda

Ditto

At Bomanelly Hill, continued.

And
Savendroog

Mullapunnabetta

Daesauneegooda

• Mullapunnabetta
Savendroog • • •

• Savendroog • • • •

. Mullapunnabetta

Daesauneegooda

• Mullapunnabetta

> Mullapunnabetta

• Do. by Referring Lamp

•70 9' 19" .7.5*

19.75
19 ^

21 .5

.86 15 22.75"

131

175 40 1

. 70 9 19.94

. 105 30 41 .06

. 86 15 24.34

.131 4 38.78

44 49 14.44

19".94

24.34

38.78

Mean... 14.67

Referring Flag

At Mullapunnabetta.

• • . • Bomanelly Hill 143 22 60.5
59 .5

60.2S

T t 2
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At Mullapunnahetta^ continued.

Betvieen

Referring Flag
And

> Savendroog

Mysoor Hill

Daesauneegooda

Koondoor Hill

Referring Flag* • Koondhully Hill

Koondhully HiH
' Haiaabetta

34".36

12.58

33.6

22.91

44.68

60.65
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Between

Referring flag,

Referring Flag...

Bomanelly Hill

Referring Flag ...

Savendroog

Referring Flag • •

Bomanelly Hill

Referring Flag • •

Daesauneegooda

Referring Flag • •

Daesauneegooda
Hannabetta • • • •

Hannabetta • • • •

Referring Flag • •

Koondoor Hill • •

Hannabetta • • • •

Hannabetta • • • •

Referring Flag • •

S2i

At Mullapunnabetta^ continued.

And
Bolroyndroog

Bomanelly Hill ...

Savendroog

.Savendroog

.Mysoor Hill

Savendroog

.Mysoor Hill

• Bomanelly Hill

Daesauneegooda

• Daesauneegooda

• Daesauneegooda
Koondoor Hill • •

• Koondoor Hill • •

• Daesauneegooda
Koondhully Hill

• Koondhully Hill

• Koondhully Hill

• Daesauneegooda

• Koondoor Hill • •

Koondhully Hill

• Koondhully Flill

• Koondhully Hill

• Koondoor Hill

• Koondhully Fliil

Balroyndroog • •

,96
''

36
'

48" v

46.25

44
49.25

45.25
47-5

45.75

44 .25 .

..143 23 00.25

... 97 41 34.36

41 25.89

.. 37 59 12.58

41 34.36

42 21.78

23 00.25

36 33.6

00 26.15

36 33.6
• 71 37 22.94

00 59 10.66

• 150 36 33.6

38 44.68

57 48.92

45 32 00.65

• 49 25 48.27

• 71 37 22.94

38 44.68

. 15 58 38.26
• 45 32 00.65

. 29 33 22.39

38 44.68

36 46.3

58 1.62Koondhully Hill Balroyndroog
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At Mullapunnabetta, continued.

Between And
Referring Lamp • t . Pole-star's greatest W. elongation • • 170‘’43' 1 5".25

18
18.37 .

19.13

19.38

20
19.62

20
19.25

19.25

170 43 49
48.25
48.13

47.75
49.25
48.2

48.5

50.25

3avendroog

At Bundhully.

Deorabetta • • 37 SO 28.5 7 i

»

31.75J
Mysoor Hill 80 2 42.441

. ,
_

45.94
]

At Cheetkul Hill,

Savendroog

Referring flag

Devaroydroog

At Mysoor Hill.

Bundhully Hill

45.16

; 55 26 46
45.75
4.3 Q

108 17
44* '

43.75

46
47

}
45.22

45.19

Savendroog
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Between
Referring Flag

'

Referring i"lag

Bundhully Hill

Referring Flag

Savendroog • •

Mullapunnabetta

Hannabetta

Mullapunnabetta

Koondhully Hill

Mullapunnabetta

Balroyndroog ••

At Mysoor Hill, continued.

And
Mullapunnabetta

Bundhully Hill

Savendroog. • •

177 47 26"

25.45

27.89

28.5

27 ^
27.5

25.25

25.5

25.43^

55 2G 45.22
108*17 45.19

• Savendroog 52 50 59.97

Savendi’oog 108 17 45.19
Mullapunnabetta 177 47 26.5 '

Mullapunnabetta 73 54 48.31

At Daesauneegooda.

Bomanelly Mill

Hannabetta

Koondoor Hill

Koondoor Hill

69 10 25.381

26.5 J
89 54 5.631

7.373
47 3 26.5 1

23.37 j
42 50 41.621

39.13X

At Kootidoorbetta.

Daesauneegooda

Hannabetta
Balroyndroog

Balroyndroog ........

Balro}'ndroog

Hannabetta

' Hannabetta

53

119
141

75

141

119

5 7
2.75 f

1.75J

57 29
32.':

31.

34 16.25

10 47.5 1

47 i
12 19 1

15.75J
10 47.25
34 16.25

21 36 31

26'.S

25.94

6

24.93

40.37

31.17

16.25

4-7.25

17.37
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Between

Mullapunnabetta

Daesauneegooda

Mullapunnabetta

Koondhully Hill

Mullapunnabetta

Koondoorbetta

Mullapunnabetta

Koondoorbetta* •

M ullapunnabetta

Mullapunnabetta

At Koondoorbetta^ continued.

And
i Daesauneegooda
Hannabetta • • •

Hannabetta • • •

Balroyndi'oog • • •

Balroyndroog • • •

Koondhully Hill

At Koondhully Hill.

• Bettatipoor Hill

Bettatipoor Hill

Balroyndroog

Bettatipoor Hill

Bettatipoor Hill

Koondoorbetta

• 53» 57' 31".17

*119 34 16 .25

36 45 .08

10 47 .25

12 17 .37

*143 36 55 .38

00 18 11.5

10.75

14
53 42.5

'

41
42.5

39.75

12 24.25'

22.25

20.25
18 12.08

53 41.44

24 30.64

At Hannabetta.

Daesauneegooda Koondoorbetta • • • *

Koondoorbetta Balroyndroog

11 32 35
35

136 19 19.87

14.88

}

}

Referring flag

At Balroyndroog.

BuUaxnully Hill •'169 57 5.13*)

6.37 (

3.75 f

2.37J
88 44 51 X

54.5 J

12'.08

41.44

22.25

35 •

17.3T

4.41

52.75
Koondhully Hill
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Between

Referring Lamp,

Referring Flag • •

Koondlmlly Hill

Koondhully Hill

Balroyudroog • •

Bullanaudgooda

Goompay Hill • •

Meejar Hill • • •

Balroyndroog • •

Kunnoor Hill • •

Bullanaudgooda

Kunnoor Hill • •

Goompay Hill • •

Kunnoor Hill • •

Bali’oyndroog • •

Bullanaudgooda

At Balroyndroog, continued

And
Pole-star’s W. elongation • •

'Koondhully Hill

Bullamully Hill •

Bullamully Hill

At Bullamully.

Balroyndroog • • • •

Kunnoor Hill • •

Bullanaudgooda

Goom»ay Hill

Kuddapoonabetta

Kuddapoonabetta

Mangalore

Balrojmdroog • • •

Balroyndroog • • •

• Bullanaudgooda • •

Goompay Hill • • • •

Kunnoor Hill • • •

Kuddapoonabetta

• Kuddapoonabetta

Bullanaudgooda •

Goompay Hill • • •

. 56’ 46' 43".5

43 .75

43 .25

43
44 .5

44 .25

43 .44

88 44 52 .75

169 57 4 .41

81 12 11 .66

46 30
'

29.25

27.25

1

31.5
1

31.75'

32.75

21 13.5

53 15.75'

22
21.75

17.25

17 39
43.13

44.37

14 44.17'

41.13

39.38

37 35.25

30.5

11 27.75

25.5

24.5

21 13.5

53 19.19

45 27.31

17 42.17

27 45.14

14 41.56

46 56.42

53 19.19

17 42.17

30".42

13.5

19.19

42.17

41.56

32.87

25.92
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Between
Balroyndroog

Goompay Hill • • •

Balroyndroog • •

Kunnoor Hill • •

Kuddapoonabetta
Meejar Hill • • • »

•

Balroyndroog

BuUamulIy Hill

Meejar Hill

Bullamully Hill

Bullamully Hill

At Bullamully, continued.

And
• • • • Goompay Hill

Mangalore

• • • • Mangalore

• • • • Kunnoor Hill

• • • • Kuddapoonabetta

• • • • Balroyndroog
• • • • Kuddapoonabetta

Balroyndroog

11' 1".36

11 25.92

37 32.72

21 13.5

•• 7 46 56.42

34 17.08

37 32.87

56 44.21

At Ungargooda.

Bullamully Hill • • • •

Meejar Hill

Booggargooda

At Booggargooda.

•Meejar Hill

Ungargooda

‘'Meejar Hill •

Ungargooda

‘Ungargooda

91 20 62.25"

59.25

59.5

62
126 11 27.5

"

25.75

30.25
'

60'.75

27.88

28,

28 59 12.75")

13
9
6.25

10.25

113

21

113
21

3 58 -"v

55 /
54. f

55.75f
56.5 \
53.75J

5 43.08

3 55.5

43.08

55.5

134 9 38.58Meejar Hill



Between
Bullumuliy HiU

A)id X

Kuddapoonabetta

Bullamully Hill

Kooliebos;ooda*

Bullamully Hill

OPERATIONS IN THE PENINSULA.

At Mcejar Hill.

• Booggargooda

Kuddapoonabetta

Kooliebogooda

At Kuddapoonabetta.

• Meejar Hill

Kunnoor Hill

• Meejar Hill

Eedgah Station

At Kunnoor Hill.

• Kuddapoonabetta • • • •

54° 37' 20'.62-

17.

17

'49 7 52
52.

5G

.

• 37 55 18.5
19.75
20 .25 I

21 .25

123 34 21

21

.25 :

331

18''.67

53.67

19.91

56.62

32.08

21.12

V. TRIANGLES.

Bonnairgottah J'rom Savendroog 107968.7

No. TRIANGLES. Obsd. Angles. jDifference.
Spherical

Excess.
Error.

Angles for

Calculation.

Distance in

feet.

Bonnaii'gottah 83" 20' 16''.17—0''.79 83" 20' 15".4

Savendroog • • • 35 4 53.8

66
Dodagoontah Stat". 61 34 51 .29—0 .52 61 34 50.8

180 00 00

Bonnairgottah 70556.7
Dodagoontah Station from <

Savendroog 121933.2

U u 2



ACCOUNT OF TRIGONOMETRICAL

TRIANGLES

—

continued.

Savendroogfrom Deorabeita 159828.8.

No. TRIANGLES, Obsd. Angles. jDifference. Spherical
Excess.

0
H

Savendroog 44" 41' 40".93 — 1".4

Deorabeita 97 47 57 .73 — 4 .0

Bundliully 37 30 30.12 — 1 .3

67 180 00 08.8 6“.9 + 1"-9

•

Angles for

Calculation.

44" 41' 39". 5

97 47 32

37 30 28 .3

180 00 00

r Savendroog

Bundliully from <

f DeorabeUa

Distance in

feet.

250072

184620.5

Savendroogfrom Nundydroog 215226.3.

Savendroog 50 14 6.37 — 1.9 50 14 4.3

Nundydroog 49 53 53.48 —1.9 49 53 51.6

Devaroydroog • • • • 79 52 8.45 —2.8 79 52 4.1

68 180 00 8.3
-

6.54 + 1.76 180 00 00

"
» r Savendroog

Devaroydroog from<

f Nundydroog

167233.7

168058.8

Savendroogfrom Deorabetfa 159828.8.

Savendroog

Deorabeita

Allusoor Hill

78 57 47.5

47 20 38.73

53 41 39.69

—2.26
— 1.55

— 1.69

78 57 45.1

47 20 37
53 41 37.9

180 00 05.82 5.4 + 0.42 180 00 00

f Savendroog

Allasoor Hill f4oni<

69

145859.1

191662.8



OPERATIONS IN THE PENINSULA.

TRIANGLES—continued.

Savendroog from Allasoor Hill 145859.1

No,

t

TRIANGLES. Obsd. Angles. Difference.

Spherical Excess.

Error.
Angles for

Calcnlatioii.

Disf.ince

in feet.

Savendroog 55' 41' 34".92— 1".3 55 '41' 32".8

Allasoor Hill 62 10 43.71 — 1 .4 62 10 41 .5

70
Cheetkul Hill 62 7 47.87— 1 .4 62 7 45.7

180 00 06 .5 4''.2 + 2".3 180 00 00
-

f Savendroog 145924.8
Cheetkul Hill from <

(.Allasoor 136292.3

Savendroog from Cheetkul Hill 145924.8

71

Savendroog ..

Cheetkul Hill..

Devaroydroog

6 56 13.43
134 49 45 .16

38 14 4 .75

4-0.04
—2
4-1 .26

6 56 12.5
134 49 42.5
38 14 5

180 00 3 .34 0.7 4-2.64 180 00 00

{

Savendroog ...

Cheetkul Hill

167224.8

28477.0

Savendroog from Devaroydroog 167229.25



ACCOUNT OF TRIGONOMETRICAL

TRIANGLES—continued.

Snvendroog from Bomanelly Hill 265594'.9

No. TRIANGLES. Obsd. Angles. Difference.

Splicrical
Excess.

Error.
Angle.s for

Calculation.

Distance
in feet.

Savendroog 28° 48' 2" .35 —2" 28 ’ 48' 0 ".4

Bomanelly Hill 105 30 41 .06— 7.5 105 30 33.6

73
Mullapunnabetta ... 45 41 25.89— 1 .3 45 41 26

180 00 9 .3 10".8—1".5 180 00 00

r Savendroog 357646.2
Mullapunnabetta from-

L Bomanelly Hill 178809.7

71

Savendroog from Bundhully Hill 260072

Savendroog
Bundhully

Mysoor Hill

47 6 33.68
80 2 44.19
52 50 59 .97

—4.1
—6.2
—4 .2

47 6 29.5
80 2 38
52 50 52.5

180 00 17 .84 14.5 + 3.34 180 00 00

Mysoor Hill from 4
C Savendroog

(. Bundhully ..

321385.4-

239060

Savendroog from Mysoor Hill 321385.4-

75

Savendroog
Mysoor Hill

Mullapunnabetta ...

46 23 6.26
73 54 48.31

59 42 21 .78

—5 .7

—7 .7

—6.3

46 23 00.5
73 54 44
59 42 15 .5

180 00 16.35 19.7 —3.35 180 00 00

f Savendroog
Mullapunnabetta from

C Mysoor Hill

357641.2

269475.6
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TRIANGLES—CONTINUED.

Savendroog from MuHapnnnabetta 357641 .2

No. TRIANGLES. Obsd. Angles. 1Difference.
Sjilierical Excess. Error.

Angles for

Calculation.

Distance io

feet.

Savendroog 28° 48' 2'.35 —2". 28" 48' 00".4

MuHapnnnabetta - • 45 41 23 ,37 — 1 .3 45 41 26
BomaneIR Hill - • • • 105 30 41 .06 —7 -3 105 30 33 .6

76 180 00 8.78 10"8 c1 180 00 00

C Savendroo 265592.8
Botuanellv Hill froni«(

{ Mullapunuabella I 788O7.7

Savendroogfrom MuUapunnabetia 357641,2

Savendroog Station 46 23 6.26 —57 46 23 0.5

MuHapnnnabetta • - 59 42 21.78 —6.3 59 42 15.5

Mysoor Hill 73 54 48.31 —7.7 73 34 44

77 180 00 16.35 19.7 —3.35 180 00 00

( Savendroog Station 321387-6
Mysoor Hill frora<

C Mullapunnabelta 269477.5

MuUapunnabettafrom RomaneUy 178S07-7

iMullapnnnabelta

Boniaiielly Hill* •

D.;esauneegooda

78

66 00 26.15

44 49 14.67

69 10 23.94

— 1.8

— 1.5

—1-9

66 0 23.8

44 49 12.7

69 10 23.5

180 00 06.76 5.2 + 1.56 180 00 00

{

MuUapunnabetia-

Bomanelly Hill •

1348499

174777-4

I
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«>

TRIANGLES—continued.

Mullapunnabettafrom Daesauneegooda 134840.9

No. TRIANGLES. Obsd, Angles. Difference.
Spherical

Excess. Error.

Angles for

Calculation.

Distance in

feet.

IVIuIlapunnabetta • • 49" 25' 48".27 — 1".25 49" 25' 47"

Daesauneegooda • • 89 54 6.00 —2.37 89 54 3 .6

Hannabelta . . . 40 40 90.4

79

f

180 00 00

y
C Mullapunnabetta 206922.5

Hannabelta from<

L Daesauneegooda 157180.4

Mullapunnabettafrom Hannabetta 206922.5

Mullapunnabetta • • 29 33 22.39 —0.02 29 33 22.4

Hannabetta • • * 30 52 24.2

Koondoor Hill • • • • 119 34 16.25 — 2.S9 119 34 13.4

80 ISO 00 00

-

r Mullapunnabetta 122081.6
Koondoor Hill from<

^ Hannabetta • • • • 117355.7

MuUapnnnahettafrom Daesauneegooda 134849-9

Mullapunnabetta • • 78 59 10.66 — 1 .6 78 59 9-1

Daesauneegooda • • 47 3 24.93 — 1 .1 47 3 22.3

Koondoor Hill - • • • 53 57 31.17 — 1 .1 53 57 28.6

81 180 0 6.76 3".8 + 2".96 180 00 00

C Mullapunnabetta 122081.2
Koondoor Hill froin<

^ Daesauneegooda 163700.6
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'FRIANGLES

—

conti nued.

Daesauneegooda from Uannaheita 157180.4

No. TRIANGLES. Obsd. Angles.

0
V
c
0

a

Spherical
Exce.ss.

Error.

Angles for

Calculation.

Distance in

feet.

Daesauneegooda • • 42'' 50' 40".37 — 1'.2 42'’ 50' 40".4

Hanna betta 71 32 35.00 -1 .5 71 32 34.7
Koondoor Hill • • • • 65 36 45.08 — 1 .4 65 36 44.9

82 180 00 0.45 r.i — 3".65 ISO 00 00

( Daesuunee<rooda • • 163701.5
Koondoor Hill from

f Haimabetta 117355.7

IJannaietta from Koondoorbetta 117355.7

Hannabella 136 19 17.37 — 3.96 136 19 13.4

Koondoorbetta • • • • 21 36 31 + 0.85 21 36 31.9

Balroyndroog • • • • . . . 22 4 14.7

83 ISO 00 00

Balrovndroo^ from
r Hamiabetta

-r f,„n,

Kooiuloorbetla

11501b

215698

MuUapunnabettafrom Koondoorbetta 122081.4

Mnllapimnabetta • • 15 58 38.26 + 1.07 15 58 39
Koondoorbetta • • 143 36 55.38 —4.22 143 36 50
Koondhnlly Hill •• 20 24 30.64 + 1.50 20 24 31

84 ISO 00 04.28 1.65 + 2.63 0000000

J

Mullapunabetta

Koondoorbetta

207682. 8

96366 .3

The side MuUapunnabetta from Koondoorbetta is the mean distance liad

from the 80th and 81 st triangle.

X X
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I

ACCOUNT OF TRIGONOMETRICAL

TRIANGLES—continued.

Koondoorbetta from Koondhulhj Hill 96366.3

Obsd. Angles. Difference.

1

Spherical

Excess.

^
Error.

75" 12' 17".37— 1".7

No. TRIANGLES. Angles for

Calculation.

Distance
in feet.

85

Koondoorbetta ...

Koondhully Hill

Balroyndroog

75° 12' 15".67

78 48 9.73
25 59 34.6

180 00 00

Balroyndroog from

{

Koondoorbetta |215698

Koondhully Hill 212592.8

Koondoorbetta from Mullapunnabetta 122081.4

141 10 47 .25 —9 .41 141 10 37.8
24 59 21 .75

13 50 00.45

- 180 00 00 00
86

Koondoorbetta ...

Mullapunnabetta

Balroyndroog

Balroyndroog from

!

Koondoorbetta...

.

Mullapunnabetta

215698

320094.5

Mullapunnabetta from Koondhully Hill 207682.8

40 58 01.62
99 12 22.25

—2.1
—6.1

40 57 59.5
99 12 16.2
39 49 44.3

180 00 00.00

Mullapunnabetta

.

Koondhully
Balroyndroog

!

Mullapunnabetta

,

Koondhully Hill
,

320075

212584.2
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TRIANGLES—CONTINUED.

KoondhvUy Hill Ji-om Balroijndroog 212588.5

No. TRIANGLES. Obsd. Angles.

O
C

1
’Z 9^

—
if""

p

1

Angles for

Caleulation.

Distance
in feet.

Koondhully Hill ... 41 ”01' 23".8

Balroyndroog 81" 12' 11".66 —3.5 81 12 8.2
Bullamully 57 46 30.42—2 .4 57 46 28

88
• 180 00 00

r Koondhully Hill 2^834-3/J

Bullamully from
-J

(_ Balroyndroog 164944.6

The side Koondhully liill from Balroymlroog is the mean distance found in

the 85th and 87tli triangle.

Bttlrojjndroog Jrom Bullamidly

59 54 19.37
91 21 00.75

o
o

11
28 44 41 .5

59 54 19 .2

91 20 59.3

1

180 00 00
89

Balroyndroog.

Bullaniully ....

Ungargooda .

Ungargooda trom
^ Balroyndroog 1142749.3

Bullamully 79345.5

The supplemental chord angle at Bullamully, between Meejar hill and

Ungargooda, corrected, is subtracted from the observed' angle between

Balroyndroog and Meejar hill, to get the angle at Bullamidly, between Bal-

royndroog and Ungargooda, as an observed one.

X X 2
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TRIANGLES

—

continued.

BuUamuUyfrom Ungargooda 79345.5

No. TRIANGLES. Obsd. Angles. Diftercnce. Spherical
Excess. Error.

Angles for

Calculation.

Distance in

feet.

Bullamullv 16“ 02' 24".S

Ungargooda 126° 11' 27".88 -o".7 126 11 27 .2

Meejar Station • • • • 37 46 8.19 + 0 .2 37 46 08

90 180 00 00 00

C Bullamully 104550.2
Meejar Station from < '

f Ungargooda • • • • 35795.8

At Alegar hill, the supplemental chord angle between Booggargooda and

Ungargooda, corrected as an observed one, and subtracted from the observed

angle between Booggargooda and Bullamully, gives the angle between

Bullamully and Ungargooda as an observed angle.

Brdlamtdlyfrom Meejar Station 104550.2

Bullamully 34 37 32.87 —0.26 34 37 33.75
Meejar Station • • • • 49 07 53.67 —0.27 49 07 54.5

Kudapoonabetta • • 96 14 31.37 —0.58 96 14 31.75

91 179 59 57.91 1.11 —3 .2 180 00 00

Kudapoonabetta from

i

Bullamully • •

Meejar Station

79SS6

59763

Bidhimidlyfrom Kudapoonabdta 79^36

Bullamullv 7 46 56.42 —0.02 7 46 55.5

Kudapoonabetta • • 48 38 45.5 + 0.17 48 38 44.7

Kunnoor Station • • 123 34 21.12 —0.33 123 34 19.8

180 00 03.04 0.18 + 2.86 180 00 00 00

Kunnoor Station from

Bullamully • • • •

Kudapoonabetta

71655.7

12925.8
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SECTION. III.

Southern series of triangles, commencing from Mullapwviabetta and M^sou)'

hill, and continued to the Malabar coast, terminating with the distance

from Bullamully to Kunnoor station, which is also brought out by the northern

series.

VI. ANGLES.

Between
Referring Flag

At Mijsoor Hill.

And
Mullapuimabetta

Referring flag, • •

Mullapunnabetta

Referring flag

Bellatipoor Hill

• Mullapunnabetta

Bettatipoor Hill

• Bel tatijwor Hill

At Mullapunnabetta.

• • • Mysoor Hill

Bettatipoor Hill

177“ 47
' 26

'

25.45
,

27.89

28.5
1

27 y 26".50

27.5

25.25

25.5

25.43^

136 06 58.65

57.42

56.25

55.73

177 47 26.50

136 06 57.01

I

57.01

41 40 29.49

37 59 12 1
10.75

12.73

12.25

14

10.5 ,

12
12.25

14
13.25

14.5
12.73d

12 26 40.75'

38.5

40.5

39.5

40.75
'

39.25

40.75

40.5

40
39.25

12.58
^

> 39.97
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Between
Referring flag

Referring flag

Mysoor Hill

Referring flag

Beltalipoor Hill

At Mullapunnahetta, continued.

And
• Soobramanee

-Mysoor Hill* • •

Betlalipoor Hill

• Betfatipoor Hill

• Soobramanee •

Betfatipoor Hill

• 59" 05' 03".25'

07 .5

5.75'

6.75 i

4.75'

8

37 59 12.58

12 26 39.97

50 25 52.55

59 5 06 .

12 26 39.97

• Soobramanee 46' 38 26.03

06".

Mullapuunabetta

Soobramanee

At Bettatipoor Hill.

• Mysoor Hill 87 53 46 1

50 75 V 48.67

49.25 )
Soobramanee 83 35 12.75'

11.5

9 \ 11-26

11.55

11.5

• Taddianclainole 5l 37 49-75'

52.25

54.75 V 52

49-5

53.75.

Bettatipoor Hill

At Taddiandamole.

• Soobramanee 54 50 32.25'

30.5

Soobramanee Mount Dilli

31.14

22.1
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jlt Dim

Yjpf’tiyppti yifid

KunduddakamuIIy Taddiandainole 60“ 21' 24".75
^

31 .5 >

28 3

Mimjuimpuddj 19 17 ?

lb .25 )

Goonipay Hill

Baekiil

Goompay Hill

Munjuimpuddy

Goompay Hill •

Taddiaiidaniolc

Annantapoor .

Baekul

Annantapoor .

Goompay Hill •

Baekul

Taddiandamole
Baekul

Munjuimpuddy

At Kunduddakamullij,

. "Annantapoor Hill

"Annantapoor Hill

. "Ballanandgooda

Taddiandamole

.
. Baekul

."Annantapoor
• "Goompay Hill

• "Taddiandamole
Baekul

"•Taddiandamole

" " Baekul

" Annantapoor

."Goompay

" "Baekul

"•Munjuimpuddy

• •Taddiandamole

"15 56 12

10 .25

11 .5

9
•37 41 43

43 .5

43 .25

"26 14 38 .25'

41 .25

36
40 .25

41
151 2 30

24
44 28 .25

28
33

15 £6 10 .69

151 2 27

.166 58 37 .69

37 41 43 .25

155 19 39 .06

37 41 43 .25

15 56 10 .69

53 37 53 .94

19 39 .06

25 44 29 .75

129 Q5 9 .31

2S".08

9.33

10.69

43.25

39.35

27

29.7.^
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Between
Munjuimpuddy

Goompay Hill

Goompay Hill •

Munjuimpuddy

Mount Dilli • • •

ACCOUNT OF TRIGONOMETRICAL

At BaekuL

And
Mount Dilli

Kunduddakaraully

Annautapoor

Kunduddakamully

Mount Dilli • • • •

Kunduddakamully

32° 37' 56". 7
5

'

57 .75

32 37 57 .67

32 32 01 .37

Kunduddakamully 65 09 59 .04

Kunduddakamully

j

Goompay Hill

Ballanandgooda

Ballanandgooda

At Munjuimpuddy Hill.

• • Mount Dilli 100 26 09
10.5

9 .25

8 .5

At Amiantapoor Hill.

• •Kunduddakamully

At Goompay Hill.

107 11 12 .5

1

1

2 .5 4

6.25 }
7 .25 )

Bullamully 09 13 .5

16‘ .25

14

16
Amiantapoor 37 3 .75

4 .75

6.5

Kunnoor Station
2 .5

6 48 .5

50
46.25

•Bullamully 9 14 .94
Kunnoor Station 6 48 .25

57".67

61.37

59.58

55.58

.9.31

1 -'1.67

14.94

4.37

48.25

Bullamully Kunnoor Station 57 57 33 .31
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Between
Rnllannndgoodu

Balroyndroog •

Balroyndroog •

Ballanandgooda

Ballauaiidgooda

Goompay Hill •

At BuUamully.

And
Goompay Hill • • • •

Balroyndroog

Kunnoor Station

Ballanandgooda

Kunnoor Station

Goompay Hill* •

Kunnoor Station

34.5

79* 17' 39“ )

43 .13 > 42M7
44 .37 3

80 53 15.75V
22 f

21 .75 (
19.19

i? -•25)

IIS 21 13 .5

80 53 19 .19

1()0 45 27 .31

79 17 42 .17

81 27 t5 .14

- - . .. !

VII. TRIANGLES.

MuUapunnabettafrom Mi/soor Hill 269477-5

No. TRIANGLES. Obsd. Angles. Difference.
Spherical

Excess. Error.

Angles for

Calculation.

Distance in

feet.

MuUapunnabetta - - 50= 25' 52".55 — 2''.3 50= 25' 49'.6

Mysoor Hill 41 40 29 .49 — 2 .3 41 40 26.6
Bettatipoor Hill * * 87 53 48 .67 —4.2 87 53 43 .8

93 180 00 10 .71 s'. 8 + i".9i 180 00 00

C MuUapunnabetta 179294.4
Bettatipoor Hill froni<

{ Mysoor Hill * * 207867.4

Mullapunnabettafrom Bet tatipoor Hill 179294.4

MuUapunnabetta • - 46 38 26.03 — 1.98 46 38 24
Bettatipoor Hill * - •83 35 11.26 — 3.23 83 35 8

Soobramanee * . . . 49 46 28

94
- — ISO 00 00

f MuUapunuabetta 233359.7
Soobramauee from<

*

C Bettatipoor Hill 1707^4
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TRIANGLES—continued.

Bettatipoov Hillfrom Soohramanee ITOTSi

No. TRIANGLES. Obsd. Angles. Difference.

Spherical
Excess.

Error.
Angles for

Calculation.

Distance
in feet.

Bettatipoor Hill 5P 37' 52 " —1".9 51° 37' 50". 1

Soobramanee • * • 73 31 40.7

95
Taddiandamole 54 50 31 .14— 1 .96 54 50 29 .2

.

180 00 00 00

f Bettatipoor Hill 200262.3
Taddiandamole from

(.Soobramanee Hill., 163730.4

Soobramanee Hillfrom Taddiandamole 163730.4

96

Soobramanee Hill...

Taddiandamole
Kunduddakamully

74 37 12.54
56 11 14.75

— 2.21

— 1.71

49 11 36.6
74 37 10.3
56 11 13.1

180 00 00

f Soobramanee Hill 190004.3

-
Kunduddakamully from 4

f Taddiandamole 149160.2

The supplemental cliord angle at Taddiandamole, between Kunduddak-

arnully and Mount Dilli, reduced as an observed one, is subtracted from the

angle Soohramanee hill ami Mount Dilli, as observed at Taddiandamole, to

give the angle Kunddudakamully and Soohramanee liill. The station at

Kunduddakamully cowXd not be seen when 'the angles were taken 2it Tad-

diandamole.

Taddiandamole from Kunduddakamully 149160.2

Taddiandamole 50 20 8.26
Kunduddakamully 69 18 26.71— 1 .61 69 18 25.10

97
Mount Dilli 60 21 28.08—1 .44 60 21 26.64

180 00 00

[Taddiandamole 160548.9

Mount Dilli from <

.Kunduddakamully 132113
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The supplemental chord angle at Kundiiddakamully, between Mount Dilli

and 3IunJuh)ipuddy, made as an observed angle by applying the correction,

and subtracted from the observed angle between Munjuimpuddy and Tad-

diandamok, gives the angle ISIount Dil/i and Taddiandamok as an observed

angle.

TRIANGLES—continued.

Kunduddakamully from Mount Dilli 132113

No. TRIANGLES. OLsrt. Angles. Uift'erencc.

Spherical

Excess. Error.
Angles for

Calculation.

Distance
ill feet.

Kunduddakamully 86" or 12".35— 1" -
86“ or ir.35

Mount Dilli . 28 48 50.21

98
Baekul 6.5 09 59.04—0 .6 65 09 58.44

180 00 00 00

) Kunduddakamully.. 70162
Baekul from

1
Mount Dilli 145223.2

In this triangle the same supplemental chord angle between Mount Dilli

and Munjuimpuddy, corrected, is added to the observed angle at Kundudda-

kamully, between Baekul and J\Tunjiiimpuddy, to get the observed angle be-

tween Mount Dim and Baekul.

Kunduddakamullyfrom Baekul 70102

Kunduddakamully 53 37 53.91 —0 .4 53 37 53.54
Baekul 92 36 55.58 -0 .9 92 36 54.68
Goompay Hill • • • • . . . 33 45 11.78

.9.0 180 00 00.00

C Kunduddakaintilly 126145.9
Goompay Hill from<

f Baekul 101681.2

y 2
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TRIANGLES—continued.

Kunduddakanmlly from Goompay Hill 12614-5.9

No, TRIANGLES. Obsd. Angles. Difference.

Spherical Excess.

Error.
Angles for

Calculation.

Distance
in feet.

Kunduddakamully 26'' 14' 39 ".35—0".6 26" 14' 38''.75

Goompay Hill 83 44 30.21 —0.7 83 44 29.5

100
Ballanandgooda ... . . 70 00 51 .75

180 00 00

f Kunduddakamully 133429.4
Ballanandgooda from <

.(.Goompay Hill .. 59355.8

Goompay HiUfrom Ballanandgooda 59355.8

Goompay Hill

Ballanandgooda ...

Bullamully

35 09 14.94

79 17 42.71

—0.12

—0.18

35 09 14.8
65 33 02.7
79 17 42.5

54990.2

34781

180 00 00 00

f Goompay Hill

Bullamully from <
(.Ballanandgooda

Goompay Hillfrom Bullamully 54990.2

Goompay Hill

Bullamully

Kunnoor Station...

57 57 33.31
81 27 45.141

1
O
O to00 57 57 33

81 27 44.75
40 34 42.25

83600.1

71659.4

180 00 00.00

r Goompay Hill

Kunnoor Station from <

(.Bullamully
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The same side Bullamully from Kunmo?' hill brought out down from the

northern series is 71 b55. 7 feet : therefore the mean will be 7l6.57.55 feet-

Hence, as the side BullamiiUi/ from Kunnoor hill, brought down from the

northern series, is the mean, so is the side Meejar hill and Kuddapoonabetta,

brought down from the northern series, to 59764.6 feet, as derived from the

mean of both series.

TRIANGLES—continued.

Meejar Hillfrom Kudapoonabetta 59764.6

TRIANGLES. Obscl. Angles. Difference.

t

Spherical
Excess.

Error.

Angles for

Calculation.

Distance in

feet.

Meejar Hill

Kudapoonabetta ...

Kooliebogooda

»
•

37'' 55' 19''.94

58 24 56.62

—0''.12

—0.17
37° 55' 19 '.8

58 24 56.5
83 39 43 .7

«

51224.7

36956.5

180 00 00 00

f Meejar Hill ...\

Kooliebogooda from <

L kudapoonabetta
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SECONDARY TRIANGLES.

Kudapoonabetta from Kooliebogooda 36956.5

No. TRIANGLES. Obsd. Angles. Distances from the intersected Objects in Feet.

Kudapoonabetta • •

Kooliebogooda • •

Eedgah Station • •

86
' 1 r 32'

25 28 59
68 19 19

Eedgah Station • . •

.

17110.2

39680.7

Eedgah Station from Kooliebogooda 39680.7

Eedgah Station • •

Kooliebogooda • •

Station on the Beach

66 09 43
14 30 24
99 19 53

Station on the Beach
^

10073
36782.3

Bullamidly from Goompay Hill 54-990.2

Bullamully
|

76 37 33
Goompay Hill ••• • 1 69 16 59
Mangalore [

34 05 28

Mangalore
91763.7

95446.7

Bidlamtdly from Kunnoor Station 71659.4

Bullamully

Kunnoor Station • •

Mangalore

4 50 12

158 37 57
16 31 51

Mangalore
91761.4
21234.9

Mount Dilli from Kunduddakamully 132113

jNIount Dilli

Kunduddakamully
Cannanore

132 10 39
18 46 24
29 02 57

Cannanore
87563.4

201632.7

Taddiandamolc from Mount Dilli 160548.9

Taddiandamole • •

Mount Dilli

Cannanore

31 59 09
71 49 11

76 11 40

Cannanore
157072
87574.2

Taddiandamolc from Cannanore 157072

1

Taddiandamole • •

Cannanore

1

Station in Redoubt

16 51 05
98 16 45
64 52 10

1

(- Station in Redoubt •

-J

r
171686.4

50294.4

Taddiandamole from Station in Redoubt 171686.4

Taddiandamole • •

Station in Redoubt

Teliicherry

1

1 29 26
132 .52 33

I

46 38 G1
j

Teliicherry 1

175846.6

1

6143.1
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SECTION IV.

Latitude ^Doclagoontah Station, with the position of its Ma'idian.

Dodagoohtah station is selected as the point of departure in preference

to the observatory at Madras, as it is nearly in the middle of tlie Peninsula,

^nd its meridian is intended to be carried down to Cape Comorin. It lias

already been extended below the latitude of 1 T, and the series of triangles

from which it is deduced, being to form the foundation of all the branches

which may hereafter be carried to each coast, I have considered it as the

properest meridian to which all latitudes and relative longitudes should

be referred.

8. Zenith distances of stars observed at Dodagoontah, with their cor-

rections for precession, nutation, aberration, and the semi-annual solar equa-

tion, back to the beginning of the year 1805, for determining the latitude

of that station.

OliSERFJTIONS A V DODAGOONTJIL
« SERPENTIS.

NEAREST POINT ON THE LIMB 5^ 55' S.

1 eo.i.

Face.

Obsd. Zenith
Distances.

o ,
(J r£
i-* £
o-ii
U

Correct Zenith
Distances.

Thermometers.

Month. Upper. Lower.

July 10. E. 5” 57' 04".49 7".14 5“ 56' 57".35 70" 70"

12. W. 5 56 59.38 6.93 5 56 52.45 73 73
15. E. 5 57 07 .74 6.64 5 57 01 .10 79 .5 79
18. W. 5 56 54.73 6.36 5 56 48.37 78 78
19. E. 5 57 9.64 6.26 5 57 3.38 76 76
24. W. 5 56 59.24 5.82 5 56 53.43 79 .5 79
26. E. 5 57 05.74 5.66 5 57 00.08 75 .5 75
27. W. 5 56 52.13 5.58 5 56 46 .55 79 79
29. E. 5 56 59.41 5.43 5 56 .':3.98 72 72
31. W. 5 56 52.73 5.28 5 56 47 .45 75 .5 76

1806, June 19. E. 5 5 -. 16.76 19.08 5 56 57.68 73 73
20. W. 5 56 10.88 18.95 5 56 51 .93 72 72
22. W. 5 56 07.38 18.70 5 56 48.68 76 76
23. E. 5 .56 13.21 18.57 5 56 54.64< 73 73

Mean • • • • 75.1 75.1
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3

a HERCULIS.
NEAREST POINT ON THE LIMB 1" 35' N.

1805.
oT
CJ Obsd. Zenith

U
9 — Correct Zenith

Thermometers.

Month.
cQ

Distance. c -s
U Distance. Upper. Lower.

July 12. E. r37' 19''.83
+

0".39 r37' 20".22 68^ 69“

16. E. 1 37 20.53 0.27 1 37 20.26 72 .5 73
19. W. 1 37 37.14 0.73 1 37 36.41 75 76
28. W. 1 37 35.88 2.03 1 37 33.85 74 74
29. E. 1 37 22.55 2.16 1 37 20.39 76 76
31. E. 1 37 23.16 2.42 1 37 20.74 69 68 .5

August 2. W. 1 37 35.26 2.66 1 37 32.60 77 .5 77 .5

7. E. 1 37 24.76 3.26 1 37 21 .50 71 .5 72
8. W. 1 37 36.89 3.37 1 37 33.52 71 .5 71

9. E. 1 37 25.56 3.48 1 37 22.08 71 71

10. W. 1 37 36.79 3.58 1 37 33.21 73 73
12. E. 1 37 24.76 3.78 1 37 20.98 74 74
14. W. 1 37 37.87 3.98 1 37 33.89 74 74*

16. E. 1 37 27.06 4.17 1 37 22.89 71 .5 71

Mean • • • • 73 73 .5

« OPHIUCHI.

NEAREST POINT ON THE LIMB 0“ 15' S.

+
July 12. E. 0 17 14.49 0.29 0 17 14.78 69 70

13. W. 0 17 03.10 0.46 0 17 03.36 71 72
15. E. 0 17 13.54 0.77 0 17 14.31 71 71 .5

19. E. 0 17 11 .60 1 .43 0 17 13.03 75 75
22. W. 0 16 59.10 1 .89 0 17 00.99 74 74
28. E. 0 17 10.74 2.76 0 17 13 ..50 74 74
29. W. 0 16 57.63 2.89 0 17 00.52 76 .5 76

, 30. E. 0 17 09.24 3.02 0 17 12.26 77 77
31. W. 0 16 58.93 3.15 0 17 02.08 69 .5 69

August 7. E. 0 17 08.51 4.02 0 17 12.53 72 72
8. W. 0 16 57.24 4.14 0 17 01 .38 71 71

9. E. 0 17 09.08 4.25 0 17 13.33 71 71
10. W. 0 16 57.76 4.36 0 17 02.12 73 73
12. E. 0 17 07.54 4.58 0 17 12.12 73 73
14. W. 0 16 55.13 4.78 0 16 59.91 74 74
17. E. 0 17 8.74 5.07 0 17 13.81 72 .5 72 .5

- Mean • • • • 72.7 72 .8
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» AQUlLiE.

NEAREST POINT ON THE LIMB 2° 50' S.

1805.

1

Face.
Observed Zenith

Distance.
Correc-

tion.
Correct Zenith
Distance.

Thermometer.

Month. Upper. Lower.

+
July 12. E. 2“ 50' 55". 13 7".96 2“ 51' 03".09 67°.5 68*

13. W. 2 50 42.80 8 .17 2 50 50.97 70 70
15. E. 2 50 51 .50 8 .5/ 2 51 0.07 69 70
16. W. 2 50 42 .50 8.77 2 50 51 .27 70 71 (

19. E. 2 50 55 .50 9-36 2 51 4.86 74 73
22. W. 2 50 37.40 9.94 2 50 47.34 73 72.5
31. E. 2 50 50.40 11 .58 2 51 1 .98 69 69

August 7. W. 2 50 39.40 12 .76 2 50 52.16 70 70
8. E. 2 50 46.13 12 .92 2 50 59.05 69.5 70
9. W. 2 50 40.75 13 .08 2 50 53 .83 70 70

10. E. 2 50 49.50 13 .24 2 51 2.74 70 70
12. W. 2 50 38.33 13 .55 2 50 51 .88 73 72
13. E. 2 50 48.63 13 .70 2 51 2.33 70 70
17. W. 2 50 38 .30 14.27 2 50 52.57' 72 72
20. E. 2 50 49.00 14.70 2 51 3.70 70 70
30. W. 2 50 38 .20 15.91 2 50 54.11 72 72

Mean* • • • 70 .6 70 .6

ATAIR.
'

NEAREST POINT ON THE LIMB 4 35 S.

July 12.
+

E. 4 37 55 .62 8.49 4 38 04.11 67 .5 68
13. W. 4 37 42 .39 8 .68 4 37 51 .07 70 70
15. E. 4 37 56.47 9.07 4 38 05 .54 (i9 70
16. W. 4 37 43 .39 9.26 4 37 52 .65 70 71
39. E. 4 37 56.14 9.83 4 38 5.97 73 72 .5

. 22. w. 4 37 42 .01 10 .41 4 37 52 .42 73 73
29. E. 4 37 53 .89 11 .65 4 38 5 .54 74.5 74 .s
30. w. 4 37 40 .39 11 .82 4 37 32 .21 76 76
31. E. 4 37 51 .84 11.99 4 38 3 .83 69 69

August 7. W. 4 37 40 .96 13.13 4 37 54 .09 71 71
8. E. 4 37 48 .37 13 .28 4 38 01 .66 69.5 70
9. w. 4 37 41 .89 13 .4 4 4 37 55 .33 70 70"
10 .

12 .

E.

w.
4
4

37
37

48 .34

39 .76

13.59
13.89

4
4

38
37

1 .93

53 .65

70
73

70
72

13. E. 4 37 48 .17 14.04 4 38 2 .21 70 70
17. W. 4 37 41 .86 14.60 4 37 56.45 72 72
20 . E. 4 37 49 .37 14.99 4 38 4.36 70 70

' 30. w. 4 37 37.89 16.16 4 37 54 .05 72 72

Mean. . .

.

71 .1 71 .2
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13 AQUILy^.
NEAREST POINT ON THE LIMB 7® 5' S.

1806.
o Observed Zenith

6
S C
u o Correct Zenith

Thermometer.

Month.
Distance. u Distance.

Upper. Lower.

August 25. E. 7» 03' 38".62
+

26".27 7“ 4.' 4<".89 76® 76^

26. w. 7 03 29.87 26 .37 7 3 56.24 72 73
27. E. 7 03 40.87 26

.

4.7 7 4 7 .34 71 71

Mean • • • • 73 73.3

ARCTURUS.
NEAREST POINT ON THE LIMB 7 10 N.

1805. +
- » ..

July 11. W. 7 12 12.43 7.50 7 12 19.93 74 .5 74 .5

13. E. 7 11 58.13 7.36 7 12 65.49 74 74 .5

16. W. 7 12 11 .36 7.16 7 12 18.52 77 77
22. E. 7 11 59.98 6.85 7 12 6.83 80 79 .5

26. W. 7 12 13.26 6.60 7 12 19.95 84 83

Mean • • • • 77 .9 77 .7

MARKAB.
NEAREST POINT ON THE LIMB 1 10 N.

1

August 13. E. 1 9 50.40 22.11 1 9 28.28 68 68
14. W. 1 10 5 .30 22.32 1 9 42 .98 69 70
17. E. 1 9 55.00 22 .93 1 9 32.07 69 70
21. W. 1 10 5 .30 23 .72 1 9 41 .58 68 69
23. W. 1 10 06 .00 24.09 1 9 41 .91 72 72
28. W. 1 10 4.40 24.98 1 9 39.42 68 69
29. E. 1 10 00.00 25.18 1 9 34.82 72 72
30. W. 1 10 6.50 25 .35 1 9 41 .15 71 71

Mean • • • • 69 .6 70.1

, PEGASL
NEAREST POINT ON THE LIMB 1 5 Nj

August 22.

23.

27.

30.

E.

W.
E.

W.

1 6 21 .26

1 6 31 .63

1 6 23.50
1 6 35.13

24.04
24 .42

24 .93

25 .44

1 5 57.22
1 6 07.21
1 5 58.56
1 6 09.69

68
70
68
68

69
71

69
70

Mean • • • • 68 .5 69 .8
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Means of the Zenith Distances taken on the right and left Arcs, corrected for

refraction, equation of the sectorial tube, and the mean runs of the Mi~

crometei\

Previous to this arrangement of the zenith distances it may he proper

to say a few words on the different corrections here mentioned.

The refraction is had from the tables of mean refraction, and no notice

taken of the barometer or thermometer, or of the heights of the stations

above the level of the sea, considering it doubtful what corrections to apply

until observations are made, and tables of refraction constructed, for this

climate, and for different elevations.

The corrections for the micrometer were determined by taking the runs

between every dot on the arc when the mean temperature was 74°, it hav-

ing been discovered upon more minute attention, that one degree on the >

limb was more than 3600 divisions marked seconds on the micrometer; and

the average of all the results gave 3604. Therefore one minute counted by

that scale required a deduction of 0".066 to give its true measure from the

nearest dot. In all these observations two thermometers were used, one

opposite the upper axis, the other opposite the arc, and the experiments

for ascertaining the runs were made when the thermometers stood at the

same degree.

This error in the scale of the micrometer has doubtless arisen in a great mea-

sure from the unequal expansion of the sectorial tube and the frame which

carries it, whereby the point of the screw does not coincide with the centre

of the steel plate against which it presses, and in consequence causes a

greater equation than what would arise simply from the expansion of the arc

Z z 2
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while the point rested on the centre of the plate. Exclusive of the above

correction, I have endeavoured to make some allowance for the variation of

temperature from 74", but I have found it too trifling to be noticed.

The correction for the sectorial tube, is a small equation which arises

wlien the temperature above is different from that below
;
on which account

the expansion and contraction of the tube are not in the same ratio witli

those of the arc. This irregularity, like the last, is in general very incon-

siderable, though the correction for it is taken into account. ^

ZENITH DISTANCES at Dodagoontah, arranged andfinally corrected,

a. SERPENTIS.

1805.

Left Arc.

1805.

Right Arc. Mean.
Month. Month.

July 10.

15.

19.

26.

29.

1806.1
19

June 5
23.

5“ 56' 57''.35

5 57 1 .10

5 57 3.38
5 57 0.08
5 56 53 .98

5 57 57 .68

5 56 54. .64-

July 12.

18.

24.

27.

31.

1^1 ^0-

22.

5“ 56' 52".45

5 56 48 .37

5 56 53 .42

5 56 46 .55

5 56 47 .45

5 56 51 .93

5 56 48 .68

Mean 5“56'53".82

Refraction, &c. • • + 5.82

Zenith Distances 5 56 59 .64

} ,

Mean • • • • 5 56 57 .67 Mean* • • • 5 56 49 .97
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a HERCULIS.

1805.

Ltft Arc.

180.5.

Right Arc. M«an.
Month. Month.

.July 19. 1“37 36".4<1 July 12. l“3r 20' .22 Mean T 37' 27 '.52

28. 1 37 33.85 16. 1 37 20.26 Refraction, &c. + 1 .47

August 2. 1 37 32.60 29. 1 37 20.39
8. 1 37 33.52 31. 1 37 20.74 Zenith Distance 1 37 28 .99

10. 1 37 33.21 August 7. 1 37 21 .50

14. 1 37 33.89 9. 1 37 22.08
12. 1 37 20.98
16. 1 37 22.89

Mean • • • • 1 37 33.91 Mean • • • • 1 37 21 .13
V

« OPHIUCHI.

July 12. 0 17 14 .“78 July 13. 0 17 03.56 Mean 0 17 7.40
15. 0 17 14.31 22. 0 17 0.99 Refraction, &c.* • + 0.31
19. 0 17 13.03 29. 0 17 0.52
28. 0 17 13.5 31. 0 17 2.08 Zenith Distance 0 17 7 .71

30. 0 17 12.26 August 8. 0 17 1 .38

August 7. 0 17 12.53 10. 0 17 2.12
9. 0 17 13.33 14. 0 16 '59 .91

12. 0 17 12.12
17. 0 17 13.81

Mean • • • • 0 17 13.30

1

Mean • • • • 0 17 1 .51

. AQUILiE.

July 12. 2 51 3.09 July 13. 2 50 50.97 Mean 2 50 57 J)

15. 2 51 0.07 16. 2 50 51 .27 Refraction, &c. + 2.78
19. 2 51 4.86 22. 2 50 47 .34
31. 2 51 1 .98 August 7. 2 50 52.16 Zenith Distance 2 50 59 .78

August 8. 2 50 59.05 9. 2 50 53 .83

10. 2 51 2.74 12. 2 50 51 .88

13. 2 51 2.33 17. 2 50 52.57
20. 2 51 3.70 30. 2 50 54.11

Mean • • • • 2 51 2.23 Mean • • • • 2 50 51 .77
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ATAIR.

1805.

Left Arc.

1805.

Right Arc. Mean.
Month. Month.

July 12. 4" 38' 4".ll July 13. 4“ 37' 51''.07 Mean 4"37'58".73

15. 4 38 5.54 16. 4 37 52.65 Refraction, &c. + 4.61

19. 4 38 5.97 22. 4 37 52.42
29. 4 38 5 .54 30. 4 37 52.21 Zenith Distance 4 38 3 .34

31. 4 38 3.83 August 7. 4 37 54.09
August 8. 4 38 1 .66 9. 4 37 55 .33

10. 4 38 1 .93 12. 4 37 53.65
13. 4 38 2.21 17. 4 37 56 .45

20. 4 38 4.36 30. 4 37 54.05

Mean* • • • 4 38 3.91 Mean • • • • 4 37 53 .55

/3 AQUIL^.

1806. 1806.

August 25. 7 4 4.89 August 26. 7 3 56.24 Mean 7 4 1 .18

27. 7 4 7.34 .

1

Refraction, &c. • * + 7.18

Mean • * • • 7 4 6.11 Mean • • •
•'

7 3 56.24 Zenith Distance 7 4 8.36

MARKAB.

1805.

August 14. 1 9 42 .98 August 1 3. 1 9 28.28 Mean 1 9 36 .57

21. 1 9 41 .58 17. 1 9 32.07 Refraction, &c. 1 .19

23. 1 9 41 .91 29. 1 9 34.82
28. 1 9 39 .42 Zenith Distance 1 9 37.76
30. 1 9 41 .15

Mean • * • • 1 9 41 .41 Mean • • • • 1 9 31 .73

V PEGASl.

August 23. 1 6 7.21 August 22. 1 5 57.22 Mean 1 6 3.17
30. 1 6 9.69 27. 1 5 58.56 Refraction, &c. + 1 .06

Mean • • • • 1 6 8.45 Mean* * * • 1 5 57 .89 Zenith Distance 1 6 4.23
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ARCTURUS.

1 805.

Jidy 11. 7“ 12' 19".93 July 13. 7" 12' 5''.49

16 . 7 12 18 .32 22. 7 12 6.83
2b. 7 12 19.95

Mean • • • • 7 12 19.47 Mean • • • •

Mean
Refraction, Acc. • •

/?eiiilli Distance • •

7
° 12' 12". 81

+ 7 .03

7 12 19 .81

The Latitude Dodagoontali Station, deduced from theforegoing Stars.

STARS.

From the beginning of 1805.

Latitude.
Mean Declination. Correct Z. Distance.

. Arcturus 20“ 12' 19".23 N. 7“ 12' 19". 8 4 N. 12“ 59' 39". 39 N.
a Serpeutis 7 3 0 .3 5 3b 59 .64 S. 39 .97

« Herculis 14 37 30 .96 1 37 28 .99 N. 61 .97
a Ophiuchi 12 42 30 .91 0 17 7 .71 S. 58 .62

« Aquilap 10 S 38 .34 2 30 39 .78 S. 38 .12

Atair 8 21 33 .33 4 38 3 .34 S. 56 .87

^ Aquilae 3 35 52 .71 7 4 8 .73 S. 61 .44

Markab 14. 9 40 .09 1 9 37 .76' N. 62 .33

« Pegasi 14 6 4 .7 1 6 4;, .23 N. 60 .47

Mean* • • • 12 59 59 .91

This is one of the stations alluded to in the note p. 291 ,
where the plum-

met is supposed to have been drawn to the northward ; in which case the

a titude here deduced must be something in defect.

9. Pole-star observations at Dodagoontah Station, reduced for determining

the position of the Meridian.

1805.
Apparent Polar

Distance.
Latitude. Azimuths.

Angle between
the Pole-star and

Lamp.

Angle between
the N. Pole and

Lamp.Month.

July 19- 1°43' 38".20 r 1° 4b' 42". 1 b 1°31’33".00 (p 14' 49". 1

6

22 . 1 43 57 .57 1 4b 41 .70 1 31 5b .23 0 1 4 45 .43

August 8. 1 43 54.07 - 1 4b 38.10 1 31 31 .25 0 14 4b .85

• 12. 1 43 33 .03 0
1 4b 37.06 1 31 48 .50 0 1 J. 48 .3b

17. 1 43 51 .70 1 4b 33 .67 1 31 4b .25 0 14 49 .42

18. 1 43 5 1 .44 1 4b 35 .40 1 31 47.30 0 14 47.90

1,9. 1 43 51 .16 1 4b 33 .10 1 31 45 .50 0 14 49.60
23. 1 43 30.04 2 1 4b 33.97 1 31 45 .50 0 1 4 48 .47

26. 1 43 49 .09 1 4b 32 .99 I 31 43 .30 0 14 49 .49

27. 1 43 4S .83 J 1 1 4b 32.73 1 31 44.50 0 14 48 .23

Angle between tlie N. Pole and Referring Lamp N. easterly.

Angle between the Referring Flag and Savendrooj

Angle between the N. Pole and Savendroog Station

0 14

104 4

48 .31

29 .0‘S

103 49 41 .37
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SECTION V.

Length of the Perpendicular Degree, and the Latitudes and relative Longitudes

of all the great Stations of Observation, and other places on the two Coasts.

10. The measurement of an arc perpendicular to the meridian, and the

length of a degree in latitude 12" 55' 10 ".

For determining the latitude of Savendroog, we have at Dodagoontah

station, the bearing of Savendroog station with the meridian 76“ 10' 18".63 S.

W^'and the distance between these two stations = 121933.2 feet. These

will give the westing of Savendroog — 118399-2 feet, and the southing of

the point on the meridian of Dodagoontah, where the perpendicular let fall

from Savendroog, will cut the said meridian = 29143.3 feet, which is equal

to an arc of 4' 48". 8 8, and this deducted from the latitude of Dodagoontah

gives 12“ 55' 11".03. The westing will give an arc perpendicular to the

meridian 19' 29"-04, with which, and the co-latitude of the above point, the

latitude of Savendroog will be had 12“ 55' 10 ".24.

Note. The meridional degree is taken at 60498fathoms, being the computed

degreefor Latitude 12" 55' 10", as deduced from the measured degrees for

latitude 1 1“ 39' 55" and latitude 52* 02' 30".

t
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Pole-Star Observatmm at Savendroog- Station^ reducedfor determin-

ing the position of the Meridian.

1804
Apparent Polar

Distance.
Latitude Azimuths.

Angle between
the Pole-star and

Referring Lamp.

Angle between the N
Pole and Referring

Lamp,Month.

March 6. l‘>43' 57".66 1“46 39''.72 2° 28' 56".75 0“42' 17".03

7. 1 43 57.94 1 46 40 2 28 57.25 0 42 17.25

8. 1 43 58..23 1 46 40.3 2 28 54 0 42 13.7

9. 1 43 58 .49 9 1 46 40.57 2 28 53.5 0 42 12.93
10. 1 43 58.77 Ot 1 46 40.86 2 28 57.75 0 42 16.89
13. 1 43 59.62 1 46 41 .73 2 28 56 0 42 14.27
14. 1 43 59.91 0

1 46 42.03 2 28 58 .75 0 42 16 .72

15. 1 44 00.19 1 46 42.31 2 28 58.75 0 42 16.44
16. 1 44 00.49 1 46 42.62 2 28 58.25 0 42 1 5 .63

21. 1 44 00.96 1 46 43 .11 2 29 01 .12 0 42 1 8 .02

^

Angle between tlie North Pole and Referring Laiii|>

Angle between the Referring Lamp and Mullapunnabetta

0 42 15.89 K.

90 40 01 .16'

Angle between the North Pole and Mullapunnabetta 89 57 45 .27 W.

Angle between the North Pole and Referring Lamp • •

Angle between the Referring Lamp and Yerracondah
0 42 15 .89 E.

92 04 49.45

Angle between the North Pole and Yerracondah
I
92 47 05.34 E.

Pole-Star Ohseroations at Mullapunnabetta Station^ reduced for de-

termining the position of the Meridian.

Nov. 7. 1 43 42 .37 1 46 24 - 170 43 1 5 .25 172 29 39 .25

8. 1 43 42.03 1 46 23 .65 170 43 IS 172 29 41 .6.5

10. 1 43 41 .36 1 46 22 .96 170 43 18 .37 172 29 41 .33

12. 1 43 40 .71 1 46 22 .29 170 43 19.13 172 29 41 .42

13. 1 43 40 .39 1 46 21 .96 170 43 19-38 172 29 41 .34

14. 1 43 40 .07 1 46 21 .64 170 43 20 172 29 41 .64

15. 1 43 39 .75 1 46 21 .31 170 43 19.62 172 29 4 0 .93

16. 1 43 39.12 1 46 20 .97 170 43 20 172 29 40 .97

17. 1 43 39.11 o» 1 46 20 .65 170 43 19.25 172 29 39 .9

19. 1 43 38 .49 1 46 20 .02 170 43 19.25 172 29 39 .27

1 43 13 24 5
0^

1 45 54.11 170 43 49 172 29 43 .11

13. 1 43 13 .04 1 45 53.9 170 43 48 .25 172 29 42 .15

14. 1 43 12 .85 1 45 53 .71 170 43 48 .12 172 29 4 1 .83

15. 1 43 12.67 1 45 53 .52 !70 43 47 .75 172 29 41 .27

16. 1 43 12 .49 1 45 53 .34 170 43 49 .25 172 29 42 .59

20. 1 43 1 1 .84 1 45 52 .67 170 43 48 .2 172 29 40 .87

24. 1 43 11 .29 1 43 52 .11 170 43 48 .5 172 29 40 .61

25. 1 43 11 .16 1 45 51 .99 170 43 50.35 172 29 42 .34

Angle between the North Pole and Referring Lamp .

Angle between the Referring Lamp and Savendroog

Angle between the North Pole and Savendroog

172 29 41 .25 W.
97 41 34.36

89 48 44.39 E.
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Pole-Star Observations at Yerracondah Station, reduced for determining the

position of the Meridian,

1804
Apparent Polar

Distance.
Latitude Azimuths.

Angle between
the Pole-star and
Referring Lamp.

Angle between the N.
Pole and Referring

Lamp.Month.

Jan. 15. 1"43' 49". 81 U 46' 30".42 9" 3' 6".5 T 1 6' 36".0S

l6. 1 43 49.82 1 46 30.43 9 3 3 .85 7 16 33 .42

19- 1 43 49.9 lO 1 46 30.51 9 3 2 7 16 31 .49

20. 1 43 49.92 1 46 30.53 9 3 3 .5 7 16 32.97
21 . 1 43 49.95 1 46 30.56 9 3 5 .5 7 16 34.94
22 . 1 43 50.02 1 46 30.63 9 3 3 .73 7 16 33 .12

23. 1 43 50.07 1 46 30.68 9 3 4 7 16 33.32
26. 1 43 50.26 1 46 30.87 9 3 5 7 16 34.12
27. 1 43 50.35 1 46 30.96 9 3 4.25 7 16 33 .3

Angle between the North Pole and Referring Lamp •

Angle between the Referring Lamp and Savendroog
7 l 6 33 .64 E.

94 l 6 14.97

Angle between the North Pole and Savendroog 86 59 41 .33 W.

As the latitudes were necessary for computing the azimuths, they were first

had spherically for the two stations at Mullapunnabetta and Yerracondah,

by taking the westing and easting from the meridian of Savendroog, and con-

verting them into parts of great circles. These came so near the truth, that

on recomputing the azimuths by the latitudes finally brought out, there

was no sensible difference.

It may be remarked here, that no double azimuths have been taken.

The pole-star being so low, and the vapour in the atmosphere so great in

general, that I have never, except in two instances, been able to discern

it while the sun was above the horizon.
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The Arc comprehended by the Meridians of Savendroog and Mullapunnabetta.

Let S and M be the stations at Sa-

vendroog and Mullapunnabetta, and P the

pole, and SR be a great circle perpendi-

cular to the meridian SP at S, and also Ss

a parallel of latitude at the same point S.

Then we have given the observed angles PSM

and PMS, the distance SM, and the latitude

of S, to find the latitude of M.

In the spheriodical triangle MSR, the angle MSR = 90“ — ^ PSM = 0*

£' 14".73, and the angle SMR = 180“ — z. PMS = 90“ iT 15".bl, and these

being corrected for the chords, we shall have the angle MSR = 0 2' 14''.73,

and the angle RMS =90” H 15".58 for the chord angles. Whence the

angle SRM = 180® — sums of the above angles, or 89“ 46' 29.69, and with

these and the side or chord MS, the distance given by the triangles, we

shall find the chord of the perpendicular arc SR = 3576AiA!.6 and the side

MR = 233.64 feet, and this last may be taken either as a chord or arc in-

differently.

Now the spherical excess of the triangle SMR is 0".02, and the sum of

the corrections for the angles MSR and SMR being — 0".03, the difference

between this sum and the said spherical excess is + O'.OLthe correction for

the angle MSR, which applied to the chord angle, we get the angle MRS
or PRS as an observed angle, equal 89” 46 29 .68.

Continue the meridian PS to t, and draw Rt parallel to Ss. Then, since

the small angle SRt, or its equal RSs, is half the difference between the

angles PRS and PSR, that is half the difference between 90° and the angle

3 A 2

P

/X
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PRS as an observed one, we have ^ 45". 16 the ansrle

' RSs. Hence in triangle RSs considered as a plane one, there are given

the angles at R and S and the side SR, as formerly found, from which will

be had Ss and Rs equal 3576i2.6 feet and 702.51 feet respectively; as also

Ms (— RS — RM) equal 468.87 feet, which measures the distance be-

tween the parallels of S and M. Rut 468.87 feet as an arc on the meri-

dian is 4".o5, which substracted from the latitude of S gives 1
2“ 55' 05".59

for the 4atitude of M, the station at Mullupunnahetla.

Hence in the triangle SPM there are given the sides SP and MP (the

co-latitudes of S and M) and the angles PSIM, PMS, the observed angles at

S and M. Then, as the tangent 77° 4' 52".085 : tangent 0“ O' 2*.325 ::

tangent 89“ 53* 14 .53 : tangent 0° 4' 31 ".26; which last applied to the

half sum of the observed angles, we get 89° 53' 14'.83 + 4' 31".26 = 89“

57' 46 ".09 and 89° 53' 14".83 — 4'3l".26 = 89”48’ 43".57 for the angles at

Savendroog and Mullapunnahetta such as they would have been observed

on a sphere. Then proceeding by spherical computation with the sides PS,

PM, and the angles PSM and PMS given, the angle SPM, or difference

of longitude of S and M will be had equal T 00' 24".44, from which and

the side SP in the right angled spherical triangle PSR the side SR Gl-

are SR perpendicular to the meridian PS at the point S will be had equal 0

58’ 5!?".71.

Now the chord of the arc SR is had = 357644.6feet, half of which, will be

as the siue of half the arc SR, and from which is got the radius of the

same arc, and thence the length of the arc SR is found to be 357650.8

feet. Then as 58'52".71 ^ 357650.8 :: 60' : 364463.3 feet, or 60743.8 fa-

thoms, for the measure of the degree at right angles to the meridian of

Savendroog.
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The A)'C comprehended by the Meridians 0/ Savendroog and Yerracondah.

Let S and Y be the stations at Savendroog and Yerracondah respectively,

and let the latitude of Y be deduced from

that of S," the angles PSY and PYS having

been observed. Let SR be a great circle

perpendicular to the meridian SP at S, and

St' a parallel of latitude at the same point S.

Here the angle RSY PSY — 90“ =2° 47

5".34, and the angle RYS being the observed

angle at Y = 86“ 59'41".33. These angles
g

being corrected for the chords, the supple-

ment to their sum will be the chord angle at R in the spheriodical triangle

SRY. Let the chords of SR and YR be computed with the corrected angles,

then if the angle at R be augmented by the difference between the sum of

the corrections for the other two angles and the spherical excess, it will

become 90“ 13' 14".74, or such as would have been observed at R. Hence

180° — A SRY = 89“46'45".26 tlie angle t'RS, and by considering the tri-

angle St'R as a plane one, the .small angle t'SR is equal -—^ = 0“ 6'

37'.37- With this angle, and the angle t RS, and the distance SR, as found

above, the small side fR is had = 675.86 feet, which added to RY = 170

67.72 gives t'Y = 17743.58 feet, the distance between the parallels of S

and Y. But 17743.58 feet is equal to an arc on the meridian of 2' 55''.98,

and this deducted from the latitude of Savendroog^ gives 12“ 52' 14".26/or

the latitude of Yerracondah.

'
* j ^

Hence, with the co-latitudes of Savendroog and Yerracondah, jand the
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observed angles PSY and PYS, we have, the tangent of half the sum of the

first,^ tp the tangent of half.their difference, as the tangent of half the sum of

the second, to tangent of 2” 54' 25".p2, their half difference: from which we

get tjie.^greater , angle at S = 92“ 47' 49" 25, and the less angle at Y = 86“

58'57".41 thus corrected for computing spherically: and with these and

co-latitudes, proceeding as before, the angle SPY will be had = 0“59' 14".83,

and the perpendicular arc = 0“ 57' 44".86- But the chord subtended by

this arc is 350824 feet, and therefore the arc itself 350827.7 feet. Then, as

57.'74767 • 350827.7 feet 60'
: 364510.8 feet, or 60751.8 fathoms, for the

length of the degree at right angles to the meridian of Savendroog, as deduced

from the distance between Savendroog and Yerracondah ; and the length of

the perpendicular degree deduced from the distance between Savendroog and

Mullapunnabetta being 60743.8 fathoms, the mean of these two, or 60747.8

fathoms, may be considered as nearly the true measure for latitude 12“

55' 10".

/ j
i , ,

If the ratio of the earth’s diameters be taken as 1 : 1.003125, and the

meridional degree in latitude 1 T 59' 55" be 60494 fathoms
;

then, by using

these data, the computed meridional degree on the ellipsoid in latitude 12“ 55

10'' will be 60498 fathoms; with which and the above ratio, the com-

puted degree at right angles to the meridian in the same latitude will be had

60858 fathoms, which exceeds the measured one by 110 fathoms nearly;

so that we may infer from this, either that the earth is not an ellipsoid, or

that this measurement is incorrect.

’l^e more we investigate this interesting subject, and the more ample

means we employ to ascertain the exact figure of the earth, the more seems

to be wanting to satisfy our research; and if we feel reluctant in giving

up-the- elliptic hypothesis,, because it is consonant to tliat harmony and
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order with which we are familiar, the discordWhich these results indicate,

aiford by no means sufficient evidence to induce us to abandon that theory.

The great nicety in making the pole-star observations is well understood,

and it will be made more manifest in the case before us by increasing or

diminishing the half sum of the' angles with the meridians, reciprocally

taken at Mullapunnabetta and Savendroog, by one second only, when it will

appear that a difference of nearly one hundred andfiftyfathoms, in the perpen-

dicular degree, will be occasioned thereby,

I am fully aware of the delicacy necessary in taking these angles, and I am

also aware that some eminent mathematicians consider the method of de-

termining the difference of longitude by the convergency of meridians as

insufficient in these low latitudes
;

yet I am of opinion that by repeating

these observations wheuever stations can be found, either in the same, or in

different latitudes, the truth may ultimately be very nearly attained. I at

one time had determined on increasing the number of observations at Mul-

lapunnabetta, Savendroog and Yerracondah, on my return to the eastward

;

but when I was at Mullapunnabetta a second time, and had increased the

number of pole-star observations there to eighteen, and had also taken se-

veral other angles between Savendroog and the referring lamp, and after all

finding that the angle between the meridian and Savendroog was altered

only jL- part of a second, I did not think it necessary to go to the other

stations, particularly as the observations there had been made under the most

favorable eircumstances. It is, notwithstanding, desirable that many more

measurements of the kind should be made, and that other methods should

be tried for getting the length of a degree of longitude, particularly that of

carrying a good time-keeper between two meridians at a known distance, a

method which has been strongly recommended to me by the Astronomer

Eoyal, and which I mean to put in practice in the course of my future

operations. I had also devised another method by the instantaneous ex-
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tinction of large blue lights fired at Savendroog, the times of which were to be

noticed by observers at Mullapunnabetta and Yerracondahy the distance of

whose meridians on a parallel of latitude passing through Savendroog being

nearly 135 miles. The experiments were attempted, but the weather was so

dull that the lights could scarcely be distinguished. There is besides a dif-

ficulty in fixing the precise moment of extinction; and even in the most

favorable state of the atmosphere, when the lights may be distinctly seen

with the naked eye at near seventy miles distance, to come within half a

seeond of the truth, would be as near as the eye is capable of, which is

equal to 7"i angle at the pole: but the mean of a great number of

successful results might come very near the truth.

Since the triangles in this survey have been carried direct from the obser-

vatory at Madras to Mangalore^ by which easy means are offered to deter-

mine the length of a parallel of latitude subtended by two meridians nearly

five degrees and a half distant from each other, it may be further sug-

gested, whether along course of corresponding observations made at Madras

observatory and at another place on the Malabar coast, by the eclipses of

the satellites, occultations of stars by the moon, &c. might not afford another

eligible method for determining the length of a degree of longitude.

In short, the difficulty of obtaining this desideratum, and the important

advantages to geography and physical science which must accrue therefrom,

are such powerful incitements to a zealous prosecution of the inquiry, that I

may venture an assurance of leaving nothing undone, which may come

within the compass of my abilities, to give every possible satisfaction on

the sul)jcct
;

and if my endeavours to throw some liglit on the path to

future discovery be successful, I shall close the period of my labours with

the grateful reflection, that, while employed in conducting a work of national

utility, I shall have added my humble mite to the stock of general science.
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1 1. Latitude and longitude of Kylasghur.

Let Y be Yerracondah, K Kylasghur, and P the pole. Then in the

spherical triangle PYK there are given

YP = 77o 7' 45^.74, the co-latitude of Ler-

racondah, YK = 46' 33.5], the oblique arc

as computed on the spheroid
;

and the angle

PYK = 92“ 13' 46". 11, as observed at Yerra-

condah, to find PK, the co-latitude of Ky-

lasghur, which by spherical computation will

be had equal 77” 9’ 38“.7, and therefore the Y
latitude equal 12“50'sr.3, with which lati-

tude the azimuths being reduced, the pole star observations -At Kylasghur

will stand as follow

:

1803.

Month.

Apparent Polar
Distance.

Latitude Azimuths.
An°Ie between

the Pole-star and
Referring Lamp.

Angle between the

North Pole and
Referring Lamp.

Dec. 3.

7.

12 .

13 .

1“43' 54''.74

1 43 53 .82

1 43 52 .84

1 43 52.5

K5
o

O

>—

•

La

1 ° 46
'

35''.41

1 46 34.51
1 46 33.56
1 46 33.46

3" 28' 57“

3 28 52.4
3 28 55.25
3 28 53.5

1»42' 21'.59

1' 42 17 .89

1 42 21 .69

1 42 20 .04

Angle between ihe North Pole and Referring Lamp*
Angle between the Referring Lamp and Yerracondah

1 42 20.30 E.

89 17 57 .607

Angle between the North Pole and Yerracondah 87 35 37 .307 W.

If the same angle be brought out by using the co-latitudes of Yerra-

condah and Kylasghur, and the observed angle at Yerracondah, between the

N. pole and Kylasghur, it will be 87“ 35' 37', very nearly the same as was

observed.

Then again, as the sine of either of the co-latitudes, is to the sine of the

opposite angle, so is the sine of the oblique arc KY, to sine of the angle

3 B
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KPY, equal 47' 42".98, the difference of longitude
;

to which add the differ-

ence of longitude between Yerracondah and Savendroog, equal 59' 14''.83, we

have r 46' 57'. 81 for the longitude of Kylasghur, east from the meridian

of Savendroog.

12. Latitude and Longitude of Karndtighur, and the position of its

meridian, deduced from that of Kylasghur.

The southing of KarnatigKur from Kylasghur is 95144 feet, equal to an

arc of 15' 43".6l on the meridian of Kylasghur

;

and the easting is 1093.83

feet, equal to 10".8 of a great Circle at right angles to the said meridian, and

passing through Karnatighur. From the nearness of the meridians of these
r

two stations, the former arc may be considered as the difference of lati-

tude, and therefore being subtracted from the latitude of Kylasghur^ we

have 12“ 34'.37"-69 for the latitude of Karnatighur. Hence, by using the

co-latitude 77° S15' 22''.31, and the small perpendicular arc 10 '.8, we shall

have the difference of longitude ll".06, and the convergency of the meri-

dian of Karnatighur towards that of Kylasghur 2".46 nearly. The former

of which being applied to the longitude of Kylasghur, will give 1“ 47' 8". 87

for the longitude of Karnatighur from the mendian of Savendroog, E.

Now the observed angle at Kylasghur, between the north pole and Kai'-

natighur, was 179° 20' 28".83, whose supplement is 0“ 39' 31". 17, which will

therefore be the angle at Karnatighur, between the north pole and the pa-

rallel to the meridian of Kylasghur ; from which subtract the convergency,

we get 0“ 39' 28".71 for the angle between the north pole and Kylasghur,

westerly; and this subtracted from 93° 28' 42".22, the angle’ formerly

taken at Karnatighur, he{.\wcev\ Kylasghur and Carangooly, gives92°49 13'.51

for the angle between the north pole and Carangooly.
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The same angle taken at Karnatighur, in 1803, was 92» 49' 15".93, but

as there is reason to doubt the accuracy of that angle, from reasons already

given, to which may perhaps be added the want of experience, I shall reject

it and adopt' the one now brought out for determining

13. The latitude and longitude of Carangooly Hill.

The length of the arc comprehended by the stations at Karnatighur and

Carangooly, as determined by the triangles in 1803, was 291196.9 feet,

which, as an oblique arc, according to the present scales, will be equal

47'36".21.

Let P be the pole, K' Karnatighur, and C

Carangooly; and therefore K'C the oblique

arc^= 4/ 56'.21. Then if * the observed

angle at Carangooly, be made use of, (which

must be accurate enough for this purpose)

we have sine PK': sine ^ PCK' sine
/

K'C : sine angle K'PC equal 49' 2".9, the dif-

ference of longitude. Hence 1° 47' 8".87 +

49 2
'-9 = 2° 36' 1 r'.77, the longitude of Carangooly ixova the meridian of

Savendroog.

And as sine angle PCK'
:
sine K'P sine ^ PK'C : PC = 77° 27' 48".2,

the co-latitude of Carangooly, whose complement 12“ 32' H".8 is therefore

the latitude.

14. Latitude and longitude of Balroyndroog, with the position of its

meridian.

* As determined ia 1803, equal 87“ 00' 07".5i.

3 B 2
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As the atmosphere was so extremely dull when the pole-star observa-

tions were made at Balroyndroogy the angle between its meridian and the

station at MuUapunnabetta, could not be taken, we must therefore depend

altogether on computations made with the oblique arc, the latitude of Mul-

lapunnabetta, and the angle at that station with the N. pole, and the station

at Balroyndroog.

Let M and B be the stations ar MuUapunnabetta and Balroyndroog res-

pectively, and let P be the pole, then hav-

ing given PM equal 77“ 4' 54".41, BM the

oblique arc equal 52'42'. 12, and the observed

angle PMB equal 75“52'54'.95, we shall obtain

by spherical computation the side BP = 76“

52' 08".4 the co-latitude, and the angle BPM
52' 28".94 the difference of longitude, which

add to the longitude Sanendroog-ixova. Ca-

rangooly hill, and MuUapunnabetta from Savendroog, there will be 4° 29'

05". 15, the longitude of Balroyndroog from Carangooly hill.

P

Taking the latitude thus found for computing the azimuths, the pole-star

observations at Balroyndroog will stand as follow

;

1805
Apparent Polar

Distance.
Latitude Azimuths.

Anele between
the Pole-star and
Referring Lamp.

Angle between tlie N.
Pole and Referring

Lamp.Month.

Feb. 20. 1‘'43' 34'.15 1° 46' 2l".05 56'* 46' 43 ".5C 55“ 00' 22'.45

23. 1 43 34.82 1 46 21 .73 56 46 43 .75 55 00 22 .02

24. 1 43 35 .06 1 46 21 .9S 56 46 43.25 55 00 21 .27

25. 1 43 35.33 1 46 22.25 56 46 43 55 00 20 .75

26. 1 43 35.57 1 46 22.50 56 46 44.5 55 00 22
27- 1 43 35.80

bi
1 46 22.7-) 56 46 44.25 55 00 21 .51

28. ,1 43 36.03 1 46 22.97 56 46 43 .41 55 00 20,44

Angle between llie North Pole and Referring Lamp 55 00 21 .49 N.
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15. Reduction of some principal places on the two coasts in latitude and

longitude.
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By table the first, Mangalore flag-staff is west from the meridian of "Bal-

royndroog 206380 feet, and south 98008 feet from the station
;
and these

converted into arcs according to the above scales, .will give 33' 58'' and 16' 12"

respectively, and the latter arc added to the co-latitude of Balroyndroog

(equal 76'’ 52' 8".4) gives 77“ 08' 20" for the co-latitude of the point where a

,
perpendicular from Mangalore will cut the meridian of Balroyndroog at right

angles. Then as Rad. : Cos. 77“ 8' 20" Cos. 33' 58" (the perpendicular) :

77° 08' 22'", the co-latitude of Mangalore.

And again, as Tan. 33' 58" : Sin. 77° 08' 20" :: Rad.*. Cot. 34' 50", the differ-

ence of longitude between Balroyndroog and the flag-staff at Mangalore.

By proceeding in the same manner with the other places on that coast, we

shall have their latitudes, and their longitudes from the meridian of Balroyn-

droog as follow :

Names of Places, Latitudes.
Longitudes from
Balroyndioog.

12° 51' 3S"

12 23 32
12 01 41

11 51 11

11 44 52

0“34' 50" W.
0 22 55 W.
0 12 47 W.
0 02 38 W.
O 04 .17 E.

Baekul Fort S. E. Cavalier • • * •

By table 2d, the observatory at Madras is 127009 feet east, and 193370

feet north from the station at Carangooly, which converted into arcs give

20'54":45 and 31' 57 .78 respectively; which being applied to the meridian

and its perpendicular, passing through the observatory, and computing sphe-

rically, as in the last case, we shall obtain 13“ 04' 8"’.7 for the latitude of the

observatory, and 21' 27"-81 for its longitude east from the meridian of Ca-

rangooly. And by pursuing the same method of calculation, we'shalLhave

certain places on the Coromandel coast referred to the meridian of Caran-

gooly as follow

:
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Names of Places. Latitudes.
Loneitudes from
Carangooly.

13° 04' 08".7

13 04 45
11 55 56
11 43 23

0°2l'27".8l E.

0 23 44 E.
0 03 20 W.
0 06 48 W.

Fort St. George Clinrcli Steeple

Pondicherry Flag-sUiff

U\.l vlct kLIl V. X **••**••*

The difference of longitude between the meridians of Carangooly and Bal~

royndroog, by Art. 14, is 4° 29' 15'. 15, to which add the longitudes of the

different places from the respective meridians, as heretofore deduced, we

shall have the difference of longitude of those places which lie nearly in

the same parallels of latitude as follows

:

Difference of longitude between the observatory and Mangalore, 5“ 25' 23'

- Church in Fort St. George and ditto, 5 27 45

Pondiche7'ry Cannanore, - - 4 28 13

Cuddalore and Tellicherry - - 4 1

8

Here it may be proper to notice that in the requisite tables, the difference

of longitude between Fort St. George and Ma7igalot'c is 5° 2/ 25", within

20 of what is here given
;

but the difference of longitude between Cud-

dalore and Tellicherry is 4” 8' 42*), differing no less than 9' 18" from the tri-

angular measurement.
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ACCOUNT OF TRIGONOMETRICAL

APPENDIX.

TABLE of LATITUUES and LONGITUDES oj some of the principal

Places, as deduced from the Operations in general.

Note. In the abbreviations H signifies hill ; P pagoda ; and Dg. droog. In all pagodas the

tower is meant, unless otherwise specified ; or, if they are stations, the platform is generally

the place where the instrument stood, and is mostly marked by a smaD mill-stone. All

places having the asterisk (*) annexed to them are the stations of the large theodolite, and

are distinguished either by platforms with large stones In the middle, having small circles

inserted thereon ; or if on a rock, the circle is inserted on the rock : and in both cases

the centre of the circle denotes the point over which the plummet was suspended.

Names of Places. Latitude.

Longit

Madras Obser.

jde from

Greenwich.

Allambaddy Fort 12“ 8' 35" N. 2' 30' 25 "W. 77“ 46' 5"E.
* Allasoor H. 13 9 42 2 38 0 77 38 30
* Allicoor H. 13 16 18 0 31 34 79 44 56
Allumparva Fort 12 16 12 0 14 5 80 2 25
Amaratoor Fort P 12 55 23 3 18 55 76 57 35

13 23 37 2 14 48 78 1 42
Amboor Dg. 12 49 12 1 32 8 78 44 22
Anchitty Dg. 12 35 23 2 21 45 77 54 15
* Ankisgherry Dg. 12 40 27 2 10 3 78 5 27
Annicul Fort P. 12 42 S3 2 33 31 77 42 59
ARGOT FORT (Nabob’s house) • • • • 12 54 14 0 54 57 79 21 33
ARNEE (Monument in the Fort) • • 12 40 19 0 57 58 79 18 32
Atcherawauk H. and P. 12 24 14 0 26 23 79 50 7
Auvulcondah 13 7 40 1 1 54 79 14 36
* Baekul Fort 12 23 32 5 13 28 75 3 2

13 39 7 2 58 28 77 18 2
Bailoor Fort P. 13 9 47 4 23 42 75 52 48
B. Ballapoor Eedgah 13 18 24 2 43 13 77. 26 17

13 7 51 .6 4 50 33 75 25 57
BANGALORE Palace 12 57 34 2 40 45 77 35 45
Barcelore Peak ,*••• 13 51 23 5 23 28 74 53 2
Bellagola (Great statue) 12 51 15 3 46 13 76 30 17

Belloor Fort P. 12 58 58 3 31 26 76 4*5 4
Benkipoor Fort 13 50 42 4 33 26 75 43 4
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TABLE CONTINUED.

Names of Places.

Longitude from

Madras Observ. Greenwich.

* Bettatipoor H. and P.

Bhavany P.
* Bodeemulla
Bodeelimuauz Dg.
Bolcondah Dg.
* Bonianelly H. and P
* Bonnairgottah
* Booggargooda
* Bullamully
* Bullanaugooda
* Bundhully Dg,
Busmungy Dg.
Byran Dg.
CANANOIIE FORT, Flag Staff • • .

.

* Carangooly H.
Caverypoorum Fort
Cauverypauk Fort
Chalamcottah Large Tree
Chargul Dg.
Chayloor Fort^
Cheetkul H.

Chendragherry Fort • •

.

* Chencaud
Chenroyn Dg.
Chinglepet Fort Flag Staff

Chini Dg.
Chineroyputtun
Chittepet H.
Chittepet Mosque
CHITTLE Dg. Flag Staff

CHITTOOR Fort

Choreegiierry Dg.
Chungamah
CoLAR Fort P.

CoNjEVARAM Great Pagoda
* Qeonawaucum H.
* Coonum H
CovELONG Church
CUDDALORE Flag Staff

CuRFAH Fort
* Daesauneegooda
Darampory Fort

Denkanicottah Fort
Deoneely Fort
* Deorabetta
* Devaroy Dg. • .

* Dodagoontah
Darrea Bahader Ghur

12^27 14''

N

4“ 8'23"W. 76^ 8 ' 7"E-
11 25 45 2 34 19 77 42 11

13 12 41 1 10 55 79 5 35
12 2G 17 2 7 13 78 9 17
12 37 15 2 8 14 78 8 16
13 16 18 3 37 1 76 39 29
12 48 43 2 40 41 77 35 49
13 3 4 5 15 16 75 1 14

12 48 33 5 10 14 75 6 16
12 45 12 5 5 28 75 11 2
12 12 16 2 55 2 77 21 28
13 44 24 3 12 57 77 3 33
13 5 41 3 4 47 77 11 43
11 51 11 4 53 1 75 23 29
12 32 12 0 21 28 79 55 2
11 54 43 2 29 36 77 46 54
12 54 15 0 47 18 79 29 12
13 26 50 2 7 36 78 8 54
12 53 18 1 36 19 78 40 11

13 26 37 3 21 1 76 55 29
13 19 16 2 56 52 77 17 38
12 27 53 5 15 13 75 1 17
11 56 56 0 39 45 79 36 45
13 35 49 3 2 43 77 13 45
12 41 59 0 16 12 80 0 18
12 42 18 1 42 19 78 34 11

12 54 9 3 51 53 76 28 37
12 27 58 0 51 37 79 24 53
12 27 55 0 53 58 79 22 32
14. 13 4 3 51 34 76 24 56
13 13 5 1 9 27 79 7 3
13 55 17 3 8 56 77 7 32
12 18 4 1 27 24 78 49 6
13 8 20 2 6 49 78 49 41

12 50 47 0 32 52 79 43 ^8
12 50 56 0 18 51 79 57 37
12 5 20 0 34 12 79 42 18
12 47 36 0 0 5 E. 80 16 35
11 43 23 0 28 16 W. 79 48 14
13 14 39 3 24 11 76 52 19
13 15 46 4 6 34 76 9 56
12 3 48 2 5 5 78 11 25
12 31 53 2 27 53 77 48 37
13 14 59 2 32 38 77 43 52
12 37 32 2 37 36 77 38 54
13 22 25 3 2 28 77 14 2
12 59 59.9 2 37 40 77 38 50
13 20 13

/
5 34 14 74 42 16

3 C
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TABLE CONTINUED.

Longitude from

Names of Places. XjcUUUUC.
Madias Obser. Greenwich.

Ennore Tree 13" 14' 59
"
N. 0’ 4' 42 ' E. 80" 21' 12" E

Erode Fort S. E. Cavalier 11 20 27 2 31 26 W. 77 45 4
French Rock’s Pillar 12 30 31 3 33 24 76 43 6
Gingee Dg. 12 15 18 0 51 19 79 25 11

Gopaul Dg. 12 29 52 2 57 31 77 '18 59
Goodeebundah Dg. 13 40 34 2 33 3 77 43 27
'* Goompay II. 12 40 19 5 14 10 75 2 20
Goonicul Fort 13 1 33 3 13 34 77 2 56
Gooriattum P. 12 55 52 1 24 42 . 78 51 48
Gungangherry Dg. 12 25 54 1 57 47 78 18 43

13 28 54 4 0 47 76 15 43
* Hallagamulla P. 11 0 52 2 48 54 77 27 36
* Hanandamulla 12 55 57 0 51 14 79 15 16
Hassun 13 0 13 4 9 42 76 6 48
Hooly Dg. 12 49 13 3 13 5 77 3 25
* Hunnabetta 13 € I 4 31 12 75 45 18
Hunnamun Dg. 13 55 41 4 19 38 75 56 52
Hurroor Fort 12 2 50 1 46 1 78 30 29
Hyderghur 13 42 6 5 15 27 75 1 3

13 54 35 3 59 50 76 16 40
Jemalabad Flag Staff 13 1 34 4 57 46 75 18 44
Karkul Fort 13 12 34 5 15 36 75 0 54
* Karnatighur 12 34 38 1 10 31 79 5 59
Kasragooda Fort 12 29 36 5 16 3 75 0 27
Kaumun Dg. 14 14 59 2 58 44 77 17 46
Kaup Battery 13 13 24 5 31 21 74 45 9
Kistnagherry 12 32 15 2 2 9 78 14 21

Koadicondah Dg. 13 49 49 2 28 24 77 48 6

Kongoondy Dg. • • . 12 46 3 1 49 0 78 27 30

Koomlah Fort 12 36 5 5 19 6 74 57 24
Koondapoor Fort 13 38 10 5 34 11 74 42 19
* Koondhully H. 12 39 33 4 29 21 75 47 9
* Koondoorbetta 12 51 16 4 18 19 75 58 11

Kopa Dg. i 13 32 3 4 56 5 75 20 25
13 43 5 5 8 27 75 8 3

* Kuddapoonabetta 12 55 37 5 22 29 74 54 1

Kul Dg. 13 38 47 4 20 56 75 55 32
* Kulkolah 13 25 14 2 39 9 77 37 21
* Kumbetarenemulla 11 35 31 2 58 57 77 17 S3
* Kunduddakamully 12 23 28 5 1 39 77 14 51

12 51 53 1 2 59 79 13 39
* Kyeasghur 12 50 .3 1 10 42 79 5 48

Mackly Dg. 13 25 2 45 4 77 31 26
Madranticum P. • 12 30 36 0 43 12 79 33 18

Madras (Observatory) 13 4 8 .7 0 00 00 80 16 30
* Maillacherry Dg. 16 6 0 52 32 79 23 58
Mailcottah H. and P. o9 57 3 36 9 76 40 21

Maharajh Dg 12 53 34 4 19 40 75 56 50
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TARLE CONTINUED.

Names of Places. Latitude.

Lonuilude from

Maifras Obscr. OiT.em\ cb.

* Mullapode II. 12 54'56"N. 0 14' 1" W. 80’ 2 29' i:.

INIallavilly Fort (S. W. Cavalier) 12 23 0 3 11 54 77 4 36
MANGALORE Fort (Flag Stall'). • 12 51 38 5 25 23 75 51 7
* Mannoor 13 0 39 0 18 51 79 57 39
Marakerra (Tree) 12 26 20 4 30 46 75 45 15
* Maumdoor H. 12 44 44 0 34 59 79 41 31

Medagashie Dg. Mosque 13 49 54 3 3 34 77 12 56
* Meejar Hill 13 3 21 5 19 21 .

74 57 9
Minchicul Dg 13 27 47 3 3 16 77 13 14
Moodabidderry P. 13 4 24 5 15 38 75 0 52
Mooduwaddie Dg. 12 40 57 2 48 38 77 27 52
Moolky Fort 13 5 12 5 28 13 79 48 17

Monjerabad 12 55 4 4 29 51 75 46 39
* Moratan il 58 30 0 27 42 79 48 48
* Mount Dilli 12 1 41 5 3 20 75 13 10
Mount St. Thomas’ (Flag Staff) .... 13 0 20 0 3 18 80 13 12

Muddukserah Dg. 13 56 41 2 59 0 77 17 30
Mudgherry D. 13 39 7 3 3 11 77 13 19
Muglee H. (Stone) 13 9 59 1 25 22 78 51 8
Mullanaig P. 12 44 43 1 39 2 78 37 28
* Mullapunnabetta 12 55 6 3 58 4 76 18 26
Mubwaggle Dg. 13 10 14 1 52 6 78 23 24
* Mungot H. 13 0 31 0 8 57 80 7 33
Muntapum N. of Bangalore 13 0 45 2 40 13 77 36 17
* Mylum H. 12 7 54 0 37 55 79 38 55
MYSOOR FORT (High Cavalier) .. 12 18 21 3 35 59 76 40 31
* Mysoor H. 12 16 40 .5 3 35 2 76 41 28
Naggerry Nose 13 22 50 0 39 13 79 37 17
Nagmungatu.m Fort 12 49 1

1

3 30 1 77 46 29
Narrain Dg. 12 42 45 3 40 7 76 36 23
Narricut Dg. 13 7 54 1 3 58 79 12 32
* Naudkaunee 10 55 57 2 38 10 77 38 20
Neddigul Dg. (Muntapum) 14- 9 31 3 10 21 77 6 9
Negigul Dg. (Pillar) 13 14 50 3 2 17 77 14 13
NUGGUR (BEDNORE) Flag Staff 13 49 10 5 13 27 75 3 3

13 22 12.5 2 34 1 77 22 29
12 7 9 3 33 43 76 42 47

Odea Dg. 12 36 55 2 19 20 77 57 10
Oosscotta (Eedgah) 13 4 21 2 28 13 77 48 17
OossooR H. and P. 12 43 33 2 24 49 77 51 41
OoTRAMALLOOR Fort 12 36 55 0 29 32 79 46 58

12 57 40 3 7 47 77 8 43
Oymunggul Fort 14 5 44 3 43 15 76 33 15
Patticondah P. 12 54 45 1 18 46 78 57 44
* Patticondah 13 10 25 1 36 23 78 40 7
* Paudree 13 19 41 .3 0 34 8 79 42 22
* Paughur 14 6 19 2 58 34 77 17 56
* Paularaulla 11 41 39 2 31 0 77 45 30
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TABLE—CONTINUED.

Names of Places. Latitude.

Longitn

Madras Obser.

de from

Greenwich.

Pednaig Dg. • • • 12^ 57' 33' N. 1
° 38' 4"W. 78“ 38' 26' E.

Percondah Tree 14- 4 13 2 40 2 77 36 28
Pennagra Fort 12 7 45 2 20 58 77 55 32
* Permacoil H. 12 11 58 0 30 45 79 45 45
* Perambauk H. 12 53 7 0 3 9 80 13 21

13 13 59 6 53 50 79 22 40
PONDICHERRY Flag Staff 11 55 56 0 24 48 79 51 42
* Ponnassmulla 12 8 47 2 36 27 77 40 3

13 10 2 0 39 8 79 37 22
PoONAMALLEE Flag Staff 13 2 37 0 8 16 80 8 14
Pullicate Flag Staff 13 25 9 0 4 13 E. 80 20 43
Ramgherry Dg. 13 56 53 4 8 19 W. 76 8 11

Ravalnellore Dg. 11 58 0 1 19 32 78 56 58
Riojees Choultry 12 52 25 0 29 54 79 46 36
* Runganelly H. and P. 13 39 55 3 25 23 76 51 7

13 2 3 3 16 56 76 59 34
13 55 21 4 19 31 75 56 59
13 54 14 4 9 30 76 7 0

Ryacottah Flag Staff 12 31 16 2 12 54 78 3 36
13 21 17 2 14 37 78 1 53

SADRAS Flag Staff 12 31 34 0 4 59 80 11 31

St. GEORGE (Ft.) Church steeple - • 13 4 45 0 2 22 E. 80 18 52
Sankerry Dg. Bungaloe on the top 11 28 49 2 23 40 W. 77 52 50
Sattiagul Fort 12 14 38 3 6 32 76 9 58
Sattimungalum Fort Bungaloe • • • • 11 30 17 3 0 15 77 16 15

Sautghur Building on the top 12 57 49 1 30 28 78 46 2
* Saven Dg. Sta'"-. near the Muntapum 12 55 10.24 2 57 40 77 18 50
Serah Fort Flag Staff 13 44 39 3 20 29 76 56 1

SERINGAPATAM P. 12 25 29 3 34 38 76 41 52
Seven Ps. P. on the rock 12 36 56 0 3 21 80 13 9
Sha Dg. 14 9 46 2 44 58 77 31 32
Sheemoga Fort 13 55 33 4 40 25 75 36 5
* Shenninmlla 11 9 27 2 39 58 77 36 32
Shevagunga G. P. 13 10 9 3 1 51 / 77 14 39
Sheveram H. Choultry 12 46 17 0 22 45 79 53 45
Sholanghur G. P. 13 5 20 0 49 49 79 26 41
SooBRAMANEEH.old P. (G.Mountain) 12 39 44 4 34 11 75 42 1.9

SOOLAGHERRY Dg. 12 40 8 2 13 57 78 2 33
SoOLOOPGHERRY Dg. 12 4 34 1 12 59 79 3 31

Stree Permatoor P. 12 58 7 0 17 57 79 58 33
* Taddiandamole 12 13 3 4 38 52 75 37 38
* Tandray 13 8 5 0 10 46 80 5 44
Tattacuttoo Dg. 12 24 5 1 39 42 78 36 48
TOLLACHERRY Fort (Flag Staff) 11 44 52 4 46 16 75 30 14

12 31 51 0 40 5 79 36 25
Tengricotta Fort 12 0 44 1 51 14 78 25 16

Thittamulla 11 20 49 2 53 49 77
,

22 41

Tiagar * 11 44 14 1 10 28 79 6
'

2
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TABLE—CONTINUED.

\

Names of Places. Latitude.

Longitu

Madras Obser.

de from

Greenwich.

Timmapoor Dg 12 24. 14" N. 1 ’ 2 24"W. 79 14' 8'E.

Tirchunkode H. and P 11 22 29 2 20 59 77 55 31

Tirekeara Fort 13 42 34 4 26 20 75 50 10
Terikitchcoonum H. and P. 12 36 37 0 11 17 80 5 13
* Tirtapully H 13 2 25 2 21 55 77 54 35
Trinomallee H 12 14 30 1 11 32 79 4 58

P 12 13 53 1 10 46 79 5 44
Ttippasoor Fort N. Face 13 8 36 0 22 22 79 54 8
* Trivandeporum 11 44 45 0 32 10 79 44 20
Trivilloor P 13 8 37 0 20 19 79 56 11

Undar Ghaut (Peak) 13 20 32 5 10 45 75 5 45
Unga'namulla Dg 12 38 4 1 58 49 78 17 41
* Ungargooda 13 1 13 5 13 42 75 2 48
* Urrumbaucum H 13 12 5 0 23 53 79 52 37
Vaipoor Dg 12 8 44 1 25 24 78 51 6
Vandiwash H. and P 12 32 7 0 38 49 79 37 41

Fort 12 30 32 0 38 47 79 37 43
Vaniambaddy 12 40 19 1 38 28 78 37 2
Veer Rajenderpett H. and P 12 12 31 4 26 47 75 49 43
Vellore Dg 12 54 59 1 5 45 79 10 45
VELLORE FORT G. P 12 55 20 1 7 15 79 9 15
* Vellengcaud 12 20 41 0 18 47 79 57 13
Venkettygherry Fort 13 0 2 1 45 50 78 30 40
Verabud’r Dg 12 23 20 2 8 41 78 7 49
ViLLANOOR P 11 54 44 0 29 35 79 46 55
Wallajabad Commands. Officer’s ho. 12 47 56 0 25 25 79 51 5
Wallajapett Mosque 12 55 13 0 54 8 79 22 22
Wholy Honoor Fort 13 59 7 4 34 22 75 42 8
* Womootoor H 12 4 55 3 22 1 76 54 29
* Woorachmulla 11 28 37 2 33 43 77 42 47
* Wooritty H 12 22 41 0 34 16 79 42 14
Woos Dg 12 18 30 5 09 48 75 06 42
Wurrelcondah H. and P 13 38 12 2 28 23 75 48 07
Wuss Dg 13 47 23 3 58 76 18 30
Yaelmatoor H 11 12 06 2 30 12 77 46 18
Yaenikul Dg 14. 00 58 3 27 16 76 49 14
Yamagherry H. and P 12 48 46 3 12 19 77 4 11

Yeggoondah Dg 13 16 41 2 59 46 77 16 44
Yerracondah (Mj'soor) 12 52 14.26 1 58 25 78 18 05
Yerracondah (Ceded Districts) 13 54 59 2 36 05 ,77 40 25
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Elevations and Depressions, contained Arcs, terrestrial Refnictlons, to-

gether zvith the heights above the level of sea, of all the principal Stations.

1. Stations lying in the nearest direction between the two seas, com-

mencing with the S. end of the base near St. Thomas's Mount, whose per-

pendicular height above the low water mark is 18.7 feet.

Apparent

4J
Elevations above the Sea.

Stations at Stations Observed.
JO

E"& D° "v
Stations. Heights.

S. end ofthe Base Perambauk Hill 1' 46' 25" E.

1 47 25 D.
0 06 18 E.

0 15 40 D.

1'21"
T*8

Perumbauk • • • •

feel.

272.9

Perumbauk • • • •

Mullapode • • • •

Mullapode • • • •

Perumbauk • • • •
10 41 tV Mullapode • • • • 481.2

Mullapode • • • •

Carangooly • • • •

Carangooly Hill

Mullapode • • • •

0 11 34 D.
0 09 20 D.

23 51 tV Carangooly • • • - 434.S

Carangooly • • • •

Wooritty Hill • •

Wooritty Hill • •

Carangooly Hill

0 02 17 D.
0 10 25 D.

15 39 1

TO Wooritty 552.7

Wooritty Hill •*

Permacoil Hill - •

Permacoil Hill • •

Wooritty Hill • •

0 08 36 D.
0 01 38 D.

11 14 Permacoil • • • 484.5

Permacoil Hill • •

Maillacherry • •

Maillacherry • •

Permacoil • • • •

0 07 27 E.

0 26 47 D.
21 36 f5 Maillacherry • - 1140.8

Maillacheny • •

Karnatighur- • • •

Karnatighur - • • -

Maillacherry - -

0 34 42 E.

0 57 03 D.
- 25 27 ro Karnatighur - • • - 3204.0

Karnatighur- • • •

Kylasghur • • • •

Kylasghur • • • -

Karnatighur - • - -

0 23 02 D.
0 08 36 E.

- 15 44 1

2 4
Kylasghur • • - - 2766.2

Kylasghur • • • •

Yerracondah • •

Yerracondah • -

Kylasghur • • • -

davcndroog - • - -

Yerracondah • •

0 12 53 D.
0 28 13 D.

-46 33
1 7

Yerracondah • - 3396.9

Yerracondah • •

Savendroog • • <

•

0 17 55 D.

0 29 50 D.
57 50

1

1

Savendroog • • • - 4004.9

Savendroog • • • •

Mullapunnabetta

Mullapunnabetta

Savendroog • • • •

0 31 10 D.
0 19 41 D.

58 52 lb Mullapunnabetta 3406.7

Mullapunnabelta

Koondliully Hill

Koondhully Hill

Mullapunnabetta
0 00 51 E.

0 30 36 D. 1
34 14 tV Koondhully • • • • 4366-3

Koondhully Hill

Bullamully • • • •

Bullamully -••-

Koondhully • • • -

1 17 40 D.
0 31 46 E. j

40 53 * Bullamully • • • - 774.5

Bullamully • • • •

Kudapoonabetta
Kudapoonabetta
Bullamully • • • -

0 25 08 D.
0 14 15 E. 1

13 6 1

1 2
Kudapoonabetta 318.7

Kudapoonabctta
Eedgah Station

Medgah Station

Kudapoonabetta
0 35 37 D.
0 33 29 E. 1

2 49 X
7
Eedgah Station 146.7

Eedgah Station

Stat.on the Beach
Stat.on the Beach
Eedgah Station

0 58 53 D.
0 56 36 E. 1

1 39 Stat.on the Beach 22.6

The station on the beach above the low-water mark by measurement

Difference or error

14.0

8.6
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2. Stations not lying in the nearest direction between the two seas, and

commencing from Kylasghur,

Stations at Stations Observed.
Apparent.
E” & D"

Yerracoiidali • • Patticondah • • • • 0“ 21' 29 'D

Patticondah • • • • Yerracondah . * 0 3 11 D
Patticondah • • • • Bodeemulla • • • • 0 40 25 D.

Bodeemulla • • • • Patticondah • • * * 0 18 34 E
Yerracondah • • Ryinandroog •

*

0 0 39 D
Rymaiidroog • • Verracondah • • 0 9 D.

Rymaudroog • • Nundydroog •

•

0 10 26 1..

Nundydroog Ilymandroog • • 0 27 19 D
Nundydroog • • Devaroydroog *

•

0 30 56 D.

Devaroydroog • • Nundydroog* • • • 0 6 35 1

Yerracondah • • Tirtapully • • • • 0 l6 9 D
Tirlapully Hill . • Yerracondah 0 6 39 U
Tirtapully Hill • • Bonnairgottah • • 0 7 16 D.

Boniiairgotlah • • Tirtapully Hill • • 0 13 20 D.

Bonnairgotlah • • S. end of the Base 0 25 38 D.

S. end of the Base Bonnairgottah • • a 18 49 h.

Savendroog • • •

•

Bandhullydroog 0 15 41 D.
Bundhully •••• Savendroog • • • • 0 22 17 D
Deorabelta • • • • Ponnassmulla • • 0 17 18 E.

Ponnassmulla • • Deorabelta • • • • 0 42 45 D.
Ponuassmulla • • Paulamulla • • • • 0 11 46 D
Paulannilla • • • • Ponnassmulla • • 0 13 1 D.
Paulaimilla • • • • Woorachmulla • • 2 34 47 D
Woorachmulla • • Paulamulla • • • * 2 22 42 E.

Bonnairgottah • • Deorabetta • • • • 0 0 0
Deorabelta • • • • Bonnairgottah * • 0 10 6 D.

Wooraclimulla • • Shenniniulia* * * * 0 0 6 D.
Shenninudla • • • • Woorachmulla * • 0 17 58 D.
Shenniniulia • • •* N.W. end of Base 0 48 13 D.
N.W. end of 1116*0 Sheiininiulla * * * • 0 40 15 E
Shenniinulla • • • • Pucliapolliain ** 0 48 53 D.
Pucliapolliain • • Shenniinulla * * * • k) 40 20 E.

N.W.endoftheB S. E. end of Base 0 l6 26 D.

S.E. end of the B. N.W, end of Base 0 •12 16 E
Bonnairgottah • • Dodagoontah * • 0 18 10 D.
Tirtapully Hill* • \llasoor Hill • • 0 ,1 40 D.
Allasoor Hill • • Tirtapully 0 14 38 D.
Allasoor Hill • • Kulkotah 0 6 17 D.
Kulkotah Allasoor Hill • • 0 8 1

1

D.
Kulkotah Yerracondah * • 0 23 45 D
Yerracondah • • Kulkotah 0 2 30 D
Yerracondah • Boinasuiidrum * • 0 46 2 D.
Boniasundrum • • Yerracondah * • o'36 19 E.
Yerracondah * • Pauglinr 0 6 9 D.
Panghur Yerracondah * • 0 15 35 D.
Savendroog • • •

*

Cheetkul 0

1

26 33 D

C
Elevation above the Sea.

X Stations. Heights.

|28' 6' Patticondah * • * *

feel.

2942.7

|
24 53 A Bodeemulla • * • * 1646.6

|33 4 1

JO Rymaudroog -• 4226.8

J18
54 -Jo Nundydroog * * 4856.8

|27 40 Jl
1 7

Devaroydroog * * 3940.2

1 25 4 1 3182.9

^22 49 2 1 Bonnairgottah * * 3305.1

1
7 11 JL-

4 0 S. end of Base * *

#

3023.6

|42 59 1

IT Btindlnillydroog 4254.5

|28 47 1

1
Ponnassmulla • * 4928.3

^27 40 A Paulamulla • • * • 4958.8

1
13 18 A Woorachmulla • * 1472

|ll 35 1

10 Deorabelta * * * * 3408

|20 7 1

2 0 Shennimulla * * * 788.6

1
9 21 T

T4 N. W. end ofBas 1060.3

[
9 57 tV Puchapolliani * • 1010.4

1
5 19 i E. end of Ba^e 925.5

11 40 A Dodagoontah * • JO37.9

|l7 16 A Allasoor Hill *• 1380.6

1
15 34 1 1406.6

|29 54 1

16 Yerracondah * • 2848

1 11 9 1

1 (i
Bomasundrum • * 2037.7

|24 34 3052.6I
"

24 7 3329.317
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Stations at

Clieetkul Hill • •

Bailippee ......

Biindhully ....

Kunihetarenemuila

Bumlhully ....

Mysoor Hill. . .

.

Mysoor Hill ....

Bettatipoor ....

Mullapiiiinabetta

Bettatipoor Hill

Mullapuniiabetta

Bonianelly ....

Bomanelly ....

Daesaiuieegooda

Daesauneegooda
Hannabetta ....

Mullapunnabetta
Balroyndroog .*.

Bettatipoor ....

Taddiandamole
Taddiandainole

Kundudclakamully

Kunduddakamully
Baekul
Bullannilly ....

Kunnoor
Koondhuliy * . . •

Koondhully ....

Koondoor Hill* •

Meejar Hill ....

Meejar Hill ....

Booggargooda .

.

Stat.onthe Beech

Kooliebogooda.

.

TABLE.—CONTINUED.

Apparent
c Elevations above the Sea.

Stations Observed. S U
E". &D". U<! Stations. Heights.

0“ 25' 34" D. •)
feet.

t_rcl 1 1 1 1 ******
[ 19' 52' 1 2760.6

0 6 56 E.

0 3 26 E.

0 36 23 D.

Tl

Kumbefarene . •

Bundliully ....

J

j- 36 56 iV Kumbetarine .

.

5548.6

Mysoor Hill**..

Bundbully «...
0 29 27 H.

0 6 13 D j
39 21 JU

2 1
Mysoor Hill .... 3446.6

Bettatipoor ....

Mysoor Hill • • • •

0 0 11 D.
0 30 4 D. 1

34 14 Bettatipoor .... 4349.f

Bettatipoor Hill

Mullapunnabetta

0 5 6 E.

0 30 58 D }
29 37 tV Bettatipoor .... 4347.3

Bomanelly ....

Mullapunnabetta

0 18 52 D.
0 8 42 D. 1

29 30 Bomanelly .... 3142.3

Dae.sauneegooda

Bomanelly «...
0 0 6 E
0 25 55 D. j

28 46 tV Daesauneegooda 3804.1

Hannabetta ....

Daesauneegooda
0 J3 30 D.

0 9 27 D. 1
25 54 tV Hannabetta «... 3711.1

Balroyndroog .

.

Mullapunnabetta
0 7 3 D.
0 41 l6 D. 1

52 42
2 4

Balroyndroog *

.

4998.9

Tadcliandamole 0 8 15 E.

}
32 59 -Ar Taddiandamole 5681.5

Bettatipoor .... 0 37 30 D. 1 8

Mount Dilli .... 1 56 5 D. 26 27 -L. Mount Dilli .... 804.7

Taddiandamole 1 17 19 E. 24 34 1

1 7
Kunduddakamully 1856.2

Baekul 1 31 47 D.
Kunduddakamully 1 21 40 E,

Ml 33 Baekul 80.7

Kunnoor Hill . • 0 29 53 D.
Bullamully .... 0 19 35 E, f 1 1 4o T5-

Soobraraanee *
.'

2 22 57 E. 4 32 Soobramanee . . 5583.5

Koondoor Hill. * 0 25 49 D.

1
15 54 A Koondoor Hill.. 3844.5

Koondhully .... 0 11 25 E.

Kudapoonabetta 0 23 31 D 9 52 Meejar Hill .... 651.9

Booggargooda .

.

Meejar Hill ....
0, 1 l6 D
0 2 23 D }

3 59 1

2 3
Booggargooda .

•

654.9

Kooliebogooda

Stat. on the Beach
0 14 39 E.

0 17 55 D.
1 6 5 i Kooliebogooda 200.5
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V.

An Account t>f ihe Male Plant, whichfurnishes the Medicine generally called

CoLUMBO, orCoLOMBA Root.

/

BY DOCTOR ANDREW BERRY, '

Member of the Medical Board of Fori St. Georot,

KALUMB of the Africatii.

CoLOMBA, or CoLUMBO of the Shops.

.f T is spelt Kalumbo by the Portuguese, in whose language the o is mute, and

from this the name originated, by which this valuable root is known in Europe.

It is a staple export of the Portuguese from Mozambique, and from the quantity

exported, it is remarkable that the place of its growth, should have been so long

unknown or doubtful to the rest of Europe.

It is never cultivated, but grows naturally, and in abundance, in the thick

forests, that are said to cover the coast about Oibo, and Mozambique, and inland

about 15 or 20 miles. The roots are dug up in the month of March, the dry

season ; or when the natives are not employed in agriculture ; not the original

root, which is perennial, but offsets from its base, and that of sufficient size^

yet not so old as to be full of fibres, which render it unfit for commerce.

This root is in high estimation among all the Africans, even far removed

from Mozambique, for the cure of dysentery, which is frequent among them ;

for venereals^ for all complaints of long standing
;

in powder for the cure of

ulcers, and as a remedy for almost every disorder.

VOL.X. 3 D
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Soon after it is dug up, the root is cut into slices,' strung on cords, and hung

up to dry in the shade. It is deemed merchantable, when, on exposure to the

sun, it breaks short ; and of a bad quality when it is soft, or black.

I AM indebted for the above account of the columbo root, to Mons. Fortin ;

who, when at Mozambique, purchasing it as an article of crade, procured an entire

offset from the main root, of a larger size than usual
; which he brought with

him to Madras, in September 1805 ; and presented it to Doctor James

Anderson, the Physician General ; who considered it a valuable present to

himself, and a great acquisition to India.

This root was cylindrical, somewhat flattened on the opposite sides; about 15

inches in length, a part being broken off ; and between 3 and 4 inches in diameter

;

outwardly the common colour of columbo, but on breaking the surface, which

is covered by a thin, tender, brownish pellicle, of a fine yellow.

The root being succulent, and heavy, I planted it horizontally in a large

box, filled with garden mould, where, in about a fortnight, it shot out two

stems from the end that had been broken off from the parent root, but from not

being vigorous, no flowers were then produced
;
and in about six months, from

the time it had been planted, the stems withered down to the ground.

The root was then carefully taken up, which was not altered in size, or appear-

ance, but from the end opposite to where the stems had shot out several fusiform

roots, or sessile tubers, had grown, as represented in the accompanying draw-

ing, (Fig, These had evidently suffered from confinement in the box; none

of the roots were then separated, and the whole was deposited in a cool rooin.
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and covered with a moist sand
;
where 'in about two months, the old root began

again to throw out several buds from the same end as before. It was now planted

in the ground, when one more vigorous shoot, which grew rapidly, soon de-

stroj'ed the others; and in a month this shoot produced male flowers only, nor

after the strictest search, could any other be found on the plant, so that the

genus is as yet uncertain.

This stem, like the former, withered in six months, when the roots were dug

up, and found considerably larger, but not much altered in shape, nor had any

of them attained a size to be compared with the original. There was only the

addition of one new lateral root or branch, from this second year’s growth. As

it was supposed that these roots would now vegetate, they were detached ; which

has been unfortunate, as several months have now elapsed, and no buds have

formed; they are however still very fresh, and may yet grow. From this it

appears that only large roots are fit for planting out.

From the male flowers, and habit of the plant, thecolumbo seems to belong

to the natural order of Sarrnentacea Linn, or Menisperma of Jussieu. The fol-

lowing description may help to decide.

Planta Herbacea.

Radix perennis, ramosa; rami fusiformes.

Caulis annuus, post sex, aut septem menses marcescens, volubilis, simplex, teres, pilosus,

crassitudine pennae.

Folia alterna, peliolata, semipedalla et majora, quinqueloba, quinquenervia
; lobis integerrimis,

acuminatis.

Petioli teretes, pilesi, basireflexi, folio paulo breviores,

D d 2
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Masculi Flores.

Racemi axillares, solitarii, compositi, pilosi, folio brevlores. Pedunculi partiales alterni, floribus

sessilibus.

BractejE lanceolat.-B, ciliatse, deciduae.

CAL'bfx Perianthium hexapbyllum
;

foliolis aequalibus, tribus exlerioribus, tribus interioribus

;

oblongis, obtusis, glabris.

Corolla hexapetala, minuta, Pelala cuneato-oblonga, concava, carnosa, obtusa, stamina

ambientia.

Stamina, Filamenta stx, corolla paulo Ion giora. Anihera quadrUohse, quadiiloculares.

PisTiLLUM nullum.

EXPLANATION OF THE FIGURES.
'

Fig. 1. The extremity of the shoot that flowered in 1807, rather smaller

than the natural size.

2. The whole root, about one-third of the natural size only.

3. One of the bractcae.

4. The underside of one of the flowers,

5. The upperside of the same. These three are magnified.

6. One of the petals more magnified than the last three.

7. The underside of one of the stamina, in the enlarged apex of which the

four polliniferous pits are seen.
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On Sanscrit and Pra'crTt Poetry,

BY HENRY THOMAS COLEBROOKE, ESO.

J. HE design of the present essay is not an enumeration of the poetical composi-

tions current among the Hindus^ nor an examination of their poetry by maxims

of criticism recognized in Europe', or by rules of composition taught in their

own treatises of rhetorick : but to exhibit the laws of versification, totiether

with brief notices of the most celebrated poems in which these have been

exemplified,^

An inquiry into the prosody of the ancient and learned language of India

will not be deemed an unnecessary introduction to the extracts from Indian po-

ems> which may be occasionally inserted in the supplementary volumes of

Asiatick Researches : and our transactions record more than one instance of the

aid which was derived from a knowledge of Sanscrit prosody, in decyphering

passages rendered obscure by the obsoleteness of the character, or by the in-

accuracy of the transcripts It will be found similarly useful by every person

who studies that language ; since manuscripts are in general grossly incorrect

:

and a familiarity wfith the metre will frequently assist the reader in restoring the

text where it has been corrupted. Even to those, who are’unacquainted with the

language, a concise explanation of the Indian systemof prosody may be curiousj

since the artifice of its construction is peculiar, and not devoid of ingenuity

:

Vol. I. p. 279. Vol. II. p.3S9.
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and the prosody of Sanscrit will be found-to be richer than that of any other

known language, in variations of metre, regulated either by quantity or by num-

ber of syllables, both with and without rhyme, and subject to laws imposing-

in some instances rigid restrictions, in others allowing ample latitude. I am

prompted by these considerations to undertake the explanation of that system,

premising a few remarks on the original works in which it is taught, and adding

notices of the poems from which examples are selected.

The rules of prosody are contained in Sutras or brief aphorisms, the reputed

author of which is Pingalan a'ga, a fabulous being, represented by mytholo-

gists in the shape of a serpent ;
and the same, who, under the title of Patanjali,

is the supposed author of the Mahahhdshya, or great commentary on grammar,

and also of the text of the Yoga s'dstra *
; and to whom likewise the text or the

commentary of the Jyotish annexed to the Vedas appears to be attributed.

The aphorisms of Pingala'’cha''rya, as he is sometimes called, on the prosody

of Sanserif (exclusive of the rules in Prdcrit likewise ascribed to him), are col-

lected into eight books, the first of which allots names, or rather literal marks,

to feet consisting of one, two or three syllables. The second book teaches the

manner, in which passages of the Vedas are measured. The third explains

the variations in the subdivision of the couplet and stanza. The fourth treats of

profane poetry, and especially of verses, in which the number of syllables, or
V

their quantity, is not uniform. The fifth, sixth and seventh exhibit metres

• Or Sdnc'hi/a system of philosophy ;
distinguished from that of Cafila.

I In the subscription to the only copy of this commentary, which I have seen, it is ascribed to

Seshanaga; but, in the body of the work, the commentator calls himself Somacara.
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of that sort which has been called monoschemastic, or uniform, because the

same feet recur invariably in the same places. The eighth and last book serves

as an appendix to the whole, and contains rules for computing all the possible

combinations of long and short syllables in verses of any length.

This author cites earlier writers on prosody, whose works appear to have

been lost : such as Saitava, Craushtica, Ta'ndjn, and other ancient sages,

Ya'sca, Ca's^yapa, &c.

^ Pingala’s text has been Interpreted by various commentators
; and, among

others, by HelaT'ud’ha bhatVa, author of an excellent gloss entitled Mrita

sanjivhn*. It is the work on which I have chiefly relied. A more modern

commentary, or rather a paraphrase in verse, by NaTa'yan'a bhat^t'a

taTa", under the title of VrtiUcti ratna, presents the singularity of being

interpreted throughout in a double sense, by the author himself, in a further

gloss entitled Parieshd.

The j4gmpurdn a is quoted for a complete system of prosody founded ap-

parently on Pin gala’s aphorisms; but which serves to correct or to supply

the text in many places ; and which is accordingly used for that purpose by com-

mentators. Original treatises likewise have been composed by various authors ;

and among others by the celebrated poet Ca'lida'sa. In a short treatise en-

* I possess three copies of it
;
two of which are apparently ancient : but they have no dates.

It is stated by the authors, who quote it, (Naratana bhatta and others,) to be an extract

from the Agni purana

:

but I have not been able to verify its place in that Parana.

{ Such are the Vanibhhshana, Vritla-derfana, Vritta-caumudi, and Vihia-retnaeara, with the

Ch'hand'u-manjari, Ch'handb-martanda, Ch'handb-mala
,

Ch' handb-mviti, Ch'hand -goxinda, and
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titled S'ruia I’Sd'ha, this poet teaches the laws of versification in the very metre

to which they relate: and has thus united the example with the precept. The

same mode has been also practised by many other writers on prosody; and, in

particular, by Pingala’s commentator Na'ra'yan'a bhat't'a ; and by the

authors of the Vritta Retuacara and Vritla derpmia,

Ca'lida'sa’s S'rula hocfha exhibits only the most common sorts of metre,

and is founded on Pingala’s Rracrit rules of prosody; as has been remarked

by one of the commentators * on the Vritta Retuacara.

The rules, generally cited under the title of Prdcrit Pingala, have been ex-

plained in a metrical paraphrase, teaching the construction of each species of

metre in a stanza of the same measure, and subjoining select examples. This

Prdcrit paraphrase, entitled Pingala v.ritti, is quoted under the name of

Hammira-^, who is .celebrated in more than one passage given as examples of

metre : and who probably patronised the author. It has been imitated in a mo-

dern treatise on Prdcrit prosody entitled Vritta muctdvaJidf

;

and has

been copiously explained in a Sanscrit commentary named Pingala pracdsa^.

several tracts under the title of Vritta~muetavali

,

besides treatises included in works on other

subjects. For example Varah amihira’s system of asirology, which contains a chapter on prosody.

The Vritia-reindcara Cedav.\ bhatta, with its commentaries by Divacara bhatta, Narayana

bhatta and Hari-buascara, has been the most consulted for the present treatise. The Fritta-

derpaua, which relates chiefly to Prdci.it prosody, has been also much employed.

Divacara bhatta.“

t In the commentary on the VrUtocti-ratna.

X The author Durgadatta was patronised by the Hindiipati princes of Bund'clc'hand. The

examples, which like the text are Sanscrit in Prdcrit measure, arc in praise of these chieftains.

§ By ViSWARATHA.
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Though relative to am/ prosody, the rules are applicable, for the moft

part, to Sanscrit prosody alfo : since the laws of versification in both languages

are nearly the same.

The Prdcrit, here meant, is the language ufually employed, under thi's name

by dramatick writers ; and not in a more general fenfe of the term, any regular

provincial dialect corrupted from Sanscrit. He^iachandra, in his grammar

of Prdcrit, declares it to be so called because it is derived from Sanscrit

Accordingly his and other grammars of the language consifi: of rules for

the transformation of Sanscrit words into the derivative tongue ; and the speci-

mens of it in the Indian dramas, as well as in the books of the Jains, exhibit

few words which may not be traced to 2̂ Sanscrit ougxn. This is equally true of

the several dialects of Prdcrit

:

viz. S'auraseni or language of S'urasena^f and

MdgaJM or dialect of Magadha\% which according to grammarians, who give

rules for deducing the first from Sanscrit, and the second from the first,^ or

both from Sanscrit^^ are dialects nearly allied to Prdcrit, and regularly formed

by permutations, for which the rules are stated by them. The same may be

* See Plate A. Fig. a.

t CuLLUCA BHATTA (on Menu 2. IQ.) saj’s, that Surasena Is the country of Mat'hura.

t Cleala or Bihar. But it does not appear, that either this, or the preceding dialect, is now

spoken in the country, from which it takes its name. Specimens of both are frequent in the

Indian drimas.

§ Vararuchi, and his commentator Bhamaha.

11
Hemachandra, who, after Bating the fpecial permutations of these dialects as derived from

Sanscrit, obferves in both places, that the reft of the permutations are the same with thole of Pra-

erit.

VoL. X. 3 E
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said of the /Wrt'.7//, -as a language, (and distinguished from the jargon or gibber-

ish which eitlier drarnatirk writers, or actors exhibiting their dramas, sometimes

put into the mouths of demons'; for the grammarians of Prdcrit teach the

manner of forming tlie Pais'dchi* from the dialect called S'aiiraseni.'\~ That

remark may be also extended to Apahhransa as a fixed language partaking of

Prdcrit and S’aurasenl, but deducing many terms immediately from the Sanscrit

under rules of permutation peculiar to itself.

The affinity of these dialects of Prdcrit to the Sanscrit and to each other is so

great, that thy reeciprocally borrow, notwithstanding their own particular rules,

terms permuted in the manner of other dialects, and even admit, without altera-

tion, words inflected according to the Sanscrit grammar. § They may be,

therefore, -considered as dialects of a single language, the Prdcrit or derivative

tongue ;
so termed with reference to Sanscrit, from which it is derived.

Besides these cognate dialects, the dramatick writers introduced other lan-

guages as spoken by different persons of the drama. Such, according to the enu-

meration in the SdJiitja derpana
J],

are the Ddeshin dtyd, ^ or language used in the

south of India-, the Dtavi'di or dialect of the southern extremity of the penin-

Or language of the Pistdehas. [Sec Plate A. Fig. ^.] Bhamaha on Varahuchi.

t V ARARVCHi and Hemachancra. The last mentioned author notices a variation of this dialect

under the name of Chulicdpahuchi
j which differs very little from the proper Paisdchi.

J It is taught under this name by Hemachasdra, among other dialects oi Prdcrit. But the

name usually signifies ungrammatical language.

§ Hemachandra ad finem.

11
Ch. 5.

H Some with Vaidarhhi, according to the commentator of the Suhiiya derpana. The country

of Piderbha is said to be the modern Berar proper.
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sola; the Avaiiitca (probably the language of Miilava) 'A the AnVha nut'gac^hi,

distinguished from Magad'hi properly so called
; the Bdhlicabhdshd, perhaps the

language of Balk in the Trausoxana)
; f- the Mahdirdishtri or dialect of the Mar-

halias
; the Prdchyd, or language employed in the east of huUa

; the Abhjn '.\r\i\

Chdnddli, which from their names, seem to be dialects used by' herdsmen and

by persons of the lowest tribes; the Sdncard and Sdbari, concerning which

nothing satisfactory can be at present suggested ; and generally any provincial

dialect.

It is not to be supposed, that the Prdcrit rules of prosody, as taught by

Pi NGALA, are suited to all these languages : but it is probable, that they were

framed for the same dialect of Prdcrit, in which they are composed
; and they

are applicable to those cognate dialects, which differ much less from each

other (being very easily confounded), than they all do from -S’rt'wj'irn/, their ac-

knowledged common parent. Generally those rules may be considered applica-

ble to all the languages comprehended under the designation of Prdcrit, § as

derivative from Sanscrit-, and certainly so to the vernacular tongues of the ten na-

tions of Hindus now inhabiting India. A w'riter on Sanscrit prosody
[j
pronounces

* Avanti is another name of Ujjayam.

t Bdhlica or Bahlica (for the word is spelt variously (is a country famous for the breed of horses.

Amera. 2. 8. 45. It appears to be situated north of India
;

being mentioned in enumerations of

countries, with Turushca, C'hasa, Casmira, &c. (Hemachandra. 4. 25. Tricavda s'esha.2. 1 . g.J

t The commentator on the Sahitya derpana (Rama Chakana), interprets Prachya, by Gaudiya-,

meaning, no doubt, the language oi Bengal. He was himself a native of this province
; and his

work is modern, being dated iSata 1622 (A. D. 17OO.)

§ As. Res. V II. p. 219.

II Naravana chatta in a commentary on the Vritia retnacara\\x\iiGn In Sambat l602 (A. D,
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the various kind of metre to be admissible in the provincial languages, and has

quoted examples in those of Maharaslit'ra\ Gurjara and Cdnyacubja. The

last mentioned, which is the same with the old Hhicii, as is demonstrated by this

specimen of it, might furnish very numerous instances, especially the Hhtdi

poetry of Ck'sava da'sa*
,
who has studiously employed a great variety of metre.

Some examples will accordingly be quoted from the most distinguished Hindi

poets. The sacred books of the Sikhs, composed in a Penjdbi dialect, which

is undoubtedly derived from the ancient Sdresu'ata\, abound in specimens of

such metre. The language of Miniild, and its kindred tongue, which pre-

vails in Bengal, also supply proof of the aptitude of Sanscrit prosody : and the

same is probably true of the other four national languages

Pingala’s rules of Sanscrit prosody are expressed with singular brevity.

The artifice, by which this has been effected, is the use of single letters to de-

note the feet of the syllables. Thus L. the initial of a word signifying short

(laglm), indicates a short syllable. G. for a similar reason,^ intends a long one.

The combinations ©f these two letters denote the several dissyllables ; Ig signi-

fying an iambic
;

gl a trochaeus or choreus
; gg a spondee ; 11 a pyrrichius.

The letters, M. Y.R.S.T.J.Bh. and N, mark all the trisyllabical feet, from three

long syllables to as many short* A Sanscrit verse is generally scaned by these

• Contempomry with Jehangir and Sha,h Jehan.

+ The remaining Sarcsuxtla Brahmanas inhabit chiefly the Penjab.

% Those of D/avida, Carnataca, Telinga, and Odra or Udija. I omit Gaura. The Brahmanas,

bearing this national designation, are fettled in the districts around Delhi: but, unless theirs be

the language of Mat'hura, it is not eafy to assign to them a particular national tongue.

§ Being the initial ofguru, long.
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last mentioned feet; with the addition cf either a dissyllable ora monosyllable at

the close of the verse, if necessarj\ This may be rendered plain by an exam-

ple taken from the Greek and Lathi prosody.

Scanned in the Indian manner, a phaleucian verse, instead of a spondee, a dac-

tyl and three trochees, would be measured by a molossus, an anapaest, an am-

phibrachys and a trochee ;
expressed thus, m. s. j. g. 1. A sapphic verse would

be similarly measured by a cretic, an antibacchius, an amphibrachys and a

trochee ;
written r. t. j. g. 1.

To avoid the two frequent use of uncommon terms, I shall, in descriljing the

different sorts of Sanscrit metre, occasionally adopt a mode of stating the

measure more consonant to the Greek and Latin prosody, in which the iambic,

trochee, and spondee, dactyl, anapaest, and tribrachys are the only feet of two

or three syllables which are commonly employed.

In Prdcrit prosody the variety of feet is much greater ; verses being scanned by

feet of different lengths from two mdtrh, (two short syllables or one long) to

three, four, five and even si's.'mdirds or instants. These various descriptions of

feet have been classed, and denominated, by the writers on this branch of pro-

sody.

The verse, according to the Sanscrit system of prosody, is the component

part of a couplet, stanza or strophe, commonly named a S'loca, although this

term be sometimes restricted to one sort of metre, as will be subsequently shown

on the authority of CaTidasa. The stanza or strophe consists usually of four
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verses denominated‘/)^AAz *, or, considered as a couplet, it comprises two verses

subdivided into facias or measures. Whether it be deemed a stanza or a cou-

plet, its half, called ard'has'Uca^ contains usually two pdcias ; and in general the

pauses of the sense correspond with the principal pauses of the metre, which

are accordingly indicated by lines of separation at the close of the s'loca and of

its hemistich. When the sense is suspended to the close of a second Slloca, the

double stanza is denominated Yugma
;
while one, comprising a greater number of

measure, is termed Guinea. In common with others, I have sometimes trans-

lated s'loca by verse,” or by ‘‘couplet;” but, in prosody, it can only be con-

sidered as a stanza, though the pauses are not always very perfectly marked

until the close of the first half : and in conformity to the Indian system, it is

generally treated as a tetrastich, though some kinds of regular metre have' uni-

form pauses which might permit a division of the stanza into eight, twelve, and

even sixteen verses.

In Preicrit prosody, a greater variety is admitted in the length of the stanza

;

some species of metre being restricted to a true couplet, and others extended

to stanzas of six and even sixteen verses ; independently of pauses, which,

being usually marked by rhyme, would justify the farther subdivision of the

stanza, into as many verses as there are pauses. Even in Sanscrit prosody,

instances occur of stanzas, avowedly comprising a greater or a less number

of verses than four : as three, five, six. See. But these are merely exceptions

to the general rule.
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Concerning the length of the vowels in Sanscrit verse, since none arc

ambiguous, it is only necessary to remark, that the comparative length of syl-

lables is determined by the allotment of one instant or matra to a short syllable,

and two to a long one ; that a naturally short vowel becomes long in prosody

when it is followed by a double or conjunct consonant ;* and that the last syllable

of a verse is either long or short, according to the exigence of the metre 4,

whatever may be its natural length.

Sanscrit prosody admits two sorts of metre. One governed by the num-

ber of syllables; and which is mostly uniform or monoschematic in profane

poetry, but altogether arbitrary in various metrical passages of the Vedas. The

other is in fact measured by feet like the hexameters of Greek and Latin : but

only one sort of this metre,'which is denominated A'ryd, is acknowledged to be

so regulated ; while another sort is governed by the number of syllabic instants or

mdtrcis.

• Or by the nasal termed Anusixara, or the aspirate Visarga. By poetical license, a vowel may

be short before certain conjuncts (viz. as in Plate A. Fig. c.) This license has been borrow

ed from Pracrit prosody, by the rules of which a vowel is allowed to be sometimes short be

lore any conjunct, as before the nasal : but instances of this license occur in classical poems wdth

only four conjuncts as above mentioned ; and, even there, emendations of the text have been

proposed by criticks to render the verse conformable to the general laws of prosody, (See remarks

m the Durghat'aniritti’, Cumara.)

t This rule of prosody is applicable to any verse of the tetrastichs ; but it is considered by writers

on rhetorick inelegant to use the privilege in the uneven verses ; and they thus restrict the rule to

the close of the stanza and of its half, especially in the more rigid species of regular metre.
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1 . Gan ach'handas or metre regulated by feet (nuUrdgand.}

A'rya' or Ga't’ha'.

The metre, named jfryd, or in Prdcrit, Gdhd, from the Sanscrit Gdt'hd, is

measured by feet denominated gana, or mdtrdgan a, which are equivalent to

, two long syllables^ or to four short: it is described as a couplet, in which the

first verse contains seven and half feet ; and the sixth foot must consist of a

long syllable between two short, or else of four short
; while the odd feet (1st,

'3d, 5th, and 7th) must never be amphibrachys.* In the second verse of the

couplet, the sixth foot (for here too it retains that name) consists of a single

short syllable. Consequently the proportion of syllabick instants in the long

and short verses is thirty to twenty-seven.-^” The same metre has, with some

propriety, been described as a stanza of four verses for it is subdivided by

its pauses into four pdJas, which have the usual privilege of going to the last

syllable, whether naturally long or short, the length required by the metre. The

cause is commonly restricted to the close of the third foot; and the measure

is in this case denominated Fat'hyd

:

but, if the pause be placed otherwise

in either verse, or in both of them, the metre is named VipuJd.

A PARTICULAR sort of this measure, deduced from either species

above described, is called Chapald ; and the laws of its construction

require, that the second and fourth feet should be amphibrachys

;

and that the first foot should be either a spondee or an anapaest ; and

* If the rule be violated, the metre is named Gurvini
;
but this is reprobated by writers on pro-

sody.

t As Res. V«l, II. p. 390.
*

J Vritta muctavali.
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the fifth, a dactyl or a spondee. The first verse of the couplet, the second or

both, may be constructed according to these rigid rules : hence three varieties

of this sort of metre.

The regular A'ryd consists of alternate long and short verses : but, if the

short verse precede the long one, the metre is called UJgili. If the couplet

consist of two long verses, it is named G//J ; or of two short verses, Upagiti.

Another sort of this metre is named A'rya gift: it is constructed by completing

the eighth foot of the regular A’ryd

This measure admits therefore of eighty principal variations ; deducible from

the nine sorts abovementioned : for the pause may be placed at the close of the

third foot in either verse of each couplet, in both, or in neither ; and either verse,

both, or neither, may be constructed according to the strict rules of the Chapala

measure ;
and the verse may consist of seven and a half, or of eight feet; and

may be arranged in couplets consisting of verses alternately long and short, or

alternately short and long, or else uniformly long, or uniformly short.

The A'ryd metre is very frequently employed by Indian poets ; but works of

great length in this measure are not common : it is oftener intermixed with verses

of other kinds, though instances do occur of its exclusive use : thus the first and

fourth cantos, and most part of the 2d and 3d, in the poem entitled Nalodaya, and

the entire work of Go'verd’hana
•f',

are in the A'ryd metre. And so is the brief

* It may be varied by alternating a long and a short verse, or a short and a long one, or by

making both verses long.

-)• Consisting of seven hundred (or with the Introduction 755) stanzas of miscellaneous poetry

;

and entitled from the number of stanzas Sap^a salt.

VoL. X. 3 F
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text ofxthc Snnchya^\\\\o?,o-^]\'^ of Capila, as taught by Is'waracrishn'a

and the copious treatise of astronomy by Brahmegupta
-I-.

The Nahdaya abovementioned, which is ascribed to the celebrated poet

CaTida'sa, is a poem in four cantos, comprising 220 couplets or stanzas

;

on

the adventures of Nala and Damayanti : a story which is already known to

the English reader In this singular poem, rhyme and alliteration are com-

bined in the termination of the verses : for the three or four last syllables of each

hemistich within the stanza are the same in sound though different in sense. It

is a series of puns on a pathetick subject.

It is supposed to have been written in emulation of a short poem (of 22

stanzas) similarly constructed but with less repetition of each rhyme
; and en-

titled from the words of the challenge with which it concludes. Ghat'a carpara.

[See Plate a. Fig. l.]

‘ Thirsty and touching water to be sipped from the hollow palms of my hands, I

swear by the loves of sprightly damsels, that I will carry water in a broken pitcher for any

poet by whom I am surpassed in rhymes.’

• Author of the or metrical maxims of this philosophy. Sutras, or aphorisms in prose,

which are ascribed to Capila himself, are extant: but the work of Iswaea Crishna is studied as

the text of the Sanc'hya (As. Res. Vol. VIII. p. 466.)

t Entit’ed Brahmesphuta sidd’hanta

:

other treatises, bearing the same or a similar title, are works

of different authors.

% Chiefly ylrytf, with a few anapaestic stanzas (Totaca], and a still smaller number of iambics

ami trochaics [Pramani and Samani.)

\ Translated by Mr. Kindersley of Madras, from a tale in the provincial language.

/
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However, the epick poem of Ma'g’ha, which will be mentioned more

particularly under the next head, contains a specimen of similar alliteration and

rhyme ; the last fourteen stanzas of the sixth canto, (descriptive of the seasons,)

being constructed with like terminations to each half of the stanza. Instances will

also be cited from Bha'ravi’s poem hereafter noticed.

The following example of a species of the ui'rjd metre is taken from the pre-

face of the Nahdaya.

A'ryd gift (8 feet).

[See Plate A., Fig, 2.]

“ The king celebrated under the name of Rama *, exists, who is conversant with lU^

supreme ways of moral conduct
;
in whose family, exempt from calamity and enriched with

the gems of the earth, dependants flourish.” 1. 5.

The next is taken from Damayanti’s lamentation on finding herself deserted

by her husband Nala. It is in the same species of metre.

26. Tatra, pade vyfilinam,

at’ha vibhrantam vane cha devyd, ’hnam

tanu-vrinde vyalindm

tatin dad’h^ne, taya’spade vyalinam.

27. Vega-bala ’pasitaya,

Venya, Bhaimi yuta lalapa Vitaya.

“ Nripa! sa-calapa ’sitaya

hatwa ’rin, b^ndhavan cila ’pAsI taya.

28. Sa cat’ham mana-vananam,

Nyayavid ! acharasi sevyamana-vananam,

D’hrita-sima navanam,

DAranam tyagam, anupama! ’navananain.

* Rama raja, by whose command the poem was composed. So the commentators remark : but

it remains uncertain who he was, or where he reigned.

F f 2
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28. Para-crltain etat twenah [tu enahj

Sanianimi, tan na sniriio ’si metatiwcna,

Dosha- sametatwena

pradhshaye na tra sambh.iaine tat tweiia! [twa, ina !]” ^

[See Plate A. Fig. 3.]

‘ Then the princess wandered in the forest, an abo'de of serpents, crowded with trees

which resound with the sweet buzz of bees, the resort of flocks of birds. With her dark

hairdishevelled through her haste, Bhaimi thus lamented:’ “ King ! thou slayest foes*

but defendest thy kindred, with thy quiver and thy sword. Unrivalled in excellence and

conversant with morality, how hast thou practised the desertion of a wife proud but left

helpless in a forest
;
thus rendering thyself the limit of praise? but I consider this evil to

be the act of another
;
and do not charge thee with it ; I do not blame thee, my husband,

as in fault for this terror.’ 3. 26—2Q.

In the passage here cited, some variations in the reading, and greater differ-

ences in the interpretation, occur: with which it is, however, unnecessary to de-

tain the reader. After consulting several scholia, the interpretation, which ap-

peared preferable, has been selected. .The same mode will he followed in subse-

quent quotations from other poems.

II. Malrach'handas or metre regulated by quantity.

1. Vaita'li'ya.

Another sort of metre, regulated by the proportion of or syllabick

instants, is measured by the time of the syllables exclusively ; without noticing,

as in the Ganach'handas^ the number of feet. It is therefore, denominated Ma-

tracKhandas, and the chief metre of this kind is named VaUdUya. It is a tetra-

stich or strophe of four verses, the first and third containing the time of fourteen
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short syllables ; and the second and fourth, sixteen. The laws of its construction

impose that each verse shall end in a cretic and iambic
; or else in a dactyl and

spondee

*

; or,' by bacchius'^. In regard to the remaining moments, which are

six in the odd verses, and eight in the even verses of the strophe, it must be ob-

served as a general rule, that neither the second and third, nor the fourth and

fifth moments should be combined in the same long syllable
; nor, in the second

and fourth verses, should the sixth mdtrdht combined with the seventh, lhat

general rule however admits of exceptions : and the name of the metre varies

accordingly

Although the V-altdViya regularly consist of alternate short and long verses,

it may be varied by making the stanza consist either of four short or four long

verses; admitting at the same time the exception just now hinted

The following is an example of a stanza composed in a species of this metre :

* This variety of the meti e is named A patalka. .

j- Thus augmented, the measure is called Aupach'handasica: the whole of the last canto of

Magha’s epick poem hereafter mentioned is in this metre: and so is the first half of the 13th canto

in Bharavi’s Ciratarjuniija.

J In the even verses of the strophe, if the 4th and 5th moments be combined in one long sylla-

ble, contrary -to the general ruleabovernentioned, the metre is named Prachya vritti

:

or, in the odd

verses, if the 2d and 3d moments be so combined, the metre is denominated Udichya vritti: or the

rule may be violated in both instances, at the same time
;
and the measure then takes ahe name of

Pravrittaca,

§ A tetrastich, consisting of four short verses of the sort called Pravrittaca, is named Charuhas~

ini

:

and one comprising four long verses of that description is termed Aparantica.
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Vaitaliya (Pravrittaca).

Idam, Bharata-vansa-bhubhritaiu,

smyatam, sruti-manorasayanam,

pavitram, ad’hicam, subhodayain,

Vyasa-vactra-cat’hitain, Pravrittacam.

[^See Plate A. Fig. 4.J

“ Listen to this pure, auspicious and pleasing history of the kings of the race of

Bharat A as uttered from the mouth of Vyas a.”

Here, as in most of the examples given by the commentator Hela'yud’ha,
f

and by other writers on prosody, the name of the metre occurs, but with a

different acceptation. Where the stanza has the appearance of being a quota-

tion (as in the present instance), it might be conjectured, that the denomina-

tion of the measure was originally assumed from the example; and this conjec-

ture would appear probable, wherever the name (as is frequently the case,) has

no radical meaning connected with the subject of metre. Bur, in many instances,

the radical interpretation of the word is pertinent and has obviously suggested its

application as a term of prosody ; and the stanza, which is given as an example,

must therefore have been purposely constructed to exhibit the metre by words in

which its denomination is included. This is confirmed by the circumstance of

some of the words being incompatible with the measure which they designate :

and ill such cases the author apologizes on that ground for not exhibiting the

name in the example.

The Vaitaliya metre has been employed by some of the most eminent poets ;

for instance, in the cpick poem of Ma'g’ha, the l6th canto of which is chiefly
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in this measure, as the 20th and last canto is in that species of it which is

called Auf^tich'handasica.

The work here mentioned is an cpick poem, the subject of which is the death

of S'is'upa'la slain in war by Crishn'a : it is entitled S'lsupdla had'ha, but is

usually cited under the name of its author, whose designation, with praises of

his- family, appears in the concluding stanzas of the poem. Yet, if tradition may

be trusted, Ma'g’ha, though expressly named as the author, was the patron,

not the poet. As the subject is heroick, and even the unity of action well pre-

served, and the style of the composition elevated, this poem is entitled to the

name of epick. But the Indian taste for descriptive poetry, and particularly for

licentious description, has disfigured even this work, which is otherwise not un-

deserving of its high reputation. The two first cantos and the last eight are sui-

table to the design of the poem. But the intermediate ten, describing the jour-

ney of Crishn"a with a train of amorous damsels, from Dwdracd fo Indraprast'hay

is misplaced,, and in more than one respect exceptionable.

The argument of the poem is as follows. In the first eanto, Na'red a, com- ’

missioned by Indra, visits Crishn'a and incites him to war with his cousin,

but mortal enemy, S'is'upa'la king of the Chedis. In the second, Crishn'a

consults with his uncle and brother, whether war should be immediately com-

menced, or he should first assist Yud’hisht’hira in completing a solemn sa-

crifice which had been appointed by him : the result of the consultation is in

favour of the latter measure; and accordingly, in the 3d canto, Crishn'a

departs for Yud’hisht’hira’s capital. In the thirteenth he arrives and is wel-

comed by the Pa'n’davas. In the following canto, the sacrifice is begun;

and, in the next, S'is'upa'la impatient of the divine honours paid to Crishn'a

retires with his .partisans from the place of sacrifice. A negociation ensues 5
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which is how^ever ineffectual, and both armies prepare for action. This occupies

two cantos. In the eighteenth both armies issue to the field of battle, and the

conflict commences. The battle continues in the next canto, which describes

the discomfiture and slaughter of S'rs'urA'i.A’s army. In the last canto, the

king, grown desperate, dares Crishn"a to the combat. They engage, and in the

manner fight with supernatural weapons. S'is'upa'la assails his enemy

with serpents, which the other destroys by means of gigantic cranes. The king

has recourse to igneous arms, which Crishn'a extinguishes by a neptunian

weapon. The combat is prolonged with other miraculous arms, and finally

Crishn'a slays S'is’up a'la with an arrow.

The following example is from a speech of S'isTpa'la’s embassador, in reply

to a discourse of S'atyaci brother of Crishn'a, at an interview immediately

preceding the battle.

[See Plate A. Fig. 5.]

/-

“ A low man, poor In understanding, does not perceive his own advantage : that he

should not comprehend it when shown by others, is surprising. The wife, of themselves,

know the approach of danger, or they put trust in others : but a foolish man does not be-

lieve information without personal experience. The proposal, which I made to thee,

Crishna, was truly for thy benefit : the generous are ready to advise even their enemies

bent on their destruction. Peace and war have been offered at the same time by me
j

judging their respective advantages, thou wilt choose between them. Yet good advice

addressed to those whose understanding is astray, becomes vain, like the beams of the

cold moon directed towards lakes eager for the warm rays of the sun.” 16. 39—43.

Another passage of the same poem is here subjoined as a specimen of a

different species of this metre. It is the opening of the last canto ; where S'is-
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upa'la, impatient of the discomfiture of his troops and of those of his allies,

dares Crishn'a to single combat.

AupacJihandasica.

[See Plate A. Fig. 6.]

Muc’hain ullasita-trl-rec’ham uchchair bhidura-bhru-yuga-bhishan’an dad’hanah,

Samitiv itl vicraman amrishyan, gatabhir, aliwata Chedirat Murarim.

‘ Raising his head, and with a countenance terrible by its forked brow and wrinkled

forehead, the king of the Chedts, impatient ofthe prowess thus displayed in battle, banished

fear, and challenged the foe of Mura to the fight.’ 20. 1.

A further example of the same metre is the second stanza of the following ex-

tract from the Cira'tajuniya* of Bha'ravi. The remaining stanzas exhibit va-

riety of measure, with two instances of singular alliteration.

The subject of that celebrated poem is Arjuna’s obtaining celestial arms

from S'iva, Indra and the rest of the gods, to be employed against Durvo'd’-

hana. It is by a rigid observance of severe austerities in the first instance, and

afterwards by his prowess in a conflict with S^'va (in the disguise of a moun-

taineer), that Arjuna prevails. This is the whole subject of the poem
; which

is ranked with the Cumdra and Raghu of Ca'lida'sa, the Naishad'hija of Sri-

harsha, and Ma'gha’s epick poem, among the six excellent compositions in

Sanscrit. The sixth is the Meghaduta also ascribed to CaTid'asa ; and, on ac-

* Arjuna and the mountaineer. Cirata is the name of a tribe of mountaineers considered as

barbarians.

VoL. X. 3G
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count of- its excellence, admitted among the great poems (Mahacavya)j not-

withstanding its brevity.

' [See Plate A. Fig. 7.]

The stanzas, which contain alliteration, are here copied in Roman characters.

18. lha durad’higamaih

Cinchid evagamaih

' Satatam asutaram

Varn'ayantyantarain.

19. Ainum ativiplnara

Veda digvyapinam

Purushatn iva parain

Padraayoiiih param.

20. Sulabhalh sad^ nayavata ’yavata

Nid’hi-guhyacad’hipa-ramaih paramaih

Amuna d’hanalh cshltibhrita ’tibhrila

Samatitya bhati jagati jagati.

'Then Arjuna, admiring the mountain in silent astonishment, was respectfully ad-

dressed by his conductor, Cuve'ra’s attendant: for even loquacity is becoming in its season.’

” This mountain with its snowy peaks rending the cloudy sky in a thousand places, is,

when viewed, able to remove at once the sins of man. An imperceptible something within

it, the wise ever demonstrate to exist by proofs difficultly apprehended. But Brahma'

alone thoroughly knows this vast and inaccessible mountain, as he alone knows the supreme

soul. With its lakes overspread by the bloom of lotus, and overshadowed by arbours of

creeping plants whose foliage and blossoms are enchanting, the pleasing scenery subdues the

. hearts of v/omenwho maintained their steadiness of mind even in the company of a lover.

By this happy and well governed mountain, the earth, filled with gems of easy acquisition

and great excellence delightful to the god of riches, seems to surpass both rival worlds

5. 16—20.

* Thefiist and fourth stanzas, in this quotation, zre \hc. Lrutavilamhita metre

,

and the fifth

in the Pramita'cshard
;
which will be both noticed under a subsequent head. The third is in an

uncommun measure named Chandr'icd or Cihamd ,
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I

2. Ma'tra-samaca.

I

The metre denominated Matra samaca consists of four verses, each of which

contains the quantity of sixteen short syllables ; and in which the last syllable

must be a long one ; and the ninth syllabick moment must be in general detached

from the eighth and tenth, and be exhibited of course by a short syllalbe ; if

the twelfth be so likewise, the metre is distinguished by another name ; or if the

fifth and eighth remain short, the denomination is again changed. The last

sort of metre is varied by deviating from the rule respecting the ninth moment

;

and another variety exhibits the fifth, eighth, and twelfth moments by short syl-

lables *. These five varieties of the metre called Matrasamaca may be variously

combined in the same stanza ; and in that case the measure is denominated

Fadaculaca

:

a name, which is applied with greater latitude in Pracrit prosody,

to denote a tetrastich wherein each verse contains sixteen moments, without any

’ other restriction as to the number and place of the long and short syllables.

A POEM inserted in the first volume of Asiatic Researches'!- a specimen of

the variety, which this sort of metre admits. In a collection of tales entitled

VStala fanchavins'ati^ the author S'ivada'sa has quoted several stanzas of that

poem intermixed with others, in which the measure is still more varied ; and I

• The names of these four varieties are 1st, Vanavasica, which exhibits the pth and 12th mo-

nnents by shorts syllables, and 15th and l6th by a long one ; the rest being optional, 2dly, Chitrd

exhibiting the 5th, 8th, andpth, by short syllables, the 15th and l6thby alongone, Zd\y Upa^

chitra, the 5th, 8th short} Qth and 10th long} also I5thand l6th long. 4thly, Visloca-, 5th, 8th,

and 12th short } I5th and l6th long} and the rest indeterminate’

t Page 85,

3 G 2
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may here remark, that the introduction of rhyme into Sanscrit verse is not pecu-

liar to this anapaestick metre : Jayade'va has adopted it with success in several

other sorts of lyrick measure ; and it is frequent in Sanscrit poetry composed in

any species of Pracrit metre.

3. Gitya'hya'.

Another species of metre regulated by quantity is named Gityarya, Like

the preceding, it is a tetrastich in which each verse Consists of sixteen matras or

moments ; but all expreskd by short syllables. In other words the stanza con-

tains sixty-four syllables distributed into four verses. From the mixture of verses

of this description, with others consisting exclusively of long syllables, arises ano-

ther metre distinguished into two sorts according as the first couplet in the stanza

consists of short syllables and the second of long
; or, conversely, the first long,

and the second short *. The Gityarya may be further varied by making the last

syllable of each couplet long, and all the rest short ; at the same time reducing

both couplets to twenty-nine moments, or the first only to that measure ; and

the second to thirty-one . or the first couplet to thirty, while the second con-i

tains thirty-two'}'.

4. Pracrit measures.

The foregoing are all comprehended under the general designation of Jati':

and besides these, which are noticed in treatises on Sanscrit prosody, other kinds,

* The mixed metre, in which one couplet of the stanza contains short syllables, and the other

long, is teiraed Stchaor Chu'da: if the first couplet contain the short syllables, it is denominated

Jyoiiih-, but is called Saumya, or Anavgancrida, when the first couplet consists of long syllables.

t 'I bis metre, concerning which authorities disagree, is called Chu'dica or Chulua
;
or according

to the Vritta Ratnacara, Atiruchha.
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belonging to the class of metre’regulatcd by quantity, are specified by writers on

Fracrit prosody. They enumerate no less than forty-two kinds, some of which

comprehend many species and varieties. The most remarkable, including some

of those already described as belonging to Sanscrit prosodj^ are the following, of

which instances are frequent in Fracrit, and which are also sometimes employed

in Sanscrit poetry.

A STANZA of four verses, containing alternately thirteen and eleven moments

(and scanned 6+4+3 and and 6+4+1) is named either Doha *. (-S'. Dtvifat'ha)

or Sorat't'ha (S. Saurasht'ra), according as the long verse precedes the short one,

or the contrary. This metre, of which no less than twenty three species bear

distinct names, (from 48 syllables to 23 long and two short,) is very commonly

used in Hindi poetry. As an instance of it, the work of Biha'rilaT may be

mentioned, which consists of seven hundred couplets (sat sdi) all in this mea_

sure. It is a collection of descriptive poetry ; of which Crishn'a, sporting with

Ra'd’ha' and the Gops, is the hero. The following example is from that cele-

brated author.

Macaracrita Gopala ce

Cun'd'ala jhalacata cana.

D hasyo man6 hiya gafl’ha samara:

D ’yod ’hi lasata nisana.

[See Plate A. Fig. 8.]

‘The dolphin-shaped ring, which glitters in Go'pa'la's car, may be taken for the

symbol of Cupid suspended at the gate, while the god is lodged in his heart.’

To understand this stanza, it must be remarked, that the symbol of the India?i

Cupid is the aquatick animal named Macara: (which, has in the Hindu Zodiack

Corruptly Dohra.
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the place of Capricorn). It is here translated dolphin, without however sup-

posing either the deliverer of Arion, or any species of dolphin (as the term is

appropriated in systems of natural history), to be meant.

The Gat'ha or Gaha has been already noticed as a name of the A'rya measure

in Pracrit prosody. Including under this as a general designation the seven

species of it, with all their numerous varieties, it is no uncommon metre in Pra-

crit poetry. A collection of amatory verses ascribed to the famous monarch

S'aTiva'hana, comprising seven hundred stanzas* and purporting to be a

selection from many thousands by the same author, is exclusively in metre of

this kind. The introductory verse intimates, that

Seven hundred couplets (gahas) are here selected out of ten millions of elegant cou-

plets composed by the poet Ha'la'.”

Ha'la is a known title of Sa'liva'hana, and is so explained both here and

in a subsequent passage by the scholiast Ganga'd’hara bhat'ta. It is not,

however, probable, that he really composed those verses ; and it would be pe-

rhaps too much to conjecture, that the true author of them was patronised by

that monarch whose existence as an Indian sovereign has been brought in doubt.

The metre called Maharashtra (in Pracrit, Marahat^t'a) is a tetrastich, of

which each verse contains 2Q matras, scanned by one foot of 6 and five of 4 ;

with a terminating trochee. It has pauses at the 18th and 2Qth ynatras. This

measure is evidently denominated from the country, which gives name to the

Marahatta nation ; as another species, beforementioned, takes its designation from

Saurashtra or Soratt'ha *. The circumstance is remarkable.

From their number, entitled Sat sat.
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AtroTHER tetrastich, which it is requisite to notice, is denominated Rola.

Each verse contains 24 matras : and this species of metre admits twelve varieties,

from 24 short syllables to 1 1 long and two short, bearing distinct names.

Shat^padica (Pr. Ch'happaa) is a stanza of six verses: arranged. In a

tetrastich and couplet ; the first termed Cuvya, and the second UJIaJa. In the

tetrastich, each verse contains 24 moments (scanned 2+ five times 4+2, or else

6+ four times 4+2) with a pause at the 11th moment; and each verse of th«

couplet contains 28 moments, with a pause at the 15th. The varieties are ex-

tremely numerous, according to the number and the places of the long and short

syllables. No fewer than forty-five variations of the tetrastich, and seventy-one

of the whole stanza, have separate names. They are distinguished by the num-

ber of short and long syllables (from 152 short to 70 long and 12 short in the

whole stanza, or from g6 short to 44 long and 8 short in the tetrastich). The

following example is extracted from the Pingala-vrUti.

Ch'happaa or Sha^padica.

Pind’hau di'd’ha san'n dha
;
baha uppara pac’hc’hara dai,

Band’hu samadi, ran'a d’halau, Sami Hammi baana la'i,

Uduu na ha
;
paha bhamau

;
c’haga riu sisa hi jhalau.

- Pac’hc’hara pac’hchara, 't’helli pelli, pabbaa apparau. -

Hammira cajja Jajjalla bhan'a, c6had'ala mahu maha jalau. ^

Sulatana sisa carabala dai, tejji calevara, dia chalau.

* The peninsula, between the gulfs o^Camhay and Cutch. The name remains, but the bounda ies

of the province are more restricted than in ancient times. It still, however, includes the rema'ns

of Crishna’s city of DiVflVcfl'
;
the celebrated temple of Somana't'ha so frequently plundered by

the Muhamedans ; andhhe mountain of Girandra held sacred by the Jalnas no less than by the

followers of the Veda.
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[See Plate A. Fig. Q.l

Jajjala, general of Hammira's forces, taking the field against the Muham*

medan emperor, says vauntingly

“ I PUT on strong armour, placing barbs on my horse, and taking leave of kinsmen, I

hasten to the war. Having received the commands of mymaster Hammira, I fly through

the sky ; T pursue the road ;
I flourish my scimitar on the head of the foe. Amid the bustle

of horse and foot I scale mountains. In Hammira’s cause, Jajjala declares. The fire

of wrath burns within me
;
laying my sword on the head of the Sultan, and abandoning

this corporeal frame, I ascend to heaven.”

The emperor, whose death was thus vainly promised, to Hammira, by his

braggart general, must have been Sulta'n Muhammed Khu'ni, with whom lie

is stated to have been contemporary
; and who reigned from A. D. 1 325 to

1351 *. Hammira was sovereign of Sdcambhari, which, with unfeigned de-

ference for the opinion of Captain Wilford on a geographical question, I still

think to be 8dmhher\: and for this simple reason; that the culinary salt,

brought from the lakes of Sambher, is named in Sanscrit, Sa cambhariya lavana,

answering to the Hindi Sambher Idun, It is, however, proper to remark, that

maps exhibit a place of the name of Sambhere between Ujjayani and Indor.

The Uteach'ha is a stanza of six verses, each comprising eleven moments

(scanned 4+ 4-f 3). It admits eight species from 60 short syllables to 28

long and 10 short.

• As. Res. Vol. IX. 192.

t As. Res. Vol. VII. p. 5

1

1 .
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The Cundalica is composed of one stanza of the metre named Doha, fol-

lowed by another in the measure called RoJd. The entire stanza consequently

comprises eight verses. In this species of metre, rhyme and alliteration are so

appropriate ornaments, that it admits the repetition of a complete hemistich or

even an entire verse : as in the following example extracted from the Pingala

vritta.

Cund'alicd or Cun d!alia.

D’holla maria D’hilli maha, much’hia Mech’ha sarxra,

Pura Jajjalla inalabara, chalia bira Hammira.

Chalia bira Hammira, paii bhara meini campai.

Diga maga nahaaild’hara d’huli suraha raha j’hampai.

Diga maga naba and’hara aiiu. C’hurasanaca 611a

-
. Davalij’damafi vipac’hc’ha :maru D’hilli maha d’holla,

[See Plate B. Fig. 1.]

\

‘Having made the barbarians faint at the sound of the drum beaten in the midst of

and preceded by JajJALA eminent above athlets, the hero HammIra advances;

and as the hero Ham Mi r A advances, the earth trembles under his feet. The cloud of dust,

raised by the march of his multitudes, obscures the chariot of the sun. Darkness spreads

with the march of his multitudes. The hostages of the Khorasanian are slain; the

foe is slaughtered ;
and the drum is beat In the midst of D'hilH.'

A STANZA of nine verses, composed of one of five with a tetastrich of the

metre called f)ohd subjoined to it, is denominated Rad'd'hd. Here the stanza

of five contains three verses of lb moments each, with two of 1*2 and il in-

terposed. The distribution of the feet, together with a restriction as to the

terminating one, varies in each verse: and a difference in the regulation of

the feet gives rise to six varieties which have distinct appellations.

VoL, X. '
3 II
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The’ Chafushfadtca (Pr. Chaupaia or Chaupai) is a stanza of sixteen verses

distributed into four tetrastichs, in which each verse contains 30 moments

(scanned seven times 4-2), and terminated by a long syllable. This measure

is of very frequent use in the poetry of the modern languages. The Ramayanct

of Tulas'i da'sa, in seven cantos, a poem held in great estimation by

of the middle tribes, is composed chiefly in a similar metre under the

name (Chaupai) and containing the same number of verses
(

1

6

)
in the stanza. It

alternates with xhtDohd -, and very rarely gives place in that poem to any other

metre.

In this metre the stanza contains the greatest number of verses of any

admitted into Pra'cni prosody. The other measures regulated by quantity

are tetrastichs, except the Ghat'dd and certain other couplets, noticed at the

foot of the page* ; some of which might have been ranked with more propriety

under the next head of uniform metre.

One other measure which is placed in this class, but which belongs rather to

another, remains to be noticed. It is an irregular stanza of four verses containing

alternately 17 and 18 syllables with no regulation of their length or of the

quantity of the verse or stanza. It is termed Gand'ha, or in Pracrit

Gand'hdna.

The rest of the Pracrit metres may be sought in the synoptical tables sub-

joined to this essay.

* The Ghaitd and Ghaitdnarula, consisting of two verses of 31 m'ltras each. In the first

species the pauses are after the 10th and 18th mdiras', in the other after the 11th and 18th. There

is also a slight difference in the distribution of the feet (7 times 4 -{- 3 short; and6-[-3 times

3

5

+ 3 3 Dwipadied hzs in each versa 28 ma'tra's (6 -p five times 4 -j-

1

long.) The S/VAu containing the like number, the C'hanjd with 41 wia lra r to the vtrse, and the

Laid with 45 , arc couplets
;
but the feet are strictly rcgulatl.
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The present may be a proper place for noticing a class of poetry, which have

been even more cultivated in the Pracril and provincial languages than in

Sanscrit. I allude to the erotick poetry of the Hindus.

On its general character, I shall briefly observe, that it is free from the«,grievous

defects of the Hindi poems composed in the stile and metre of Persian verse;

but it wants elevation of sentiment and simplicity of diction. The passion, which

it pictures, is sensual, but the language refined; with some tenderness in the

expression and in the thoughts. Among the most celebrated poems in this

class, may be mentioned, the Chaura panchasied fifty stanzas by

ChaurA, and Amaru s'aiaca containing tw'ice that number by Amaru. The

first is supposed to be uttered by the poet Chaura, who, being detected in

an intrigue with a king’s daughter, and condemned to death, triumphs in the

recollection of his successful love. The other, which is a collection of un-

connected stanzas on amatory topicks, is reputed to be the work of the

great Sancara a'ch'arya, composed by him in his youth before he de-

voted himself to the study of theology.

Some of the commentators on this poem have attempted to explain it in a

devout and mystical sense, on the same principle upon which Jayade'va’s

lyrick poems are interpreted as bearing a religious meaning. The interpreta-

tion, however, is too strained to be admitted; and though Jayade'va’s in-

tention may havebeen devout, and his meaning spiritual; Amaru, or whoever

was the true author of the work bearing tliis name, is clearly the love of an

earthly mistress.

The most singular compositions in this class of poetry, and for w'hich chiefly

a notice of it has been here introduced, are those in which the subject is treated

3 H ?.
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with the studied arrangement and formal precision of the schools. I shall

imiz.nct \h& Kasamanjari a'NVB k'n

k

mis'p.a in Sa?iseril, zndi the works
/

of Matirama and SuNDARA \n Hindi. Here various descriptions of lovers

and mistresses distinguished by temper, age and circumstances, are systematically

classed and logically defined, with the seriousness and elaborate precision of

scholastick writers. As ridicule was not intended, these poems are not hu-

morous but trifling: and I should not have dwelt on the subject, if their

number and the recurrence of them in diflferent languages of India, were not

evidence that the national taste is consulted in such compositionSi

III. Varna -vrilta\ metre regulated by the number of syllabres.

The next sort of metre is that, which is measured by the number of syllables v

it is denominated AcsharacJi -handas or Varna vritla in contradistinction to the

preceding kinds which' are regulated by quantity; and it may be subdivided

into three sorts, according as the verses, composing the stanza, are all similar,

or the alternate alike, or all dissimilar.

This also is a stanza of four verses (pddas), eacli containing an equal

number of syllables, the length of which is regulated by special rules. The

number of syllables varies from twenty-four, to a hundred and four, in each

strophe : this is, from six to twenty-six in each verse. There are indeed names

in Prdcrit prosody for verses from one to five syllables, and instances of San-

sent verse containing a higher number than above stated, viz. from twenty-

seven, to one less than a thousand. But these constitute distinct classes of

metre. Between the limits first mentioned, twenty-one kinds receive dilferent

appellations appropriated to the number of syllables contained in the stanza.
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Each kind comprehends a great variety of possible metres according to the

different modes in which long and short syllables, as well as pauses, may be

^stributed : and since the four quarters of each stanza may be either all alike,

or only the alternate similar, or all different, the variety of possible metres

is almost infinite. Pin gala, however, gives directions for computing the num-

ber of species, and for finding their places, or that of any single one, in a regular

enumeration of them; or conversely the metre of any species of which the

place is assigned : and rules have been given even for calculating the space

which would be requisite for writing down all the various species.

In the first class, or kind, wherein the verse consists of six syllables,

64 combinations are computed on the syllables of each verse ; 40q6*

on those of the half stanza; and 16,777,216 on the 24 syllables which

constitute the complete stanza of this class. In the last of the twenty-

one kinds, 67,108,864 combinations are computed on 26 syllables within each

verse; nearly 4 ,503 ,621 ,000 ,
000

,
000 ,

on 62 syllables; and more than

20,282,368,000,000,000,000,000,000,000.000, on a hundred and four syllables

which form the stanza.;^

The different sorts, which have been used by poets, are few in comparison with

the vaft multitude of possible metres. Still they are toonumerous tobe all described

• Viz. 64 uniform and 4032 half equal.

f Viz. 04 uniform; 4032 half equal; and l6 773.120 unequal or dissimilar.

J A mode of calculating the possible varieties of metre is also taught in the Lila'vati, a

treatise of arithmetick and geometry by Bha'scara. This truly learned astronomer was also a

poet ;
and his mathematical works are composed In highly polished metre. If the reader figure

to himfelf Euclid in alcaick meafure, Diophantus in anapaest, or the Almagest versified with

all the variety of Horatian metre, he will form an adequate notion of this incongruity.
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at full length. I shall therefore select, as specimens, those sorts of metre,

which are most frequently employed, or which require particular notice ;

referring for the rest to the subjoined tables in which the various kinds are

succinctly exhibited by single letters descriptive of feet scanned in the Indian

and in the Latin mode.

In the best Sanscrit as those of Ca'lida'sa, Bha'bavi', S'ri^harsha,

Ma'gha, &c. the poet usually adheres to the same, or at least to similar metre,

throughout the whole of the canto;* excepting towards the close of it, where

the metre is usually changed in the laft two or three stanzas, apparently with

the intention of rendering the conclusion more impressive. Sometimes in-

deed, the metre is more irregular, being changed several times within the same

canto, or even altering with every stanza.

The Raghava •pandaviya, by Cavira'ja,'|~ is an Instance of a complete poem,

every canto of which exhibits variety of metre. This extraordinary poem is

composed with studied ambiguity ; so that it may, at the option of the reader,

be interpreted as relating the historj’’ of Ra'ma and other descendants of

Das'arat’ha, or that of Yud’hisht'hira and other sons of Pa''ndu. The

example of this singular style of compositiop had been set by Suband’hu in

the story of Vasavadattd and BaVabhatta in his unfinished work entitled

Cddambari ; as is hinted by Cavira'ja. Both these works, which like

the Das'acumdra of Dandi, are prose compositions in poetical language,

* Writers on rhetorick (as the author of the Sahitya and others) lay down as a max"

Im, that the metre and style should in general be uniform in each canto : but they admit oc-

casional deviations in regard to the metre,

t So the author has called himself.
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and therefore reckoned among poems, do indeed exhibit continual inftance

of terms and phrases employed in a double sense ; but not, like the Raghava

pdridaviya, two distinct stories told in the same words.

The following passage will sufficiently explain the manner in which the
N

poem is composed. The first stanza is of the mixed sort of metre named

Upajdti, which w'ill be immediately described ; the second k in one of the

measures composing it, termed Upendravojra,

[See Plate B. Fig. 2.]

50 Matuh s'liyan sandad’had Indumatyah

S lagliyah s'aralca'a invd'du pancteh,

Asau, prajapalanadacsha bhavad,

Ajasya chacre manasah pramodam.

51. Vicbitraviryasya divan gatasya

Pituh sa rajyam patipadya balye,

Purim AyodbyAm, Dhrltr&shtra bhadram,

Sa Hastisopham suc’hamad’hyuvasa.

“ Having the beauty of his mother Indumati, and admirable like the dewyseason

when it enjoys the beauty of the stars, he (Das'ara^tha) made glad the mind of

Aja* by his skill in the protection of the people. Succeeding in youth to the kingdom

of his variously valiant father, who departed for heaven, he dwelt happily in the city of

Ayod'byd, which was adorned with elephants and upheld the prosperity of his realm.”

Otherwise interpreted the same passage signifies

“ Ha VI NG the beauty of his mother, and admirable like the dewy season, when it

enjoys the beauty of the stars and of the moon, he (Pa'ndu) made glad the heart of the

unborn god, by his skill in the protection of creatures. Succeeding in youth to the

Aja was father, and IndumatI mother, of Da’sarat’ha.
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kingdom of Jhis father VicHiTR^AviRVA* who departed from heaven, he dwelt happily in

the peaceful city of Hasltnapiira auspiciously inhabited by Dhritara'sht'ra.’*

1. 50. and 51.

To proceed with the subject. In general the different sorts of verse, which

are contained in the subjoined synoptical table of uniform metre, are used

singly, and the stanza is consequently regular : but some of the species, differing

little from each other, are intermixed. Tims the Indravojra, measured by a

dactyl between two epitrites (3d and 2d), and the Upendravajra^ which begins

with a diiambus, may be mixed in the same stanza. This sort of mixt metre (an

example of which has been just now exhibited) is denominated Upajdti \ it of

course admits fourteen variations or, with the regular stanzas, sixteen. The

relief which it affords from the rigorous laws of the uniform stanza, render it a

favourite metre with the best poets. It has been much employed by Ca'lida'sa,

in whose poem on the birth and marriage of Pa'kvati', three out of the seven

cantos, which compose it, are in this metre
;

as are eight out of nineteen in

his heroick poem on the glory of the race of Raghu.

The last mentioned work, which is entitled Raghu vans'a, and. is among the

most admired compositions in the Sanscrit tongue, contains the Jiistory of

Ra'ma and of his predecessors and successors from Dili'pa father of Raghu,

to Agniveen'a a slothful prince who was succeeded by his widow and post-

humous son. The first .eight cantos relate chiefly to Raghu, with whqse history

that of his father Dili'pa and of his son Aja, is nearly connected. The next

eight concern Ra'ma, whose story is in like manner intimately con nected with

•* V icHiTBAViRYA was husbancl of Pa ndu’s mother.

t They have distinct names, which are enumerated in the Ch'kauil viartan'da,c\ieCL by the com-

mentator on the as Maniprabhd Cuntmaii, See,
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that of his father Das^ap>atha and of his sons Cus'a and Lava. The three

concluding cantos regard the descendants of Cus'a, from Atit'hi to Ag-

nivern'a, both of whom are noticed at considerable length
; each being the

subject of a single canto, in which their characters are strongly contrasted
; while

the intermediate princes, to the number of twenty, are crowded into the inter-

vening canto, which is little else than a dry genealogy.

The adventures of Ra'ma are too well known to require any detailed notice

in this place. The poet has selected the chief circumstances of his story, and

narrates them nearly as they are told in the mythological poems and theogo-

nies ; but with far greater poetical embellishments. Indeed the general style

of the poems esteemed sacred (not excepting from this censure the Ramayatia

of Va'lmi'ci,) is flat, diffuse, and no less deficient in ornament than abun-

dant in repetitions; and it is for this reason, that examples have been seletfted,

for the present essay, exclusively from the celebrated prophane poems. Raima’s

achievements have been sung by the prophane as frequently as by the sacred

poets. His story occupies a considerable place in many of i\\Q Puranas, 2Lnd

is the sole object of VaTmici’s poem, and of another entitled Ad^hyatma Ra-

mdyan'a, which is ascribed to Vya'sa. A fragment of a RAmayan a attributed

to Baud’ha'yana is current in the southern part of the Indian peninsula
;

and the great philosophical poem, usually cited under the title of Yoga vasisht'-

ha; is a part of a Ra'ma'yana, comprising the education of the devout hero.

Among prophane poems on the same subject, the Raghuvans a and Bhal't'lcavya^

with the Rdg'hava fa'ndavi'ya before mentioned, are the mofl efteemed in San-

scrit^ as the Ra'ma'yana of Tulas''id a'sa and Ra'machandrica' of Ce'sava-

da'sa are in Hindi. The minor poets, who have employed themselves on the

same topick, both in Sanscrit and in the Pra'crit and provincial dialects, are

by far too numerous to be here specified.

VoL. X. 3 I
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The other poem of Cailida'sa abovementioned, though entitled Cumam

samhhava or origin of Cuma'ra (who is son of Pa’rvati)j closes with Pa'rva-

Ti’s wedding. It has the appearance of being incomplete : and a tradition runs,

that it originally consisted of twenty-two books. However, it relates the birth

of the goddess as daughter of mount Hima'laya
;
and celebrates the religious

austerities by which she gained S'ina for her husband
;

after Candarha, or

Cupid, had failed in inspiring S'iva with a passion for her, and had perished (for

the time) by the fiery wrath of the god. The personages, not excepting her

father, the snowy mountain, are described with human manners and the hu-

man form, and with an exact observance of Indian costume.

The following stanza from a poem in mixed language, upon the same-

subject (the birth of Cuma’ra), is selected as a further example of Upajati

metre, and as a specimen of the manner in which Sanscrit and Pra'crit are

sometimes intermixed. It is quoted for that purpose in the Pingalavritti.

[See Plate B Fig. 3.J

Balah Cumarah
;

sa ch’ha-mun da-d’hari. Upaa-hina hamu ecca-nari.

Abar-n is'ain c’hai vlsliatn bhic’hari. Gatir bhavUri hamarl.

De'vi', grieving over her infant son Cuma'ra or Scanda, says.

“ The child is an infant, but he has six mouths [to be fed] : I am a helpless, solitary

female : night and day my mendicant husband swallows poison : what resource is there,

alas, for me ?”
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All instance of the same measure used in the Marahal'ia (Maharashtra)

language is quoted by the commentator on Fritla-rehia cara. It appears,

however, from the rhymes, that the verse is there subdivided by a pause after

tlie 5th syllable.

The variety ot the Upaja'ii metre is increased by the further mixture'of

two sorts of lambic measure named Vans'asl'ha and Indravans a . The first

is composed of a choriambus between two diiambi
; in the second, the first

dissyllable is a spondee instead of an lambic. Instances of this mixt metre

occur in Va'lmici's Ra'niayaria,* \v\ the Sri-hha'gavala Purana\ in a

metaphysical and theological drama entitled Prabo'd'ha Chandr odaya

The following exatmple from the drama now mentioned, exhibits the com^
t «

bination of those four sorts of metre in a single stanza.

Vidya-prabodhodaya-janma-bhuinir, Varanosi muctl purl niratyaya

A tab culochch’heda-vid’him vid’hitsur nivastum atrech’hati nityam eva sah.

[See Plate B. Fig. 4.]
'

“ Varanasi, the indestructible city of eternal salvation, is the native land of sclence.and

intellect : hence, one desirous of observing the precepts by which a continuance of fami

ly is cut off, [and final beatitude obtained], is solicited to dwell there continually.”

• In a passase of the Smidara Cunda,

t Book 10th.

J Among the perfons of this drama are the palhons and vices (pride, anger, avarice, &c.) with

the virtues, (as pity and patience
;)
and other abstract notions; some of which constitute very

strange perfonifications, Theauthorwas Crishn''a Pandita.

3 I 2
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The same term ( Uf'nja'ti)^ as descriptive of mixt metre, has been also

applied to the intermixtare of two spondaic measures named Vatdrm 't and Sa'~

Uni: which are very similar, the first having an anapaest, the other a cretic

between a dispondeus and 2d epitritus, with a pause at the fourth syllable.

Analogous to the first of these are the Uat'hoddhaUi\ and Swa'^aid measured by

an anapaeot preceded by two trochees, and followed in the one by two iambics ;

and in the other by an ionic. These and the preceding are. metres in very com-

mon use with the best poets : and instances of them, will occur in subse-

quent extracts chosen for the sake of other measures with whicli they are joined.

The several sorts of metre above described are, like the two last, also em-

ployed separately : for instance the first cantos of the Naishad'Aiya of S'ri'har-

SHA, and Cira'ta’rjumya of Bha'ravi, as well as that of the epick poem of Ma'g-

HA, are in the iambic measure called Vansast'ha ; which recurs again in other

parts of the same poems : especially in the Cirdta, of which four books out

of eighteen are in this measure.

The first of the works just now mentioned is a poem in twenty-two cantos on

the marriage of Nala king of JSUshad'ha and Damayanti daughter of Bhima

king of Viderhha. It is a favourite poem on a favourite subject : and though

confessedly not free from faults, is by many esteemed the most beautiful com-

position in the Sanscrit language. The marriage of Nala and Damayanti,

his loss of his kingdom by gaming, through the fraudulent devices of Cali, dis-

guised in the human form, his desertion of his wife and his transformation, her

distresses, her discovery of his wife and his transformation, her distresses, her

discovery of him, and his restoration to his proper form and to his throne, are

related in another poem already noticed under the title of NaJodaja ; their adven-
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tiires likewise constitute an episode of the Mahahha'rala* and are the subject of

a novel in prose and verse, by Trivicrama bhall’ciy entitled Nalachampii\ or

Damayanli cat' ha'. Sri'harsha’s poem, though containing much beautiful

poetry according to the Indian taste, is very barren of incident. It brings the

story no further than the marriage of Nala and Damaynati, and the des-

cription of their mutual affection and happiness which continues notwithstand-

ing the machinations of Cali. The romantick and interesting adventures sub-

sequent to the marriage, as told in the Nalodaya, are here wholly omitted
;

while the poet, with a degree of licentiousness, which is but too well accommo-

dated to the taste of his countrymen,, indulges in glowing descriptions of sensual

love.

The following example of Vansast'ha metre is from the introduction of the

Naishad'hiya' To render the author’s meaning intelligible, it may be necessary

to premise, that the mere celebrating of Nala and DaMAYANTi is reckoned

sufficient to remove, the taint of a sinful age ; and is so declared in a passage

of the Mahahharata.

Vans'ast'ha metre.

- Pavitram atratanute jagad yuge, sinrita, rasa-cshalanayeva yat, cat’hd;

Cat’ham na sa mad giram, avllam api, swasevinim eva, pavitrayishyali.

[See Plate B. Fig. 5.]

“ How should a story, which, being remembered, purifies the world in the present age,

as it w'ere by an actual ablution, fall of purifying my voice, however faulty, when employ-

ed on this narration.” j 3.

• From the 53d to the 79^h chapters of the Vanaparva.

t A composition, in which prose and verse are intermixed, is called Champu,
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In the iGliowir.g passiige from DuA^RAvrs Cirdid-^uniya, the List stanza is

an exiuijple of rhe Mdlini •, and the preceding one, of the Pushpiidgra
\

v.'hich will be noticed further on : all the rest are in the Fans'ust'Jui measure. It

is the close of a reproachful speech of Draupadi to her eldest husband Yud’-

HisHT'‘mr.A, inciting him to break the com'pact with Duryod'hana, by

which the pA'NDAVAshad engaged to remain twelve years in exile.

£See Plate B. Fig.
6.J

“ I do not comprehend this thy prudence; for opinions areindeed various : but anguish

forces itself on my mind, when considering tliy extreme distress. Thou, who didst

ormerly repose on a costly couch, and wert wakened with auspicious praise and song,

now sleepest on the ground strewed with pungent grass, and art roused from thy slum-

hers by the dismal bowlings of shakals. Thy feet, which, resting on a footstool adorned

with precious stones, were tinged by the dust of the blossoms in the chaplets worn by

prostrate monarchs, now tread the wilderness w’here the tips of sharp grass are cropped

by the teeth of stags. Thy person, O king, which formerly gained beauty by feeding

on the blessed remnant of the feast given to holy men, now wastes with thy glory, while

thou feedest on the fruits of the forest. That thou art reduced to this condition by the act

of thy enemies, harrows up my soul. To the valiant, whose courage is unsubdued by

the foe, misfortune is a triumph. Relinguishing peace, O king, be active and rouse thy

energy, for the slaughter of thy foes. Placid saints, not kings, attain perfection, disarm-

ing their enemies by patience. If persons such as thee, whose honour is their wealth,

who are leaders of the brave, submit to such insupportable disgrace, then is magnani-

mity destroyed without resource. If divested of courage, thou deem submission the

means of lasting ease, then quit thy bow, the symbol of a sovereign, and becoming a

hermit, feed here with oblations the purifying flame. Adherence to the compact is not

good for thee, valiant prince, while thy foes compass thy disgrace : for kings, ambitious

of victory, scruple not the use of stratagem in treating with enemies. T. hee, who by

force of fate and time art not sunk in the deep ocean of calamity, dull with diminished
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spTendoxir, and slow to enterprise, may fortune again attend, as thou risest like the sum

with the new born day, dispelling hostile gloom.” 1. 37.—40.

\

To return to the enumeration of analogous sorts of metre. A true spon-

daic metre, named Vidyunmaluy consisting of four spondees, with a pause in the

middle of the verse which virtually divides the tetrastich into a stanza of eight,

is often mixed, as before observed, with the metre termed Gityarya^ contain-

ing tlie same quantity in a greater number of syllables.

Other measures also containing the same quantity, but in a greater number

of syllables, occur among the species of uniform metre. The subjoined note*

exhibits several species, in wdiich the verse is divided by the position of the

pauses into two parts equal in quantity, and some of them equal in number of

syllables. Further Instances are also stated in the notes^-of metre containing

the same quantity similarly reducible to equal feet -j*. Some of the species of

metre, which contain a greater number of syllables, are reducible, in confor-

mity to the position of their pauses, to this class :{:.

*Rucmavati or Champacamala compofed of alternate dactyls and spondees; Malta measured by

three spondees with four short syllables before the last ;
Pan ava containing a spondee and dactyl,

and an anapaest and spondee; Bhramaravilasitu measured by two spondees, four short syllables

and an anapaest
;
Jaloddhatagald com\)0^eAoi alternate amphibrachys and anapaest , and several

other species
;
as Cusuma vichitra, Manigun a nicara, Cudmala danti, Laland, &c.

t compofed of three dactyls and a spondee ; containing four anapaect; Prami-

tdeshara, measured by three anapmsts with an amphibiacbys for the second loot
;
M.ild, a species

of Chandravartd, and some others.

% 'Yhxks Mattdcndi comhmes two simple kinds, the Vtdynnmdld and Chandravartd. .So Crauncha-

fadd, is composed of two species before-mentioned, the Champacamdld and Manigun a.
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All these varieties of metre have a great analogy to the Mutrasamaca and

er species before described, which similarly contain the quantity of l6 short

syllables or 8 long^ reducible to four equal feet.

Among the kinds of metre described at the foot of the preceding paragraphs,

the Dod'haca, Totaca and Framitacshara are the most common. A stanza in

the anapaestic measure named Framitacshara, in which each verse exhibits allite-

ration at its close, has been already quoted from the fifth canto of the Cirataju-

nia of Bha'ravi. ' The specimen of anapaestic measure Totaca, which will be

here cited from the close of the Nalodaya,\s a further instance of alliteration in-

troduced into every stanza of this singular poem.

Totaca.

Ari-sanhatir asya vaneshu s'ucham padani apadam apad ama’padama.

Suc’hadan cha yat’haiva janaya Harim yatam ayatam ayatama yata Ma.

[See Plate B. Fig. 7.]

“The luckless and despondent croud of his foes found in the forests a calamitous place

of sorrow; and prosperity was constant to him, who gave happiness to a sincerely affection-

ate people, as she clings to Hari, who blesses the guileless.” 4. 46.

It has been before said, that, in several sorts of metre, the pauses would

justify the division of the stanza into a greater number of verses than four, and

instances have been shown, where either the number of syllables, or the quantity

would be the same in each verse of a stanza of eight, twelve, or even sixteen

short verses. In the following species of metre, the verses of the stanza, subdi-

vided according to the pauses, arc unequal.
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The SdniHlavicridita, a very common metre, of which examples occur in the <

r-

•former volumes of Asiatick Researches*, is a tetrastich in which the verse con-

sists of nineteen syllables divided by the pause into portions of twelve and seven

syllables respectively. The following instance of this metre is- from the close of

the first book of Ma'gha’s epick poem; where Na'reda, having delivered a

message from Indra, inciting Crishn'a to war with Sis'upa'la, king of the

Chidis, departs, leaving the hero highly incensed against his kinsman and

enemy.
[See Plate C. Fig. l.J,

G m ityuctavpto’i’ha sa rngin'a, iti

Vyo hritoa va'chan, nabhas

Tasininn utpatire purah sura-miuia'v

Indo'h s riyan vibhroti,

S'atru n'a'm anis'am vina's a pis unah,

Crudd’hosya Chaidyam prati,

Vyo'inni'va, bhrucuti' ch’halena, vadane

Cetus' chaca r’a'padam.

* While the divine sage, having delivered this discourse, ascended the sky, bearing

on his front the radiance of the moon ; the hero, armed with a bow, uttered an expres-

sion of assent; and the frown, which found place on his brow wreakful against the prince

of the Cbedis, was as a portent in the heavens, foretokening destruction of his foes.’ i. 75.

The Manda’crdnfd

,

which is the metre in which the Meghadula is com-

posed, has pauses suddividing each verse of seventeen syllables into three por-

tions, containing four, six, and seven syllables respectively : viz. two spondees
;

two pyrrichii and an iambic; a cretic, trochee, and spondee. The //ir/?///'/' dif-

fers from the preceding in transposing the first and second portions of the

verse, and making the third consist of an anapaest between two iambics. An

instance of it will be subsequently exhibited.

VoL. X;

Vol. I. p.279.

3K
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The example of the firft mentioned metre, here inserted, is from the Me-

gha-diUa, This elegant little poem, attributed as before observed to Ca'li-

da'sa, and comprising no more than 1 1

6

stanzas, supposes a Yacsha or attend-

ant of Cuve'ra to have been separated from a beloved wife by an impreca-

tion of the god Guve'ra, who was irritated by the negligence of the attendant

in sutFering the celeftial garden to be trodden down by Indra’s elephant. The

distracted demigod, banished from heaven to the earth, where he takes his

abode on a hill on which Ra'ma once sojourned *, entreats a passing cloud

to convey an affectionate message to his wife.

Mandacrata metre.

[See Plate C. Fig. 2.]

6. Jatam vanss e, bhuvana-vidite, pushcaravartacanain,

Ja'na'mi twa'm,pracriti-purusan,ca'marupam, Maghonah.

Tena' rt'hitwan, twayi, vid’hi-sasad duraband^hur, gatoham.

Ya'chna' mogha' varain ad’higune, nad’hame labd’haca'ina.

7. Santapta'na'n twam asi s’aran'an j tat, payo, priya'ya'h

Sandes'am me hara, d’hanapati-crod’ha-vis leshitasya,

Gantavya' te vasatir Alaca' na'ma yacshes wara'n’am.

Va'hyodya'na -st’hita - harass* Iras' - chandrica' -d^ hcuta-harmya',

“ I KNEW thee sprung from the celebrated race of diluvian clouds, a minister of In-

dr A, who dost assume any form at pleasure : to thee I become an humble suitor, being

separated by the power of fate from my beloved spouse : a request preferred in vain

to the noble is better than successful solicitation to the vile. Thou art the refuge of

the inflamed : therefore do thou, O cloud, convey to my beloved a message from me who

am banished by the wrath of the god of riches. Thou must repair to Alaca the abode of

Called Reimagiri.
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the lord of Vacshas, a palace of which the whitened by tlie moonbeam from the cres-

cent on the head ofS'iVA, who seems fixed in the grove without.” 6 and 7.

The Sicharini, also a common metre, distributes seventeen syllables into

portions of six and eleven ; an iambic and two spondees in the one, and a

tribrachys, anapaest, dactyl, and iambic in the other. This is the metre of the

Ananda lahaai, a hymn of w'hich Sancara'cha'rya is the reputed author,

and which is addressed to ShvA', the Sactiox energy of Siva or Maha'de'va.

It comprises a hundred stanzas of orthodox poetry held in great estimation by

the devout followers of Sancara: the devotional poetry of the Hindus does

not ufually employ metre of so high an order.

Examples of this measure will be shown in a subsequent extract from a

work of a very different kind : a drama, by Bhavarhu'ti entitled MdlatiMdd'-

hava.

The Mdllni, consisting of fifteen syllables, places two tribrachys and a spon-

dee in the one subdivided portion of the verse, and a cretic, trochee, and spon-

dee in the other. An instance of it occurs in a former extract from the Cirala'r-

juniya. The following example of this metre is from the drama abovementi-

oned. The passage is descriptive of a love-sick maid.

Mu Uni metre.

[See Plate C. Fig. 3."]

Parimridita-mrln'ali-mlanam angam
;
prarittih

Cat’ham apl parivara-prart ’hanabli’ih criyasu.

Calayati clia himans'or nishcalanoasya lacshmim

Abhinava cari-danta-chch’heda-cdntah capolah.

* Her person is weary like bruised threads of a lotos; scarcely can the earnest intreatles

of her attendants incite her to any exertion; her cheek, pale as new wrought ivory,

emulates the beauty of a spotless moon.’ 1.22.

3 K 2
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The Praharshini, containing thirty syllables# separates a molossus, from two

pyrrichii, as many trochees and a spondee. An example of it will be shown in

a subsequent extract fronr BHAVABHu'xrs drama.

The Puchlra

,

with the same number of syllables, disjoins two iambics, from

two pyrrichii, a trochee and cretic. The opening stanza of the Bhatticd‘vya

may serve as an instance of this metre. The poem bearing that title, is on the

subject of the adventures of Ra^ma : it is comprised in 22 cantos. Being

composed purposely for the practical illustration of grammar, It exhibits a stu-

died variety of diction in which words anomalously inflected are most frequent.

The style, how'ever, is neither obscure nor inelegant t and the poem is reck-

oned among the classical compositions in the Sanscrit language. The author

was Bhartrihari : not, as might be supposed from the name, the celebrated

brother of Vicrama'dity a : but a grammarian and poet, wdio was son of

- S'ri'd’hara swa'mi, as w^e are infornied by one of his scholiasts Vidya'

VINODB.

lluchtrd metre.

[See Plate C. Fig. 4.]

Abhun nrlpo, vibud’ha-sac’hah, parantapah, s'rutanwit 6,Das arat’c’ha ityndahritah,

Gvinair varain, bbuvana-hita-chch’halena,yam Sanalanah pitaram up'gamat swayam.

‘ He, whom the eternal chose for a father, that he might benefit the world [in a hu-

man form,] w'as a hing, a friend of the gods, a discomfiter of foes, and versed in science ;

his name was Dasabat’ha. He was a prince eminent for his virtues.’ 1. 1.

The Sn\'.a8avd distributes tw enty syllables in tliree portions of the verse:

one containing two spondees and a batchlus; the second four sliort syllable
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and an anapseest ; the third a spondee, pyrrichius, and iambic. The Sragd'ha-

ra a very common metre, differs from it, only in the third portion of the verse,

which contains a trochee, spondee, and bacchius; but here the number of syl-

lables in every subdivision is equal ; viz. seven. In all the other instances above

described, the subdivisions of the regular verses were unequal.

The following sorts of metre, which are usually employed, have no pauses

but at the close of the verse. The Drata vilamhita contains in each verse

two anapaests preceded by three short syllables and a long one, and followed by

a trochee. Instances of this measure have been already cited in an extract

from the C'lralarjuniya. The Sragvini is measured by a trochee, spondee, and

iambic repeated ; as the Bhtfjangapruyata is by a similar repetition of an iambic,

trochee, and spondee. Both sorts of metre are of frequent occurrence in clas-

sick poems.

The T^asantatilaca, 'w\nc\\. of a spondee, iambic, tribrachys, dactyl,

trochee, and spondee, is one of the metres in most general use. It commonly

occurs as a change from other metre. But the whole 5th canto of Ma'gha’s

poem is in this measure. The Chaura panchasica, a short poem before de-

scribed, is in the same metre, and so is a pathetick elegy on the death of a be-

loved wife which occurs in the Bhamani vilasa a collection of miscellaneous

poetry by JagannaVha Bandita raja. It begins thus:

Vasantal'ilaca.

[See Plate C. Fig. 5.]

‘ Since fate, alas'! is become adverse, and the gem of kindred is departed towards heaven;

of whom, O my soul, wilt thou tell thy grief? and who will appease thy anguish with re-

freshing words?'
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The following passage from some Hindi poem, is quoted in Na'rayan'a

bhat't'a’s commentary on the Vritta Retnacara as a specimen of this metre

in the Canyacuhjadialect* *

[Sec Plate C. Fig. 6.}

Can'darpa-rupa jaba ten tumha linha, Crishn'a! Locapaccama hama bin, baeu-pira, ch’hoii.

Jau bhet'icain viraha-pira nasali meii. Yain bhemi dull path ai, cahi bata, Gopi *.

“ Crishna, since thou didft assume the form of Cupid, I have neglected worldly af-

fairs, suffering much anxiety. Relieve by thy presence the pain of separation which I

endure. Such was the message, with which the Gopi dispatched her embassadress.”

V. Shea or Vactra.

The most common Sanscrit metre is the stanza of four verses containingf

eight syllables each : and denominated from the name of the class, Anushtuhh,

Several species of it have been described. Two very simple kinds of it occur,

consisting of iambic, or trochaic feet exclusively The rest are included in

one general designation But several analogous species are comprehended

under the denomination of Vactra. Here the laws of the metre, leaving only

the first and eighth syllables indeterminate, require either a bacchius or an

»•

.1
* Short vowels, when final, are so faintly sounded, that they are ufaally omitted in writing the

provincial languages of India in Roman character. But they have been here preserved at the

close of words ;
being necessary, as in Samcrit, for exhibiting the metre,

t The first termed Pramdni, the other Samuni. Considered as a species of uniform metre, the

first is tJso named Nagas'xarupini or Matallicd •, and the second is denominated ”1 here is

also a regular nseagure which alternates trochees and iambics, and is denominated Munavacdcrida :

and another, named Chitrapada, consisting of two dactyls and a spondee,

t Vilana.
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amphibrachys * before the eighth syllable, and forbid an anapajot or tribrachys

after the first ;
as also in the 2d and 4th verses of the stanza, an amphimacer.

A variety of this metre introduces a tribrachys before the 8th syllable in the

] St and 3rd verses, and a bacchius in the 2d and 4th And another sort
,
which

admits five varieties, requires the penultimate syllable to be short in the 2d

and 4th verses; and introduces before the 8th syllable of the 1st and third

verses, a dactyl, anapaest, tribrachys, amphimacer, or molossus.

The metre, which is most in use, is one of the species now described, in

which the number of syllables is determinate (viz. 8) ; but the quantity variable.

CaTida'sa appropriates to this metre the term S'loca (abbreviated from Anush-
I

liihh sloca)\ and directs, that the fifth syllable of each verse be short ; the sixth,

long
; and the seventh alternately long and short. The mythological poems un-

der the title of Puranu, and the metrical treatises on law and other sciences,

are almost entirely composed in this easy verse; with a sparing intermixture of

other analogous sorts, and with the still rarer introduction of other kinds of metre.

The varieties of the Anushiuhh S'loca, which most frequently occur, make the

5th, 6th, and 7th syllables of the 1st and 3d verses all long or all short; or else

the 5th long with 6th and 7th short. Thus varied, it is much used by the

best poets. CaTida'sa has employed it in the 2d and 6th cantos of his poem

entitled Cumara sambhava ; and in the 1st, 4th, and several others of the Rag-

huvau'a. The 2d and igth cantos of Ma'g’ha’s poems are in this metre,

and so is the 1 1th of the Ciralarjimiya.

The examples, here subjoined, are from Ma"g’ha’s poem. One passage is

part of a speech of Ralara'ma to Crishn'a, urging him to the immediate

* The metre is named Pathi^a when an amphibrachys is introduced in the 2d and 4th verses j

some say in the 1st and 3d,

t Chapalu.

J Vulpia^
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commencement of hostilities against Sisupala: the other is extracted from

Udd’hava’s reply, dissuading Crishna from instant war, and advising his

previous compliance with Yud’hisht’hira’s invitation ta assist at a solemn

sacrifice which the king was on the point of celebrating at Indraprast'ha.

[See Plate C. Fig. 7 .]

Balara'm A speabs, ‘ A proved enemy, and a tried friend, are most to be regarded j for

they are known by their actions; others, presume^ to be so, from temper or affinity^

may be found in the end to be friend or foe. Peace may be maintained with a natural ene-

my, who confers benefits; not with a presumptive friend, who commits outrages; kind-

ness, or injury, is the proper test of both. The king of the Cbidis was offended, O Hari,

by thy seizure of Ruchmini : for woman is the chief cause, that the tree of discord takes

root. Whilst thou wert engaged in subduing the offspring of the earth, he besieged this

city, as darkness encircles the skirts of Meru, while the sun is remote. To hint, that he

ravished the wife of Vabhru is enough: the narration of crimes is too disgustful.

Thus aggrieved by thee, and having much injured us, the son ofS'RUTAs'RAVAS is an

enemy demonstrated by deeds. The man, who is negligent, while an enraged foe me-

ditates aggressions, sleeps in the wind with fire under his arm. What forbearing man, who

would cheerfully dissemble a slight and single injury, can patiently endure repeated

wrongs. At other times, patience becomes a man; and prudency a woman: but valour

befits the insulted warrior
;

as modesty should be laid aside by a woman In the nuptial

bed. Whoever lives, (may none so live !) tortured by the pain ofinsults from his enemy;

would that he had never been born, vainly giving his mother anguish. Dust, which,

kicked by the foot of the traveller, rises and settles on his head, is less contemptible than

the dastard, who is contented under wrongs.’ 2. 36-^46,

Udd’hava in reply acldressed to Crishna.

[Sec Plate C. Fig. 8.1
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The just King, and his kinsmen, relying on thee for an associate capable of sus-

taining the heaviest burden, are willing to undertake the t^sk of a solemn sacrifice. Even

to enemies who court them, the magnanimous show kindness ; as rivers convey to tfie

ocean the rival torents from the mountains. Yiolence, used against foes by the strong,

is at length successful
; but friends, once offended, are not easily reconciled even by com.

plknces. Thou thinkest, that the slaughter of the foe will most gratify the inhabitants

of heaven : but far better is it to present offerings, which are desired by the deities*

who devour oblations. What the virtuous offer, under the name of ambrosia, in

flames, whose tongues are holy prayers, was the splendid ornament of the ocean churned

by the mountain Mandara. The promise made by thee to thy father’s venerable sister,

to forgive her son a hundred offences, should be strictly observed. Let the Intellect of

a good man be sharp without wounding
; let his actions be vigorous, but conciliatory

;

let his mind be warm without inflaming: and let his word, when he speaks, be rigidly

maintained. Before the appointed hour, even thou art not able to destroy the tyrant, on

whom thyself conferred that boon ; no more than the sun can prematurely close the day,,

which he himself enlightens. 2. 103— 110.

j

V. Compound metre.

Instances of compound metre have been already exhibited under the de*

signation of Upajati, consisting of two kinds of simple metre variously com-

bined : two of these combinations are repeated under the head of half equal

metre with the contrasted names of Achyanaci and Viparllac hyanaci. Other

species of metre, belonging to this class, are in use among eminent poets : parti-

cularly the Pushpitagra, and Aparavactra. In the first, both verses are termi-

nated by two trochees and a spondee, and begin with four short syllables, one

verse interposing a pyrrichius, and the other a dactyl. In the next species, both

verses are terminated by three iambics, and begin like the preceding with four

short syllables; but one verse interposes a single short syllable, and the other

a trochee.

VoL. X. 3 L
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Examples of tKe first of these mixed measures are very common,- One

instance has been already exhibited in a quotation from the 1st canto of

Bh a'ra'vi'’s poem of Arjuna and the mountaineer. The whole tenth canto

of the same poem, and the seventh of Ma'gha’s death of S'is'upa'la are

in this mixt metre. The second is less common; but an instance occurs in the

18th canto of the Cira taijumya.

The close of the Qth canto of Ca'lida^sa’s Raghuvmna, exhibiting a va-

riety of metre, in which two of the species now mentioned are included, is here

cited for the sake of these and of other species which have been before described*

The subject is Das^pat'da’s hunt, in which he slew the hermit’s son : a story

well known to the readers of the Rhamayan a.

[See Plate D. Fig. 1.]

‘ Thus did the chase, like an artful mistress, allure the king forgetful of all other

business, and leaving to his ministers the burden of the state, while his passion grew by

indulgence.

‘ The king, without his retinue, passed the night in some sequestered spot, reposing

on a bed of leaves and blossoms, and enlightened by the flame of wild herbs. At dawn,

being awakened by the flapping of his elephant’s ears in place of the royal drums, be de-

lighted in listening to the sweet and auspicious tones of chirping birds.

‘ One day, pursuing an antelope, and oulstriping his attendants, he arrived, with his

horse foaming with fatigue, on the bank of Tamasd a stream frequented by the devoiq.

In Its waters a deep sound caused by the filling of a vase, was mistaken by the king

for the grumbling of an elephant; and he directed an arrow towards the spot whence

the sound proceeded. By this forbidden act, * Das'rat’ha transgressed: for even the wise,

when blinded by passion, deviate into the pathless waste, “ Ah father!” was the piteous

cry which issued : and the king, anxious, sought its cause among the reeds.

The royal and military tribe is prohibited Irora killing elephants lest in battle.
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found the vase; and, near it, a hermit’s son pierced by his arrow; and he stood amazed

as if internally wounded. The king, of glorious lineage, who had already alighted from

his horse, eagerly inquired the parentage of the youth; who, resting on the vase, with

feeble accents said “ he was the son of a hermit, but no priest.” Instructed by him, the

king conveyed the wounded youth to his blind parents : and to them as they approached

their only son, he related his mistaken deed. The unhappy pair, lamenting, conjured

the king to draw the arrow from the breast of their wounded son. The youth was dead.

The aged hermit ratifying his curse with tears instead of water for a libation, pronounced

this imprecation on the king. “ In thy extreme age thou shalt reach thy fated time,

with grief like mine for a beloved son.” While he spoke, as it were a serpent assailing

first and then discharging fatal venom ; Ca us a l va^s lord, conscious of the first offence,

addressed him thus : “ Thy curse has fallen like a boon on me, who have not seen the

beauteous countenance of offspring; as fire, fed with fuel, fertilises the soil which it

burns.” The king then said, “ For me, who merciless deserves death at thy hands, wifa

are thy commands ?” The holy hermit asked fuel for the funeral pile
; he and his with

resolving to follow their son in death. The king, whose attendants were now arrived, —

promptly fulfilled his command, and remained dejected, bearing with him the hermit’s

curse, a cause of his future destruction, as the ocean embraces the devouring fire. A<'^ain

the king addressed him. “Wise hermit! what shall this shameless criminal, who de-

serve death from thee, now perform.” He desired the funeral flame to be duly lighted :

and the king presented the fire for him and his wife and son.

« ‘ The chief of the race of Raghu, attended by his army, now returned to his palace,

dejected, bearing in his mind the heavy imprecation o( the saint, as the ocean holds

within itself the fire of destruction.’ 9. 74 .—89.

This CKtract exhibits, besides two sta.nzas of Vusplagra^ and as many of

Simdarl metre, both belonging to the present head, and one, of which an

* 75 and 7b.

t 77 ^nd 79, most properjy the last.

, 3 L 2
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example was promised In this place, * several others which had been before

exemplified, and two which are less common.
:};

A SINGULAR species of variable metre is incnrioned by writers on prosody,

who describe it as a stanza in which the verses increase in arithmetical pro-

gression. In the instance exhibited by them the four verses of the stanza in-

crease regularly from 8 to 20 syllables. Varieties of it are noticed in which

the progression is not regular : the short verse exchanging places with the

second, third, or fourth. The quantity of the syllables is in general inde-

terminate : but varieties are stated in which the verse consists of short sylla-

bles, either ending, or beginning with a spondee, or both ending and beginning

with spondees.

A

A CLASS of metre, which admits an inordinate length of the verse, is

known under the general designation of Dandaca. The verse may consist of any

number of syllables from 27 to ggg ; and the specifick name varies accord-

ingly.
II

The construction of the metre requires that the fix first syllables be

short,' and the remainder of the verse be composed of cretlck feet ; or, in-

stead of the cretick foot, the bacchius. These two kinds of metre are dis-

tinguished by different names. A verse consisting of any number of anapaests

within the limitation abovementioned, is also comprehended under this general

designation ;
as are verses of similar length consisting exclusively of iambick

or trochaick feet. They have their peculiar denominations.

* Swjgatd 7^’

t Vamnta tilaca &\

—

87 and UpUidravajra 88. Ruchird 99-

J Mafijubhilshini 7-1 T. 3 1.) iind Mattamaydra 80 (2 S-|- T. 1. D. S.)

II
For example. Aina, which comprises JO feet

;
Aanava llj Vy'alall', Hnuta \Z.
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Examples of these extravagantly long verses are to be found in the

works of the poet Va'na. It is unnecessary to insert any specimen of them

in this place
;
as an example will occur in a subequent quotation from Bhavab-

HUTi’s drama.
•s

That class of metre which is termed half equal, because the alternate verses

are alike, comprises various sorts, which appear to be compounded of two

simple kinds with an appropriate number of syllables of a determinate quantity.

Another class, in which every verse of the stanza is different, appear more

complex. But, here also, the quantity as well as the number of syllables being

regulated, the stanza is in fact composed of four kinds of uniform metre.

The most common metre of this class is that called Udgaia. Here the

number of syllables in each verse, as well as their quantity differs ; the first

verse comprising an anapaest, iambick, tribrachys, and trochee; the second a

tribrachys and anapaest with two iambics; the third, a trochee, tribrachys, and

two anapaests *; and the fourth, an anapaest, iambick, and pyrrichius, with

three iambicks.

The 12th canto of the Ciratarjuniyaxs in this metre ; and so is the 15th

canto of Ma'g ha’s epick poem. It begins thus

:

• [See Plate D. Fig. 2.]

“ But the king of the Chedis was impatient of the honours, which the son of Pdndu

* Or the third verse may consist of a trochee and dactyl, with two anapaests
;
or of two trochees

with two anapaests: and the metre is denominated, in the first Saurabhaea •, in the se-

cond, Lalita. N
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commanded to be shown In that assembly to the foe of Mad'hu \ for the mind of the

^roud is envious of the prosperity of others.’^

Other kinds of metre, in which every verse of the stanza differs in the

number and quantity of syllables, are comprehended under the general name

of Gdt'ha ;
under which also some writers on prosody * include any sort of metre

not described by Pingala, or not distinguished by a specific appellation. The

same denomination is applicable also to stanzas consisting of any number of

verses other than four An instance of a stanza of six verses has been re-

marked in the Mahdbhdrala ; and another example occurs at the beginning of

Ma’'gha’s poem;|;.

[See Plate D. Fig. 3.]

Dwidhd critatmd,dm ayam dlvacaro ?

Vid’hiima rochih, dm ayam hutas'anah ?

Gatan tlraschinam anuru sarat’heh.

Prasidd’ham urddhajwalanam havirbhujah.

I

Patatyad’ho dhama-visari sarvatah.

Cim etad ? ityaculam icshitam janalb.

Na'reda descending from the heavens to visit Crishna, is thus deseribed

:

“ Is this the sun self parted into two orbs ? It is fire shining with light divested of smoke

The motion of the luminary, whose charioteer has no legs, is distinguished by its curva-

ture. The assent of flame is a known property of fire. Then what is this, which

descends diffusing light around ?” Thus was the sight contemplated with wonder by

the people.’ Mag'ha 1. 2.

* Hela'yuu’ha and Na'ra'yan'a Taka'.

t Diva'caba on the Vriita Relnacara.

J It is cited by Diva'cAra bhatta as an instance of a stanza of six. Yet tlie scholiasts of

the poem omit the two first verses, and read the stanza as a tetrastich ; one commentator, how-

ever, does remark, that copies of the poem exhibit the additional verses; and another commen-

tator has joined them with two more verses in a separate stanza.
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«

VI. Prose ; and Verse mixed with Trose.
'

*

I FOLLOW the example of Sanscrit writers on prosody, in proceeding to notice

the different species of prose. They discriminate three and even four sorts,

under distinct names. 1st. Simple prose, admitting no compound terms. It is

denominated Muctacu. This is little used in polished compositions : unless in

the familiar dialogue of dramas. It must undoubtedly have been the colloquial

style, at the period when Sanscrit was a spoken language. 2d, Prose, in which

compound terms are sparingly admitted. It is called Culaca, This and

the preceding sort are by some considered as varieties of a single species named

Chiirnicu. It is of course a common stile of composition ; and, when polished,

is the most elegant as it is the chastest. But it does not command the admi-

ration of Hindu readers. 3d, Prose abounding in compound words. It bears

the appellation of UtcaVica praya. Examples of it exhibit compounds of the

most inordinate length : and a single word exceeding a hundred syllables is not

unprecedented. This extravagant stile of composition, being suitable to the

taste of the Indian learned, is common in the most elaborate works of their fa-

vourite authors. 4th, Prose modulated so as frequently to exhibit portions of

verse. It is named Vrittagand'hi. It will occur without study, and even against

design, in elevated compositions
; and may be expected in the works of the best

writers.

Some of the most elegant and highly wrought works in prose are reckoned

among poems, as already iritimated, in like manner as the Telemache" of Fe-

NELON and Jod Abels" of Gesneu. The most celebrated are the Vasa-

vadatta of Suband’hu, the Das a Cumara of Dan'di, and the Cadamhari oi

Va'na.
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The first of these is a short romance of which the story is simply this.

Candarpace'tu, a young and valiant prince, son of Chinta'nan'i king of

Ciisumapura^

,

saw in a dream a beautiful maiden of whom he became despe-

rately enamoured. Impressed with the belief, that a person, such as seen by

him in his dream, had a real existence, he resolves to travel in search of her,

'and departs, attended only by his confidant Macaranda. While reposing

under a tree in a forest at the foot of the V'tncThya mountains, where thev

halted, Macaranda overhears two birds conversing, and from their discourse,

he learns, that the princess Va'savad atta', having rejected all the suitors who

had been assembled by the king her father for her to make choice of a husband,

had seen Candarpace'tu in a dream, in which she had even dreamt his

name. Her confidant, TamaTica, sent by her in search of the prince, was '

arrived in the same forest, and is discovered there by Macaranda. She de-

livers to the prince a letter from the princess, and conducts him to the king’s

palace. lie obtains from the, princess the avowal of her love
; and her confi-

dant, Calati reveals to the prince the violence of her passion.

The lovers depart together; but, passing through the forest, he loses her

in the night. After long and unsuccessful search, in the course of which he

reaches the shore of the sea, the prince, grown desperate through grief,

resolves on death. But at the moment when he was about to cast him-

self into the sea, he hears a voice from heaven which promises to him

the recovery of his mistress and indicates the means. After some time,

Canbarpace'tu finds a marble statute the precise resemblance of Va'sava-

datta'. It proves to be her; and she quits her marble form and regains ani-

• Same with Pat'alt pura or Pat'all putra\ the ancicut Pallhothra now Patna, As. Res. Vol.

IV. p. 11.
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mation. She recounts the circumstances under 'which she was transfer inecl

intostone.

Having thus fortunately recovered his beloved princess, the prince pro-

ceeds to his city, where they pass many years in uninterrupted happiness.

This story, told in elegant language and intermixed with many flowery de-

scriptions in a poetical st}de, is the Va'savadatta' of Suband’hu. There

is an allusion, however, in Bha vabhu'ti’s drama*, to another tale ofVA'-

savadatta'’s having been promised by her father to the king Sanjaya and

giving herself in marriage to Udayana, I am unable to reconcile this con-

tradiction otherwise than by admitting an identity of name and difference of

story. But no other traces has been yet found of the story to which Bha-

vabhu'ti has alluded.

In the work above described, as in various compositions of the same kind,

the occasional introduction of a stanza, or even several, either in the preface, or

in the body of the work, does not take them out of the class of prose. But

other works exist, in which more frequent introduction of verse makes of these

a class apart. It bears the name of CJiampu\ and of this kind is the NaJa

of Trivicrama before mentioned. This style of composition is not

without example in European literature. The “Voyage de Bachaumont et

de LA Chapele,” which is the most known, if not the first instance of it, in

French, has found imitators in that and in other languages. The Sanscrit

inventor of it has been equally fortunate : and a numerous list may be collected

of works expressly entitled Champii
-f-.

* Malati madhava. Act 2d.

t As the Nrisinha Champu, Gangn Champu, Vnndavanna Cham-pu, &c.

VoL. X. 3 M
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The Indian dramas are also instances of the mixture of prose and verse
; and

as already mentioned, they likewise intermixed a variety of dialects. Our own

language exhibits too many instances of the first to render it necessary to cite

any example in explanation of the transition from verse to prose. In regard

to mixture of languages the theatre presents instances quite parallel in

the comedies of Angelo Beolco surnamed Ruzanti : * with this difference,

however, that the dramas of Ruzanti and his imitators are rustic farces;

while the Indian dramatists ^intermingle various dialects in their serious

compositions.

Notwithstanding this defect, which may indeed be easily removed by

reading the Vracrit speeches in a Sanscrit version, the theatre of the Hindus is

the most pleasing part of , their polite literature and the best suited to the

European taste. The reason probably is, that authors are restrained more

within the bounds of poetic probability, when composing for exhibition before

an audience, than in writing for private perusal or even 'for public recital.

Sacuntalu by Ca'lida’sa, which certainly is no unfavorable specimen

of the Indimi theatre, will sufficiently justify what has been here asserted. I

shall conclude this essay with a short extract from Bha vabhu'ti’s unrivalled

drama, entitled Mdlatimad'hava
;
prefixing a concise argument of the play,

the fable of which is of pure invention.

‘ Bhu'rivasu, minister of the king of Padmdvati\ and De vara’ta in the

service of the king of Viderhha^ had agreed, when their children were yet

infants, to cement a long subsisting friendship, by the intermarriage of

• Walker s poem on Italian tragedy.
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age of Ma'lati daughter of the first with ATa'd’hava son of the latter. The

king having indicated an intention to propose a luatcli, between Bhu'ri-

vAsu'”s daughter, and his own favourite Nandana, who was both old and

ugly, the mini ster is apprehensive of giving offence to the king by refusing

the match
;
and the two friends concert a plan w'ith an old priestess, w'ho has

their confidence, to throw the young people in each other’s way, and to

connive at a stolen marriage. In pursuance of this scheme, Ma'd’hava is sent

to finish his studies at the city of the Padnidvali under the care of the old

priestess Camandaci. By her contrivance, and with the aid of Ma'lati’s

foster sister Lavangica', the young people meet and become mutually

enamoured. It is at this period of the story, immediately 'after their first in-

erview, that the play opens. The first scene, which is between the old priestess

and her female pupil Avalocit a, in a very natural manner introduces an

intimation of the pre vious events, and prepares the appearance of other cha-

racters, and particularly a former pupil of the samepriestess named Sauda'mini,

who has now arrived at supernatural power by religious austerities ; a circum-

stance which her successor Avalocit'a has learnt from Capa'lacun'dala'

the female pupil of a tremendous magician Aghoraghan't'a who frequents

the temple of the dreadful goddess near the cemetery ot the city.

‘ The business of the play commences; and AIa'd’iiava, his companion

AIacaranda, and servant Calahansa appear upon the scene. Ma'd’ava

relates the circumstances of the interview with ATa lati, and acknowledges

himself deeply smitten. His attendant produces a picture w'hich ATa lati had

drawn of ATa'd’hava, and which had come into his hands from one of her

female attendants. In return AIa'd’ha v a delineates the likeness of AdA'LATt

on the same tablet and writes under it an impassioned stanza. It is rc-

3 A1 2
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Stored; and being in the sequel brought back to Malati, their mutual-

passion, encouraged by their respective confidants, is naturally increased.

This incident furnishes matter for several scenes. Mean time, the king had

made the long expected demand ;
and the minister has returned an answer that

“ the king may dispose of his daughter as he pleases,” The intelligence

reaching the lovers throws them into despair. Another interview in a public

garden takes place by the contrivance of Ca'mandaci. At this moment, a

cry of terror announces that a tremendous tiger has issued from the tem-

ple of S'lVA : an instant after, Nandana’s youthful sister Madayanttca'

is reported to be in imminent danger. Then M'ad’hava’s companion, Ma-

c ARAN da, is seen rushing to her rescue. He has killed the tiger. He

is himself wounded. This passes behind the scenes. Madayantica', saved

by the valour of Macaranda, appears on the stage. The gallant youth is

brought in insensible. By the care of the women he revives : and Madayan-

tica' of course falls in love with her deliverer* The preparations for M'a-

LATi’s wedding with Nandana are announced. The women are called away.

Ma'd’hava in despair resolves to sell his living flesh for food to the ghosts

and malignant spirits as his only resource to purchase the accomplishment of

his wish. He accordingly goes at night to the cementery. Previous to his

appearance there, CapaTacun''d''ala", in a short soliloquy, has hinted the

magician’s design of offering a human sacrifice at the shrine of the dread-

ful goddess, and selecting a beautiful woman for the victim. Ma'd’hava

appears as a vender of human flesh
;

offering, but in vain, to the ghobts and

demons the flesh off his limbs as the purchase of the accomplishment of his

wish. He hears a cry of distress and thinks he recognises the voice of Ma'-

LATi, The scene epens, and she is discovered dressed as avictim, and the
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magician and sorceress preparing for tlie sacrifice. They proceed in their dread-

ful preparatives. Ma'd’hava rushes forward to her rescue : she flies to his

arms. Voices are heard as of persons in search of MaTati. Ma'd’iiava,

placing her in safety, encounters the magician. They^quit the stage fighting.

The event of the combat is announced by the sorceress, who vows ven-

geance against Ma'd’hava for slaying the magician her preceptor.’

The fable of the play would have been perhaps morejudiciously arranged

if this very theatrical sirua tion had been introduced nearer to the close of

the drama. Bhavabhu'ti has placed it so early as the fifth act. The re*

maining five (for the play is in ten acts) have less interest.

‘ MaTati who had been stolen by the magician while asleep, being now

restored to her friends, the preparations for her wedding with Nandana

are continued. By contrivance of the old priestess, who advised that she should

put on her wedding dress at a particular temple, Macaranda assumes that

dress and is carried in procession, in place of Ma'lati, to the house of Nan-

dana. Disgusted with the masculine appearance of the pretended bride, and

offended by the rude reception given to him, Nandana to have no further

communication with his bride, vows and consigns her to his sister’s care.

This of course produces an interview between the lovers, in which Maca-

randa discovers himself to his mistress: and she consents to accompany

him to the place of Ma'lati’s concealment. The friends accordingly as-

semble at the garden of the temple: but the sorceress, Capa'lacundala',

w'atches an opportunity, w'hen Ma'lati is unprotected, and carries her off

in a flying car. The distress of her lover and friends is well depicted: and,

when reduced to despair, being hopeless of recovering her, they are hap-
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pily relieved by the arrival of Sauda'mini, the former pnpil of the priestess.

She has rescued Ma'lati from the hands of the sorceress, and now restores

her to her despairing lover. The play concludes with a double wedding.’
\

From this sketch of the story it will be readily perceived, that the subject

is notill suited to the stage: and making allowance for the belief of the Hindus

in magick and supernatural powers, attainable by worship of evil beings as well

as of beneficent deities, the story would not even carry the appearance of

improbability to an Indian audience. Setting aside this consideration, it is

certainly conducted with art; and, notwithstanding some defects in the fable^

the intereft upon the whole is not ill preserved. The incidents are striking.

The intrigue well managed. As to the style, it is of the highest order of

Sanscrit composition: and the poetry, according to the Indian taste, is beautiful.

I SHALL novv close this essay with the promised extract from the play

here described. It contains an example, among other kinds of metre, of the

Dandaca or long stanza : and js selected more on this account than as a fair

specimen of the drama. This disadvantage attends all the quotations of the

present essay. To which another may be added: that of a prose translati-

on, which never conveys a just notion of the original verse.

Extract from Mdlati Madhava. Act 3.

'M'ad’hava continues to veander in the cemetery.

“ Human flesh to be sold : unwounded real flesh from the members of a man. Take

it. Take it.

Anushtuhh. [See Plate D, Fig. 4.]
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* How rapidly the Pais'dchas flee, quitting their terrifick forms. Alas ! the weakness

these beings.’

He walks about.

* The road, of this cemetery is involved in darkness. Here is before me “ the river

^hat bounds it; and tremendous is the roaring of the stream, breaking away the bank

while its waters are embarrassed among the fragments of skulls, and its shores resound

horribly with the howling of shakals and the cry of owls screeching amidst the contiguous

woods. *”

Behind the scenes.

* Ah ! unpitying father, the person, whom thou wouldest make the instrument of

conciliating the king’s mind, now perishes.’

Ma'd’h. listening ’inith anxiety “ I heard a sound piercing as the eagle’s cry ; and

penetrating my soul as a voice but two well known. My heart feels rent within me
;
my

Mmbs fail
;

I can scarcely stand. What means this f

‘That piteous sound issued from the temple of Ca'ra'la'. Is jt not the resort of the

wicked ? a place for such deeds }? Be it what it may; I will look.’

He walks round.

The scene op67is and discovers Cap a^lacun'd'al a' and Aghoraghantq, en-

gaged m worshipping the idol: and yiid'LXTti dressed as a victim.

Ma'l.] ‘Ah unpltying father! the person, Avhom thou wouldest make the instru-

* Sardula vicridita, [See Plate D, F'g. 5,]

t, Mandacranta. [See Plate D. Fig. 6 ]

X The Pracrii original of this passage, though jirose, is too beautiful to be omitted.

Ha iadada nicarun a ! es6 dan’i n arenda*chittarahobaaraii anj aon bibajjai. Ha amba sire*

hamaahiae ! turn api badasi debba dubbilasidena. Ha Maladimaa-iivide mama callanas-l-

ha; ecca-suha-sa-ala-bbabaie, bhaavadi ! chirassa janabidasi ducc’ham sineliena. I la pia sahi La-

vangie ! sivina-avasarr.-melta dansana aharade sambutta.’
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meiit of coiicllllating the king’s mind, now perishes. Ah fond mother! thou too art slain

by the evil sport of fate. , Ah venerable priestess; who lived but for Ma'lati ;
whose

every effort was for my prosperity
;
thou hast been taught by thy fondness, a lasting

sorrow. Ah gentle Lavangica’ ! I have been shown to ihee but as in a dream *.

Ma' d’h.] ‘ Surely it is she. Then I find her living.’

Capa lacun dala' worshipping the idol Cara'la'.] ‘I bow to thee,divineCHA'-

mun'da'.’

“ I revere thy sport, which delights the happy court of S'lVA, while the globe of the

earth, sinking under the weight of thy stamping foot, depresses the shell of the tortoise

and shakes one portion of the universe, whence the ocean retires within a deep absys that

rivals hell f.”

“ May thy vehement dance contribute to our success and satisfaction ;
amidst the

praise of attendant spirits astonished by the loud laugh issuing from thy necklace of heads

which are animated by the immortalizing liquid that drops from the moon in thy crest

fractured by the nails of the elephant’s hide round thy waist, swinging to the violence of

hy gestures : while mountains are overthrown by the jerk of thy arm, terrible for the

flashes of empoisoned flame which issue from the expanded heads of hissing serpents

closely entwined. The region of space mean time are contracted, as within a circle

marked by a flaming brand, by the rolling of thy head terrifick for the wide flame of thy

eye red as raging fire. The stars are scattered by the flag that waves at the extremity

of the vast skeleton which thou bearest. And the three-eyed god exults in the close

embrace of Gauri frightened by the cries of ghosts and spirits triumphant +.”

They hoth how before the idol.

* Vadra. [See Plate D. Fig. 70

t Sardula vicridita. [See Plate D. Fig. 8.]

+ The original stanza is in Dan'daca metre ; of the species denominated Prachita and Sxnhavi-

crania. The verse contains 18 feet (2 Tra. l6 C.) or 54 syllables, and the stanza comprises 2l6

syllables. [See Plate D. Fig. p.]
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Ma'd’h.] ‘ Ah ! what neglect.

“The timid maid, clad as a victim in clothes and garlands stained with a sanguine

die, and exposed to the view of these wicked and accursed magicians, like a fawn before

wolves, is in the jaws of death ; unhappy daughter of the happy Bhu'rivasu. Alas!

that such should be the relentless course of fate

Capa'l.] ‘ Now, pretty maid, think on him who was thy beloved. Cruel death .

hastens towards thee f.’

Ma'lat!.] ‘Beloved Mad’hava! remember me when 1 am gone. That person

is not dead, who is cherished in the memory of a lover.’

Capa'l.] ‘ Ah 1 enamoured of Ma'd’hava she will become a faithful dove.

However that be, no time should be lost.’

Aghora, lifting up the sword.'] “Divine Cha mun'da ! accept this victim vowed

in prayer and now offered to thee +.”

Ma'd’h. rushing forward raises Ma'lati arm.] ‘ Wicked magician! thou

art slain.’

Capa'l.] ‘Avaunt villain. Art thou not so.’

Ma'l] ‘Save me, prince!’ She embraces Ma'd’hava.

Ma d’h.] ‘Fear nothing. “Thy friend is before thee, who banishing terror in the

moment of death has proved his affection by the efforts of despair. Cease thy trembling.

This wicked wretch shall soon feel the retribution of his crime on his own head ||.”

Aghora.] ‘ Ah ! who is he that dares to interrupt us?’

Capa'l.] ‘ Venerable Sir ! he is her lover ;
he is Ma'd’hava, son of Ca'mandaci’s

friend, and a vender of human flesh.’

Ma'd’h. in tears.]
‘ How is this? auspicious maid !*

* Sardula vicridita. [See Plate D. Fig. 10.]

t Prahanhini, [See Plate D, Fig. 1 1 ,]

J Prahanhini. [See Plate D. Fig 12.]

II
Harini. [See Plate D. Fig. 13.]

VoL. X. 3 N
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M ’i.. sighingi] ‘I know not; Prince! I was sleeping on the terrace. I awoke

here. But how come you in this place ?

Ma'd’h. blushing.'] “Urged by the eager wish that I may be blessed with thy

hand, I came to this abode of death to sell myself to the ghosts. I heard thy weeping.

I came hither.”

*

f

Ma L.] ‘ Alas! for my sake wert thou wandering regardless of thyself!’

Ma'd’h.1 ‘ Indeed, it Is an opportune chance.

“ Having happily saved my beloved from the sword of this murderer, like the moon’s

orb from the mouth of devouring Rdhu, how is my mind distracted with doubt, melted

with pity, agitated with wonder, inflamed with anger, and bursting with joy.” f

Aghor.] ‘ Ah! thou Brahmen boy! “ Like a stag drawn by pity for his doe whom a

tiger has seized, thou seized thy own destruction, approaching me engaged in the

worship of this place of human sacrifice. Wretch ! I will first gratify the great mother

of beings with thy blood flowing from a headless trunk.”

Ma'd’h.] ‘ Thou worst of sinful wretches ! “ How couldst thou attempt to

deprive the triple world of its rarest gem, and the universe of its greatest excellence,

to bereave the people of light, to drive the kindred to desperation, to humble love, to

make vision vain, and render the world a miserable waste !” **

* Vasanta uJaca. [See Plate D, Fig. 14.]

T Scdrdvlavioridiia. [See Plate D. Fig. 15.]

% Sd du'la vicridita. [See Plate D. Fig. 16,]

§ Sacharini. [See Plate U. Fig. 1/.]

A very uncommon metre lumtA A-vilaRha or Karcut'aca, [See Plate D. Fig, 18 .J
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« Ah wicked wretch ! Hast thou dared to lift a weapon against that tender form,

which even shrunk from the blow of light blossoms thrown in merry mood by playful

damsels, Tljis arm shall light on thy head like the sudden club of Yama.” *

Aghor.] * Strike, villain ! Art thou not such

Ma'l. to Ma'd’h.] ‘ Be pacified, dear Ma'd’hava! The cruel man is desperate ;

Abstain from this needless hazard.’

Capa'l. to Aghor.] ‘ Venerable sir, be on your guard. Kill the wretch.’

Ma'd’h and Aghor, addressing the uuQmen7\ “ Take courage. The wretch is

slain. Was it ever seen that the Hon, whose sharp fangs are fitted to lacerate the front

of the elephant, was foiled in fight with deer.” t

A noise hehind the scenes. They listen.

*Ho! ye guards who seek Ma'lati. The venerable and unemng Ca'manhaci

encourages Bhorivasu and intructs you to beset the temple of Cara'la'. She

says this strange and horrid deed can proceed from none but Agh6»i\Aghant’a
; nor

can aught else, but a sacrifice to Cara’la', be conjectured.’

Aghor.] ‘ Now is the moment which calls for courage.’

Ma'l.J ‘ Oh father! Oh venerable mother 1’

Ma'd’h.] * ’Tis resolved. I will place Ma'lat! in safety with her friends, and slay

this wicked sorcerer.

Cap al'.] ‘ We are surrounded,’

* Vasanta tjlaca , [See Platk D Fig. If).] "

3 N 2
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Ma'd'h conduces Ma'lati ta. the otherside^ and returns towards

Aghoraghanta.

A GHOR.] ‘ Ah wretch ! “ My sword shall even now cut thee to pieces, ringing against

the joints of thy bones, passing' instantaneous rapidity thy tough muscles, and playing

unresisted in thy flesh like moist clay.” *

They fight. The scene closes.

* S'lchanra. [See, Pl.\te D. Fig. 20.J

\
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SYNOPTICAL TABLES

OF

INDIAN PROSODY.

Feet used hi Sanscrit Prosody.

Trisyllabic.

M. Molo&sus» M. T. y

A

ntibacchius/. Palimbac-

CHIUS V. Hvpobacchius. H.

y, y Bacchius. B. J.v— u

A

mphibrachvs/. Sconus. Sc.

R. — u— CRETlCUSy'.AMPHIMACER. C. Bh. o y DaCTYLUS. D.

S. y y — Anap^stus. A. o o u Tribrachys Tr.

Monosyllabic.

L. y Brevis. Bb. G. — Longus. L.
\ *

Feet ufed in Pra'crit Prosody.

1. c.One Mdlraor Cala.Sara

:

Brevis oBr.

2. c. Two Mdtrds or Calas.

Hdra'. Longus— L.

Supriya: Pyrrhichius s, Periambus,

o u P»

3. c. Three Mdtrds ovCalds.

Ta/a: Troch^us

—

o T.

Dwaja: Iambus « — I.

Tdn'dava: Tribrachys o « « Tr,

Haya r Mdtrds or Calds.

Cam'a: Spond^us —— S.

Payod'hara : ScOLiuSo— « Sc.

: Anap.etus u o — A.

Dactyl us— u y D.

Vipra\ PuOCEUSMATICUS o 'u w w Pa.

Jndrdsano : 5- c. Five Mdtrds or Calds.

CreticusC.BacciiiusB.P^on P^. &'c.

Saroja: 6. c. Six Mdtrds or Calds.

MoLOSSUS M. SfCr
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Metre of the Vedas
; regulated hy the nuniber of syllables.

Seven classes subdivided into eight orders,

CLASSES,

(-iuyatri. Uhsnih. Anushtvbk,

A’rsha. 24 28 32

Daivi, 1 2 3

^ A suri,l 5 14 13

W Praiapatya, 8 12 16

C Yajush, 6 7 8

Q Saman, 12 14 16

Rid), 18 21 24

Biahmi, 36 42 48

Distribution of the Syllables

I. Ga'tatir'.

1 . Tripad, - 8 X 3 = 24

2. Chatushpad, - - 6 X 4 = 24

3, Pidanivrit, s 7 X 3 = 21

4. Atipadanivrit, - 6+8+ 7=21

5, Nagi, - 9+9+6=24

6 . Vai ahi, 6+6+ 9--^4

7 , Bardhmana, 6 6+ 7+ 8=21

8, Pratisht’ha, - 8+ 7+6=21

9 , Dwipadviraj, - - 12+8= 21

10. Tripadviraj, “ 11 X 3= 22

II. USHNIH.

l,Tiipad,
(
12+8+ 2)

1. Cacuhh, 8+12+8=28

2. Pura Ushnih, 12+8+4=28

3. Paroshnih, 8+ 8 + 12=28

2. Chatushpad, - 7x4= 28

III. Anusht'ubh[.

K Chatushpad, - -8X4= 32

2. Tripad, - - (8 p 12 X 2), viz , 12+8 + 12.

+ orl2+12+8. L 12+12= 32,

Viiliati, Pancti. Trishtubh. Jagati

36 40 44 43
4 5 6 7
12 11 10 9
20 24 28 32

9 10 11 12
18 20 22 24
27 30 33 36
54 60 66 72

in Triplets

y

Tetrastichs, &c.

IV. Vrihati.

1 , Chatushpad, 9x4 / =36

2. - 8X2+10X2=36

3, - 8X3+ 12 =36

1. Pat'hyd, - 8+ 8+12+8= 36

2, Ni/ancusarim (Scand'hogriva or Urovrihati,)

8+12+ 8+ 8=36

3, Vpar'ishladvrihati, - 8X3+12=36

4. Puraitadvrihati, - - 12+8X3=
3, Mahavrihali, (Satovrihati,) - 12x3=36

V. Pancti.

1 . Chatushpad, - - (12X2+8X2).

1. SataJi-p, - - 12+8+12+8=40

or 8+12+ 8+12=40

0,. Astara-p - - 8+8+12+12=40

3. Prastara-p - - 12+12+8 fg=40

4. Vhtara-p - - - 8+12+12+8=40

5. Sanstdra’p, - - 12+8+8+12=40
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2. 1 , Acsharapaneti, 1 1 1 X 11 toc

2. Alpasahpancti, 5X2=10

3, Padapaneti, 5X5=25

4. - - - 4+6+ 5x3= 25

3. Pat’hya, - - - 8X5=40

4. Jagati, - - -8X6=48

VL Trishtubh.

1, Jyatishmati,

2. Jagati, -

Purast'idjjo t ishmail.

Mad!hyd,

Uparishtdd,

- II f 8X4— -13

12f-8X4:=44

- - 11 (12) + 8X3

8 (-8 + 11
(
12 ) + 8-

f
-8

8-(-8+8 + 8 I- 11 (12)

Deficient and exuberantIMetre.

1. Saneumati, zi5 + ax3 ex. (Gayatri) 5 + 0x3= 23.

2. Cacudinati, =6 + ax3

3. Pipilica mad’hya, — (Tripad) = many+ fevv+ many ex. 8 f 4 f 8.

4. yavamad’hya, = ^Tripad) =few+ many+ few ex, 8 f- 10-1-8.
^

5. Nivrit, =a— 1 ex. (Gayatri) 24—1=23

6. Bhurij, =a 1 ex. (Gayatri) 24+1=25.

7. Viiaj —a—2 ex. (Gayatri) 8 + 8 + 6=22.

8. Swaraj, =a+ 2 ex. (Gayatri,) 8+ 8 + 10=26 *. .

1 Gan'avritta of Panscrit Prosody
,
and MaUravritla of Prdcrit Prosody

;

regulated by quantity.

1. A'kya' or Pr. Gahd, 30+27=57 c.

Odd verse: 30 c. =7ift. (6tb=Sc. or Pr.)

Even verse: 27 c.=7i ft, (6th= Bi).

Each verse ends in L.

Pause in 1st verse before 7th ft. if Pr. But if

6th ft. be Pr, tfien pause after 1st syllable.

Pause in 2d verse before 5th ft. if Pr.

l6 Species : Pal'hrjd-. Pause after 3d. ft. (3+
45=7^ ft. & 12 -1-18+ 12 + 15=57c.) Vifula:

Pause placed otherwise. Hence A'divipula, Anty~

avipula, and Ubhayavipula, with 1st verse, 2d,

or both, irregularly divided by the pause. Cha-

pala 1st f. S. or A. 2d Sc. 3d S. 4th Sc. or D.

6th Sc, or. (in the short verse, Br). 7th S. D.

A.orPr. Id&act Mac hachapald, Jag'hanya cha-

pul'i and Mahachapala, with 1st, 2d or both

verses so constructed. Therefore ^V^w+ 3 Cha-

paldsY. Pat'hydyz Pipulds—lO species.

* If there be room to doubt whether the metre be reduced from the next above, or raised from

the hext below, the first verse determines the question
j

for it is referred to the class to which the

first verse orpuda belongs. If this do not suffice, the metre is referred to that class, which is sacred

to the deity, to whom the prayer is addressed. Should tlvs also be insufficient, other rules of

selection liave been provided. Sometimes the metre is eked out by ubstituting iya or ux'a for cor-

respondent vowels. This in particular, appears to be practised in the Simaveda.
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Variations: A'rya, 1st verse 10800. 2d verse,

0'400. Chapala 1st verse 32, 2d verse I <5.

In Pn'i£ril prosody, 2/ sj'ec'es ; from 2“ L, 4-

3 Br.irSO syll. to 1 L. and 55 Br. r=50 syll.

Specifick varieties. Culind containing 1 Sc..

Culat'hd, 2 Sc. Vesyd, many Sc. Ran'ild, no Sc.

Giirvin'i, Sc. 1st, 3d, 5th or 7th ft. But this is

against rule: which excludes amphibrachys from

the odd feet.

2.*Udgiti or V'lgat'hd Pr. Viga'ha . 27 {-30z:
»

57 c.viz. 12 4- 15 1 12 f 18.

3. Upagiti Pr. Gu'hu. 27 -p 27 — 54 c. viz.

12 -pi 5 P12 P15.

4. Giti or Udga't'ha' Pr. Ugga'ha'

.

30 P30r:

dOc. viz. 12+18 P12+18.

5. A'rya'giti or C'hani'haca Pr. Scand'ha.

32+ 32:=d4 c.

8 ft. complete. (3 + 5=z8f. andl2+ 20pl2p

20=d4 c).

Species id (Pat'hya' &c.), variations of each verse

10800.

In Praerit prosody, 28 species from 28 L. & 8

Br. to 1 L. and 62 Br.

6. ChandrUa',
Sangiti or Gdt'hini Pr. Gdhni

30\-32— 62 c. viz. 12+18+12 +20.

7. Sugiti, or ParigHi Pr. Sinhini 32+ 30 ~62 c.

viz. 12+20+ 12 P18.

II. Malra' vritta or Malta

+ Vaita'liya, 56 to 68 c.

1. VaitaVuja, 14 P 16+ 14 + 16— 60 c.

End in C. + 1

.

Short syllables by pairs (even verses not to

begin with 2 Tr).

2. Apdtdlica, End in D. &: S.

3 . Aupachhandasica, 16 + I8+ 16+ 18~68 c.

End in C. & B.

Also 6. Sangiti, 32 + 2g — 6l c. A ryd (75 ft.)

+ L. in both verses.

7. Sugiti, 32 P 27=59 c.

L. in first verse only.

8. Progili, 30 p29=59c.

+ L. in second verse only.

9. Anugiti, 27 + 32=59

Reverse of Sugiti.

JO. Maiijugiti, 29+ 30=59 C.

Reverse of Pragiti.

1 1 . Vigiti, 29 P =58 c.

Upagiti P L. in both verses.

12. Charugili, 29+ 32=61 c.

Reverse of Sangiti.

13. P'allari, 32+30=62 c.

A'ryagiti—L. in last verse.

14. Lalitd, 30+32=62 c.

—L. in first verse.

15. Pramadd,2^\27—5Qc.

Upagiti -p L. in first verse.

16. Cuandricd, 27 \-22-5Q c.

+ L. in last verse.

All these kinds admit 16 species as above:

viz. Pat'hya, &c.

tlihandasy of Sanscrit Prosody.

Each kind admits 8 varieties of the short

verse & 13 < f the long; from 3 long syll.

to 6 short beginning the one, and from

4 long syll. to 1 long & 6 short in the

other.

Also the following species under each kind.

1. Daeshindntied

,

begin with 1.
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Compi'islng 2 varietiesof the odd verses.

I. I. (or Til.)
;
and 4 of the even,

verses. I. B (or P.«. 2d or 4th or

5 Br.)

2. Udichya vi 'itta, odd verses begin with I.

3. Prctchya vritta, even verses C. or Pje. 4.

4. Pravr'utaca, the 2 preceding combined.

5. A^aranticiy l6 X4~64c. {Pruch).

6. Charuhaiini, 14X4 —56 c. (Udichj.

2. Ma'TR.V,' SAMA.CA, l6 (4 X 4) X 4 — (51 c.

End S. or A. Begin S. A. D. or Pr.

1. Mutrd samjca, 2d. ft. S.A.of D. 3d. It. A.

2. Vis'hca, 2d Sc. or Pr. 3d. S. or D.

3. Vdnaviidca, 2d S. A. or D. 3d Se. or Pk.

4. ChUrd, 2d Sc. or Pr. 3d A. Sc. or Pr.

5. Upachttrd, 2d S. A. or D. 3d S. or D.

6. Pdddculaca, the above intermixed.

The 1st species admits 24 varieties
;
the 2dj

32 ;
the 3 next, 48 e.'ich. The va-

riations of the last species are very nu-

merous.
,

3. Gitya'rya' or Achalad' hrltt, lO 4 All

short syllables.

4. Dvvic’handaca
; or Couplet.

1. Sidkd or Chudd, 32Br.-1-iQL.

2 .species ; JyotUh 1st verse 32 Br. 2d 1(5 L.

S luvtyd ox Ar.'vigdc/icU 1st verse 1(5 L. 2d

32 Br.

Also I Sidha 30 h 32 zz 62 c.

1st Verse 28 Br. h L.2d 30 Br. L. f-,

2. Char.ja, 32 f 30 = 62 c.

1st 30 Br. -f L. 2d 23 Bii. f L.

3. ChuUcaox Aiiruchira'ig \-2Q—5S c ,' 27 Br.

I- L.

Also 3 Chidica 2Q d-31n60 c.

1st Verse 2/ Br. f L. 2d 2y Bk. (- L.

III. Matra vritta of Vracril prosody continuedfrom Table 1.

8. Doha S. Dwipat’ha, 13 -p ll-pl3 -p 11—
48 c.

3 ft. viz. odd verses 6+4-P3. even verse 6

p

4+1. *

23 species from 23 L+2 Br. to 48 Br.

9. Utcach’ha Pr. Uccach'ha, \.1 'a 6—66 c,

6 verses, 3 ft. each 4+4+3.

8 species from 66 Br. to 28 L + 10 Br.

10. Rola or Lola, 24x4z:96c.

Pause 11+ 13. Usually end in L.

12 species from 12 L to 24 Br.

11. Gandha Pr. Gandhana, 17 +I8+17+
18= 70 Syll.

12. Chatusbpada or Chatushpadica Pr.

Chaupaia 30X4x4= 480c.

16 verses
j 7i ft* 7+ L-

VoL. X.

13. Ghatta & Ghattan3nda,31 X 2=62 c. 10 P

8+13=4x7+ 3 Br.or 11 + 7 +13= 6+ 3 X 3

+ 5+4+3 P2+ 2 Br.

14. Shat'pada or Shat'padica Pr. Ch'hapaa,

96+56=152 c.

Cavya 24 (11 + 13=6+4X4+2 Br). +4=
96, Ullala 28 (15 + 13) X 2 = 56. Varieties

of the Tetrastich 45 from 96 Br. to 44 L +
8 Br. Varieties of the. whole stanza 71 from

70 L + 12 Br.to 152 Br.

15. Prajjatica Pr. Pajjal'ia, lOx 4= 64 c. 4 ft.

End In Sc.

16. Atiliha At' hilla Pr. Alila 16 x 4 = 64 c.

No Sc. End in P.

17 . Padaculaca Pr. Culapaa, 16 x 4 ~6lc.
(5 + 4 X 2 + 2 L,

3 O
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18. Raddd stanza of nine =ll6 c.

vizrist:nl5 c.ir4 ft. viz. 3+ 4=4 t-4. End in

Sc. or Pr.

2d=12 c =4 ft. End in Pr.

3d=15 c. End in D.

4th= ll c. =3 ft. End in Tr.

5th=15 c. End in.D.

6th to gthrrDoha as before.

.5 species.

ig. Padmavati Pr. Pauma, 32 X 4 = 128 c.

8 ft. no Sc.

2(1. Cundalica Pr. Cundalia, stanza of eiglit

— 142 c.

Doha 4- Rola or Cavya.

21. Gagan'angana, 25 X4 = 100c.

20 syll. viz. 5 L &• 15 Br. End in I.

22. D.wipadi or Dwipada, 28 X 2=56 c. 6^ ft.

viz. 6 f 445 f L.

23. C’hanja, 41 X2= 82 c.

10 ft. viz. 1 Pr. 4- C.

24. S ic’ha,28 X 2=56 c. -

7 ft. viz. 6 Pr. f Sc. See Sanscrit metre.

25. Mala, 45 X 2=g0 c.

11 ft. viz. 4X94C.+ S.

Also 25. Mala 45+ 27=72 c.

jtst verse as above, 2d verse Ar^a.

26. Chudicala Pr. ChuliAa, 2pX 2=58 c. Half

the Doha+5.

37. Saurashtra Pr. Soratt'ha, 11 + 13+ 11 +
13=48 c.

Reverse of the Doha.

28. Hacali, 14x4=56 c.

3| ft. viz. 4 X3+L. 1 syll. 11 or 10). ft. D.

Pr. or A. sometimes S. Not end in P. S.

29. Mad'hubhava, 8 X 4 = 32c.

2. ft. End in Sc.

30. Abhira, 11 x4=44c.

7 + Sc. or D. +I + Sc. or Sc. + Tr. +Sc.

31. Dan'dacala, 32X4= 128c.

4X4+ 6+2+8 or 10+8+ 14. End ill L.

32. DIpaca, 10X4=40, c.

4+5+ Br. usually end in Sc.

33. Sinha'valoca Pr. Sinhalao 16x4=64 c.

4 ft. A. or Pr. but end in A.

34. Plavangama Pr. Parangama, 21 X 4 =
84 c.

6x3+1. Begin with L.

35. Lila'yati, 24 or less X 4=g6 or less. 6 ft.

or less: not end in A. \
S6. Harigitn, 28X4= 112c.

5 + 6+5X3 + L. Should begin with Pr. and

end in S.

37. Tribhangi, 32 X 4= 128 c.

8 ft. No Sc. End in L.

38. Durmila' or Durmilica', 32x4= 128 c.

10+8+14. ft. 8.

39. Hira or Hiraca, 23 X 4 = 92. c.

4 ft. viz. 6x 3+ 5. ft. 6 Br. or 1 L. with 4 Br.

End in L.

40. Jalad’hara or Jalaharana', 32X4=128 c.

Pauses 10+8+6+8. ft. 8 Generally Pr. End

in A.

41. Madanagriha or Madanahara', 40 X 4 =
160 c.

10+8+14+8=40.
42. Maha'ra sht'ra Pr. Marahat' t'a, 29 X 4=

116 c.

10+ 8+ 1 1 + or 6'p 4X5 + L. + Br.

Also the followiiTg kinds :

43. Ruchira', 30X4=120 c.

7J ft. end in L.

44. Calica', 14X4=56 c.

Pauses 8+ 6.

45. Va'san'a, 20X4=80 c.

4 ft. End in C. Pause before the last.

46. Chaurola, id + 14+16+ 14=60 c, ft.

A. or Pr.

47. Jhallana', 37x4 = 148 c.

7i ft 5 X 7 + E. Pauses 10 + 10 + 10 + 7.

48. Ashad'ha, 12+7+ 12+7=38 c.

49.Ma'lavi, 16 + 12+ 16 +12=56 c.

Long verses 4 ft. short verse end in L.
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. 50. Malta', 20 X 4 =r 80 c.

5 ft. no Sc.

51. Rasamaia, 24 X4 z: 96 c. 6 ft.

52. Avalambaca, 13 x 4 — 52 c.

3 ft. 4 X 2 -f 6, End in L.

IV. Metre regulated hy number of Syllables.

Vactra, 8 X 4=32 syll.'

2 ft. between 2 syll. The species vary in

the 2d ft. or 3d place.

1 . Simple Vactra.

L. or Br.+M. &c. (except Tr. & A. and, in

the even verse, C).+ B- + L. or Br. There-

fore 1st 4tb Sc 8th syll. either long or short.

5th short. 6th & 7th long. Either 2d or

3d long.

Variations of the 1st verse 24 ;
of the 2d 20.

Pat'hya. r
1st verse asjabove ;

2d with Sc. for 2d it.

Hence 7th syll. short.

3 . Vtfarita pat'hya.

The preceding transposed.

4. Chapala.

1st verse with Tr. for 2d ft. Therefore 6l!i

8r 7th syll, short.
^

5. Vipula.

2d verse (some say 1st, others all) with

7th syll. short. Therefore 2d ft.^ D. Sc.

H, or Tr.

5 or 7 species: Bha-vipula, 1st verse (some

say either) with D. for 2d ft. Ra-vipula,

with C. for 2d ft. Navipula, 2d ft. Tr, Ta-

viptila, 2d ft. H. Ma-vipula, 2d ft, M.
Ya-vipula, 8d ft. B. Ja-vipula, 2d ft. Sc.

No instance occurs with an anapaest for the

2d ft. or 3d place.

V. Acshara ch'handas or Varria vritta. Metre regulated by number and

quantity.

Regular or uniform metre ; the stanza being composed op equal and similar verses.

From one to five syllables in the verse
^
or from four to twenty in the stanza.

I. Ucta' or Uct’ha. 1 x 4=4 .

l.Sri,^.=:L. 2Mahi,/.= Br.

II. Atyucta'. 2x4— 8 .

1, Stij, or Cama, 2 g.-=.S. 2. Rati, or Mahi,

1. g. =1. 3 Saru, g. /,=T. 4. Madhu, Pr. Mahu,

21. = ?.]

III. MADH 5rA^ 3x4rzL2.
1. Nari, or Tali, m. = M. 2 S'as'i, Pr. Sasi,

3 O 2
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— B.3. Prlya, Pr. Pla ;
or Mrigi, r. zr C. 4.

Raman')^ or Raman'a, s. — A. 5. Panchala,

or Panchala, t.
— H, 6. Mrigendra, Pr.

Mainda, j.
~

Sc. 7« Mandara, bh. ~ D. 8.

Camali, or Camala,;;. ~ Tr.

IV. PrATISHI'”ha' 4 A 4 — l6.

• I. Canya, or 'rirna, Pr. Tinna, m. g.—2 S.

2. Gliari, or Harica, r. /. zi 2 T. 3. Nagalica;

Lagalica, Naganl, orNaganIca, Pr. Maganitt, or

Naganiyj.g. — 2 I. 4. Sati, n,g. ~P. I.

V. Supratisht'’ha' 5 X 4= 20.

1 Pancti, Acsharapancti, or Hansa, hh, 2.

g — D. S. 2. Sammoha, wi.^ — M. S. 3.

Haritabandha, or Hari, 2 g. 1. 2 or t.2 g.zz

S. B. 4. Priya, 2 /. r. ~ A. I. 5. Yamaca, Pr.

Jamaca, n,2 1. zi P. Tr.

From six lo liventy-slx syllables in the Verse,

1. Ga^YATRI. 6-^4—24. unmala, Pr. B'tjjumala, (4 + 4J) 2 vi 2g — 2

1. Tanumad’hya, PS. 2. Vidyullec’ha, S + 2 S. 3. Manavaca, or Manavacrida, (4 +
or Sesha, Pr, Scsa, 2 m. — 3 S. 3. Sasivadana, 4f) ih. t /^:=T I 4- T I. 4. Hansaruta, vt n

or Chauransa, n y —2 P S. 4.Vasumati, U — 2 ^ — S D B. 5. Pramanica, Nagaswarupini,

S P 1. 5. Vanita, or Tilaca, Pr. DUla, 2 s~2 K or Matallica,y rig —4 I. 6. Samanica, or Mal-

6. Yodha, or Dwiyod’hi, Pr. Vijoha, 2 r. =: T S lica, r jg I — 4'T. 7- Vitana,/ ^ 2 = 2 I T
1. 7, Cbatnransa, Pr. Chauvansa, ny — 2S.P S. 8. Tunga, 2 w 2^ — 3 P S. Q. Camala, 2

1

8. Manthana,orCamavatara,(half of nr. — 2 P 2 I. 10. Hansapadi, 2^ w r “ 2 S T

2. a ~ S I T. g. Sanc’hanari or Somaraji, I. 11. Matangi, ;« 2 / /a — S T I S. 12.

(half of the Bhuja7igaprayataJ

,

2 y =: I T S. Rambha, w/^7K~2P2S.
10. Malati, Sumalati, Vasanta, or Caminicanta,

s/z:IPT. 11 . Danianaca, 2 « :z3 P. IV. VrihATI 9x4= 36.

II. UsHN IH 7 X 4= 28. ^ • Halamuc’hi, (3 + 6), r n s~ C + 2 P I.

1. Cnmandatita, (2 + 5)/r ^ = 1 + Tr. S.
BhujagasisusHta, (7 + 2),2n m~ 2V X

2. Madalech’a, r ^ = S D S. 3. Plansamala, + S. 3. Bhadrica, r 7Z r = 2 T A I. 4. Maha-

^ =z A T S. 4. Mad’humati, 2 = 2 P A. Bicshmi, 3 r z: T S B 1. 5. Sarangi, or Sarngi.

5. Snmanica, r ^ = 2 T C. 6. Suvasa, n j I
« ^ = 2 P S A. 6. Pavitra, Pr. Payhtnm, bh. s.

—D 2 P 7- Carahancha, « j / z; 2 P Sc. 8.
— ^ SPA. 7- Camala, 2 7z r _ 3 P A. 8.

Sirsha, Pr. Sira, 2 « - = 2 S M. nsy-V Tr. T S. Q. Tomara, s2j =
A I P T. 10. Rupamali, r m — 3 S M, ]J.

III. Anushtubh 8x 4 = 32. Manimad’bya or Maniband'ha, bh, rs — D 2

1 . Chitrapada, 2 bh, 2 g zz 2 D S. 2. Vidy- T I. 12. Bhujangasangata, s r = A 3 I.
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V. PanCTI 10x4 — 40.

] . Sucld'hav’uaj, tn s j

g

~ S T 3 I. 2. Pa-

nova, (3 + 5), TO « j/
— S D p A S. or m n j

g

= S D + A I. 3. Mayurasarini, r j r g — \

T S. 4. Malta, (4 t-6j, m hh. n 2 S + 2 P

S. 5. Upast’hita, (2 + 8) / 2 /
i"- = 8 + 2 A I.

G. Rucmavati or Cha:npacaniala (5 \-5 §). bh. m t

^ D S -p D S. 7- Manorama, « r j g.
~ P 4 I.

8. Sanyucta, V.Sanjunta, s 1 jg r; P 2 T 2 I, f)*

Savavati, 3 bh. g —1 DTI. 10. Sushama, t 7/

M. ^~SAS A. 11. Amriiamaii. or Armilagati,

n j 77^n;PAPA. 12. Hansi, (4 -P G), m bh,

7ti g — 2 S Tr. S. 13. CharuiTuic’Iii, n y bh. g
m P A S A. 14. Chandramuc’hi, i .n bh. g “
SP2A.

VI. Trishtubh 11 X 4 =4.
1. Indravajra, 2 / y 2_§' = S 1 D T S. 2.

Upendravajra, j tj 2 g — 2 1 D T S. 3. Upa-

jatij or Ac’hyanaci, (14 species.) The t-xofore-

soiris intermixed. 4 . Hodi'haca, Band’hu or Nilas-

warupa, 3 bh. 2g- ;r3 l)S. 5. Salini,(4 +
71), 7« 2 < 2 g zz 2 S -p C T S. 6 . Vatormi,

(4 + 7 t), w bh. <2^zz2S-pATS. 7.

BhramaravMasita, (4 -p 7 t)> "ni bh. nig —
2 S -p 2 P A 8. Rat’hod’dhata, r nr Ig —2
T A 2 1. 9. Swagata, r n bh. 2 g

— 2 T A P S.

10. Vrinta or Vritta, (4 + 7 t)j 2 ns2g — 3

PAS. 11. Syenica, or Srenica, rj r / « zz 4 T
C, 12. Sumuc’hi, (5 +6 1), 7; 2 / / » zz P A +
2 A. 13. Bhadrica, 2 77 r zz2 P A 2 1. 14.

Maucticamala, Sri, Anucula or Ciidmaladanti,

(5 + 6)7 ih. / 77 2^ z: D S + 2 PS. 15.

Upast’hiia,y st2g— ITr. ST S. iG. Upachitra

or Visesliica, 3 r/^zz 3 AI. 17. Cupuruslia-

janita, 2 77 r 2 — 2 P A I S. 18. Anavasita,

n y bh. 2 g zz 2 P S D S.
,
ly. Moi'anuca,

i 2j I g zz S 3 A. 20. Malatimala, 3 m 2 g zz

4 S M. 21. Damanoca, f 7//^ zz 4 P A. 22.

Madand’ha, msj2g — S 2 T S.

VII. Jag.VTI 12 X 4 = 48 .

1. Vansas’tha or A^a.is’'ast‘liavila,y t j r
—

2 I T 3 I. 2. Iiidravans'a, 2/y rzzS ITS I. J.

Upajati, the tvjoforegoing intermixed. 4. Tot’aca,

4 J zz 4 A. 5. Drutavilambita, n 2 bh r — V

1 2 A I. O'. S triputa or Puta, (8 + 4), 2 77 777 7/

zz 3 P S + T S. 7- Jalodd’hatagati, (6 -p 6),

y xy' 1 zz I P I + I P I. 8. Tata or Lalita, 2 n ,,i

7 zz 3 P 2 S I. 9. Cusiiimvichitra, (6 -p G), ti

y 77 37 zz 2 P S 4- 2 P S. 10. Chanchah'cshica^

Pramndvitavadana, Mandaclni, Gauri or Pra-

bha, (7 + 5),2t7 2 7 ZZ 2 PA+ B I. 11. Bliu-

jangaprayata, 4 3/ zz I TS I T S. 12. Sragvini or

Lacshniid’liara, 4 r zz T S I T S T. 13. Prami-

tacsliara, sj 2 s zz A Sc. 2 A. 14, Cantotpada

or Jaladharamaia, (4 P 8), m bh. x 777 zz 2 8 P 2

P 2 S or bh. m s t77ZzD S D 2 S. 15. Vais' svadevi,

(5 + 7)j 2 777 2 _y zz M S + T S B. 16. Navarna-

lini, (8 -p 4], 77y’ M. _y zz 2 P 2T + P S. 17.

Chandravartma, (4 -P 8 J), r n bh, s ~2T V

D A. 18, Priyarr.bada, n hh. j r zz P I^P 3 1.

19. Man'imala, (6 P 6), r j/ ^ 3/ zz S P S p S P
S, 20. Lalita, 7 M.y'r zzS 1 P 3 I. 21. Ujjwali,

2 n bh. r. zz 3 PT 2l. 22. Mal«ti or Varatanu,

(5 -P 7), w 2y> zz P A + A 2 I. 23. Taniarasa

or Lalitapada, n 2y>zz2 P 2 D S. 24, Lalana,

(5 P 7) bh. m2 s zzD S + D T I or bh. t n xzzD

5 + 2 P A. 25. Drutapada, n hh. n y zzP I 3

P S. 26. Vidyad’hara, (4 + S), 4 777 zz 2 S + 4
S, 27. Saranga, 4 7 zz S I T S I T. 28. Maucli-

cadama, 4y zz I P T I P T. 29. Modaca,4 bh.

= 4 D, 30, Taralanayanl, 4 77 z: 6 P.

VIII. AtIJAGATI, 13 X 4 z: 52.

1. Praharshini, (3 -P 10) m 11j r g zz M+2 P

2 T S. 2. Rucl'iira, or Atiruchiva, (4 + 9)y 5/7,

e j

g

— 2 I + 2 P T C, 3. Mattamayura, or

M.^ya, (4 -P 9) 7/2 ^ = 2 S -p T I D S. 4.

Gaun, 2 77 2 r gzz 3 P T S B.5. Manjubliashin i,

Piabod’hita, Snnandini^ or Catiacaprablia s j s j
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A I 4- P 3 I. 6. Cliandrica, Csliama,

Utpalini, or Ciit ilagati, (J Q) 2 n 2 t g
~ P

A+ TS I. 7- Calaliansa, Chitravati, or Sinha-

nada, j 7 2 i = P 2 T P D S. 8. Ciiancha-

ricavali,7 ?;» 2 r ^ ~ I 2 S C T 9. Chan-

dralec’ha, {Q 7 )
n s r y

g

zi 2 P I + 2 T M.

10 . Vidyut, (6+7) n s 2 t |>=:2PI + SI

C. 11. Miigendramuc’ha, « 2y /• g z: P A P 2

T S. 12. Taraca, 4 / ^ r: 3 A P S. 13. Cala-

canda, orCanda 4j// = BITSI J'. 14. Paa-

cajavali, or P.incavali, bh. u 2 j I — D 2 V 2 D.

15. Cdandi, 2 n 2 s g ~ 4 P D S. 16. Prabha-

vati, (4 + 9) t bh. sj g =;S I \ 2 P T C.

IX. Saccari, 14 X 4 5t).

1. Asambad’ha, (5 + 9) f « r '^g— M S +
2 P A S. 2. Aparajita, [7 + 7 ]

2 n r s Ig =:

2PA + lAIorrwrx/^'nPTAlAl. 3.

Praharanacalita, or Ca'.ica, (7+ 7) 2 « bh.n Ig—

2 P A + 2 P A. 4. Vasantatilaca, Sinhonnata,

Udd’harshin'i, Mad’humad’havi. or Sobhavati,

/ M. 2 / 2 ^ = S I P I P T S, 5. Lola, or Alola,

(7 +7) m s m bh. 2 ^ ~ S D S + S D S. 6.

Induvadana, or Varasundari, bh. j s n 2 g
—

'Y V
T P T P S. 7. Nadi, (7 + 7) 2 n t j 2 g

— 2

P A + D T S. 8. Lacshmi, vi s t bh .2 gzz?>Y)

STDS. 9. Supavitra, (8 + 6] 4 « 2 g- — 4 P

+ 2 P S. 10. Madhyacshama, (4 + 10) or

Cut'ila, (4 + 6 + 4) m bh. n y 2 g zz2 S + 3 P

+ 2 S. II. Pramada, m j bh.j Ig — 2 P2TP
T I. 12. Manjari, (5 + 9) jy s y / » = P 2 T P

T S I. 13, Cumari, (8 + 6) ny bh. j 2 g
—

2 P 2 T P T S. 14. Sucesara. n r n r I g — V 2

I P3I. 15. Vasanti, TO < « w 2 ^ 2 S D A 2 S.

16, Naodimuc’hi, (7+ 7)2«2r2g — 3PSI
T,S. 17. Cliacra, or Cliacrapata, bh. 3 nlg—T
5 P I. 18. Lilopavali, (4 4 10) 4 w 2 ^ rr 2 S

+ 5S. 19. Nat'agati, 4 « 2^ rr 6 P + S. 20.

C'opavati, bh. ms t I gzz D S D S T I.

X. Atisaccari, 15x 4 = 60.

1. Chandi+yarta, (7 + 8 t) 4?ti 2 P Tr. +
P Tr. A. 2. Mala, or Sraj, (6 + 9) 4 n s — 2

Tr. + 2 Tr. A. 3, Manigun'anicara, (8 + 7)

4 «rr: 4 P + 2PA. 4. Maliin, or Nan d-

imuc’bi, (8+7l2««2y — 3PS+CTS.
5. Chandralec’lia, (7+ S) m t m 2 y ~ 2 S ^ -\-

S I T S. 6. Catnacri’da, Lilach’hela, or Sa-

rangica and Sarangica, 5 wj n 6 S M. 7« YiJi-

bhadraca, or Subbadraca and Sucesara, (7 + 8)

« J bh.jr = 2 P O + P 3l. 8. Ela. (5 + 10) s

7 2 n 3/ = A 1 + 4 I T. 9. Upamalini, (S +
7) 2 w r M, r = 3 P T + S A I. 10. Vipina-

tilaca, n sn 2 r z: 2 P I Tr. T S I. ] 1. Cbitra,

3 w 2 7 :r 3 S M I T S, 12. Tun'aca, or Cba-

mara, (8 L 7 Br. 23 c,):^6 T C. 13. Bhra-

maravali, 5 ;=5 A. 14. Manaqansa, r 2 7 bh.

r~A 1 P 2 T 2 I. 15. S arabha, or S'as'icala, 4

« + r — 6 P A. 16. Nisipala, bh.j s n r=Dl P

IP2I. 17. Utsara, r« 2M. f =2T 3 A I. 18.

Hansa, (8 + 7) « 27 r _y
~ 2 P D 3 T S,

XI. Ashti, i 6 x 4=64.
1. Risliabhagujavilasita, or Gajaturangayilasita,

(7+9) M.r3«^ D 2 T + 3 PA. 2. Van'-

ini,«7 bh.j rg—2Y 2T P2T S. 3. Cbitra, Chi-

trasanga, Atisundara or Chanchala. (double Sa-

mmica) rj rj r /— 8 T* 4. Panchacbamara, Na-

racha or Naracba, (double Pramdnica), j r j r

j gzzS T. 5. Dhiralalita, bh. rnr n g—T) 2 T P

2 T A. 6 . C’hagati, Nila, Lila or Aswagati, 5

bh. g— 4 DTI. 7> Chacita (8 + 8) bh. s m
t ng—Yi A S+S D A. 8. Madanalalita, (4 +
6+6) m bh. nmn g—2 S+2PI+ .SP1.9* Prava-

ralalita, wj»rro-~l2S2PlT S, 10. Garu-

daruta, ri7 iA.7 r o-::=2 P 2 TP TS I. 11. Sai-

las'tic’ha, (l6or5 + 6+5) bh. r n 2 bh. gzzY) 2

T3 AorDT + T P T + I A. 12. Varayuyati,

bh, r y 2 n g — Yi 2 'T S 2 Y 13. Brahiiier-

upycn, (double VidyunmalaJ 5 m g ~ Qi. 14
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Achaladhrlta, or Gityarva, 5 « / 6 P. 15.

Pinanilamba, (4+5+7)^^ ^ S—'^ S-pD

S PS D S. If). Yauvanamatta, (5+11) bh.Zmi

ir=zD S+3 S D S.

XII. Atyashiti, 17 X 4=68.

1 . Sic’harin'i, (6 + \\) y vi n i hh.lg~ I 2 S

— 2 P I D I. 2, Pril’hwi, (8 P 9),> P7 ^ylg

= I P2 I P Tr. T S I, 3 . Vans'apatrapatita,

or Vaiisapatra, (lO -p 7 )
bh. r nhh, n I g — D 2

T A -P2P A, 4 .Harin'i, (6 + 4 + 7 or 4+ 7)

nsmr si g =2 PI+ 2S-plAl. 5 . Mandacran-

ta, (4 + 6 + 7) mbh. n 2 t 2 g
— 2 S+2 P I +

C T S. 6. Narcut'aca, or Nardat'aca (7 + 10),

or Avital’ha (17 t), « j bh. 2 j I g — Tr. 21 +
Tr. T I A. 7. Cocilaca, {7 + 6 P 4 Jor 8+5
+ 4 t)rrTr.2T + P I P + TI. * 8. Hari,

(
6+4

P 7 )
2n m r s 1 g— 3 P+ 2 S + I AI. 9. Canta,

or Cranta, (4 p 6+ 7 ) y hh. Hrr/^ = IS’+ 2P
I + IAI. 10. Chitralec’ha, or Atisayani, (10

+ 7) 2 ry M. y 2^ = 2 A 2 I +Tr. T S. 11.

Mrdad’hara, or Vanamalad’hara, n s js y Ig~ 2

P 2 I Tr. T S I. 12. Plarini, (4+ 6+ 7 ) m bh.

n m y Ig—2S-\-2V I+SB I.

XIII. Dhriti, 18 X 4 = 72.

1. Cusumltalata velUta, (5+ 6+ 7 )
wzf n3 y

—

M S+2 P I+CT S. 2. Mahamalica, Naracha,

Lata, Vanamala, (lO + 8 t) 2 w 4 r:=3 P T S+I
TSI. 3. Sud’ha, (6+6+6) I 2 S

+ 2PI+SPI. 4. Harinapluta,
(
8-(-5+ 5 ) ms 2

y bh. r=ST 2 I+Al+ AI, 5 . Aswagati, 5 M.

s:z:5 D A. 6. Chitralec’ha,
(4+7 +7) ”2 2 «2 /

m—S T+P Tr. S + I T M. 7 - Bhramarapada,

bh. r 3 «OT~D 2 T 3 PAS. 8. Sardulalalita,

{12 6) m s J s t s ~S D 2 T A + S P I. 9.

Sardula, (12 + 6) m sj s r m— S D 2 T A+T 2

S. 10. Cesara, {4+7 h-7) ^ bh. n y 2 r~ 2 S

+2PA + SIC. 11. Nandana, (1 1 + 7) nj

y 2 r= 2 P T D 1+2 1 C. 12. Chitrasala,

Chitralec’ha, (4 + 7 + 7 ) m hh. n 3 y — 2 S + 2

PA+ CTS. 13 . Chain, (4+ 7+7) ^ bh.n j

bh. ; =2S-P2 P A + I A I. 14 . Vivnd’hapriya,

(8+ 10 -V) r r 2 ;' bh. r = 2T 2 I + P 2 T 2 I.

15 . Manjira, 2 m bh, w j « = 3 S 1 ) S D 2 S.

16. Cridachandra, 6,y =: I T P I T P I T P. 17

Gharchari, r s 2j hh. r=T D I D 2 T 2 I.

XIV. Atidhriti, 19x4 = 76.

1. Sardulavicrldlta, or Sardula, (12 + 7) i ^

2 t g— SD2T A+SIC. 2. Meg’havisp’hur-

jita, or Vismitra,
(
6+ 6+70 ytnns2r g—\ 2 S

+ 2 P I + C T S, 3 . Panchachamara, 2 n —

alternate^ /=Tr. P 7 I. 4 . Pushpadama, (5 p

7+ 7 )
OT # w r 2 /•^=MS + 2 P A + CTS. 5 .

Bimba,
(5+7+ 7) S+2PA+H

SI. 6.Ch’haya, (6+ 6+7 ot 12-f 7 ) y mn sb

A. ^^rzl2S+2PI + DSl. 7, Macarandla,!

(6+6+7) ymns 2 j g—\ 2S + 2PI+IAI.
8. Samudratata, (8 + 4+ 7)y sj s tbh.g = I P 2 c

+ P I+S I A. g. Surasa,
(7 + 7 + 5 ) mrbh.

ny ng = M T S-p2 P A+ D I. 10. Maniman-

jari, y bh, n y 2j g S 2 PA2T2T. II.

Chandramala, or Chandra, (10 + 9) 3 «y 2 n /

= 5 P + D 3 P. 12. Dhavalanca, or Dliavala,

Q n g ~ A. 13 . Sambhu, (7 + 6 + 6) f <

y hh. 2 m g—A S A S 8 3 S.

XV. Criti, 20x4=80.

1. Suvadana, (7+ 7+6) mr bh. ny bh. lg~2 S

B + 2 P A+ S P I, 2. Vritto, or Gandaca, r j r
j

rjg /=10T. 3 . Sobha, (6 + 7 + 7 ) y m 2. r. 2

i2^=I2S + 2PA+TSB. 4 . Gitica, or

Gita, s 2j bh. r s Ig—A I P 2 T 2 I A I.

XVI. Pracriti, 21x4 = 84.

1 . Sragdhara, (7 + 7 + 7 )
^ r bh, n3y — 2

S B p 2 P A + T S B. 2. Salilanid’lii, Sarasi

Sidd’liaca, Sasivadana or Dhritasri, w7 AA. 3 Jr
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~2 PTD I+2A 2 I. 3. Narendra, bh. r 2 n

3j
— T 3 P 2 D S.

XVIf. A'criti, 22 X 4 =r 88.

1 Bhadraca, (10 + 12) Ih. 1 2 T
A + 1 Tr. 2 T A. 2.-Madira, or Lalita, ^ bh.g~Q
DTI. 3. Hansi, (8+14) 2 ;« 2 ^ 4 « 2 ^ 4

Sf6PS.

XVIII. VlCRITl, 23X4= 92 .

1. As walalita, or Adritanaya, (11 + 12) nj
bh.j bh.j / o = 2 P T D I + I Tr. T D I.

2. Mattacrida,, or Vajivahana, (8 + 15) 2 vi t

4«/^ = 4S + P A. 3. Sundari, (7 + 6 +
10) 3 / X 1 2y= A P S + 2 P S + 2 D. 4.

Ma'lati, or Madamatta, 7 bh. 2g = 7 D S. 5.

Chitrapada, ’] bh. I - —
7 D I. Mallica, 7j Ig

_ I P T I p T I P T I A.

XIX. Sancriti, 24 x4= 9o.

1 . Tantvij (5 + 7 + 12 + \2) hh, t n % 2 bh.

n y=D S+2 P A + 2 D 2 P S. 2. Durmila,

8 x= 8 A. 3. Girita, Qbk. n 8 D. 4. Jana-

ci, 8 r = T S I T S I T S I T S I. 5. Mad-

ha’vica',7y>=IPTlPT I PTI PS.
\

XX. Aticriti, 25 X 4=100.

1 . Craunchpada, (5 + 5 + 8 + 7) bh. m s

5/7 . 4 n ^ = D S + D S + 4 P + 2 P A. 2.

S'ambliu, 8 mg— 11 S M.

XXI. Utcriti 26 X 4 = i04.

1 . llhujangavijrimbhita, (8 + 11 + 7) 2 >«

<3 « rx Ig—^ S + 4PA+IAI. 2.Apavaha,

(9 + 6 + 6 + 5) nQ ns2g— SD 2 P + 3

P + 3 P + A S. 3, Gaurij 8 vi 2g — 13 S,

From 27 to 9Q9 syllables in the verse.

f

Dan’daca, 27 X 4 = 108 to 999 X 4 z: Or 3. Prachita, 2 f? 7 = 2 Tr. 7 3cc. B.

3996. 4. Mattamatangalilacara,9 &c. > z: 9 &c. C.

1, Chan'darlshtiprayata, 2 n ^ r — 2 Tr. 6 C. 5. Sinhavicranta, 2 n 10 &c. r.

2. Prachita, 2 ;z 8 &c. r. 6, Cusumastavaca, Q &c. s = Q &c. A,

325 species from 9 to 333 feet viz. 2d Arna, 7- Anangasec’hara, Ig Ig See. — 15 &c. I.

n 8 r. 3d Arnava, 2 n Q r. 4th Vyala, 2 n lOj 8. Asocamanjari, r j See. — IS^See. T.

r, 5th Jimuta, 2 « 1 1 r Sec. Alfo Salura, 2^8«x = S12PA.
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W. HalJ equal Metre ihe slanza heing composed of equal ami similar couplets ',

hut the cotipJeis, of disshnilar verses.

1. Upachitfa, (Upajati + Tamarasa). 1st 3

verse 3 j = 3 A I. 2AZ hh.2 g— 3 D S.

2. Drutamaijl^ya, (Dodthaca + Tamara>ctJ.

1st 3 M. 2 ^:= 3 l) S. 2d n 2 = 2 P 2 D S.

3. Vegavati, (Upachitra—^envXt Br. in 1st

verse). 1st 3 i ^ =r 2 A P S. 2AZ bh.ggzz2li

S. 4. Bhadraviraj (species of Aupach'handasics)

.

ist rg-~S p 2 TS. 2d »» 2 g ~S D 2 T n.

5. Cetumati. Istjj’r^niA I Tr, S. 2d bh.

r n 2 g — X. 2 I Tr. S.

6. Ac’byanaci (Upajati viz. alternate Indra-

vajra and Upendravajra ;
some say, one verse

Indravajra three Upendravajra.) 1st (and 3d) 2 t

i2 p=:Sl D T S. 2d (and 4tli.. some saw 3d)

7. Viparitac’hyanaci (the converse of the pre-

ceding.) isti tJ 2 g-=.2 IDT S,r2d 2 tj 2g
—

SIDTS.
8. Harin apluta (Drutavilamhita — one

syllabic) 1st 3 5 = 3 A I. 2d « 2 r = P I 2

A I.

g. Aparavaotra (species of Fahd/ir.i.- or

Bhadrica -p Mulat). \si2 n r Ig zz 2 A.2 \.

2d « 2 / ; = P 2 A 2 I,

10. Pushpitagra (species oi Aupach'handasica).

1st 2 « r y ~ 3 P 2 T S, 2d n 2j r g ~ 2 V

D 2TS.
11. Yavamati. 1st rjr) — 6T.] 2dj r /

rg = 5lB.

12. S'ic’ha. 1st 28 / g- zr 7 Tr. P I.

13. Chanja. 1st 30 / ^ z= 7 Tr. P. 2d 28

Ig =: 7Tr.V. 2d 28 I g = 7 Tr. I.

14. Lalita, 1st r si g — 2 T 2 1. 2d J «jg
rr A Tr. 2 I.

15. Caumudi (Bhadrica + Chanchaldcshici)

.

1st 2 « r = Tr. P 3 I. 2d 2 w 2 r zz 3 P

TS I.

16. Manjusaurabha (Mdlati^ Manjubhdshini).

1st n 2j r = 2 P T 3 I. 2d i 7 / ^ zz A I

P3 I.

VII. Unequal Metre ; the stanza being composed of dissimilar verses.

1. Udgata, 1st. verse sj s I — A.I Tr. T. 2d

n sj g — Tr. A 2 I. 3d bh, nj I g zzT Tx. 2

A. 4th rj g- zz A I P 3 I.

2 varieties : viz. Saurabhaca, 3d verse r n bh. g
zz T D 2 A. Lalita, 3d verse 2 n 2 / zr 2 Tr.

2 A.

2. Upast’hitaprachupita, 1st \ersclm s j bh.

2^zzSD2TD S. 2dr«yrjfZzA2PT6. 8d

2 «s P A, 4th 3«yyzz5PDS2 varieties :

viz. Bard'hma'sfa, 3d verse 2 n s 2 » s — 3 PA,

3.P A Sudd'havira Irishabha, 3d verse tj r zz

S A 2 I.
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3. Padachatitrued’ha, in-creasing in arith-

nictical progression from 8 to 20 syll. viz. 1st

verse 8^ 2d 12, 3d l6, 4th 20.

6 species: viz. Ap'ul'a, End in S Rest Br.

TraUiapxda, Begin with S or begin and end with

S. Ma7ijari or Colicd, 1st and 2d verses trans-

posed 12 h 8 + l6 d- 20. LavaJi, 1st and 3d

transposed l6 + 12 + 8 20. Amritad' hurd,

1st and 4th transposed 20 +-12+16+8-

VIII. Supplement, under the denomination <^Ga^tha^

1 . Stanzas comprising four unequal verses,

constituting a metre not described by writers on

prosody

2. Stanzas comprising more or fewer verses

than four ; viz. three, five, six, &c.

3. Any metre not specified by Pincala.

4. Metre not specified by any writer ®n

prosody.



VII. ,

Remarks upon the Authorities of Mosulmax Law*.

" BY J.H. HARINGTON, ESQ.

X HE basis of Mohummiidan law, religious, civil, and criminal, is the

Koran; believed to be of divine origin, and to have been revealed by an

angel to Mohummuu ; who caused it to be w'ritten and published, from time

to time, as occasion required, for the refutation of his opponents, or the instruc-

tion and guidance of his followers: though the hundred and fourteen Soowur,

or chapters, which compose the Koran, were not digested, in their present form,

until after the death of Mohummud : when they were collected by his imme-

diate successor Aboo Bukr; and were afterwards, in the 30th year of the

Hijrah, transcribed, collated, and promulgated, by order of the KhuJeefah

Othma'n'I'.

The Koran being thus considered the written v/ord of God, its texts, when

clear and applicable, and not abrogated by other texts of subsequent revela-

tion, are unquestionable and decisive. But, (as remarked by an eminent his-

torian;}:,) “In all religions the life of the founder supplies the silence of

written revelation: the sayings of Mahommet were so many lessons of truth ;

• These remarks are intended' to form part an Analysis of the Laws and Regulations, for

the civil government of the British territories, under the Presidency of Bengal. This work i*

designed for the use of the students in the college of Fort WiUiam ;
and the second part, which

relates to Criminal Justice, is introduced by a summary of the Mohummudan law of crimes and

punishments, for the purpofe of rendering more intelligible the amendments ol it enacted by

the Regulations of the Governor General in Council,

f V. Sale’s Preliminary Discourse, Section III.

\ In chap. L. of the Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire, relative to Arabia.

3 P 2

f
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his actions so many examples of virtue ; and the public and private memorials

were preserved by his wives and companions.” In fact^ the ordinances of the

Koran, in civil affairs are few and imperfect ; and must have proved altogether

inadequate to provide for the various objects of legislation, in a large and civi-

lized community, without the aid of the Soonnul, or rule of conduct, deduced

from the oral precepts, actions, and decisions, of the prophet. These were not

committed to writing by Mohummud
; but were collected after his death,

by tradition, from his companions, (the Sahdbah ;) their .contemporaries,

(Tcihlteen, literally, followers ;) and successors (Tubd-i-ldbiteen ;) and the

authentic traditions, which have been preserved in numerous compilations

of AhddeeSy (dicta, faclaque

;

precepts and transactions;) Soonun, (instituta

vita;, exempla
; rules of practice and examples ;) oxRiwdyat, (relationes, reports;)

constitute a second authority of Mosulman law ; conclusive (if the authenti-

city and application of the traditions be admitted) in all cases not expressly

determined by the words of the Kordn

* Tne collections of traditions held in the most general estimation, as genuine and authoritative,

by the Soonees, or orthodox traditionists, are the following ; denominated Sihdh-i-sitta
; or the

six authe^aics.

1. Saheeh-i~Bokhdree, Compiled by Asoo AbDoollah, Mohummud, of He was

born A. H. 194 j
and died in the year 256; in the suburbs of Sumurkund. His compilation ig

said to contain above seven thousand traditions; selected from 500,000.

'I. Saheeh-i-Mooilim. By Aboo’l Hose'n, Mooslim, of Ni/shdpoer. He died A. H. 26l
;

and is also said to have compiled his work from 300,000 traditions. This and the preceding

collection, when cited together, arc called Saheehy'n, or the two authentics,

3. Soonun-i-lbn-i Mdjah. By Mohummud-bin-i yuzeed, bin-i Majah: of Ku%tin,

(Erroneously named Ben Mohummud, in D’Herbelot. ’YiiX^Sanan EhnMagiah,) He died

'At Kuzveen, in Irak, A. H. 273.

4. Soonun-i Aboo Ddood. By Aboo Da'ood, Soly'ma'n, of Sejistan. He was born A. H. 202 ;

and died at Busrah, in the year 2/5, His work is stated to consist of 4,b00 traditions

selected from 500,000.
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The schisms and dissentions, however, which took place among the

INfohummudans, after the demise of their legislator and founder, especially

the contest of the succession to the Khilafut, or pontificate, which gave rise to

the Shiyd, or sectaries of Alee, have occafioned various differences and dis-

agreements, both in reading and interpreting the words of the Koran^ and

in admitting or rejecting the traditions, which compose the oral law. There

5, Jma-i Tirmizee. By Aboo Ieesa Mohummud, of Tinniz, inToorkistan. He is also sur-

named ZyREER or Dhureer, from his blindness. His birth was A. H. 20Q ;
and his death in

279, His compilation is noticed by D Herbelot, under the title of Giame al Kebir; and is

erroneously cited (apparently from D’Herbelot,) in Hamiltons, Preliminary Discourse, page

36, as quoted in the Hidayah; instead of the Jatna-i-Kubeer

,

on Jik-h, or jurisprudence, by

Imam Mohummud.

6. Jama-i Nisdel ; called also Soonun-i Nisdee. By Aboo-i abd 00 Rahman Ahmud, of

Nisa, & city of Khorasan. He was born A. H. 215} and died in the year 303. This collection

is selected from a former compilation, by the same author, called the Soonun~i-koobra •, and men-

tioned by D’Herbelot, under the title of Setum Al Kebir.

The four works last mentioned, when cited collectiyely, have the designation of Soonun-i-urba,

or the four collects of traditions. The fhort notices, which have been given, of their compilers,

and of the authors of the Saheehyn, are taken chiefly from the Mirat-ool-aalum, an esteemed general

history composed by Bukhtiyar Khan, in the reign of Aurunczeb. They are confirmed,

with many other particulars, in the Mishkat, a work of authority on the traditions admitted

by the Sooneet
;
and used, as a class book, in Mosnlman Colleges, with the Saheeh-i Bokharee,

and Saheeh-i Meoslim. The author, Shyk.h Waleeoodeen, Aboo Abdoollah, Mahmood,

who finished his undertaking (to verify and illustrate the traditions contained in a foriner com-

pilation, called the Musabeeho' soonnut, by Hosen bin-i musoo-ood, Furaee) A. H, 737, state*

that the Mowutts ofMALiKjaiN Ans, (the founder of the second orthodox ^ect, who died A. H.

179) is, by some reckoned one of the sixth authentic collections, instead of the Soonun-i Ibni

Majah. He adds that others are of opinion, the Darumee, compiled by Aboo Mohummud

Abdoollah of Sumurkund, surnamed Darumee, who was born A. H. 181, and died in 255,

should be classed as the sixth authentic. But he has himself given this place to the compilation

of Mohummud, the grandson of Majah; and it is commonly placed third in the series, with

reference to the supposed 'order of publication.
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appear to be an error, or verbal inaccuracy, in - the cbscrvat'on of the learned,

and in general accurate, translator of the Koran, that the Sonniles receive

the Sonna, or book of traditions of their prophet, as of canonical authority .

whereas the Shiites reject it as apocryphal, and unworthy of credit

From this remark it might be inferred, that the Shiya reject the traditions

altogether ; whereas they admit many which are not deemed authentic, and are

consequently rejected, by the Soonees. They have also their collections of

Ahadees, and Sconun, which they deem genuine and authoritative
-f.

The

difference between them, and the Ahl-i-Soonnni, or othodox traditionists, .who,

as remarked by Mr. Hamilton, appear to have assumed this title of distinction,

“ in opposition to the innovations of the sectaries lies, as far as respects

* Sale’s Preliminary Discourse, Section VIII,

t MouLAVEE SiUAj oo’deen Alee (one of the law officers o^ the courts of Sudr 'Deewanet

and Nizamut Adalut, as well as of the Supreme Court, and employed by the late Sir W. Jones, to

coifipile he Sheeah part of a Digest of Mosulman Law, upon contracts and inheritance) states the

Kooloob-i tuba, or four books of traditions, held authentic by the Shiya, lobe the following

;

l.Tahzeeb. 2. Istibsar. Both compiled by Aboo Jafur MoHVuymn,of Toos in K/wrasa?!.

3. Jama-i Kafee. By Mohummud bin-i Yakooe. Of in Persian Irak.

4. Mun la Yahzoorb ool-fukeeh. By Mohummud-bin Alee, of also in Irak-i Ajum.

The third of these collections, which quotes the compiler of the two first, is said to have been

presented to Imam Mahdee, who was born A. H. 255. The author of the fourth compilation

is stated in the Mujalis ool-Momuneen, to have been contemporary with, and protected by, the

Persian King Rokn-oo’doulah, who died, A. H. 366,

i Preliminary Discourse to his translation of the Hidayah, page 22, His observation, at length,

is Mussulmans, who assume to themselves the distinction of orthodox, are such as main-

tain the most obvious interpretation of the Koran, and the obligatory force of the traditions, in

opposition to the innovation of the sectaries j whence they are termed Soonis, or traditionists.’’

This, however, is partly open to the same objection, as has been stated to the remark of Mr.

Salk.

j.
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the traditions, in the different authorities, which are admitted by the two

sects for the Ahaadees, received by them respcctlv-ely. The Soonees allow

traditionary credit to the Sahahah, or companionsof their Prophet
; especially

to the most eminent amongst them, or those who had the longest and most

familiar intereourse with Mohummud ; and to the Khoolfa-i rashideen, or

the four Khuleefahs, who were the immediate successors of the Prophet ;

and instructed by him in the principles, and tenets of his religion. Also

to several intelligent and learned men, who were contemporary with the com-

panions and first Khuleefahs, and who are included in the general description

of Tahiieen already mentioned ; as well as to others, who succeeded these
;

(the

Taha-i-iahl-ieen\) and have verified their reports of traditions, by citing the

names of the persons, through whom they were successively traced to their

genuine source, the inspired Apostle of God"^.

The Shlyd, on the contrary, gave no authority, 01 credit, to the three first

Khuleefahs, Aboo Bukr, Omur and OTHMA"jsr : nor to any other compa-

nions of Mohummud, excepting such as were partisans of Alee. They extend

their faith and obedience, however, to the admission of all traditions of their Pro-

* The nature of this treatise does not admit of afuller account of the Soonee tradititions
; which

arejdistinguished by some authors as (authenticated ;) Ilusun (approved ;) Za 'uef-o-^hurceh

(weak and poor ;) Mionkur-o-mou7:ooa [dtintiL and imposed :) by others, as -A/tiorwKi/ (vouched or

certified;) and or (detached or divided.) Tht Moosnud are also subdivided us

itf/rr/ijofl
,
(ascending to the Prophet;) Mouktof (resting with the Sahabah-,) and Muktooa

(severed or cut short among the Ttibiiecn ;) or by any other classification as Mootavoatur (repeated,

successive;) Mas/i,Aoor public, notorious; and (single, particular.) The referred

to in a former note, has however been translated by an officer of the Bengal estabnshincut, and if

it receive sufficient encouragement to repay the heavy expcnce of printing iu Lidta,\\. will be

speedily published.
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phet’s sayings and actions, which they believe to have been verified by any

one of the twelve Tmdmeeyah ; as well as to the precepts and examples of those

Imams themselves ; the whole of whom they venerate, as being the lineal des-

cendants (through Fa'timah), and according to their tenets, the rightful

successors, of Mohummud ; and the last of whom they believe to be still

living, tliough invisible ; it having been predicted of him, that he will return

to judge and rule the world ; to punish sinners, and those who have departed

from the true faith ; and to restore and confirm the genuine truths of religion,

with piety, justice, and every other virtue

When neither the written nor oral law prescribes a rule of decision, the

concurrence of the companions of Mohummud {IjmdjL-i Sahabah)

is received by the Sdomes, as a third source of legal authority : and if

• The names of the twelve Imams are given by D’HERBELOT,under the head of Imam. He

has also given a brief statement'of the tenets of the S/iij/a, under the titles of Schiah, Alt,

and other titles of his valuable, though (as might be expected in so voluminous and misceU

laneous a w’ork) sometimes erroneous and often imperfect compilation. A fuller account of the

doctrines, and practice of the Shiya is contained in the 2d vol. of Chardin. (Description it la

Reunion des'Persons, in the. Amsterdarn'EUxiton oi his Voyage «« published In M.DCC.Xl.)

But the most authentic information upon the jurisprudence of the Iminteyah sect, (which

not having been established, for the administration of justice, in any part of the Company’s

territories, needs not to be further noticed in this tract,) will be furnished by the completion of a

w’ork, the first volume of which is already printed,) and entitled— A Digest of Mohummuian

“ ZaiD, according to the tenets of the Twelve Imams \ compiled under the soperintcndence

"of the late Sir William Jones: extended, so as to comprise the whole of the code

" of jurisprudence, in temporal mattersj and translated, from the original ^ra^;V, by order of

“ the Supreme'Government of Bengal', with Notes, illustrative of the decisions of other sects of

" Mohummuian lawyers, on many leading and important questions. By Captain John

" Baillib, Profeflbr of the Arabic and Persian Languages, and of Mohummuian Law, m the

College of Fort William."
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this also fail, they allow the validity of reason, restricted by analogy, in

applying, by inference, the general principles of law and justice, to the

various transactions and circumstances of the changeful scene of human life

;

which, as they could not be all foreseen, it was impossible they should be

completely and expressly provided for. This is so clearly stated, with the

origin of the principal Soonee sects, who agree in matters of faith, [al-aeed,) but

differ on points of practical jurisprudence, (fikjij in a section of the Mohhtiisur

00 dowul (compendium of dynasties) of Gregorius Aroo’l Furuj, trans-

lated (into Lalin) by Pocock, in his Specimen Historic Arahum\ that the

following E?igUsh version will not, it is persumed, be unacceptable especi-

ally as both the Arabic orignal and Latin translation, are little known in India

“ Op the sects {Muzdhih) which differ upon tlie branches, or derivative

parts of the law, concerning rules of jurisprudence, and cases of disquisition,

four are the most celebrated : viz. those of Malik bin-i' Ans ; of Mohum-

MUD BiN-i Idrees, oo’ Sh'afi/iee ; of Ahmud bin-i Hunbul; and of Aboo

Huneefah Naoma'n bin-i Tha'bit. The fundamental grounds of disquisi-

tion {JJiihad) are also four; the scripture {kitab ;) the traditionary law [Sdonnitt;)

• Aboo’l Furuj was a Christian, born at Malaihta in Aladulia, or Armenia minor, A. C. 1226.

But he wrote in Arabic, and appears to have been well versed in the religion and law, as well as

;n the history, of Arabia. V. Pocock’s Specimen Histories Arabum, comprising an extract from

the dynasties of Aboo’l Furuj, which. Gibbon observes, “ form a classic and original w'ork on

the Arabian antiquities.” Published at Oxford, in l650. Also the complete Latin version of

the original work, by Pocock., published in l663. Gibbon has added, upon this, however,,

that “ it is more useful for the literary than the civil history ©f the East.” Cap. LI, n. 13 .

VoL. X. 3 0^
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the concurrence of the prophet’s companions {Ijmaa ;) and analogy, or ana-

logical reasoning {kiyas.) For, when any legal question arose, respecting what

was lawful or unlawful, a regular investigation took place, in the following man-

ner. First, they searched the book of Almighty God (the Koran ;) and

if any clear text w^ere found in it, such was adhered to. But, if not, they

sought for a precept, or example, of the Prophet
; and abided by it, if applica-

ble, as decisive. If none such were discovered, they inquired for a concurrent

opinion of the zahabah
; who, being directed in the right way, are not

open to suspicion of misleading ;
and therefore, if their sentiments could

be ascertained, on the point in question, they were deemed conclusive. If

not, an ultimate resort w'as had to analogy and reason ; the variety of contin-

gent events being infinite
;
whereas the texts of the law are finite. It thus

appears certain that the exercise of reason may be proper and necessary in legal

disquisition. Ima'm Da'ood of Isfahan, however, entirely rejected the exercise

of reason ; whilst, on the contrary, Aboo Huneefah w^as so much inclined

to it, that he frequently preferred it, in manifest cases, to traditions of single

authority. But Ma''hk, ShapiIee, and Ibn-i HunbCl, had seldom recourse
I

to analogical argument, whether manifest or recondite, when they could apply

either a positive rule, or a tradition. This gave rise to their different opinions

and judgment
;
which are recorded in books that treat of their disputations

;

yet neither infidelity, or error, is to be charged against them on this account.”
\

The four principal jurists, and founders of sects, among the soonees, who

are noticed by Aboo’l Furuj, have been particularly mentioned in the notes

ol Pocock’s Specimen, already referred to ; in the Bibliotheque of D’ Her-
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BELOT ; and In the preliminary discourse of Sale and Hamilton The

doctrines of Ma'l IK, and Ibn-i Hunbul, are not known to prevail in any

part of India. Those of ShaTiIee have a limited prevalence on the sea coast

of the peninsula ;
and are understood to obtain among the Malays, and other

Mosulman inhabitants of the Eastern Islands. But the authority of Aboo

Huneefah, and his two disciples, Aboo Yoosuf and Im'am Mohummud, is

paramount, and exclusively governs judicial decisions, in Bengal and Hindoos-

• Their names, at length, are

—

1 . Aboo Huneefah Naoma'n bin-i Thabit: or, as pro-

nounced in India, Sabit. 2 . Aboo Abdoollah Malik bin-i-ans, or, as- otherwise read.

Anus. 3. Aboo Abdoollah IMohummud ibn-i-Idrfes oo’Shafiiee, or a descendant from

Shafu, 4. Aboo Abdoollah Ahmud ibn-i Hunbul. The first is* commonly called

Aboo Huneefah, meaning the father of Huneefah, and therefore is Impioperly cited, in

the translation of the Hida^ah, hy the name of Huneefah only; which, moreover is a femi-

nine appellation, and was the name of the second wife of Alee. (Vide Tit. Hanifah, in the

Bib. of D’Hebbelot,) He was born at Koofah, about A. H. 80 ;
(some say ten, and others twenty-

one, years earlier;) was instructed in the traditions, by Imam Jafur-i Sadik, the sixth Imam;

who, as an authority for the precepts and actions of Mohlmmud, is esteemed by the Soonees, as

well as by the
; (not the Sheeah Doctor, Aboo Jafur, mentioned in a former note; as

erroneously stated in Hamilton’s Preliminary Difeourse, p, xxiii. Vid. Tit. in the

Or.) and died in prifon, at Baghdad, in the Khilufut of Munsoor, A. H. 150. The founder

of the second sect is known by his proper name Malik. He was born at Mudeenah, between

the years 90 and 95 of the HyraA ; and died, at the same place, in a state of religions retirement,

during the reign of Haroon oo'Rusheed, A. H. 179* The patronymic, Shafdee, usually

distinguishes the third leader : who was born at Ga^ or Ascalon, in Palestine

;

in the hundred

and fiftieth year of the llijrah
;
and died at Cairo, (where the famous Salah 00 deen, some cen-

turies afterwards, founded a College, in honour of his memory and doctrines,) A. H. 204. The

last chief, Ahmud, is more generally called, from his father, Ibn-i Hunbul. He was born at

Baghdad, or according to some at Murv, or Muroo, in Khorasan, A. H. l64, and died at Baghdad,

where he attended the lecture of Shafiiee, A. H. 241.

3 0.2
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iariy as well as at Constantinople, and other seats of Mohummudan dominion in

Turkey and Tartary. It will therefore be sufficient to state the system of Ar.oo

Huneefah, with the illustrations, and amendments of Aboo Yoosuf and

Im'am Mohummud *
;

noticing, after the manner of the Hidayah, any parti-

cular opinions of the other orthodox sects, upon points of importance, which

may appear to require it.

It has been remarked by Sir W. Jones, in his preface to the Sirajeeyah-\,

“ that although Aboo Huneefah be the acknowledged head of the prevail-

• Aboo Yoosuf Yakoob bin i Ibraaeem ool Koofee, was born at A. H. 1 13 ; and

after finishing his studies under AbooHunee»ah, wasappo'nted Kazceoi Bughdedhy the KhaUeefah,

Hadeb, He was afterwards, in the reign ofHAROON oo’ Rusheed, mzAe Kazee ool Koozat,

or chief Judge; and retained that high station, (which is said to have been first instituted for

him) until his death, A. H. 182—Aboo Abdoollah Mohummud bin-i Husun oo’ Shybanee

(of the tribe of Shyhan) who is usually called Imam Mohummud, was born at IVaiit in AraUian Irak,

A. H. 132. He was a fellow pupil with Aboo Yoosuf, under AbooHuneefah, and on the

death of the latter, continued his studies under the former. He is also said to have received

instruction from Malik. He was appointed by Haroon oo’Rusheed to administer justice in

Irak-i Ajitm or Persian Irak, and died at Ry, the former capital of that province, A. H. 1/9 :

or, according to the Rouzut oo'riyaheen, an esteemed history from the commencement to the

759th year of the Hijrah, by Yafiiee, A. H. ISp. (See further particulars respecting Abco

YoosuFand Imam Mohummud, in Hamilton’s Preliminary Discourse), Zoofur bin-i Hoozel,

and Husun bin-i Ziy ad, (the former of whom held the appointment of chief magistrate at Busrah,

where he died A. H. 158) were also two distinguished contemporaries, and scholars, of Aboo

Huneefah
;
and are sometimes quoted as authorities for his doctrines; especially when the two

principal difcip'es are silent.

f A work of authority upon the Mohummudan law of inheritance, translated and published,

with a commentary, by Sir W. Jones, in the year 1792. This is the only part of the Mosulman

Digest, undertaken by the venerable judge in 1788, which his various avocations and studies allowed

him to complete. He deemed it worthy of being exh blted entire, as containing the “ Institutes

of Arabian law on the i nportant title menrfbned by the British legislature (in the Statute 21 George
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ing sect, and has given his name to it, 'yet so great veneration is shown to

Aroo Yoosup, and the lawyer Mohummud, that, when they both dissent from

their master, the Moosulman judge is at liberty to adopt either of the two

decisions, which may seem to him the more consonant to reason and founded

on the better authority.” This remark corresponds with the received opinion

of present lawyers ;
and is sanctioned, for the most part, by a passage to the

following effect in the Humniadeeyah “ Futwas (law decisions, or opinions)

are given primarily, according to the doctrine of Aboo Yoosup ; next accord-

111. Chapter LXX) of inheritance and succession to lands, rents, and goods.” And it is of par-

ticular value to the jurisprudence of British India, as the Hidayah, translated by Mr. Hamilton,

does not include the law of inheritance. It has not been ascertained when the author of the

original treatise lived. But the Kushf oo Zunoon, {px dhunoon, as pronounced in Arabia) the biblic-»

graphical work of Hajeb Khulfah, which furnished materials for a considerable part of the

Bibliothcque Orientalc, (Vid. Galand's preface, p. xiv. Ed. M.DCC.LXXVI.) mentions it, uud( r

the title of Furayid oo' Sujawundee in the following terms
;
together with the date of the commen-

tary of Syyud Shu reef ; the substance of which is given by Sir W, Jones, with that of a recent

Persian comment, by Mou la vee Mohummud Kasim, who was employed by Mr. HAsxiNrs

to translate, from the Arabia \nto Persian, both the Sirajeeyah. and the Shitree feeyah. “Tie

Furayid-oo composed by Imam Siraj oo’deen, Mahmood bin-i Aed oo’ Rushero,

of Sajawiind, is commonly called the Fura,eezi Sirajeeyah. It is held in high estimation and ,n

general use. Many of the learned have written commentaries upon it, to the number of forty
; the

best of which is the comment of Syyud oo’Shuueef Alee bin-i Mohummud, of Joorjan\

finished, in the year (of the 104. This commentary is of the first authorit; ^

and universally received. Several Scholiasts, of erudition, have given annotations ujion it.

* A collection of legal expositions, by Aboo’l futha, Rokn oo deen ibn-i Hosam, Meojtce «f

Nagor, in the Dukhun •, and dedicated to his teacher, Humadoo’ deen, Ahmud, chief A’iijsiv'

of Nuhr lualah. The time when this work was compiled is not exactly known
j but, theught

of modern date, it is held in considerable estimation. The court ot N zamut Adalut possess a

complete copy, obtained for them, with some other law books, by Lord Teignmouth, from

the Nu’tuab Fizeer, in the yearJ/97* *
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ing to MoEummud next according to Zoofur
;
and then according to

Hu SUN BIN- 1 Ziy'ad. It is said, that if Aboo Huneefah be of one opinion,

and his two disciples of another, the Mooflee is at liberty to chuseleither ; but the

preceeding rule must be ob served, when the Mooftee is not a scientific jurist

;

(and therefore not competent to judge of the opposite opinions.) This is copied

from the koonyah *. In judicial decreees however a preference is given to the

doctrine of Aboo Yoosuf (who was an eminent judge) ; for Imam Surukhsee ^

,

has declared it safe to rely upon Aboo Yoosuf in judicial matters ; and that the

learned have followed him in such cases ; though if there be a difference be-

tween the two disciples, which ever agrees with Aboo Huneefah must be

preferred. The joint opinion of the disciples may also be adopted, though

different from that of Aboo Huneefah, if the difference appear to proceed

from a change of human affairs
;

{lit. a change of men, and alteration of times
;)

and modern lawyers are agreed, that the doctrine of the two disciples may be

taken for adjudication in all matters of civil justice.”

It appears, however, that the acnient jurists held the authority of Aboo

Huneefah to be absolute, although both his disciples might differ from

him. This is stated, without reservation, in a chapter, “ on the order of

authorities to be observed in practise,” forming part of the book entitled

* A law tract often quoted in the Futawa-i Aalumgeeree, not known to be at preseat extant

and by whom composed, has not been ascertained.

t Shums ool Aimmah, Aboo Bukr Mohummud, native of Surukhs, in Khorasan. The

A/o/je;/ composed by him will be mentioned in a subsequent note. He also wrote a commentary

on the Jama-i Sugheer oi Imam Mohummud
; and a comment upon i\it Kefee col Hakim, (stated

in the Kushfoo'zunoon to have been composed by Hakim-i Shaheed, Mohummud; but no

longer extant,) which is called Mubsool-i Sarukhsee, and often quoted in the Hidayah. He

died, at the place of his nativity, A. H. 483.
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Adah ool Juizee^ or duties of the kdzee^ in the Fuldwd-i Adlumgeerce, or col-

lection of law cases, compiled by order of the Emperor A a’lumgeer. The

same chapter contains other useful information upon the rules and discretion,

under which the Mosulman magistrate is empowered tp administer justice
; and

as it is not long, a literal translation of it is here introduced
; omitting only a

quotation from the Muhsoot, which being nearly a repetition of that given from

the Budayid, the insertion of both appeared superfluous.

.

It is incumbent upon a kd::s.ee (or judge) to give judgment according to

the book of God ; to know what parts of the divine book are in force, and

. what have been abrogated ; to be able to distinguish between the texts which

are clear and positive ; and such as are of doubtful meaning, having obtained a

different interpretation from the learned. If no rule be found in the book of

God, the kd^ee is to decide according to the traditions from the Prophet. He

must therefore be competent to discriminate those in force from such as have

been superseded ;
and the spurious and invalid, from such as are genuine and

authoritative. He must be acquainted with those which have obtained suc-

cessive, notorious, or single, verification
; and witlithe character and credit of

the reporters of them. Because some are celebrated for their knowledge of

jurisprudence (fik-h o adalut \) as the four first khuJeeJahs, and the three

Abuoollahs, (viz. Abdoollah ibn-i Omur, Abdloolah iBN-i Abba's,

and Abdoollah ibn i Musoood, three of the more learned of the compa-

nions ;)
whilst others are esteemed on account of their long and familiar inter- .

course with the Prophet, and their perfect recollection of the traditions
; and

^

they are preferred accordingly ;
the former as the best authorities on the

general principles of legal science ; the latter for the authenticity of par-
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ticular traditions. If a case arise to which none of the traditions, derived from

the Prophet, may be applicable, let the hizee de'ttrmine it according to the con-

current opinion of the Sahabah (companions), for their concurrence affords a just

and obligatory rule of conduct. If there be a difference of opinion among the

companions, let the compare their respective arguments, and follow those

which, on investigation, may appear to him preferable ; supposing him qualified

to enter into such a disquisition. Pie is not authorized to reject the whole of

these opinions, and adopt a judgment of his own, altogether novel. For the

companions have agreed upon this point, that although they’- may differ from

each other, it is not lawful to institute new doctrines, at variance with the

whole of them. Khusup* holds the contrary opinion, that when the companion
*

differ, the kaz.ee may adopt a judgment altogether distinct, as their dissentiou

affords ground for disquisition : but what is above stated has the best founda-

tion. When the companions have agreed upon a point, in which one of

their followers (tabileen) has dissented from them ; if the dissenter w'as not their

contemporary, his opposition has no weight ; and a judgment given conform-

ably thereto, against the concurrent opinion of the companions, w'ould be in-

valid : but if he were contemporary with them, and then expounded the

law in opposition to their opinions, and they gave sanction to his disquisitions.

• Imam Aboo Bukr, Ahmud bin-i Omur, siitnamed Khusak, or the farrier. He x:omj)osed

the most celebrated of the works known under the title of Adah ool Kazee, or duties of the

kazee
)

and is stated, in the Kushf oo Zunoon, io liave died A. H, 26l. A high encomium is

added upon his composition
;
which is said to consist of 120 Chapters, replete with useful infor-

mation. Several learned men have written commentaries upon it, of wliich the most esteemed

is that of Imam Omur Bin- i- Aeo-ooi.-areez, commonly called Hoosam, the martyr, A. H. 526.
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as in the instances of Siiory'a and Shabee the concurrence of the com-

panions docs not bar the opposite exposition, so admitted. With respect, how-

ever, to expositions which have no other authority than part of the Tahileen^

there arc iw'O reports of the sentiments of Aboo Huneefah. One, that he

did not consider such to be authoritative : and this appears to be the true doc-

trine. ,The other, contained in the Nuziuuiir states, that if some of the

.followers of the companions have given Futwas in their time, and have received

from the latter a sanction to their disquisitions; as Shorv'a, Husun
;J;,

and

Musrook bin-i Ajda
11,

their decisions should be observed. It is thus written

in the Moheet

The first was Kazee, the second Mooftee, of Koofah, ’n the first century of the H'xjr'ah j r>nd

they were esteemed two of the most learned men of their age. The former, whose name at

length, is Aboo Omyyah Shokya bin ool Hiras ool Kinder, held the station of Kazee, at

Koofah, for seventy-five years, and died A. H. "8 or 80 ; after resigning his office the year before

his death. The entire name of the latter is AbooO.mur Aamir bin-i Shura hee oo Shabef,

derivintf his surname from the town of Shah, in Arabia. He died A. H. 104.
ty

f Ten different works of this name, (meaning, literally, rare, scarce) are specified in the

Kushf ot Zinioon-, of which one w'as composed by Imam Mohummud, the disciple of Aboo

Huneefah ;
and it is probably that here referred to. It is considered lo .be of less authority than

his five other works, the Jama-i sughcer, Jama-i kuhecr, Michoot, Zeeadat, and Si^in, which are

well known, and frequently quoted, under the general designation of Zakir oo Ru-ccayat, the

sonsp'cuous reports.

J Vid. Bih, Or- Tit. Haisan al Basri.

11 A learned native of H,;madan, who became a convert to Islam, during the life of Mohumm.id;

and died at Koofah, A- H- 62 -

§ There are three works of this title; all of which are quoted in the Futav-'aA Aalumgteree
\ but

the two others are distinguished by the addition of Surukshee or Boorhanec. The two latter will

be mentioned in a subsequent note. The Moheet, here referred to, is supposed to have be;n

written by Moulana Ruzkeoo deen of Nyshapoor, who, in the notes prefixed by Syyud Ahmud-i

VoL. X. 3 R
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Ip the concurrent opinion of tlie companions be not found an any case,

which their followers may have agreed upon, the Kuzee must be guided by

the latter. Should there be a difference in opinion between the followers, let

the Kazee compare their arguments and adopt the judgment he deems prefer-

able. If, however, none of the authorities referred to be forthcoming, and the

Kazee be a qualified jurist; (Ahil ool-{jlihdd, literally a person capable of dis-

quisition ;j he may consider in his own mind what is consonant to the princi-

ples of right and justice ; and applying the result, with a pure intention, to the

facts and circumstances of the case, let him pass judgment accordingly. But

if he be not a qualified person, let him take a legal opinion from others who

are versed in the law, and decide in conformity thereto. He should, in no case,

give judgment without knowledge of the law ; and should^never be ashamed to

ask questions for information and advice. It is further requisite that the Kazee

attend to two rules: first, that when the three Imams (Aboo Huneefah,

Aboo Yoosup, and Ima'm Mohummud) all agree, he is not at liberty to

deviate from their joint opinion, upon his own judgment. Secondly, when the

Imams differ, Abdoollah bin-i Moba'ruk * says, the Kazee s sentence is

to be given according to the opinion of Aboo Huneefah, because he was

Humavee to an old copy of the Hiiayah, purchased at Mukkah, is said to have compiled the

opinions of the followers of Aboo Huneefah, in a regular series; whereas other compilers

had blended them. This Meheet, however, is not extant in India, and is only known by quo-

tations from it.

•One of the pupils of Aboo Huneefah, surnamed Mueoozee from Muroo, the place of his

nativity. He was held in high veneration for his piety, and his tomb is said to be visited, at

Hit, in Arabian Erak, (Vid. Bib, Or, Tit. AbdallaJ. He died at the age of 63, A. H. 180, (Mlrat

ooUaalum).
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one of the immediate followers, and contemporaries, of the companions, and

opposed them in the futwas. So it is in the Moheel of Surukhsee*.

If no precedent be found from Aboo Huneepaii and his disciples, and

the case hare been determined by subsequent lawyers, the Kazee is to abide

by the judgment of the latter; unless there be a difference in their decisions,

in which event the preference is left to his discretion. If not even a modern

precedent be forthcoming, the Kdzee may exercise his own reason and judgment

;

provided he be conversant with jurisprudence, and have consulted with sages

of the law. In the commentary of TahaVee'|~
; it is stated, that if the Kdzee

pass sentence on his own judgment, in opposition to the manifest letter of the

law (NussJ, such sentence is not valid. But if the sentence be not contrary to

the clear letter of the law, and the Kazee, after passing it, should change his

opinion, his former judgment is, nevertheless, valid ; though his future adjudi-

* The author of this work, which is extant, and held in high estimation, is stated, in the Kushf

00 Zunoon, to be Shums ool aimmah, Aboo Bukr Mohummud, of Stuukhs, mentioned In a

former note. The Mohiet-i Boorhanec, composed by Bookiian oo’ deen*Makmo.)D bin-i

Ahmud, is also noticed In the Kushf oo Zunoon
;
but without any other particulars of the author.

He is mentioned by D'Herbeuot, under the title of Sarakhsi, as having been born at Surukhs ;

and having gone from hence into Sj/ria, where he superintended a Collegeat AJefpo; and died at

Damascus, A, H. 571. His Moheet is known in India
;
and an incomplete copy is possessed by

the (©art of Nizamut Adi ut
;
but it isless esteemed than that of Shums ool Aimmab.

t Ima’m Aboo Jafur Amud bin-i Mohummud, oiTabd (a town in Upper EgjftJ is one among

the numerous commentators of the Jama-i Sugheer of Imam Mohummud. He also wrote an

abridgement 'of the doctrine of Aboo Huneefah, and his two disciples, intitled Mokhtusur-i

Tahavee. Both works are often quoted, as authorities, but are ivot known to be now extant. He

is stated in the Kushf00 Zunoon, to have died A. H. 3/1.

3 R 2
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cations must be regulal^.d by bis recent opinion. This is the doctrine of the two

elders (Shy'khy'n, viz. Aboo Hunekfah and Aboo Yoosuf,) and Ima'm

AJohummud agrees with them, provided rl e second opinion of the in

such cases be deemed by others preferable to the first. It is further stated (by

Taha'vee), that if the ancient jurists have formed diflerejtt opinions upon any

point, and their successors have agreed upon the opinion to be preferred;

according to the tw'o elders, this agreement docs not remove the effect of the

former difference ; but Ima'm Mohummud thinks it is removed thereby.

Shy'ku ool Islam Shums ool aimmah Subukhsee, reports, however, that

all the disciples of Aboo Huneefah agree in opinion upon this point, and that

a few of the learned only hold the continuance of the original dissent, not-

withstanding the subsequent agreement. If the lawyers of one age concur in

any particular doctrine, and in after times, differing in opinion from

them, with an upright intention, pass an opposite judgment ; some hold his so

doing to be legal, provided there were an original difference among the learned

upon the doctrine in question ; whilst others deem it illegal, notwithstanding

such original difference ; but all agree upon the illegality of the opposite judg-

ment, supposing no difference of opinion to have been at any time entertained

upon the subject. In the Fufawa-i Itabiyah*^ it is stated, that if a ka^ee take an

exposition of the law from a Mooftee^ and differ in opinion from the latter, he

is to pass sentence in the case according to his own judgment; provided he be

a person of understanding and knowledge
; and that if the sentence be passed

• The author of this work, Aboo Nusu Ahmud bin-i-Mohunmud ool Itabek, of Bolhara, is

mtiuioned in the Kushf oo Zuvoen as haring also written a commentary on the Juma-i Sughur of

ImamMhummud. He died a H- 585.
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against his own opinion, in deference to that of the Mooflee^ it is according

to the two disciples (Sa'hicy'n, viz. Aboo Yoosuf and Ima'm ivToiiuMMUi))

invalid : in like manner as in matters of tehgious preference on presumption

h is forbidden to act upon the judgment of others; but A boo IIunbefah

holds the sentence to be valid in such cases, as it is the result of legal disqui-

sition. Supposing tlie ka%ee not to have exercised his own reason on the case^

at the time of his giving judgment according to the opinion of the Mjoflce\ and

that he subsequently forms an opinion, at variance with that of the ^ loofke-,
/

Im'am Mohummud says, his sentence is liable to abrogation
; but Aboo

Yoosuf affirms, it is not affected thereby ;
in the same manner as it would not

be affected if the l-azee had passed sentence on his own opinion, and had after-

wards changed that opinion. The foregoing is copied from the Talarkhawe-

yah *r

^^WiiEN there is neither written law, or concurrence of opinions, for the

guidance of the kazee, if he be capable of legal disquisition, and have formed

a decisive judgment on the case, he should carry such judgment into effect by

his sentence, although other scientific lawyers may differ in opinion from him ;

and should not be governed by their sentiments, in opposition to his own
; for

that which, upon deliberate investigation, appears to be right and just, is ac-

cepted as such in the sight of God. If however the persons, who declare an

opinion different from that of the kazee be superior to him in science, and he

consequently adopt their judgment, questioning the grounds
,
of it, from

* Vid. Bib. Or. Tatarkhan. An imperfect copy of the work referred to, entitled Futavia~t Tatar^

khaneeyah^ is in the possession of the court of Nizamut Adalut.
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respect to their superior knowledge, Aboo Htjneefah admits the legality

of his proceeding. Aboo Yoosup and Im'am Mohummud, on the contrary,

do not allow it to be legal, unless he ultimately adopt their opinion as he result

of his own judgment. This, at least, is one report : but another says, that the

master and his two disciples held, respectively, the reverse of what has been

mentioned. If in any case, the kazee be perplexed by opposite proofs, let him

reflect upon the case, and determine as he should judge Tight : or, for the

greater, certainty, let him consult other able lawyers; and if they differ, after

weighing their arguments, let him decide, as appears just. Should they agree

with each other, but differ from his own opinion on the case, he is to adhere to

the latter until he be convinced it is ill founded, and may give judgment accord-

ingly ; but not precipitately, or until he has duly weighed and examined the

whole of the circumstances and evidence. Let him not fear or hesitate to act

upon the result of his own judgment, after a full and deliberate examination :

but let him beware of a doubtful and conjectural decision, without complete

investigation, as such will not be approved in the account of his actions to God ;

though, from want of certain information to the contrary, it may pass as a

valid sentence among men. What has been here said supposes the kdzee to

be a Moojtahid, or scientific jurist, competent, from his talents and learning,

to undertake legal disquisition. If he be not a person so qualified, but pos-

sesses a knowledge and full recollection of the points and cases determined by

the eminent lawyers of his persuasion, let him give judgment according to the

tenets of those in whom he confides ; and whom he believes it right to follow.

Should he not have a perfect recollection of decided law-points, let him act

upon expositions of the law, by Mooftees of the orthodox doctrine
;

or if
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there be only one such Mo'-^ftee on the spot, his single cx^Tosition may be acted

upon, without fear of imputed deficiency. It is thus written in the Uuddyid

X

The legal meaning of Ijtihdd is the diligent exercise of the mental faculties

in search of the thing desired ; and the requisite qualification of a Moojtahid, is

a discriminative knowledge of wliat is contained in the book of God, and in the

traditions from the Prophet, relative to legal mles and ordinances (alikdm.) It is

not essential that he should also know the moral precepts and admonitions

included therein. It has been likewise declared that a person, whose general

rectitude exceeds his deviations from right, may law'fully practise Ijl'ihad^ or

disquisition. But the definition above given is accurate : as stated in the

Fosool ool lmadeeyah\. The most correct account given of a Moojiuhid is,

that he liave a comprehensive knowledge of the divine book, with the different

interpretations thereof ; a full acquaintance with the traditions, their gradations,

texts, and comments; aright understanding, or power of just reasoning;

• A commentai-y on the 7y^a/ w/ of SwYKH ola oodeen Mohummud, of Sumurkun.h

by his pupil, Aboo Bukr, cin-i Musoood, of Kas/ian, in Persian Irak. Tiie author of the

Kushf 0o' Zuneon states the death of the latter to have been A. H. 587 5 ^nd adds the master was

so well pleased with the comment of his scholar, that he gave in marriage to the latter his

daughter Fatimah, who was also learned in the science of jurisprudence. The entire name

of the commentary is Budajjia oo Sunayiafcc turtceh oo Shurai/ia. Both the text and comment are

quoted as authorities ; but neither is known to be now extant in India.

f By Abode fuxh Mohummud bin-i Aboq Bukr, of Murghecnan. He is stated, in the

Kushf so to have composed the work quoted, A. H. 651, at the College founded by

Imad ool Moolk in the suburbs of It contains forty sections, on civil transactions

(Moamulai) only
;
and being left incomplete at his death, was finished by his son, Jumal oo

OEEN. A copy is among he books of the Nizemui AdaluU and it is considered a work of au-

thority.
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and experience in human affairs and^ usages. This is quoted from the

Kafee

Having thus stated the authorities for the Mohummudan law, and the pre-

ference to be observed, or discretion allowed, when they differ ; it may be

proper to add a short notice of the books of jurisprudence which are esteemed

by the Hwieefeeyah sect of Soonee lawyers, for practical exposition of the temporal

law ;
especially such as are extant and govern judicial decisions in India.

I

Aroo Huneefah himself does not apppear to have left any work upon

jurisprudence His legal doctrines were recorded and illustrated by his

disciples: particularly by Ima'm Mohummud ; whose most celebrated law-

tracts, entitled the Jama-i sngheer, Jamd-i hiheer, Mubsoot, Zetadat, and

Slyur, have been already noticed, as collectively quoted by the title of

Zahir od ruvoayat Tl.ese works are described in the hishf od

* A commentary on the IVafee, and written by tlie same autlior Imam Abooi, Burkat,

Abdoolla biN'I Ahmud, commonly called Hatiz oo’ deen, of Nusuf, who died A. H. 710- , He

also wrote the Kiin% oo Dukaijik, a work of high autlioi ity, and extant in India
;
but eclipsed by its

cimment the Buhr-i-Ra^ik, composed in the tenth century of the liijrah by Zyn ool AABioEEtr

Ibn-i \ujeem, q\ Egnpt. Vid. Tit. Nagim of DTIekbelot, who appears however to have stated

the year of his death A. II. 6/0, inste'ad of 070 ; which is [^mcnti(;ued more than once in the

Kushf 00 ' Zuiioon.

j Mr. Hamilton- mentions three treatises, on theological subjects as written by A boo Huneefah :

viz \.hc liliincid, Filk-iif-clm, and Moalim- Of these the Moosm/d is described in the KushJ 00

Zunnenj-i^ a book of ti aditions. The work apparently intended as the second, but misnamed

Filk-at-clm, instead of Fil kulam (on theology,.) is well known in India, by the name Fikh-i-Akbt.r.

The third is unknown. D'Herbelot, who seems to have been Mr. Ha^iilton's principal autho-

rity, mentions the three works, under the title oQ

+ Mr. Hamilton (in his Preliminary Discourse, p. 36 ) has inadvertently stated the Jima-i-knbctr

to be a collection of traditions called also the Jama-i-saheeh, Yeesoo Mohummud bin Ybsoo al
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Zunoon as being of the- first authority for the opinions of Aboo Hunee-

FAH and Aboo Yoosup as well as of Ima'm Mohummud. Various com-

mentaries are also stated to have been written upon them during the early age

of the Mohummudan era ; and several are quoted in the Futdvca-iAdlum-

geeree, compiled in the reign of Au'rungzeb But neither the texts, or

Termazi. The apparent origin of this mistake has been pointed out in a former note. He

further remarks that the author of the Jama~i-sugheer is uncertain. But independently of nu-

merous other authorities. Imam Mohummud is expressly cited in the Hidayah as the author of

both works, and of the Mubsoot. (Sec Vol. I. of the translation, p. 153.) Mr.^Hamilton has

been led into another error, by supposing the Muhseot, quoted in the Hidayah, to have been written

by Fukrool Islam Buzduvee
;
whereas, of the two Mubsoots cited by the author of the Hidayah,

one is the composition of Imam Mohummud, above noticed j and the other was composed by

Shums ool Aimmah Surukhsee, as observed in a preceding note.

• The only work known to have been composed by Aboo Yoosuf is an Adah ool Kazee
; and th«

reputation of this has been superceded by the celebrity of Khusaf’s tract of the same title,

already mentioned. He is said, however, to have furnished his pupil. Imam Mohummud, with

notes (amahe) for a considerable part of his compositions; particularly for the Jama-i-sugheer.

t The principal commentators of the “Jama-i-sugheer” are Shums ool Aimmah Surukhsee^

Aboo Bukr Ahmud Razee, commonly called Jussas, (the plasterer;) Aboo Jafur Ahmud Tahavee
;

Fukr ool Islam Alee Buzduvee; Aboo Nusur Ahmud sol Itabee of Bokhara; Aboo’l Lys

Nusur, of Sumurkund
;
Aboo Nusur Ahmud, Isbeejabee ; Husun bin-i-Munsoor, of Ouzjund,

I

better known by the appellation of Kazee Khan
;

Taj-oo’ deen Abd ool Ghufur Kurduree

;

Zuheer oo deen Ahmud Tumurtashee
;
and Kazee Musaood, of Yuzd

;
and Aboo Saeed Mootu-

hur, of the same city
;
whose commentary is quoted by the title of “ Tuhzeeb." The seven

persons first mentioned have also written comments on the Jama-i-kubeer ;” besides Kazee Aboo

Zyd Abdoollah, of Duboos
;
Boorhan oo' deen Mahmood, author of the Moheet-i-Boorhanee ;”

Boorhan oo’ deen Alee, author of the “ Hidayah Shums ool Aimmah Molumimud, called Hulwacc

(the confectioner ;)
Ibn-i ubduk Joorjanee

;
and Jumal oo’ deen Mahmud, of Bokhara, whose

common designation is Huseerce (the mat-maker;) and whose second commentary is often

quoted by the name of “ Tukreer.” The “Tukreer” and “ Doorur” are also known com-

nsents on the work in question
;
the former by Abool Abbas Ahmud ;

the latterby Nasiro >’

deen Mohummud, of Damascus.

.3 SVOL.X.
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comments, are now known to be in India, except an imperfect copy of the

commencement of Ka'zee Khan, on the Jdmd t-sugheer, which was obtained

from the library of the Niiwab of Oudh ;
and is in the possession of the Ni^amiit

Adaliit. Nor is there a treatise on the Mosul man law, written during the four

first centuries of the Hijrah, at present, in the possession of any person, from

whom enquiry could be made upon'the subject at Cdlcutta *.

The oldest work on jurisprudence in the possession of the law officers of

the Nizdmut Addlut, and other learned Mosulman lawyers, in Calcutta, is the

Mohhtusar ool Kudooree, a compendium, or general law-tract, composed by

Ima'm Abool Hose'n oi Kudoor, a quarter of Baghdad, who died

A. H. 428. It is often referred to in the Hiddjah, and described in the Kushf

oo' Zunoon as a book of authority in general use, and held in the highest esti-

mation. It is said to contain twelve thousand cases ;
and has been illus-

• It does not appear that any work on jurisprudence was published daring the first century

of the Hijrah : or that any was written on the doctrines of Aboo Huneefah, during the second

century, except the treatises, which have been noticed, of his two disciple Aboo Yoosuf, and

Imam Mohummud. In the third and fourth centuries, besides commentaries on the works of

the latter, (which as fundamental authorities, are denominated Osool or Original) the following

law-tracts are stated to have been composed
j

and are briefly described in the “ Kushf oo’

Zunoon.” An “ Adub ool Kazee” and "Nuwadir,” by Mohummud bin-i-Sumaah, who died

A. H. 2 33. Another treatise, of the former title, by Aboo Hazim Abd ool Humeed, who died in

292 . Several treatises of the latter title, by Ibn-i-Roostum, Hisharn, and others. Also books of

both titles, and a compendium of the law, entitled “ Mokhtusur-i Tahavee,” by Aboo Jafur

Ahmud of Taba in Egypt who died A. H. 371 ;
and who seems to be the author erroneously

cited by the name of Aboo Faka, in Mr. Hamilton’s Prel. Dis. p. 38. Another compendium,

entiled “ Mokhtusur-i Kurkhee,” by Aboo’l Hosen Abdoollah of Kurkh (a ward in the city of

Baghdad) who died A. H. 340. And a “Nuwadir,” with two other books, entitled “ Ouzoon”

and '• Nuwaztl”, by Aboo’l Lys Nusur, of Sumurkund.
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.

trated in numerous commentaries
;
among which several are quoted in the

Futawa-i Aalumgeeree ; but are not now known to be extant in llindostan *.

The other books in actual use for expounding the Mohummudan law are

of two descriptions. The first consists of texts and comments, which, in a

scientific method, state the elements and principles of the law ; establish them

by proofs and reasoning
;

and illustrate the application of them by select

cases, real or supposed ; such as the Hidajah, Kun%, od dukayah, Vikdyah^

Nikdyah, and Ashbah o' Nuzdytr^ with their respective commentaries. The

second description is commonly, but not always, distinguished by the title of

Futdwd ; and is, for the most part, a collection of law cases, arranged under

proper heads, with a short recital of facts and circumstances, without arguments,

and with authorities only for the cases quoted ; being intended chiefly for

• The titles and authors of the principal commentaries are as follows. The ‘^Siraj-i Wuhhaj,"

and Jouhurah-i-nyyirah” (the latter abridged from the former) by Aboo Bukr bin-i-Alee,

commonly called Hudadee (the blacksmith). Ahmud bin-i-Mohummud also made an abridgement

of the Siraj-i-Wuhhaj,” which is quoted by the title of “ Buhur-i-Zakhir.” The " Moolturaus

ool ikhwan” by Aboo’l Maalee, of Ghuzna. The “ Kifayah,” by Shuras ool aimmah Ismaeel,

of Byhuk. The“Biyan,” by Mohumraud bin-i-rusool of Toukat. The “ Lobab” by Julal aboo

Saeed Mootuhur, of Buzdah. The “ Tunabee” by Budr oo’ deen Mohummud, of Ushbeeleeah.

The “ Kholasut oo’ dulaeel,” by Hosam oo’ deen Alee, of Mukkah. The last mentioned

commentary is highly praised, for its utility, in the Kushf oo’ Zunoon,” and is stated to have

been further improved by the annotations of Ibii-i Subeeh oo’ deen Osman, a native of Tartary,

Mr. Hamilton, (in his Prel. Disc. p. 30, 37,) has erroneously mentioned the commentary

of Kudooree, as quoted in the “ Hidayah,” instead of his Mokhtusur.” He appears to have made

a further mistake in stating the commentary of Kudooree to be about the “ Adub ool Kazee” of

Aboo Yoosuf, whereas no comment of that work is noticed in the “ Kushf oo’ Zunoon but

Kudooree is specified as one of the commentators of the “ Adub ool Kazee" of Khusaf, mentioned

in a preceding note.

3 S 2
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practical purposes ; whereas the elementary works first mentioned are more cal-

culated for study and instruction. The Futavoa i Kdzee Khan by Fukr oo’

BEEN HusuNj of Ou^jund in Furghdnd, who was contemporary with the author

of the Hiddyah, and whose collection is esteemed of equal authority with that

celebrated work, must, in some measure, be excepted from the above remark ;

as it illustrates many cases by the proofs and reasoning upon which the

decision of them is founded

The other Fuldwd extant in India, besides those already mentioned in the

preceding pages and notes, are the Khii%dnul ool Mooftieen, Futdwd-i-Biad^iyahi

Fuldwd- i-Nukshbundiyah, Mun hoolghufar, and Mokhtdr ool Fuldwd by unknown

authors; the Foosool-i-Isturooshee, by Mohummud bin-i Mahmood, who

compiled it in the 625th year of the Hijrah\\ the Fuldwd- i Ihrd-heemshdhiyah,

by Sha'hab oo’ deen Ahmud, a native of Hindoostan, who composed it for

SooLTA^N Ibbra'heem Sha'h, at Jounpoor, in the Qth century of the

* A complete and accurate copy of the “Fu(a\va-i Kazee Khan,” supposed to have formerly

belonged to the royal library, is among the books of the Nizamut Adalut, obtained from

Lttkhr.ow. The author of the " Kushf oo’ Zunoon” and the present 00/ ifooza/, concur

in extolling this work, as replete w'ith cases of common occurrence, and consequently of particular

utility for practical reference. A digest (“ Mor'^ttub”) of the cases recited Ih it, is also mentioned

in the “Kushfoo’ Zunoon,” as made in the seventh century of the Hijrah, by a learned Syrian,

named Mohummud bini-Moostufaafunder, and entitled “Wuhhajoo’ Shureeut.”

t The court of have a complete copy of this compilation, presented to them,

with six other law books purchased at Lukhnow, by the Kazee ool Koozat, Mohummud Nujm

00’ deen. It consists of thirty sections, upon “ Moamulat” only : like the “ Foosool ool Imadeeyah,”

beforeraentioned. The contents of both were arranged ana incorporated in a collection, entitled

“ Jama-ool Fo ^soolyn,” by Budr 00’ dees Mahmood ;
better known by the name of Ibni-Kazee*i-

Sumawunah, who died A. H. 823 . Theauthor of the “ Kushf 00’ Zunoon” states this work to be

in great estimation with the learned, as a civil digest; but though often quoted as an authority,

it is not known to be at present in India.
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Hijrah^i and the FiUatvd-i Adlumgeeree, compiled at DehU, by order of the

Emperor Aa^lumgeer) in thel 1 th year of his reign, corresponding with A.

H. 1067.

The Hldayah is so well known, from the English version of it, made by

Mr. Charles Hamilton, and published in the year 1791, that it will be

unnecessary to say much of it.
^

The kaHeool koozat, in his catalogue of books

already adverted to, describes it in the following terms. The Hidayah is

a commentary upon the Bidayut ool Moohtudee^ and both the text and comments

were composed by Say'kh Boorha'n 00’ deen Alee, son of Aboo Buks,

o{ Murgheenatty who lived to the age of sixty-two; and, after employing

thirteen years in the composition of the latter work, departed from this

world A. H. 598. The general arrangement, and division of it, are adopted

from the Jama-i-Sugheer of Ima'm Mohummud. It is celebrated amongst

the learned for its selection of law cases, and connection of them with the proofs

and arguments by which they have been determined. Wherefore in every age it

has been esteemed by lawyers ; many of whom have written comments and

annotations upon it.” It is spoken of in nearly the same language, by the author

of the Kushf 00 Zunoon who adds, “ it is a rule observed by the composer of this

work to state first the opinions and arguments of the two disciples (Aboo

* Ibraheem Shah reigned at Jounpeor (during 'the confusion of the Empire of Dchly,

consequent to the invasion of TymoorJ for forty years, and died A. H. 844. The court of

liizamut Adalui possess an entire copy of the work referred to: but it i? a mixed collec-

tion, and not deemed authoritative.
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Yoosup and Ima'm Mohummud) ; afterwards the doctrine of the great

Ima'm (Aboo Huneefah) ; and then to expatiate on the proofs adduced

by the latter, in such manner as to refute any opposite reasoning on the part of

the disciples. Whenever he deviates from this rule it may be inferred that he

inclines to the opinion of Aboo Yoosuf and Ima'm Mohummud. It is also

his practice to illustrate the cases specified in the Jama-'t Sugheer^ and by

Kudooree : intending the latter, whenever he uses the expression he has said

in the hook. In praise of the Hidayah^ it has been declared, like the koran, to

have superseded all previous books on the law ; that all persons should

remember the rules prescribed in it ; and that it should be followed as a guide

through life.” This eulogium on the is confirmed in a paper written

by Mou'lavee Mohummud Ra'shid, one of the Mooftees of the Supreme

Court of Judicature and Courts of Sudr Deewdnee and Nhdmut jiddlut, as well

as one of the most learned Mosulmans in India ; who remarks on the text,

and some of the principal comments, to the following effect. No text or com-

mentary, now extant, can be compared with the Hiddyah as a digest of

approved law cases, illustrated by the proofs and arguments which establish

them. It is therefore, with its comments, fit to be the standard oflegal decision

in the present times. Many commentaries have been written upon it : but

four only, the Nihayah, hidyah, Kifayah and Futh ool kudeer, are forthcoming

in Bengal. The ISHhajah was first composed : and has superior credit as being

the original from which the others have borrowed. But the author of the Inayak

has merited esteem by his studious analysis
; and interpretation of the letter

and meaning of Hidayah. The kifayah also deserves commendation, from

its concise statement of the substance of other commentaries, as well as from

some additions to them. And the Futh ool kudeer is preferable to the whole.
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as an ample collection of cases, (rendering it equal in this respect to a

Fatawa) expressed with suitable brevity of language

The Kunzoo' dukayik has been already mentioned, as composed by Ha^fiz

00 DEEN, author of the Kafec a.nd. Wafee. It is a short general treatise of law j

* The *' Nihayah” was composed by Hosam oo’deen Hosen Ibni Alee, said to have been a

pupil of Boorhan oo deen, author of the “Hidayah.” The latter having, from some unknown

cause, omitted the law of inheritance, it has been added by the commentator. But this part of

the “ Nihayah” does not appear to have obtained equal celebrity with the “ Fura, eez-i-sirajee-

yah” mentioned in a former note. The “Kushf oo’ Zunoon” notices two commentaries of the

title of “ Inayah j” the first of which was commenced by Abool Abas Ahmud, a Kazee in Egypt,

who died A. H. 71O3 and was completed in the succeeding century of the Hijrah by Kazee

Saeed 00 deen, of Dubur. The second, which Is that referred to as extant in India, was com-

posed by Shykh Akmul 00’ deen Mohummud, who died A, H. 7863 Imam 00’ deen Ameer Katib

Bin-i Ameer Omur, who had previously written another commentary entitled “ Ghayutool biyan”

after employing himself for twenty-seven years at Cairo, and other places, to render his second

work more complete, finished the “ Kifayah,” at Damascus, in the 7d7th year of the Hijrah-

The “ Futh ool Kudeer” is stated to have been commenced by its author Kumal 00’ deen

• Mohummud of Seewas, commonly called Ibn-i-Homam, in the 2()th year of the Hijrah
j and to

have occupied a consider able part of the remaining period of his life, which was terminated in

861. Other commentaries upon the “ Hidayah” are mentioned in the “ Kushf 00’ Zunoon

but as they are not procurable in India, it will be sunicient to notice the “Fuwaeed,” by Humeed

00 deen Alee, of Bokhara, who died A. H. 667 ;
and is supposed by some to have been the

first commentator; but his tract, being extremely brief, hns been superseded by the subsequent

comments: the '' Miarai 00 dirayut,” by Kuwam 00’ deen Mohummud, also of Bokhara, who died

A. H. 747; and whose commentary is quoted in the “ Aalumgeeree :” and the “ Odah” by

Kumal 00’ deen Mohummud, also quoted
; though it is described as ratner an abstract, than

a comment; being a methodical collection of the law cases contained in the “ Hidayah,” without

the arguments stated in proof of them. The" Nihayah ool Kifayah,” byTajoo’ Shureeyut Omur,

is also mentioned in the "Kushf 00’ Zunoon" as a commentary on the " Hidayah ;” but the

Kazee ool Koozat, in describing an imperfect copy of it, belonging to the Xizamut AJalut, terms

it a " Hasheeah,” or margi- nal note book. An incomplete copy of the " Kifayah” is also among

the law books of that court.
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used in Mosulman colleges, as an elementary book of instruction ; but

superseded, as a book of reference for legal exposition, by its commentaries
; of

which the following are extant in India. The Tnhieen ool hukayih, by Bukr oo’

DEEN Aboo Mohum MUD ASMAN of Zj/, who died A. H. 743. His comment

is valued by the followers of Aboo Huneepah, as containing a complete

refutation of the opposite doctrine of Shafiiee. The Bnhr 00 rayik, by the

learned Zy'n ool Aabideen Ibn-i Nujeem of Egypt^ left incomplete, at his

death, A. H. 970 ; and unequally finished by his brother Siraj 00’ deen

Omue, who also wrote a commentary entitled the Nuhrifayik, but of inferior

merit to that of Zy'n ool Aa'bideen ; which is held in the utmost estimation :

and is spoken of in the kushf 00' Zunoon as equalled only by the Futh ool

Kudeer\ Ibn-i Homa'm’s commentary on the Hidayah. The Mutluh ifayik

or, as more generally called jiynee by Rudr 00’. deen Mohummud Ay'nee,

of Duhur in Arabia. This commentary is also esteemed, as containing an ample

collection of law cases : and though surpassed, in this respect, by the Buhr-i-rayik^

it has the advantage of having been brought to a conclusion by the author

;

whose erudition obtained him the title of Ulamah^ in common with Zy'n ool

Aa'bideen *.

* Another commentary 011 the Kunz 00 dukayik,” entitled '' Maadun,” isknown in India.

Bnt the name of the author ha* not been ascertained. The '^‘Eezah” by Shykh Yahya, and

“ Rumz ool Hukayik" by Kazee Budr 00 deen Mahmood, are also noticed, with the names of

some other commentators, in the “Kushf 00’ Zunoon;” but they are not celebrated, or quoted

as authorities. The court of Nixamut Adalut possess an incomplete copy of the “ Buhroo’

rayik on which the Kazee ool Koozat remarks (in his catalogue) that “it comprises a compila-

tion of cases, general and particular; with the useful result of the author’s researches upon a

variety of legal question*; and is received as auhentic by the followers of Aboo Hunoefah in

very city of Islam.
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The text of the Vikdyah, composed in the 7th century of the Hijrah by

BoorhaV oo’ Shureeut Mahmood, son of the first Sudr oo ShuceiU like

that of the Kunz oo' Dul’djik, has been superseded, for legal consultation, by

its more extensive commentaries ;
especially by that of the second Sudr oo'

Shureeut^ Oey'd oollah bin-i-Musaood, who died A, H. 760 ; distinguished

by the title of ; and combining, with the original treatise, an

ample comment in illufiration of it. But both arc used in Mosulman Colleges,

for instruction in the^sqience of law, preparatory to the study of the Hidayah ;

upon which the Vikdyah is founded
; being, as its title at length imports,

(Vtkdyut oo' riwayahyfee Musd^eel il Hiddiyah ;) the Cmtos, guardian, or preserver,

of the reports of cases in the Hiddyah. Other commentaries are mentioned in

the Kushf oo' Zunoon ; but they are not known to be extant in India
; or

quoted as authorities. *

* Numerous Hu-mashei, or books of annotations, have also been written on the text and

corainentarics ;
of which the most celebrated is the Hasheeah of Yoosuf bik-i Jonyd, com-

monly called Akkee Chulpee. This work, entitled Zukbeerut ool Okba is in the possession of

the court of Kizamut Adalut, who have also a correct and complete copy of the ShwhA-Vikayah.

It may be usefurto add that a Persian translation of the latter has been made by a person named

Abd ooL Hu!t SujAWAL, of Surftlnd

;

who in his preface, states it to have been completed

A. H. 1076} during the reign ofAurungzeb. A copy of this version is in my possession. The

language is not elegant j
but it bears the character of accuracy; and with a careful revision, it

may deserve publication. In bulk it does not much exceed a fourth of the Persian version of

i\\& Hiddyah-, made by the former chief Gholam YuhvA Khan,and his learned associates,

employed for that purpose under the patronage of Mr. Hastings; a revised edition of which,

under the superintendence of Mou’iavee Mohummud Rashid, is now printing, at my suggestion,

by order of Government ; and besides facilitating the study of the Arabic text, will tend to explain

and correct the English translation
;
which, though on the whole deserving of praise, lias been

found in some parts inaccurate, and in many less intelligible than the Persian version. It maybe

VoL. X. 3 T
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The Vtlayah was abridged from the Fikayah by the second Sudr oo’

Shureut, already mentioned as the principal commentator on the Vikayah,

It is also called Mokhtusur-i Vikayah^ and used as a book of instruction, the rules

and cases contained in it being committed to memory by the student. But its

utility, for legal reference, is superseded by its commentaries t of which there

are extant, comp osed by Aboo’l Muka'rim bin-i AbdOollah, A. H. Q07;

by Abdool Alee, Bin-i-Mohummud Birjindee, in the year 937; and

by Shums oo’ deen Mohummud, of Khoriscan^ in 941. The whole of these

comments are held in esteem ; but the latter, entitled Jamd 00' rumooz, is the

most copious. *

The Ashhah 6 Nuzayir is an elementary treatise, composed in the tenth

century of the Hijrah, by Z'xn ool Aa'bideen, already mentioned as the

author of the Buhr-i-ayik. It is stated in the Kushf 00 Zunoon to consist of

seven sections, (denominated fun); the two first of which relate to the general

principles and rules of law ; and the kd%ee ool koozat, in describing a copy

of it, which belongs to the Nhamut Addlut, observes, that although a short

tract, it contains legal pnncipia, from which numerous cases may be deduced
;

wherefore to able lawyers it is of the utmost advantage.” Thirteen commen-

taries upon it are noticed in the K7tshf 00' T^unoon, but hone of them are known

to be in India.

proper to add in this place, that in noticing, for obvi )ns reasons, what has appeared upon inquiry

to be erroneous or deficient in the late Mr, Hamilton’s translation of the “ Hidayah,” no Intention

whatever is entertained of impeaching the personal merits cr reputation of that gentleman; who

laboured under a material disadvantage in not having completed his arduous and laudable undertak-

ing in India.

* Complete copies of tlie three commentaries are among the books procured from Lukhnow,

for the court of Nizdmut Adulut.

Mou'lavee Mohumud Rashid possesses two commenuiries on the Asiiba o Xuza',3'ir, one of
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Besides the texts and commentaries above described, as in actual use for

legal expositions, the Mujm/i oo a text book composed by Mozuffrr oo’

DEEN Ahmud, of Bughildd, A. H. 6(^0, is also in the possession of a learned

Mosulman in * together with one of its commentaries, written by

Abd oo’ Luteef Bin-i- Abd ool Azeez
; but as no other copy of either the

text or comment is known to be forthcoming; they cannot be in general use. |

which, called the " Ghumzool Oyoon , was written by Sy,yid ahmud bin-i-Mluimmud I lumavcc.

The author of the other is unknown.

* Moiilavee Kureem oo deen, by whom (in concert with Moulavee Mohummud Ra shid) I

have beeq materially assisted in preparing the short account given of books on the Mohumniudan

law; and who has made for me a comi>lete Persian translation from the Arabic original of the

“ Kushf oo Zunoon.” He received the “ Majma-ool buhry’n,” and its commentary, froni

Shura'iut Mohummud Khan, Meer Moonshce to the Nuvvab Mozaffur Jung; who sujported a

Mudrusah at Moorshidabad, in which Kureem oo deen w’as Modurrir or Lecturer,

t In addition to the books on iurispiudence, which have been noticed; the following arc

described in the “ Kushf oo Zuuoon but none of them are known to be at present in Hin-

dostan. The Ajnas" and “ Akkam,” by Abobl Abas Ahmud Natiffe, who died A. H. 440;

the “ Tujnees o’ Muzeed” by the author of the “ Hida yah
3
” the Ha'vee ool Huseeree" bv

Mohummud-bin-i-lbrahcem, of Hiiseer, who died A, H. 505. The " Futawa-i-koobra," by

Shaheed Hisam 00 deen Omur, who suffered martyrdom in the 530th year of the Hijrah. The

“ Kholasut ool futawa,” by Tahir bin-i-Abmud, of Bokhara, who died A. H. 542. The

Mooltukut,” by .Nasir 00 ’ deen, Abool Kasim, of Sumurkund
;

finished A. H. 54g. The

" Havee ool Koodscc," by Kazee Jumal 00 deen Ahmud of Ghuzna, who lived in the latter part

of the 6th century of the Hijrah. A “ Tulkhees” (abridgment) of the Jama-I-kubeer," by Kumal

00 ’ deen Mohummud, of Khilat, who died A. H. 052. The “ Mokhtar,” and its commentary,

the “ Jkhtiyar,” by Mujd 00 ’ deen Abdoollah of Moosul, sup[ osed to have flourished in the

7 th century of the Hijrah. The “ Ghoorur ool Ahkara,” and its comment, the “ Doorur ool

hookham,” by Mohummud bin-i Furamooiz, commonly called Mooila Khoosro, who died A. H.

£87; and the “Mooltuca ool Abhoor,” by Ibraheem bin-i Mohummud Chulpee (a Syrian)

finished A, H. &23. Of these works the three last mentioned only ore text books. The remam-

a T 2
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Op the books of which have been mentioned, none appear to require

further notice, except the Fuldwds-i Adlumgeeree, Mr. Hamilton, by an

extraordinary mistake, has stated this work to have been “ composed in the

Persian language *, by the authority and under the inspection of the Emperor

Au'rungze'b whereas it is well known to have been written in Arabic^ the

usual languageof Mohummudan law and science; and to have been translated

into Persian^ by order of the Emperor’s daughter, the Princess Zeb oo’ Nisa'.

Several copies of the Arabic original are in Calcutta', and some imperfect

copies of the Persian version ; or rather of parts of it
-f'.

In the

<ier (excepting the abridgments of Imam Mohummud’s great “ Jama,”) are collections of

cases, of the nature of “Futawa.” A fur:her collection, entitled “’Khuzanut ool futawa,”

by Ahmud bin-i-Mohummud, is among the books of the Nizamut Adalut, and supposed by the

Kazee ool Koozat” to have been compiled to wards the end of the 8th century of the Hijrah.

Also a Persian compilation, named ” Futawa-i-Kurakhanee,” the cases included in which were

collected by Moolla Sudr oo’ deen bin-i Yakood, and arranged, some years after his death, by

Kura Khan, in the reign of Sooltan ula oo’deen. The Kazee ool Koozat has likewise presented

to the Nizamut Adalut a small Persian book, entitled Mokhtar ool Ikhtiyar, written A. H. 2/1, by

Ikhtiyar son of Ghy as oo’ deen Husun '; containing, besides the duties of a kazee and moftec,

legal forms of various descriptions for practical use.

• Preliminary Discourse, p. 44.

t Mr. H. Colebrookc possesses a folio volume, containing about half of the entire translation,

from the commencement to the book upon evidence. I have also a volume which contains from

the book on marriage, to that upon endowments, or religious and charitable appropriations. And,

at my suggestion, the Governor General in Council has been pleaded to instruct the Resident at

Dehly to endeavour to procure two or more completc copies of- iTre Persian version made by order

of Zeboo Nisa, with a view to prepare a collated transcript, which may be hereafter printed and

published. I have likewise a correct Persian translation of the book on “Jinayat,” or offences

against the person, made for me, a few years since, by Moulayec Saeed oo deen, (now law officer
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catalogue of books appertaining to the Nixamut Adalut (among which is an

incomplete copy of the Arabic Futawa-i Aalumgeeree) the kaxee ool koo^at

describes this work in the following terms :
—“ It was commenced A. H.

1067, corresponding with the 11 th year of Aa'lumgeer's reign. Credible

persons have related, that when Meerza'Ka'zim, author of Aalumgeernamah^

had finished, and presented to his Majesty, the history of the first ten

years of the reign, it occurred to the King that there were many books of

history in the world, and that from the inclination which mankind have to

read such books, ’they are composed without orders from Kings and Nobles

;

that the foundation of good government is justice ; and that this depends

upon a knowledge of the ordinances of the law ; that although the learned

of every age had compiled expositions of the law, yet in some instances

the examples were so dispersed that they could not readily be found,

when required ; and in others, the cases of less weight were not distinguished

from those adjudged to be authoritative ; whilst some decisions also had been

unnecessarily repeated ;
and others, tliough requisite, had been omitted

;

wherefore it was proper that, in the present reign, a new Fulawa should be

compiled, to be arranged in the most approved manner ; and to contain

the most authoritative decisions of law, including every useful case, wdiich

had been adjudged, without repetition or omission. As soon as the King had

formed this design, he ordered Meerza' Kazim to discontinue writing the

Aalumgeernamah ;
and not to take in future the sum allotted for it from the

royal treasury. He then assembled a number of eminent lawyers from the

of the Burely court of circuit) under the superintendence of his father, the Kazee ool Koozat*

who has added notes of explanation where they appeared requisite. This version will probably

be printed and published, as it well deserves to be.
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Funjau, the environs of Shahjahanahad, Akhur ahad, Jlah-abad, and the Dukhun
;

and employed them in compiling the work, whieh was afterwards called the

Futavea-i Aalumgeeree. In truth no other Fiitawa is equal to it in excellence.

It has become celebrated in every city, as well in Arabia as in other countries

;

and is termed at Mecca the Futaxva-i Hind, or Indian expositions. It is

esteemed by the learned of every country, and is received as an authority

for law decisions in this empire.” It is added, that lacks of rupees are said to

have been disbursed in stipends to the learned compilers, the purchase of

books, and other expences attending the execution of the work.

Tbe Fiitawa-i Aalumgeeree being four times the size of the Hiddyah,

and containing little more than a recital of law cases, without the arguments

and proofs, which are diffusively stated in the Hidayah it must possess an

advantage over that work, for practical use, in its greater number of cases and

examples. On the other hand, the full illustration of the law, its principles,

and- the different doctrines promulgated by some of the most eminent ex-

pounders of it, which distinguish the Htdayah, as an original composition by

a celebrated jurist, who, from his superior knowledge and qualifications, was

esteemed a is also above that of the Futa’yea-i- Aalumgeeree \ which,

however valuable, as the latest and most comprehensive collection of

cases, is held in less comparative estimation, from its being a modern com-

pilation, made by several persons, of different judgment, and unequal ability.

Without contrasting their respective merits, however, the one is universally

admitted to be a most useful supplement to the other
; and a conversance in

both, or an easy means of reference to them in cases of judicial occurrence,

must be of essential use towards the due administration of the Mohummudaa
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laWjOas far as that law is declared to be the established rule and standard of

decision

* Mr. Hamilton’s translations of the " Hidayah” renders It unnecessary to state the

general content* of that work. The “ Futawa-i-Aalumgceree,” consists of 6l books (kitab)

in the fol-lowing order :— l,Taharut, purification. 2, Sulat, prayer. 3, Zukat, alms. 4, Som.

faiting. 5, Hujj, pilgrimage. 6, Nikah, marriage. 7> Huzaa, fosterage. S, Tulak, divorce

0. Utak, manumission, 10, Ayman, vows. 11, Hoodood, fixed penalties. 13, Surikal\^

arceny. 13, Seyur, institutes or regulations concerning infidels, apostates, apostates, and rebels.

-14, Lukeet, foundlings. 15, Looktah, troves, l6, Ibak, absconding of slaves. 17, Mufkood,

missing persons, 18, Shirkut, partnership. 10, Waukf, endowment
; or religious and cha-

ritable appropriation. 20, Bya, sale. 21, Surf, exchange of coin or bullion. 22, Kufalut,

bail. 23, Huwalut, transfer of debts, 24, Adub ool Kazee, the duty a Kazee, 25, Shahadut,

evidence. 26, Roojooa un Shahadut, retraction of evidence. 2/, Vukalut, agency. 28, Dawa-

claim. 20, Ikrar, acknowlegdmcnt. 30, Soolh, composition. 3 1, Mozarubut, copartnership in

stock and labour. 32. Wudee, ut, deposit. 33, Adeeyut, lending without return. 34, Hibah,

gift. 35, Ijarah, hire and farm. 36, Mokatub, covenanted slave. 37, Wnla, connection of

emancipator and freedman
;
or of patron and client. 38,Ikrah, compulsion. 30, Hujr, in-

hibition and disqualification. 40, Mazoon, licensed slave, and ward. 41, Ghusb, usurpation.

42, Shoofah, right of vicinity. 43 , Kismut, partition. 44. Mozaraut, compact of cultivation

45, Moa,amulut or Mosakat, compact of gardening. 46, Zubayitb, animals slain by Zubh, or

incision of the throat. 47, Oazheeyah, sacrifice. 48, Kurahiyut, abomination, disapprobation,

or censure. 40, Tuhurre, presumptive preference. 50, Ihya ool muwat, cultivation of waste

land. 51, Shirb, right to water. 52, Ushrihab, intoxicating liquors. 53, Syd, game. 54,

Rihn, pledge. 55, Jinayat, offences against the person. 56, Wnsaya, testamentary bequests.

57, Mukazir o Sijillat, judicial proceedings and decrees. 58, Shooroot, legal forms. 50, Hiyul,

legal devices. 60, Khoonsa, hermaprodite. 61, Fura,eez, rules of inheritance.

Of the sixty-one books enumerated, fifty-five correspond with similar titles in the Hidayah,

Two other books in the latter work,entitled “ Diyut,” (the fine of blood), and “ Mu,aakil" (ex-

action of the fine of blood), arc included in the “ F.Aalumgeeree,” as chapters of the book ot

Jinayat. The book of “ .Shirb,” in the “ F. Aalumgeerec,” forms a section of the book

entitled “ Ihyaool fiiuwal” in the “ Hidayah,” The remaining five books ofthe “ Futa\va-i,
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Aalumgeeree," viz. those entitled “ Tuhurree," ‘‘ Maliazir o Sijlllat,” " Shooroot,” Hiyul,"

and '' Fura.eez,” are not included ib the Hidayah.”

The general division and arrangement of both the ‘^Hidayah," and '' Aalumgeeree/’ appear

to have been adopted from the Jama-i-Sugheer,” of Imam Mohummud. The same order

is also observed in most other works written by the followers of Aboo Huneefah
;
and the author

of the Buhr-oo-rayik,” has endeavoured to shew to that it is founded on a principle of successive

connection. But his reasoning does not appear satisfactory. It may be useful to add, however,

ihat the Mosulman law, in the most extensive sense of the term (Shuras or Deen~i-ulam) com-

,'prchends the ordinances of religion, and the duties of men towards his Creator, as well as his

rights and obligations towards his fellow creatures. It i* therefore stated in the “ Bukr-i-rayik,”

to comprise five principal heads
;

namely, I-, latikadat, articles of faith. 2, Ibadat, acts of

^ worship and piety. 3, Moaamulat, affairs of life, or civil transactions. 4, Muzajir, punishments

for the prevention of crimes. 5, Adah, manner, or rules of behaviour. In books of juris-

prudence (fik-h) the first and last heads are omitted. The other three are included; and the

head of “ Ibadat,’* always precedes the “ Moiamulat," and “ Muzajir," as of superior

importance.
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An Account ’of Astronomical Observations taken at the Honourable

Company’s Observatory^ near Fort St. George in the East Indies, in the

Years 1806 and 1807. To which are added so/ne 'Remarks on the Decli-

nation ofcertain Stars and of the Sun, when near the Zenith.0/ that Place.

BY captain JOHN WARREN,

OF H. M. 33d REGIMENT OF FOOT.

\

1 . IVIajor Lambton having sent his zenith sector to the Madras Observatory

in September 1800, I began early in the ensuing month the observations which

form the subject of the present paper. As an account of this instrument has

already been given tojhe public, in a paper written by that gentleman, and

published in the 8th volume of the Asiatic Researches, I shall only observe

here that it came to me in high order, and that I observed constantly with

it from October I8O6 to June I8O7, without perceiving any material change

in its powers or mode of performing.

2. In undertaking a series of observations of zenith distances, I had in view

to establish permanently the latitude of the Madras Observatory, on which

there seemed still to be a doubt of several seconds, and also to verify the decli-

nation of several stars near the zenith, when used for obtaining the latitudes of

places, disagreed in their results.

3. This laborious and dry enquiry, I am aware can afford but little enter-

tainment to the generality of readers. The present paper, therefore, can only

VoL. X. .
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claim the advantage of recording good observations, taken in great numbers,

and computed with scrupulous attention]: and perhaps of affording some data

to astronomers in other climates, for further investigation into the effects of

refraction.

4. Although the method for correcting 2;enith distances at any given

time, for abbreviation, nutation, and solar equation, is w'ell known to astro-

nomers, yeti do not omit giving a general statement of the manner in which

I have applied these various corrections to my observations. Such as belong

to Regulus are given in Table I, and may serve as an example for the rest.

For the detail of [each respective rule I must refer the reader to books of

astronomy, for I have nothing new to offer on the principles upon which they

are grounded.

5. I HAVE however to observe, that refractions being one of the subjects

under consideration, I have computed it separately for every star, according to

Dr. Bradley's theory, in wdiich the state of the atmosphere at the time of

observation is considered, and without any reference to the tables. The rule

may be found demonstrated in Vince’s Complete System of Astronomy, Chap.

VIII. page 82, and following, I l ave reduced it, for a more convenient ar-

rangement, into the following form :

Corrected Refraction RnTan^t- z—3;- x iJ’ x ^ x 4oo.

h -f 3500

Idle following example will shew the notation.

Example.

The mean observed zenith distance of RegnJus by observation is 0° Q'

i4'.326 ±Z.
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near fort ST. GEORGE. 515-

Tlie refraction due to «» altitude, as established by experiments, and very,

near the level of the sea is 50" = H’-*

The mean altitude of barometer at the time of observing was 30.035

inches r= «.

The general medium height of Mercury is 29.6 =

The mean altitude of thermometer at the time of observation was / 1 -h.

Rule,

Tangt.Z = 0°q' u".3261og. 7.4293310

3r^____o^/{’- 5oMog. 1.6989700

9.1283010 N.N.0.134
3

Zr - 0.402

7 — - O* o' 13'h024 log. 7.4290229'! a = 30.035 log. \ATTbS53
Tangt. Z- 3r _ O

9 ^3^9
J .69^700 A = 29.6 log. 1 .47 12917

logoff 0.0062636
log. 0.0062636

4. 29.6 ®

. 400 log. 2.6088284
>

j.7430849

h'J\°

350

/^ + 350= 421 log. 2.6232821
| h-^3oMl\

Corrected Refract. 72 = 0.131 N.N. 9.11 88028 J

* The quantity R’, which represents the refraction due to 45° latitude (where Rad.= 1)

is given in Bradley’s Tables — 57". But for obvious reasons I have preferred Le Gentil’s

quantity, as his experiments at_Po7/<f;c//rm/appears to me unexceptionable.

3 U 2



5l6 ACCOUNT OP ASTRONOMICAL OBSERVATIONS

which quantity 0".l 3 I is entered on the IX. column of Table II. and so of

the rest.

6. I vvAs at first doubtful respecting the best mode ©f obtaining a very

accurate mean latitude for the Observatory, and hesitated between making a

selection of a certain set of stars whose declination was determined at Greenwich

after the same method, and with the same instruments
; or taking the whole

mass of my observations without adverting to the catalogues either English

French, or German, from which I had taken the declinations.

7 . Had the whole of the stars given in Table III. been computed when

I began writing this paper, I might have been induced to think the separate

catalogue in Table II, unnecessary, since the two means only differ by o".36j.

However, I was, at the time, determined by an opinion that the results of a

few very accurate operations were always preferable to the mean of a great

number of indifferent ones, and chose therefore twelve principal stars (six on

each side of the zenith) the declinations of which are given in Dr. Mas-

kelyne’s catalogue for January 1802. With these I constructed Table II.

to which I particularly wish to call the attention of the reader, as every thing

that I shall say hereafier is grounded on the mean latitude which is derived

from it.

8 . In this catalogue, the maximum of deviation in the respective latitudes

is only 4^.551, and their gradual decrease as the stars become more southerly

indicates that this difference is not solely to be attributed to inaccuracy in

the observation ; for it is to be observed that the regularity of this decrement

(which is scarcely interrupted) cannot altogether be ascribed to chance j
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and it was this consideration which led me to examine whether I could not

discover some law by which it was governed.

9. For this purpose I gathered all the observations which I could collect,

and from as many different places in the Feninsula as I could, provided they were

obtained in sufficient numbers at each place. These being arranged in the

order of the declinations, and the mean results of northern and southern zenith

distances being taken separately, I noticed invariably (though in unequal

degrees) a small excess in the northern, and defect in the southern^sets.

10. An abstract of these deviations is given in Table IV. and the reader will-

do well to refer to it in order to judge of the consistency of the preceding

remark, and of the solidity of what I have further to say on the sub-

ject.

11. This exposition being sufficient to shew the tendency of obser-

vations taken north of the zenith to give too great a latitude, and the con-

trary of the southern ones, I shall now endeavour to account for this circum-

stance as follows.

12. Let 7j (PlateVl. Fig, l) be the true zenith of any place. ED, and

E d, the declinations of any two stars, one north, the other south, and nearly

at equal distances from the said zenith. By the present experiments, if

we use the declination of D, the latitude will fall somewhere in L: but

if we use the declination of d, then it will fall on the opposite side,

somewhere in
'J.

Therefore the sum of the zenith distances D L I d.
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S

will fall short of the differences of declinations E D, and E d hy the small

are L 1.

1 3. Let now the zenith be altered into ^ (Fig 2) so that d be now north of

it, and let ^ be the place of a third star, south of the zenith Then if we

use the declination of d (which before gave us too low a latitude^ it will now

give it in A
; and if we use that of (fit will fall in ^ south of the true zenith

so that instead of having E D — E § — sum of the four zenith distances,

we have it (Fig. 0.) — D L \ LI \- I d Ar d E ^ That is, the four

observed distances + the small arcs L I E' Therefore, if we suppose

the declination E D to have been well determined, that of d is too low by the

arc L /, and that of <1, by LI + \e-

14. -For example
; let the true place of Aldeharan be at a?, and its

apparent place (affected by the error in the declination) be at Z), Regulus at d

and a Orionis at $ ; then at the observations at Paudree and Ti ivandaporam

we have

D L 20 46' 33" .682 N.1
Id O 24 43 .040 S.

1 £ respective zeniths.
dx 1 10 9 .920 N. r ^

A A 4 23 4 .810 S.J

Sum, 8 44 31 .452

Now the mean declination of Aldeharan being

Equal . . . 16° 6' 23".

7

3

And X Orionis = 7 21 36 .6l

We have ED—E ^8 44 47 .12

8 44 31 .45

Diff. L! A- E= • • 15 .55
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and in order to have separately the values of these quantities, we have at

Paudree

Latitude E L hy Aldeharan l3o 19' .018

E I hy Regnlus 41 i340

Difference L 1 7 *678

At Trivandaporam,

Latitude Ea by Regulus . 11° 4 ^^' 49" .329

E A hy a Orlonis 41 .67

Difference a a 7 -879

Hence Z/ h a a = 7''-678 + 7-879 = 1 5.557 as before. -

15. It is therefore evident that, taking the declination of Aldeharan to

be corrected, and the observation good, then the declination of a Orlonis

should be increased by 15".5o7- Again, if we revert to what I have said

higher up (Para. 7 *) it may be inferred, that these errors proceed from assigning

originally too great a difference of polar distance between the extreme stars

from which the mean latitude is deduced (as for example between ArcluruSy

and Procyon:) hence the mean latitude, which is derived from both, will

fall somewhat too lovo ;
both on^account of the excess of this arc, and also of

the error of polar distance of P D—P x.

16. It follows from this, that the successive small arcs of declination

Dy,yv, V d, dS (Eig3.) will severally be too great, and this seems to be the

case with the declinations of the twelve stars registered in Table II.

17- It is true that in the foregoing example, where I have compared the

results given by Aldeharan, Regulus and a Orlonis, l^have selected an extreme

* See also infra, Pa. 17-

#
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case ; but it is likewise evident, from what appears in Table IV. that were

the wm? of any number of northern and southern stars, to be taken separately

at any two places of different latitudes, and in the order here described, the

deviation u ould tend the same way as in the above exposition
; and this, it

may be supposed, by a certain quantity, throzm in from a distaiit zenith^ on

account of refraction, which cannot be corrected here for the quantity P x, nor

done away by that due to the small arcs D y near the zeniths. Also that the

latitude of ^ will fall too low by a certain quantity (PD — P x) D x y-

/ 4- A where Z) a; is the whole error affecting the declination of Z); and the
71

divisor n, will be in some proportion of the error affecting the whole arc D ^

(always in excess) from'the extremities of which the mean latitudes of Z and ^

were deduced.

18 . With the mean latitude given in Table II. we can therefore be no

otherwise satisfied that from the following consideration, which as far as it affects

our latitude seems to reduce the error D xy ^^^ ^ ^ to a mere nothing.

j g. Regulus, a star of the first magnitude, no doubt attentively observed

from every part of Europe, owing to its being very near the ecliptic, and

situated only Q minutes and 14 seconds from the zenith of the Madras Obser-

vatory, gives a latitude differing only from the mean results in Table II. by

20^.22. This, no doubt, will be admitted to be a strong indication, that its decli-

nation, such as laid down in the tables, is very accurate. Regidus may

therefore, without inconveniency, be taken as a visible point in the heavens,

from which to lay down the position of the other stars ; by this means the
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zenith distances applied to it will give results consistent both with the observa-

tions at Greenwich^ and at Madras^ and thus form a link by which the two ze-

niths may hereafter be connected.

20 . For this reason, in computing the Xth column in Table Ilf. I have

adopted the following process

;

I.

Declination of Regiihis, 12° 54' 53'' .930

Zenith distance of do. . . . 0 9 14 .504

Z. D. of Arctmus N. . . . 7 7 58 .690

Corrected declin. of Arcturus, 20 12 12 .124 N,

II.

Zenith distance of Reguhis, . 0 9 14 .504

Zenith distance of Proejon, . . . 7 21 I 1 .302

Difference 7 1 1 57 .29 8

Declination of ReguJus, . . . 12 54 58 .930

Corrected declin. of Procyon, . 5 43 1 .632

21 . It is greatly to be regretted that there are no instruments in the

Madras Observatory, wherewith to take accurately great zenith distances ; for

corresponding observations of stars near the zenith of Greenwich and of Paris,

would have afforded powerful means for correcting, after the same manner,

the declinations of all stars in that extensive space of the heavens which

divides the two Observatories.

On the Sun’s DECLiNATioN.

22 . It is a fact deserving of notice, that the medium of 20 observations of

V^oL. X. 3X
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he sun, taken with the zenith sector, (Table V.) gives the latitude of the

Observatory only 13° 4' 3''.328 which is less by 10".320 than that brought out

by the stars in Table II.

I

23. The great difficulty of observing the sun, when in the meridian in

tropical climates, owing to the great tremor of the atmosphere at noon time,

induced me not to consult it in laying down the latitude of this Observatory.

24. However, on comparing the mean latitude in Table V. with the result

of similar observations, formerly taken with the same instrument by Mr.

Goldingham, (56 in number) I found that his latitude by the sun, namely,

13o 4' differed only by 2".332 from mine. There could therefore

remain no doubt that the sun gave a lower latitude than the stars ; and I was

further confirmed in this opinion, on Major Lambton communicating to me

his remark, that when observing the sun, in various parts of the Peninsula,

his results were likewise in defect.

I

25 . In order to make a further trial of this, let us compute the exact time

when the sun was precisely in the parallel of the Madias Observatory, and then

(taking the difference of longitude between Greenwich and this place to be well

known) determine the sun’s declination for that moment, from what it is given

in the nautical almanac for two preceding, and two succeeding moons.

26. For this, taking the four zenith distances observed nearest and on

each side of the zenith, and interpolating in the usual way we have

* The formula of which Is y — a P x Q. .v
—

^

* 5rc. where.v is to be

found by resolving the equation.
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Aprii 24, O 29' 4l" S. = 1781 + = a

25, O 9 56 S. = 596 ^ - h

26, O 9 39 N. = 579 — - c

27, O 29 3 N. = 1743 — d

Hence

:

a h c
' d

1781; 596; — 579; — 1741

— 1185 ;
— 1175; — 1 164

+ 10 ; + 11

+ 1

Therefore ^~1 1781 * P ~~ *“ 1158; Q — lO ; — Z — —- 237 • Hence JT

- "”V = 1.50617 or 1 day'l2h8' 52".84. Therefore

the sun was exactly in the parallel of the Observatory on the 25th of April at

1 2^ 8' 52"84 P. M. Madras time, and taking the difference of longitude to be

80® 18' 30" E. which gives in time 5'^ 2lm J4s, then the sun was in the said

parallel on the 25th of April at 6'^ 47™ 38". Greenwich time.

> .

27. Now by interpolating again for the sun’s declination at that instant, we

have by the ephemerides

April 24, 12o 38 44 = 45524 r: a

25, 12 58 3 = 46710 = b

26, 13 18 4 - 47884 = c

. . 27, 13 37 25 = 49045 zz.d

Hence:

a h c d

45524; 46710 ; 47884 ; 49045

1186; 1174; 1161

— .12 ;
— 13 ;

— 1 ;

X2
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Therefore ^ - 45524 ; P = 11 86 ; Q. = — 1 2, and a' and v - a -\. F x ^

Q 1=13° 4' 3". 159; which differs only from the mean latitude by the

sun (Table V.) by 169.

28. It iS; I own, no easy matter to give a reason for so great a deviation.

The difference between this position of the sun when in the parallel of the

Observatory, and the latitude of that place as given by the stars, being 10'^326,

' no error in the difference of longitude assumed between the Greenwich and

Observatories can account for it. For if we take y = 13° 4 ' ld".654

or 47053''.654 (Table II.) then resolving the equation we have, x — —
-f f/z —T) 1 + — a — i.day 2,8912 or 1 day 6^’ 50™ I9* .Q, which gives

“i" ^

a difference of 8 minutes and 43 seconds of time for moving through io''.320

of a degree in declination. So that if we suppose the sun to be in the

parallel given by the stars, the interval of time allowed for the difference of

longitude between Madras and Greenwich must be diminished by that

quantity, which is far beyond any uncertainty that may still subsist on that

head.

20- Again; as to the time ^ of apparent noon at Madras^ the sun’s

transit was always observed with the fixed transit instiument, whilst I was ob-

serving it with the zenith sector ;
and these contemporary observations agreed

always to a second of time. There can therefore be but little irregularity to

apprehend from this efement, and we are compelled, though under equal

objections and difficulties, to ascribe the error to the declination either as

assigned to the sun in the ephemerides, or to the stars in the catalogue for

1602 ;
and 1 believe the former are the most likely to create suspicion.
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30. Where great talents are combined with the most perfect instruments

and assiduous practice, the cause can only be ascribed to that important cor-

rection on which we are still so very uncertain : and on this I shall venture an

opinion, not altogether unsupported by experiments *; which is, that the decli-

nation of the sun being deduced from observations taken at noon^ and that of

the stars at night time, the effects of refraction at these different periods may

possibly vary materially, and what is allowed for zenith distances of the stars, be

too much for zenith distances of the sun ; a surmise which explains at once

why the sun, in the present instance, gives a lower latitude than the stars.

This strongly suggests the expediency of further experiments for ascertaining a

point, which, if established, would be highly conducive to important discoveries,

in an interesting but imperfectly knowm branch of natural philosoph)\

JOHN WARREN.
Observatory, Fort St. ?

George, lit of March, 1808. »

* See Asiatic Researches Volume IX. Article 1st, Page 13, the experimems on terrestrial

refraction, where the refraction at night was something more than double what it was in

the day-time, owing (it is supposed) to the increased moisture of the atmosphere.



IX.

Translations of two Letters of Nadir Shah, with Introductory

Observations in a Letter to the President.

BY BRIGADIER GENERAL JOHN MALCOLM.

TO HENRY COLEBROOK, ESQ.

President of the Asiatic Society.

MY DEAR SIR,

In the course of researches into the history of Persia^ my attention was par-

ticularly drawn to a collection of letters, and original state papers, of

Nadir Shah, published after his decease by his favourite secretary Mirza

MehedI. This collection is held in the highest estimation in Persia^ not

only from the light it throws upon the history of that nation, but from the

stile in which it is written, and which is considered to be the best model for

those who desire to attain excellence in this branch of writing.

I HAVE the pleasure to transmit, for the consideration of the Asiatic

Society, translations of two of these letters which appear to be strongly

illustrative of the character of Nadir Shah, and the history of the period

at which they were written, and which may perhaps be deemed on that account

not unworthy of a place in the Society’s Researches.
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The first is addressed to Muhammud Ali Khan, Beglerheg* of Fars^ and

must from its tenor have been written early the year 1731, a few months

previous to the dethronement of Shah Tamasp, which took place in the month

of August of that year» Nadir Shah published, at the period at which he

w'rote this letter, a proelamation or manifesto addressed to the inhabitants of

Persia, in which, after stating his own successes against the Afghans and the.

other enemies of his country, and the evils which appeared likely to arise from

the shameful peace which had been concluded with the Turks, he announces

his intention of marching after the feast of Nau Roz (which occurred that year

on the 22d of Ramson or 1 0th of March) and of not only obliging tbe Turks

to consent to more just terms, but of depriving of dignity and power, and

considering as infidels, all those who should oppose his intentions. This mani-

festo, as well as his letter to the Beglerheg of Pars, sufficiently prove, that his

designs were at that moment more directed against his own sovereign than

that of Constantinople.

There is no epoch in the life of Nadir Shah at which he acted w'ith

more consummate art and policy, than upon this occasion. The crowm of

Persia was completely within his grasp. But he appears to have considered it

as indispensable to have his right universally acknowledged by his countrymen

before he seized it. He had within a period of thirteen years risen from obscurity

to unrivalled pre-eminence in the service of his weak monarch
; and, by his

wonderful valour and conduct, had not only rescued his country from the

^
Afghans, the Turks and the Russians, who taking advantage of the decline

* Governor of Persia proper.
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of the Sofiiviyah dynasty and consequent dissentions of the nobles of the

empire, had made tliemselves masters of its richest cities and finest pro-

vinces
;
but he had received the military spirit of the Persians^ and roused a

nation sunk in sloth and luxury, to great and successful exertion. But

neither this success, the imbecility of Shah Tamasp, nor a reliance

upon his own fame and strength, could induce him to take the last step

of usurpation, until he had by his arts excited a complete contenapi in

the minds of his countrymen for their reigning sovereign, and a pride in

his glory, that was likely to make his elevation seem more the accomplish-

ment of their wishes than of their ambition. The great ability with w'hich he

laboured to effect this object, is admirably shown in his letter to Mu-

hammed Ali Khan. He commences by stating his victories over the

Afghans, whom he had not only completely expelled from the empire, but

pursued into their own territories. He next exposes the impolitic and hu-

miliating conditions of the treaty which the king had concluded with the

Turkish government ;
and, on the ground of its bringing disgrace on Persia,

asseris his right and intention, as the successful champion of the inde-

pendence of his country, to abrogate the ignominious engagement ; and while

he flatters the national spirit of the Persians by anticipating success against

their ancient rivals the Turks, he endeavours to enflame all their bigotry by

giving the colour of religion to the cause which he has undertaken; and calls

upon them, with the well feigned zeal of an enthusiast, to fight for the preser-

vation and existence of the holy sect of Shiah, a schism which, as appears

from his whole life, he always considered to be a heresy, and which it was the first

and last object of his reign to eradicate and destroy : and, to make the

effect of this letter complete, he concludes it with the usual decla-

ration of all MuhiwimecJan leaders wlio have made religion the pretext of
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war, that he should consider and punish as infidels all those that refused their

concurrence and aid in the sacred cause to which he professed himself

devoted.

The second letter is from Delhi, and must have been written immediately

after the arrival of Nadir Shah in that city, in the month of February

1738. It commences with a clear statement of the causes of lus invasion of

Hindustan which is follow'ed by a concise relation of his military operatic ns,

and a particular account of the celebrated battle of Karndl, in which he

defeated the emperor of hidia. The account of occurrences before the

action, the action itself, the subsequent visit w-hich Nadir received from

Muhammed Shah, and his resolution to replace that monarch upon

the throne of his ancestors, are stated with equal perspicuity and force,

and the whole of this letter is written in a less inflated stile than any

oriental composition of a similar nature which has fallen under my observa-

tion. It records events of almost unparallelled magnitude, and the expression

is (as far as I can judge) never more warm than what the subject justifies, and

indeed requires.

These letters are perhaps calculated to give the reader a more favourable

impression of the character of Nadir Shah, than any thing before published

relating to that great and successful conqueror ; wdio is chiefly known in

Europe by the report of his tyranny and cruellies, and above all by the

massacre of which reached European narrators through the exaggerated

statements of the surviving inhabitants of that unfortunate city. It is fiir

from my intention to trouble you with what the Persian advocates of

Nadir Shah state in vindication of his conduct upon that memorable

occasion ; nor do I mean to enter in this place into any inquirv

VoL. X. 3 Y
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regarding the character and actions of this extraordinary man ; 'but you wlll^

I am assured, forgive me, if I offer some observations on the manner in

which the history of Nadir Shah and of several other Asiatic princes of

eminence have been given by European writers.

In describing eastern despots, there has often appeared to me a stronger

desire to satisfy the public of the author’s attachment to freedom and his

abhorrence to tyranny, and despotic power, under every shape, than to

give a clear and just view of those characters whose history was the

immediate object of his labours. This usage may no doubt, in some

points of view, appear laudable. It may have a tendency to impress

those who peruse the work with a still greater love of the first of all

human blessings, rational liberty. But others, who look to a volume

of Asiatic history with no other desire but that of obtaining historical

truth, and a correct knowledge of the social and political state of the

nation that is described, will be disposed to regret that there was any

prejudice on the mind of an author or translator, that gave him a bias

unfavourable to the gratification of their hopes. They will wish, that he

had looked upon the political world with more toleration ; and though

they may not censure his warm admiration of the government of his own

country, they will lament the existence of a feeling] which was adverse

to an impartial consideration of events illustrative of the general history

of the human mind, and which has led him to stamp with general and

unqualified reprobation rulers, who, however low their pretentions may

be rated, if tried by the standard of countries towards whom that over

which they reigned had no one point of affinity, must have stood high in

the scale, if measured by that more applicable principle, which takes as its

foundation, the actual state of the community in which . such characters
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were born, the means which they possessed, and the actions which they

achieved ; and, on this fair and just ground, pronounces with truth and dis-

cernment, on the right they had, from their qualities and achievements, to

that [preeminence which they attained.

Ip such an author were to write the history of Nadir Shah, he

would probably see something more than a mere u^rper and tyrant in the

man, who, born in a low rank of life, at a period when his country was overrun

by foreign invaders, raised himself by the force of his own genius and courage

to the highest military rank
;

attacked, defeated, and expelled every

enemy from Persia ; and afterwards, with the universal consent of his

countrymen, seized [the sceptre which his valor had saved, and which a

weaker hand could not have wielded. Such an historian, after dwelling with

pleasure if not enthusiasm, on the early events of his life, would accompany

Nadir with satisfaction in his war upon those barbarous j4fghan tribes, who

for a series of years had committed the most horrid ravages in Persia ; and

though it would be impossible to commend the motives that led that monarch

to attack the Emperor of Indiay the extraordinary valour and conduct which

he displays in that enterprise, the exercise he gave by it to that military

spirit which he had with such difficulty rekindled among his countrymen,

and the magnanimity with which he restored the crown (which he had con-

quered) to the weak representative of the illustrious house of Timur, might»

without offence to truth, be stated by such a writer in mitigation of that

insatiable desire of glory which prompted the enterprise, and of those excesses

by which it was attended.

The actions of Nadir Shah, until the period of his return from hiclia,

are a theme of constant praise among his conntrymen. Of the remainder

3 Y 2
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of Ills life they say, that, though it was not unmarked by great deeds

it was too evident that he had become intoxicated with success, and no longer

acted under the guidance of reason ; and all Persian authorities agree, that,

after he had in a paroxysm of rage, or rather madness, put out the eyes of

his eldest son Reza Kuli Mirza, he became altogether insane. But neither

this act of attrocity, nor the other cruelties which Nadir committed towards

the close of his reign, have eradicated from the minds of his countrymen the

sentiments of veneration which they entertain for his memory, as the deliverer

of his country from its numerous, cruel, and ^insolent enemies.

I MUST trust to your indulgence to excuse the length of this letter.

If the accompanying translations are deemed worthy of being inserted in the

transactions of the Asiatic Society, I hope to be able to forward hereafter

others of a similar kind.

315/ October

,

1808 .

I am, My Dear Sir,
I

with sincere respect and esteem

Yours faithfully,

JOHN MALCOLM.
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LETTER I.

{Written before Nadir Shah ascended the throne,) addressed to

Ali Khan, Beglerheg of Fars ;
and giving an account of the conquest of

Herat,

TTothe highest of the exalted in station, the Chief of the great Nobles

Muhammed Ali Khan, these happy tidings be conveyed.

Aided by the bounty of an all powerful Creator, and the happy auspices

of the house of Haider * and the twelve holy Imams (on whom be eternal

mercy,) with my crescent formed and all subduing scimitar, which in glory

resembles the recent moon, and with my powerful and victorious army, and

soldiers of propitious destiny, who are those, sent from heaven I have,

'under the influence of good fortune, surpassed all others in the capture of

fortresses and cities. ‘

f

At this happy and auspicious period, the host of Hfghans of the tribe

of Abdalli, who fled from the edge of the conquering swords of my

dragon-like warriors, retired, as a spider within its web into the fort of

• Ali. Here the tribe of iS/z/iiAi are^meant, who are supposed to be under A Li’s protection,

and in fact part of his family.

f Sentences marked in italics, are passages from the Koran, of which I have concisely

rendered the meaning.

X From the AertiK. The passage literally signifies “ like unto the spider that mnketh himself

a house.” But the weakest of houses surely is the spider’s.
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Herat. Their hearts were distracted with fear, and the pillars of patience and

fortitude, that had supported their resolution, were cast down. Reduced to

distress by the complicated evils of famine and of the sword, they implored

mercy ; and as clemency is enjoined to the powerful,” T permitted them to

evacua.te the fort ; and have sent (with a view to disperse them) sixty thousand

of this tribe with their families, who were reduced to great misery, to the city

of Khar Shahyar in the province of Khorasnn. By the favour and blessing

of that omnipotent being, by whom I have been protected, the fort of Herat

is in my possession ; and the whole of the tribe of Afghans^ as also of the

Ghelyahs * of Candahar^ who were in the bounds of alliance with them,

have submitted ; and have placed upon their necks the collar of obedience..

In the midst of these actions, by wliich the whole country from Herat to

Candahar has been completely subdued, and the disturbers of tranquillity

on the borders of Khorasan exemplarily punished, 1 learn by a letter from

Muhammed Reza Khan, w'ho was sent ambassador to the court of Rum^y

that he has concluded a treaty with the king, by which it is agreed that the

Turhsh empire shall possess the territory on the other bank of the river

Aras ; and the Persian, all upon this : but no arrangement appears to hav^

been made for the liberation of the prisoners of the sect of AlI who are con-

fined in the Turhsh dominions.

It is an incontestible truth, that the existence of humble persons, like us,

who, from the favour of a divine providence, have obtained rank and pre-emi-

nence over others, is for no other purpose than that we should be the friends

A.particular tribe of Afghans,

t Co7isfantinople,
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of the sect of Sh'iahi^ that we should relieve the distress and dispel the grief

of the poor and afflicted ; for to protect the ruled is the duty of the

ruler.”) That we should combat the enemies of the weak, and eradicate the

distemper of sedition from the body of the state : not that (deaf to the voice

of the helpless and unmindful of those that are prisoners) w e should break such

sacred engagements, to conciliate the approbation and yield to the power of a

proud enemy.

By the great-and powerful God, this day is big with ruin to their enemies and

with joy to the sect of Shiahs, the discomfiture of the evil-minded is the glory

and exaltation of the followers of Ali. When the avenger is at hand the wicked

tremble and are appalled. Their eyes roll wildly like one in the agonies of death*

Let the danger pass over, and it is forgotte7i. They revile and mock with their

tongues.

This Is a just description of the Turkish tribe. Why should we listen to more

prevarications ? Or why confine ourbclyes to the bank of the Aras *
; when it

is manifest, that the peace, which has been concluded, is contrary to the will of

God and irreconcileable to the wisdom or dignity of imperial greatness.

I HAVE stated to the minister of the exalted prince, that such a peace cannot

be permanent, and that I conclude the mission of an ambassador to have been

an act of compulsion, as I cannot believe that the prince would, under other

circumstances, have consented to such a degradation of his dignity. But at all

events, as offerings are continually made in the palaces of the lords of the faithful,

and the holy men with broken hearts are praying to their divine creator for

Araxes.
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the release of the Musulman-^x\?>or\trs ; it was my determination, after receiving

leave from the holy prince of regions* Ali Ibn Mausa Reza (on whom be

eternal blessings) to march on the second day after the feast of Feter towards

the disputed quarter, aided by the divine power, and accompanied by an army

raging like the troubled ocean. •
’

.

'

FERSES.

I shall overflow nriy banks, and fly like an impatient lover to his mistress j

Like a torrent, will I rush, with my breast ever on the earth.

Hafiz! if thy footsteps desire to gain, by the true path, the holy house,

Curry along with thee the virtue of the exalted of Nejef.

I HAVE represented also, that I have sent the high in dignity, Mahsum Ali

Beg Gerailt, ambassador to the court of Rum, and that he is attended by a

respectable escort ; and that he is fuhy acquainted with my wishes and

sentiments.

You will no doubt be rejoiced to hear, that, as it was to be hoped from the

goodness of God, this peace with the Turks is not likely to endure
; and you may

rest in expectation of my approach. For, by the blessing of the most high, I

will advance immediately, with an army elated with success, skilled in sieges,

numerous as emmets, valiant as lions ; and combining with the vigor of youth

the prudence of age. I will attend on the exalted prince, and then proceed to-

wards the Turkish frontier.

• One of the twelve 7m<7»ir, who died at Meshed in Khorasan, where he is buried

f This feast happens at the conclusion of the month of Rq/nzan.
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VERSE.

Let the cup-bearer tell our enemy, the worshipper of fire.

To cover his head with dust
;

For the water, that had departed, is returned into its channel.

Such of the tribe of Shiahs, as are backward on this great occasion, and

are reconciled to this shameful peace, should be expelled from the faithful

seat ; and for ever counted among its enemies. To slaughter them will be

meritorious ; to permit their existence, impious.

'' I have heard, that, during the reign of Mutasim,

“ A woman of Aj’im was taken by the foe :

Her eyes became channels for torrents of blood.

‘‘ She thus complained of her wretched state.

'' Oh Mutasim ! why art thou supine ? I call for justice!.

“ Thy subject is a prisoner in the hands of thine enemy,

“ Thou art the flame in the lamp of the country.

On thee depends the shame or glory of the nation.

Thou art the protector of the poor and wretched :

“ All their children are the children of their sovereign !’’

Her masters, astonished at these exclamations,

“ In rage struck her on the face
;

“ And said, “ now let your monarch Mutasim,
“ With all the renowned heroes of Persia,

Collect an innumerable army.

And come, if they chose, to thy rescue.”

This speech soon reached the great Mutasim,

Who immediately published throughout Persia,

“ That all, who pretended to the name of men,
“ Should instantly assemble in arms.

“ When the monarch had completed his mighty preparations.

“ He soon heaped destruction on the heads of his enemies *•

To release one prisoner from the hand of the foe.

* This story is lelated by historians, of Muta'sim, the son ofllA'RUN'AU Ua' shid, and

eighth Khalif of the house of Abas. D'HerbeUt Bihl. Or. 630.

VoL. X. 3 Z
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'' If an incomparable army were assembled,

“ At this moment, when numbers of the Shiahs of Persia

” Are prisoners in the hand of cruel men,
“ And, with their lamentable cries uttered morn and eve,
“ Have rendered dark and gloomy the azure sky

;

“ It is acknowledged by the tribe of Shiahs,

“ That the king t of Khorasan, the Imam of the age.

Is not considered by the men of Persia

As less honourable, nor of lesser fame, than Mutasim !

“ Then, by the mercy and greatness of the creator,

<’ Victory is still declared to these soldiers-

Under the auspices of the most merciful of the world,

“ I have taken ample vengeance on the Afghans.

Aided by tlie fortune of the lord of Khorasan,

I have been revenged on the whole tribe of the Afghans.
“ There remains not in this quarter, at this period,

" Aught of that tribe but their name-

In this war great actions have been fought.

The Kezel-hashes* became each a sharp pointed thorn.

From the slaughter that has been made, and the blood that has been shed,

'' Our high polished scimitars have received a purple stain.

“ I have taken from the worthless foe, ^

“ With my sword, the region trom Herat to Candahar I

“ By the sacred temple of the lord t of Nejef,

“ We will turn with vehemence to that quarter :

" \Ve will perform a pilgrimage to that threshold : .

“ And we will afford protection to our prisoners :

“ We will take ample vengeance of the Turks.

" We will punish J all our foes.

“ And ill this war, whoever continues Inactive,

" Or from baseness remains in pretended ignorance,

“ Both his property and his blood are lawful prize.

“ He is to be considered out of the pale of the true faith.”

t Ali Mausa Reza, the seventh /waw, buried at AAsAtfr/.

’ Persians-, literally iirzfAeffilr, a name given to them, from the circumstance of Shah Ismaii.

having directed all true followers of the sect of Shiah to wear red caps-

t .Ali, the son-in-law of the prophet, who is buriedat Nejef.

X Literally, /wr^irA the garments.
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Most Noble Lord, If the state of the province of Furs will permit, lose

not a moment in repairing to the court of the m ost exalted prince at Ispahan
;

and represent to him that, as the peace which has been concluded will benefit

no person whosoever, and can in no light be viewed as proper or reputable, it

neither meets the approbation of the nobles nor the commonalty of the empire.

But, if you should be prevented from moving to the capital, owing to the

dispute with the Arabs not being adjusted, let me be instantly informed. If

you are able to quell these troubles, it is well. But, if you require aid, make

me acquainted ; and a detachment of my victorious army shall march to your

support.

Keep me regularly informed of the news of your quarter.

LETTER II.

From Nadir Shah, to his son Reza Kuli Mirza, giving ’an account of the

conquest of Delhi,

the exalted and glorious son of our wishes the valiant Reza Kuli

Mi'rza, who is our vicegerent in ln\n, the seat of our empire ; our most

beloved, the pre-eminent in royal rank, allied to us in dignity ;—be these

glorious commands known.

Agreeably to our former communications, after the defeat of Afghan

prince, Ashref Ali' Merdan Khan was appointed our ambassador to the

3 Z 2
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court of Einclmtan for the purpose of representing to that court, that as

the turbulent Afghans of Candahar and its neighbouring provinces were to be

considered equal enemies to both states, it would be advisable to appoint an

army from Hindustan, to occupy the passes and prevent the retreat of the

marauders. The emperor Muhammed Shah gave a ready assent, and con-

cluded a treaty to the proposed effect. After the return of our ambassador, we

sent Muhammed Ali' Khan to the court of the Indian emperor to repeat

our instances on this subject, and Muhammed Shah confirmed his former

engagement.

After our glorious and victorious standards returned to Candahar, we under-

stood from our conquering generals employed with a part of our force in the re-

duction of the Afghans of Kallat and Ghhni, that Muhammed Shah had in

no respect fulfilled his engagements ; and that no appearance of an Indian army

had been seen in that quarter. This intelligence induced us to send with the

utmost expedition, Muhammed Khan Turkoman to the court of Delhi to

remind the Emperor of his promises
;

but that sovereign and his ministers,

in dereliction of their former engagements, treated the subject with neglect

omitted answering our letters, and even put restraint on the person of our am-

bassador.

In this situation we were impelled to march against the Afghans of Ghiznl

and Calnd, and after punishing the refractory mountaineers in that quarter, as

we considered the neglect and contempt with which Muhammed Shah

had behaved, and his conduct to our ambassadorJrreconcileabk with friendship,

we marched towards Shdhjehdndhdd,
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Or our success in reducing the provinces of Peshavir and taking possession of

Lahore, the former seat of empire, our beloved son has already been informed.

We marched from that city the last day of Shaved, and on Friday the 10th

of Zelkdd reached Amhala, forty farsakhs from Shdhjehatu'dnul

.

We here learnt,

that Muh'ammed Shah had collected from Hindustan and the Dechin a nu-

merous force, and accompanied by all his nobles, by an army of three

hundred thousand men, three hundred pieces of cannon, three or four hundred

elephants, and other equipments in proportion, had marched from Delhi and

arrived at Pdnipet, a village twenty farsakhs from Amhala. We immediately

directed the superfluous and heavy baggage of our conquering army to be left

at Amhala, and advanced to meet the enemy. Muh'ammed Shah also left

Pdnipet and marched to Carndl, which is twenty-five farsakhs from Delhi.

In the course of our march we detached a force of five or six thousand men

in advance, who had orders to observe the appearance, numbers and order of

Muhammed Shah’s army. This body, when about two farsakhs from Carndl,

fell in with the advance of the Hindustdm army, which amounted to twelve

thousand men : these they attacked and totally routed
;

presenting us with

their general and many others, whom they made prisoners.

This signal defeat put a stop to Muhammed Shah’s further advance. He

halted at Carndl and surrounded his army with a trench : he also constructed

^ramparts and batteries on which he placed his cannon.

We had sent a detachment to march to the east of Muh'ammed Shah’s
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camp and post themselves on the road that led to Delhi : tJiis party received

accounts on the night of Tuesday the I5th, that Saadet Khan, known by

his title of id Midk, and one of the chief nobles of the empire had

reached Malahat accompanied by an army of 30,000 men, a train of artillery,

and a number of elephants, and intended forcing a junction with Muh'ammed

Shah.
,

-f

With a view of intercepting this force, we marched our army, two hours

before day break, to the east of Carnal^ and occupied the road between that

village and This movement, we hoped, would force Muh'ammed

Shah from his entrenchments. About an hour and a half after day light we

had passed Carnal, and gained the east side of the Hindustani camp, when the

advance guard made prisoners some stragglers of Saadet Khan’s party, from

whose information we learnt, that that general had succeeded in his design

of forming a junction with the emperor; in whose camp he had arrived at

ten o’clock the preceding night.

On this intelligence we were pleased to order our royal tents to be pitched

on the ground which we then occupied, opposite to the camp of Muhammed

Shah, from whom we were distant about one farsakh.

As the junction of Saadet Khan had been the cause of Muhammed

Shah’s delays, he conceived on that event his appointments to be complete;

and, leaving two thirds of his cannon for the protection of his camp, he ad.

vanced with a great part of his army, a third of his artillery, and a number of

his elephants, at twelve o'clock the same day, half a farsakh in the direction
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of our royal army ; and drew up his troops In order of battle. Placing himself

in the centre of the advanced lines, he stationed the remainder of his troops in

the rear as a support. Their numbers were incredible. They occupied, as

close as they could be drawn up in depth, from the front line to the entrenched

camp, a distance of half a farsakh ; and their front was of equal extent. The

ground was every where dark with their numbers, and to judge from appearance,

we should suppose they were ten or twelve times more numerous than the

army of the Ahdal Gardoghly.

We, whose only wishes were for such a day, after appointing guards for

our camp and invoking the support of a bountiful creator, mounted and

advanced to give battle.

For two complete hours the battle raged with violence, and a heavy fire

from cannon and musquetry was kept up. After that_, by the aid of the

Almighty, our lion-hunting heroes broke the enemy’s line, and chaced them

from the field of action, dispersing them in every direction.

Saadet Khan mounted on his state elephant, his Nisha Muh'ammed

Khan and other relations, fell prisoners into our hands. Samsa'm Ali

Khan Dauran Amir UL Omra Bah a'dur, the first ministerof the empire,

was wounded. One of his sons, with his brother Muzefer Khan, was slain
;

and another of his sons, Mir Aa'sh'ue, was taken prisoner. He liimself died

the following day of his wounds.

Was'ili Khan, the commander of the emperor’s body guard, Shad'ae

Khan, Amir Kuli Khan, Ali Muhammed Khan, Mir Husen Khan,
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Kha'ja Ashrep Khan, Ali-yar Khan, A'akil Beg Khan, Shahd'ad

Khan Afghani Ahmed AliKhan, Razin Rai Khan, commander of the

artillery, as also Shir Khal'h, with about three hundred other nobles and.

leaders, of whom fifteen were commanders of seven thousand, of four and of

three thousand, were slain.

Muh'ammed Shah, with Nizam ul Mulk, ruler of the seven provinces of

the Dechin^ and a chief noble of the empire, Kamer ul Din Khan, chief

vizier, and some other nobles of less note, protected by a covering party which

had been left, made good their retreat within the entrenchments, and escaped

the shock of our victorious swords

This action lasted two hours; and for two hours and a half more were our

Conquering soldiers engaged in pursuit. When one hour of the day remained,

the field was entirely cleared of the enemy ; and as the entrenchments of their

camp were strong, and the fortifications formidable,, we would not permit our

army to assault it.

An immense treasure, a number of grand elephants, the artillery of the

emperor, and great spells of every description, were the reward of our victory.

Upwards of t\venty thousand of the enemy were slain on the field of battle,

and a much greater number were made prisoners.

Immediately after this action, we surrounded the emperor’s camp, and

look measures to prevent all communication with the adjacent country, pre-

paring at the same time our cannon and mortars to leyel with the ground the

fortification which had been erected.
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As the utmost confusion reigned in tlie imperial camp, and all discipline

was abandoned, the emperor, compelled by irresistible necessity, after the lapse

of one day, sent Nizah ul-Mulk, on Thursday the 17 th, to our royal

camp ; and the day following Muh'ammed Shah himself, attended by his

nobles, came to our heaven-like presence, in an afflicted state.

When the emperor was approaching, as we are ourselves of a Turkoman

family, and Muh'ammed Shah is a Turkoman, and the lineal descendant of

the noble house of Gaurga'n'i ; we sent our dear son Nasir Ali Khan

beyond the bounds of our camp to meet him. The emperor entered our tents,

and delivered over to him the signet of our empire. He remained that day a

guest in our royal tent.

Considering our affinity as Turkomans, and also reflecting on the favors

and honors that befitted the dignity and majesty of a king of kings
;
we be-

stowed such upon the emperor, and ordered his royal pavilions, his family and

his nobles, to be preserved ; and we have established him in a manner equal to

his great dignity.

At this time, the Emperor with his family and all the lords of Hindustan who

marched from camp, are arrived at Delhi : and on Thursday the 2Qth of Zilkad

we moved our glorious standard towards that capital.

It is our royal intention, from the consideration of the high birth of

Muh'ammed Shah, of his descent from the house of Gaurga'n'i, and of his

affinity to us a Turkoman, to fix him on the throne of empire, and to place

the crown of royalty upon his head,

4 AVoL. X.
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Praise be to God, glory to the most high, who has granted us the power to

perform such action ! F'or this great grace which we have received from the

Almighty, we must ever remain grateful.
, . .

God has made the seven great seas like unto the vapour of the desart, beneath

our glorious and conquering footsteps and those of our faithful and victorious

heroes. He has made, in our victorious mind, the thrones of kings, and the

deep ocean of earthly-glory more despicable than the light bubble that floats on

the surface of the wave
; and no doubt his extraordinary mercy, which he has

now shown, w'ill be evident to all mankind.

As we have taken possession of a great number of cannon, we send 26
,
000

'

Moghals of Iran and Turan, with a detachment from our own conquering army^

and a body of artillery with some large elephants, whom we have directed

to march to Calul. No doubt our sons will inform us of the affairs of that

quarter.

After the arrival of your letter, we will either order the detachment which we

have sent, to proceed to Balkh or to go to Herat.

We have aj)pointed the high in dignity Aa'shur Khan to march to Balkhy

after the Nan roz^ (22d March) which he no doubt will do.

Consider our glorious victory as derived from the bounty of the creator

of fortune beyond all calculation. Make copies of this our royal mandate

and disperse them over our empire, that the well wishers of our throne may be

happy and rejoice, and our secret enemies be dejected and confounded. Be you
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constantly employed in adorning and arranging your government
;

placing

your hopes in the favor of the most high, so that by the blessing of God,

all those, whether near or distant, that are not reconciled to our glorious state,

and are brooding mischief, may be caught in their own snares ; and all real

friends, who are under our dominion, may attain their wishes, and prosper under

the auspices of our munificent government.

Dated 29th Zilkad^ 1115 Hejira,

Shahjehanabad or Dehli. j

END OF THE TENTH VOLUME.
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